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PROJECT COMPENDIUM
Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch Property
FAA080094
Preface
This Project Compendium contains products resulting from a multi-year cooperative effort between the Bureau
of Land Management (BLM) Las Vegas Field Office and University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). Between 2008
and 2013, the BLM and UNLV Public Lands Institute continued their endeavors to preserve Walking Box Ranch
and utilize its vast historic and scientific resources for education, research, and training. Deliberate and careful
strategic and business planning; design and development; and the collection of priceless artifacts, photographs,
and stories began, and these efforts are ongoing today. Funding by the Southern Nevada Public Land
Management Act (SNPLMA) Capital Improvement program awarded to the BLM made FAA080094 possible.
In the process of providing advice for the design and construction of a museum and field research and training
center at Walking Box Ranch, countless stories of fame, ranching in the desert, escape, searching for riches, and
of an ecosystem have been collected. Together, the BLM and UNLV can create a destination where the shared
discovery of past, present, and future creates powerful connections between people and place. A thoughtful
and passionate team has been assembled to lay the foundation for what Walking Box Ranch will become for
future visitors. It is our hope that with a deeper understanding of the past we can come to understand the future
and appreciate the places in Nevada that tell us stories of an unforgettable past, magnificent ecological
wonders, and an inspiring landscape.

Margaret N. (Peg) Rees, Ph.D.
Executive Director
UNLV Public Lands Institute
June 22, 2013

This project was funded by the SNPLMA Capital Improvements
program through an award to the Bureau of Land Management.
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Executive Summary
Financial Assistance Agreement FAA080094 “Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch
Property” was entered into by the Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV). Its purpose was to collaboratively engage in
conceptual planning and design and the associated environmental assessments for the Walking Box
Ranch Field Research and Training Center on the 40-acre “Headquarters Parcel” of the Walking
Box Ranch, as well as provide for planning and design for the restoration, enhancement, and
protection of the historic ranch buildings for the Walking Box Ranch Museum. It was also intended
to facilitate consultation between the BLM and the UNLV during the construction phase of the
facilities. The following major accomplishments were achieved, which are described in detail in the
remainder of this document.
Consultation and Advice
•

Contracted with Architectural Resources Group (ARG) to complete the Master and
Preservation Plans funded by a Save America’s Treasures grant to UNLV, which guided all
subsequent development of the project (not funded by BLM).

•

Obtained official listing of Walking Box Ranch on the National Register of Historic Places
using Save America’s Treasures grant to UNLV (not funded by BLM).

•

Led the design of the Field and Research Station and the Museum from conception through
to delivery of final construction documents. UNLV attended all project meetings and
contributed ideas and provided feedback for all stages of design development.

•

Submitted a proposal to Nevada Department of Transportation for modification to State
Route 164 at the entrance to Walking Box Ranch.

•

Worked with Viceroy Mining to obtain a donation of rhyolite rock from Viceroy Castle
Mountain deposit to use for building stone in the new construction.

Interpretive Planning
•

Contributed technical and academic advice for the development of interpretive facilities at
Walking Box Ranch through researching historical records, providing information and
review comments to BLM contractors, and initiating formal interpretive planning (in a task
that was not part of the original agreement).
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•

Hosted a workshop to revisit drafts and document final, agreed-upon mission and vision
statements for the Walking Box Ranch property.

•

Prepared the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan (Vol. 1) in coordination with BLM
Interpretative Planner Carolyn Shelton. The plan was approved on November14, 2012;
priority content research and development are underway.

•

Organized existing UNLV-conducted oral histories relevant to Walking Box Ranch and
collected new interviews to build a Walking Box Ranch Oral History series.

•

Hired Julian Kilker, Ph.D. (UNLV) to photograph the ranch and local desert to contribute
iconic ranch photographs to be used in the visitor center and other aspects of ranch
interpretation. The collection contains more than 600 images.

•

Hired Jeff Crouse, Ph.D. (UNLV) to prepare Rex Bell and Clara Bow filmographies (i.e.,
lists of films related by specific criteria).

•

Hired Scott Nowicki, Ph.D. (UNLV) to develop pilot multi-media field guides, delivered
through hand-held devices such as iPhones, for public engagement at Walking Box Ranch.

Technical and Educational Based Assistance
•

Conducted a workshop for Clark County School District educators (and informal
educators) to identify prospective student-education and teacher-training activities that
could be implemented at, or in association with, Walking Box Ranch.

•

Proposed two professional development courses to Clark County School District.

•

Provided preliminary content that could be used in print media (e.g., brochures, field
guides) that will be available in the future to the public visiting the ranch on topics relevant
to the cultural history of the ranch and the natural history Mojave Desert.

Sustainable Energy

2

•

Hired Suresh Sadineni, Ph.D. (and students; UNLV), to install, monitor, and maintain a
weather station; collect and analyze data from the weather station; and establish a website
to make weather-station data available online.

•

Assessed the sustainable (renewable and/or energy efficient) energy potential of Walking
Box Ranch.
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Security Planning and Design
•

Hired security consultants, who have prepared architectural documents that will be used as
part of the construction package, for both security and IT.

•

Hired Dale Antonich (consultant, retired National Park Service Law Enforcement) to
recommend security measures for future operations of Walking Box Ranch.

Business Planning and Operations
•

Contracted with Dornbusch Associates for a second, more detailed “Walking Box Ranch
Business Plan,” which was disseminated to BLM and AECOM team leaders. (The first and
more preliminary plan was provided in the Master and Preservation Plan as was also
developed by Dornbusch Associates).

•

Worked with the UNLV Office of Information Technology to determine and document the
extent of networking and technology necessary at Walking Box Ranch for connectivity
purposes for research, education, and security. UNLV President Smatresk committed
funding for IT and security of the planned new buildings.

•

Drafted a preliminary Walking Box Ranch Volunteer Operations Handbook.

•

Drafted a preliminary Walking Box Ranch Donor Recognition Plan.

Visitation
Prior to and throughout the Financial Assistance Agreement, a variety of individuals with varying
interests visited the ranch. From 2006 to early 2013, UNLV has facilitated the visitation of more
than 2,000 people to Walking Box Ranch.
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Walking Box Ranch
Background and Overview
Located in Clark County’s Piute Valley, the 160-acre Walking Box Ranch is seven miles west of
Searchlight, NV, and 45 miles south of Las Vegas, NV. Originally, the ranch occupied essentially
the entire Piute Valley in an area that, today, is managed as the Piute-Eldorado Valley Critical
Habitat Unit and an Area of Critical Environmental Concern. The 160-acres of ranch property that
remains today are divided into three parcels: one 40-acre “Headquarters Parcel 1” and two other
parcels that total 120 acres. The Nature Conservancy holds easements on the entire 160 acres. The
Headquarters Parcel of this historical and storied property in the Mojave Desert has been managed
cooperatively by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV) since 2005 2. Planning and design for the development of the Headquarters Parcel is the
subject of this report.
Silent film stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell established Walking Box Ranch in 1931. During the 1930s
and 40s, the property functioned as both an approximately 400,000-acre cattle ranch and a retreat.
A prominent feature on the property is the ranch house, in which the Bells lived, and that served as
a rural escape destination for some of the couple’s famous friends. The house’s Spanish Colonial
Revival style of architecture was popular in Southern California during the 1920s and 1930s, but
rare in southern Nevadaincreasing its significance to the region. In addition to the property’s
value as a historic and cultural site, the expanse of Walking Box Ranch and the surrounding Mojave
Desert comprise a diverse mosaic of habitats, species, and landforms, all of which enhance the
suitability of this site for the study of fragile desert ecosystems. The current property lies adjacent
to Wilderness Areas and an Area of Critical Environmental Concern.
In the early 1950s, Rex Bell sold Walking Box Ranch to Karl Weikel, who renamed it “YKL
Ranch.” In 1990, Viceroy Gold Corporation, purchased the ranch to access their local mine and
renovated the declining ranch house for use as an executive retreat. The property subsequently
passed into other hands. With the assistance of the Outside Las Vegas Foundation, a nomination for

1
2

Also referred to as the “Homestead Parcel” in some documents.
Cooperative Management Agreement between the United States Department of the Interior Bureau of Land Management and
Board of Regents of the Nevada System of Higher Education on behalf of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas for the
Development, Management, and Operation of the Headquarters Parcel of Walking Box Ranch. Signed 12/09/2005.
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Round 3 Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act Funds was submitted by BLM to purchase
the property so that it could be preserved for all people under its original name: Walking Box
Ranch. The project was approved by the Secretary of the Interior in 2002. In 2005, with assistance
from UNLV, the BLM successfully purchased the property. UNLV developed a proposal and
nominated Walking Box Ranch for inclusion in the U.S. National Register of Historic Places;
official listing occurred on January 30, 2009. More details about the history of Walking Box Ranch
(1890s through 2000s) are presented in the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan,
which is a key document described later in this report.

Clockwise from far left: Silent film star Clara Bow; Clara Bow and Rex Bell on the ranch; western screech owl;
property gate constructed by Viceroy Gold Corporation; a sunset view of the New York Mountains from Walking Box Ranch.
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Collaboration and Partnership
“Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch Property (Financial Assistance Agreement
FAA080094)” was a project implemented by the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) Public
Lands Institute (PLI) on behalf of and in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management (BLM),
which was funded by the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA) in the
Capital Improvements category. The project period was September 12, 2008 through September
11, 2013 3. The primary purpose of Financial Assistance Agreement FAA080094 was to enable
UNLV to work directly with the contractors that BLM would hire to complete architectural,
engineering, interpretation, and construction documents necessary to preserve and renovate
existing historic buildings to (1) house a museum and (2) to build a new research center on the 40acre Headquarters Parcel. In addition, UNLV explored possibilities, carried out tasks, and
completed deliverables toward the best development and use of the historic property. Effort
toward completing agreed-upon tasks was both supported by the Financial Assistance Agreement
and self-funded by UNLV. As such, the collection of tasks supported by this agreement was
intended as one part of a long-term partnership to preserve and make meaningful part of the
nature, culture, and history of Southern Nevada for future generations.
UNLV’s relationship with Walking Box Ranch existed prior to and extends beyond the boundaries
of this agreement (FIGURE 1). In 2002, BLM received Round 3 SNPLMA funds in the
Environmentally Sensitive Land Acquisitions category. Also in 2002, UNLV and BLM together
embarked on an ambitious plan to acquire and preserve Walking Box Ranch, and to jointly develop
it as a center for public education and scientific research. A Walking Box Ranch Initiative was
established at UNLV during that same year. As a key step in the preservation and development
process, in 2004, UNLV was awarded a grant from the Save America’s Treasures program, which is
administered by the National Park Service. The resulting award funded master and preservation
planning for Walking Box Ranch. In 2005, BLM completed the acquisition of the 160-acre Walking
Box Ranch land and its structural property. At the time of this acquisition, the property owner,
Walking Box, LLC (Mr. Donald E. Nelson, signatory) donated to UNLV the complete contents of
the ranch house and ranch equipment for potential use within the future museum (Appendix A);
3

The original end date of 9/11/2013 was changed to 6/22/2013 by BLM.
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and, following this donation, other relevant items continue to be donated (from other sources) for
which a running inventory is kept. Also during 2005, as mentioned above, BLM and UNLV entered
into a Cooperative Management Agreement (CMA) for the development, management, and operation of
the 40-acre Headquarters Parcel of the Walking Box Ranch. The CMA represents the establishment
of a long-term stewardship relationship to maintain, protect, develop, and manage the site.

FIGURE 1. Graphic of the joint funding components of Walking Box Ranch planning, design, restoration/development, and future
operations.

In 2006, with the Save America’s Treasures funds, UNLV commenced master and preservation
planning with its contractor, the architectural firm Architectural Resources Group (ARG; San
Francisco, CA). Master and preservation planning occurred in an inclusive process that fully

8
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involved the BLM, The Nature Conservancy, and other stakeholders 4. As will be described in Part
1 of Project Outcomes, the effort included program-development planning and a full
characterization of the property and design parameters. A series of alternative scenarios were
prepared to help project planners arrive at the best development strategy for the property.
Through workshops and discussions, BLM, UNLV, The Nature Conservancy and other
stakeholders, carefully evaluated the proposed alternatives as they envisioned how Walking Box
Ranch could be maintained, developed, used, and operated. Purposeful consideration of all options
ultimately resulted in the selection and refinement of a specific alternative (4A) to restore historic
structures and rehabilitate landscapes, develop an interpretive center (e.g., museum), and design
and build a field research and training center – all within a limited development footprint. As will
be described later within this report, the agreed-upon alternative became the basis for all planning
to create a design that would support the education of people about regional history and the natural
and cultural resources in the Mojave Desert, and provide research opportunities that enhance the
understanding, management actions, and decisions in arid environments.
Simultaneously with the initiation of UNLV’s Save America’s Treasures-funded master planning in
2006, BLM was awarded two Round 6 SNPLMA funding packages in the Capital Improvements
category for projects titled “Walking Box Ranch Museum and Interpretive Center (BL-36)” and
“Walking Box Ranch Field Research and Training Center (BL-37).” These projects were intended
to implement the UNLV-funded Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan; UNLV
provided expertise and developed the nomination packages for these awards and was named as a
committed project partner within each. With its 2006 awards, BLM began development of two
Financial Assistance Agreements with UNLV’s Public Lands Institute. The first agreement,
“Custodianship of the Walking Box Ranch Property 5” enabled UNLV, starting in September 2008,
to engage collaboratively in protection of the existing structures and property at Walking Box
Ranch and to provide for the continued use of facilities for scientific research and educational public

4

Representatives of the following entities participated in the May to September 2006 master and preservation planning meetings
and workshops: Bureau of Land Management; Clark County Community Development and Air Quality and Environmental
Management; Desert Research Institute; Great Basin Cooperative Ecosystem Study Unit; National Park Service (Lake Mead National
Recreation Area and Mojave National Preserve); The Nature Conservancy; the Office of Senator Reid; Southern Nevada museum
and interpretation professionals (Clark County Aviation Museum, Clark County Museum Administration, Cooperative Libraries
Automated Network, Las Vegas Springs Preserve, and Lost City Museum – Nevada Division of Museums and History); Nevada
Development Authority; Nevada Department of Wildlife; Nevada Division of Agriculture; Searchlight, Nevada Town Advisory Board;
University of Nevada, Las Vegas; University of Nevada, Reno Cooperative Extension; U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service; U.S. Geological
Survey; YKL Ranch (Carl Weikel); and private citizens of Searchlight, Nevada and Goffs, California.
5
Financial Assistance Agreement #FAA080093 “Custodianship of the Walking Box Ranch Property”
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use. The second, “Planning and Design of the Walking Box Ranch (FAA080094),” is the subject of
this report. This agreement provided funding—also beginning in September 2008—for the
university’s continued and expanded technical, research, and education assistance to design a
future museum and a field research and training center. It should be noted that all planning had to
adhere to federal and state guidelines for the preservation of historic structures; and, another key
consideration was the existence of two separate conservation easements within the property and
surrounding the property, which are held by The Nature Conservancy. It is important to note that
BL-37 supported both FAA080093 and FAA080094, which provided assistance related to the entire
Walking Box Ranch Headquarters Parcel (both the museum and field research and training center).
The support contributions of the BLM and UNLV, and the relationships among them, are shown in
FIGURE 1.
Through FAA080094, the goal of arriving at 100% design and construction documents was
achieved; the UNLV Project Team attended, participated in discussions, and contributed
intellectual capital to all design development meetings. In addition, the UNLV Project Team
reviewed and responded in depth to all document submissions by BLM contractors to complete this
task. Although FAA080094 was scheduled to continue through September 2013 with the
expectation of a no-cost extension, it was effectively brought to a halt in 2012 and officially
terminated in 2013. In 2012, BLM decided to narrow the scope of Walking Box Ranch in spite of
the progress that it and its project partners had made toward the design and development of a
museum and field research and training center facilities. BLM decided to terminate the SNPLMA
Project “Walking Box Ranch Field Research and Training Center (BL-37),” return remaining unobligated BL-37 project funds to SNPLMA, and eliminate development of field research and
training facilities. They also opted to terminate FAA080094 with UNLV. For UNLV to continue to
play a role in the new project vision some FAA080094 tasks are to be shifted to FAA080093 via a
modification to that agreement; the modification increases FAA080093’s scope of work and shifts
its funding source to the SNPLMA project titled “Walking Box Ranch Museum and Interpretive
Center (BL-36).” Accordingly, some activities related to museum interpretation that were initiated
under FAA080094 will now be completed under FAA080093. A new task agreement will be issued
in September 2013 and it is anticipated that additional funds will be allocated for the additional
scope of work.
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Tremendous effort was expended prior to and during the project period toward reaching the
agreed-upon goals of the master and preservation-planning alternative, arriving at design and
construction documents, and developing foundational components for interpretive programming:
these are the successes of this effort. Before the reduction in scope was made official and the
financial assistance agreement terminated, BLM direction altered course and became ambiguous,
and progress was often put on hold. UNLV was consistently frugal with the funds allocated because
of the extended period over which the design phase progressed resulting primarily from BLM
procurement processes. The UNLV Project Team anticipated that the project construction and
final acceptance of the construction work would continue to take many years, and an extension of
the current task agreement would be necessary (or a new agreement would be issued) utilizing the
existing funds to correspond with project completion. As a result of early termination of
FAA080094, deliverables are presented in various states of completion throughout this final report
and compendium. It is critical to note that the tangible products of this effort, including completed
construction documents for several buildings and interpretation and education planning, could be
used in the future either at Walking Box Ranch or possibly at another site. It is the hope of the
UNLV Project Team that many of these efforts will continue to be developed and completed under
FAA080093 or other mechanism or opportunity.

Summary of UNLV Project Management
For the broader Walking Box Ranch effort at UNLV, as well as for this Financial Assistance
Agreement, Margaret N. Rees, Ph.D. (Project Administrator) and Jean S. Cline, Ph.D. (Project
Director) were principal project contributors who also provided project oversight to a team of
project staff and associated contributors. Communications between M.N. Rees and J.S. Cline
typically occurred the every-other week, and more frequently as needed. Internal UNLV Project
Team meetings occurred no less than quarterly, and more frequently as needed. Topics and
intervals between meetings varied depending upon project needs. Communications between J.S.
Cline, the UNLV Project Team, and associated contributors occurred as frequently as needed.
Meetings were attended, and project status updates, reviews, comments, and other responses were
delivered to BLM in a timely manner and to its external project partners when requested. Written
quarterly reports were delivered to BLM as specified within Financial Assistance Agreement
FAA080094.
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Report Organization: Presentation of Project Outcomes
The purpose of this final report and project compendium is to address how tasks within the
Financial Assistance Agreement FAA080094 were fulfilled. Accordingly, within the Project
Outcomes section, project contributions and outcomes are presented by task in the order

established within the agreement. It is important to note that some project elements that satisfied
tasks prescribed by Financial Assistance Agreement FAA080094 were funded, as will be indicated
within the report, by UNLV’s internal resources rather than by the Agreement. It should also be
underscored that the broader Walking Box Ranch project was cooperatively envisioned and funded
(FIGURE 1). Throughout this section, the ► symbol indicates a report or other document. These
products are provided as attachments within the tabbed section of the project compendium binder,
unless otherwise noted. Appendices are lettered and, in some cases, are grouped within tabs by task
or topic area. The reader is reminded that the project terminated early and unexpectedly, and,
therefore, some of the products presented herein are not the final documents that were envisioned
or planned for by the UNLV Project Team for the financial assistance agreement end date and
opening of the museum and field research and training facilities.
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Project Outcomes by Task Area
Planning and Design and Construction Advisory Components

1. CONSULT ATION AND ADVICE IN DEFINING T HE SCOPE OF WORK FOR THE
DESIGN OF THE P ROJECT

Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan

As stated in the Background and Overview Section, the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and
Preservation Plan funded by UNLV’s Save America’s Treasures grant defined the scope of work for
design. Architectural Resources Group (ARG; San Francisco, California)—experts in including
new design in historic settings, as well as adaptive reuse, rehabilitation, restoration, sustainable
design, and programming—were hired by UNLV to carry out master and preservation
planning (2004–2008) and serve as the project’s architect. To identify an appropriate design for
the project, it was necessary for BLM and UNLV to create and reach agreement upon a vision,
purpose, and goals for how the property was to be used. Then, with the understanding that
BLM and UNLV wished to develop Walking Box Ranch as a center for public education and
research, ARG drafted design parameters taking into account the site’s natural and cultural
resources and features; all legal and code constraints; stipulations associated with existing
easements held by The Nature Conservancy 6; design standards specified by the Secretary of the
Interior for historic preservation projects, best practices for sustainable development, and the
benchmark established by the Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) Green
Building Rating System; desired visitor and interpretive programming functionality;
economics; and an environmental site assessment.
Beginning in 2004, numerous workshops and meetings were held to reach and clarify the core
goals and shared objectives from which ARG could develop a series of increasingly ambitious

6

The Nature Conservancy has a total area of 439,000 acres of desert tortoise habitat in Piute Valley. In addition to protection for
this acreage, The Nature Conservancy is the holder of a Conservation Easement for the 40-acre Headquarters Parcel and another
for the remaining 120 acres of Walking Box Ranch. The easements were granted to The Nature Conservancy by Viceroy Gold
Corporation “to preserve and protect in perpetuity the natural, historic, scenic, and open space features and values of the
property.” All planning design efforts must be compatible with and complementary to the full criteria of the Conservation
Easements.
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alternatives to both fit the project’s parameters and satisfy the jointly stated program goals of
BLM and UNLV for the property. All project partners contributed to the refinement of the
alternative scenario 4 into the agreed upon alternative 4A as the embodiment of the project’s
scope of work. Once agreement was reached on alternative 4A, all discussions, intermediate
decisions, and actions followed in the pursuit of that alternative. ARG’s work was delivered in
December 2009 in the form of a more than 300-page, large format, hard-copy document and
an electronic version, which were provided to BLM free of charge. This financial assistance
agreement, then, provided for UNLV’s continued effort so that architects contracted by BLM
could create 100% concept design and construction documents.

Walking Box Ranch Master and Preservation Plan, front cover.

Contribution to Task __________________________________________________________________


Master and
Preservation
Plan
ONLINE
AVAILABILITY
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Architectural Resources Group. 2009. Walking Box Ranch Master Plan
and Preservation Plan. Report submitted to University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, Public Lands Institute, Las Vegas, NV. December 2009. 308 p.
Available at http://publiclands.unlv.edu/wbr/pdf/WBRMasterPlan.pdf
(Hard copies were presented to the BLM upon the document’s completion; a hard
copy is also available for viewing within the UNLV-PLI office.)
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National Register of Historic Places

The National Register of Historic Places—administered by the National Park Service—is the
nation’s official list of properties recognized for their significance in American history,
architecture, archaeology, engineering, and culture. Evaluation criteria include significance,
age, and integrity. The historic Walking Box Ranch property is notable for its association with
cattle ranching in Clark County and the Mojave Desert, and structures on the property are
architecturally significant. For these reasons, UNLV and BLM agreed to pursue listing Walking
Box Ranch within the National Register of Historic Places. This listing was also important
because it would qualify the property for Federal preservation funding opportunities for
planning and rehabilitation. UNLV’s Save America’s Treasures grant funded the development of
the nomination package (Appendix B), which the BLM and other project partners reviewed and
approved. On January 30, 2009, the property was listed within the National Register of
Historic Places and became part of the registry’s publically searchable database. Beyond
honorific recognition, listing within the National Register of Historic Places carries some
regulations on the ways in which a property to which Federal monies are attached can be
developed or renovated. In addition, state and local preservation laws must be consulted before
a project is undertaken; the State Historic Preservation Office (SHPO) is the state agency that
oversees historic preservation efforts. Accordingly, Walking Box Ranch’s status as a Historic
Place became a key consideration in all planning and development.
Contribution to Task ________________________________________________________Availability


Nomination

National Register of Historic Places Nomination—Walking Box Ranch.

APPENDIX B


Official Listing
ONLINE
AVAILABILITY

National Register of Historic Places, Walking Box Ranch, Searchlight
vicinity, Clark County, Nevada, National Register # 08001392.
http://nrhp.focus.nps.gov/natreghome.do?searchtype=natreghome
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2. PARTICIPATION IN ALL PHASES OF SCOPING AND PLANNING

Scoping and Planning Consultation and Advice

Task 2 is related to and follows directly from Task 1 (above). Ultimately, Walking Box Ranch
design was to reflect and proceed according to alternative 4A described within the Walking Box
Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan as the agreed-upon guidepost. Integral to design was to
make the best use of historic structures in combination with the construction of new,
sustainable, facilities well matched to the character of the setting and their intended purpose as
a center for public education and academic research. For this task, UNLV participated in all
phases of the scoping and planning effort for completion of the concept design and construction
documents according to the selected alternative. Other BLM project partners were engaged to
carry out design and preparation of construction documents as well as implement future
construction. Design and construction partners (referred to as the project Architectural Team)
included the BLM-contracted EDAW|AECOM (Fort Collins, Colorado), which later became
AECOM, which in turn, sub-contracted with numerous other entities in specialty areas,
including Architectural Resources Group (ARG; San Francisco, California), which had
developed the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Conservation Plan.
UNLV consultation and advice was delivered through active participation by the UNLV Project
Team in extensive formal meetings between UNLV and the above-listed parties, as well as
through e-mail and telephone communications as needed. Specific additional assignments
related to scoping and planning consultation and advice were requested as part of this task and
are described in the remainder of this section. UNLV provided advice and input into the
production of 14 major documents by BLM contractors (TABLE 1); this effort was the most
significant task of the agreement. The process of arriving at 100% construction documents or
“Bid Documents” was an iterative and cumulative process, which was completed in July 2012.
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TABLE 1.

2009

FOURTEEN MAJOR DOCUMENTS PRODUCED DURING THE AGREEMENT PERIOD LISTED BY YEAR.
1.

Condit Exhibits. 2009. “Walking Box Ranch 50% Interpretive Plan Submittal.” Prepared for Bureau of
Land Management; dated March 23, 2009. 34 p.

Pre-FAA
2.

EDAW, Inc. 2009. “Walking Box Ranch: Final Design Concept Plan.” Prepared for Bureau of Land
Management; dated July 2009. 122 p.

2011

3.

Condit Exhibits. 2011. “Walking Box Ranch 65% Design and Content Development Package.” Prepared
for the Bureau of Land Management; dated May 2011. 72 p.

4.

EDAW | AECOM and subcontractors. 2011. “Walking Box Ranch 65% Design Development – March 1,
2011 Schedule of Drawings.” Submitted to: BLM Southern Nevada District Office; National Operations
Center, Denver, CO; and University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute; dated March 1, 2011.
263 sheets.

5.

EDAW | AECOM and subcontractors. 2011. “65% Design Development Specifications/Product Data.”
Submitted to: BLM Southern Nevada District Office; dated March 1, 2011. 251 p.

2012

6.

Condit Exhibits. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch Revised 65% Design and Content Development Package.”
Prepared for the Bureau of Land Management; dated January 18, 2012. 64 p.

7.

Condit Exhibits. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch 85% Design Development Package for Structural Exhibit
Design. Submitted to Bureau of Land Management; dated March 23, 2012. 23 p.

8.

Condit Exhibits. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch Extended Content Package #1. Submitted to Bureau of Land
Management; dated June 4, 2012. 36 p.

9.

Condit Exhibits. 2012. “Project No. AE-NV-NDC050084 Bid Documents: Walking Box Ranch.” Submitted
to Bureau of Land Management − Southern Nevada Field Office; dated June 12, 2012. 40 sheets

10.

EDAW | AECOM and subcontractors. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch: Bid Document Specifications. Volume
I.” Submitted to Bureau of Land Management − Southern Nevada Field Office; dated July 2012. 492 p.

11.

EDAW | AECOM and subcontractors. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch: Bid Document Specifications. Volume
II.” Submitted to Bureau of Land Management − Southern Nevada Field Office; dated June 15, 2012.
542 p.

12.

EDAW | AECOM and subcontractors. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch: Bid Document Specifications. Volume
III.” Submitted to Bureau of Land Management − Southern Nevada Field Office; dated June 15, 2012.
492 p.

13.

2012. “Walking Box Ranch Bid Documents Vol. 1 - Project No. AE-NV- NDC050084” Client: Bureau of
Land Management, Southern Nevada District Office; National Operations Center; University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute. Dated June 15, 2012. 213 total sheets.

14.

2012. “Walking Box Ranch Bid Documents Vol. 2 - Project No. AE-NV- NDC050084” Client: Bureau of
Land Management, Southern Nevada District Office; National Operations Center; University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute. Dated June 15, 2012. 258 total sheets.
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Coordination of UNLV Expertise

Through this agreement (along with the Cooperative Management Agreement and the BLMUNLV Walking Box Ranch Custodianship agreement1), UNLV-PLI was established as the
academic focal point for information relative to the design of a museum and a science, research,
and training center for arid land studies. To carry out this role, the UNLV Project Team
contacted, coordinated, and involved a broad array of UNLV entities (TABLE 2) in many areas of
the overall Walking Box Ranch project. Individuals within these university divisions
participated in the project in a variety of ways. The reader is reminded that UNLV
coordination also occurred prior to and extended beyond this particular task agreement (not
shown).

TABLE 2.

UNLV INVOLVEMENT INCLUDING AND BEYOND THE CORE UNLV PROJECT TEAM

•
•
•

Cannon Survey Center
Center for Energy Research
College of Business (now Lee Business School)

•
•
•

Marjorie Barrick Museum
Office of Human Resources / A.D.A. Policy
Office of Information Security

•
•
•
•
•
•

College of Engineering, Howard R. Hughes
College of Hotel Administration, William F. Harrah
Continuing Education
Department of Anthropology
Department of Biology (now School of Life Sciences)
Department of Chemistry

•
•
•
•
•
•

Office of Information Technology
Office of Landscape and Grounds
Office of Landscape Architecture
Office of Real Estate
Oral History Research Center
Parking and Transportation Services

•
•
•
•
•
•

Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering
Department of Geoscience
Department of History
Department of Physics and Astronomy
Division of Educational Outreach
Division of Research and Graduate Studies

•
•
•
•
•
•

Planning and Construction
Police Services
Public Lands Institute
School of Architecture
School of Journalism and Media Studies
University Forum Lecture Series

•
•
•

Facilities Management & Planning
Graduate College
Harry Reid Center for Environmental Studies

•
•
•

University President and Upper Administration
University Libraries and Special Collections
UNLV Foundation

Additional Assistance Activity: Road Construction and Repair Proposal to Nevada
Department of Transportation

Walking Box Ranch is located off State Highway 164, a two-lane road connecting Searchlight,
Nevada with Nipton, California, a small, historic town located on the northern boundary of
Mojave National Preserve. Because there are no other exit destinations on the approximately
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22-mile stretch, traffic tends to travel at high rates of speed. As planning and scoping were
underway, it became clear that a section of the existing two-lane highway could be enhanced
and made safer; adding left-turn lanes at the turn-off point to Walking Box Ranch would
reduce the potential for accidents and handle the anticipated increased visitation to the site
following its development into a museum and research field station. At the suggestion of Mr.
Dennis Taylor (Nevada Department of Transportation; NDOT) to M.N. Rees, J.S. Cline
prepared a funding request to NDOT for road construction to add the turn lanes and,
additionally, to repair an unmaintained road leading to the ranch. The proposal package
(Appendix C) was submitted on June 29, 2009. As of May 2013, no response has yet been
received from NDOT.

Contribution to Task __________________________________________________________________


NDOT Project
Submittal
APPENDIX C

Cline, J. 2009. “Walking Box Ranch Highway and Access Road
Improvement Project Submittal.” Application submitted to Nevada
Department of Transportation, Carson City, NV, June 29, 2009. 33 p.

Additional Assistance Activity: Obtaining Local Rhyolite Rock

Rhyolite is a colorful and lightweight volcanic rock recognized for its natural beauty, durability,
and utility as a superior dimension stone (one that is cut to specified and constant size). Mined
rhyolite became a prominent material in the western and mid-western building boom of the
late 1800s. Still today, it is commonly used as a surface veneer providing a colorful and roughhewn surface. During planning and scoping, rhyolite rock was identified as a locally available,
appropriate, and important historic building material to be used in new construction at
Walking Box Ranch. Use of this material would contribute both to LEED-certification as well
as maintain the local and historic character of the Walking Box Ranch campus. As part of the
scoping and planning process, UNLV worked with Viceroy Resources Corp. regarding the
quantity and sizes of rhyolite rock to be obtained from the corporation’s Castle Mountain Mine
at the south end of Walking Box Ranch Road. Productive discussions with and visits to Viceroy
Resources Corp. were conducted by M.N. Rees and J.S. Cline during the first years of the
project. J.S. Cline successfully secured the donation of rhyolite rock from Viceroy Resources
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Corp. This information has been communicated to ARG, which, in turn, has consulted with
stonemasons to determine rhyolite sizes and quantities. However, in 2012, these discussions
were put on hold as BLM’s desired scope of work condensed and future construction goals that
would require rhyolite rock became ambiguous. Rhyolite within “Walking Box Ranch Bid
Documents (June 15, 2012)” was specified as an owner-furnished product.

3. TECHNICAL INPUT AN D REVIEW FOR EN VIRONMENTAL ASSESSMEN T

In enacting the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1970, Congress mandated that
before Federal agencies make decisions, they must consider the effects of their actions on the
quality of the human environment. The NEPA process provides the framework to balance
environmental, economic, and social objectives in pursuit of a goal of “productive harmony”
between humans and the human environment. NEPA procedures also ensure that
environmental information is available to public officials and citizens before decisions are made
and actions are taken. BLM required an Environmental Assessment determine if the proposed
actions within the Walking Box Ranch Development Concept Plan could have potentially
significant environmental effects. 7 Throughout the project, UNLV was available to provide
input and review for the Environmental Assessment conducted for Walking Box Ranch.
A preliminary environmental review was provided in the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and
Preservation Plan; a description of the NEPA process for the site was given in Section IV of the
same document. The initiation for the NEPA process for Walking Box Ranch was conducted at
the project’s Kick-Off Meeting (February 2008). As part of the Environmental-Assessment
process, BLM sent project scoping letters (December 2008) to approximately 450 interested
parties to inform the agencies and public of the project and to invite comments and feedback on
the proposal and its potential impacts. Following a 30-day comment period, the BLM received
three written comment responses, including one response from a private individual and two
responses from interested agency or stakeholder groups. Additionally, agency and stakeholder
groups were invited to participate in a scoping meeting on January 20, 2009. Attendees were
The Nature Conservancy, U.S. Geological Survey, and Red Rock Canyon Interpretive
7

The Walking Box Ranch “Development Concept Plan” examined through the Environmental Assessment was the Walking Box Ranch
Master Plan and Conservation Plan.
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Association; representatives were also present from BLM, UNLV, and EDAW|AECOM, who
facilitated the meeting. The Walking Box Ranch Architectural Team included a NEPA
consultant (Molly Cobbs, EDAW) who prepared all required NEPA documents 8. Input was
provided to M. Cobbs by J.S. Cline and others from the UNLV Project Team who participated
in a workshop (February 5, 2008), subsequent meetings, conference calls, and e-mailed
document reviews to completely describe anticipated visitation 9, activities, and locations
associated with uses of the property consistent with operating a museum and field research
station according to the selected design alternative.

4. TECHNICAL AND ACADEMIC ADVICE
DEVELOPMENT OF MUSEUM FACILITIES

Through this task, UNLV contributed technical and academic advice for the development of
museum facilities at Walking Box Ranch. Significant time was spent researching the historical
records of the ranch, contributing input and advice to BLM contractors, and initiating formal
interpretive planning. In addition, this task resulted in the initiation of content development for
selected topics, the collection and compilation of photographic media, and the development of a
learning-technology pilot project to assess and develop electronic, multi-media field guides for
use by students and visitors at Walking Box Ranch. A film-history project focused on compiling
materials related to Clara Bow, Rex Bell, and silent film was also undertaken. These activities
are detailed in the sub-sections that follow.

Interpretive Planning

Interpretation is communication that is specifically designed to reveal underlying meanings to
visitors through first-hand, on-site experience. Successful interpretation connects people both
intellectually and emotionally to a site. Solid interpretive planning is a critical project element
for Walking Box Ranch since it sets the foundation for all future education to be produced for
and about it. While the basis of interpreted content is facts, interpretation reveals what an

8

NEPA # DOI-BLM-NV-S020-2010-0001-EA “Walking Box Ranch: Development Concept Plan, Final Environmental Assessment
(EA), August 2011.” Available at https://www.blm.gov/epl-front-office/eplanning/nepa/nepa_register.do.

9

As determined in the UNLV-generated Business Plan (Dornbusch Associates).
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object, place, feature, or event means and why it matters – why it is relevant. Interpretive plans
serve as the road map for designers when considering the features of museum exhibits, panel
text (label), waysides, visitor flow, and much more. An interpretive plan also sets the tone.
Principles of interpretation 10 state that interpretive efforts should meet the following critical
objectives:
•

Relate to the experiences of the visitor.

•

Reveal as well as inform.

•

Provoke as well as instruct.

•

Address the whole, not just the part.

Preliminary interpretive planning for Walking Box Ranch was initiated during development of
the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan as a necessary step in setting project
parameters, which is described in an appendix titled “Interpretive Planning Framework” of the
same document. Following that effort, UNLV participated in and contributed to several
interpretive planning discussions that were initially held during EDAW|AECOM project
meetings by Condit Exhibits (one of the sub-contractors on the BLM’s contracted Architectural
Team). UNLV initially contributed to identifying major content areas for interpretation and
delivered ideas and advice, as requested, to BLM for Condit Exhibits throughout the entity’s
duration on the project. Draft materials produced by Condit Exhibits were reviewed and
commented upon by the UNLV Project Team as requested. A shift occurred in mid-2012,
whereupon the UNLV Project Team was tasked at short notice to carry out strategic
interpretive planning for Walking Box Ranch and to work directly with Ms. Carolyn Z. Shelton
(Grand Staircase-Escalante National Monument, BLM).
The UNLV Project Team formed an Interpretation Team and began interpretive planning in late
2012 with the goal of conceptualizing and developing a formal Walking Box Ranch Interpretive
Plan. The Interpretive Plan for Walking Box Ranch was intended to be long-ranging, yet flexible
enough to respond to changing trends, needs, and discoveries. For this purpose, a four-volume
collection was conceived as the best way to organize the different aspects of interpretation for
Walking Box Ranch (FIGURE 2).

10

Tilden, F. 1957. Interpreting Our Heritage. The University of North Carolina Press: Chapel Hill, 110 p.
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completed

initiated

Design Intent

Volume 4

Content
Foundations

Volume 3

Volume 2

Volume 1

Framework:
Themes and
Subthemes

Education
Master Plan

future (with
contractor)

future

FIGURE 2. Graphic showing the volumes of the Walking Box Ranch and the status of each.

Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan –Volume 1: Framework: Themes and Subthemes (Appendix D) was
completed during the FAA080094 project period. For this volume, the UNLV Interpretive
Team carefully re-examined, evaluated, and streamlined existing Walking Box Ranch
interpretation planning materials as well as best practices in interpretive planning. Key existing
materials included (1) the fundamental storyline (see Appendix D) that the UNLV Project Team
had crafted for Condit Exhibits as a means of building agreement on what key stories of Walking
Box Ranch should be told and (2) the following overarching interpretive theme, which was
developed by UNLV, BLM, and Condit Exhibits to guide all future interpretive details.
Walking Box Ranch provides the opportunity for people to explore the past, present, and
future of the human connection with the desert and to work together to foster its responsible
stewardship.
From this overarching theme, the UNLV Interpretive Team documented and prioritized four
primary interpretive theme statements to encompass the most significant stories to be told the
following previously-agreed upon areas:
1. history of ranching in the Piute Valley;
2. daily life of all residents of the ranch, particularly Rex Bell and Clara Bow;
3. ecological diversity of the setting; and
4. research and education at Walking Box Ranch.
The four theme statements were then followed with sub-themes (also prioritized), topics, and
visitor outcomes. Because an effective interpretation plan provides a framework to enhance the
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likelihood that the desired outcomes of interpretive efforts are achieved, the Interpretive Team
derived a visitor profile from the 2011 Walking Box Ranch Business Plan (see Task 1-3) as another
important aspect of the document. Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 1 was coauthored by the UNLV Interpretive Team and Ms. Carolyn Z. Shelton (Grand StaircaseEscalante National Monument, BLM); it was approved on November 14, 2012.
As part of its new role in the overall interpretive planning process, UNLV hosted a workshop
(October 2012) for BLM and UNLV to revisit and, if necessary, re-document for Walking Box
Ranch mission and vision statements (below and see Appendix E). Mission and vision statements
had previously been drafted for presentation at the overall project kick-off workshop held in
December 2008. Since that time, four years had elapsed and the role of interpretive planning
had shifted to UNLV. Consequently, the UNLV Project Team wished to ensure that the mission
and vision statements were still appropriate and purposeful. These statements were meant to
clearly and concisely articulate the purpose of the Walking Box Ranch education and research
complex and what its future would hold. The group contemplated the site’s future reason for
being, the project partners’ broad goals, the image the museum and field research facility would
project, and the people who would be served. These considerations resulted in updated mission
and vision statements, which were finalized in October 2012, and are shown below as well as
were included in the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 1.
Mission
The mission of Walking Box Ranch is to preserve and protect a historic landmark and serve as a
bridge between people and the rich cultural and natural heritage of the Mojave Desert. Here,
we create new knowledge and make connections through research, education, and recreation.
With our commitment to excellence and creativity in every aspect of its activities and
programs, Walking Box Ranch is a place to learn, discover, celebrate, reflect, and be inspired by
stories of its early Hollywood film connections, historic architecture, and the vital desert
ecosystem and landscape around it.
Vision
Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is a regionally treasured and internationally recognized
destination where shared discovery of past, present, and future creates powerful connections
between people and place. The historic ranch and modern education and research facility offer
intimate insight into desert ranching, a vibrant sidebar to early Hollywood life, and a multisensory view of the natural and ecological lessons held by the Mojave Desert. Walking Box
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Ranch generates a community and synergy that contribute to an energetic learning
environment where new knowledge is created for tomorrow. Walking Box Ranch values and
maintains respectful and effective relationships – among the Bureau of Land Management,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Supporters, and Visitors – which together sustain this
cherished place and its operations.

As part of informational research for this project, beginning prior to this agreement and
continuing through it, an extensive review of all available materials (e.g., books, historic
documents, historic popular articles, audio files, oral histories, etc.) was conducted, and this
research is ongoing. In the process, the UNLV Interpretive Team collected compelling quotes
from and about key figures as well as quotes related to historical occurrences, relationships, and
the natural setting. Quotes span historical to contemporary times and have been selected from
both non-fiction and literary sources. Individual quotes have been correlated to broad topic
areas within a document titled Quote Correlation for Interpretation (Appendix F), which includes
citation information. Completion of this correlation played a fundamental role in setting the
tone and vision for interpretation as one of a community of voices. The Quote Correlation is intended
to accompany the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan as a guiding document. The quotes are
intended for direct use in interpretive materials about Walking Box Ranch and for reflecting the
“voice” of the place. This living document was begun in 2010; compelling new quotes are added
when they are discovered.
As the Condit Exhibit-organized interpretive effort was underway (prior to late 2012 when
UNLV was tasked with formal interpretive planning), UNLV students began to carry out
general content research that was anticipated to be relevant based upon early projected content
priorities. Following the completion of Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 1, this
preliminary informational research (Appendix G) was re-organized according to the newly
prioritized themes and subthemes. This re-organization was the start of building Walking Box
Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 2: Content Foundations during the FAA080094 project period.
Completion of Volume 1 has positioned the UNLV Interpretive Team to strategically research,
document, and synthesize interpretive content in a future full-scale content-development effort
to complete Volume 2 in the future. Continued research as well as preparation, development,
and design of interpretive narrative and products were expected to continue until the end of the
project. However, the strategic content-development process was initiated at the time that the
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financial assistance agreement was in flux and subsequently terminated. As a result, Appendix
G, Walking Box Ranch – Content Synthesis for Interpretation, is a highly preliminary document
provided for demonstration purposes only. In the future, Appendix G will continue to be
developed to form Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 2: Content Foundations. It will
comprise complete information packages (i.e., storylines connected to accession numbers for
relevant photos, artifacts, and other materials) to be consulted in preparing targeted
interpretation for different purposes (e.g., museum label copy, wayside exhibit copy, and
brochures). The nature of this volume is to serve as an organized repository. As such, it will be a
living document that is added to over time as funding and staff time allows.
Other future volumes of the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan include the Design Intent
(Volume 3) and the Education Master Plan (Volume 4). The Design Intent (e.g., schematic
diagrams, design drawings, and construction/fabrication documents and files), which will utilize
Volumes 1 and 2 is intended to be carried out by a BLM design and fabrication contractor with
the input of all project partners, including UNLV. The Education Master Plan (Volume 4) is
envisioned as a strategic plan to be completed by UNLV to include educational programming
content for personal interpretation that will take place at Walking Box Ranch (e.g., field trips,
tours, and public events). Integral to all aspects of the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan is
formal assessment and the ability to adapt.

Contribution to Task __________________________________________________________________


Interpretive
Plan
APPENDIX D



Mission and
Vision
APPENDIX E



Quote
Correlation

Page, A., Jacoby-Garrett, P.M., Brody, A.J., and Shelton, C.Z. 2012.
“Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Vol. 1.” Prepared by
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute. 20 p.
2012. “Workshop Documentation: Walking Box Ranch Mission and
Vision Statement” Prepared by University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Public
Lands Institute. 2 p.
Page, A. 2012. “Quote correlation: Voices of Walking Box Ranch.”
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute, 3 p.

APPENDIX F
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Content
Synthesis
APPENDIX G

“Walking Box Ranch − Content Synthesis for Interpretation.” Draft
document under development by the UNLV Walking Box Ranch Interpretive
Team to form the future “Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 2;”
draft version dated March 2013. 35 p.

Oral Histories

To understand fully the history and stories of Walking Box Ranch, all available related print
materials, media, and other references were identified and reviewed. Because so much of what
is known, or can be known, about historic Southern Nevada resides and has resided exclusively
within the living memory of its residents, oral histories became an incredibly important—yet
fragile and elusive—resource. Oral history is a way of documenting and presenting, in a very
immediate and engaging way, a piece of history through the actual voices of those who were
there; recording eye-witness accounts in textual form. Through the Roske Local Oral History
Project (UNLV University Libraries, Special Collections) numerous interviews of notable
Southern Nevadans were recorded in the late 1970s and early 1980s. Interviewees within that
collection include Rex A. Bell, Jr. and others related to Walking Box Ranch. It was the
intention of the UNLV Interpretive Team that these valuable first-hand accounts and insights be
used not only in interpretive development research, but also as a source of direct quotes and
stories used in displays and programming at the Walking Box Ranch Museum and associated
materials.
The UNLV Project Team worked with the current UNLV Oral History Research Center
(OHRC) to begin to inter-relate the existing oral histories of individuals who had lived at
Walking Box Ranch during periods of its residential occupation or had special knowledge of the
ranch and its inhabitants. New interviews were also conducted. TABLE 3 describes the status of
each of the oral histories within this newly organized series. A long-term intent is to make these
oral histories available in publication form through UNLV Libraries as has been completed,
through this agreement, for the 2007 oral history of Rex A. Bell, Jr. Topic-area indices were
created to facilitate locating topics of significance to the future interpretation of Walking Box
Ranch (Appendix H).
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TABLE 3.

STATUS OF HISTORIES WITHIN THE WALKING BOX RANCH ORAL HISTORY COLLECTION; AVAILABLE AUDIO FILES,
TRANSCRIPTS, AND PUBLICATIONS ARE ACCESSIBLE THROUGH UNLV LIBRARIES SPECIAL COLLECTIONS. INDICES
ARE PROVIDED IN APPENDIX H. THE AUDIO AND TRANSCRIPTS FOR MARSHALL, SANDQUIST, AND WEIKEL ARE
CURRENTLY STORED AT THE PUBLIC LANDS INSTITUTE.

Individual

Relationship to Walking Box Ranch

Rex A. Bell, Jr.

(1934 – 2011)
Ranch resident during
the Bell-Bow Period

Ron Marshall

Ranch resident during
the Bell-Bow Period

Audio

Transcript

Index

Publication

Son of Rex Bell, Sr. and Clara Bow; raised on Walking Box
Ranch. The 2010 recorded interview was conducted under
the auspices of the Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project,
a series begun in 2007. FAA080094 funded the indexing and
publication of this oral history.









Mr. Bell was also interviewed in 1977 as part of the UNLV
Local Oral History Project - Roske.



Stepson of Al Marshall (ranch manager during the Bell-Bow
period). R. Marshall was raised on Walking Box Ranch and
spent childhood with the Bell children. His 2012 interview,
transcription, and indexing was funded by FAA080094.







Additional audio files of R. Marshall recorded on-site at
Walking Box Ranch are available. Collection of this additional
audio was funded by FAA080094.

















Marge Marshall
Sandquist

Wife of Al Marshall and mother of Ron Marshall. An audio file
of her 2006 interview was donated by R. Marshall. FAA080094
funded transcription and indexing of this oral history.

Donna and Gail
Andress

Southern Nevada residents with knowledge of Walking Box
Ranch inhabitants. Their 2008 interview was funded by UNLV
Special Collections – Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History
Project. FAA080094 funded transcription and indexing of this
oral history.



Jesse Campbell

Southern Nevada resident with knowledge of Walking Box
Ranch inhabitants. His interview was conducted as part of the
UNLV Local Oral History Project - Roske in 1979.



Carl Ciliax

Southern Nevada resident with knowledge of Walking Box
Ranch inhabitants. His interview was conducted as part of the
UNLV Local Oral History Project - Roske in 1980.



(1917 – 2008)
Ranch resident during
the Bell-Bow Period

Southern Nevada residents
during the Bell-Bow Period

Southern Nevada resident
during the Bell-Bow Period

Southern Nevada resident
during the Bell-Bow Period

Gus and Betty Ciliax Southern Nevada residents with knowledge of Walking Box
Southern Nevada residents
during the Bell-Bow Period

Ranch inhabitants. Their interviews were conducted as part
of the UNLV Local Oral History Project - Roske in 1977.

Carl Weikel

Son of Karl “Cap” Weikel, who owned the ranch during the
YKL period; C. Weikel moved to the ranch at 10 years of age.
His 2012 interview, transcription, and indexing was funded
by FAA080094.

Ranch resident during the
YKL Period
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UNLV LIBRARIES
ACCESS

“Walking Box Ranch Oral History Collection – Transcript Indices.”
Prepared by the UNLV Interpretive Team and students for the
following interviews: Donna and Gail Andress; Rex Bell, Jr.; Marge
Marshall Sandquist; Ron Marshall; and Carl Weikel.
January 2013. 13 p.
Bell, Rex (1934-2011). 2007. An Interview with Rex Bell, Jr.: an oral
history/conducted by Claytee D. White. The Boyer Las Vegas Early
History Project, Oral History Research Center, University Libraries,
University of Nevada, Las Vegas. 135 p. (The March 02, 2010 interview
of R. Bell Jr. was funded by the Boyer Las Vegas Early History Project, a series
begun in 2007; its publication was made possible by FAA080094).

Preliminary Interpretive Brochure Content

As a first phase in interpretive development for Walking Box Ranch, it was decided that a series of
brochures (or other type of printed publication) would be useful to provide information, messages,
and meaning in a variety of topic areas before construction and facility completion. In this way, the
project could provide opportunities for learning even before the museum was in place. Once
designed and published, these brochures would continue to be appropriate for distribution to
visitors and for promotional purposes. To this end, prior to the completion of the approved Walking
Box Ranch Interpretive Plan – Volume 1 or initiation of Volume 2, informational research was conducted
and narrative content was preliminarily drafted for a print series on the natural history of the
Walking Box Ranch setting.
The following topics were included: general information and overview-level content; native plants;
native animals (e.g., invertebrates, birds, amphibians, and mammals); archaeology; and site
geology. Because this information is useful beyond its original intended purpose, the compiled
content was migrated into Walking Box Ranch – Content Synthesis for Interpretation, (Appendix G,
described above), a document which is systematically synthesizing topical storylines for
interpretation of all types and will later become Volume 2 of the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan.
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Building on themes and messaging within the interpretive plan, the intended purpose of
publications (and other interpretation) in these topic areas is to increase awareness of the range of
different species that live in the area, the archaeological and cultural significance of the area, and the
geological processes that shaped the ecosystem. The strategic development of a complete set of all
Walking Box Ranch interpretive and marketing materials remains to be completed and depends
upon the details of future plans for development and operations. An informational flier that
includes the Walking Box Ranch fundamental storyline, photographs, an area map highlighting
Walking Box Ranch and surrounding protected areas, an abbreviated historic timeline, a few fast
facts, and contact information was created to provide visitors with basic information (Appendix I)
until the strategic interpretive and marketing packages can be completed.
Contribution to Task __________________________________________________________________
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APPENDIX I

“Walking Box Ranch Informational Flier.” Prepared by the UNLV
Interpretive Team. April 2013. 2 p.

Media Collection

Photographs: In planning for future interpretation of Walking Box Ranch, extensive effort was
dedicated to identifying, acquiring, organizing, and documenting historic media and producing new
images. Historic photographs were digitally scanned from the collections of the following
individuals: Rex Bell, Jr., Ron Marshall, and Carl Weikel. New photographs were shot by UNLV
Photo Services and the UNLV Project Team to document the current appearance of the buildings
and landscape, original ranch items possessed by the Bell Family, and various outreach events and
meetings. Professional photographs were taken of individuals who were interviewed for oral
histories (see Oral Histories, below). A project titled, “Documenting Walking Box Ranch using
Night/Low Light Techniques” was carried out by Julian Kilker, Ph.D. (UNLV Greenspun School of
Journalism and Media Studies) during October and November 2011. This project used low light /
night photographic techniques to isolate the location and artifacts as subjects from the harsh daytime
lighting. The project’s purpose was to provide a series of documentary images for interpretation,
education, outreach, and research—and resulted in a collection of 683 images (Appendix J).
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All historic and contemporary photographs obtained by the project are in the process of being
organized. In particular, historic photos and those useful for interpretation are being tagged with
descriptive information with the long-term intent of making selections of appropriate and
permissible photos available and searchable through the UNLV Libraries. The broader Walking Box
Ranch collection currently housed within PLI contains more than 15,000 images organized as
summarized in TABLE 4.
TABLE 4.

WALKING BOX RANCH PHOTO COLLECTION STATUS OVERVIEW AS OF APRIL 15, 2013.
THE COLLECTION ALSO INCLUDES A CONTEMPORARY “CONDITION” SUB-CATEGORY, WHICH IS NOT SHOWN.

Category/Subcategory

Historical

No. of Photos

Example Images

2,010

Contemporary

• Events and
Visitors

605

• Scenic

1,456

• Wildlife

7,668
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Clara Bow and Rex Bell Filmography

A “filmography” is a comprehensive list of films related by particular criteria. The focus for this
task was to compile an annotated filmography on Clara Bow and Rex Bell (Appendix K); it was
completed by independent film historian and scholar Jeffrey Crouse. The Clara Bow and Rex
Bell filmography is presented in two parts: (1) all Hollywood films and (2) selected
documentaries/nonfiction material featuring either of the actors or both, exclusively or in part.
Annotations include descriptions of whether the associated original camera negatives or existing
prints exist, and if so, where they are housed (e.g., the Library of Congress, the Cinémathèque
Française). Also indicated are which films are available on DVD. In the course of completing this
task, other details related to the films of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (and silent films in general)
were documented and submitted within separate reports. The following additional information
was documented: brief profiles of 35 noted film specialists; brief profiles of 65 silent film
festivals and series; and brief profiles of silent film-related web content, including blogs,
databases, and society web pages.
Contribution to Task __________________________________________________________________
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Crouse, J. 2011. “Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell –
Feature Hollywood Movies.” Final Report submitted to University of
Nevada, Las Vegas Public Lands Institute on December 05, 2011. 17 p.
Crouse, J. 2011. “Selected Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell –
Nonfiction Materials.” Final Report submitted to University of Nevada,
Las Vegas Public Lands Institute on December 05, 2011. 4 p.
Crouse, J. 2011. “Brief Profiles of 36 Noted Film Specialists on Clara
Bow, Rex Bell, and Related Materials.” Report submitted to University
of Nevada, Las Vegas Public Lands Institute on December 28, 2011. 12 p.
Crouse, J. 2012. “Brief Profiles 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series.”
Report submitted to University of Nevada, Las Vegas Public Lands
Institute on January 24, 2012. 16 p.
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Crouse, J. 2012. “Profiles of Silent Film-related Blogs and other Webbased Materials.” Report submitted to University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Public Lands Institute on January 29, 2012. 11 p.

Education and Public Engagement Using Mobile Technology at Walking Box Ranch

Podcasts combined with other interactive technologies presented in the form of hand-held,
multimedia-based learning opportunities are at the intersection of learning and technology. The
ability to access an array of complex datasets and other information provides a modern and
realistic foray into field-based sciences for students in situ. A learning-technology project for
Walking Box Ranch was proposed and carried out by Dr. Scott Nowicki, Ph.D. (UNLV
Department of Geoscience). The project’s purpose was to produce digital learning resources
designed to encourage and assist the public, students, and scientists in other fields to learn about
geosciences and environmental topics both on-site at Walking Box Ranch and remotely. The
resultant series of geospatially-enhanced pod/vodcast-style modules allow participants in the
field to observe landscape features first-hand while guided by audio tracks, remote sensing
imagery, and digital animations. Aimed at the inexperienced user, the educational content is
delivered through hand-held devices (e.g., iPhones and android phones) that are programmed to
give users the ability to tailor their experience and view information about remote sensing,
geology, and geospatial technology. The product package increases the utilization of remotesensing datasets, the visibility of current environmental processes, and public appreciation for
natural landscapes in the Mojave Desert. A description of this effort to date is documented
within Appendix L.
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Nowicki, S. 2012. Multimedia field guides for public engagement at
Walking Box Ranch, Mojave Desert. Final Report submitted to
University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute, January 23,
2013. 15 p. Electronic files are available at:
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR
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5. TECHNICAL AND EDUCATIONAL-BASED ASSISTANCE
FIELD RESEARCH AND TRAINING CENTER AND MUSEUM

Through this aspect of the project, UNLV contributed technical and educational-based assistance
to the BLM for consideration during construction and development of the Walking Box Ranch
Field Research and Training Center and Museum. For this Task 5, the key considerations were
how to best integrate technology. Technical information was generated through coordination
and funding of projects carried out through UNLV faculty researcher with student involvement.
The UNLV Project Team, in consultation with other UNLV contributors, developed related
educational-based assistance.

Technical Assistance

Alternative Energy: UNLV is committed to promoting research and education on a variety of
sustainability issues, and renewable energy is an important area of emphasis. Sustainability
encompasses the design, development, manufacture, and operation of energy systems that use
renewable energy resources, including solar, geothermal, and wind energy. Investigation of
alternative energy use, implementation, and demonstration was a natural fit with the Walking
Box Ranch project. Dr. Suresh B. Sadineni, Ph.D. (UNLV Department of Mechanical
Engineering) proposed and carried out a project to assess the sustainable energy potential of
Walking Box Ranch. For this project, UNLV funded the installation of a weather station on the
tennis court, associated monitoring equipment, and salary for the completion of analyses and
assessments. A data logger was installed to transmit data electronically to UNLV and make
Historic and near real time data publically available through a web-based interface created for
the project.
The alternative energy project encompassed three tasks:
1. Analysis of wind-power potential.
2. Study of solar tracking systems.
3. WBR weather station: website monitoring, maintenance, and upgrade of continuous
meteorological data collection.
The project resulted in the preparation of reports (Appendix M), scholarly publication, and
presentation.
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Publications
AVAILABLE
ONLINE

Sadineni, S.B., and Madala, S., 2011, Ground sourced heat pump
(GSHP) vs PV Systems – an electronic comparison. Report
submitted to Public Lands Institute, University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, April 18, 2011. 8 p.
Realmuto, J.D., Sadineni, S.B., and Madala, S. 2011. Abstract title:
Experimental comparison and economic analysis of PV technologies
for utility scale installations. ASME Conference Proceedings. ASME
2011 5th International Conference on Energy Sustainability collocated
with ASME 2011 9th International Conference on Fuel Cell Science,
Engineering, and Technology. August 7-10, 2011, Washington,
D.C. Paper no. ES2011-54265 pp. 1333-1339. Available at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1115/ES2011-54265
Sadineni, S. B., Madala, S., and Boehm, R.F. 2011. Passive building
energy savings: A review of building envelope components.
Renewable and Sustainable Energy Reviews 15(8): 3617. Available
at: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.rser.2011.07.014

Security: Security is a priority for every museum and cultural institution, regardless of size.
Through this task, security needs for Walking Box Ranch were considered, and practical and
creative approaches were shared for protecting against threats such as theft, vandalism, violent
acts, natural disasters, fire, and environmental hazards. The active and passive security measures
described are intended to minimize irreplaceable losses of cultural property as well as the costs
associated with general theft, vandalism, and wear and tear. In addition to the reports produced
(Appendix N), UNLV participated in numerous security-related meetings to deliver
recommendations to the construction team resulting in completion of 100% construction
documents for “Special Systems,” a fundamental component to implementing security measures
at the site. This set was funded by UNLV and contributed free of charge to this project.
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Antonich, D. 2012. “Recommended Security Measures for Future
Operations of Walking Box Ranch.” Report submitted to University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute. 31 p.
Jacoby-Garrett, P.M., and Page, A. 2012. “Walking Box Ranch –
Examples of Security Barriers/Human Deterrents Incorporating
Aesthetic and Interpretive Elements.” 7 p.



Construction
Documents
OFFICE ONLY

Engineering Systems Solutions, 2012, Construction Documents
“Special Systems – Electrical.” Submitted to Bureau of Land
Management, June 15, 2012. 19 sheets. These sheets are copyrighted by
Engineering Systems Solutions and may not be reproduced. The files were
delivered to BLM as noted and are also available at the Public Lands Institute.

Information Technology (IT) Infrastructure: Envisioned as a modern educational and
research facility, the Walking Box Ranch site would require state-of-the-art computer
equipment and reliable, high-speed Internet access. IT infrastructure is also an important
component of security. Rural, in nature, neither the site nor its nearest town (Searchlight, NV)
were equipped to readily provide these services. The purpose of this effort was to determine
connectivity needs, software and hardware needs, and a cost-estimate to establish computer and
Internet facilities for Walking Box Ranch. Connectivity between Walking Box Ranch and
educational institutions throughout Nevada would also be required. To this end, the UNLV
Project Team assembled an IT Team, led by Alan Personius (UNLV Campus Computing
Services), with which it had numerous meetings. UNLV participated in numerous securityrelated meetings to deliver recommendations to the construction team resulting in completion
of 100% construction documents for “Special Systems,” a fundamental component to
implementing security measures at the site. This set was funded by UNLV and contributed free
of charge to this project.
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Engineering Systems Solutions, 2012, “Special Systems – Electrical.”
Submitted to Bureau of Land Management, June 15, 2012. 19 sheets.
These sheets are copyrighted by Engineering Systems Solutions and may not be
reproduced. The files were delivered to BLM as noted and are also available at
the Public Lands Institute.

Educational-based Assistance

Clark County School District Teachers’ Workshop: Clark County School District (CCSD) is
the fifth largest in the nation. In addition to the Las Vegas Metropolitan area, CCSD also
includes the nearest town to Walking Box Ranch: Searchlight, Nevada. Based upon the intent to
develop Walking Box Ranch as an educational destination, it was important to introduce,
involve, and capture the input of CCSD teachers. Although it had already been determined
during the master and preservation planning process that substantial barriers (i.e., bussing and
distance) exist to planning field-trip visits to Walking Box Ranch by CCSD classes, CCSD is still
an important audience. Firstly, it is an excellent site for in depth and on-site teacher training
about the Mojave Desert and general field science in a variety of disciplines. Secondly, the
barriers presented for student groups can be overcome with some effort, and virtual access to
the site by CCSD students is also a viable possibility for formal learning opportunities.
In December 2010, UNLV hosted a teacher workshop for CCSD teachers; approximately 20
teachers participated. Participants visited the ranch for a half-day experience to learn about
ranch history and plans for future development. The event included a brainstorming activity to
identify possible future student education and teacher-training activities that could be conducted
at Walking Box Ranch or using related content off site. Workshop results were compiled by J.
Cline who facilitated the workshop (Appendix O). Following the workshop, and using ideas
provided by the teachers, a 1.5 credit professional-development course was conceptualized and
proposed by A. Page and Dr. Allison Brody (UNLV-PLI): “Environmental Literacy Explorations
at Walking Box Ranch” (Appendix P). The course was designed to be held on site over the
course of 2.5 days (15 hours contact time) and directed at sixth, seventh, and ninth-grade
teachers who teach earth, life, and/or environmental sciences. The teacher-training course was
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submitted to CCSD and accepted, but it was ultimately put on hold due to Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA) inaccessibility at Walking Box Ranch. The proposal was well received
and it is anticipated that the course could be re-proposed and successfully conducted when
ADA-accessibility features are in place for the buildings.
NASA / Teacher Professional Development Course Proposal: A collaborative team including
members from the College of Southern Nevada, NASA, and UNLV proposed a professional
development course titled “Exploring Space and Earth Education in Southern Nevada—A NASA
Professional Development Opportunity for Formal and Informal Educators.” This opportunity
for Clark County School District teachers will provide formal educators interdisciplinary
content in both earth and space sciences. The multi-part, interagency course is intended to
include webinars and a hands-on, activity-based overview of appropriate history, literature, art
and geography content. It will provide broad linkage among the various disciplines. The
discovery-based material and activities will correlate to the U.S. Department of Education’s
Next Generation Science Standards, which Nevada has adopted. Because of its distance from the
lights of the Las Vegas metropolitan area, Walking Box Ranch was proposed as the site where
participants would be able to best view the night sky. Night sky-viewing and study is a topic area
identified by CCSD teachers for the site, and because of the intended outdoor-only use of
Walking Box Ranch for this course, ADA-accessibility will not present an issue. The proposal is
not provided within this compendium because it is part of a larger partnership effort. A copy is
available upon request.
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Cline, J. (ed.). 2010. “Compilation of Ideas Resulting from Clark
County School District Teacher Visit to Walking Box Ranch -10/09/2010” Summary document. 2 p.
Page, A. and Brody, A. 2010. “Request for Course Approval:
Connecting to Place: Environmental Literacy Explorations at Walking
Box Ranch” Professional Development Education Course Description
(1.5 credit course).
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6. INPUT AND FEEDBACK DURING CONSTRU CTION

Construction was not implemented during the course of this project; accordingly, no
contribution could be made to this task. The UNLV Project Team was available for such
contribution and extended effort in other project areas while construction was on hold.
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Phased Tasks

PHASE I

Task 1-1 Facility and Future Needs
The objective of this task was to create a Facility and Future Needs Alignment Report that would
identify the types of future research and training programs that would occur at the Walking Box
Ranch Field Research and Training Center and Museum. The purpose was to provide advice to
align predicted future research activities with facility, construction, furnishing, and equipment
needs. Walking Box Ranch encompasses and is embedded within a diverse mosaic of exemplary
southern Mojave Desert ecosystems, and lies adjacent to Wilderness Areas and an Area of Critical
Environmental Concern.
Located within the Colorado River Extensional Corridor of the Basin and Range Province, the
property and surrounding region exhibit many unique geological features and economic resources
that draw geologists from around the world to this area of the Southwest. The biological diversity
of the eastern Mojave Desert is particularly rich for two reasons. First, the landscape features
desert, mountain, and riparian habitats. These habitats span a vertical relief extending from the
edges of the lower Colorado River, through Joshua tree desert bajadas, climbing into PinionJuniper woodlands, and finally spruce, fir, and bristlecone pine forest at the upper reaches of the
surrounding mountain ranges. Second, the Mojave Desert can be viewed as a “hub” within a
regional network of biotic provinces – the Colorado Plateau to the east, the Great Basin to the
north, the Sierra Nevadas to the west, and the Sonoran and Lower Colorado River deserts to the
south. The Mojave Desert thus attains a high level of biological diversity, considering the species
extending into it from each of the surrounding areas as well as endemic species.
With UNLV-awarded grant funds to the Project Team, 11 research themes under which to leverage
a variety of research investigations were previously identified. Studies at Walking Box Ranch are
anticipated to pertain specifically to the natural and cultural history of Piute Valley as well as to

11

2005 Stimulation, Implementation, Transition, and Enhancement (SITE) Grant awarded to Jean S. Cline for “Walking Box Ranch:
An opportunity for interdisciplinary research in biology, geology, archaeology, and landscape architecture.”
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utilize the site as a representative of other arid land environments. The following interdisciplinary
themes were identified:
1. Human (prehistoric, historic, and present) use of the land;
2. The changing physical landscape, including implications of past and present climate trends;
3. Preserving genetic corridors; and
4. Planning for future land use and preservation.
Anticipated research user groups included not only academic scientists and students but also
governmental researchers and research agencies. Workshops and a survey yielded preliminary
information with which to describe, within the Master Plan and Conservation Plan’s various
alternatives, the components of the new building to be used for the research facility. Appendix H of
the same document described research, education, and training use as part of the report Market
Demand Analysis for Walking Box Ranch prepared by Dornbusch Associates (Berkeley, California).
During the project period, a questionnaire was prepared and distributed to UNLV faculty for
additional input beyond what had already been documented; limited new results were received. In
April 2009, M.N. Rees and J.S. Cline conducted a formal site visit to the Desert Studies Center
(Zzyzx Road; Baker, California). The Desert Studies Center is a research station that is owned by
the National Park Service and operated by California State University, Fullerton and directed by
William Presch, Ph.D. W. Presch provided a tour and insight into station operations, management,
and facilities. With the information provided from the above sources and activities, along with
results of other field-station site visits conducted by AECOM, M.N. Rees and J.S. Cline advised the
Architecture Team with sufficient detail for arrival at 100% construction documents.

Task 1-2 Assistance in Developing a Preservation Plan
As described earlier in this report, UNLV was awarded funding in 2004 through the National Park
Service’s Save America’s Treasures grant program. The grant was used to hire Architectural Resources
Group, Inc. (ARG) to produce a master plan, a preservation plan, and a cultural landscape
assessment, which formed the basis for the architecture and engineering components of the project.
These documents underwent review by the National Park Service, the Nevada State Historic
Preservation Office, and BLM.
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Throughout the project period, the UNLV Project Team continued to work with project architects
to determine how best to renovate the historic buildings for preservation beyond plan finalization.
As part of custodianship of the property, the UNLV Project Team noted ongoing degradation and
building damage occurring to historic structures. In order to provide BLM with the best
information on how to address this accumulating damage, the UNLV Project Team worked with
the UNLV Facilities Management Department to provide information and photographs of building
damage to BLM and Architecture Team.

Task 1-3 Assistance in Developing a Business Plan
UNLV’s Save America’s Treasures funds were also used to create a preliminary business plan by
Dornbusch Associates (Berkeley, California) based on selected alternative 4A. The resulting
document was titled Market Demand Analysis for Walking Box Ranch and was included as an appendix
to the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan prepared by ARG. This preliminary
analysis was based on information available at the time it was created, including proposed site
usage, revenue generation, and allocation. Through this agreement, UNLV re-hired Dornbusch
Associates to expand upon the preliminary business plan and produce a more detailed potential plan
(Appendix Q) that included and reflected BLM policies and both UNLV and BLM project
components. The revised plan was submitted to UNLV in early 2011, underwent UNLV and BLM
review. The 2011 Business Plan was also closely aligned with selected alternative 4A from the
Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Conservation Plan. As such, the plan noted that a key draw to
Walking Box Ranch, from a business perspective, would be the research facility; revenue generated
by research, education, and training users was estimated to constitute approximately 35% of the
site’s total gross in 2014 derived from sales/fees associated with academic day use, snack shop
purchases, and overnight lodging services. In light of BLM’s decision to significantly reduce project
scope and to terminate plans to build the field research and training center, the business plan must
be revised according to the new development and operating plans, which as of this report, have not
been created.
Business-planning discussions identified voluntarism as critical to future operations of Walking Box
Ranch. A strategic volunteer operations and training plan ensures the best use of dedicated
individuals and increases the likelihood that these individuals will be retained for a long time.
Identified volunteer positions include Ranch Host and Greeter; Docent (volunteer
interpreter/informal educator); and Maintenance and Housekeeping Associate. In anticipation of
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future volunteer efforts, B. Antonich (UNLV) prepared a draft Volunteer Operations Handbook
(Appendix R) that would be provided to volunteers during the orientation process. This draft
document includes background information, sets expectations, describes pertinent policies, and
provides necessary forms. A well-structured volunteer operations program recommended for
Walking Box Ranch would include goals and objectives that are aligned with a program’s overall
operations; describe recruitment, retention, and recognition procedures; establish volunteer
supervision policies and train supervisors; set guidelines for measuring and reporting volunteer
program successes; and set a budget. Due to the early termination of this project and because the
future operational goals of Walking Box Ranch became unclear, it was not possible to complete a
full Volunteer Operations Plan by the termination end date. Therefore, Appendix R is provided for
demonstration purposes in a preliminary state. For these business-management associated activities
and others, B. Antonich conducted a site visit to Leo Carrillo Ranch Historic Park (Carlsbad,
California), which informed the materials she produced.
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Dornbusch Associates. 2011. Walking Box Ranch Business Plan.
Document submitted to the University of Nevada, Las Vegas, January
12, 2011. 37 p.
Antonich, B., in preparation, Walking Box Ranch Volunteer
Operations Handbook. Current draft dated March 11, 2013. 27 p.

PHASE II

Task 2-1 Project Development Plan
The original intent of this task was for UNLV to develop a Project Development Plan that reflected
UNLV’s Business Plan. The resulting document was to (1) refine anticipated research and
residential training activities, and museum use; (2) identify new facilities and renovations; (3)
outline construction; and (4) plan center management. Parts 1-3 of this activity were carried out in
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the form of the UNLV Planning and Construction (P&C) Department working closely with BLM’s
architectural and engineering consultants who were responsible for the construction drawings
(rather than the two entities redundantly creating similar documents). During the project period,
UNLV P&C provided approximately 280 hours of effort to project partners on the following
activities:
•

Provided design related assistance, recommendations, and drawing reviews for design
intent (and coordination with UNLV design standards as appropriate);

•

Coordinated UNLV interdepartmental drawing reviews;

•

Attended design related meetings with BLM and their consultants;

•

Participated in the Value Analysis workshop and several follow up meetings;

•

Reviewed and provided input on the cost estimate;

•

Reviewed and provided input on the schedule; and

•

Participated in meetings with BLM representatives to discuss and determine bid options,
procurement methods, critical contractor qualifications, and rating system for
qualifications.

Part 4 (planning center management) could not be completed because it relied on the completion
of other tasks (which were not completed). The business plan prepared by Dornbusch Associates
was never updated and re-finalized because BLM did not provide an operating plan that described
how UNLV was going to manage the ranch, under BLM guidelines, after construction was
completed and Walking Box Ranch opened for use. Thus, there was never a decision by BLM on
allowable management that would have allowed UNLV to complete Part 4.

Task 2-2 Detailed Work Plans
Detailed work plans were intended to be a component of the future Operating Plan for Walking
Box Ranch. As of the date of this report; no operating plan has been approved nor has an operating
agreement been selected by BLM for Walking Box Ranch. Accordingly, this task could not be
completed.
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PHASE III

Task 3-1 and Task 3-2 Assistance in Developing Facilities Design Drawings
The objective of these two tasks was for UNLV to assist BLM in the development of Facilities Design
Drawings in two areas. Firstly, through Task 3-1, assistance was requested to help ensure the
drawings remained consistent with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Master and Preservation
Plan produced with “Save America’s Treasures” grant funds (see Project Background and
Overview) in conformance with existing significant architectural features and historical attributes
of the property, in a fashion responsible to Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design
(LEED)-certification standards to the extent funding would permit and to meet all property
easements. Secondly, through Task 3-2, assistance was requested to ensure the drawings remained
consistent with the recommendations of the Comprehensive Master Plan and Preservation Plan for the
historical architectural attributes of the buildings and property, and, again, to meet the
requirements of all property easements.
Throughout the project, UNLV has assisted the BLM, AECOM, and AECOM sub-contractors
regarding facilities design as described elsewhere in this document. The cooperative effort resulted
in completion of construction documents in September 2012. The BLM then completed the
contract documents (plans and specifications) and began soliciting construction proposals for the
adaptive reuse/redevelopment of Walking Box Ranch, as well as the new construction of a small
research and learning campus on site. The construction opportunity was described as “consisting of,
but not limited to, the stabilization, rehabilitation, and preservation of the following: (1)
Installation of a rock garden to its historic context; (2) Selective demolition and the historic
preservation of a 5000 sf ranch house; (3) The rehabilitation of a 1500 sf existing bunkhouse and
the addition of approx. 600 sf to create a new 2100 sf administration building; (4) The preservation
of a 2100 sf barn; (5) The stabilization of a 120 sf ice house. The project also consists of, but is not
limited to, the new construction of: (1) Extensive site improvement work (grading, vehicular and
pedestrian hardscape, utilities and infrastructure, fen [truncated].” On November 05, 2012 the
construction opportunity that was posted on fedconnect.net was cancelled by BLM.
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PHASE IV

Task 4-1 Consultation and Advice during Construction
Task 4-2 Consultation and Advice during Renovation of Preserved Facilities
The objective of these two tasks was to provide consultation and advice to BLM during construction
and during renovation of preserved facilities to ensure these activities met project goals.
Construction was not implemented during the course of this project; accordingly, no contribution
could be made to these two tasks. UNLV effort was extended commensurately in other project
areas.

PHASE V

Task 5-1 Assess and Identify Furnishings and Equipment
The intent of this task was to identify furnishings and equipment that BLM could procure based
upon facility needs. UNLV was also invited to provide furnishings and equipment outside of the
financial assistance agreement at the university’s discretion. In 2012, BLM decided to dramatically
reduce the project scope, and as of the date of this document (May 2013), it is unclear to what
extent the facilities, including the museum, at Walking Box Ranch will be developed, and
therefore, what furnishings will be needed.
However, during the course of this project, Mr. Rex Bell, Jr. expressed his desire that the original
furnishings in his possession be returned to the ranch through UNLV for inclusion in the planned
museum at Walking Box Ranch. These cultural artifacts were deemed important to the history of
the site. UNLV, in turn, would provide these items for use in the cooperatively planned museum
and visitor center at Walking Box Ranch. Therefore, Assistant Director Bill Wood, UNLV Real
Estate Management began to work with Mr. Bell to create an inventory of items to be donated or
sold to UNLV. This effort required numerous visits to the Bell home by Mr. Wood, who continued
to work on the project as a volunteer following his retirement in 2010 as well as by J.S. Cline, P.
Jacoby-Garrett and UNLV Department of History students. Original property that Mr. Bell had
wished to keep in his or his family’s possession was photographed by Geri Kodey (UNLV Photo
Services). These photos were intended for possible future display at Walking Box Ranch and on its
web site, and for historical documentation. Following Mr. Bell’s death in 2011, Mrs. Dorothy Bell,
the widow of Mr. Rex Bell, Jr. donated the blacksmith shop tools that had been originally used at
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the ranch, and which had been collected by Mr. Bell. UNLV also purchased the Monterrey
furniture collection including dining table and chairs and side board that had originally furnished the
ranch house great room, for future interpretive use at Walking Box Ranch. As mentioned earlier in
this report, a running inventory is maintained for all historic house furnishings.
Key to appropriately identifying additional materials to obtain (outside of the Bell collection) to
outfit Walking Box Ranch is to define the authentic 1930’s period appearance and style relevant to
the site. To this end, Professor Deirdre Clemente, Ph.D. (UNLV History Department), a historian
of 20th century American culture, was invited to provide advice on the “1930’s” look and style that
would be used in the ranch-house component of the Walking Box Ranch museum. D. Clemente
proposed a project to (1) conduct an assessment of textiles needed (e.g., for bedspreads, window
dressings, and all other interior design elements, including the associated hardware and display
methods); (2a) conduct research into the textiles used during the original Walking Box Ranch
period using historic—period and region-appropriate—photographs, magazines, and catalogs to
result in a recommendations report; (2b) identify ways to purchase/commission textiles including
budgets for a variety of options and with consideration for archival standards for the materials; and
(3) provide oversight of the process to secure textiles, produce materials, and install finished
products. This effort was anticipated to be completed by the original end-date of the FAA080094
agreement. Because the project was terminated earlier than anticipated, this effort was planned but
could not be undertaken.

Facilitating Visitation for Learning,
Research, and Outreach
Through the separate “Custodianship of the Walking Box Ranch Property” BLM-UNLV assistance
agreement (noted previously within this report), the property was made available to educators,
researchers, stakeholders, and the public. Through the efforts of this agreement, planning and
educational expertise were provided to maximize learning and recreational experiences at Walking
Box Ranch whenever possible. In turn, this visitation added to the planning and education-delivery
expertise of the UNLV Interpretive Team. The more than 30 visits shown in TABLE 5 were an
important part of testing the facilitation of learning, research, and outreach at Walking Box Ranch
during the course of this project. Furthermore, members of the UNLV Project Team have made a
point of attending public gatherings and meetings about or relevant to Walking Box Ranch and its
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surroundings for educational and academic purposes whether they were held at Walking Box Ranch
or at other locations.
TABLE 5.

TIMELINE OF EDUCATIONAL, RESEARCH, AND OUTREACH OPPORTUNITIES PROVIDED AT WALKING BOX RANCH
DURING THE PROJECT PERIOD. NOTE: THIS TABLE PROVIDES EXAMPLES OF RELEVANT VISITATION BETWEEN 2009
AND 2012; IT IS NOT AN EXHAUSTIVE LISTING OF ALL SITE VISITS.

Date

Visiting Entity

Purpose

04-21-2012

Preservation
Association of Clark
County

Annual Meeting and site visit / tour. Instructor: Paula Garrett

70

04-19-2012

Clark County Parks and
Recreation

Educational and recreational visit offered through leisure
services and programming for senior citizens.

19

03-24-2012

UNLV

“From Mining to Hollywood” Educational and historic tour
offered through UNLV Division of Educational Outreach.
Instructor: Mark Hall-Patton and Paula Garrett

19

03-13-2012

Working Ranch
Magazine

Site visit invited by UNLV for staff education about historic
ranch operations; and for outreach with the publication.

2

02-17-2012

National Park Service
Office of Wilderness
Stewardship

Site visit for orientation to nearby wilderness and protected
areas and as entry point to Mojave Preserve.

1

02-02-2012

Arizona Geological
Survey

Site and area visit for geologic mapping effort.

1

01-14-2012

UNLV

Site visit to identify needs for historic house visual
representation such as period specific textiles and furniture.
Deirdre Clemente, Ph.D., UNLV History Department

5

12-09-2011

UNLV

Education event: “A Day of Public History in Practice”
presented by the UNLV Public History Program, History
Department, College of Liberal Arts, Public Lands Institute,
and Preserve Nevada. Instructor: Deirdre Clemente, Ph.D.,
UNLV History Department

26

11-12-2011

Veteran Motor Car Club
of America

Educational and historic tour for members.

21

10-20-2011

UNLV

Educational and historic tour offered through Clark County
Parks and Recreation. Instructor: Paula Garrett

14

10-06-2011

Great Basin Institute

Educational tour for Great Basin Institute staff.
Instructor: Paula Garrett

11

09-24-2011

UNLV

“En Plein Air: Art at the Walking Box Ranch” watercolor
painting class offered through UNLV Division of Educational
Outreach. Instructor: Gabbie Hirsch, fine artist.

15

05-07-2011

UNLV

“Photographers’ Adventure” photography class offered
through UNLV Division of Educational Outreach. Instructors:
Paula Garrett, Geri Kodey, and Wayne Kodey.

27

04-15-2011

UNLV

Educational and historic tour offered through Clark County
Parks and Recreation. Instructor: Paula Garrett

17
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Date

Visiting Entity

Purpose

04-08-2011

UNLV

Osher Lifelong Learning Institute excursion offered through
the UNLV Division of Educational Outreach. Instructor: Paula
Garrett.

11

04-02-2011

UNLV

“From Mining to Hollywood, Southern Nevada History and
Stories” educational tour presented by UNLV Division of
Educational Outreach. Instructor: Paula Garrett

25

03-25-2011

Clark County Parks and
Recreation

Educational and historic tour offered through Winchester
Cultural Center.

21

03-17-2011

UNLV

Site visit for Walking Box Ranch educational technology
development project. Principal Investigator: Scott Nowicki,
Ph.D., UNLV Department of Geoscience.

4

02-09-2011

UNLV

“History of Walking Box Ranch” educational tour for
participants in Elderhostel Road Scholar® programming
offered through the UNLV Division of Educational Outreach.
Instructor: Paula Garrett

36

01-15-2011

U.S. Geological Survey

To study the area in preparation to create geological maps
along the lower Colorado River in that area

1

10-23-2011

Southern Nevada
Women’s History
Project

“History of Walking Box Ranch” educational tour for
members of the Southern Nevada Women’s History Project;
a non-profit educational organization committed to
recognizing the diverse and significant accomplishments of
Nevada women. Instructor: Paula Garrett

54

10-09-2010

Clark County School
District

Tour and workshop for Clark County School District Teachers
to learn about Walking Box Ranch and environs, view
facilities, and brainstorm future education opportunities for
teachers and students. Facilitator: Jean S. Cline, Ph.D.

14

09-18-2010

University of Nevada
Cooperative Extension,
Nevada Naturalist
Program

“The Scientific Method – hands on” educational program for
the Nevada Naturalist program participants. Participants
were educated and participated in basic ecological
monitoring such as plant and insect surveys. Instructor:
Paula Garrett

13

06-01-2010

UNLV

Site visit for Walking Box Ranch alternative energy research
project. Principal Investigator: Suresh B. Sadineni, Ph.D.,
UNLV Department of Engineering

5

04-22-2010

UNLV

Site visit for Walking Box Ranch alternative energy research
project. Principal Investigator: Suresh B. Sadineni, Ph.D.,
UNLV Department of Engineering

4

03-14-2010

UNLV

National Science Foundation proposal development
meeting. Principal Investigator: Matthew Lachniet, Ph.D.,
UNLV Department of Geoscience

8

01-28-2010

University of Nevada,
Reno

Fieldwork for “Ecosystem Indicators: Change Detection”
project centered on Ivanpah Valley and Piute Valley
geographic area. Principal Investigator: Jill S. Heaton, Ph.D.,
UNR Department of Geography

11

01-23-2010

Nevada Archaeological
Association

Quarterly board meeting and educational tour of Walking
Box Ranch facilities and surroundings. Tour presented by
Public Lands Institute. Facilitator: George Phillips.

12
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Date

Visiting Entity

Purpose

05-10-2009

City of Sheboygan, WI

Five-day educational experience including painting,
photography, and area history activities. Presented by the
Senior Activity Center, City of Sheboygan, WI.

7

04-23-2009

Western Washington
University

Spring Geology Field Camp – Mojave Desert. Instructor:
Elizabeth Schermer, Ph.D., WWU Department of Geology.

25

03-27-2009

University of Nevada,
Reno

UNR Geology 314: Geography Field Methods (4-day field
trip). Instructor: Jill S. Heaton, Ph.D., UNR Department of
Geography.

13

01-16-2009

University of Nevada,
Reno

Area geologic research. Principal Investigator: Jill S. Heaton,
Ph.D., UNR Department of Geography.

9
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OMB No. 1024-0018

United States Department of the Interior
National Park Service

National Register of Historic Places
Registration Form
This form is for use in nominating or requesting determinations for individual properties and districts. See instructions in How to Complete the
National Register of Historic Places Registration Form (National Register Bulletin 16A). Complete each item by marking "x" in the appropriate box or
by entering the information requested. If any item does not apply to the property being documented, enter "N/A" for "not applicable." For functions,
architectural classification, materials, and areas of significance, enter only categories and subcategories from the instructions. Place additional
entries and narrative items on continuation sheets (NPS Form 10-900a). Use a typewriter, word processor, or computer, to complete all items.

1. Name of Property

historic name Walking Box Ranch
other names/site number YKL Ranch, Woolf Ranch
2. Location

street & number 6333 West State Highway 164

not for publication

city or town Searchlight

vicinity

state Nevada

code NV

county Clark

code 003

zip code 89046

3. State/Federal Agency Certification
As the designated authority under the National Historic Preservation Act of 1986, as amended, I hereby certify that this
nomination
request for determination of eligibility meets the documentation standards for registering properties in the National Register of
Historic Places and meets the procedural and professional requirements set forth in 36 CFR Part 60. In my opinion, the property
meets
does not meet the National Register Criteria. I recommend that this property be considered significant
nationally
statewide
locally. (
See continuation sheet for additional comments.)
________________________________________________________________________
Signature of certifying official/Title
Date
Nevada Office of Historic Preservation________________________________________________________________________
State or Federal agency and bureau

In my opinion, the property
comments.)

meets

does not meet the National Register criteria. (

See continuation sheet for additional

________________________________________________________________________
Signature of commenting or other official
Date
________________________________________________________________________
State or Federal agency and bureau

4. National Park Service Certification
I hereby certify that this property is:
entered in the National Register
See continuation sheet.
determined eligible for the
National Register
See continuation sheet.
determined not eligible for the
National Register
removed from the National
Register
other (explain): _____________
________________________

__________________

Signature of the Keeper

Date of Action

__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________________

Walking Box Ranch

Clark County, NV

Name of Property

County and State

5. Classification
Ownership of Property

Category of Property

Number of Resources within Property

(Check as many boxes as apply)

(Check only one box)

(Do not include previously listed resources in the count.)

private
public-local
public-State
public-Federal

building(s)
district
site
structure
object

Contributing
2
4
1
7

Noncontributing
2
1
9
1
13

buildings
sites
structures
objects
Total

(Enter "N/A" if property is not part of a multiple property listing.)

Number of contributing resources previously listed in
the National Register

N/A

None

Name of related multiple property listing

6. Function or Use
Historic Functions

Current Functions

(Enter categories from instructions)

(Enter categories from instructions)

AGRICULTURE: animal facility

WORK IN PROGRESS

DOMESTIC: residence

LANDSCAPE: conservation area

7. Description
Architectural Classification

Materials

(Enter categories from instructions)

(Enter categories from instructions)

th

th

Late 19 & 20 Century Revivals: Spanish Colonial Revival

foundation Concrete; unknown

Other: Railroad tie construction

roof

Ceramic tile; metal

walls Stucco
Wood: other (railroad tie)
Wood timber frames
Narrative Description
(Describe the historic and current condition of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)

See Continuation Sheet.

Walking Box Ranch

Clark County, NV

Name of Property

County and State

8. Statement of Significance
Applicable National Register Criteria

Areas of Significance

(Mark "x" in one or more boxes for the criteria qualifying the property
for National Register listing)

(Enter categories from instructions)

Agriculture
Architecture

A Property is associated with events that have made
a significant contribution to the broad patterns of our
history.

Social History

B Property is associated with the lives of persons
significant in our past.
C Property embodies the distinctive characteristics of
a type, period, or method of construction or
represents the work of a master, or possesses high
artistic values, or represents a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components lack
individual distinction.

Period of Significance

1931-1958

D Property has yielded, or is likely to yield information
important in prehistory or history.
Significant Dates

Criteria Considerations
(Mark "X" in all the boxes that apply.)

1931

Property is:

c. 1934

A owned by a religious institution or used for
religious purposes.

Significant Person
(Complete if Criterion B is marked above)

B removed from its original location.
C a birthplace or a grave.

Cultural Affiliation

D a cemetery.
E a reconstructed building, object, or structure.
F a commemorative property.

Architect/Builder

Unknown

G less than 50 years of age or achieved significance
within the past 50 years.
Narrative Statement of Significance
(Explain the significance of the property on one or more continuation sheets.)

See Continuation Sheet.
9. Major Bibliographical References
(Cite the books, articles, and other sources used in preparing this form on one or more continuation sheets.)

Previous documentation on file (NPS):
preliminary determination of individual listing (36
CFR 67) has been requested.
previously listed in the National Register
previously determined eligible by the National
Register
designated a National Historic Landmark
recorded by Historic American Buildings Survey
#
recorded by Historic American Engineering
Record #

Primary Location of Additional Data
State Historic Preservation Office
Other State agency
Federal agency
Local government
University
Other
Name of repository:
University of Nevada, Las Vegas Special Collections Lib.

Walking Box Ranch

Clark County, NV

Name of Property

County and State

10. Geographical Data
Acreage of Property Approximately 40 acres
UTM References
(Place additional UTM references on a continuation sheet)
Zone

1
2

11
11

Easting

Northing

677600
678010

3929015
3929020

3
4

Zone

Easting

Northing

11
11

678020
677610

3928620
3928615

See continuation sheet.

Verbal Boundary Description
(Describe the boundaries of the property on a continuation sheet.)

See Continuation Sheet.
Boundary Justification
(Explain why the boundaries were selected on a continuation sheet.)

See Continuation Sheet.
11. Form Prepared By
name/title Katie Wollan and Sara Lardinois, with research assistance from Dewey Livingston
organization Architectural Resources Group
street & number Pier 9 The Embarcadero
city or town San Francisco
Additional Documentation

date June 2008
telephone 415-421-1680
state CA

zip code 94111

Submit the following items with the completed form:

Continuation Sheets
Maps
A USGS map (7.5 or 15 minute series) indicating the property's location. Included.
A Sketch map for historic districts and properties having large acreage or numerous resources. Included.
Photographs
Representative black and white photographs of the property. Included.
Additional items
(Check with the SHPO or FPO for any additional items)

Property Owner
(Complete this item at the request of the SHPO or FPO.)

Name Bureau of Land Management
street & number 4701 N. Torrey Pines Drive
city or town Las Vegas

telephone _702-515-5139
state NV

zip code _89103

Paperwork Reduction Act Statement: This information is being collected for applications to the National Register of Historic Places to nominate
properties for listing or determine eligibility for listing, to list properties, and to amend existing listings. Response to this request is required to obtain
a benefit in accordance with the National Historic Preservation Act, as amended (16 U.S.C. 470 et seq.).
Estimated Burden Statement: Public reporting burden for this form is estimated to average 18.1 hours per response including the time for reviewing
instructions, gathering and maintaining data, and completing and reviewing the form. Direct comments regarding this burden estimate or any aspect
of this form to the Chief, Administrative Services Division, National Park Service, P.0. Box 37127, Washington, DC 20013-7127; and the Office of
Management and Budget, Paperwork Reductions Project (1024-0018), Washington, DC 20503.
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PROPERTY FEATURES (Keyed to site sketch map)
Contributing Buildings
1.
Ranch House
2.
Barn
Contributing Structures
3.
Ice House
4.
Water Tank
5.
Corrals
5A.
Cattle Holding Pens
5B.
Sorting Alley
5C.
Insecticide Chute
5D.
Dehorning Chute
5E.
Branding Chute
5F.
Slaughter Pen
5G.
Scale
5H.
Loading Chutes (2)
5I.
Horse Pens
5J.
Barn Pens
6.
Circulation Networks
6A.
Walking Box Ranch Road
6B.
Pathway System
Contributing Objects
7.
Boundary Demarcations
7A.
North Boundary Fence
7B.
South Boundary Fence
7C.
Southwest Boundary Fence
7D.
Pipeline Range Fence
7E.
Southwest Range Fence
7F.
Northwest Range Fence
7G.
Internal Fence
Non-Contributing Sites
8.
Designed Landscape to North of Ranch House
8A.
Allée of Transplanted Joshua Trees
8B.
Red Gravel Berms
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Non-Contributing Buildings
9.
Bunkhouse
10.
Temporary Caretaker’s House (doublewide mobile home)
Non-Contributing Structures
11.
Pump House and Water Tower
12.
Viceroy Water Well
13.
Weikel Water Well
14.
Large Water Trough
15.
Site Utilities
15A.
Propane Storage Tank
15B.
Electrical Transformer
16.
Electrical Power Lines and Poles
17.
Temporary Storage Trailer
18.
Tennis Court
19.
Circulation Networks
19A.
Road Bypass
19B.
Staging Area
Non-Contributing Objects
20.
Front Gate
Demolished Sites
21.
Rock Gardens
Demolished Buildings
22.
Guest House
23.
Carpenter’s House
24.
Carpenter’s Shop
25.
Original Bunk House
26.
Blacksmith Shop
Demolished Structures
27.
Water Tank
28.
Barn Holding Pens
29.
Dog House
Demolished Objects
30.
Front Gate
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Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Name of property

Clark County, Nevada
County and State

Summary Description
Located in Clark County in southern Nevada, approximately seven miles west of the town of Searchlight and twenty miles
east of the California border, this historic ranch property is situated in a rural area in the eastern Mojave Desert. It is
approximately 55 miles south of Las Vegas, situated in the Piute Valley, which runs north-south for approximately 55
miles, starting just north of the ranch and ending with the Piute Wash confluence with the Colorado River north of
Needles, California. The valley varies in width from ten to twelve miles. The ranch property itself is bordered by the
Highland Range on the north, the Castle Mountains on the south, and the New York Mountains on the west, all providing
a scenic backdrop for the arid valley floor. The ranch is located at an elevation of approximately 3,900 feet, within a
transitional zone between the creosote-bursage and blackbrush-Joshua tree vegetation communities. The surrounding
landscape is comprised of Joshua trees, Mojave yucca (“Spanish daggers”), creosote and some indigenous types of
cactus. The area is also home to a diverse number of species including coyotes, jackrabbits, owls, tortoises, and lizards.
Cattle ranching and mining industries began in this region in the late 1800s. Turquoise was the most predominant
mineral mined, but small amounts of gold, silver, lead, copper, feldspar, fluorspar, and mica were also mined.
The privately owned ranch originally included one 40-acre homestead parcel and one 120-acre parcel, as well as 300,000
to 400,000 acres of grazing leases - essentially the entire Piute Valley. The 40-acre portion of the home ranch is the
subject of this nomination. The topography across the 40-acre parcel gently slopes down from the northwest to the
southeast. Four major stormwater drainage paths run across the site. The property is divided into three distinct zones,
with the family’s residence located at the southeast corner, housing for the hired help at the northeast corner, and the
cattle-ranching functions at the west side. The property consists of a ranch house, constructed in 1931-1932, a barn,
and an ice house. The buildings and structures, in addition to a water tank, fences and corrals contribute to the
significance of the historic district. Several of the ranch outbuildings constructed during the period of significance,
including the blacksmith shop, original bunkhouse, guest house, carpenter’s house, and carpenter’s shop, have since
been demolished. The landscape of the 40-acre parcel shows signs of significant human and agricultural use over the
twentieth century. The surrounding land, now a desert tortoise preserve, historically served as cattle grazing land. The
current vegetation, with a few exceptions, reflects the historic appearance of the landscape during the ranching era.
Several non-contributing buildings and structures constructed during the early 1990s, including a storage trailer and
tennis court, now occupy the central ranching area. A stucco, one-story bunkhouse with a red clay tile roof has been
constructed near the site of the original bunkhouse. None of these resources are considered to contribute to the
significance of the district.
The configuration of the site is illustrated on the accompanying site sketch map.
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CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES
1. Ranch House – Contributing Building, Primary Significance
1931-32, constructed
c. 1934, addition
Architect unknown
The ranch house was built as a residence in 1931-1932 for Hollywood actor Rex Bell and his future wife, Clara Bow. It
replaced an earlier “shack” on the property, where Bow and Bell had stayed when visiting the ranch. Bell purchased the
property from John Woolf, who held legal title to the property less than two years. A two-story addition and swimming
pool were constructed to accommodate the needs of the growing Bell family in c.1934. After purchasing the property from
Bell, Karl Weikel his family lived in the ranch house from 1951 until c. 1980. Weikel eventually sold the property in 1990
to the Viceroy Gold Corporation (henceforth referred to as ‘Viceroy’). Viceroy converted the house to a corporate retreat
facility. The house is currently vacant, but it is maintained by an on-site caretaker. Designed in the form and style of a
hacienda ranch, this house exhibits elements of the era’s popular Spanish Colonial Revival style.
The 6,300 square foot house is the centerpiece of a residential zone at the southwest corner of the ranch property. The
approach to the house, both historically and currently, is from the north. In plan the house is long and narrow with a
rambling compound footprint, comprised of multiple wings arranged around a one-and-a half and two-story central block.
The central block has a rectangular plan, oriented along a north/south axis, with a front-facing gable wall. The principal
façade faces north, and its focal point is an angled, bay window centered on the north gable wall. At the front of the
structure, a one-story wing to the east of the main block houses service spaces and a three-car garage. The bedrooms
are located at the rear of the structure, in the one and two-story southern wing, which was expanded to the west with the
construction of the c. 1934 addition. A covered entry porch at the west side of the central block opens onto a landscaped
yard to the west. A tall site wall, with a stucco finish and arched gate, was added along the south side of the west yard by
Viceroy in c. 1990. A small covered porch adjacent to the garage on the north façade serves as secondary, service
entrance. The central block, and north and south wings are arranged in a U-shaped configuration around the courtyard
garden to the east. Covered porches at the three constructed sides of the courtyard serve as open-air circulation
corridors between the various rooms of the house. To the east of the courtyard and to the south of the garage is a walled
patio area with a swimming pool and open-air cabana. Although the walled patio is original to the building, the pool was
added in c.1934.
The house is constructed with a concrete slab-on-grade foundation and wood-framed walls and roofs. As a result of the
rambling floor plan, each of the primary façades has an asymmetrical composition. The exterior walls are sheathed with a
combination of sand-finish stucco at the original walls and smooth-finish stucco at the c. 1934 addition. A series of multilevel, cross-gabled roof forms complement the building’s plan. The original roofing consisted of hand-made, Mission or
barrel red clay tiles; however, they were replaced in c. 1990 with factory-made, regularly laid Spanish red clay tiles with
an S-curve shape. Exposed wood rafter tails support the one-foot deep eaves. The roof overhang at the gable walls is
minimal, with the curved roof tiles returning to the stucco wall below.
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The west, service, and eastern courtyard porches are constructed with raised, scored and painted concrete slab floors,
unadorned 5” by 5” wood posts, and exposed wood ceiling / roof framing. The sole decorative elements at the porches
are the ends of the projecting roof beams, which are cut in pyramidal shapes. Windows and doors are set nearly flush in
the walls, with shallow, radiused stucco returns, in lieu of wood casings. Wood doors (both single leafs and pairs) with
glazed lights or wood panels and separate wood screen doors are extant at the exterior. Eight-light glazed doors are
used at the western porch, and most other doors have four horizontally-divided glazed lights. Windows are a combination
of wood and steel multi-light casements. Most of the original wood windows at the south elevation were replaced with
metal-clad wood windows in c. 1990, presumably because the originals had been damaged by the harsh southern sun
exposure. Large, sliding wood batten doors are used at the three parking bays in the garage. A battered rock chimney
with decorative top, designed and built by long-time Searchlight police deputy “Big John” Silveria, is located on the west
eave wall of the central block. Other exterior decorative elements include tile vents in the attic gable walls and several
remaining historic light sconces with glass shades.
A two-story, 32’-0” long by 19’-0” wide addition was made to the southwest corner of the original structure in c. 1934. The
addition includes a projecting, roofed balcony with a wood railing at the second floor of the north elevation. Other exterior
alterations dating from the Bell period include a rectangular, one-story, hipped-roof bay window extension to the game
room at the south gable wall and Bow’s second floor, south-facing sun porch off the master bedroom, with a low stucco
wall for privacy and wood post supports. Undated exterior alterations include a small roofed, mechanical enclosure at the
east garage wall.
The interior of house is composed of nineteen rooms arranged around a one-and-a-half-story, 18’-6” wide by 46’-0” long
great room in the central block, which also serves as the main entry hall. There are few interior hallways, as circulation
primarily occurs through rooms or by the exterior, covered porches. Glazed doors are located on the long elevations of
the great room, providing access to the western entry porch and the eastern courtyard and pool patio. The one-story,
angled bay window at the north wall was used as Bell’s office area, as the view from the windows allowed him to monitor
the cattle-ranching activities to the north and west. The overall volume of the room is increased by the use of exposed
ceiling framing, with stained wood rafters and purlins, and horizontal steel tie rods. A stone fireplace, with an exposed,
full-height chimney and sunken concrete hearth, is located at the south end of the west wall.
At the south wall of the great room, a cased opening provides direct access to a one-story game room with a log-faced
bar and an open staircase to the second floor. This room has been altered since its original construction by the addition
of a rectangular bay window along the south wall. A small basement is located beneath the game room. The remainder
of the southern wing contains bedrooms, bathrooms, and closets. Two guest bedrooms, with an adjoining bathroom, are
located off the south porch at the eastern courtyard. The master bedroom was originally located on the second floor,
above the game room. A new, larger master bedroom was provided at the second floor of the c. 1934 addition, and the
original bedroom space was reconfigured to provide his-and-her bathrooms, dressing areas, and walk-in closets. A large
bedroom was constructed at the first floor of the addition for Bell’s two young sons. The original wood casework remains
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at the west wall of the boys’ bedroom. According to the Bell children, the casework was decorated with nursery rhyme
imagery, but it has since been overpainted.1
The northern service wing includes a kitchen, service hall, mechanical room, maid’s room, laundry room, and garage.
The kitchen retains its original paneled wood cabinetry. When the building was remodeled as a corporate retreat in c.
1990, the three-car garage was subdivided to provide two additional guest rooms, each with a private bathroom. These
rooms were constructed within the shell of the original garage, leaving the exterior unaltered, with the exception of new,
single-leaf doors providing access to the rooms from the pool patio area.
The interior finishes include quarry tile flooring at the ground level, wood strip flooring at the second level, and plaster
walls and ceilings (with the exception of the exposed framing in the great room). The quarry tile was installed as part of
the c. 1990 remodeling campaign, replacing the original linoleum flooring on the ground floor. The original glazed ceramic
tile floors and wainscoting remain in the bathrooms. Three-panel, stile-and-rail wood doors remain throughout the interior,
many of them retaining their original hardware. As at the exterior, the windows and doors are set flush in the wall plane,
without wood casing trim. Original light fixtures remain in the great room and bar, including ceiling pendants with
perforated metal shades and wall scones with glass shades. The historic Red Comet “Automatic” fire suppression system
red glass heads are extant, but no longer functional.
The walled pool patio area includes a 16’ by 32’ pool and an 8’ by 10’-6” open-air cabana with stucco-clad walls and a
hipped, clay tile roof. The pool and surrounding deck were originally surfaced with concrete. In c. 1990, quarry tile was
installed at the pool deck; a quarry and glazed ceramic tile edge was added to the pool; and a new walled barbeque area
was constructed to the southwest of the cabana.
The ranch house remains in good condition, retaining its original location, setting, design configuration and features,
workmanship, and materials. Several materials and finishes were replaced in c. 1990, including the roof and interior floor
finishes. The interior configuration of the garage was also modified in c. 1990, but the overall form and exterior
appearance of the garage remain intact. Despite these minor alterations, the building retains the majority of its historic
design features and materials. Thus, the ranch house retains a sufficient amount of integrity to convey its original look
and feel, as well as its historic significance.
2. Barn – Contributing Building, Primary Significance
Unknown construction date
The barn is a vernacular building, characterized by the use of a variety of salvaged and assembled materials. A
combination of railroad ties and wood posts is used for the wall framing, and the roof trusses are built-up from smaller
salvaged wood framing members. The exact date of construction is unknown. It may have been built pre-1927 as part of
a line camp for the Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company; but it is more likely that the barn was built in the late 1920s by
John Woolf or in the early 1930s by Rex Bell. This would correspond to the period when railroad tie construction was
1

Rex Anthony Bell, personal interview conducted by Dewey Livingston and Katie Wollan, June 27, 2006.
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most prevalent in Nevada (1930s and 1940s). The building was continuously used as a hay barn until the property was
sold to Viceroy in 1990. Since that time the barn has been used for general equipment storage.
The barn is located at the north end of the property, to the northeast of the cattle corrals. The building is roughly square
in plan, measuring 45 feet by 43 feet, with a gable roof oriented along an east/west axis. A series of interior columns
create a three-bay massing, which is expressed at the exterior gable walls. The central bay was designed to permit large
ranch vehicles to drive through the building, with large openings at the east and west walls and a raised ceiling. The barn
has a dirt floor, with concrete slabs used only at the two small tack rooms in the southwest corner of the main structure.
The north, east, and west walls of the north bay are constructed with staggered, 7 ¼” by 7 ½” wood railroad ties in eightfoot lengths. The bottom tie rests directly on grade, without a foundation. The ties are held together with nails and
interlocking corners. The remaining walls and the gables are framed with wood posts resting on concrete footings. The
exterior wood-framed walls and roof of the building are sheathed with corrugated metal panels, attached to horizontal
wood girts or purlins, spanning between framing members. The corrugated metal sheathing on both the walls and ceiling
is painted red; however, historic photographs show that the roof panels were unpainted as late as 1987. The south end of
the east façade was originally open to the adjacent holding pen, with a long feed trough for horses separating the interior
from the exterior. The wall was later infilled with exposed horizontal wood board sheathing. At the interior of the barn,
both the wall and roof framing is exposed. The roof trusses are built-up out of 1x6 and 2x6 wood members. The bottom
chord of the truss sits directly on top of the wall framing, and the top chord of the truss extends beyond the wall plane to
form the eave overhangs. The bottom chord of the truss is discontinuous across the central bay, allowing for a greater
ceiling height under the gable peak.
A shed roof extension on the north façade covers both an open porch and an enclosed, sheet-metal-clad storage bay.
According to Bell’s son Rex Anthony, the north porch was used for milking dairy cows. At the south façade, another
shed-roofed shelter, in a state of partial collapse, provides shade for a wooden feed trough located along the building
wall. An infilled window opening above the trough would have allowed it to be serviced from the barn interior. Railroad tie
posts support the roof extensions at both façades.
The large vehicle bay opening remains at the east elevation. Viceroy added a pair of oversized, wood-framed,
corrugated-metal-clad swinging doors at the east façade and infilled the western opening with wood framing and
corrugated sheet metal cladding. Other doors in the barn include a sliding door and a swinging wood batten door with
diagonal sheathing, both with glazed transoms above, at the tack rooms on south façade. A new header has been added
to support the sliding door, suggesting that it is not original to the building and was perhaps salvaged from the demolished
blacksmith shop. Viceroy added a new door opening with a faux Dutch door to the north façade in the 1990s. A wood
batten, true Dutch door provides access to the north storage bay from the porch. Other Viceroy additions to the barn
include the installation of painted, flat wood trim at the door casings and base of the gable walls.
The barn interior consists of one large, three-bay room; two small enclosed tack rooms in the southwest corner of the
main barn; and a separate storage bay at the north façade. The barn does not currently have a hayloft, and it is unclear if
one ever existed. According to Karl Weikel’s son Carl, hay was stacked from “the floor to the roof.” The interior faces of
the tack room partition walls are clad with unpainted horizontal and vertical salvaged wood board siding. The western-
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most room was used for the storage cottonseed cake for cattle and milk cows and grain for horses.2 In the southern
room, storage cabinets, equipment tack pegs, and saddle racks are extant. The barn was not electrified until after the
period of significance. Lighting consists of contemporary, linear fluorescent pendants and security lamps.
The barn is in poor to fair condition. The framing elements are warped and deteriorated due to insufficient structural
connections, termite infestation, and sun and water damage. As is to be expected of a working ranch building, the barn
has been subject to haphazard repairs (using any materials available on the remote site) and multiple alterations to
accommodate new ranching practices. Despite the deterioration and alterations, the barn retains a fair degree of integrity
in terms of its location, setting, general configuration, design features, and materials.
3. Ice House – Contributing Structure, Secondary Significance
c. 1930s, constructed
c. 1990, relocated
The ice house has been relocated at least once in its history. Interviews with both the Bell and Weikel children indicate
that the ice house was originally constructed during the Bell period and was located in the now-demolished ‘shop string,’
next to the carpenter’s shop. Historic photos suggest that the ice house was constructed some time after the carpenter’s
house and shop. Viceroy relocated the ice house to its present location, approximately 20 feet to the north of the barn.
The ice house appears to have been used primarily for the storage of meat and other food stuffs, with ice being
manufactured in a separate facility. The Weikels later used the building for grain storage, as the solid construction
deterred rodents.
The ice house is a one-story, rectangular structure, 9’-2” wide by 14’-4” long, with a gable roof oriented along the
north/south axis. The wood-framed floor rests directly on grade, without a supporting foundation. The walls and ceiling
are constructed with insulated, wood-framed walls and roof. The exterior walls and roof are clad with corrugated sheet
metal panels, painted red. The roof eaves have a thin profile, formed only by unsupported, cantilevered metal panels.
Single leaf, five-panel insulated wood doors with large, surface-mounted hinges are located at both the north and south
gable walls. The interior consists of a single room, with unpainted tongue-and-groove wood floors and stained tongueand-groove wood wall and ceiling paneling. Stained wood rails, used for hanging beef, remain at all four walls. Sloping
shelves, presumably used for the storage of ice, are located along the east and west walls and are hung from the ceiling
with metal rods. The compressor and distribution piping from the ammonia refrigeration system are extant.
The building remains in fair condition. Although the building has been relocated, it remains within the original home ranch
compound and is relevant to the agricultural setting. As the building retains it original configuration, materials, and design
features, along with its ranch setting, it is able to convey its historic use and significance.

2

Bell, personal interview.
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4. Water Tank – Contributing Structure, Primary Significance
Unknown construction date
The water tank is located immediately adjacent to the northwest corner of the corrals, near the slaughter area. The exact
date of construction is unknown, but it appears in aerial photographs taken in 1942. It was likely constructed in
conjunction with the barns and corrals by Woolf in the late 1920s or by Bell in the early 1930s. The 40,000-gallon tank is
currently used to store water for fire suppression. The tank, 20 feet in diameter and approximately 18 feet high, is
constructed of riveted, radiused steel wall panels and sits on a railroad tie and wood plank base. A ladder, mounted to
the side of the tank, provides access to the open top. The tank was originally unfinished, but it is currently painted white.
The tank remains in fair condition, retaining sufficient integrity to convey its historic use and significance.

5. Corrals – Contributing Structure, Primary Significance
Unknown construction date
The corrals at Walking Box Ranch are located at the west side of the property, to the southwest of the barn and to the
west of the ranch house. The corrals were likely built in conjunction with the barn, either in the late 1920s by Woolf or in
the 1930s by Bell. Weikel made several modifications and repairs in the corrals during his period of ownership (1951 to
1990). A fence running in a roughly north-northwestern direction separates the cattle-working area from the residential
area to west. The triangular-shaped piece of land between the eastern edge of the corrals and the separation fence was
used as a buffer zone between the two uses. The corrals themselves were used to sort cattle for shipment and to isolate
cattle for treatments such as vaccination, branding, and castration or for slaughter.
The corrals are oriented along a north-northeastern axis and include multiple holding pens and working chutes. Cattle
were first driven into a large holding pen at the southern end of the corrals where they could rest before moving through to
the various chutes and smaller pens. The large holding pen has a rectangular plan, approximately 80 feet wide in the
east/west direction and 440 feet long. An opening at the northeast corner of the corral leads to the L-shaped sorting alley
(a later addition), where cattle were directed to the working chutes beyond. A loading chute is located immediately off the
southern leg of the sorting alley. Two crowding areas, leading to curving squeeze chutes, are located at the west side of
the sorting alley’s eastern leg. The northern squeeze chute, which appears to be original, leads to the slaughter area,
located just south of the water tank. The west end of the northern chute branches off into two arms, one for branding
(north) and the other for dehorning (south). Weikel may have added the branding arm of the chute. The dehorning
equipment and related steel restrainer are extant. The southern squeeze chute, used for treating cattle with insecticides,
was added by Weikel’s ranch foreman. Three smaller holding pens are located in the area bounded by the large holding
pen, sorting alley, and squeeze chutes. The north end of the sorting alley terminates in a large crowding pen, which
funneled cattle to another loading chute. This chute includes a concrete platform cattle scale (extant during the Bell
period but modernized during the Weikel period) and terminates in a raised wood dock platform for loading cattle onto
trucks. Cattle trucks parked in the open yard to the north.
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Three additional corrals (two horse pens and a cattle pen) are located to the east of the northern loading chute; and two
small corrals remain just south of the barn. The wooden shade structure in the eastern horse pen has collapsed and
been replaced with a temporary fabric shading device. Originally there were corrals to the east (a cow pen) and north (a
pen for sick calves) of the barn; however, Viceroy demolished both of these structures in the early 1990s.3
The earliest available documentation of the corral system is an aerial photograph of the site taken in 1942. The photo
shows a corral configuration that is very similar to the present layout, with the exception of the central area between the
large southern holding pen and northern squeeze chute. This area originally included an irregularly-shaped pen that
sorted cattle into a circular pen. The footprint of the northern squeeze chute is visible in the 1942 aerial photograph. This
sorting system was replaced with the current L-shaped alley at the end of the Bell period or early in the Weikel period.
The corrals are typically simple in design but sturdy in construction. They are constructed of redwood railroad tie posts
(often split), with either juniper spacers and page wire (a type of wire mesh), often with added strands of barbed wire; or
horizontal wood slats; or horizontal strips of corrugated metal. Some of the corral fences are built entirely of closelyspaced, vertical split wood posts, with horizontal reinforcing bars. The majority of the historic corrals are built with railroad
ties posts, suggesting a construction date of the late 1920s or later. Prior to that time, juniper wood posts were more
common.4 The oldest gates are constructed using wood posts and boards. Later repairs and additions are constructed
with metal pipe. Watering troughs are located throughout the corral pens. All of the troughs have a rectangular
configuration and made of galvanized metal, wood, concrete, and other salvaged materials (such as recycled steel
military transport cases). A wood salt trough is located in the north end of the large holding pen.
Although the two barn holding pens have been demolished and other sections have been modified through repair and
modernization (to be expected for a working cattle ranch), the historic configuration and elements most significant to the
cattle-ranching process remain, including various holding pens and working chutes. The corral system remains in its
original location, and retains its original setting and feeling, as well as many of the original materials. As the corrals are
an important element of a cattle ranch, they are considered a contributory structure.
6. Circulation Networks – Contributing Structure, Primary Significance
c. 1910, c. 1931-32, constructed
c. 1990, modified
The main approach to the ranch property is from the north, along Walking Box Ranch Road. The road begins offsite to
the north at Nipton Road (Highway 164), an east/west highway linking Nipton, California and Searchlight, follows a southsouthwestern alignment, and continues beyond the south edge of the property to the California border. The road closely
follows a c. 1910 iron water pipeline installed by the Rock Springs Land & Cattle company, and it is likely that that it was

3

Bell, personal interview.
Dewey Livingston, “National Register of Historic Places Nomination Form for Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company, San Bernardino
County, CA,” March 11, 2002.
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built in conjunction with the pipeline. The original road alignment was bisected by the western cattle corrals.5 After
Viceroy purchased the property in 1990, several modifications were made to the road to improve access to the local
mines. The original one-lane dirt road was widened, a curved road bypass around the west side of the corrals was
constructed, and the entire road surface was coated with lignum sulphanate (a tree sap derivative) to control dust. The
bypass eventually rejoins the original road alignment, just south of the property. Viceroy removed the unused portions of
the historic road to the north of the corrals, but remnants of original one-lane unpaved road are still extant, just south of
the corrals before the bypass rejoins the original alignment.6
In conjunction with the construction of the new ranch house in 1931-32, Bell added a vehicle driveway that provided a
long axial approach to the house. The driveway branched off of Walking Box Ranch Road, approximately 1,700 feet
north of the current house, passed between the blacksmith shop and bunkhouse, through the original front gate
(demolished), and by the guest house, before terminating at the ranch house. Prior to 1987, Weiklel added a new
driveway segment connecting Walking Box Ranch Road to the original driveway, just north of the barn, which eliminated
the long axial approach. Viceroy later widened this new driveway segment. The original long axial drive remains; but with
disuse, it has been partially overgrown with native vegetation.
Buildings and structures were connected by a series of vernacular, unpaved paths and driveways across the site. The
pathway configuration and widths have changed as buildings were constructed and demolished, but they remain
unpaved.
The original circulation systems retain a fair degree of integrity. The site approach from the north remains the same.
Although portions of the original Walking Box Ranch Road and driveway have been modified with bypasses, the original
road alignments generally remain intact.
7. Boundary Demarcations / Fences – Contributing Structure, Primary Significance
c. 1930s
Three sides of the property are enclosed by boundary fences, some dating to Bell era (1931-51), and others rebuilt or
newly constructed during the Weikel period (1951-1990) or by Viceroy in the 1990s. The original eastern boundary fence
is located outside of the current property boundaries and is not included in this nomination.
7A. North Boundary Fence
Although the existence of a northern boundary fence dates to the Bell era, it appears that only the eastern portion of the
current fence is original to that period. This linear fence runs in an east/west direction, with a diagonal jog at the juncture
between the old and new sections. This older, eastern section of the fence is constructed with split redwood railroad tie
posts and 4-inch mesh wire. The western part of this fence was rebuilt c. 1992 by Viceroy as a decorative “ranch style”

5
6

18 May 1942 aerial photograph of the site, from the collection of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA).
Bob Zaebst, personal interview conducted by Dewey Livingston, August 26, 2006.
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entry to the complex, and it includes a non-contributing entry gate (non-contributing object #20). The new portion of the
fence is about 4 feet high and constructed with 6x6 wood posts and 2x6 horizontal fence boards.
7B. South Boundary Fence
This older, east/west running fence may date to the Bell period. It is constructed with split redwood railroad tie posts,
occasional steel posts, and 4-inch mesh wire, with whole ties and H-braces at the corners. A portion of the fence
damaged by seasonal flood waters has been repaired with steel posts. On the west end is a wooden gate that serves as
the restricted south entrance/exit to the property, hung between tall posts and constructed of five horizontal boards with
one diagonal brace board, and a wood slider latch.
7C. Southwest Boundary Fence
This fence may have been constructed during or after the Bell period, and appears to have been rehabilitated more
recently. The fence runs on a northeast/southwest diagonal, and it is constructed with railroad tie posts and juniper
spacers, seven strands of barbed wire, with H-braces at the corners. On the west end is a short stretch constructed of
horizontal boards and salvaged galvanized pipe. There is one gate on the west end of the fence, which was originally the
main south gate to the water pipeline, Malpais Spring and Barnwell, but the road bypass has rendered this route obsolete.
It is a wooden gate constructed of five horizontal boards with one diagonal brace board, and a wood slider latch.
7D. Pipeline Range Fence
This older fence may date to the Bell period. It follows the dirt pipeline road (current Walking Box Ranch Road) offsite in a
south-southwesterly direction. The fence is constructed with juniper posts, widely spaced railroad tie posts and
occasional steel posts, and 4 to 5 strands of barbed wire with wire spacers. Remnants of the c. 1910 iron water pipeline
installed by Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company are occasionally visible between the road and fence. An old gate is
located at the northern end of the fence opposite the bottom of the corral. It is a man-width wooden gate with a wood
slider latch with peg handle.
7E. Southwest Range Fence
This older fence may date to the Bell period. At the east end, a short tangent continues the line of the west fence of the
corral, and it is constructed of whole and split ties, wire mesh with twisted smooth wire at the top and an H-brace at the
south corner where the fence makes a sharp turn to the northwest. The remainder of the fence is constructed with split
ties (and occasional whole ties) and board spacers, and four to five strands of barbed wire. The fence is bisected by the
road bypass and continues on the same tangent beyond the edge of the property. An old gate is located at the sharp turn
near the east end of the fence. The gate was a bolted wood frame with 5 horizontal boards and a diagonal brace.
7F. Northwest Range Fence
This older fence may date to the Bell period. It is an extension of the northwest entry fence (near the water tank) and runs
in a tangent in a northwesterly direction beyond the property. The fence is constructed with railroad tie posts with juniper
spacers and occasional steel posts, and wire mesh. The fence is bisected by the bypass road.
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7G. Internal Fence
This fence may date from the Bell period. It acts as a separation between the cattle-working area and the residential
complex. It is constructed with alternating whole and split railroad ties, mesh wire and two strands of barbed wire at the
top. There is an H-brace at approximately the halfway point of the fence. The final section at the north end, north of a
gate, is constructed with whole ties, V-mesh wire, and one horizontal board. This last section appears to definitely date
from the Bell period. An old wooden gate with an extended diagonal brace is located near the north end of the fence.
The fences remain in fair condition, with some damage caused by encroaching native vegetation, seasonal water run-off
in several washes running through the property, and general lack of maintenance. The two range fences were damaged
when the road bypass was cut through them. Several of the gates have fallen and are inoperable. Although the fences
have been subject to various repair and replacement campaigns, they retain their original configuration and many of their
original materials; and thus, they are considered contributory structures.

NON-CONTRIBUTING RESOURCES
8. Designed Landscape to North of Ranch House – Non-Contributing Site
c. 1990, constructed
As part of the c. 1990 corporate retreat conversion project, Viceroy made several improvements to the landscaping
between the bunkhouse and ranch house. Previously, this area had been informally landscaped with native plants and
Joshua trees. Viceroy widened the existing driveway and created an allée lined with evenly-spaced, transplanted Joshua
trees set in red gravel planting beds. Red gravel berms were installed around the perimeter of the bunk house and ranch
house, as well as in the west yard and eastern courtyard of the ranch house. The landscaping remains in good condition.
9. Bunkhouse – Non-Contributing Building
c. 1990, constructed
Architect unknown
The bunkhouse was constructed in c. 1990 by Viceroy to replace the earlier, dilapidated bunkhouse. The bunkhouse is a
one-story wood-framed house with a gable roof oriented on a north/south axis. The location and footprint, 23’-7” by 63’7”, closely approximates that of the original bunkhouse. The exterior walls are sheathed with stucco and the roof is
covered with factory-made Spanish red clay tiles. A covered porch, supported with wood posts, is located along the east
side of the building. The bunkhouse is currently used as temporary lodging for visitors to the site. The building is in good
condition overall.
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10. Temporary Caretaker’s House - Non-Contributing Building
c. 1979, erected on site
The caretaker’s house is a temporary, double-wide trailer with a gable roof oriented along a north/south axis. A carport is
located along the west elevation, and a covered porch is located at the east side. A detached storage unit is located at
the north side of the building. The building is in fair condition overall.
11. Pump House and Water Tower - Non-Contributing Structure
c. 1992
The pump house and water tower were constructed by Viceroy after the new water well was drilled in 1992, replacing an
earlier water storage tank on the site. The pump house is constructed with a concrete slab, wood-framed walls sheathed
with painted, vertical tongue-and-groove wood paneling, and a wood-framed roof with an asphalt shingle covering. A
7,500-gallon water storage tank, projecting through the roof, is located at the north end of the building. The exterior of the
metal tank is exposed and painted. The pump house and water tower remain in fair condition.
12. Viceroy Water Well - Non-Contributing Structure
1992
After the 1964 Weikel well was abandoned, Viceroy drilled a new well near the southern end of the corrals. The well is
1,095 feet overall; and the well hole diameter is 12 inches down to 535 feet and 8 inches from 536 feet to the bottom.7
Currently in use, the well provides water for the caretaker and visitors staying at the bunkhouse.
13. Weikel Water Well - Non-Contributing Structure
1964
Drilled in the 1964, this water well is located near the site of the demolished guest house. It was abandoned in the early
1990s after a well pump was reportedly dropped into it. The top of the well is marked with a square concrete slab and is
secured with a sheet metal clad lid.
14. Large Water Trough
c. 1992
This water large trough is comprised of a circular steel basin sunk in a rough concrete base. The steel basin appears to
be the salvaged top of the water storage tank that was demolished for the construction of the pump house and Viceroy
well. The trough remains in fair condition.

7

State of Nevada Division of Water Resources Well Driller’s Report #38903, dated July 6, 1992.
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15. Site Utilities – Non-Contributing Structure
Unknown Construction Date
A 1,000 gallon steel tank, located to the east of the ranch house, is used for the storage of liquid propane gas. The tank
itself is new, but it may be a replacement for an earlier gas tank. The electrical transformer for the site is housed in a
metal cabinet set on a concrete pad, located between the ranch house and bunkhouse. The transformer is a recent
construction.
16. Electrical Power Lines and Poles – Non-Contributing Structure
Unknown construction date
An overhead, high-voltage electrical power line supported by wood poles runs diagonally across the site from the
southeast to the northwest. The line supplies both the ranch and the mines in the mountains to the west.
17. Temporary Storage Trailer – Non-Contributing Structure
c. 1990, erected on site
The storage structure is a temporary, single-wide trailer with a gable-roof oriented along a north-south axis. The roof is
covered with factory-made Spanish red clay tiles, similar to the bunkhouse. The trailer was originally brought to the site
by Viceroy to serve as a classroom and training center for their mine employees. The trailer is currently used for storage.
It is in fair condition overall.
18. Tennis Court – Non-Contributing Structure
c. 1990
The tennis court is a regulation-sized, paved hard court, measuring 60 feet by 120 feet overall, with aprons. Polemounted light fixtures illuminate the court, making night play possible. The court was installed in c.1990, as part of
Viceroy’s project to convert the property to a corporate retreat.
19. Circulation Networks – Road Bypass and Staging Area – Non-Contributing Structure
c. 1990
When Viceroy purchased the property in 1990, several modifications were made to the historic road to improve access to
the local mines. As part of this work, a curved road bypass was constructed around the west side of the corrals,
connecting with the historic road alignment to the north and south of the property. An unpaved staging area for mine
trucks was created by clearing a large area of vegetation to the north of the corrals and west of the barn.
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20. Boundary Demarcations – Front Gate – Non-Contributing Object
c. 1990
At the north boundary fence, a double gate serves as the main entry to the site. The gate is surrounded by tall posts
supporting a braced horizontal beam from which hangs a welded black steel sign that reads, WALKING BOX RANCH,
and a representation of the ranch brand. The gate is in good condition.

DEMOLISHED RESOURCES
21. Rock Gardens – Demolished Site
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1950s
Originally, both the west yard and eastern courtyard of the ranch house had decorative rock gardens, designed and
installed by “Big John” Silveria, who also constructed the stone chimney at the house. Another rock garden, designed in
the shape of a steer’s head, was located at the front of the house, adjacent to the garage driveway. The rock gardens
proved to be attractive habitats for rattlesnakes; and as a result, Karl Weikel removed them during the period of his
ownership. Viceroy later replaced the gardens with red gravel berms and Joshua trees.
22. Guest House – Demolished Building
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1950s
The house was constructed in the 1930s to provide additional accommodations for guests visiting the Bells. The guest
house was located in the residential area of the site, just inside the original entry gate (demolished). The guest house
was a small rectangular structure with stucco walls and a corrugated sheet metal roof oriented along a north/south axis.
A screened entry porch was located at the west elevation, facing the driveway. Bedrooms were located at the north and
south ends of the building. Between the bedrooms was a small kitchen with a cook stove and a shared bathroom with a
shower and sink. Weikel demolished the building in the 1950s. The original concrete slab remained in place for several
years after that, but it is no longer extant.8
23. Carpenter’s House – Demolished Building
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1990
The house was constructed in the 1930s for use by the ranch carpenter, Nick Nicholson. It was located in a ‘string’ of
buildings along with the carpenter’s shop and the ice house. The house was a small rectangular structure with horizontal
wood siding and a gable roof oriented on an east/west axis. A porch with a shed roof was located at the entry on the west

8

Bell, personal interview.
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elevation, and a shed-roofed enclosed room was located on the east elevation. After Nicholson left the ranch, the
Weikels converted it to an ammunition-loading house.9 The building was demolished by Viceroy.
24. Carpenter’s Shop – Demolished Building
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1990
The shop was constructed in the 1930s for use by the ranch carpenter, Nick Nicholson. It was a small rectangular
structure with vertical board and batten siding and a gable roof oriented on an east/west axis. A string of ribbon windows
wrapped around the north, east, and west elevations, and the entry door was located on the south elevation. The building
was demolished by Viceroy.
25. Original Bunkhouse – Demolished Building
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1990
The original bunkhouse was located on the site of the current bunkhouse, and it had similar dimensions to the present
construction. The original building had vertical board and batten siding and a sheet metal gable roof, with a screened
porch running along the east side of the house. The wood framed floor was set several feet above grade. The interior
was comprised of a kitchen and pantry at the south end, a mess hall, three private bedrooms, and a bunkroom. The
screen porch provided additional sleeping accommodation for cowboys in the warmer months. The bunkhouse was
surrounded by a fenced yard, separating it from the adjacent barn and blacksmith area.10 Viceroy found the original
bunkhouse in a dilapidated state and replaced it with the current building in c. 1990.
26. Blacksmith Shop – Demolished Building
Constructed c. 1930s; expanded c. 1960s; demolished c. 1990
The blacksmith shop was constructed in the 1930s and was located to the east of the barn. It contained two forges for
metal work repair and fabrication, including horseshoes and water pipe fittings. In the 1960s it was expanded to the south
by the construction of an enclosed auto shop with a lube pit. An aerial photograph from 1987 shows the blacksmith shop
with two distinctive parts: the original gable-roof building to the north, and the 1960s shed-roofed addition to the south.
Viceroy demolished the building in c. 1990.
27. Water Tank – Demolished Structure
Unknown construction date; demolished c. 1992
Originally there was a second water tank located to the east of the corrals, on the site of the current pump house. The
exact date of construction is unknown, but it appears in aerial photographs taken in 1942. It was likely constructed in
conjunction with the extant water tank by Woolf in the 1920s or by Bell in the early 1930s. Unlike the extant water tank,
9

Carl Weikel, personal interview conducted by Dewey Livingston and Katie Wollan, June 7, 2006.
Bell, personal interview.
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this circular metal tank had a lid. Aerial photographs show that the tank remained in place until at least 1987. It was likely
demolished in the early 1990s for the construction of the new water well and pump house.
28. Barn Holding Pens – Demolished Structure
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished c. 1990
Originally there were corrals to the east (a cow pen) and north (a pen for sick calves) of the barn; however, Viceroy
demolished both of these structures in the early 1990s.11 The barn holding pens were constructed with the same
materials as the extant corrals.
29. Dog House – Demolished Structure
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished during the Weikel Period (1951-1990)
The Bell family had at least one dog, a Great Dane, that was kept in a dog house and surrounding pens in the residential
area of the site. The dog house was located to the east of the guest house and to the north of the ranch house garage. It
was a small, gable-roofed structure with unpainted, vertical board and batten wood siding.
30. Boundary Demarcations – Front Gate
Constructed c. 1930s; demolished during the Weikel Period (1951-1990)
The ceremonial front gate was located along the car driveway, at the entrance to the residential zone of the site, near the
guest house. The gate consisted of two vertical wood posts, supporting a horizontal beam. A steer’s skull was mounted
to the center of the beam, facing north.

11

Bell, personal interview.
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Summary of Significance
Walking Box Ranch, a cattle ranch located just outside the town of Searchlight, Nevada, was carved from the massive,
million-acre Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company, based across the state line in Barnwell, California. The ranch
originally included a privately owned, 40-acre homestead parcel and another 120-acre parcel, as well as 300,000 to
400,000 acres of grazing leases. In 1931, Rex Bell purchased the ranch from John Woolf who obtained legal title in 1930.
Bell and his wife Clara Bow, both Hollywood actors, constructed a substantial new ranch house in the Spanish Colonial
Revival style in the same year and added a second story, circa 1934, as their family grew. Bell and subsequently Karl
Weikel, to whom the ranch was sold in 1951, continued to operate the property as a working cattle ranch until its sale to
Viceroy Gold Corporation in 1990. Viceroy used the property to access their local mine and rehabilitated the ranch
headquarters to serve as an executive retreat. Since the mid-1990s, the property has changed hands several times and
is now located in the midst of an expansive desert tortoise conservation area managed by the Bureau of Land
Management. Walking Box Ranch is eligible for listing in the National Register of Historic Places, under Criterion A at the
local level, for its association with the history of cattle ranching in Clark County and the Mojave region. It is also
significant under Criterion C at the local level as an uncommon local example of the Spanish Colonial Revival style (main
house); as an example of railroad tie architecture (barn), a typical method of construction in the region; and as a
representative local example of a property type, the cattle ranch.

Criterion A: Association with the History of Cattle Ranching in Clark County and the Mojave Region
Historic Context
Beginning in the1860s, mining ventures and the railroad brought large numbers of European American settlers to Nevada
and other parts of the American West. This influx of newcomers stimulated the development of other enterprises, such as
farming and ranching, which helped to feed the growing population. The harsh desert environment and scarcity of water
in Nevada made raising agricultural crops difficult; however cattle and sheep ranching thrived in the desert, as the native
sage, rye, and wild grasses provided excellent forage for the herds. Cattle were first brought to Nevada in the 1850s by
Mormon families arriving from Utah, and the enterprise was expanded in the late 1850s when large numbers of California
ranchers moved their herds to the unexploited and unregulated ranges of Nevada. The industry continued to expand with
the aid of the railroad, which allowed ranchers to ship their products to large markets in California, including San
Francisco and Sacramento. The early presence of large, outside cattle-ranching interests significantly shaped the
development of the industry in the state. For most of its history, ranching in Nevada has been controlled almost entirely
by several dozen families, a few large corporations, and the federal government. Many of the independent ranchers left
the business during the Great Depression, and in some cases, their ranches were taken over by larger corporations.1
When ranching first began, the rangelands were generally regarded as common property. In the 1880s, ranchers began
to accumulate millions of acres of land, either legitimately through land patents or illegitimately; however, they were still
dependent on the common rangeland. At this same time, the environmental conservation movement in the United States
1

Julie Nicoletta, Buildings of Nevada, Society of Architectural Historian’s Buildings of the United States series (New York: Oxford
University Press, 1999) 24-27.
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was gaining ground; and several scientific reports were issued, describing the damaging effects of ranching on the
landscape. As a result, in the late nineteenth century, the land became subject to tighter controls. The first federal effort
to regulate grazing on federal public lands, the Taylor Grazing Act, was enacted in 1934. With the intent of stopping
“injury to the public grazing lands by preventing overgrazing and soil deterioration,” the Act instituted a policy of restricting
and controlling grazing on public land through leases.2 Ranchers initially supported the Act, in part because it reinforced
the cattle industry’s local control over the public domain by setting up local advisory boards in each district to regulate
permits and grazing within their district. In 1946, the Grazing Service, the federal administration that oversaw the districts,
and the General Land Office were merged to form the Bureau of Land Management. The Taylor Grazing Act remained
largely in force until 1964, and it was later replaced with the Federal Land Policy and Management Policy Act of 1976.
Due to the Dust Bowl phenomenon, new concerns about the environment arose in the 1940s that would have a drastic
impact on cattle ranching in the second half of the twentieth century. These concerns led to more limited access to public
lands by ranchers and increased federal management of the lands; and as a result, in many cases, commercial use of the
land stopped altogether.3 As the urban areas of Nevada have grown at a rapid pace in recent years, large swathes of
former ranch land has been bought up, subdivided, and developed as suburban tract housing.

Cattle Ranching at Walking Box Ranch
Cattle ranching in the eastern Mojave began in earnest following the 1883 construction of the Southern Pacific rail line
between Needles, California and San Francisco. Beginning in 1886, T.L. Blackburn and Co. began obtaining water rights
throughout the region and in 1894 incorporated as the Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company (RSLCC). RSLCC was
headquartered in Barnwell, California with operations in a roughly fifty-mile square area of the eastern Mojave that
supported approximately 10,000 head of cattle in its heyday. RSLCC began to move cattle across the Nevada border
and into the Piute Valley in the first decade of the twentieth century. John Woolf served as Rock Springs’ long-time ranch
manager.
Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company suffered financial reverses as a result of several seasons of drought in the 1920s
and decided to sell its assets, including land, livestock, grazing and water rights. As part of this disposition, the Nevada
ranch lands were given to John Woolf. At least one local newspaper account indicates Woolf’s association with the ranch
as early as 1927; however, the deed to the property was signed over to Woolf in February 1930. The grazing rights
associated with the original ranch extended north from the ranch headquarters to Railroad Pass, east to Highway 95 and
the Colorado River, south to the Newberry Mountains and west across Crescent Peak and the California border. Woolf
sold the ranch, including water and grazing rights, to cowboy actor Rex Bell (born George F. Beldam) in May 1931.
At roughly this same time, silent screen star Clara Bow, Rex Bell’s future wife, was suffering mental and physical health
problems, in part related to a legal suit and public scandal. After suffering a nervous breakdown and short recuperative
stays at two Southern California sanitariums, Bow broke her contract with Paramount Studios. In her letter of resignation
2

Information compiled from Bureau of Land Management website, www.blm.gov.
Paul F. Starrs, Let the Cowboy Ride: Cattle Ranching in the American West (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins University Press, 1999)
56-60.
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to Paramount, Bow indicated that she could be contacted at Woolf Ranch in Nipton, California where she intended to
continue her recuperation. Once at the ranch, Bell and Bow quickly began construction of a large Spanish Colonial
Revival style ranch house. After much public speculation, Bell and Bow were married in Las Vegas in early December
1931. The Bells raised two young sons (born in 1934 and 1938) at Walking Box Ranch. Bell also cooperated with the
Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC), a New Deal work program, to construct two wells on the grazing lands associated
with the ranch.
Rex Bell was not a seasoned rancher or rider. He continued to make movies in Hollywood during his time at Walking Box
Ranch, and a ranch manager handled the daily ranching operations. Red Verzani and later Al Marshall were each
employed as ranch manager. There were no other full-time cowboys, but they were hired as needed during the year.
While not a hands-on rancher, Bell did begin a successful political career as a leader in local ranching, serving on the first
advisory board for Nevada Grazing District #5, created after the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act. In the early 1940s,
Bell sold the northern half of his grazing rights, north of the old Nipton Road, to his ranch manager Al Marshall. By the
mid-1940s, Bell moved his family to Las Vegas and leased the remaining portion of the property to Wyatt Marshall and a
business partner for a five-year period. Bell later served as Lieutenant Governor of Nevada, from 1954-1962.
Following the lease period, Rex Bell sold Walking Box Ranch to Karl Weikel, a former Navy officer, in 1951, and the
property became known as the YKL Ranch. Weikel continued cattle ranching operations through the 1970s. Weikel
eventually sold the ranch to Viceroy Gold Corporation in 1990. Viceroy interest in the property stemmed from their need
for better access to local mines; however, the ranch itself was rehabilitated for use as an executive retreat. Alterations to
the main house, demolition and relocation of outbuildings, and alterations to landscape features date from the period.
In the last fifteen years, the United States Fish and Wildlife Service and The Nature Conservancy have established the
area around Searchlight as a desert tortoise conservation habitat, effectively ending the remains of cattle ranching in the
area. The Bureau of Land Management acquired Walking Box Ranch with funding from the Southern Nevada Public
Land Management Act (SNPLMA), which generates revenue for special projects from the sale of public lands. The
Nature Conservancy holds two separate easements on the larger 160-acre parcel, which includes the 40-acre home
ranch that is the subject of this nomination.
The period of significance for Walking Box Ranch as a cattle ranch extends from 1931-1958.

Criterion C: Example of Typical Local Vernacular Construction - Railroad Tie Architecture (Barn)
Historic Context and Character-Defining Features
In early western America railroad ties were common as a building material in areas where traditional building materials
were scarce. Made widely available by the rapid western expansion of rail lines in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries, railroad ties were often available in nearby areas at very low cost. They were viewed by industrious pioneers
as a sturdy, easy-to-work-with building material that could be used to construct structures that stayed cool in the summer
and warm in the winter.
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Railroad tie buildings are found throughout Nevada, predictably with the heaviest concentrations in towns where the
railroad helped define the culture. The greatest concentration of railroad tie buildings in Nevada is found in Elko County,
in the northeastern corner of the state along the Union Pacific and Southern Pacific Railroad lines. In northern Nevada,
railroad tie construction disappears near the California border, presumably as timber became more available from the
Sierra. While, as a building material, railroad ties are often associated with ranching, in Nevada they were used to build
houses, schools, barns, outbuildings, stores, bars, bunkhouses, and cold storage facilities. A study of Elko County found
railroad ties used in construction as early as 1890.4 Railroad tie construction reached its peak during the lean times of the
Great Depression and the following War years. Their use as a building material waned in the late 1940s, but they were
still used on ranches for fences, corrals, and other like structures.
Early railroad ties were most frequently made of cedar or redwood, and unlike contemporary ties, were not pressure
treated or coated in foul-smelling creosote, which would tend limit their use to unoccupied buildings. Most railroad tie
construction is a hybrid of masonry and log cabin construction techniques, with ties laid horizontally and joints offset from
the rows above. Railroad tie buildings are generally simple in plan and either square or rectangular in shape. As the
typical railroad tie comes in a length of eight feet, most railroad tie buildings are dimensioned in multiples thereof. Often,
railroad tie buildings were built directly on the ground with no foundations. The dry climate helped to reduce instances of
insect infestation and rot. Roofs were typically gabled, with notches cut in rafters to fit onto the ties below. As railroad
ties were difficult to cut at an angle, gable ends were often constructed of other materials. Doors and windows were
simply cut out from the laid up ties. In residential structures, exteriors were often clad with stucco or shingles.
Railroad Tie Architecture at Walking Box Ranch
The Walking Box Ranch barn is characteristic of railroad tie construction in Nevada. As materials were scarce in the
region, it was built using the only readily available source of lumber - ties from two abandoned rail lines in the area. The
barn exhibits many of the typical features of railroad tie construction, including: horizontally-laid ties in eight foot lengths
with offset joints; simple, square-shaped plan; lack of foundation; gable roof; and wood-framed gable wall construction.
While the barn incorporates many of the typical features of railroad tie construction, it is in many ways a hybrid of various
salvaged materials. The southern bay of the barn is framed with wood posts and clad with salvaged wood boards and
corrugated metal. Despite this hybrid nature, the barn is an excellent example of railroad tie construction, illustrating how
ranchers adapted to the scarcity of materials in the 1930s.
Most extant railroad tie structures in Nevada are concentrated in the north of the state, along the Union Pacific railroad
line. The barn is significant as a rare remaining example of railroad tie construction in the Searchlight area and among
the southern Mojave Desert ranches. Although historic photographs show several railroad tie structures in Searchlight,
few, if any, currently remain. Among the Mojave ranches, railroad tie structures are also rare. The saddle shed at the
Kessler Springs Ranch Headquarters, on the former lands of the Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company, is among the
documented examples.

4

Andrea Graham, “Railroad Tie Architecture in Elko County, Nevada,” unpublished manuscript, 1987, presented at Vernacular
Architecture Forum Annual Meeting, 1987 (Salt Lake City). Typescript, copy provided by author.
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Criterion C: Uncommon Local Example of Spanish Colonial Revival Style (Ranch House)
Historic Context and Character-Defining Features
The Spanish Colonial Revival style was one of a number of historically inspired styles popular in the United States in the
early decades of the twentieth century. Spanish-inspired residential design first made an appearance at the turn of the
century as Mission style architecture, an idiom derived from the Spanish Colonial mission buildings. The Spanish
Colonial Revival style followed and combined Spanish architectural elements (including Moorish, Byzantine, or
Renaissance influences) with the architecture of early California settlement and Mexican forms. Though the designs drew
on non-American sources, this revival style is an American creation. The style gained a significant boost in popularity
through its use as the dominant style of the 1915 Panama-California Exposition in San Diego, which was designed by
architect Bertram Grosvenor Goodhue. The style became a popular residential building style in the 1920s in the
Southwest, Florida, and particularly California, where it was the preferred style for Hollywood stars’ residences.5 The
style was common in the 1920s and 1930s but lost popularity after World War II.
Typical features of Spanish Colonial Revival style residences include:











low-pitched gabled or flat roofs
red clay tile roofs
asymmetrical facades
use of balconies and balconets
smooth-stuccoed exterior walls usually painted white
arched openings
colorful tile work
exposed heavy beams
heavy wood doors
wrought-iron grills

Spanish-Colonial Revival Architecture at Walking Box Ranch
In the early 1930s, as the nation fell deeper into economic depression, Hollywood personalities began to sink their wealth
into farms and ranches. According to the Los Angeles Times in 1931, “(r)anches are the favorite buys in the cinema
colony now – cattle ranches, fruit ranches, all kinds, sizes, and shapes.”6 Among the actors-turned-ranchers were Gary
Cooper, Will Rogers, Mary Pickford and Douglas Fairbanks, and Zane Grey, as well as Bell and Bow. These Hollywood
stars brought their architectural tastes with them to their new ranches.
In 1931 Bell and Bow built their new ranch house in the Spanish Colonial Revival Style that had enjoyed enormous
popularity in Hollywood in the previous decade. The new house stood in sharp contrast to other southern Nevada ranch
5
6

Rachel Carly, The Visual Dictionary of American Domestic Architecture (Ontario, Canada: Roundtable Press, 1994) 196.
John Scott, “Colony Hies Back to Land,” in Los Angles Times, July 12, 1931, p. B11.
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houses, which had long relied on locally available building materials such as discarded railroad ties. While not a style
seen in the region, it likely appealed to Bell and Bow as a style that was both familiar to them personally and seemed
appropriate for their new life on a cattle ranch in the desert. The style had been inspired, in part, by the adobe “ranchos”
built to accommodate the harsh rural conditions of California in the nineteenth century. Although certainly modest in
comparison to Spanish Colonial Revival mansions of their Hollywood peers, the house at Walking Box Ranch retained a
sense of the lavish lifestyle they left behind.
The main house design is characteristic of the Spanish Colonial Revival Style and includes typical features such as:
irregular, sprawling massing; wide expanses of white, smooth stucco wall surfaces; intersecting low-pitched gabled roofs;
red clay tile roofs (originally handmade barrel clay tiles and now factory-made Spanish clay tiles); minimal ornamentation;
soft, rounded corners and edges; arcaded wing walls; tile vents in the attic gable; and a cantilevered balcony. The
incorporation of exterior circulation spaces and a blurring of the line between indoors and outdoors are also characteristic
of the style and are seen at the house in the original entrance arcade and the covered porches surrounding the courtyard,
which provide circulation for the interior spaces. The traditionally crafted elements that have been associated with the
style, such as wrought-iron grills, handmade quarry tiles for paving, polychrome (multi-colored) decorative tiles, and handcarved woodwork, were curtailed at the residence.
In contrast to the typical vernacular residences in southern Clark County, the sophisticated design of the main house at
Walking Box Ranch suggests the work of professional architect; however, a specific architect could not be identified. No
architectural drawings have been found; however, there are several undated and unsigned architectural color renderings,
which appear to predate construction.

Criterion C: Representative Local Example of a the Cattle Ranch Property Type
Historic Context and Character-Defining Features
In the 1880s, ranchers were starting to realize that the use of public lands was not guaranteed to last forever, and
homesteaders became interested in obtaining title to these lands. After the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934, it
became necessary for ranchers to have a home property base in order to attain grazing access to the federally regulated,
public-domain rangelands. The home ranch grew out of these realizations and regulations, providing a base of
operations where the family and hired hands lived, kept livestock over the winter, and branded new stock. Most ranches
were remotely located; and thus, they were self-sustaining as a matter of necessity. Food was grown, stored, and
prepared at the ranch; and carpenters and blacksmiths were able to fabricate and repair any necessary building and
ranching materials on site. After the rampant speculation associated with beef industry in the late 1800s, the home ranch
came to symbolize the ranching’s attempt at stability in the early 1900s.
The home ranch was surrounded by vast amounts of land where the cattle grazed; however, much of the land was leased
from the federal government or other private owners. The home ranch stands in contrast to outlying camps, often
referred to as ‘line camps,’ which were spread out across the grazing lands and acted as satellite facilities. While the
home ranch was a permanent facility and base, the line camps were often no more than a corral and cabin where ranch
hands watered cattle and slept while moving herds across the lands.
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Home ranches consisted of numerous buildings including:









main house / ranch headquarters for the owner’s family
housing for any hands working on the ranch, outside of the immediate family
repair shop
storage for ranch products and other miscellaneous ranch materials
water tower or wind mill
corrals
fence wire and posts
shade trees

Ranch buildings were typically constructed in a variety of materials, including logs, railroad ties, adobe and mud, or stone.
In later years, pre-fabricated structures became popular, as they provided an easy alternative to construction on site in
remote areas.7
Walking Box Ranch as a Cattle Ranch Property Type
Walking Box Ranch is significant as a representative local example of the cattle ranch property type, retaining the historic
buildings and structures that are critical to the functioning of a working home ranch. The main residential quarter of the
site, at the southwest corner of the property, is separated from the working areas of the ranch by fences and a buffer zone
of unused land. The centerpiece of the residential quarter is a large main house, built by Rex Bell in 1931, where he lived
with his wife Clara Bow and their two young sons until the mid-1940s. The main house was not only a family residence,
but also a business and social center for the ranch. Bell conducted business from his office in the great room, where he
could monitor the barn and corrals from the large bay window. The Bells hosted numerous parties at the ranch for family,
visiting Hollywood friends, the Searchlight community, and even troops from nearby Camp Ibis before they headed off to
join General George S. Patton’s Third Army.8 Visiting family and other guests stayed in one of the many bedrooms in the
house or in the detached guest house to the north. The family generally employed cooks who also lived in the main
house, in a separate servants’ and service wing. During the Bell period, other structures in the residential quarter included
the guest house (demolished, c. 1950s) and the family dog house (also demolished). Later owners, including Karl Weikel,
continued to live, work, and entertain in the main house. The area still retains its residential quality. Although the main
house is currently vacant, the site caretaker resides in a temporary mobile home to the south.
The northeast corner of the property was home to the ranch manager and hired hands. Ranch manager Al Marshall and
his family, as well as seasonal ranch hands, lived in the original bunkhouse. The bunkhouse was replaced c. 1990 by
Viceroy Gold Corporation, but it was rebuilt in the same location with a similar footprint. A carpenter employed by the
family lived a small house set in a ‘string’ of buildings that also included his shop and an ice house. Both of the
7

Starrs, 9-13.
Rex Bell, Jr., video interview conducted by UNLV, May 2006; and Marge (Frost) Sandquist, personal interview conducted by Dennis
Casebier, August 15, 1995.
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carpenter’s structures have been demolished. The ice house, used for the storage of meats, still remains, but has been
relocated to a location near the barn. Other ranch storage structures, including the remains of a shed, are extant, but are
located outside of the current 40-acre property.
The working areas of the site are located at the west side of the property and include a barn, water storage tank, and
corral system. The barn was used for the storage of hay and other animal feed, as well as horse tack. It remains in fair
condition and is currently used for storage. The remaining corral system is comprised of various holding pens, a
slaughter pen, and working and loading chutes, as well as equipment such as dehorners and cattle scales. Originally, the
working area also included a blacksmith shop, used for the fabrication and repair of horse shoes and other ranch
equipment; however, it was demolished in 1990.
The whole property is surrounded by a system of boundary fences, which remain intact, although sections have been
repaired and replaced as they have deteriorated.
Walking Box Ranch typifies the western home ranch in the Nevada desert. The ranch house remains at the center of the
residential zone on the site, and the barn, ice house, water tank, corrals, and boundary fences fill out the working ranch
portion of the site. Despite the demolition of some of the original components, the historic buildings and structures that
are critical to the functioning of a working home ranch remain relatively unaltered, and the relationships between these
components is substantially unchanged since the Bell period. Thus, the district retains sufficient integrity to convey its
historic use and significance.

Conclusion
Walking Box Ranch is significant at the local level under National Register Criterion A, as it is associated with patterns of
events that have contributed to the development of southern Nevada, in this case the development of agriculture,
specifically cattle ranching, in the Mojave region. The context of agriculture is defined as “the process and technology of
cultivating soil, producing crops, and raising livestock and plants.”9 As a remote ranch in a desolate location, the ranch
illustrates the development of cattle ranching in the area throughout the twentieth century. The complex is illustrative of
the period when cattle ranchers were obligated to set up privately owned home ranches in order to maintain access to
public grazing lands under the Taylor Grazing Act. Walking Box Ranch is also associated with a more particular trend
associated with ranching in the 1930s – that of the Hollywood actor-turned-rancher. Rex Bell and Clara Bow, both
Hollywood personalities, built the main house and many of the outbuildings. Bell went on to be a leader in the local
community and in the State of Nevada.
Walking Box Ranch is also significant under National Register Criterion C for architectural merit as it embodies the
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, region, and method of construction. The design of the main house is
characteristic the Spanish Colonial Revival Style and includes many typical features. Though no architect has been
9

National Park Service, “National Register Bulletin 16A: How to Complete the National Register Form” (Washington, D.C.: U.S.
Department of the Interior National Park Service, 1991) 40.
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identified, the main house exhibits subtle design details associated with an architect-designed building. Designed for a
high-profile Hollywood couple in a Mediterranean style popular in California at the time, it is representative of its era. The
property also exhibits a distinctive regional method of construction, railroad tie construction, in the barn and also in the
corrals. Walking Box Ranch typifies the western home ranch property type in the southern Nevada desert. The complex
retains seven historic buildings, structures, and objects, many of which are large components (both in terms of size and
function), critical to the functioning of a working cattle ranch. Several of the outbuildings, such as the guest house and
blacksmith shop have been demolished. In comparison to the remaining main house, barn, ice house, corrals, and water
tank, the demolished buildings played a secondary role in the day-to-day operations of the ranch. The extant historic
buildings and surrounding landscape retain a fair to high degree of individual integrity; and thus, they are able to convey
their original uses, intent, and historic and architectural significance. The relationship between these various contributing
resources in the district is substantially unchanged since the Bell period. Although thirteen non-contributing buildings,
sites, structures, and objects occupy the site, many of them are below ground (two water wells), small in scale (a water
trough), or temporary in nature (two mobile trailers). Thus, Walking Box Ranch remains as an excellent example of the
home ranch in Clark County and the Mojave region.
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Verbal Boundary Description
This property being nominated is recorded at Clark County Official Records as:
Parcel No. 242-00-002-007; SW ¼ SW ¼ Section 22 Township 28 South, Range 62 East, MDB&M.

Boundary Justification
This parcel constitutes approximately 40 acres, located at the northwest quadrant of the original 160-acre home ranch
that is historically associated with Walking Box Ranch and contains those extant resources directly associated with the
operations of the ranch. The entire 160 acres, consisting of three separate parcels, are currently owned by the Bureau of
Land Management and protected as a desert tortoise habitat by a conservation easement held by the Nature
Conservancy. The northwest parcel addressed by this nomination is allowed a historic agricultural use under the terms of
the conservation easement.
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AERIAL VIEW, Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
From the collection of the National Archives and Records Administration (NARA), photographer unknown
May 18, 1942
Aerial view of district
Photograph 1
AERIAL VIEW, Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
From the collection of Dennis Casebier, photographer unknown
c. 1987
Aerial view of district, looking southwest
Photograph 2
AERIAL VIEW, Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
SURVCON, INC, photographer
2006
Aerial view of district
Photograph 3
RANCH HOUSE (Contributing Building #1), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior - Oblique view of north and west façades; view looking southeast
Photograph 4
RANCH HOUSE (Contributing Building #1), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior - Oblique view of north and west façades; view looking southeast.
Photograph 5
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RANCH HOUSE (Contributing Building #1), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior - Oblique view of south façade; view looking northwest.
Photograph 6
RANCH HOUSE (Contributing Building #1), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior - Axial view of east façade; view looking west.
Photograph 7
RANCH HOUSE (Contributing Building #1), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Interior - Oblique view of great room; view looking northwest.
Photograph 8
BARN (Contributing Building #2), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique view of west and south façades; view looking northeast.
Photograph 9
BARN (Contributing Building #2), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique detail view of northwest corner; view looking southeast.
Photograph 10
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BARN (Contributing Building #2), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Interior – Axial view of barn interior; view looking west.
Photograph 11
ICE HOUSE (Contributing Structure #3), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique view of south and east façades; view looking northwest.
Photograph 12
ICE HOUSE (Contributing Structure #3), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Interior – Oblique view of ice house interior; view looking northwest.
Photograph 13
WATER TANK (Contributing Structure #4), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique view of water tank; view looking southwest.
Photograph 14
CORRALS (Contributing Structure #5), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique view of railroad tie and juniper spacer fence; view looking northeast.
Photograph 15

NPS Form 10-900-a
(8-86)
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CORRALS (Contributing Structure #5), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique detail view of squeeze chute; view looking southeast.
Photograph 16
CORRALS (Contributing Structure #5), Walking Box Ranch Historic District
Clark County, NV
Shayne Watson - Architectural Resources Group, photographer
June 2006
Exterior – Oblique view of dehorner and slaughter pen; view looking southeast.
Photograph 17
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June 29, 2009
Susan Martinovich
State of Nevada, Department of Transportation
1263 S. Stewart St.
Carson City, NV 89712
Dear Ms. Martinovich:
At the suggestion of Dennis Taylor, I am forwarding to you a transportation system
project request to be considered for recovery act funding or any other money that may be
available. The road for which funding is being requested is State Highway 164,
approximately seven miles west of the town of Searchlight, Nevada. We request that left
turn lanes be constructed to reduce accidents and handle anticipated visitorship to
Walking Box Ranch, as that property is developed into a museum and a desert research
center within the next three years.
Please find attached application package, which includes an application form and six
attachments that provide additional information about the project.
Should you have any questions regarding this request, please feel free to contact me
(email: jean.cline@unlv.edu; office: 702 895 1091; cell: 702 208 6529).
Sincerely,
Signed copy on file
Jean S. Cline
Professor
Director, Walking Box Ranch Project

cc: Dennis Taylor
Sandi Stanio
Margaret N. Rees
Rochelle Athey

Geoscience Department
4505 Maryland Parkway • Box 454010 • Las Vegas, Nevada 89154-4010
(702) 895-3262 • FAX (702) 895-4064

Walking Box Ranch
Interpretive Plan | Volume 1
Framework: Themes and Subthemes

Walking Box Ranch
Mission and Vision Workshop Documentation
October 2012

About this document: In October 2012, the UNLV Interpretive Team, BLM, and invited guests participated in
a workshop to re‐examine the Walking Box Ranch Mission and Vision statements created in previous years. This
activity was precipitated by the shift of the task of interpretive planning to UNLV. This document is a result of that
collaborative effort. New Mission and Vision statements were created during the workshop; they were edited
following the workshop and e‐mailed to participants; participants were invited to review, share for comments,
comment upon, and approve the edited statements. No additional comments were received after the 10/19/2012
versions were circulated, and so they were considered “Final.”
Participants were Bobbie Antonich (UNLV), Allison Brody (UNLV), Jean S. Cline (UNLV), Paula Garrett (UNLV), Glen
Marsh (BLM), Jennell M. Miller (UNLV), Amy Page (UNLV), Margaret N. Rees (UNLV), LaNelda Rolley (UNLV),
Sharon Schafer (Skydance Studio).

MISSION
Combined and Revised Draft Mission Statement (10/19/2012)
The mission of Walking Box Ranch is to preserve and protect a historic landmark and serve as a bridge
between people and the rich cultural and natural heritage of the Mojave Desert. Here, we create new
knowledge and make connections through research, education, and recreation. With our commitment
to excellence and creativity in every aspect of its activities and programs, Walking Box Ranch is a place
to learn, discover, celebrate, reflect, and be inspired by stories of its early Hollywood film connections,
historic architecture, and the vital desert ecosystem and landscape around it.

Draft Mission Statements from 10/04/2012 Workshop
1)

Walking Box Ranch is a historic ranch in the Mojave Desert whose mission is to preserve and
protect the cultural and natural heritage of the site though education, recreation and research.
2) Our mission is to create new knowledge, protect, and preserve the cultural and natural
resources of Walking box Ranch to be shared with the public, educators and researchers.
Walking Box ranch is a place to learn, discover, play and be inspired by stories, early Hollywood
film connections, the historic architecture, and the Mojave landscape and ecosystem. Walking
box Ranch gives to all a place for reflection, re‐creation, and celebration.

Mission & Vision Development – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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VISION
Combined and Revised Draft Vision Statement (10/19/2012)
Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is a regionally treasured and internationally recognized
destination where shared discovery of past, present, and future creates powerful connections between
people and place. The historic ranch and modern education and research facility offer intimate insight
into desert ranching, a vibrant sidebar to early Hollywood life, and a multi‐sensory view of the natural
and ecological lessons held by the Mojave Desert. Walking Box Ranch generates a community and
synergy that contribute to an energetic learning environment where new knowledge is created for
tomorrow. Walking Box Ranch values and maintains respectful and effective relationships – among the
Bureau of Land Management, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, Supporters, and Visitors – which together
sustain this cherished place and its operations.

Draft Vision Statement from 10/04/2012 Meeting
Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is an internationally recognized destination where powerful
connections are created between people and places through shared discovery of past and future. Our
goals are achieved through a seamless partnership among Bureau of Land Management, University
Nevada Las Vegas, and our supporters.
(Initial drafts)
1)

Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is a vibrant internationally recognized historic ranch
and research facility offering a living demonstration of desert ranching, a sidebar to early
Hollywood life, and cliff notes of the natural and ecological lessons held by the Mojave Desert
and told in engaging ways that foster excitement, reflection and connection.
2) Walking Box Ranch is an internationally recognized historic site and education, research
facility where the stories and cultural history of the Mojave foster excitement, reflection and
connection. The center provides high quality, innovative, educational opportunities that inspire
understanding and stewardship through vibrant, multisensory experiences. A modern and
model facility attract and international research community that discovers and shares new
knowledge.
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 Approved: 11/14/2012 

Prepared by:
Amy Page1, Paula M. Jacoby-Garrett1, Allison J. Brody1, and Carolyn Shelton2.
1. Public Lands Institute
2. Bureau of Land Management

This project was supported by Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act funds and delivered by the
Public Lands Institute at the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) on behalf of and in cooperation with
Bureau of Land Management (BLM), Southern Nevada District Office.
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Introduction
Fundamental Storyline
Walking Box Ranch: an endeavor, an economic pursuit, a retreat.
With thousands of years of human history, the Walking Box
Ranch

site provides a glimpse of what nearly every human

culture has been drawn to…the desert. It is a land of much
beauty, perpetual sun, and little rain. With sweeping vistas of
broad valleys, rugged angular mountains, and vast night skies it
embodies peace, quiet, and solitude. It features stark contrasts
in elevations and temperatures, limited -- but at times an
overabundance -- of rain and snow, and hidden mineral
resources and water. An amazing array of plants and animals are
well adapted to and thrive in this special place. From mining and
ranching to the pure need for sanctuary, Walking Box Ranch
embodies the human experience in the desert.
Walking Box Ranch lies in the Piute Valley in the eastern Mojave
Desert. Humans have been drawn to this land since prehistoric
times, in part for the valuable minerals that lie beneath its
parched surface. Early native peoples utilized the obsidian, salt,

What remains in
Nevada’s outback are
traces of earlier peoples:
petroglyphs etched by
American Indians, ghost
towns of mining camps
long since played out,
and desiccated remnants
of abandoned ranches. In
between are wild lands
where (people) of all
descriptions can test their
mettle and recharge their
souls in the peace, quiet,
and solitude of rough
country defined and
blessed in part by what is
not there.
—Harry Reid
(Wild Nevada)

and turquoise. Later gold and silver beckoned people to the
mountain ranges surrounding what would become Walking Box
Ranch. Accessibility to abundant land offered new opportunities
for large cattle ranches.
Hollywood stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell came to the area and claimed Walking Box Ranch
as their personal retreat. With more than 1,000 head of cattle at Walking Box Ranch, the
Hollywood-star couple raised a family in their desert sanctuary. Government regulations
eventually changed the face of ranching by limiting grazing and water use to allow the land
a chance to recover. Federal land management persisted and the threatened Mojave Desert
tortoise was protected while ranching in the eastern Mojave gradually faded away.
Throughout all these changes, the mining industry continued to search for and extract
resources throughout the region.
Now Walking Box Ranch embarks on a new pursuit: one of exploration, investigation, and
study. This journey of discovery aims to achieve a balance between a healthy ecosystem
and the growing needs of the built environment. The ranch will be a historical site, a
research center, and a place where people come to learn about the desert landscape and
regional history.
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About this Document

This Interpretive Plan presents a vision for interpreting the remarkable story of the Mojave
Desert, ranching, a sanctuary for a film star of a bygone era, the value of public land
management, and the pursuit of precious minerals. Providing a rich array of interpretive
media and programs will ensure that Walking Box Ranch is a destination for families,
educators, scientists, researchers, writers, and artists.
Created from a foundational layer of business planning and visitor research, this plan
recommends utilizing best practices in environmental education and interpretation. It is not
intended to be used in isolation, but rather with other necessary foundational documents
and strategic plans devised for all types of interpretation and outreach, including, but not
limited to, those listed below.


Exhibit Design



Educational Programming



Printed Education Materials



Multi-media and Web-based Materials



Marketing Materials

Clara Bow and Rex Bell in their kitchen at Walking Box Ranch.

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
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Background
In 2005, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) purchased Walking Box Ranch with funding
generated by the Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA). A partnership
was formed between BLM and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) to manage the
property and identify how it could be used to best serve the public into the future. The
BLM’s mission is to “sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of America’s public lands
for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.” The Nature Conservancy
(TNC), which holds two conservation easements on the property, is mandated to ensure
that the property is managed “to preserve and protect in perpetuity the natural, historic,
scenic and open space features and values of the Property.” UNLV brings expertise in
education and research to the partnership; the university participates through the Public
Lands Institute (PLI), a component of the UNLV Division of Educational Outreach, which is
housed within the Provost’s office. PLI is dedicated to strengthening the national fabric that
is essential for the protection, multiple use, sustainability, and management of public lands
(Public Lands Institute 2010).
Through a series of conversations, these partners agreed to co-manage the property and
establish a museum and research facility. Together, these facilities will provide new
knowledge about sustainable living in rural desert environments, and present unique
education opportunities to people in southern Nevada, as well as from around the world.

Resource Significance
Walking Box Ranch, located seven miles west of the town of Searchlight, Nevada, was once
a cattle ranch carved from the massive, million-acre Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company
ranch. Walking Box Ranch originally consisted of a 40-acre homestead along with a 120acre ranch parcel, supported by nearly 400,000 acres of grazing leases on public land.
Cowboy film star Rex Bell purchased the ranch from then-owner John Woolf in 1931. Bell
and his wife Clara Bow, both Hollywood actors, constructed a substantial new ranch house
in the Spanish Colonial Revival style in the same year and added a second story, circa 1934,
as their family grew. Bell continued to operate the property as a working cattle ranch, as did
Karl Weikel, who purchased the ranch in 1951, until it was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation
in 1989.
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Viceroy used the property to access their
local mine, and refurbished the ranch
headquarters to serve as an executive
retreat. Since the mid-1990s, the property
has changed ownership several times.
Situated in pristine desert habitat in the
midst of an expansive desert tortoise
conservation area, Walking Box Ranch lies
within a BLM-designated Area of Critical
Environmental Concern. Research in this
area is providing significant answers to
questions about our Mojave Desert, the
least known of all of our national desert
systems.
Walking

Box

Ranch

possesses

several

significant architectural features including
the

main

house,

an

example

of

the

Spanish Colonial Revival style (uncommon
in the region), and the barn, an example
of

railroad

tie

architecture,

a

typical

method of construction in the region.
Walking Box Ranch was listed on the
National Register of Historic Places in March
of 2009.

The great room within the Walking Box Ranch
Spanish Colonial Revival style ranch house.

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Walking Box Ranch Mission and Vision


Mission Statement
The mission of Walking Box Ranch is to preserve and protect a historic landmark and
serve as a bridge between people and the rich cultural and natural heritage of the
Mojave Desert. Here, we create new knowledge and make connections through
research, education, and recreation. With our commitment to excellence and creativity
in every aspect of its activities and programs, Walking Box Ranch is a place to learn,
discover, play, celebrate, reflect, and be inspired by stories of its early Hollywood film
connections, historic architecture, and the vital desert ecosystem and landscape
around it.



Vision Statement
Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is a regionally treasured and
internationally recognized destination where shared discovery of past, present, and
future creates powerful connections between people and place. The historic ranch and
modern education and research facility offer
intimate insight into desert ranching, a vibrant
sidebar to early Hollywood life, and a multisensory view of the natural and ecological
lessons held by the Mojave Desert. Walking Box
Ranch generates a community and synergy that
contribute to an energetic learning environment
where new knowledge is created for tomorrow.
Walking

Box

Ranch

values

and

maintains

respectful and effective relationships – among
the Bureau of Land Management, University of
Nevada, Las Vegas, Supporters, and Visitors –
which together sustain this cherished place and
its operations.

And so the desert, any desert,
becomes a challenge to
humanity’s hubris, to our
notion that wilderness is
something that can be
dominated and controlled by
us. A desert disproves this
notion, and so it is a welcome
corrective to overweening
ambition. A desert is a
presence but it is also an
absence, in the sense that is
most often described by what
it is not.
—Wayne Grady
(Deserts: A Literary
Companion)
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Visitation and Visitor-Use
Information in this section is derived and summarized from the Walking Box Ranch Business
Plan (Dornbusch Associates 2010). This section is an overview of the characteristics of
current and projected users of Walking Box Ranch. The primary user groups at Walking Box
Ranch fall within three main market segments; consideration of these three categories
ensures design of interpretive services based on visitor needs.
1. General Public Users: primarily interested in visiting Walking Box Ranch for its
interpretive services, exploring the grounds and learning about the site’s unique
history and environment.
2. Research, Education, and Training Users: primarily interested in visiting
Walking Box Ranch to perform investigative research or participate in education
classes and/or staff-training exercises.
3. Special Event Users: primarily interested in visiting Walking Box Ranch to
conduct small and large-scale special events, such as professional retreats,
association meetings, and festivals.

I listen to the quiet
doings of unseen
creatures at the end
of the day and feel
a connection that
brings me solace
and comfort. It is
here, in wild places,
that I find my
heart.
—Roberta Moore
(Wild Nevada)

Site visit to Walking Box Ranch by
a professional group for ecological study.

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
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General Public Users

General Public Users will primarily consist
of local residents and in-state and outof-state tourists. Visitation is expected to
be

relatively

weather

seasonal

patterns.

and

Peak

tied

to

visitation

is

expected to occur during the spring
(March to May) and fall (September to
November).
February),

Winter
will

(December

to

comprise

the

likely

shoulder period, with summer (June to
August) experiencing the fewest visitors
due to the extreme heat.

Needs
This group will likely visit Walking Box
Ranch out of interest in the Hollywood
story associated with the Ranch; interest
in the historical aspects of ranching and
mining in the desert; and/or interest in
visiting a new, unique attraction in the
area.
This

group

will

likely

have

varying

physical abilities and amounts of time
available, as well as different educational
levels,

learning

backgrounds.

styles,

People

and

might

cultural
come

as

individual family units, or as part of a

In the foreground, the Walking Box Ranch
brand is seen in silhouette.

group – for example, a trip for seniors scheduled by a Clark County Community Center.
Some General Public Users will be avid consumers of interpretive media, while others might
pick and choose interpretive signs and stories that are especially relevant to that particular
individual. Group dynamics will likely affect visitor outcomes.
This group will need directional signage to the ranch and information about what to bring,
what to wear, and location of restrooms and restaurants. They should understand what
types of experiences will be available to them at the ranch, and receive significant
orientation in the parking area. Methods of providing pre-trip orientation to this user group
could include a website, state and local tourism offices, hotels, etc.
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Research, Education, and Training Users

Research,

Education,

and

Training

Users

will

consist

predominantly of university faculty, staff and students from
UNLV and other national and international higher education
institutions. Users will also include organizations conducting
research and/or training related activities, such as the BLM,
The Nature Conservancy, and the U.S. Geological Survey.
Clark County School District is expected to utilize the site for
student field trips on an occasional basis.
Similar to public visitation, demand is expected to be

If the desert is holy, it is
because it is a forgotten
place that allows us to
remember the sacred.
Perhaps that is why
every pilgrimage to the
desert is a pilgrimage to
the self. There is no
place to hide, and so we
are found.
—Terry Tempest
Williams (Red)

strongest during the spring and fall, with winter representing
the shoulder season and summer realizing the lowest use.
Although these visitation patterns are strongly tied to
weather conditions, they are also aligned with the academic
calendar year that most educational institutions follow.

Needs
Although learning about the ecological or historical significance of Walking Box Ranch is not
the focus of researchers and trainers coming to the property, they are likely to have an
interest in these stories once they are on-site. In fact, learning these stories can enrich their
visit and provide a unique experience and accord a special significance to the site, adding to
the ranch’s popularity among faculty, staff, and students. Although they are unlikely to
devote a significant amount of time to the interpretive signage, members of this group
might spend time at those interpretive signs that are especially relevant to them.
Substantial challenges will likely prevent Clark County School District classes located far
from Walking Box Ranch from being able to use the Ranch as a field trip destination. These
challenges include, in addition to distance, field-trip restrictions, curricular sequencing and
testing, and lack of facilities. Teachers that have a desire to bring students will likely require
greater in-depth knowledge in the form of teachers’ guides provided to them and will need
Walking Box Ranch-specific curricular material that is tied to State Standards. They should
have a complete understanding of the types of experiences available to their students at
Walking Box Ranch, and receive significant orientation prior to the field trip. Field trip
students are unlikely consumers of interpretive information presented on an interpretive
sign.

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Special Events Users

Special Event Users will primarily consist of public, private, and non-profit entities that
would use site facilities for staff retreats, board meetings, fundraisers, seminars, and
celebrations for purposes that are aligned with the mission and goals of Walking Box Ranch.
Similar to the two other user groups, demand for services by Special Event Users is
expected to be seasonal and tied to weather patterns. Peak demand is expected to occur
during the spring and the fall, with the winter comprising the shoulder period, and summer
experiencing the lowest demand.

Needs
The unique character and story associated with Walking Box Ranch will surely be a primary
reason that Special Event Users will choose the site for their event. Once there, Special
Event Users might be interested in various interpretive stories, so therefore they should not
be neglected as an interpretive audience. Learning these stories can enrich their experience
and provide a unique significance to that may add to its popularity among Special Event
Users.
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Learning the stories of Walking Box Ranch
can enrich the experience of special events users.

Overview of Significant Resources for Interpretation
Walking Box Ranch currently consists of a historic ranch house, a barn, an icehouse, and
historic fencing and corrals. It is surrounded by hundreds of acres of natural desert. We
anticipate that a visitor center, blacksmith shop, and interpretive trails will be constructed to
enhance the visitor experience. In addition, a research center, classroom facility,
bunkhouse, and campgrounds will be built to allow for scientists and others to stay on-site.
Public access to the site will be limited to specific days of the week. During these days,
interpretative tours of the historic buildings will be available at specified times; at other
times the historic buildings will be closed but outdoor features will be accessible.

Parameters


Walking Box Ranch is within 5 miles of the Wee Thump Joshua Tree Wilderness Area.
The ranch is 7-miles west of Searchlight, NV and 55-miles south of Las Vegas, NV.



Walking Box Ranch is currently not a destination for the general public.



Public access to interpretive signs located outside of all structures as well as on
proposed trails may be available year round.



Public access to the inside of the ranch house and other buildings will be available
only when interpretive staff are on-site.



A Site Manager will oversee and manage the day-to-day operations for the public,
academic users, and special event programs.

Historic ranch equipment at Walking Box Ranch.
Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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The Visitor Experience
A Visitor-Centered Approach
There are several ways that visitors will experience Walking Box Ranch. Some visitors will
have a learning experience facilitated by a trained interpretive guide while others will
experience Walking Box Ranch through a self-guided tour or learning experience. Visitor
learning may also be affected by prior knowledge and experience, age and developmental
level, motivation for visit, interest in subject matter, and emotional connections.
The vision for the interpretive experience is that visitors will be active participants. This
interactivity will be accomplished through thoughtful consideration of including the following
qualities within design elements:


Multisensory
o

Incorporate scents, textures, and sounds

o

Incorporate a variety of elements to make the experience visually stimulating,
colorful, and filled with movement



Kinesthetic



Experiential

Within the next section, interpretive themes to guide the design and development of visitor
experiences are outlined. Visitor outcomes that address the knowledge, attitude, and
experiences that every visitor should leave with are included.

Visitors participating in
interpretive programming at
Walking Box Ranch.
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Interpretive Themes
Overarching Theme
At Walking Box Ranch, we explore the past, present, and future of the human connection
with the desert and foster its responsible stewardship.

Theme 1  Life for all residents at Walking Box Ranch, particularly for
Hollywood film stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell.
It is anticipated that Theme 1 with its subthemes
and topics will comprise 40% of the content in
interpretation.
The once “quintessential flapper” of Hollywood’s silent
movies, Clara Bow, and her cowboy movie star
husband, Rex Bell, desired a less complicated life. This
desire led them to Walking Box Ranch. As a refuge, the
ranch offered peace, solitude, and a place to entertain
and enjoy themselves without the anxiety and scrutiny
of Hollywood. But as a home, the ranch presented the
hardships of living and working in the desert. For all
residents and owners of Walking Box Ranch, adapting
to desert life was essentialfrom water use, to
architecture, to overcoming the remoteness.

Subtheme 1.1
In the early 1930s, Clara Bow and Rex Bell sought
rejuvenation at Walking Box Ranch. The Piute Valley

Theme 1 Topics:
Clara Bow & Rex Bell
— Biography & career
Clara Bow & Rex Bell
— at the ranch / Post
Ranch
A child’s life at
Walking Box Ranch
Daily life
Architecture and
adaptation to the
desert
Daily chores &
activities

was a refuge from their busy Hollywood careers: a
place where they could pursue ranching, raise a family,
entertain, relax, and free themselves from the anxiety
and pressure of stardom. (50% of Theme 1)

Subtheme 1.2
In the early decades of the 1900s, living and working in the desert proved to be difficult.
The lives of ranching families were pervaded by hardships, but also filled with resourceful
adaptation to desert living. Families had to be self-sufficient, use limited resources, and
often repurpose materials. (50% of Theme 1)

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Visitor Outcomes of Theme 1 Include:

KNOW

Understand what life at the Walking Box Ranch
would have been like for children and families.
Learn about the Hollywood careers of Clara
Bow and Rex Bell.
Understand the business and political
connections that Rex Bell had to Nevada.

FEEL

Understand the events in Clara Bow’s early life
that may have contributed to her decisions to
move to Walking Box Ranch.
Through human stories, feel more connected to
the Mojave Desert.

DO

Compare your daily life with life at Walking Box
Ranch.
Experience a visitor’s sense of place in the
desert.
Experience the sanctuary and solitude of
Walking Box Ranch.
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Theme 2  Events and occurrences that comprise the history of ranching
in the Piute Valley.
It is anticipated that Theme 2 with its subthemes and topics will comprise 30% of
the content in interpretation.
Beginning with early human groups, the Piute Valley
has been inhabited through time. Later, ranching and
other human endeavors in the Piute Valley were the
deliberate result of pursuits prompted in part by a
desire to move West in search of the American dream.
Ranching in the desert was an arduous venture with
success reserved for only the most ambitious and
resourceful individuals. Through it all, the desert was a
formidable challenge in people’s desire for a promising
new life and refuge.

Theme 2 Topics:
Geology of Piute Valley
Native American
connections
Military connections
Railroad and other
westward expansion
efforts
Historic overview of land
management

Subtheme 2.1
abundance of mineral resources. Railroads and the

Historic and current
mining

federal government contributed to the success of early

The evolution of ranches

mining endeavors. (25% of Theme 2)

Ranch buildings (past and
present)

Geologic processes in the Piute Valley provided an

Subtheme 2.2
Due to the remoteness and other difficulties of desert
ranching, ranchers had to be self-sufficient, use limited

Day-to-day operations of
desert ranching

resources, and often repurpose materials.

Sustainable practices at
the ranch

(50% of Theme 2)

Ownership history

Subtheme 2.3

Overview of Rock Springs
Land & Cattle Company

Whether in pursuit of mining, ranching, or conservation,
the success of Walking Box Ranch owners was
intertwined with federal land management.
(25% of Theme 2)

Overview of Weikel
ownership
Overview of Viceroy
ownership
Cattle and cowboys
Blacksmith and other
“jobs” at the ranch

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Visitor Outcomes Include:
Understand the role of geologic processes in the history and ecology of Walking
Box Ranch.
Understand the role that people and events had in the development of the
ranching in Piute Valley.
Have a basic understanding of ownership and management of the site now known
as Walking Box Ranch.

KNOW

Understand the significance and relationship of Federal Land Management to the
Piute Valley.
Understand the struggles connected with living and working in the desert.
Be able to identify buildings, equipment, and duties associated with desert
ranching in the early 1900s in the Piute Valley.
Understand the need for specific occupations (e.g., blacksmith, cowboy, etc.) on
the ranch.
Compare motivating factors for sustainable practices with ranchers in the 1920s
with people living in our society today.
Understand the relationship between mining and ranching.
Know that mining continues to be an important enterprise in the Piute Valley.

FEEL

Describe challenges to raising cattle in a desert environment.
Feel the seclusion and remoteness of Walking Box Ranch.

DO

Be inspired to learn more about desert ranching and mining.
Through human stories, feel more connected to the Mojave Desert.
Experience the sounds and smells of ranching at Walking Box Ranch.
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Theme 3  Walking Box Ranch resides in magnificent ecological diversity.
Humans are not the only resourceful organisms who have means to thrive in the Mojave
Desert extremes: other species also make this place their home. Whether it requires
responding to scarce food, temperature extremes, or minimal water, plants and animals
succeed in the Piute Valley through design, ingenuity, and instinct.
It is anticipated that Theme 3 with its subthemes and topics will comprise 20% of
the content in interpretation.

Subtheme 3.1
The Mojave Desert is home to a plethora of plants and
animal species amazingly adapted for success in this

Theme 3 Topics:

hot, dry, and magnificent place. Understanding their

Piute Valley ecology
including conservation

adaptations can teach us how to live in this desert.
Native Americans used and continue to use the Mojave
Desert for the resources it provides, including plants
used for medicinal purposes and in practical daily life.
(60% of Theme 3)

Desert plant life and
adaptation
Desert animal life and
adaptation

Subtheme 3.2
The desert tortoise is a key animal, native to this
desert, now receiving protection for its survival.
(10% of Theme 3)

Subtheme 3.3
The enduring legacy of Walking Box Ranch and the
Mojave Desert is dependent on desert conservation,
protection, restoration, and stewardship through the
careful and deliberate behaviors of humans today.
(30% of Theme 3)

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Visitor Outcomes of Theme 3 Include:
Understand the importance and
necessity of desert conservation,
protection, restoration and stewardship.

KNOW

Understand key adaptations of desert
plants and animals.
Understand the natural history of the
desert tortoise.
Be able to explain some challenges
facing plants and animals, and what
managers are doing to protect these
species.

DO

FEEL

Understand the importance and
necessity of desert conservation,
protection, restoration, and stewardship.
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Through multi-sensory experiences,
understand the desert is a rich and
diverse ecosystem.
Experience a visitor’s sense of place in
the desert.
Experience the sanctuary and solitude of
Walking Box Ranch.

Theme 4  Research and education at Walking Box Ranch.
Walking Box Ranch is a collection of stories of people who have come before. Today it is
active site for research. Through education and scientific study, we can continue the thread
of stories about Walking Box Ranch and ensure a sustainable future in the desert.
It is anticipated that Theme 4 with its subthemes and topics will comprise 10% of
the content in interpretation.

Subtheme 4.1
The promise of new discoveries is fulfilled through continuing research of this special place.
Involving the community in seeking a deeper understanding of the places that we live can
reveal answers helpful to our future. (50% of Theme 4)

Subtheme 4.2
Sustainable living in the desert requires consideration of architecture, technology, resource
management, water conservation, engineering, product choices, adaptative reuse of
materials, and community support. (50% of Theme 4)

Learn that the history, ecology,
and geology of this special place
make it a laboratory for research.

FEEL

Understand research projects
underway in the Piute Valley.
Through human stories, feel more
connected to the Mojave Desert.

DO

KNOW

Visitor Outcomes of Theme 4 Include:

Become involved through
programs, volunteer work, or
research at Walking Box Ranch.

Theme 4 Topics:
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies to
desert environments
Possibilities of
alternative energy in
new and innovative
ways

Interpretive Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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NEVADA DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
PROJECT SUBMITTAL APPLICATION

The Completed Form must be
mailed by March 9, 2009 to:
Program Development
Room 205
Nevada DOT
1263 S. Stewart Street
Carson City, NV 89712

1. Requesting Entity:

University of Nevada Las Vegas

2. Contact Person/Title:

Jean S Cline/Dr.

3. Address:

4505 Maryland Parkway, Box 454010
Las Vegas, NV 89154-4010

4. Phone Number:
Fax Number:

P: 702 895 1091
F: 702 895 4064
Jean.Cline@unlv.edu

5. E-Mail:

6. Project Name:

Walking Box Ranch Highway and Access Road Improvement
Project
Check One:

7. What is the primary reason the
Project is needed?

____ Capacity
____ Bridge Replacement
_X___ Safety
____ Maintenance
____ Economic Development
____ Other, Please Describe ______________________________
______________________________

Check One
____ Urban (over 50,000 in population)
8. Is the Project located in:

____ Small Urban (under 50,000 in population)
__X__ Rural (under 5,000 in population)
____ Indian Reservation
____ Other, please describe ______________________________

8/08

1

9. Is the Project located on or
adjacent to:

Check One
____ Interstate Highway

____ U. S. Highway

__X_ State Highway

____ County Road

____ City Road

____ Indian Reservation Road

____ Other, please describe ________________________________

10. For Roadway Projects:

Roadway Number: State Highway 164, approximately 7 miles west
of the city of Searchlight, NV (Attachment A, Highway map).

A. Where is the Roadway actually
located?

From __________ To _________

B. Is the Roadway paved and
what is the number of lanes?

__X__ Paved two-lane
____ Paved four-lane
____ Paved more then four lanes
____ Not paved - Gravel/dirt
____ Other ___________________________

C. If known, what is the
Roadway’s functional
classification?

____ Interstate Highway
____ Principal Arterial
____ Minor Arterial
____ Urban Major Collector
____ Rural Major Collector
__X_Primary State Route

____ Urban Minor Collector__
____ Rural Minor Collector

____ Don’t Know

11. Project Scope:
Briefly describe the existing
conditions, and what elements are
involved.
[Attach additional sheets if
necessary]

8/08

Currently two-lane State Highway 164 extends west from
Searchlight, Nevada to the Nevada-California border and on to
Interstate Highway 15. The historic Walking Box Ranch is
located about 7 miles west of Searchlight, on the south side of
Highway 164, and ~3800 feet back from the highway. Traffic
along Highway 164 is now minimal but is expected to increase as
the ranch is developed as a museum and research center. An
unpaved county road that heads south from Highway 164
provides access to the ranch and continues south into California.
This road is in poor condition and has high berms on both sides
that capture water during storms. A map showing State Highway
164 and county road that leads to the ranch is attached
(Attachment A, Highway map).

2

12. Project Purpose:
Describe the project purpose and
the problem the project is
anticipated to solve. Identify any
timeframes or deadlines.
[Attach additional sheets if
necessary]

We request: (1) that turn lanes providing access to and from
Walking Box Ranch be added to State Highway 164, and (2) that
the county road be improved from Highway 164 to the entrances
to Walking Box Ranch. The Bureau of Land Management, the
owner of the Walking Box Ranch, is in the process of designing a
Museum and a Desert Research Center that will be built at the
ranch within three years. During construction and when this
property opens to the public, traffic is expected to increase
significantly on the state highway and also on the county road
leading to the ranch. Numerous vehicles traveling west from
Searchlight will be making left turns onto the county road to
reach the ranch property and turning lanes are requested to
accommodate the expected traffic increase and to minimize
accidents that will otherwise result from vehicles entering and
exiting the property. Road improvements for the county road are
also requested.
If completed, the project will improve the safety of State
Highway 164 through the addition of turning lanes, and will
produce an adequate access road to Walking Box Ranch for
passenger car travel. The completed Walking Box Ranch project
will benefit the economy of the Searchlight area by bringing
visitors to the area, and also benefit Clark County residents and
visitors by providing a high value historic, cultural, and science
research center where they can learn about the history and value
of the southern Nevada desert.
Preliminary documents showing possible designs are attached
(Attachments B1 and B2, Road designs).

13. Cost of Project
A. What is the estimated cost of
the project?

Amount
_____ Preliminary Engineering
_____ Right-of-Way
_____ Construction
$1,008,500 Total Estimate
____ Don’t Know
If known, attach calculations. Estimates are attached (Attachment
C, Road Construction Estimates). This total includes “Highway
164 Improvements” ($293,580) and Site Entry Road
Improvements” ($714,761).

8/08
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Check all that apply:
B. What is the source(s) of
funding for the Project?

C. Is the funding already
identified or potentially available?

14. Right-of-Way

____ Federal
____ State
____ County
____ City

____ Private Developer
____ In Kind
____ Other, please list _______________
_X___ Don’t Know

____ Funding is Identified
____ Funding is Potentially Available
_X___ Don’t Know
If Identified or Potentially Available, attach commitment letter from
funding agency.

____ Yes __X__ No ____ Don’t Know

A. Will right-of-way have to be
purchased for the project?
B. Is right-of-way needed for
staging, parking or material sites?

____ Yes ____ No __X__ Don’t Know

15. Relocation of Utilities

____ Yes _X___ No ____ Don’t Know

In order to complete the project
are any major fuel, gas, energy
lines or fiber optics lines
impacted?

If Yes, will your agency assist in the relocation?
____ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know

16. Drainage
A. Is drainage an issue with
this project?

B. Could drainage become an
issue during construction of the
project?

8/08

_X___ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know
Yes, for country road improvement, but not for the State
Highway.
__X__ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know
Yes, for country road improvement, but not for the State
Highway.

4

17. Will the project impact any
railroad crossings?

____ Yes _X___ No ____ Don’t Know

18. Does the Project involve
bike/pedestrian issues?

____ Yes __X__ No ____ Don’t Know
____ Not Applicable

19. What environmental issues
were considered during the
development of the project?

Considered
Air Quality Impacts
Water Quality Impacts
Cultural/Historical Impacts
Noise Impacts
Social/Economic Impacts
Wetlands/Waters of the US
Threatened/Endangered
Species
Hazardous Materials/
Waste Impacts

____ Yes
____ Yes
____ Yes
____ Yes
____ Yes
____ Yes

____ No
____ No
____ No
____ No
____ No
____ No

__X__ N/A
__X__ N/A
__X__ N/A
__X__ N/A
__X__ N/A
__X__ N/A

____ Yes

____ No __X__ N/A

____ Yes

____ No __X__ N/A

If Yes, attach supporting documentation.
WBR including the access road is now going through an
Environmental Assessment process under the direction of BLM

20. Does the Project involve
multiple jurisdictions - federal,
tribal, state, local?

_X___ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know
If Yes, list the jurisdictions involved:
State (Highway 164) and Clark County (an unmaintained road)
_X___ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know

21. Is the Project consistent with
local plans, and/or the
community’s or tribal Master
Plan?

8/08

If Yes, attach a copy of the section describing the Project.
See attached Searchlight Town Board meeting notes (Attachment
D, Searchlight Meeting Notes).

5

_X___ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know
If Yes, attach a copy of the minutes of the meeting or approval letter.
22. Was the Project approved by
the County Commission, City
Council and/or Tribal Council

Walking Box Ranch project managers met with County
representatives early during the planning process. The
representatives indicated their support for the project but no
formal action was taken (Attachment E, County stakeholder
meeting notes).

__X__ Yes ____ No ____ Don’t Know

23. Did development of the project
include Public Participation?

If Yes, list how:
____ Public Notice
____ Public Meeting
____ Advisory Group
__X__ Other, please explain
Yes. The Walking Box Ranch project began with stakeholder
meetings with the Searchlight community, Clark County officials,
The Nature Conservancy, the Great Basin Conservation
Ecosystem Study Unit, a representative from Senator Reid’s
office, UNLV faculty, and BLM.
____ Yes __X__ No ____ Don’t Know

24. Has the proposed Project
encountered, or is likely to
encounter, any significant
opposition or other obstacle?

If you have any questions, or need
more information please call:

8/08

If Yes, describe the significant opposition or other obstacle:
________________________________________________________
_We have not encountered any opposition in any of our
stakeholder meetings.
________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________

(775) 888-7122
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MAIN ENTRY PLAN

Alternative B

Alternative A

To Nipton

200’ R.O.W.
200’ R.O.W.

RANCH MAIN ENTRY PLAN
Thru-Lane

WALKING BOX RANCH
WALKING BOX RANCH

Proposed Tree Typ.

Entry Sign

Thru-Lane

Thru-Lane

Proposed Tree Typ.

Entry Sign

Thru-Lane

DESIGN CONCEPT PLAN
DESIGN CONCEPT PLAN

Entry Monument

Ornamental Fence Typ.

Existing Joshua Tree Typ.

Thru-Lane

Joshua Tree Highway (Hwy.164)

Entry Monument

Ornamental Fence Typ.

Existing Joshua Tree Typ.

Joshua Tree Highway (Hwy.164)

0

0

25 50

25 50

To Searchlight

100 Feet

100 Feet

Walking Box Ranch
Highway Access and
Road Improvement
Project Application
Attachment B1
March 25, 2009

2-7

site plans

2-10

Existing OHV Designated Route

• Drainage swales are deeper
• High silt build up after storm event
• Potential need for culverts to convey ﬂows

• Minimal depth to drainage swale

• Minimal silt build up

• At-grade concrete road crossings to convey ﬂows

WALKING BOX RANCH
WALKING BOX RANCH

• Deeper and wider ﬂows during major storm events

Existing Fence

Major Drainage Channel

• Minor to nuisance ﬂows during major storm events

Developed Signed Fenced Trail Crossing

Minor Drainage Channel

See Enlarged Plan
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120 Acre Conservation Boundary
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March 25, 2009

Walking Box Ranch
Highway Access and
Road Improvement
Project Application
Attachment B1, cont.

Natural Surface Trail

New Access Road to Research Facility
(2-way 22’ width)

Existing Joshua Tree Typ.

Existing Fence Typ.

Proposed Fence Typ.

Aggregate Base Course Road
(2-way 24’ width)

Road Closure Gate Typ. (Each Site Entry)

Natural Surface Interpretive Trail

Accessible Interpretive Trail

Bench/Interpretive Panel Typ.

To Viceroy Mine
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Road Improvement
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See Enlarged Plan
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June 2009

Public Parking
• 25 standard stalls
• 5 RV/bus parking stalls
• 3 van accessible spaces
• Drop-off area
Entry/Interpretive Area
• Information kiosk
• Interpretation
Interpretive Trail
• Accessible
Gathering Area/Events Area
Blacksmith Shop (Proposed)
• Interpretation and exhibits
• Stage/AV presentation area
• Blacksmith equipment storage
Gathering Space
• Interpretation and exhibits
• Special event areas
• Picnic area, group ﬁre ring
• Informal amphitheater/ﬁre ring
Water Storage Tank (Existing)
• Non-potable storage
• Potable storage
Corrals (Existing)
• Special event parking
• Approximately 80 vehicle spaces
Group Camping (Proposed)
• Accommodates 35-40 people
• Accessible camp pad
RV Camping (Proposed)
• Research use only
• 3 full hookup sites
Research Facility Parking (Proposed)
• 10 standard stalls - 2 ADA

Barn (Historic)
• Interpretation and exhibits
• Special event areas
Ice House (Historic)
• Interpretive exhibit or storage
Bunkhouse (Existing)
• Public use
• Vending machines
• Kitchen for catering
• Multi-use room
Ranch House (Historic)
• Restored historic house
• Museum staff ofﬁces
• Restored rock gardens
Pump House (Proposed)
• Potable water puriﬁcation
• Potable water storage
Maintenance (Proposed)
• Workshop, storage, and yard
Research Facility (Proposed)
• Ofﬁces
• Labs
• Classroom
• Research interpretation for public
Bunkhouse (Proposed)
• Accommodates approx. 25 guests
Camper Services Building (Proposed)
• Covered cooking area
• Accessible restrooms/showers
Guest Cottages Duplex (Proposed)
• Faculty/VIP lodging
Caretaker’s Residence (Proposed)
Manager’s Residence (Proposed)

Asphalt Parking
• 37 Standard Stalls (10’x20’)
• 6 Large Vehicle/Bus Stalls (12’x60’)
• 3 ADA Stalls (10’x20’)

Proposed Fence Typ.

Natural Surface Trail - See Overall Plan

Accessible Interpretive Trail - See Overall Plan

PARKING AND ENTRY

Walking Box Ranch
Highway Access and
Road Improvement
Project Application
Attachment B2, cont.
Closure Gate Typ.

Bench and Interpretive Panel Typ.

WALKING BOX RANCH

Existing Corral Fence Typ.

Overﬂow Corral Parking
• Approx. 80 Vehicles
Water Tank Access

DESIGN CONCEPT PLAN

0

Native Surface Service Access

Proposed Native Tree Typ.

15 30

Existing Corrals
• Temporary Interpretation and Exhibits
• Special Events Space

Blacksmith Shop (Proposed)
Amphitheater Stage
Existing Joshua Tree Typ.

Accessible Route to Blacksmith Shop

Historic Restored Barn

Alternate Entrance Gate

Historic Restored Ice House

60 Feet

Native Restoration Planting Typ.
Native Surface Connection to Historic Entry

Information/Interpretive Kiosk
Integral Colored Accessible Concrete
Existing Cattle
Native Planting Seating Area
Chute
Ranch Entry Plaza/Events Area

Existing Non-Potable Water Tank

Integral Colored Decorative Paving
Pedestrian Crossing
Information Kiosk/
Interpretive Exhibit

June 2009

UNIT
COST

15%
8%
2%
7%
3%

SF
$0.20
AC
$2,500.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

Allow
$10,000.00
AC
$2,500.00
SY
$4.50
CY
$10.00
SF
$2.00
TON
$60.00
S.F.
$0.25
SF
$2.00
TON
$60.00
S.F.
$0.25
Allow
$10,000.00
EA
$1,000.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

UNIT

1

45,360

1
2
2,400
4,000
21,600
810
21,600
6,300
237
6,300
1
4

QTY.

$293,580

$32,620
$17,397
$4,349
$15,223
$6,524

$9,072
$3,000
$12,072
$217,467

$10,000
$5,000
$10,800
$40,000
$43,200
$48,600
$5,400
$12,600
$14,220
$1,575
$10,000
$4,000
$205,395

EXTENDED
COST

Phase 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

QTY.

0
0

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Future Phase

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

QTY.

EDAW, INC. Confidential

6/17/2009

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Maintenance
Projects

Walking Box Ranch Highway and Access Road Improvement Project - Attachment C

GRAND TOTAL CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE

Schematic Design Contingency
Contractor's General Conditions and Profit
Contractor's Bonds, Permits, Etc.
Contractor's Overhead and Profit
Escalation (to Spring 2010)

SUBTOTAL

PLANTING
Native Restoration
Hydro Mulch

HIGHWAY ENTRY IMPROVEMENTS
Erosion Control Plan
Clear and Grub Site
Rotomill Existing Asphalt
Grading and Excavation
Aggregate Base Course Turn Lanes Paving
Asphalt Turn Lanes and Thru-Lane Paving
Chip Seal Entry Road Surfacing
Aggregate Base Course Entry Road Paving
Asphalt Entry Road + Turn Lanes Paving
Chip Seal Entry Road Surfacing
Roadway Re-striping for Turn Lane
Highway Signage

ITEM

HIGHWAY 164 IMPROVEMENTS TO RIGHT OF WAY

BLM WALKING BOX RANCH
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST
EDAW, INC.
June 16, 2009

$293,580

$32,620
$17,397
$4,349
$15,223
$6,524

$9,072
$3,000
$12,072
$217,467

$10,000
$5,000
$10,800
$40,000
$43,200
$48,600
$5,400
$12,600
$14,220
$1,575
$10,000
$4,000
$205,395

TOTAL
COST

Total Project
Cost

Bonds, insurance, permits, etc.
Mobilization, profit, etc.
Phase 1 and Future year Escalation - 3 percent per year

restored areas
restored areas

prepare plan and update during construction
Proposed development areas only
Existing Thru lanes (2 x 12'x900')
36,000 SF x 3' depth
Patch into existing roadway; 2 new lanes (2 x 12'x900'
6" depth
roadway only
3 new lanes (3x12'x175' each)
6" depth
entry roadway only
new left turn lane

NOTES

PLAN DATE: 6/8/2009
PREPARED BY: PEH,GO
CHECKED BY: PEH, SS
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UNIT
COST
QTY.

EDAW, INC. Confidential

GRAND TOTAL CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE

$714,761

$79,418
$42,356
$10,589
$37,062
$15,884

15%
8%
2%
7%
3%

$10,175
$3,000
$13,175

Schematic Design Contingency
Contractor's General Conditions and Profit
Contractor's Bonds, Permits, Etc.
Contractor's Overhead and Profit
Escalation (to Spring 2010)

50,875
1

$10,000
$7,500
$7,400
$4,000
$10,500
$15,000
$5,000
$127,630
$294,840
$31,908
$2,500
$516,278

EXTENDED
COST

$529,453

SF
$0.20
AC
$2,500.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

Allow
$10,000.00
1
AC
$2,500.00
3
CY
$4.00
1,850
CY
$4.00
1,000
EA
$3,500.00
3
EA
$3,000.00
5
Allow
$5,000.00
1
S.F.
$1.00 127,630
Ton
$60.00
4,914
S.F.
$0.25 127,630
Allow
$2,500.00
1
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

UNIT

SUBTOTAL

PLANTING
Native Restoration
Hydro Mulch

ROADS AND PARKING
Erosion Control Plan
Clear and Grub Site
Excavation and Backfill Site Roads (on site only)
Excavation and Backfill Entry Road (off site)
Storm Water Culverts / Road Crossings
Storm Water Low Flow Crossings
Rock Removal
Aggregate Base Course Entry Road Paving
Asphalt Entry Road Paving
Chip Seal Entry Road Surfacing
Pavement Marking

ITEM

to the south of the 40 Acre Site)

BLM WALKING BOX RANCH
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST
EDAW, INC.
June 16, 2009
SITE ENTRY ROAD IMPROVEMENTS (ROW
Phase 1

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

QTY.

0
0

6/17/2009

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Future Phase

0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

QTY.

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Maintenance
Projects

$714,761

$79,418
$42,356
$10,589
$37,062
$15,884

$529,453

$10,175
$3,000
$13,175

$10,000
$7,500
$7,400
$4,000
$10,500
$15,000
$5,000
$127,630
$294,840
$31,908
$2,500
$516,278

TOTAL
COST

Total Project
Cost

Bonds, insurance, permits, etc.
Mobilization, profit, etc.
Phase 1 and Future year Escalation - 3 percent per year

restored areas
restored areas

prepare plan and update during construction
Proposed development areas only
Assumes on site balance
Assumes on site balance
Culvert at road crossings
Concrete roadway low flow crossings
Graded areas allowance
24' roadway with 18" shoulder
24' roadway with 18" shoulder
roadway only

NOTES

PLAN DATE: 6/8/2009
PREPARED BY: PEH,GO
CHECKED BY: PEH, SS
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UNIT
COST

EDAW, INC. Confidential

GRAND TOTAL CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE

$371,545

$41,283
$22,017
$5,504
$19,265
$8,257

15%
8%
2%
7%
3%

$18,000
$18,000

$47,770
$110,400
$11,943
$2,500
$2,050
$28,700
$2,500
$6,000
$1,500
$213,363

$10,000
$5,000
$12,000
$2,500
$4,356
$33,856

$5,000
$5,000
$10,000

EXTENDED
COST

Schematic Design Contingency
Contractor's General Conditions and Profit
Contractor's Bonds, Permits, Etc.
Contractor's Overhead and Profit
Escalation (to Spring 2010)

3,000

47,770
1,840
47,770
1
205
2,870
1
5
6

1
1
3,000
1
43,560

2
1

QTY.

$275,219

SF
$6.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

S.F.
$1.00
Ton
$60.00
S.F.
$0.25
Allow
$2,500.00
L.F.
$10.00
L.F.
$10.00
Allow
$2,500.00
EA
$1,200.00
EA
$250.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

Allow
$10,000.00
Allow
$5,000.00
CY
$4.00
Allow
$2,500.00
SF
$0.10
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

AC
$2,500.00
Allow
$5,000.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

UNIT

SUBTOTAL

SITE WORK PAVEMENT
8' Concrete Walks - Parking

ROADS AND PARKING
Aggregate Base Course Parking Paving
Asphalt Parking Lot Paving
Chip Seal Parking Lot Surfacing
Pavement Marking
Rolled Curb - Turnaround
Vertical Curb - Parking
Sleeves
Accessible Ramp
Wheelstops

EARTHWORK AND STORM DRAINAGE
Erosion Control Plan
Storm Drainage - ponds
Excavate / Fill / Grade Parking Lots
Rock Removal
Fine Grading

DEMOLITION
Clear and Grub Site
Miscellaneous Demolition

SITE

ITEM

BLM WALKING BOX RANCH
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST
EDAW, INC.
June 16, 2009
PUBLIC PARKING LOT
Phase 1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

QTY.

6/17/2009

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Future Phase

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0

0
0

QTY.

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Maintenance
Projects

$371,545

$41,283
$22,017
$5,504
$19,265
$8,257

$275,219

$18,000
$18,000

$47,770
$110,400
$11,943
$2,500
$2,050
$28,700
$2,500
$6,000
$1,500
$213,363

$10,000
$5,000
$12,000
$2,500
$4,356
$33,856

$5,000
$5,000
$10,000

TOTAL
COST

Total Project
Cost

Bonds, insurance, permits, etc.
Mobilization, profit, etc.
Phase 1 and Future year Escalation - 3 percent per year

4" Thick, integral color

ADA Parking Spaces Only

future irrigation and electrical

6" depth
6" depth

prepare plan and update during construction
construct new detention pond(s)
Assumes on site balance
Graded areas allowance
landscape areas

Proposed development areas only
Tennis paving, misc. removal

NOTES

PLAN DATE: 6/8/2009
PREPARED BY: PEH,GO
CHECKED BY: PEH, SS
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UNIT
COST

EDAW, INC. Confidential

GRAND TOTAL CONCEPT DESIGN ESTIMATE

$418,788

$46,532
$24,817
$6,204
$21,715
$9,306

15%
8%
2%
7%
3%

$8,712
$3,000
$11,712

$18,000
$18,000

$40,495
$93,600
$2,500
$10,000
$22,500
$2,500
$2,500
$28,700
$1,200
$750
$204,745

$10,000
$10,000
$10,500
$9,000
$12,000
$7,400
$5,000
$4,356
$68,256

$7,500
$0
$7,500

EXTENDED
COST

Schematic Design Contingency
Contractor's General Conditions and Profit
Contractor's Bonds, Permits, Etc.
Contractor's Overhead and Profit
Escalation (to Spring 2010)

43,560
1

3,000

40,495
1,560
10,000
10,000
375
10,000
1
2,870
1
3

1
1
3
3
3,000
1,850
1
43,560

3
0

QTY.

$310,213

SF
$0.20
AC
$2,500.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

SF
$6.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

S.F.
$1.00
Ton
$60.00
S.F.
$0.25
S.F.
$1.00
Ton
$60.00
S.F.
$0.25
Allow
$2,500.00
L.F.
$10.00
EA
$1,200.00
EA
$250.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

Allow
$10,000.00
Allow
$10,000.00
EA
$3,500.00
EA
$3,000.00
CY
$4.00
CY
$4.00
Allow
$5,000.00
SF
$0.10
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

AC
$2,500.00
Allow
$7,500.00
CATEGORY SUBTOTAL

UNIT

SUBTOTAL

PLANTING
Native Restoration
Hydro Mulch

SITE WORK PAVEMENT
8' Concrete Walks - Parking

ROADS AND PARKING
Aggregate Base Course Site (campus) Road Paving
Asphalt Site (campus) Road Paving
Chip Seal Site (campus) Road Surfacing
Aggregate Base Course Parking Paving
Asphalt Parking Lot Paving
Chip Seal Parking Lot Surfacing
Pavement Marking
Vertical Curb - Parking
Accessible Ramp
Wheelstops

EARTHWORK AND STORM DRAINAGE
Erosion Control Plan
Storm Drainage - ponds
Storm Water Culverts / Road Crossings
Storm Water Low Flow Crossings
Excavate / Fill / Grade Parking Lots
Excavation and Backfill Site Roads (on site only)
Rock Removal
Fine Grading

DEMOLITION
Clear and Grub Site
Miscellaneous Demolition

SITE

ITEM

BLM WALKING BOX RANCH
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST
EDAW, INC.
June 16, 2009
RESEARCH CAMPUS ROAD AND PARKING
Phase 1

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

QTY.

0
0

6/17/2009

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Future Phase

0
0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0

QTY.

$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0

$0
$0
$0

$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0
$0

$0
$0
$0

EXTENDED
COST

Maintenance
Projects

$418,788

$46,532
$24,817
$6,204
$21,715
$9,306

$310,213

$8,712
$3,000
$11,712

$18,000
$18,000

$40,495
$93,600
$2,500
$10,000
$22,500
$2,500
$2,500
$28,700
$1,200
$750
$204,745

$10,000
$10,000
$10,500
$9,000
$12,000
$7,400
$5,000
$4,356
$68,256

$7,500
$0
$7,500

TOTAL
COST

Total Project
Cost

Bonds, insurance, permits, etc.
Mobilization, profit, etc.
Phase 1 and Future year Escalation - 3 percent per year

restored areas
restored areas

4" Thick, integral color

ADA Parking Spaces Only

24' roadway with 18" shoulder
24' roadway with 18" shoulder
roadway only
6" depth
6" depth

prepare plan and update during construction
construct new detention pond(s)
Culvert at road crossings
Concrete roadway low flow crossings
Assumes on site balance
Assumes on site balance
Graded areas allowance
landscape areas

Proposed development areas only
Tennis paving, misc. removal

NOTES

PLAN DATE: 6/8/2009
PREPARED BY: PEH,GO
CHECKED BY: PEH, SS
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6/17/2009

4. Costs given assume that all improvements will be made under contract with a qualified contractor. No adjustments have been made for volunteer labor and/or donated materials.
5. Rough project phasing has been included in the form of "Add Estimates". Construction priorities within these columns are to be determined.
6. Design and/or Special Studies Fees are not included.

2. Construction Costs do not include costs incurred for phased project development.
3. Contingency percentages are included in the estimate. The schematic design contingency accounts for the many details and associated costs that are yet unknown. Within master planning and schematic design phases , 15 to 20 percent is the
accepted norm. The owners construction contingency is included as a budget percentage that should be carried through the construction on the project. This contingency amount allows for change orders and unforeseen conditions and/or costs that
may be encountered during the construction phase.

1. This is an order of magnitude estimate and is based on work completed to date. The quantities shown are approximate

NOTES

BLM WALKING BOX RANCH
DEVELOPMENT CONCEPT PLAN ESTIMATE OF PROBABLE COST
EDAW, INC.
June 16, 2009
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Walking Box Ranch Highway and Access
Road Improvement Project - Attachment D
Searchlight Town Advisory Board
SEARCHLIGHT COMMUNITY CENTER
200 MICHAEL WENDELL WAY
SEARCHLIGHT, NEVADA 89046
(702) 297-1498
FAX (702) 297-1328
MINUTES
SPECIAL PUBLIC MEETING
A STAKEHOLDERS' MEETING
ATTENDED BY THE SEARCHLIGHT TOWN ADVISORY BOARD
WITH THE UNIVERSITY OF NEVADA, LAS VEGAS, THE BUREAU OF LAND
MANAGEMENT, U.S. DEPARTMENT OF INTERIOR AND OTHER
STAKEHOLDERS
THURSDAY, JUNE 01, 2006
9:00 A.M.
SEARCHLIGHT COMMUNITY CENTER
200 MICHAEL WENDELL WAY, SEARCHLIGHT, NV 89046
MEMBERS PRESENT: Michael Romero, Chairman
Robert Shawn, Vice Chairman
Bill Bodkin
Verlie Doing
Saundra Durgin
ABSENT:
OTHERS PRESENT: Approximately 32 Persons
1.CALL TO ORDER
A.
This meeting was legally noticed and posted in conformancewith the Nevada Open
Meeting Law.
B. Michael Romero, Chairman, called this meeting to order at 9:10
p.m. The Pledge of Allegiance was recited.
2. COMMUNITY PROJECTS AND CONCERNS
A. Receive information from the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV) and Bureau of Land Management (BLM) staff regarding the
Walking Box Ranch and take any action deemed appropriate,
including offering input on an individual basis, to assist the

Searchlight Town Advisory Board
June 1, 2006 minutes
Page 2 of 7
Bureau of Land Management, the owner of the Walking Box Ranch,
in determining future uses of the Ranch.
Jean Cline, Professor of Geology from UNLV, for the last year
to year and a half had been involved with what is being called '
The Walking Box Ranch Project'. Senator Harry Reid met with
Carol Hater, President of UNLV, and said that he would like to
see the Walking Box Ranch preserved. It has a special meaning
to him as he was there often as a child, and he feels that it
has a special meaning to the history of Nevada, especially
Southern Nevada. Ms.Hater said that UNLV would work towards
that goal, and for the last year and a half had been doing
Maintenance, repairs and improvements
BLM owns the ranch, UNLV manages the ranch and the Nature
Conservancy safe guards the preservation of the ranch.
The BLM. UNLV and Nature Conservancy are meeting with the main
stakeholders for input and a vision for the future of the
Walking Box Ranch. Searchlight is a major stakeholder with a
lot of its history connected to the Walking Box Ranch.
With the help of Senator Harry Reid UNLV received a Saving
America Treasure's grant in the amount of half a million
dollars. UNLV had to come up with matching money so found
that as a state grant. The Park Service is managing the
monies
The Park Service wisely decided that the best way to manage the
money and get the most use out of it was to hire a restoration
Architect team consisting of a historian, archeologist,
geologist, The ALG architectural group was hired from San
Francisco to determine what the best plans would be for the
future use of the Walking Box Ranch. The team consists of:
Cathleen Malmstrom, Project Manager with ART Group; Bruce
Judd, Preservation architect with ART Group, Philip Hendricks,
Landscape Architect, with EDAW INC.; Dewy Livingston,

Historian with ART Group; and Katie Wollan, Architectural
Historian. With ART Group. Together the team will study the
ranch house and determine what needs to be restored to be as
close to the original as possible. A complete study of the
ranch land will be done to determine what will be the best use
for the land for now and the future. They will put a map
together of the property and decide if there should be
something built on the land, and if so, what would be the best
item(s) to build in that certain spot.
Jean Cline introduced Ms. Malmstrom who in turn introduced the
rest of the team. She said that she didn't expect this to be
a structured meeting and really wanted input from the public
and Board members as to their vision for the future of the
Walking Box Ranch. She invited the public to ask questions,
one at a time, and to give their ideas and input for the
ranch.
2
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There will be many agencies will need to be involved, or who now are
involved with this project. Biologists, photographers, EPA, Museum
components, interpretative components. Environmental approval will be
needed through each phase of the project.
Mike Romero opened the meeting up for questions and comments from the
public.
Joyce Nowlin asked how Searchlight could be connected to the Walking Box
Ranch with hiking trails, bike trails, etc.?
Stan Colton asked what their vision is for the ranch? Ms. Molstrom said
that she wouldn't presume to have a vision for the ranch as yet as
Searchlight citizens knows far more about the ranch then she does. Mr.
Colton said that he doesn't want them to fence it in, not letting the
people in to view and enjoy the ranch. Ms. Molstrom said that there
was a requirement for the public to visit the ranch.
Jane Overy agrees with Stan Colton that the ranch should be open to the
public. Ms. Overy is concerned with the aquifer that is on the ranch.
Ms. Overy said that if BLM and Nature Conservatory are putting all these
requirements and restrictions on the land out there how would that
effect the aquifer for the future needs of the area? The last time
Searchlight needed a well they had to go 41/2 miles out of Searchlight
in that aquifer and had to spend 11/2 million to go through the Tortes
Habitat How much more would they have to spend to go through that 167
acres to study the land? She feels that the Southern Nevada Water
Authority should be included in the study of the ranch.
Cark Weikel said that there is a good water well on the ranch. The
reason it is shut down is that years ago the pump was dropped down the
well, so a new well would have to be dug right next to the old one, but
there is plenty of water. The Walking Box Ranch is the center section
for the old ADH and Rock Springs. There is the OX to the south and the
Partials to the north and the Flying KL. If you are going to develop

this ranch, it should include the cultural resources for the whole area.
There are three different CCC projects out there, too. You have Six
mile well, ten mile well and Tiffenback.
Ms. Molstrom asked if any of her team knew about these. They said no.
Saundra Durgin said that she agreed with Stan Colton in that the ranch
should be open to the public, school children, guilds and clubs. She
would like to see the whole history be included, not just the Clara Bow/
Rex Bell part of the ranch. Ms. Durgin asked just how many restrictions
would be out there?
Philip Hendricks said that they the first thing that they had to do is
biological surveys of the property to see what is out there that they
might have to protect. There might be recommendations for reconstructions.
They will come back to the Board occasionally to give
up-dates on what is going on
Saundra Durgin said that there was signage already in place for the
Walking Box Ranch to be included on the Highway 95 widening when it goes
3
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through Searchlight, and said that the Board knows that Bob Shawn would
keep a close eye on that as that is important for Searchlight.
Jane Overy said that to expand on the history of the Walking Box Ranch,
years ago we had cattle running throughout the area. Because of the
tortes being endangered and the area being turned into a tortes habitat
there are no longer cattle. It would be nice if the cattle could be reintroduced
back into the ranch.
Caryn Hollingsworth said that the Walking Box Ranch was once a working
ranch with cattle, horses, etc. and would like to bring some of that
back. To bring back the horse back riding, epically to ride in the
mountains and see some of the beautiful sites there which are only
available on horseback or hiking. Ms. Hollingsworth would also like to
see an architected study done, epically around the springs. The Walking
Box Ranch was a significant part of her childhood, also, probably more
so of hers then of Senator Reid's and she would like to see it restored
and preserved for future generations to visit and learn from.
Art Fraijo said that Tanners Canyon has a lot of historical things he
would be willing to part with. He gave his phone number and asked that
they call him for more information.
Carl Weikel said that one of the biggest things that he could suggest to
UNLV is that they had better hurry gathering stories and past event
memories as some of the old timers are getting long in the tooth. him
included.
Jane Overy said that being founder of the Searchlight Museum, which
is part of the Clark County Heritage museum, she was wondering what type
of museum they might be thinking of putting out there? Would it be a
western museum with all that is associated with the ranch itself?
Ms. Molstrom said that they don't have a plan for that as yet. This is

a meeting to see what the people would like so they don't have plans as
of yet. That is one of the visions they are looking for.
Saundra Durgin said that she would like to see them use the original
buildings, tools, etc. just as it was when it was a working ranch.
Jane Overy said that she would like to see the same; also signage
telling what the tools and buildings were used for and to tell the
public what the different plants are.
Joan Mesenbrink asked if there would be an information center? Asked
also if there would be a fee for children and seniors?
Jean Cline said that was a great idea and they would work on it.
Stan Colton said that maybe they could do some of the things that were
done on Sonora.
Saundra Durgin said that the ranch is a treasurer and we need to have it
taken care of.
4
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Deborah Murray said that a fee isn't enough. There might be a
concession area needed. There could be a kayak rental, sell water, etc.
Jane Overy said that the Museum Guild raised funds by having a group at
the ranch and they had a BBQ. The ranch could hold a Western night and
have a big catered BBQ for the public. Have some activities that would
keep with the theme.
Joan Mesenbrink asked if it would be possible to hold weddings out
there?
Mary Culman asked if it could be a corporate meeting retreat? And
livestock would be great out there.
Joyce Nowlin asked what exactly is UNLV going to do to allow, or not
allow, these things to happen?
Ms. Moltran said that it will depend on the environmental impact and
study to see just what can be done without hurting anything.
Bruch Judd said that they need to see what the easement would allow.
Mike Romero said that the 1880's was when the ranch was started. He
would like to see the livestock put back on the ranch and have it the
was it was originally.
Kim Bosnos would like to know what their funding is now?
Jean Cline said that they just have the half million dollars. At
present there is no money for up keep or maintenance. Funding is an
issue. There are two SNPLMA grants out there for building things worth

$13 million, that will possibly go into the restoration. Senator Reid
requested all of this and Dr. Hardy agreed. UNLV agreed to help Senator
Reid do this.
Bill Bodkin said that July 1st was mentioned but it sounds like the whole
scope could change.
Jean Cline said that this is a band-aid. Right now it is in the red
because if anyone comes out to fix anything it costs extra.
Joyce Nowlin said that with all that said, she still would like to make
it a working ranch. Students could pay UNLV to learn how to do
something concerning the ranch, such as raise cows, roping horses,
shoeing them, caring for the animals, the crops, the buildings
themselves.
Saundra Durgin said that she believes that there are other grants that
can be obtained to help with this project.
Bruce Judd said that they are still studying the grant issues.
Saundra Durgin ask what, as Board/community members, they could do to
help put this forward? It is part of Nevada history, not just Southern
5
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Nevada.
Bruce Judd said that to continue to give ideas and information and give
to UNLV group for a platform for help getting the needed money.
Jane Overy said that we should focus on the first 25 acres.
Carl Weikel asked if someone wanted to give money towards this project
how would they go about doing so?
Deborah Murray said that Senator Harry Reid had a non profit fund which
money for this project could be ear marked for and money donated into.
Saundra Durgin said she believed that that should be looked into.
Jane Overy said she that she would look into that.
Joan Miesenbrink mentioned the parking problem. She thinks that it
would be a good idea to have the parking area out away from the ranch
and have a trolley transport people back and forth.
Mr. Judd asked what type of help Searchlight could give, such as parking
catering?
Joyce Nowlin having a railroad from town to the ranch.
Deborah Murray told how the people at Groom Creek Horse Camp handled the
problem. They had a paid a fee to park the cars, horse trailers, etc.

and do the trail ride. The camp personal furnished food, etc with the
people bringing their own bottles of water and horses.
UNLV student could use the passes. Hostess could make sure that the
rules were followed and trash was picked up, etc.
A question asked: Can we ride horses out there?
Jane Overy said that there was still a concern about the tortes habitat
and about water.
Saundra Durgin said that she felt it could all come together and that
the community will help.
It was asked about staging events?
Jane Overy said that the Searchlight Museum Guild was putting on the
Searchlight's 108-birthday party on October 7th at the Community Center.
Nelson has mine tours; Searchlight has the Grand Prix in the end of
October/first of November. The Guild would be more then interested in
working with the project team.
Saundra Durgin said that she was sure that there were more things the
Community could do.
Stan Colton asked when and where the easements were put in.
6
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Jean Cline asked what to change? How much to change? Is it too much or
not enough?
Kim Bosnos said that she would like to have a BLM person and a Nature
Conservatory person at the meetings. She would also like to have the
meeting here in Searchlight.
There will be a meeting on June 14, 2006. The meeting will be open to
the public and will be an all day meeting. The Searchlight Town
Advisory Board is invited.
4. NEXT MEETING DATE: The next regular meeting will be June 13, 2006. All
agenda items must be in by June 06, 2006
5. ADJOURNMENT: The meeting adjourned at approximately 11:00am.
Bill Bodkin made a motion that the meeting be adjourned. Saundra Durginseconded the
motion. The motion carried.
Respectfully Submitted Sandra J. Walters,
Secretary
7
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ARCHITECTURAL RESOURCES GROUP
Architects, Planners & Conservators, Inc.
MEETING MINUTES
Participants:

Daniel Sinagra, Clark County Comprehensive Planning

Pier 9, The Embarcadero
San Francisco

Lewis Wallenmeyer, Clark County Air Quality

California

Mark Ryzdynski, Clark County Museum

94111
fax

Mark Hall-Patton, Howard Cannon Aviation Museum
David Frommer, Jean Cline, Elizabeth Fraterrigo, UNLV
Bruce Judd, Cathleen Malmstrom, ARG
Phil Hendricks, EDAW;
Project:

Walking Box Ranch

ARG Project No.:

06018

Meeting Location.:

PLI Conference Room, UNLV

Meeting Date:

June 2, 2006

Date of Dist.:

June 19, 2006

415.421.0127

Purpose of meeting was to update Clark County (CC) representatives regarding the project and solicit their input
as stakeholders.
1.

2.

Item
Sinagra: Public meetings & community involvement important; also, important
to get media involved. He will be pleased to be a County contact and offer
support to the project team. He will make CC GIS data (Arcinfo) available to
EDAW. A Preservation Element will be coming out next year; a Land Use
component for South County should also be done next year.]
Wallenmeyer: believes WBR easements were purchased on behalf of CC,
mainly to eliminate grazing. The Nature Conservancy has approached CC to
take over the easements; CC response was lukewarm, due to staffing issues, but
the door is not shut. He will follow up on this. CC has a good relationship with
TNC; manages properties for them.
At time of WBR easements, CC also acquired some ranches & land outright;
and many water rights. CC very concerned about maintaining tortoise habitat
and in changing grazing water rights to wildlife. Bushelman(?) is inventorying
water rights. Wallenmeyer can investigate this issue.

3.

Entitlement question as to whether CC use permit will be required for the
project if BLM owns the land.

4.

Wallenmeyer recommended contacting Brad Hardenbrook, NV Div of Wildlife
biologist; Phil Medica, USGS (was Fish & Wildlife); and Todd Esque, USGS
ecologist (fire ecology). He will send contact info.

5.

Ryzdynski agreed that it is important to involve Searchlight; also SHPO.
Recommended getting SHPO’s endorsement before taking any proposed plan
to The Nature Conservancy.

Action By
Hendricks

Wallenmeyer

Wallenmeyer

Sinagra
Wallenmeyer

Recommended: Walt Lombardo of “Nevada Mineral & Book” (resource on
mining); Knight & Lovett: good firm for groundwork; Museum of Northern
Arizona, a beautiful model of combining museum & research.
CC Museum has relationship with other small regional facilities; conduct CC

WBR 6.2.06 Minutes, Clark County
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Museum-based tours to these museums & sites. WBR could fit into this model
6.

Hall-Patton is writing Historic Preservation Ordinance for Clark County.
Suggestions for interpretation at WBR: ties to “gentlemen ranchers”, to
Hollywood’s escape to desert, and perhaps to ghost towns (Crescent & Juan) in
the area; WBR’s context & question of “why was it built THERE?” Talk to Greg
Corbin at Boulder Museum about Hollywood connection

ARG
historian

There should be on-going public access (tours, open days, etc.); extent will be
dependent on funding
County Museum has records of some early surveyors. He can make these
available to historians.

ARG
historian

Any more than 500-1,000 visitors a month is an unrealistic expectation.
7.

Additional suggestions: “Ranch Days”, Cowboy Poetry Festival, early Western
films

8.

A Friends group is essential because it can raise money and spend it with fewer
restrictions; good to have as a fiscal agent. Relationship with the Searchlight Guild
could be of mutual benefit; stage events at Searchlight community Center to go to
WBR.

9.

Ryzdynski: copy of dated but useful 1980s Clark County Museums study ( by
MMC of San Francisco) available at CC Museum; at Children’s Museum:
collecting data on museum development.

ARG

Consider scholarships for school excursions: catch kids early & develop their
interest in their historical roots.
10. Hall-Patton: If people stay in the ranch house, it will lose its historic context; wear
and tear; use other buildings on property, if needed for overnight visitors or
meetings. Sees house as primarily a museum; one room could be an interpretive
area; could have meetings, if done with great care. Maybe have meetings/show
films in barn. Don’t put up barriers within museum. Recommends keeping the
ranch house closed except when open for museum visitation (frequency to be
determined: weekends? School groups a day or two a week?)
“What is the over-arching use? If it’s not as a house-museum, then don’t restore
it.”
11. Ryzdynski concurred: preserve house as it is; restore it; not for meetings; separate
interpretive space; believes that there do need to be ropes/barriers to control
visitors within the house.
12. Sinagra and Wallenmeyer also supported this view.
13. Easement issue: if easements were used by previous owner to decrease the
appraised value of the property at time of sale, no amendment to the easements
will be possible. Peg Rees will look into records on file.
14. Frommer suggested that CC could assist UNLV in working with TNC and BLM to
interpret the easement for the most appropriate development of WBR. UNLV will
continue to foster these relationships.

Rees
Frommer/
Cline

These notes were prepared by Architectural Resources Group as a record of the substance of this meeting. These
are notes only and are not to be construed as altering contractual agreements between parties. Please forward all
comments and/or changes to the originator within two weeks.
By:

Cathleen Malmstrom

CC:

participants, Dewey Livingston
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Walking Box Ranch
Quote Correlation for Interpretation
Living Document. Version: January 2013

About this document: This document is intended as a guiding document for interpretation. Its purpose is
to serve as repository for notable quotes in key content areas. Numerous documents and other materials have
been consulted and continue to be reviewed in the process of understanding the complete history of Walking
Box Ranch and its setting. Quotes selected for interpretation meet the criteria of (1) being associated with, or
attributed to, the characters representing Walking Box Ranch including the setting itself, and (2) being
informative and compelling in its phrasing. These quotes are intended for direct use in interpretive materials
about Walking Box Ranch and for capturing the “voice” of the place. Walking Box Ranch comes to life by sharing
and remembering the “voices” within these quotes. The UNLV Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Team carried out
the informational research leading to the collection of selected quotes, which they correlated to relevant broad
topic areas. This living document was begun in 2010; compelling new quotes are added when they are
discovered. This version of the quote correlation has undergone review by the Project Director.

Quote Correlation:
TOPIC AREA

QUOTATION

General
Context

And so the desert, any desert, becomes a challenge to humanity’s hubris, to our notion that wilderness is
something that can be dominated and controlled by us. A desert disproves this notion, and so it is a
welcome corrective to overweening ambition. A desert is a presence but it is also an absence, in the sense
that is most often described by what it is not.
– Wayne Grady; Deserts, A Literary Companion. Vancouver: Greystone Books, 2008. p. 13.
What remains in Nevada’s outback are traces of earlier peoples: petroglyphs etched by American Indians,
ghost towns of mining camps long since played out, and desiccated remnants of abandoned ranches. In
between are wildlands where outdoor enthusiasts of all descriptions can test their mettle and recharge
their souls in the peace, quiet, and solitude of rough country defined and blessed in part by what is not
there.
– Harry Reid; “The Blank Spot on the Map” in Wild Nevada:
Testimonies on Behalf of the Desert. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. p. 97.

Mojave
Desert/Piute
Valley

I listen to the quiet doings of unseen creatures at the end of the day and feel a connection that brings me
solace and comfort. It is here, in wild places, that I find my heart.
– Roberta Moore; “Splinter of the Moon—A Prayer for Nevada’s Wild Places” in Wild Nevada:
Testimonies on Behalf of the Desert. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. p. 148.
I am the desert. I am free. Come walk the sweeping face of me.
– Diane Siebert; Mojave. New York: Crowell, 1988. p. 1.
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Walking Box Ranch
Content Synthesis
Draft content to form the future Volume 2 “Content Foundations” of the Interpretive Plan

DRAFT – March 2013 Version
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About this Document
The materials presented herein will eventually form Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan Volume 2 – Content
Foundations (see Appendix A for a draft graphic describing project flow). Volume 2 is intended to comprise
information packages to be consulted in preparing targeted interpretation for different purposes (e.g., museum
label copy, wayside exhibit copy, and brochures).
This document, in its current form, is for demonstration purposes only. Due to shifting project direction, the
content syntheses provided herein are drafts. General content research had begun to be conducted and
synthesized for future interpretive efforts prior to the completion of the prioritized interpretive themes. Following
the completion of Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan Volume 1 – Framework: Themes and Subthemes,
preliminary research could begin to be organized by theme/sub‐theme areas (which is what this this document
represents). The nature of this volume is to serve as an organized repository. As such, it will be a living document
that is added to over time as funding and staff time allows. Continued research as well as preparation,
development, and design of interpretive narrative and products were expected to continue until the end of the
project. However, the strategic content‐development process was initiated at the time that the financial assistance
agreement was in flux and subsequently terminated. As a result, this is a highly preliminary document provided for
demonstration purposes only. Because additions, fact checking, and fact checking are necessary throughout this
draft document, no content should be used in its current form as a resource for Walking Box Ranch Interpretation.
With priorities for interpretation in place (see Appendix B), it is anticipated that the UNLV Interpretive Team will
now strategically research and synthesize additional content to add to this document through the support of a
different financial assistance agreement with the Bureau of Land Management.

Introduction
Walking Box Ranch: an Endeavor, an Economic Pursuit, a Retreat.
With thousands of years of human history, Walking Box Ranch provides a glimpse of what nearly every human
culture has been drawn to…the desert. It is a land of much beauty, perpetual sun, and little rain. With sweeping
vistas of broad valleys, rugged angular mountains, and vast night skies, it embodies peace, quiet, and solitude. It
features stark contrasts in elevations and temperatures, limitedbut at times an overabundanceof rain and
snow, and hidden mineral resources and water. An amazing array of plants and animals are well adapted to and
thrive in this special place. From mining and ranching to the pure need for sanctuary, Walking Box Ranch embodies
the human experience in the desert.
Walking Box Ranch lies in the Piute Valley in the eastern Mojave Desert. Humans have been drawn to this land
since prehistoric times, in part, for the valuable minerals that lie beneath its parched surface. Early native peoples
utilized the obsidian, salt, and turquoise. Later gold and silver beckoned people to the mountain ranges

Content Synthesis – Project FAA080094 D R A F T
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surrounding what would become Walking Box Ranch. Accessibility to abundant land offered new opportunities for
large cattle ranches.
Hollywood stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell came to the area and created Walking Box Ranch as their personal retreat.
While tending to more than 1,000 head of cattle at the ranch, the Hollywood‐star couple also raised a family in
their desert sanctuary. Government regulations eventually changed the face of ranching by limiting grazing and
water use to allow the land a chance to recover. Federal land management persisted and the threatened Mojave
Desert tortoise was protected while ranching in the eastern Mojave gradually faded away. Throughout all these
changes, the mining industry continued to search for and extract resources throughout the region.
Now Walking Box Ranch embarks on a new pursuit: one of exploration, investigation, and study. This journey of
discovery aims to achieve a balance between a healthy ecosystem and the growing needs of the built environment.
The ranch will be a historical site, a research center, and a place where people come to learn about the desert
landscape and history of the region.
This document is intended to provide a synthesis of content aligned with the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan1.
Its purpose is to provide more details about the stories and voices of Walking Box Ranch in a format that is easy to
consult for purposes of interpretation development. The goal of all interpretation for Walking Box Ranch is to
engage visitors with the remarkable story of the Mojave Desert, ranching, a sanctuary for a film star of a bygone
era, the value of public land management, and the pursuit of precious minerals.

Background
Walking Box Ranch Project and Partnership Overview
In 2005, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) purchased Walking Box Ranch with funding generated by the
Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA). A partnership was formed between BLM and the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) to manage the property and identify how it could be used to best serve the
public into the future. The BLM’s mission is to “sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of America’s public
lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.” The Nature Conservancy (TNC), which holds
two conservation easements on the property, is mandated to ensure that the property is managed “to preserve
and protect in perpetuity the natural, historic, scenic and open space features and values of the Property.” UNLV
brings expertise in education and research to the partnership; the university participates through the Public Lands
Institute (PLI), a component of the UNLV Division of Educational Outreach, which is housed within the Provost’s
office. PLI is dedicated to strengthening the national fabric that is essential for the protection, multiple use,
sustainability, and management of public lands. Through a series of conversations, these partners agreed to
manage the property and establish a museum and research facility. Together, these facilities will provide new

1

Page, A., Jacoby‐Garrett, P.M., Brody, A.J. and Shelton, C.Z. 2012. Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan. Published by the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas Public Lands Institute in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management. 19 p.
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knowledge about sustainable living in rural desert environments, and present unique education opportunities to
people in southern Nevada, as well as from around the world.
Overview of Ranch History
Walking Box Ranch, located seven miles west of the town of Searchlight, Nevada, was once a cattle ranch carved
from the massive, million‐acre Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company ranch. Walking Box Ranch originally consisted
of a 40‐acre homestead along with a 120‐acre ranch parcel, supported by nearly 400,000 acres of grazing leases on
public land. Cowboy film star Rex Bell purchased the ranch from then‐owner John Woolf in 1931.
Bell and his wife Clara Bow, both Hollywood actors, constructed a substantial new ranch house in the Spanish
Colonial Revival style in the same year and added a second story, circa 1934, as their family grew. Bell continued to
operate the property as a working cattle ranch, as did Karl Weikel, who purchased the ranch in 1951, until the
ranch was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation in 1989. Viceroy used the property to access its local mine, and
refurbished the ranch headquarters to serve as an executive retreat. Since the mid‐1990s, the property has
changed ownership several times.
Overview of Architectural Significance
Walking Box Ranch possesses several significant architectural features including the main house, an example of the
Spanish Colonial Revival style (uncommon in the region), which was mentioned above. It also includes a barn that
exemplifies railroad‐tie architecture, a typical method of construction in the region. Walking Box Ranch was listed
on the National Register of Historic Places in March of 2009.
Overview of Ecological Significance
Situated in pristine desert habitat in the midst of an expansive desert tortoise conservation area, Walking Box
Ranch lies within a BLM designated Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). Research in this area is
providing significant answers to questions about the Mojave Desert, the least known of all of our national desert
systems.
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THEME 1
The once “quintessential flapper” of Hollywood’s silent movies, Clara Bow, and her cowboy movie star husband,
Rex Bell, desired a less complicated life. This desire led them to Walking Box Ranch. As a refuge, the ranch offered
peace, solitude, and a place to entertain and enjoy themselves without the anxiety and scrutiny of Hollywood. But
as a home, the ranch presented the hardships of living and working in the desert. For all residents and owners of
Walking Box Ranch, adapting to desert life was essentialfrom water use, to architecture, to overcoming the
remoteness.

Subtheme 1.1
In the early 1930s, Clara Bow and Rex Bell sought rejuvenation at Walking Box Ranch. The Piute Valley was a refuge
from their busy Hollywood careers: a place where they could pursue ranching, raise a family, entertain, relax, and
free themselves from the anxiety and pressure of stardom.

—Content under Development—

Subtheme 1.2
In the early decades of the 1900s, living and working in the desert proved to be difficult. The lives of ranching
families were pervaded by hardships, but also filled with resourceful adaptation to desert living. Families had to be
self‐sufficient, use limited resources, and often repurpose materials.

—Content under Development—

THEME 2
Beginning with early human groups, the Piute Valley has been inhabited through time. Later, ranching and other
human endeavors in the Piute Valley were the deliberate result of pursuits prompted in part by a desire to move
West in search of the American dream. Ranching in the desert was an arduous venture with success reserved for
only the most ambitious and resourceful individuals. Through it all, the desert was a formidable challenge in
people’s desire for a promising new life and refuge.

Subtheme 2.1
Geologic processes in the Piute Valley provided an abundance of mineral resources. Railroads and the federal
government contributed to the success of early mining endeavors.
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Setting the StageThe Geology of Piute Valley
—Section in Draft form; review and revisions required—
The smallest and the driest of the North American deserts, the Mojave Desert extends across Nevada, California,
Arizona, and Utah, and its geology is complex and diverse. Over much of Nevada, geologic processes produced the
familiar basin‐and‐range landscape. East of the Southern Nevada basin and range, however, is a narrow region
known as the “Colorado River Extensional Corridor.” Walking Box Ranch is found here within the Piute Valley. Ten
to twenty million years ago within this corridor, tectonic forces pulled apart the Earth’s crust until it fractured and
broke into blocks that tipped over on their sides. The Walking Box Ranch that exists today lies within a valley
created by this geologic activity. Tipped blocks expose coarsely crystalline rocks like granite that solidified very
slowly from molten magma deep in the Earth; Spirit Mountain, located to the southeast of Walking Box Ranch, is a
good example of an exposed, crystallized magma chamber. These blocks also contained volcanoes that spewed
molten lava which cooled and solidified quickly to form finely crystalline rocks like obsidian and rhyolite. Hot,
water‐rich fluids associated with volcanoes formed the searchlight and Castle Mountain’s ore deposits, which
contained turquoise, gold, silver, copper, and lead ore deposits later mined by prospectors at the turn of the last
century.
Over time, after volcanic activity ceased valleys and basins filled up with sediment from millions of years of
erosion. The Ranch and surrounding area is dominated by Pleistocene (2.6 million to 11,700 years ago) alluvial
material, fine particles that eroded from the surrounding mountains and were shed toward the basin. The
composition of which, is mostly granite eroded from the New York and McCullough mountains. This erosion
continues to alter the landscape today.
The Piute Valley that contains Walking Box Ranch is a 45‐mile‐long and ten‐mile‐wide stretch marked by
mountains ranges where mineral wealth abounds beneath its parched surface. The McCullough, Highland,
Eldorado, Castle, and New York mountains are composed of igneous rocks: dacite, basalt, rhyolite, and granite;
minerals such as quartz; and pockets of limestone and other sedimentary rock deposited in an ancient sea.
Walking Box Ranch once occupied most of the Piute Valley, a biologically diverse portion of the Southern Nevada
Mojave desert. The valley owes its unusually rich biologically diversity to a variety of desert, mountain, and
riparian habitats, and a location at the intersection of several biotic provinces – the Colorado Plateau, the Great
Basin, the Sierra Nevada range, and the Sonoran and Lower Colorado River deserts.
Without a water source, life in the Piute Valley would have been impossible. The Colorado River, only miles from
Walking Box Ranch, was the area’s most reliable water source for the region’s earliest settlers. Ranch residents, as
well as the Native peoples before them, also took advantage of the abundant natural springs in the area.

Pre‐historic and Historical Mining
—Content under Development; additions, review, revisions required—
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Mining transformed the Mojave Desert, and nowhere is it more apparent than in the Piute Valley near Walking Box
Ranch.
As early as 300 A.D., peoples existing in the area were extracting mineral resources from the land, rocks, and
mountains surrounding the future site of Walking Box Ranch. Among some of the more desired minerals were
turquoise2 and magnesite3. Early people also mined obsidian, a volcanic glass that can be manipulated into sharp
tools. The volcanic activity in the region made obsidian abundant. Obsidian could be easily chiseled into spear
points and other tools. Salt also became an important mineral for native groups in the area as they switched from
hunter‐gatherer societies to a more agricultural way of life.
The Paiute began inhabiting Southern Nevada 1,500—1,000 years ago when they called themselves the Nuwuvi
(“the People”) and migrated in from Death Valley. Today they are called the Southern Paiute and include the
Moapats, Kwiengomits, Pegesits, Movweats, and Chemehuevi.
Near the turn of the last century, gold and silver strikes in Southern Nevada brought a multitude of people looking
to make their fortune. Gold was first discovered in the area surrounding Walking Box Ranch by the Paiute in 1870
and then re‐discovered in 1897 by prospector, G.F. Colton. This discovery, along with other discoveries in the
region, spurred rapid growth in the area including the development of the town of Searchlight, Nevada.
Nearly 250,000 ounces of gold production were attributed to the Searchlight mining district alone in the 1890s. By
1907, the town of Searchlight alone had forty‐four working mines and 5,000 people; there were nearly 300 mines
in the broader Searchlight mining district. The largest of the Searchlight mines were the Quartette, Cyrus Noble,
Little Brown Jug, Old Bottle, and the Duplex. Combined, these large mines produced $7 million in gold.
For nearly 20 years, miners endured stifling heat and dangerous working conditions in deep mine shafts.
Searchlight’s large Quartette mine produced nearly half of Searchlight’s output, had a main shaft that extended
1,350 feet below the surface where miners encountered poor air, airless conditions, and falling rock from
exploding dynamite.
Such extensive mining required large supplies of food to feed the miners. To meet this need, the Rock Springs Land
& Cattle Company expanded its operations to one million acres of grazing land. A portion of this ranch would later
become Walking Box Ranch.
By the 1920s, the high cost of mining operations prompted companies to cut production. Many miners left the
area to seek their fortunes elsewhere.
2

3

Turquoise is a copper mineral desired for its decorative and trade value. Evidence of Indian turquoise mining and processing was also found
at Crescent Peak in southern Clark County, about 12 miles west of Searchlight. When this deposit was "discovered" by modern prospectors in
1889 or 1890, stone chisels, wedges, and hammers were found scattered at the site and a huge quantity of tiny turquoise fragments was
found along with rubbing and polishing stones in what must have been a lapidary shop. This site is reported to have been worked and
abandoned about 1200 A.D. Turquoise was mined in the Crescent Mining District until 1906.
Magnesite is a mineral rock formed by magnesium, calcium, and oxygen; magnesite was used by many groups as a white slip in the
construction of pottery. Slips are a combination of water and clay and potentially other materials that aid in the construction and decoration
of ceramic materials.
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Miners came and went, but gold still lay hidden in the ground beneath. Innovations and technology enticed
modern visionaries to try their luck prospecting for gold. In the 1980s, two friends Bern Brynelsen and Ross
Fitzpatrick dreamt of developing a mine just south of Walking Box Ranch in the Castle Mountains. After almost a
decade of raising money and working to meet regulatory requirements, the Viceroy Castle Mountain Mine opened.
The mine, over the course of its operation, produced more than 1 million ounces of gold. As Viceroy’s senior vice
president once stated “We know we can never totally erase our footprints, but we have set out to demonstrate a
commitment to protect the environment.” Toward meeting this commitment during the company’s operation,
Viceroy also worked with the Nature Conservancy to create a 150,000‐acre desert tortoise preserve, bought
tortoise habitat for the BLM, and contributed $2 million for environmental enhancements.
In Nevada, mining has been a steady employer and contributor to the state’s economy; providing more than $100
million to state and local economies since 1990. Nevada is currently the 4th largest gold producer in the world.

Native American Connections
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Since 11,000 B.C., people have been living in southern Nevada. The people that lived here between 11,000 and
8,000 B.C. hunted animals like bison, camels, and horses. They also relied on marshland resources like water fowl,
fish, and vegetation because during this time period, the Mojave Desert was a wet place and home to many bodies
of water.
Sometime between 1,500 and 1,000 years ago, a group calling themselves the Nuwuvi or “The People”, migrated
from the Death Valley area into the southern portions of modern‐day California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona.
Today, these people are called the Southern Paiute and still live in these regions.

Subtheme 2.2
Due to the remoteness and other difficulties of desert ranching, people had to be self‐sufficient, use limited
resources, and often repurpose materials.

—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
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Subtheme 2.3
Whether in pursuit of mining, ranching, or conservation, the success of Walking Box Ranch owners was intertwined
with Federal management of federal lands.

A Walk through Time at Walking Box Ranch
—Content under Development; Fact verification underway—

1812

General Land Office was created to take over the land management functions previously performed by
the United States Department of the Treasury

1849

The Department of the Interior was formed, and the General Land Office was placed under it.1864
Nevada became the 36th state

1894

Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company (RSLCC) incorporated, forming an approximately one‐million‐acre
cattle ranch in the eastern Mojave Desert

1909

Clark County was created from a portion of Lincoln County

1928

RSLCC was subdivided into several smaller ranches

1930

John Woolf acquired RSLCC lands in Nevada

1931

John Woolf sells this property to George F. Beldam (Rex Bell)

1931

Rex Bell and Clara Bow married in Las Vegas

1931

A Spanish Colonial Revival style ranch house called “Rancho Clarita” was constructed

1934

Passage of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 placed management and development of 80 million acres of
grazing lands in the west under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior

1936

Bell Ranch becomes known as Walking Box Ranch

1936

Nevada Grazing District #5 (later named Searchlight District in 1940) established, following an
Amendment to the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. To establish a grazing district, the Secretary of the Interior
had to be petitioned by a majority of the area stockmen. Rex Bell was named one of original eleven
Grazing District #5 Advisory Board members.

1937

Six Mile Well and Ten Mile Well were constructed by the Civilian Conservation Corps (C.C.C.)

1945

Rex Bell moves his family to Las Vegas; Walking Box Ranch was leased on a five‐year basis to Wyatt
Marshall (son of Al Marshall) and Kenneth Jay of Northrop Aircraft Company

1946

The Bureau of Land Management was created by combining the General Land Office and United States
Grazing Service
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Draft Timeline Continued. Fact Verification Underway.
1948

Walking Box Ranch was intended for use as Rawlings Guest Ranch

1951

Walking Box Ranch was sold to Karl “Cap” Weikel, including base property and grazing rights; its name
changed to YKL Ranch

1964

The Public Land Law Review Commission was established to review land management policies and make
recommendations on how land should be managed

1976

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) was passed declaring all remaining public lands
would we retained as Federal property unless disposal of that property was of national interest.

1976

The Bureau of Land Management orders a 75% cutback in grazing

1980

The YKL Ranch property was sold to the Nevada Silver Refinery; the Weikel family moves to Searchlight,
NV 4

1982

YKL Ranch was repossessed by Weikel 5

1991

YKL Ranch was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation 6

1990

The desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) was listed as Threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan was developed to set aside habitat for the desert
tortoise with the intent of achieving a 50% probability of survival for the tortoise for the following 500
years.

1991

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service created a 400,000‐acre desert tortoise preserve in southern Clark
County as part of a land swap to allow development in Las Vegas Valley; remaining cattle ranching in the
region was effectively ended

1993

Viceroy Gold Corporation sells ranch property grazing rights to The Nature Conservancy

1993

A 40‐acre conservation easement was granted to The Nature Conservancy by Viceroy Gold Corporation

1994

The Piute‐Eldorado Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) was established encompassing 430,000
acres as a habitat reserve for the desert tortoise surrounding the present Walking Box Ranch site

2000

Viceroy Gold Corporation sells ranch property to Robert Cohen of Las Vegas Gaming Investments7

2001

Walking Box Ranch, LLC established as property owner8

2005

The Bureau of Land Management purchases the property; historic ranch house contents are donated to
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas

4

Clark County Recorded Document #1299:1258262 (10/20/1980)
Clark County Recorded Document #1511:1470916 (01/18/1982)
6
Clark County Recorded Document #19910722:00458 (07/22/1991)
7
Clark County Recorded Document 20001218:01625 (12/18/2000)
8
Clark County Recorded Document # 20010109:01946 (01/09/2001)
5
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Ranching in the DesertRock Springs Land & Cattle Company
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Grazing of non‐native livestock has occurred on most of the land that is now the Mojave National Preserve at one
time or another during the past 150 years. Livestock was present in the east Mojave in association with the earliest
Euro‐American uses of the desert. Travelers over the area almost always had some stock with them, and grazed
these animals as they crossed the desert. Several times, herds of cattle or sheep were driven eastward across the
Mojave Desert either to resupply Fort Mojave on the Colorado River or to move livestock to fresh range in New
Mexico and Arizona. Military outposts conducted small‐scale grazing activities, to supplement soldiers' food
supply. From about 1875 until the end of the nineteenth century, entrepreneurs took advantage of the open range
and ready market in the form of miners and later railroad workers by setting up several ranches. In 1894, several
ranch owners and other investors merged their holdings to form the Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company and
established headquarters in California at Barnwell, the northern terminus of the newly constructed Nevada
Southern Railway. This move highlighted the fact that while local beef consumption by miners in the area was
important to the firm, so too was the capability to transport cattle to other markets via the railroad. The Rock
Springs outfit, like other ranchers in the area, grazed their cattle on public land without fences. They moved
aggressively to purchase or trade for ownership of water rights, the possession of which enabled de facto control
of the surrounding range. At various times, the company had more than 10,000 cattle on their 50‐square‐mile
range. The company came into conflict with homesteaders who staked claims in prime grazing territory after 1910.
Cattle trampled homesteaders' crops (sometimes at the deliberate urging of the cowboys) and the company
denied homesteaders access to water. Homesteaders retaliated by helping themselves to free beef. A shootout at
the Government Holes well in 1925 was the final straw for many of the homesteaders who had not yet left.
A massive drought in the late 1920s, contributed to changes on the Mojave cattle range. The Rock Springs Land &
Cattle Company dissolved under the pressure. Most of the cattle had perished on the range, but the remainder
were rounded up and sold in urban markets. In September 1928, the northern part of the Rock Springs range was
sold to Bessie Yates and "Boy" Williams. The Rock Springs lands in Nevada were given to long‐time ranch
superintendent John Woolf, who promptly sold the property to Hollywood western movie star Rex Bell, who
together with his wife Clara Bow, lived and worked on the ranch they called the Walking Box. In September 1931,
the remainder of the Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company's holdings were sold off to other entities.
The late 1920s and 1930s were years of flux in the cattle business in the east Mojave, not only because of the
substantial drought, but also due to the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934. The law compelled individual
ranchers to clearly delineate and fence their ranges, and required grazers to pay fees to the government for forage
consumed by each animal on public lands. Additionally they were made to develop multiple water sources, so that
the burden on any one part of the range was lessened. During the 1940s until the passage of the California Desert
Protection Act in 1994, ranching in the area evolved, but remained rooted in the old‐fashioned methods that
worked better on the tough range than did modern agribusiness techniques.
The lands of the east Mojave have been subject to ranching for profit for more than 125 years, and in that time
have been indelibly changed. The key to ranching in the Mojave is water, and commercial ranches have developed
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extensive water systems, which are also used by wildlife. Though no definitive data exists, the numbers of both
native and non‐native species may have been enhanced by the long‐term availability of these water sources,
making it difficult to discover what pre‐ranching levels of wildlife were like. In the same way, long‐term ranching
has quite possibly contributed to the area’s present ecosystem.

THEME 3
Humans are not the only resourceful organisms who have means to thrive in the Mojave Desert extremes: other
species also make this place their home. Whether it requires responding to scarce food, temperature extremes, or
minimal water, plants and animals succeed in the Piute Valley through design, ingenuity, and instinct.

Subtheme 3.1
The Mojave Desert is home to a plethora of plants and animal species amazingly adapted for success in this hot,
dry, and magnificent place. Understanding their adaptations can teach us how to live in this desert. Native
Americans used and continue to use the Mojave Desert for the resources it provides; including using plants for
medicinal and practical daily use.

Desert Animal Life and Adaptation
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Specifically, species inclusion in this section needs to be based on research (e.g., surveys/game camera
data). Priority should be given to common species and species most likely to be viewed by the public,
with consideration for seasonal variation. The desert adaptation section needs to be expanded. All
descriptions should be standardized for content and length. Distinctions should be made between site
residents versus site visitors. Photographs of species (with appropriate background) are needed.
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Mammals
Mammals are a class of vertebrates that are typically characterized by having hairs, mammary glands to nourish
their young, and that are endothermic (“warm‐blooded” organisms that typically maintain their body temperature
within a narrow range using the heat generated via metabolic activities). In the Mojave Desert, mammals are not
easily observable because most species are largely nocturnal (active at night). A night walk in the desert is likely
the best way to discover and appreciate the diversity of mammals (mostly small mammals such as rodents) found
in the Mojave Desert. Unlike reptiles, most mammals (bats and smaller rodent species are an exception) of the
Mojave Desert are active year‐round and do not hibernate.
Ring‐tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus)
The ring‐tailed cat is a carnivore the size of a small house cat (14‐16 inches head and body length) that inhabits the
rocky outcrops of the Mojave Desert. Despite its name, this animal is a close relative of the raccoon and is
therefore not a cat. The ring‐tailed cat lives at high density in appropriate habitat, but because it is strictly
nocturnal it often goes undetected. It is an accomplished climber, whose ankle joint can laterally rotate 180°. This
morphological characteristic allows the ring‐tailed cat to climb down headfirst as the claws secure a grip on the
substrate. This mammal is omnivorous feeding on fruits, invertebrates, birds, small mammals (rodents, rabbits)
and reptiles (including rattlesnakes). The ring‐tailed cat, which can be easily tamed, was kept by early gold miners
around their cabins to control mice population, and hence is also known as the miner’s cat. Females give birth to a
few young (1 to 4) in summer once a year.
Mountain lion (Puma concolor)
The mountain lion, also known as the cougar, puma, or panther, is the largest carnivore found in the Mojave
Desert, reaching a length of 4 to 6 feet (without the tail). This species has the largest distribution of any wild
terrestrial animal in the Americas, ranging from northwestern Canada to the extreme southern tip of Argentina. In
the Mojave Desert, this cat dwells in the rocky hillsides and the mountainous deserts where it is typically active at
night. The cougar is a solitary ambush predator that stalks prey from ledges and trees, and leaps onto the back of
unsuspecting prey to deliver a powerful suffocating bite to the neck of its victim. Although it is known to feed on a
variety of smaller mammals such as rodents and hares, the cougar typically requires a healthy population of
ungulates such as bighorn sheep and mule deer (at the higher elevation) to survive. Females typically give birth to
2 to 3 kittens every 2 to 3 years in spring, and rear the kittens on their own.
Coyote (Canis latrans)
The coyote is a medium‐sized dog reaching a length of 2.5 to 3 feet (without the tail). This species is typically active
at dusk, night, and dawn, but can sometimes be observed during the day. It is a true habitat generalist of the
Mojave Desert, inhabiting desert flats, rocky hills, and the mountains up to 9800 feet elevation. It is a highly
adaptable species that has also colonized large metropolitan areas such as Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and Phoenix. In
terms of diet, the coyote is fairly opportunistic feeding on a variety of fruits and animals such as large
invertebrates, small and medium‐sized mammals (rodents and rabbits), and birds and reptiles. Prey may be stalked
or actively pursued. Although this dog does not typically form large packs like the wolf, the coyote is a social
animal that lives in pairs or in small family groups. Females typically give birth to 5 to 10 young in spring, and both
parents contribute to the rearing of the pups.
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Bobcat (Lynx rufus)
The bobcat is a medium‐sized cat (28 to 40 inches without the tail) characterized by a stubby tail like all other lynx
species. It is the most common wild cat in North America. In the Mojave Desert, the bobcat prefers rocky hillsides
and mountains. Like the coyote, this cat is mostly active at dusk, night, and dawn. This solitary creature roams
widely in search of prey, which is stalked once detected. Although the bobcat has been known to kill prey larger
than itself (deer), this cat relies primarily on smaller mammals such as rodents, rabbits, and hares, and to a lesser
extent on birds and reptiles. Females give birth to 2 to 4 kittens on average, normally in spring, and raise the litter
on their own as most cat species do. Little information is available regarding the reproductive frequency of female
bobcats in the Mojave Desert.
Desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida)
The desert woodrat, also known as the desert pack rat, is a relatively small rat species reaching a length of 6 to 7
inches (without the tail). This rat is largely nocturnal for most of the year and is often found in rock outcrops, and
Joshua tree and pinyon‐juniper woodlands. It primarily feeds on leaves (folivore) and seeds (granivore) and relies
on succulent (water‐retaining) vegetation to maintain an appropriate water balance. Rats of this genus (Neotoma)
are known to accumulate a variety of debris to build their nests, hence their name pack rats, typically located
around a crevice or at the base of a plant. The debris consists of rocks, plant and animal parts, including parts of
cacti which provide an effective defense against some predators. The rat nests are commonly used by a variety of
organisms (invertebrates, other rodents, snakes). The woodrat urinates and defecates on its nest and over time
the structure becomes solidified trapping the debris picked up by the rodent. When a nest is used generations
after generations, a woodrat midden is created (some have been dated back to more than 50,000 years). By
inspecting and dating the debris found in pack rat middens, scientists are able to partly reconstruct the past plant
and animal communities found at these sites. Females can produce 2 or more litters of 2 to 4 offspring per year
when environmental conditions allow.
Canyon mouse (Peromyscus crinitus)
The canyon mouse is a small rodent (on average 3 inches without the tail) found in the rocky habitats of the
Mojave Desert. This abundant mouse is mostly nocturnal, and typically nests in crevices or in burrows under rocks.
This species is remarkably agile, and is known to climb vertical surfaces. The canyon mouse is an omnivore that
feeds on vegetation (leaves, seeds) and insects. When food resources become too scarce, the canyon mouse (as
well as other Peromyscus species) can decrease its body temperature and enter a state of daily dormancy for up to
12 hours to lower the mouse’s energetic demands. This small mammal is an important prey item for many snake
species of the Mojave Desert that dwell in rocky areas. Females typically produce 2 litters of 2 to 4 offspring from
spring to mid‐summer every year.
Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami)
The Merriam’s kangaroo rat averages a head and body length of 4 inches, and is characterized by extremely long
hind legs and small front legs. Like all other kangaroo rat species, this rodent relies on its hind legs to hop around
(bipedal locomotion). This kangaroo rat dwells in the sandy and gravelly habitats of the Mojave Desert, where it
typically remains in its burrow during the day. At night, the kangaroo rat forages mostly for seeds, but occasionally
for insects when plant material is less available during the hottest part of the summer. This rodent is well known
for its food hoarding behavior. Using its forepaws, the kangaroo rat places the food collected during a foraging
bout in external fur‐lined cheek pouches and transports it back to its burrow for later use. The kangaroo rat is
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physiologically well adapted to the arid conditions of the desert, because its kidneys efficiently minimize the water
loss associated with urination. As a result, the kangaroo rat obtains most of its water from the seeds it eats and
does not require drinking water. Females typically produce 2 litters of 2‐to‐3 pups from winter to mid‐summer
every year.
Whitetail antelope squirrel (Ammospermophilus leucurus)
The antelope squirrel is a small ground squirrel (5 to 7 inches on average without the tail) that inhabits the low
deserts and foothills of the Mojave Desert. This rodent is one of the most conspicuous mammal species found in
our area, because it is active year‐round and diurnal. It is often seen foraging for green vegetation, seeds,
invertebrates and occasionally small vertebrates (lizards, other small rodents) in mid mornings and late afternoons.
This ground squirrel is well adapted to the hot temperatures of the desert. For example, when the squirrel’s body
temperature becomes dangerously high while foraging in the sun, the squirrel retires to a shaded burrow to lie
down on its belly and unload the excess heat via conduction (the movement of heat from relatively hot surfaces
[the squirrel’s belly] to relatively cold surfaces [the soil in the burrow]). Heat loss is seemingly facilitated by the low
density of hair (which primarily has an insulating function) on the squirrel’s belly. Females typically produce one
litter of eight pups on average from early spring to mid‐summer every year.
Blacktail jackrabbit (Lepus californicus)
The jackrabbit is a medium‐sized hare (17 to 21 inches on average) that typically strives in the sparsely vegetated
and relatively flat habitats of the Mojave Desert. This hare is characterized by having large ears, which play an
important role for thermoregulation (the ability that organisms have to keep their body temperatures within
certain boundaries). The large ears are rich in blood vessels and provide a large surface area to release excessive
body heat to the environment. During the day, this rabbit often lays in a self‐made depression (called a shelter
form) located in the shade of a shrub. At night, the jackrabbit becomes active and forages for food, which includes
primarily grasses and forbs during spring and early summer, and shrubs and cacti during the drier parts of the year.
The jackrabbit is an excellent runner that can reach speeds of 40 miles per hour, which is a great asset to avoid
being eaten by coyotes, its primary predator. Females, which can produce young at anytime of the year, typically
produce several litters of 3 to 4 offspring per year.
Desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii)
The cottontail is a small rabbit (15 to 17 inches in length) found in a variety of habitats from sea level to up to 6000
feet high in the Mojave Desert. The cottontail is mostly active in early mornings, late afternoons and evenings. Its
diet consists mostly of grasses, forbs, and cacti, which are a good source of water. In addition, this rabbit, like
many others, often eats its own fecal pellets to maximize the amount of nutrients extracted from the plant
materials it feeds on. When confronted by a predator (primarily coyotes, foxes, bobcats, and raptors) the
cottontail often flees with the tail raised up exposing the white cottony underside of the tail. This behavior may
attract the attention of the predator toward the conspicuous tail during pursuit, but later confuse it when the
white tail is not visible anymore (when the rabbit shifts directions or stop running with the tail held low). Female
cottontails can reproduce at almost any time of the year, and typically give birth to 5 litters of 2 to 3 offspring per
year.
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Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis)
The bighorn is the second largest herbivore (after the mule deer) found in the Mojave Desert reaching a body
length of up to 5 feet. It lives in the rocky habitats of the mountainous desert. Its “elastic” padded hooves provide
great adhesion to the substrate and allow the bighorn to easily maneuver on the steepest terrain. The bighorn is
typically diurnal and primarily eats grasses, forbs, and shrubs, but also feeds on cacti during summer to obtain
water. This animal is sexually dimorphic (males and females look different). Males are larger than females and
male’s horns are large and curled whereas females’ are small and relatively straight (bighorns do not lose their
horns). The sheep is a social animal, and adult males and females reside in separate groups for most of the year
(sexual segregation). During the breeding season (late July to mid‐October), the sexes come together and males
engage in combat (horn clashing) for access to females. In the Mojave Desert, the mountain lion is the only real
natural predator of the bighorn, although the coyote, bobcat, and golden eagle have occasionally been reported to
take down lambs. Females typically produce one lamb per year in late winter.
Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus)
The mule deer, whose body length ranges between 4 and 6.5 feet, is the largest herbivore found in the Mojave
Desert. This ungulate (hoofed mammal) is named after its large ears, which are reminiscent of the mule, and it
lives in the pinyon‐juniper woodlands found in the higher elevations of the Mojave Desert. There it feeds on
grasses, forbs, leaves, and twigs. It is typically active in early mornings, evenings and moonlit nights. Populations of
deer living at the higher elevations often migrate to lower elevations during winter, because snow impedes
movement and covers most of the deer’s food. Like the bighorn, the mule deer is social and adult males and
females remain in separate groups for most of the year. Males fight for access to females during the breeding
season (October to December), and males lose their antlers at the end of the mating season. In the Mojave Desert,
the only consistent predator (other than humans) to the mule deer is the mountain lion. Females usually produce
two young per year (twins) from late spring to summer.

Reptiles
Reptiles are a class of vertebrates (animals with a backbone) that are an integral component of the Mojave Desert
fauna. In our region, lizards and snakes make up most of the reptilian diversity (the exception is the desert
tortoise). Reptiles are often referred as “cold‐blooded animals”, which is not really accurate because many reptiles
maintain a high body temperature. The term “cold‐blooded” actually refers to the fact that reptiles rely on
environmental temperatures (and hence are ectothermic organisms) to warm or cool themselves, and that their
body temperatures fluctuate. This is why reptiles often bask in the sun in the early mornings to raise their body
temperatures, but retire into a refuge during the hottest part of the day to avoid overheating. Further, because the
winter temperatures in the Mojave Desert are typically too cold for them to be active, most reptiles hibernate
from November to March.
Speckled rattlesnake (Crotalus mitchellii)
Crotalus mitchellii is a medium‐sized rattlesnake (3‐4 feet on average) typically associated with the rocky habitats
of the Mojave Desert. Although this rattlesnake can be locally abundant, it often goes undetected because it
blends perfectly in its environment and because it spends a substantial amount of time under cover, such as rocks,
crevices, and wood rat nests. During its early life stage, C. mitchellii feeds mostly on small lizards such as side‐
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blotched lizards, and typically switches to larger mammalian prey (canyon mice, pocket mice) as it grows in size.
Prey is typically ambushed and killed by envenomation (killed by venom action). Despite being highly venomous, C.
mitchellii falls prey to many predators such as coyotes, bobcats, ring‐tail cats, and great horned owls. Recently, this
snake was reported to harvest rain, a behavior where the snake coils upon itself to collect rain droplets onto its
body and drink. Females of this rattlesnake give birth to live young in summer on average once every three years.
Sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes)
Crotalus cerastes is one of the smallest rattlesnakes (20‐30 inches on average) found in the United States, and is
characterized by having a horn‐like scale above each eye. This rattlesnake is generally found in the desert flats,
where it shelters in mammal burrows. The sidewinder gets its name from its locomotory mode, sidewinding, in
which the snake moves over sandy areas by looping its body sideways. The sidewinder is typically nocturnal year‐
round, and is often found at night crossing roads around sandy areas. Prey, typically lizards and small mammals,
are ambushed and envenomated, and juveniles are known to attract lizard prey within striking range by twitching
their tail side to side to mimic the movement of an insect. Females reproduce on average every two years, and give
birth to live young, like all other rattlesnake species.
Red coachwhip (Masticophis flagellum)
The red coachwhip also known as the red racer is a medium‐ to large‐sized snake (4‐6 feet on average) that dwells
in a variety of habitats, from desert flats to canyons, throughout the Mojave Desert. This alert non‐venomous
snake is typically diurnal (active during the day) and actively looks for prey (insects, lizards, small mammals, snakes,
birds). It is often seen foraging with the forepart of its body elevated above the ground to increase prey detection.
Once located, prey is quickly pursued, grasped, and swallowed alive. This species may be the fastest snake found in
the Mojave Desert. Females lay no more than one clutch of eggs per year typically in burrows or in decaying
vegetation.
California kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula)
The kingsnake is a medium‐sized non‐venomous snake (3‐4 feet on average) found in many habitats of the Mojave
Desert. This species is highly secretive, because it spends a lot of time underground and under rocks, and is
therefore rarely seen. This snake feeds on a variety of animals including small mammals, birds, lizards, and snakes,
which are killed by constriction (the snake wraps coils around the prey and squeezes it to death). The kingsnake’s
tendency to eat other snakes got it its name, and rattlesnakes are on its menu because the kingsnake is immune to
their venom. Females lay no more than one clutch of eggs per year in burrows or in crevices.
Gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer)
The gopher snake is a large non‐venomous snake (4‐6 feet on average), which is a habitat generalist (lives in a
variety of habitats). This species actively looks for prey, and “warm‐blooded” animals such as mammals and birds
are preferred over reptiles. Small prey may be killed or incapacitated by being pinned to the ground, whereas
larger prey is typically constricted. When disturbed by a potential predator (including humans), the gopher snake
can put on quite a defensive display. The snake may strike repeatedly at the opponent, hiss loudly thanks to its
modified larynx (the organ involved in sound production in most animals), and quickly vibrate its tail against the
substrate. Because of this latter behavior, the gopher snake is often mistaken for a rattlesnake. Females typically
lay a clutch of eggs every year, and babies are born in the summer.
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Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum)
The Gila monster is a large lizard (up to 2 feet in length with tail) that inhabits the rocky washes and arroyos of the
southwestern deserts. Most of its time is spent underground in self‐made burrows, crevices, and cavities under
rocks, and the monster is therefore rarely seen. This lizard is rather sluggish in nature, and actively looks for food
(typically reptile and bird eggs, small mammal nestlings) by visiting burrows and nest sites. It is one of two truly
venomous lizard species in the world, the other one being its close Mexican relative, the beaded lizard (Heloderma
horridum). The venom of the Gila monster presumably evolved for defensive purposes, because it typically preys
on small and helpless prey, which likely does not require venom to be killed. Unlike venomous snakes, the venom
gland is located on the lower jaw, and venom is passively introduced by capillary action (the upward movement of
fluid in tight spaces) into the victim when biting. Because of habitat destruction and collection for the pet trade,
the monster is protected by international, federal, and state laws, and it is therefore illegal to handle, capture, or
collect the Gila monster. Female Gila monsters produce a clutch of eggs every other year at best in summer, and
babies leave the nest the following spring.
Chuckwalla (Sauromalus ater)
The chuckwalla is a large wide‐bodied lizard (up to 1.5 feet with tail) that strives in the rocky habitats of the
Mojave Desert. This lizard is most active in spring and early summer, where it can be seen basking on large rocks in
early mornings. The diet of the chuckwalla mostly consists of plant materials, such as flowers, fruits, and leaves.
When approached, this lizard quickly retreats in crevices, and wedges itself into the rocks by inflating its body with
air, rendering capture more difficult for potential predators. This lizard was an important food items for many
southwestern native Indian tribes. Females can lay a clutch of eggs per year in spring or early summer, but this
species is known to skip reproduction for one or two years when food resources are low.
Leopard lizard (Gambelia wislizenii)
The leopard lizard is a relatively large lizard (10‐13 inches with tail) that typically dwells in the desert flats. It can
sometimes be seen basking along roadsides in early mornings. Once warmed up, the leopard lizard typically selects
a shaded spot under a shrub, and waits for passing prey. Prey, which includes insects, smaller lizards (including of
the same species), and rarely small mammals, are quickly pursued, grasped, and killed by a crushing bite. This
lizard is rather fast, and is known to run on its back legs when attaining high speed. Females typically lay a clutch of
eggs per year, and like most reptiles of the Mojave Desert, babies are born in summer or early fall.
Desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos)
The desert horned lizard, also known as the horny toad, is a small lizard (4‐6 inches on average with tail) that
prefers the sandy or gravelly areas of the Mojave Desert. This lizard gets its name from the spikes on the back of its
head. It is often seen on roads or roadsides basking in early mornings and late afternoons. The bulk of its diet is
ants, and the horny toad is often seen foraging around harvester ant trails or mounds. This lizard genus
(Phrynosoma) is well‐known for a unique defensive behavior, typically used against canid predators (foxes,
coyotes, dogs), which involves squirting blood from their eyes onto an approaching predator. Females can lay one
or two clutches of eggs per year.
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Side‐blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana)
The side‐blotched lizard is a small lizard (4‐6 inches with tail) found virtually everywhere in the Mojave Desert. This
species may be the most abundant lizard of the desert, and is also the most commonly observed. It is one of the
few (only?) species of reptiles that is active year‐round, and that can regularly be seen on warm days during the
winter. This lizard is insectivorous, feeding mostly on beetles, ants and spiders. Because of its small size and its
abundance, the side‐blotched lizard is an important prey item for many neonate (newborn) and juvenile snakes
that are typically too small to feed on small mammals. The side‐blotched lizard is a prolific breeder, and females
are known to lay up to 7 clutches of eggs in a single year, when the environmental conditions allow it.
Desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis)
The desert iguana is a relatively large lizard (up to 16 inches with tail) that favors the sandy habitats of the desert
flats. This species is the most heat tolerant of all Mojave Desert lizards, and is therefore more likely to be found on
the surface during the hottest part of the day than any other lizard species. Their body temperatures during
activity typically range from 93 to 106°F, which effectively demonstrate that reptiles are not cold‐blooded animals
as they are often described. This lizard is largely herbivorous and is often found climbing into shrubs to feed on
flowers, buds, and leaves (creosote bushes are a favorite), but may complement its diet with a few invertebrates.
Female desert iguanas typically lay one clutch of eggs in late spring or early summer.
Desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii)
The desert tortoise is the only native tortoise of the Mojave Desert, and it is characterized by a high‐domed shell
reaching lengths of 9 to 15 inches. The tortoise is at home in almost all habitats where it can dig burrows such as
desert flats, washes, and rocky slopes. The ability to dig and use burrows to escape the heat is a key factor allowing
the tortoise to dwell in extremely hot environments like the Mojave Desert. These burrows are also commonly
used by invertebrates, reptiles, birds and mammals, and therefore the tortoise is an important species for the
Mojave Desert animal community. The tortoise spends most of its time underground during hibernation and
aestivation (a period of inactivity during winter and summer, respectively). The period of most intense surface
activity occurs during spring and early summer when the tortoise typically forages on grasses, flowers, and fruits,
and look for mates. The tortoise stores water in a large urinary bladder, and can go without drinking for a long
time. When the tortoise is disturbed or handled, it may empty its bladder to defend itself. Tortoises should not be
disturbed in nature (unless found crossing a road) because this water loss may jeopardize its survival. In fact, it is
unlawful to touch, collect, or disturb desert tortoises according to federal and state laws. However, because the
tortoise has experienced a major population decline throughout the Mojave Desert due to a variety of pathogens
(bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites) and over‐collecting for the pet trade, it is acceptable and even encouraged to
move a tortoise found crossing the road off the road (when safe to do so) to try to prevent a further decline of this
species. Female desert tortoises can lay up to two to three clutches of eggs per year under favorable conditions
(wet years) between May and August.

Birds
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Great Horned Owl is a large nocturnal bird of prey (length: 18‐25 inches; wingspan: 40‐60 inches), which gets
its name from the feathery ear tufts located on each side of the head. This bird is the most widely distributed owl
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found in the western hemisphere (the Americas), ranging from the subarctic regions to southern South America.
Like most owls, the leading edges of the wing feathers are comb‐like, an adaptation that minimizes the sound
produced by the air rushing over the wings when flying. This characteristic allows owls to be stealthy killers that
swoop down on prey undetected. The Great Horned Owl relies on its great senses of hearing and vision to hunt for
small‐ and medium‐sized mammals, birds and reptiles. It is one of the only animals known to regularly eat skunks.
The large eyes are placed forward like humans, and provide the binocular vision (the two eyes have partly
overlapping field of view) necessary to perceive depth and hunt efficiently. The owl’s large eyes have become
tubular in shape to be accommodated into a relatively small skull. As a result, the eyes are unable to move in the
skull, but this owl can rotate its neck to up to 270 degrees in each direction without moving its body. The Great
Horned Owl typically breeds in winter and lays 2 eggs per year on average.
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Golden Eagle is a diurnal (active during the day) raptor found in many parts of the northern hemisphere
including North America, Asia, and Europe. It is one of the largest birds of prey (length: 27‐33 inches; wingspan: 73‐
86 inches) found in North America. In the Mojave Desert, this eagle favors the
open terrain of rolling foothills, mountain slopes, and plateaus. There, it primarily hunts rabbits, hares, and ground
squirrels although it is known to feed on a variety of much larger animals such as large birds, foxes, and domestic
livestock. (Due to the eagle’s ability to take down large prey, tamed Golden Eagles are used to hunt foxes and
wolves in certain parts of Asia.) Once prey is detected from a perch or from the air, the Golden Eagle typically
approaches it by flying close to the ground to reduce the chances of being noticed by the prey. Golden Eagles
usually mate for life, and the pair builds massive nests called eyries. These nests are made of branches, sticks and
vegetation and can be as large as 9 feet across and 3 feet deep. Each year, the Golden Eagle produces on average
one clutch of 2 eggs. However, in most cases only one of the offspring will survive due to the strong competition
for food in the nest.
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Burrowing Owl is a small (length: 8.5‐11 inches; wingspan: 20‐24 inches) owl with relatively long legs that
typically inhabits open habitats such as desert flats, rolling hills and dry grasslands. This bird is rather peculiar,
because unlike most owls, it is largely terrestrial and is often active during the day. Although the Burrowing Owl
can dig its own hole, it typically roosts in burrows excavated by other animals. It is often seen perched on mounds
and low perches scanning for prey. Prey mostly includes invertebrates and small vertebrates such as mice, lizards
and toads that are caught in flight, ambushed from the air or even pursued on foot on the ground. The Burrowing
Owl is also known to collect and return mammal dung to its burrow to attract dung beetles to ultimately feed on
them. During the spring nesting season, this owl often congregates in loose colonies. The Burrowing Owl typically
lays between 6 and 11 eggs once a year. When disturbed in their burrows, the young and adults are known to
produce a hissing call reminiscent of a rattlesnake’s shaking its rattle, which may help confuse and deter potential
predators.
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Peregrine Falcon is a truly cosmopolitan (found in many parts of the world) diurnal raptor that has the widest
distribution of any birds of prey. Among falcons, it is one of the largest species (length: 13‐23 inches; wingspan: 31‐
47 inches). The Peregrine (which means the “wanderer”) gets his name from the long migrations that some
populations undertake every year. This species is a habitat generalist, which favors open country, but that needs
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inaccessible structures such as vertical cliffs and tall trees (or even buildings in urban areas) to build its nest. Its
diet typically consists of medium‐sized birds such as shorebirds, ducks, and songbirds. Once the prey is located, the
peregrine dives in a stoop at speeds that can reach up to 200 miles per hour, making it one of the fastest animals
in the Animal Kingdom. The prey, hit in flight, is either injured, stunned or killed by the impact, and then captured
for consumption. The Peregrine mates for life and typically produces one brood of 3‐4 young per year in spring.
The Peregrine Falcon exemplifies one of the greatest successful conservation stories to date. This species
experienced massive population crashes in many parts of the world between the 1950’s and 1970’s due to the
extensive use of pesticides such as DDT. With the ban of DDT and the reintroduction of falcons from captive‐
breeding programs, the Peregrine Falcon has made a significant come back in many parts of the world.
Greater Roadrunner (Geococcyx californianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Greater Roadrunner is the largest North American cuckoo (length: 20‐24 inches; wingspan: 17‐24 inches) and
an icon of the southwestern deserts of North America. Made famous by the cartoon character Road Runner, this
bird gets its name from the habit of racing in front of moving vehicles before vanishing under cover. The
Roadrunner can reach a running speed of 18 miles per hour, making it one of the fastest runners among flying
birds. Although this bird can fly, the Roadrunner is a diurnal ground‐dwelling bird that thrives in sparsely vegetated
areas throughout the Southwest. There, it hunts for a variety of animals including large invertebrates
(grasshoppers, scorpions, spiders) and small vertebrates (mice, birds, lizards, and small snakes including venomous
ones such as rattlesnakes). Prey is either swallowed alive, killed with a beak blow to the neck, or grabbed and
beaten against a rock or the ground. The Roadrunner is well adapted to the arid condition of the desert. For
example, it possesses a gland on the beak which excretes salt, typically a characteristic of seabirds. This nasal salt
gland allows it to decrease the amount of salt – and therefore water – excreted in urine. The Roadrunner is
monogamous and typically produces a brood of 3‐6 eggs in late spring each year in a nest located low in a cactus or
a shrub.
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Loggerhead Shrike is a medium‐sized (length: 8‐9 inches; wingspan: 11‐12.5 inches) diurnal songbird found
throughout North America. This shrike gets the name “loggerhead” from its relatively large head compared to the
rest of its body. In the Mojave Desert, this bird favors open terrain with hunting perches and with bare or sparsely‐
vegetated ground. This type of habitat allows the shrike to easily detect large insects and small vertebrates (small
mammals, reptiles, and birds) that the Shrike feeds on. Upon detecting prey, the loggerhead shrike quickly swoops
down on the prey and kills it. The Shrike’s bill is strongly hooked to tear flesh apart, and the bill has a “notch” near
the tip which helps to sever the spinal cord of its victim. When capturing and/or feeding on relatively large prey,
the Loggerhead is known to impale its victim on barb wires or thorns. This technique allows the shrike to keep a
large prey in place while it feeds on it. The Loggerhead Shrike is a monogamous bird that produces one or two
clutches of 4‐8 eggs in spring in a nest located in a tree or a shrub.
Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura)
MIGRATE SOUTH IN WINTER
The Turkey Vulture, informally known as the buzzard, is a large bird (length: 25‐32 inches; wingspan: 67‐72 inches)
distributed throughout the Americas. This bird gets its name from the adult’s red bald head which resembles that
of a male wild turkey. In the Mojave Desert, this vulture favors open areas with cliffs and/or large trees where it
can roost and nest. It is often seen riding thermal winds, beating its wings infrequently. When foraging, the Turkey
Vulture flies at low altitude and uses its great sense of smell to detect carrion, which makes up most of its diet.
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(The bald head and neck prevents the vulture from getting too “dirty” when probing into carrion.) The Turkey
Vulture plays an important role in the ecosystem by cleaning the environment of unsanitary carcasses. Rarely, this
vulture will catch and kill large invertebrates or feed on fruits. Like many storks do, during hot weather the turkey
vulture defecates on its own legs to cool off: the evaporation of the water contained in the vulture’s feces cools
the legs and the underlying blood vessels, thereby reducing the bird’s body temperature. Although this bird has
few predators, it exhibits a surprising defense mechanism when threatened: It will regurgitate (vomit) its last meal
onto the approaching danger, which may help deter or escape predators. Once a year in spring, the Turkey Vulture
produces on average 2 eggs that are laid directly on the substrate typically in a cave or a cliff.
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
Common Raven (Corvus corax)
The Common Raven is a large songbird (length: 22‐30 inches; wingspan: 40‐59 inches) widely distributed in the
Northern hemisphere. This diurnal bird is highly adaptable and thrives in many kinds of habitats, which is in part
due to the breadth of its diet. The Common Raven is an opportunistic omnivorous bird that feeds on grains, buds,
fruits, large invertebrates, small‐ and medium‐sized vertebrates, eggs, human waste, as well as carrion. In the
Mojave Desert, it is commonly seen along roads searching for or feeding on road kill animals. In the western states,
the number of Ravens has increased over the last few decades due to human settlement and land development. In
fact, the Raven population increase in the Mojave Desert has been problematic in regard to the conservation of
the threatened desert tortoise, because Ravens prey upon newborn and juvenile tortoises. The Raven is a clever
animal that shows great skills at problem solving, and is considered one of the most intelligent birds in the world.
This bird is territorial and adults live in pairs, while juveniles may form flocks. The Common Raven mates for life
and builds a deep nest made of branches and sticks high in a tree, a cliff or in a human‐made structure. The Raven
lays 4‐6 eggs once a year from late winter to early summer.
Common Poorwill (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii)
POSSIBLY YEAR‐ROUND IN MOJAVE DESERT
The Common Poorwill, named after its distinctive poor‐will call, is a medium‐sized bird (length: 7‐8 inches;
wingspan: 11‐13 inches) distributed throughout western North America. In the Mojave Desert, this bird seemingly
favors rocky foothills. The Common Poorwill is nocturnal and highly cryptic (well‐concealed) and is therefore rarely
observed in nature. At night, it hunts for a variety of insects, specifically moths and beetles, which are typically
caught in flight. When ambient temperatures are low or when food availability is reduced, this bird can
significantly lower its body temperature to reduce metabolic activity and save energy, a phenomenon called
torpor. The Common Poorwill is known to go into daily torpor on cold nights during its active season, as well as
throughout the winter in some parts of its range. This bird is also well equipped to avoid overheating, and exhibits
a behavior called gular fluttering, which is in essence similar to a dog panting. The Poorwill’s large gape allows it to
expose a large amount of moist tissues when fluttering and allows the bird to dissipate heat at a high rate via
evaporative cooling (changing the state of water from liquid to vapor requires an input of heat, thus evaporative
cooling allows organisms to cool their body temperatures by releasing heat into their environment). This bird
typically lays one clutch of 2 eggs in a shallow depression directly on the ground from spring to summer.
Gambel’s Quail (Callipepla gambelii)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Gambel’s Quail is a medium‐sized bird (length: 10‐11 inches; wingspan: 13‐14 inches) found in the Sonoran
Desert and parts of the Mojave and Chihuahuan Deserts. This diurnal bird, characterized by its topknot, spends
most of its time on the ground, and prefers scrubby desert habitats where it can easily blend in when threatened.
This species is sexually dichromatic, meaning that the plumage coloration of males and females differs, specifically
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on the head. Adult Gambel’s Quails are primarily herbivorous and forage for seeds, leaves and fruits, whereas
chicks consume more insects. The population size of this bird primarily fluctuates in response to precipitation
during winter and spring. Wet years increase plant abundance, which the quail ultimately depends on to feed, and
therefore population size positively correlates with rainfall. The Gambel’s Quail is typically monogamous and
produces a clutch of 10‐15 eggs per year in spring. The nest, made of twigs and vegetation, is usually located on
the ground. The chicks are mobile and leave the nest shortly after hatching (a condition known as precocial), and
start foraging under the surveillance of their parents.
Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Rock Wren is a small diurnal songbird (length: 4.7‐6 inches; wingspan: 9 inches) that inhabits the arid to semi‐
arid regions of western North and Central America. As its name implies, this bird is associated with rocky habitats.
In the Mojave Desert, it prefers rocky foothills and canyons, and mountainous areas. The Rock Wren is a ground‐
forager that feeds on small invertebrates, such as insects and spiders. It uses its bill to dislodge prey from under
rocks, and is also known to remove insects trapped in spider webs. This bird does not drink water (even when
available in captivity), and seemingly acquires all the water it needs from the prey it consumes. The Rock Wren
nests on the ground in a cavity under a rock or in a crevice. The cup‐shaped nest, made of plant material, spider
silk, feathers and hair, is built upon a layer of small flat stones assembled by the breeding pair. One remarkable
behavior displayed by the Rock Wren is that it builds a pathway of small stones leading to its nest entrance. The
function of this behavior is unknown at this time. The female typically lays 5‐6 eggs per clutch (multiple). The pair is
monogamous and remains together until the end of the breeding season.
Crissal Thrasher (Toxostoma crissale)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Crissal Thrasher is a medium‐sized diurnal songbird (length: 10‐12 inches; wingspan: 12.5‐13 inches)
distributed throughout most of southwestern North America. This bird thrives in habitats with relatively dense
vegetation cover such as washes, canyons, foothills, and woodlands at higher elevations. The Crissal Thrasher
spends most of its time on the ground, and is characterized by a long curved bill that it uses to probe for insects
and spiders in the leaf litter, typically under shrubs. This bird also complements its insectivorous diet with seeds
and fruits. The Thrasher is an extremely wary bird around its nest, which is located in the most inaccessible parts of
dense shrubs. Coupled with the bird’s stealthy maneuvering in dense vegetation, locating the Crissal Thrasher’s
nest can be quite a challenge. This Thrasher typically produces two clutches of 1‐4 egg from late winter to early
summer. Like many birds, the Crissal Thrasher’s nest is sometimes parasitized by Brown‐Headed Cowbirds
(Molothrus ater), which lay their eggs in the nest of other birds. However, the Thrasher has the ability to recognize
and get rid of the parasite’s eggs.
Phainopepla (Phainopepla nitens)
MIGRATE SOUTH IN WINTER
The Phainopepla is a medium‐sized diurnal songbird (length: 7.1‐8.3 inches; wingspan: 11.4 inches) distributed
throughout the deserts and arid woodlands of southwestern North America. The name of this bird is of Greek
origin and means “shining robe” in reference to the shiny jet black coloration of adult males. This bird is easily
recognized by its dark crest and red eyes. In the Mojave Desert, the Phainopepla thrives in scrubby habitats.
Although it sometimes consumes insects, the Phainopepla is one of the only birds that primarily feeds on berries of
the desert mistletoe (Phoradendron californicum), a parasitic plant that grows onto shrubs and trees. The
Phainopepla is therefore the primary seed‐disperser of this parasitic plant: It often defecates onto branches of
shrubs and trees, allowing the mistletoe seeds to land and germinate onto a host plant. When attacked by a
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predator, the Phainopepla uses distress calls (including imitations of other bird calls), whose function may elicit
nearby birds to mob (attack) the predator. The Phainopepla builds a small nest made of plant material in a tree or
shrub, and produces one to two clutches of 2‐4 eggs from spring to summer.
Black‐Throated Sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT (?)
The Black‐Throated Sparrow is a small diurnal songbird (length: 4.5‐5.5 inches; wingspan: 8.5 inches) that thrives in
the open desert habitats of southwestern North America. As implied by its name, this bird is characterized by a
dark patch on the throat which extends onto the chest. This omnivorous sparrow primarily forages on the ground.
Its diet varies seasonally, feeding more heavily on insects during the spring‐summer breeding season and relying
primarily on seeds and newly sprouted green vegetation in winter, when insects are not available. This bird
acquires most of its water needs from its diet, and therefore is well adapted to the arid conditions of the
southwestern deserts. In some parts of its range, this sparrow has been reported to use mammal burrows to
escape the midday heat during the hottest part of the year. The Black‐Throated Sparrow builds a nest low in a
shrub or a cactus, and produces one to two clutches of 3‐4 eggs from April to August.
Say’s Phoebe (Sayornis saya)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
Say’s Phoebe is a small diurnal songbird (length: 7‐8 inches; wingspan: 12‐13 inches) distributed throughout
western North America and Central America. In the Mojave Desert, this species is at home in open scrub habitats
and woodlands at higher elevations. This phoebe primarily feeds on small invertebrates such as bees, wasps, flies,
beetles, grasshoppers and crickets. Typical foraging consists of sitting on a perch and catching insects in flight,
although Say’s Phoebe is also known to look for prey on the ground (glean). The nest is built on a sheltered ledge in
a cave, a cliff, or a human‐made structure. Urbanization may in fact have benefited this species by increasing the
number of suitable nest sites. Say’s Phoebe usually produces one to two broods of 3‐7 offspring each year from
spring to summer.
Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT (?)
Anna’s Hummingbird is a medium‐sized hummingbird (length: 3.5‐4 inches; wingspan: 4.5‐4.7 inches) originally
found on the slopes of the Pacific coast from Baja California in Mexico to Northern California. Since the 1930’s, this
species range has expanded North (almost to Alaska) and inland (in the Sonoran and Mojave Deserts), seemingly
due to the importation and increased use of exotic flowering plants in urban and suburban areas. As a result, this
species is often seen at nectar feeders in cities throughout its range. Like all hummingbirds, this species is
characterized by a long, slender bill, which allows the bird to reach and feed on the nectar from flowers
(hummingbirds then use their extendable tongue to “sip” on the nectar). Anna’s Hummingbird is also reported to
feed on small insects and spiders. During courtship and/or territorial displays, males engage in a behavior called
dive display. The male ascends up to 100‐120 feet in the air, and then dives at considerable speed (approximately
50 mph), stopping suddenly in front of the female or the intruder. To support the fast beating of their wings, the
heart rate of hummingbirds can reach 1260 bpm (beats per minute) when flying. This is the highest metabolism
known in the Animal kingdom. Anna’s Hummingbird lays a clutch of 1‐3 eggs in a nest located on a branch in a
shrub or a tree. The female builds the nest, incubates the eggs, and cares for the nestlings on her own.
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Invertebrates
Giant Desert Hairy Scorpion (Hadrurus arizonensis)
VENOMOUS STING
The Giant Hairy Scorpion is the largest North American scorpion, reaching a length of 5.5 inches. This species is
named after its large size and the numerous large hairs (relative to other scorpion species) covering its body. By
detecting ground‐ and airborne vibrations up to one foot away, these hairs function to alert the Giant Hairy
Scorpion of the presence of other animals. Prey, which includes large insects, spiders, smaller scorpions, and more
rarely small vertebrates such as lizards, are ambushed, grasped with the pinchers (pedipalps), and envenomed
using the stinger (telson). The venom of the Giant Hairy Scorpion is relatively mild and not considered dangerous
to humans. Like most scorpions, the Giant Hairy Scorpion is behaviorally and physiologically well‐adapted to the
hot and arid conditions of the Mojave Desert. It is only active at night, and typically spends the day in a self‐made
burrow, which can be as deep as 8 feet. Further, scorpions can tolerate hotter temperatures than most other
invertebrates, and exhibit some of the lowest water loss rates of all desert fauna due to waxy layers found in their
exoskeleton (the tough external body covering characteristic of many invertebrates). Female scorpions give birth
to live young, which ride on the mother’s back for a week or so following birth. The Giant Hairy Scorpion has been
reported to live up to 25 years in captivity.
Western Desert Tarantula (Aphonopelma sp.)
VENOMOUS BITE
Desert Tarantulas of the genus Aphonopelma are large spiders with a body length (excluding the legs) typically
ranging between 1.5‐2.5 inches in the Mojave Desert. During the non‐breeding season, these burrowing spiders
rarely venture further than a few feet away from their burrow, and hunt at night typically for beetles, grasshoppers
and crickets, small scorpions, and other spiders. These ambush predators largely rely on the ground and air
vibrations generated by moving prey (and picked up by some of the tarantula’s leg hairs called setae) to locate
their victims. Once prey is located, the spider typically grasps it in a quick rush, and injects venom into the prey
using its fangs. The venom immobilizes the prey and breaks down the tissues into a liquid state, allowing the
tarantula to “drink” its meal. When threatened by a potential predator, these spiders are known to kick urticating
(stinging) hairs off their abdomen toward the threat. These hairs are barbed and can cause severe irritation,
specifically if entering the respiratory system or the eyes. The tarantula will bite defensively as a last resort, and
the venom, with effects similar to a bee sting, is not considered dangerous to humans. During the breeding season
(September‐November), males actively look for females and are often seen walking around and crossing roads.
Males and females typically mature around 10 years of age and males usually die following their first mating
season (females can live up to 20‐30 years). The female lays her eggs in a silky sac located in her burrow, and
carefully defends it against potential predators.
Western Black Widow (Latrodectus hesperus)
VENOMOUS BITE
The Western Black Widow is a small spider, sexually dimorphic in body size (the sexes differ in body length: males:
0.3‐0.4 inches; females: 0.5‐0.6 inches), which is distributed throughout the southwestern deserts. There, it
inhabits a variety of habitats where rocks, vegetation, and debris allow the spider to build its web. The web is
typically anchored close to the ground, is irregular in shape, and looks rather “messy”. The Black Widow remains
hidden during the day and typically hangs upside down in its web at night, waiting for small insects to get trapped
in it. Once the prey is caught in the web, the spider bites it and wraps it in a silk cocoon. The venom contains
digestive enzymes that liquefy the prey’s body tissues, and allow the Black Widow to ingest the liquefied prey. The
widow is commonly found around human habitations, which is sometimes problematic, because it has the most
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toxic venom among North American spiders. Although a Black Widow bite should be taken seriously, fatalities are
rare. The male actively looks for females during the breeding season. Upon locating a web, the male uses
chemosensory hairs on its legs to pick up pheromones (chemical messengers released into the environment)
contained in the silk, and determine whether the web is that of a receptive female Black Widow. Following mating,
the male is sometimes eaten by the female, hence the name Widow. The female stores sperm and only needs to
mate once in her lifetime. A female widow produces several clutches of hundreds of eggs encased in an egg sac
over her 2‐3 years lifespan.
Sun Spider (Order Solifugae)
The Sun Spiders are a diverse group of species that are distributed throughout most of the arid and semi‐arid
regions of the world (except Australia, Madagascar, and colder regions). The Sun Spiders, also known as the Wind
or Camel Spiders, are close relatives of spiders and scorpions, and are overall poorly‐studied organisms. Their body
size (without the legs) varies according to species, but typically ranges between 0.4‐2 inches. The Sun Spiders are
mostly nocturnal (despite their names) and cursorial (specialized for running) predators. Over short distance, some
species can run at incredible speed for invertebrate standards (1.2 mph). They actively forage in open habitats for
a variety of insects, arachnids (spiders and scorpions), and for the larger species, small vertebrates such as lizards.
In the southwestern deserts of North America, termites are seemingly an important prey item for some species.
Prey may be detected using vision, vibration, or chemosensory organs located on the legs. Unlike spiders and
scorpions, North American Sun Spiders are not venomous. They rely on their powerful, fang‐like mouthparts
(called chelicerae) to kill their victims. Sun Spiders are typically strong burrowers, and they use their burrows to
escape predators and extreme daytime temperatures, to digest their meals, and to deposit their eggs. Males are
believed to actively look for females. Once a receptive female is located and courtship initiated, using its chelicerae
the male picks its spermatophore (a capsule containing sperm) from its genital opening and introduces it in the
genital opening of the female.
Tarantula Hawk (Pepsis spp.)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
Tarantula Hawks are large wasps, reaching a length of 2 inches, distributed throughout the southwestern deserts
of North America. Two species, Pepsis formosa and Pepsis thisbe, which are difficult to distinguish, are particularly
common. Due to their large size and orange‐colored wings, these wasps are quite conspicuous. Although not
particularly dangerous to humans, the sting of Tarantula Hawks has been deemed as one of the most painful of the
insect world. As a result, these wasps have very few known predators (an exception may be the Greater
Roadrunner). The conspicuous coloration of their wings may in fact be an aposematic signal to would be predators
(a message indicating that an animal is potentially dangerous). Adult Tarantula Hawks primarily feed on nectar,
pollen, and decaying fruits, and there have been reports of wasps flying while intoxicated following the
consumption of fermented fruits. However, when ready to reproduce female Tarantula Hawks hunt for Tarantulas
(hence their name), which provide the food source for the developing wasp larvae. The female wasp uses its
stinger to paralyze the spider, and drags its victim into a burrow. After laying a single egg onto the spider’s
abdomen, the female leaves and closes the entrance of the burrow. When the larva hatches, it digs its way inside
the immobilized spider, and starts feeding on it. A few weeks later, the larva pupates, turns into an adult, and
emerges from the nest.
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Harvester Ant (Pogonomyrmex sp.)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
Harvester Ants are a group of species inhabiting the deserts of North and South America. These insects live in
colonies of thousands of individuals. Their scientific name Pogonomyrmex means bearded ants in Greek, and refers
to the curly hairs found on the ant’s chin (called psammophores). These hairs are used to collect and efficiently
transport seeds and sand grains, as well as possibly carry eggs. Their common name comes from their habits of
collecting seeds for food and removing all the vegetation around the entrance of their underground nest.
Harvester Ants dig deep nests with many underground chambers, where food, eggs, and larvae are kept. The ant
colony works according to a system, where individuals are given a specific task (which may change over time): For
instance, some workers take care of the pupae and larvae inside the nest, whereas others scout outside the nest
for foraging areas. Although seeds make up most of the diet of harvester ants, insects and spiders are also on the
menu. When a scout discovers a food source, it recruits other workers by laying a chemical trail from the food
source to the nest. Harvester Ants are venomous, although the toxicity of their venom varies depending on the
species. Their main predators are lizards, specifically the Horned Lizards of the genus
Phrynosoma, and some parasitic wasps that capture workers to lay their eggs inside of them. When conditions are
appropriate, winged males and females emerge from nearby colonies to reproduce, and create mating swarms.
After mating, the fertilized female loses her wings, and creates her own colony.
Valley Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa varipuncta)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
The Valley Carpenter Bee is a large solitary bee (body length: 1 inch) mostly found in the Mojave and Sonora
Deserts of southwestern North America. The Carpenter bee is named after its habit of burrowing in wood to make
its nest. The bee tunnels into the wood using its mandibles, and the saw dust produced in the process is either
discarded outside the nest or used in the nest to make cells where the female lays her eggs. Males and females of
this bee differ in coloration (sexual dichromatism): females are jet black while males are golden with green eyes.
Like most bees, the Carpenter Bee feeds on the pollen and nectar of flowers, and is therefore an important
pollinator for many desert plants with open‐faced flowers. Because of its large size, the Carpenter Bee is unable to
fit in small tube‐like flowers. The bee circumvents this problem by slitting through the base of the flower petals to
access the nectar. This behavior called “stealing the nectar” is not beneficial to the plant, because this practice
does not result in flower pollination. During the mating season, males gather at strategic places such as trees and
shrubs in washes and hilltops, and lie in wait for passing females. Females are seemingly picky and visit several
males before copulating. The female Carpenter Bee produces some of the largest eggs of the insect world (up to
0.6 inches).
Desert Blister Beetle (Lytta magister)
POISONOUS, TOXIC
The Desert Blister Beetle is a medium‐sized beetle (body length: 0.6‐1.3 inches) commonly found in the Mojave
Desert. It is sometimes observed in large aggregations in spring, voraciously feeding on leaves and flowers of
desert plants, such as the brittlebush (Encelia farinosa). This insect is characterized by its striking orange‐colored
head and legs, a signal that indicates to other animals the toxic nature of this beetle (aposematism). The Desert
Blister Beetle, like many other Blister Beetles, is known to produce a toxic chemical called cantharidin. When
threatened by a potential predator, the Blister Beetle can rupture blood vessels in its leg joints, which causes its
yellowish blood to discharge. If touched or ingested, the toxic blood can cause painful skin blisters and a variety of
other symptoms, which virtually protects this beetle against most predators. The life cycle of this beetle is quite
complicated and fascinating, because Blister Beetles go through several distinct larval forms (a process called
hypermetamorphosis). After mating, the female deposits her eggs in the desert soil and leaves. When the eggs
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hatch, the first larval forms, which have well‐developed legs, are quite mobile and dig around the soil to find a
grasshopper egg mass (unlike their parents, larvae are mostly predators). When a potential food source is located,
the larva molts into a grub‐like larva and starts feeding on the grasshopper’s eggs. Following a series of other
molts, an adult Desert Blister Beetle emerges from the soil in spring ready to feed and/or mate.
Yucca Moth (Tegeticula sp.)
The Yucca Moths are a group of small nocturnal butterfly species (body length: up to 1 inch) distributed
throughout the southwestern deserts of North America. These insects are named after the close relationship they
have evolved with a group of plants known as the Yuccas (which includes the Joshua Tree; Yucca brevifolia). Over
time, the Yucca Moths and the Yuccas have developed an obligate mutualistic relationship, meaning that the
interactions between these organisms are necessary for both species to survive. In spring, the moth emerges from
the ground, and locates a mating partner on a Yucca flower. After mating, the female moth collects pollens from
the flower and forms a compact ball using a pair of specialized tentacles. The female then visits Yucca flowers,
selects one, and lays a few eggs inside of it. After laying her eggs, the female climbs onto the flower’s stigma (the
structure where pollen is collected to insure fertilization), and deposits the pollen ball she previously made. This
remarkable behavior fertilizes the plant, and insures that the yucca will produce seeds that the moth’s larvae will
feed on after hatching. What sets the Yucca Moth apart from most other pollinators is that the female purportedly
– and not inadvertently like bees – pollinates the plant to provide an appropriate food source for its offspring.
After feeding on the seeds, the moth larvae leave the plant and burrow down into the soil, where they create a
cocoon. They will emerge as adults the following spring, and restart the cycle once again.
Desert Stink Beetle (Eleodes sp.)
The Desert Stink Beetles, also known as the Pinacate Beetles, are a group of small to medium‐sized flightless
beetles (body length: up to 1.5 inches) that inhabit the arid regions of western North America.
These insects are typically nocturnal, but may be active during daytime on overcast and relatively cool days. When
temperatures are hot, they typically hide in rodent burrows during the day. These dark‐colored beetles mostly
feed on decomposing plant and animal matter (detritivores), seeds and flowers. Some species of Desert Stink
Beetles are known to take advantage of the food gathered by Harvester Ants at their mound. When confronted by
a potential predator (including humans), the Desert Stink Beetles adopt a defensive posture called head standing,
in which they lower their heads and raise the rear part of their bodies. These insects then secrete or spray (up to
several inches away) – depending on the species – a smelly noxious chemical from their abdominal or anal glands
that repel most predators, including ants. However, a few predators have evolved behaviors to counter the
beetle’s chemical weapon. For instance, the Grasshopper Mouse (Onychomys torridus) grabs the beetle with its
front paws, jams the noxious rear end of the beetle in the soil to avoid the secretions, and devour it head first.
Other predators, such as skunks roll the beetles into the soil to get rid of the secretion before consuming them.
Western Conenose Bug (Triatoma protracta)
The Western Conenose Bug, also known as the Kissing Bug, is a medium‐sized insect (body length: 0.6‐0.75 inches),
that belongs to the Assassin Bug family (which also includes Bed Bugs). This dark‐colored bug is nocturnal and is
characterized by a distinctive X on its back when its wings are folded. This species is at home throughout the
southwestern deserts of North America. The Western Conenose is a parasitic species that uses its sharp curved
beak to bite and feed on the blood of vertebrates, specifically woodrats (Neotoma sp.). Therefore, this bug is
typically found in areas where woodrat nests are common. The Western Conenose sometimes invades campsites
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or residences, as it flies around looking for a meal, and humans become fair game for a blood meal. Humans are
typically bitten at night while they sleep, and near the mouth (hence the name Kissing Bug). The bite is typically
painless at first, but some people may develop a severe allergic reaction to the bug’s saliva. Like many
bloodsuckers, the saliva of the Western Conenose contains anticoagulins that prevent blood clotting. Close
relatives of the Western Conenose in Central and South America are known to spread Chagas disease, a serious
condition caused by a single‐cell organism, the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi. The Western Conenose is also often
infected with this parasite that it contracts from biting woodrats. However, the parasite is transmitted through the
bug’s feces and not the bite. Unlike its Central and South American relatives, the Western Conenose rarely
defecates at the bite site right after its blood meal. Therefore, the parasites in the feces are rarely exposed to the
bite wound and rates of transmission to humans in the United States are low.
Desert Cicada (Diceroprocta apache)
The Desert Cicada is a large insect (body length: up to 1 inch and more), that belongs to the bug family (Family
Hemiptera). Like all true bugs, this insect possesses a specialized mouthpart (called a proboscis) that it uses to suck
juices. However, unlike its close relatives the kissing and bed bugs which feed on animals, the cicada feeds on the
sap of plants. This insect is well known for the buzzing noise that males produce to attract females during the
summer mating season. In contrast to most other sound‐producing insects like crickets which rub specialized
structures against one another, the loud sound produced by male cicadas is generated by rapidly vibrating thin
membranes inside their bodies. The Desert Cicada is remarkably well adapted to being active during the hot
summer days, and it is in fact the only insect reported to “sweat” to decrease its body temperature (changing the
state of water from liquid to vapor requires an input of heat, thus sweating allows organisms to cool their body
temperatures by releasing heat into their environment). This thermoregulatory strategy, which requires a steady
supply of water to prevent dehydration, is made possible by the cicada’s feeding strategy: It constantly replenishes
its body fluids by sucking the plant’s watery sap. After mating, female cicadas deposit their eggs in a plant. The
hatchlings drop to the ground following birth, and feed on the sap of roots until they emerge as adults.
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Desert Plant Life and Adaptations
SECTION IN DRAFT FORM – ADDITIONS/REVISIONS NEEDED.
Specifically, seasonal species surveys should be consulted (or conducted) to determine the suitability of
each species inclusion in this section. Priority should be given to common species and species most likely
to be viewed by the public with consideration for seasonal variation. Desert adaptation section should
be emphasized. All descriptions should be standardized for content and length. Photographs with
appropriate background and details need to be obtained.
Walking Box Ranch is situated in the Mojave Desert. This extraordinary ecosystem is characterized by an arid
climate of temperature extremes and little rainfall, which limits plant life to kinds specially adapted to harsh
conditions.
Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia)
The Joshua tree’s name and structure suggest it is a tree; however, the Joshua tree is actually a succulent.
Succulents are plants specially adapted to store water. Joshua trees can grow up to 40 feet tall and have been
estimated to survive up to 200 years. The central trunk‐like stem of the Joshua tree leads to wide stretching
branches topped with stiff, dagger‐like leaves. Birds, rodents and lizards use this prominent plant for cover and
food. The Joshua tree is considered an indicator species of the Mojave Desert; so, if you see this unique plant you
are likely in the Mojave ecosystem.
Mojave yucca (Yucca schidigera)
The Mojave yucca is tall with un‐branched stems. Similar to its cousin the Joshua tree, Mojave yucca has stiff
evergreen dagger‐like leaves. However, Mojave yucca’s leaves are longer than those found on the Joshua tree.
The fibers of yucca leaves were historically used by Native Americans to weave sandals and cloth; flower buds and
seeds were included as part of their diet.
Wire‐lettuce (Stephanomeria pauciflora)
Wire‐lettuce is composed of a multitude of slender, intricately intertwined green stems topped with pink/purple
flowers which fade to white over time. Leaves of wire‐lettuce are tiny and narrow to avoid transpiration (losing
water into the air). Instead, green stems enable the plant to photosynthesize (produce energy from the sun)
without losing water. Wire‐lettuce was used by some Native Americans as a chewing gum.
Mojave aster (Xylorhiza tortifolia)
The large purple to white flowers of Mojave aster can span two inches across. The shrub has complicated
branching, with woody old growth toward the base of the plant, and green new growth toward the tips. Leaves of
Mojave aster are concentrated at the base of the plant and are approximately three inches long with serrated
edges. The Desert Checkerspot, a brilliant orange butterfly, deposits its larvae on the Mojave aster and utilizes the
flowers’ nectar in the spring.
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Creosote (Larrea tridentata)
Even more drought resistant than cacti, creosote is a spindly shrub with small, dark‐green leaves covered with a
sticky coating. This coating, called “lac” prevents the shrub from losing water and was used by Native Americans
as glue. The creosote can survive two to three years without rain. When it rains, creosote leaves emit a pungent
odor. The surge of moisture enables the plant to produce its yellow flowers, which are eventually replaced by
densely hairy fruits.
Littleleaf rhatany (Krameria erecta)
Littleleaf rhatany is a low‐growing shrub with magenta flowers. It has densely growing stiff, spine‐tipped branches
and produces heart‐shaped fruit with barbs. Littleleaf rhatany is a root parasite, meaning it can gather nutrients
and water from the root systems of nearby plants. Root parasitism may be what allows the plant to withstand
grazing; re‐sprouting from the root system if aboveground foliage is munched.
Catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii)
Catclaw acacia is a tree that has thorns shaped like cat claws. The tree generally establishes in low‐lying desert
washes, allowing its root system to reach the water that has soaked deep into the ground from previous rain
events. Catclaw acacia generally grows in dense thickets providing protection for desert animals. The wood of the
catclaw acacia has both dark and light sections, and has been used to create specialty wood products.
Bur sage (Ambrosia dumosa)
Bur sage is a low‐growing, dome‐shaped shrub that is nearly as common as creosote in the Mojave Desert. The
short dense hairs on the shrub’s leaves and stems give the plant a white, wooly appearance. Bur sage is
considered drought deciduous because during dry periods the plant sheds its leaves to prevent water loss by
transpiration.
Mexican bladder sage (Salazaria mexicana)
Mexican bladder sage is a shrub with spine‐tipped branches that has a two‐lipped flower with a white to violet
upper lip and a brilliant purple lip below. The plant is most easily identified by the papery lantern‐like calyx that
surrounds the plant’s fruit. The seeds of Mexican bladder sage are eaten by rodents.
Coyote melon (Cucurbita palmata)
Coyote melon is a perennial vine with deep yellow flowers and large dark green hairy leaves. The plant has an
underground tuber which stores nutrients and water reserves, enabling other features of the plant (such as leaves)
to be less drought resistant. Although the pulp of coyote melon fruit is bitter and may be toxic in large quantities,
the seeds are edible. Dried gourds can be used as rattles and containers.
Mojave prickly‐pear (Opuntia erinacea)
The Mojave prickly pear is composed of blue‐green pancake‐like pads covered with many silver whiskery spines.
The spines of the Mojave prickly‐pear offer the plant protection from predators, collect moisture and help to shade
the plant.
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Silver cholla (Opuntia echinocarpa)
The silver cholla (pronounced “choya”) has a tree‐like growth form that is densely branched and rarely reaches
more than five feet tall. The cactus’ long spines are clustered in groups of 8‐20, and have silver papery sheaths;
giving the cactus a silver radiance from afar. Silver cholla is very similar to buckhorn cholla which is also found at
Walking Box Ranch. These cacti are known to hybridize producing a plant that is a combination of the two kinds of
cholla.

Subtheme 3.2
The desert tortoise is a key animal, native to this desert, but now receiving protection for its survival.
—Content under Development—

Subtheme 3.3
The enduring legacy of Walking Box Ranch and the Mojave Desert is dependent on desert conservation,
protection, restoration, and stewardship through the careful and deliberate behaviors of humans today.
—Content under Development—
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THEME 4
Walking Box Ranch is a collection of stories of people who have come before. Today it is active site for research.
Through education and scientific study, we can continue the thread of stories about Walking Box Ranch and ensure
a sustainable future in the desert.

Subtheme 4.1
The promise of new discoveries is fulfilled through continuing research of this special place. Involving the
community in seeking a deeper understanding of the places that we live can reveal answers helpful to our future.

—Content under Development—

Subtheme 4.2
Sustainable living in the desert requires consideration of architecture, technology, resource management, water
conservation, engineering, product choices, adaptive reuse of materials, and community support.

—Content under Development—
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TOPIC AREA

QUOTATION

Mojave
Desert/Piute
Valley

And as the desert seasons change, the hands of Nature rearrange my timeworn face with new designs of
colors, shadows, shapes and lines...
– Diane Siebert; Mojave. New York: Crowell, 1988. p. 17.

(cont.)
The value of this species to Nevada is not easily overestimated. It furnishes fuel, charcoal, and timber for
the mines, and, together with the enduring juniper supplies the ranches with abundance of firewood and
rough fencing.
– John Muir (1938‐1914); in discussing the pine nut crop of Nevada in Literary Nevada:
writings from the Silver State. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008. p. 730.
The desert ranges are extremely rugged and angular…many of them are of volcanic origin, and unlike the
deserts around them have nearly every combination of color that nature has been able to devise. We
must say however, that her taste has at times been extravagant and her colors bizarre.
– Israel C. Russell (1852‐1906); writing about Nevada deserts in Literary
Nevada: writings from the Silver State. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008. p. 733.
The Mojave is a big desert and a frightening one. It's as though nature tested a man for endurance and
constancy to prove whether he was good enough to get to California.
– John Steinbeck (1902‐1968); Travels with Charley: In Search of America.
New York: Penguin Books, 2002. p.160.
I had unwisely come off without a hat, and the sun was now hot enough to fry my brains. Its glare was
everywhere, dazzling my eyes. I felt myself suddenly pitying the little ground‐squirrel, for having to live his
whole life in such a place as this…..I tried to imagine what this country was like, not to a man, but to a
ground‐squirrel….So on a whim, I lay down. Resting the side of my head on the earth I closed my upper
eye, and indulged myself in the ground squirrel’s view.
– George R. Stewart (1895‐1980); “from Sheep Rock” in Literary Nevada:
writings from the Silver State. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008. p. 736.
He must know the moon well, in all its phases, but he can have no perception of the sun or of its heat. If
you could penetrate a burrow and talk with an intelligent kangaroo‐rat, you would undoubtedly find him
highly skeptical of your story of the sun.
– George R. Stewart (1895‐1980); “from Sheep Rock” in Literary Nevada:
writings from the Silver State. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008. p. 737.
“I have lived here my whole life, and my father before me,” he might say, “and I have never seen this
thing you call the sun, and never heard tell of it. I am inclined to think, begging your pardon, that your
story is pure moonshine.”
– George R. Stewart (1895‐1980); “from Sheep Rock” in Literary Nevada:
writings from the Silver State. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2008. p. 737.
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Desert Retreat

This is the last time you are going to see Clara. I’m taking her out of this town, and she’s not coming back.
I am going to save her life.
– Rex Bell Sr. as quoted by David Stenn in Clara Bow: Runnin’ Wild.
New York: Cooper Square Press, 2000. p. 235.
There is in each of us a place that prays for quiet. We yearn sometimes to get away from all the madness.
We need those places—tree altars and sandy pews, rumbling creeks and dry riverbeds—where we can
connect with something more real than neon facades.
– Roberta Moore, “Splinter of the Moon—A Prayer for Nevada’s Wild Places” in Wild Nevada:
Testimonies on Behalf of the Desert. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. p. 150.
Follow the double line of wheel tracks through sand and rock and you will find habitation somewhere
huddled in a protected place, with a few trees pointing their roots at under‐earth water…. There is a breed
of desert men, not hiding exactly but gone to sanctuary…
– John Steinbeck (1902‐1968); Travels with Charley: In Search of America.
New York: Penguin Books, 2002. p.163.
Wilderness, in its broadest definition, is anywhere the quiet descends both within and without.
– Patricia Swain, “Wilderness Point” in Wild Nevada: Testimonies on Behalf
of the Desert. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. p. 53.
If a desert is holy, it is because it is a forgotten place that allows us to remember the sacred. Perhaps that
is why every pilgrimage to the desert is a pilgrimage to the self. There is no place to hide, and so we are
found.
– Terry Tempest Williams; Red: Passion and Patience in the Desert.
New York: Vintage Books, 2001; p. 77

Ranching

We were taught…to be young cowboys…I believe I had learned to fix a fence by the time I was seven years
old. I was pulling wire and fixing fence. I was taking pack horses for two and three days and going out to
the line shacks and fixing the corrals and doing different things like that.
– Rex Bell Jr. (1934‐2011) speaking about growing up at Walking Box Ranch;
2010 oral history interview by Dr. Claytee White; UNLVbell_rex.rtf; p. 4
Cattle kind of pick their way. You couldn’t move them real, real fast.
– Rex Bell Jr. (1934‐2011) speaking about ranching at Walking Box Ranch;
2010 oral history interview by Dr. Claytee White; UNLVbell_rex.rtf; p. 5
…cattle weren’t real, real fat. You would always send them places to be fattened up because they don’t
get pretty fat on this range out here in the desert. There isn’t that much feed.
– Rex Bell Jr. (1934‐2011) speaking about ranching at Walking Box Ranch;
2010 oral history interview by Dr. Claytee White; UNLVbell_rex.rtf; p. 5
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Mining

Here, long ago, the miners came to seek their fortunes and their fame—to seek their fortune and their
fame—to find the silver and the gold that deep inside myself I hold. They came to me with lofty hopes and
left behind, upon my slopes, their burros, whose descendents roam on this, their harsh adopted home.
– Diane Siebert; Mojave. New York: Crowell, 1988. p. 25.
Within my valleys, ghost towns lie; their crumbling walls personify the dreams of those who used to be—
of those who tried to conquer me.
– Diane Siebert; Mojave. New York: Crowell, 1988. p. 15.
…surely a place which is obviously so cursed that nothing will grow upon it must have been created by the
Lord of all things for some purpose, and the only purpose it could possibly have was to carry mineral
hidden somewhere below its forbidding surface.
– George Wharton James (1858‐1923); The Wonders of the Colorado Desert: V.2.
Boston: Little, Brown, and Company, 1907; p. 309.

The Ranch
Today

Nevada is a laboratory of ongoing change, of what was and what is and some direction markers to what
may be. Nevada is unique, full of beauty, and it tweaks the mind the wind twitches the tules.
– Ann Haymond Zwinger (1825‐); “Nevada” in Wild Nevada: Testimonies on Behalf
of the Desert. Reno: University of Nevada Press, 2005. p. 19.
Water, water, water....There is no shortage of water in the desert but exactly the right amount, a perfect
ratio of water to rock, of water to sand, insuring that wide, free, open, generous spacing among plants
and animals, homes and towns and cities, which makes the arid West so different from any other part of
the nation. There is no lack of water here, unless you try to establish a city where no city should be.
― Edward Abbey (1927‐1989); Desert Solitaire.
Tucson: University of Arizona Press, 1987. p. 113
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About this Document
The materials presented herein will eventually form Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan Volume 2 – Content
Foundations (see Appendix A for a draft graphic describing project flow). Volume 2 is intended to comprise
information packages to be consulted in preparing targeted interpretation for different purposes (e.g., museum
label copy, wayside exhibit copy, and brochures).
This document, in its current form, is for demonstration purposes only. Due to shifting project direction, the
content syntheses provided herein are drafts. General content research had begun to be conducted and
synthesized for future interpretive efforts prior to the completion of the prioritized interpretive themes. Following
the completion of Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan Volume 1 – Framework: Themes and Subthemes,
preliminary research could begin to be organized by theme/sub‐theme areas (which is what this this document
represents). The nature of this volume is to serve as an organized repository. As such, it will be a living document
that is added to over time as funding and staff time allows. Continued research as well as preparation,
development, and design of interpretive narrative and products were expected to continue until the end of the
project. However, the strategic content‐development process was initiated at the time that the financial assistance
agreement was in flux and subsequently terminated. As a result, this is a highly preliminary document provided for
demonstration purposes only. Because additions, fact checking, and fact checking are necessary throughout this
draft document, no content should be used in its current form as a resource for Walking Box Ranch Interpretation.
With priorities for interpretation in place (see Appendix B), it is anticipated that the UNLV Interpretive Team will
now strategically research and synthesize additional content to add to this document through the support of a
different financial assistance agreement with the Bureau of Land Management.

Introduction
Walking Box Ranch: an Endeavor, an Economic Pursuit, a Retreat.
With thousands of years of human history, Walking Box Ranch provides a glimpse of what nearly every human
culture has been drawn to…the desert. It is a land of much beauty, perpetual sun, and little rain. With sweeping
vistas of broad valleys, rugged angular mountains, and vast night skies, it embodies peace, quiet, and solitude. It
features stark contrasts in elevations and temperatures, limitedbut at times an overabundanceof rain and
snow, and hidden mineral resources and water. An amazing array of plants and animals are well adapted to and
thrive in this special place. From mining and ranching to the pure need for sanctuary, Walking Box Ranch embodies
the human experience in the desert.
Walking Box Ranch lies in the Piute Valley in the eastern Mojave Desert. Humans have been drawn to this land
since prehistoric times, in part, for the valuable minerals that lie beneath its parched surface. Early native peoples
utilized the obsidian, salt, and turquoise. Later gold and silver beckoned people to the mountain ranges
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surrounding what would become Walking Box Ranch. Accessibility to abundant land offered new opportunities for
large cattle ranches.
Hollywood stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell came to the area and created Walking Box Ranch as their personal retreat.
While tending to more than 1,000 head of cattle at the ranch, the Hollywood‐star couple also raised a family in
their desert sanctuary. Government regulations eventually changed the face of ranching by limiting grazing and
water use to allow the land a chance to recover. Federal land management persisted and the threatened Mojave
Desert tortoise was protected while ranching in the eastern Mojave gradually faded away. Throughout all these
changes, the mining industry continued to search for and extract resources throughout the region.
Now Walking Box Ranch embarks on a new pursuit: one of exploration, investigation, and study. This journey of
discovery aims to achieve a balance between a healthy ecosystem and the growing needs of the built environment.
The ranch will be a historical site, a research center, and a place where people come to learn about the desert
landscape and history of the region.
This document is intended to provide a synthesis of content aligned with the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan1.
Its purpose is to provide more details about the stories and voices of Walking Box Ranch in a format that is easy to
consult for purposes of interpretation development. The goal of all interpretation for Walking Box Ranch is to
engage visitors with the remarkable story of the Mojave Desert, ranching, a sanctuary for a film star of a bygone
era, the value of public land management, and the pursuit of precious minerals.

Background
Walking Box Ranch Project and Partnership Overview
In 2005, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) purchased Walking Box Ranch with funding generated by the
Southern Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA). A partnership was formed between BLM and the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) to manage the property and identify how it could be used to best serve the
public into the future. The BLM’s mission is to “sustain the health, diversity, and productivity of America’s public
lands for the use and enjoyment of present and future generations.” The Nature Conservancy (TNC), which holds
two conservation easements on the property, is mandated to ensure that the property is managed “to preserve
and protect in perpetuity the natural, historic, scenic and open space features and values of the Property.” UNLV
brings expertise in education and research to the partnership; the university participates through the Public Lands
Institute (PLI), a component of the UNLV Division of Educational Outreach, which is housed within the Provost’s
office. PLI is dedicated to strengthening the national fabric that is essential for the protection, multiple use,
sustainability, and management of public lands. Through a series of conversations, these partners agreed to
manage the property and establish a museum and research facility. Together, these facilities will provide new

1

Page, A., Jacoby‐Garrett, P.M., Brody, A.J. and Shelton, C.Z. 2012. Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan. Published by the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas Public Lands Institute in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management. 19 p.
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knowledge about sustainable living in rural desert environments, and present unique education opportunities to
people in southern Nevada, as well as from around the world.
Overview of Ranch History
Walking Box Ranch, located seven miles west of the town of Searchlight, Nevada, was once a cattle ranch carved
from the massive, million‐acre Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company ranch. Walking Box Ranch originally consisted
of a 40‐acre homestead along with a 120‐acre ranch parcel, supported by nearly 400,000 acres of grazing leases on
public land. Cowboy film star Rex Bell purchased the ranch from then‐owner John Woolf in 1931.
Bell and his wife Clara Bow, both Hollywood actors, constructed a substantial new ranch house in the Spanish
Colonial Revival style in the same year and added a second story, circa 1934, as their family grew. Bell continued to
operate the property as a working cattle ranch, as did Karl Weikel, who purchased the ranch in 1951, until the
ranch was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation in 1989. Viceroy used the property to access its local mine, and
refurbished the ranch headquarters to serve as an executive retreat. Since the mid‐1990s, the property has
changed ownership several times.
Overview of Architectural Significance
Walking Box Ranch possesses several significant architectural features including the main house, an example of the
Spanish Colonial Revival style (uncommon in the region), which was mentioned above. It also includes a barn that
exemplifies railroad‐tie architecture, a typical method of construction in the region. Walking Box Ranch was listed
on the National Register of Historic Places in March of 2009.
Overview of Ecological Significance
Situated in pristine desert habitat in the midst of an expansive desert tortoise conservation area, Walking Box
Ranch lies within a BLM designated Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC). Research in this area is
providing significant answers to questions about the Mojave Desert, the least known of all of our national desert
systems.
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THEME 1
The once “quintessential flapper” of Hollywood’s silent movies, Clara Bow, and her cowboy movie star husband,
Rex Bell, desired a less complicated life. This desire led them to Walking Box Ranch. As a refuge, the ranch offered
peace, solitude, and a place to entertain and enjoy themselves without the anxiety and scrutiny of Hollywood. But
as a home, the ranch presented the hardships of living and working in the desert. For all residents and owners of
Walking Box Ranch, adapting to desert life was essentialfrom water use, to architecture, to overcoming the
remoteness.

Subtheme 1.1
In the early 1930s, Clara Bow and Rex Bell sought rejuvenation at Walking Box Ranch. The Piute Valley was a refuge
from their busy Hollywood careers: a place where they could pursue ranching, raise a family, entertain, relax, and
free themselves from the anxiety and pressure of stardom.

—Content under Development—

Subtheme 1.2
In the early decades of the 1900s, living and working in the desert proved to be difficult. The lives of ranching
families were pervaded by hardships, but also filled with resourceful adaptation to desert living. Families had to be
self‐sufficient, use limited resources, and often repurpose materials.

—Content under Development—

THEME 2
Beginning with early human groups, the Piute Valley has been inhabited through time. Later, ranching and other
human endeavors in the Piute Valley were the deliberate result of pursuits prompted in part by a desire to move
West in search of the American dream. Ranching in the desert was an arduous venture with success reserved for
only the most ambitious and resourceful individuals. Through it all, the desert was a formidable challenge in
people’s desire for a promising new life and refuge.

Subtheme 2.1
Geologic processes in the Piute Valley provided an abundance of mineral resources. Railroads and the federal
government contributed to the success of early mining endeavors.
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Setting the StageThe Geology of Piute Valley
—Section in Draft form; review and revisions required—
The smallest and the driest of the North American deserts, the Mojave Desert extends across Nevada, California,
Arizona, and Utah, and its geology is complex and diverse. Over much of Nevada, geologic processes produced the
familiar basin‐and‐range landscape. East of the Southern Nevada basin and range, however, is a narrow region
known as the “Colorado River Extensional Corridor.” Walking Box Ranch is found here within the Piute Valley. Ten
to twenty million years ago within this corridor, tectonic forces pulled apart the Earth’s crust until it fractured and
broke into blocks that tipped over on their sides. The Walking Box Ranch that exists today lies within a valley
created by this geologic activity. Tipped blocks expose coarsely crystalline rocks like granite that solidified very
slowly from molten magma deep in the Earth; Spirit Mountain, located to the southeast of Walking Box Ranch, is a
good example of an exposed, crystallized magma chamber. These blocks also contained volcanoes that spewed
molten lava which cooled and solidified quickly to form finely crystalline rocks like obsidian and rhyolite. Hot,
water‐rich fluids associated with volcanoes formed the searchlight and Castle Mountain’s ore deposits, which
contained turquoise, gold, silver, copper, and lead ore deposits later mined by prospectors at the turn of the last
century.
Over time, after volcanic activity ceased valleys and basins filled up with sediment from millions of years of
erosion. The Ranch and surrounding area is dominated by Pleistocene (2.6 million to 11,700 years ago) alluvial
material, fine particles that eroded from the surrounding mountains and were shed toward the basin. The
composition of which, is mostly granite eroded from the New York and McCullough mountains. This erosion
continues to alter the landscape today.
The Piute Valley that contains Walking Box Ranch is a 45‐mile‐long and ten‐mile‐wide stretch marked by
mountains ranges where mineral wealth abounds beneath its parched surface. The McCullough, Highland,
Eldorado, Castle, and New York mountains are composed of igneous rocks: dacite, basalt, rhyolite, and granite;
minerals such as quartz; and pockets of limestone and other sedimentary rock deposited in an ancient sea.
Walking Box Ranch once occupied most of the Piute Valley, a biologically diverse portion of the Southern Nevada
Mojave desert. The valley owes its unusually rich biologically diversity to a variety of desert, mountain, and
riparian habitats, and a location at the intersection of several biotic provinces – the Colorado Plateau, the Great
Basin, the Sierra Nevada range, and the Sonoran and Lower Colorado River deserts.
Without a water source, life in the Piute Valley would have been impossible. The Colorado River, only miles from
Walking Box Ranch, was the area’s most reliable water source for the region’s earliest settlers. Ranch residents, as
well as the Native peoples before them, also took advantage of the abundant natural springs in the area.

Pre‐historic and Historical Mining
—Content under Development; additions, review, revisions required—
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Mining transformed the Mojave Desert, and nowhere is it more apparent than in the Piute Valley near Walking Box
Ranch.
As early as 300 A.D., peoples existing in the area were extracting mineral resources from the land, rocks, and
mountains surrounding the future site of Walking Box Ranch. Among some of the more desired minerals were
turquoise2 and magnesite3. Early people also mined obsidian, a volcanic glass that can be manipulated into sharp
tools. The volcanic activity in the region made obsidian abundant. Obsidian could be easily chiseled into spear
points and other tools. Salt also became an important mineral for native groups in the area as they switched from
hunter‐gatherer societies to a more agricultural way of life.
The Paiute began inhabiting Southern Nevada 1,500—1,000 years ago when they called themselves the Nuwuvi
(“the People”) and migrated in from Death Valley. Today they are called the Southern Paiute and include the
Moapats, Kwiengomits, Pegesits, Movweats, and Chemehuevi.
Near the turn of the last century, gold and silver strikes in Southern Nevada brought a multitude of people looking
to make their fortune. Gold was first discovered in the area surrounding Walking Box Ranch by the Paiute in 1870
and then re‐discovered in 1897 by prospector, G.F. Colton. This discovery, along with other discoveries in the
region, spurred rapid growth in the area including the development of the town of Searchlight, Nevada.
Nearly 250,000 ounces of gold production were attributed to the Searchlight mining district alone in the 1890s. By
1907, the town of Searchlight alone had forty‐four working mines and 5,000 people; there were nearly 300 mines
in the broader Searchlight mining district. The largest of the Searchlight mines were the Quartette, Cyrus Noble,
Little Brown Jug, Old Bottle, and the Duplex. Combined, these large mines produced $7 million in gold.
For nearly 20 years, miners endured stifling heat and dangerous working conditions in deep mine shafts.
Searchlight’s large Quartette mine produced nearly half of Searchlight’s output, had a main shaft that extended
1,350 feet below the surface where miners encountered poor air, airless conditions, and falling rock from
exploding dynamite.
Such extensive mining required large supplies of food to feed the miners. To meet this need, the Rock Springs Land
& Cattle Company expanded its operations to one million acres of grazing land. A portion of this ranch would later
become Walking Box Ranch.
By the 1920s, the high cost of mining operations prompted companies to cut production. Many miners left the
area to seek their fortunes elsewhere.
2

3

Turquoise is a copper mineral desired for its decorative and trade value. Evidence of Indian turquoise mining and processing was also found
at Crescent Peak in southern Clark County, about 12 miles west of Searchlight. When this deposit was "discovered" by modern prospectors in
1889 or 1890, stone chisels, wedges, and hammers were found scattered at the site and a huge quantity of tiny turquoise fragments was
found along with rubbing and polishing stones in what must have been a lapidary shop. This site is reported to have been worked and
abandoned about 1200 A.D. Turquoise was mined in the Crescent Mining District until 1906.
Magnesite is a mineral rock formed by magnesium, calcium, and oxygen; magnesite was used by many groups as a white slip in the
construction of pottery. Slips are a combination of water and clay and potentially other materials that aid in the construction and decoration
of ceramic materials.
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Miners came and went, but gold still lay hidden in the ground beneath. Innovations and technology enticed
modern visionaries to try their luck prospecting for gold. In the 1980s, two friends Bern Brynelsen and Ross
Fitzpatrick dreamt of developing a mine just south of Walking Box Ranch in the Castle Mountains. After almost a
decade of raising money and working to meet regulatory requirements, the Viceroy Castle Mountain Mine opened.
The mine, over the course of its operation, produced more than 1 million ounces of gold. As Viceroy’s senior vice
president once stated “We know we can never totally erase our footprints, but we have set out to demonstrate a
commitment to protect the environment.” Toward meeting this commitment during the company’s operation,
Viceroy also worked with the Nature Conservancy to create a 150,000‐acre desert tortoise preserve, bought
tortoise habitat for the BLM, and contributed $2 million for environmental enhancements.
In Nevada, mining has been a steady employer and contributor to the state’s economy; providing more than $100
million to state and local economies since 1990. Nevada is currently the 4th largest gold producer in the world.

Native American Connections
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Since 11,000 B.C., people have been living in southern Nevada. The people that lived here between 11,000 and
8,000 B.C. hunted animals like bison, camels, and horses. They also relied on marshland resources like water fowl,
fish, and vegetation because during this time period, the Mojave Desert was a wet place and home to many bodies
of water.
Sometime between 1,500 and 1,000 years ago, a group calling themselves the Nuwuvi or “The People”, migrated
from the Death Valley area into the southern portions of modern‐day California, Nevada, Utah, and Arizona.
Today, these people are called the Southern Paiute and still live in these regions.

Subtheme 2.2
Due to the remoteness and other difficulties of desert ranching, people had to be self‐sufficient, use limited
resources, and often repurpose materials.

—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
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Subtheme 2.3
Whether in pursuit of mining, ranching, or conservation, the success of Walking Box Ranch owners was intertwined
with Federal management of federal lands.

A Walk through Time at Walking Box Ranch
—Content under Development; Fact verification underway—

1812

General Land Office was created to take over the land management functions previously performed by
the United States Department of the Treasury

1849

The Department of the Interior was formed, and the General Land Office was placed under it.1864
Nevada became the 36th state

1894

Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company (RSLCC) incorporated, forming an approximately one‐million‐acre
cattle ranch in the eastern Mojave Desert

1909

Clark County was created from a portion of Lincoln County

1928

RSLCC was subdivided into several smaller ranches

1930

John Woolf acquired RSLCC lands in Nevada

1931

John Woolf sells this property to George F. Beldam (Rex Bell)

1931

Rex Bell and Clara Bow married in Las Vegas

1931

A Spanish Colonial Revival style ranch house called “Rancho Clarita” was constructed

1934

Passage of the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934 placed management and development of 80 million acres of
grazing lands in the west under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior

1936

Bell Ranch becomes known as Walking Box Ranch

1936

Nevada Grazing District #5 (later named Searchlight District in 1940) established, following an
Amendment to the Taylor Grazing Act of 1934. To establish a grazing district, the Secretary of the Interior
had to be petitioned by a majority of the area stockmen. Rex Bell was named one of original eleven
Grazing District #5 Advisory Board members.

1937

Six Mile Well and Ten Mile Well were constructed by the Civilian Conservation Corps (C.C.C.)

1945

Rex Bell moves his family to Las Vegas; Walking Box Ranch was leased on a five‐year basis to Wyatt
Marshall (son of Al Marshall) and Kenneth Jay of Northrop Aircraft Company

1946

The Bureau of Land Management was created by combining the General Land Office and United States
Grazing Service
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Draft Timeline Continued. Fact Verification Underway.
1948

Walking Box Ranch was intended for use as Rawlings Guest Ranch

1951

Walking Box Ranch was sold to Karl “Cap” Weikel, including base property and grazing rights; its name
changed to YKL Ranch

1964

The Public Land Law Review Commission was established to review land management policies and make
recommendations on how land should be managed

1976

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) was passed declaring all remaining public lands
would we retained as Federal property unless disposal of that property was of national interest.

1976

The Bureau of Land Management orders a 75% cutback in grazing

1980

The YKL Ranch property was sold to the Nevada Silver Refinery; the Weikel family moves to Searchlight,
NV 4

1982

YKL Ranch was repossessed by Weikel 5

1991

YKL Ranch was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation 6

1990

The desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii) was listed as Threatened by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service. The
Desert Tortoise (Mojave Population) Recovery Plan was developed to set aside habitat for the desert
tortoise with the intent of achieving a 50% probability of survival for the tortoise for the following 500
years.

1991

The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service created a 400,000‐acre desert tortoise preserve in southern Clark
County as part of a land swap to allow development in Las Vegas Valley; remaining cattle ranching in the
region was effectively ended

1993

Viceroy Gold Corporation sells ranch property grazing rights to The Nature Conservancy

1993

A 40‐acre conservation easement was granted to The Nature Conservancy by Viceroy Gold Corporation

1994

The Piute‐Eldorado Desert Wildlife Management Area (DWMA) was established encompassing 430,000
acres as a habitat reserve for the desert tortoise surrounding the present Walking Box Ranch site

2000

Viceroy Gold Corporation sells ranch property to Robert Cohen of Las Vegas Gaming Investments7

2001

Walking Box Ranch, LLC established as property owner8

2005

The Bureau of Land Management purchases the property; historic ranch house contents are donated to
the University of Nevada, Las Vegas

4

Clark County Recorded Document #1299:1258262 (10/20/1980)
Clark County Recorded Document #1511:1470916 (01/18/1982)
6
Clark County Recorded Document #19910722:00458 (07/22/1991)
7
Clark County Recorded Document 20001218:01625 (12/18/2000)
8
Clark County Recorded Document # 20010109:01946 (01/09/2001)
5
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Ranching in the DesertRock Springs Land & Cattle Company
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Grazing of non‐native livestock has occurred on most of the land that is now the Mojave National Preserve at one
time or another during the past 150 years. Livestock was present in the east Mojave in association with the earliest
Euro‐American uses of the desert. Travelers over the area almost always had some stock with them, and grazed
these animals as they crossed the desert. Several times, herds of cattle or sheep were driven eastward across the
Mojave Desert either to resupply Fort Mojave on the Colorado River or to move livestock to fresh range in New
Mexico and Arizona. Military outposts conducted small‐scale grazing activities, to supplement soldiers' food
supply. From about 1875 until the end of the nineteenth century, entrepreneurs took advantage of the open range
and ready market in the form of miners and later railroad workers by setting up several ranches. In 1894, several
ranch owners and other investors merged their holdings to form the Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company and
established headquarters in California at Barnwell, the northern terminus of the newly constructed Nevada
Southern Railway. This move highlighted the fact that while local beef consumption by miners in the area was
important to the firm, so too was the capability to transport cattle to other markets via the railroad. The Rock
Springs outfit, like other ranchers in the area, grazed their cattle on public land without fences. They moved
aggressively to purchase or trade for ownership of water rights, the possession of which enabled de facto control
of the surrounding range. At various times, the company had more than 10,000 cattle on their 50‐square‐mile
range. The company came into conflict with homesteaders who staked claims in prime grazing territory after 1910.
Cattle trampled homesteaders' crops (sometimes at the deliberate urging of the cowboys) and the company
denied homesteaders access to water. Homesteaders retaliated by helping themselves to free beef. A shootout at
the Government Holes well in 1925 was the final straw for many of the homesteaders who had not yet left.
A massive drought in the late 1920s, contributed to changes on the Mojave cattle range. The Rock Springs Land &
Cattle Company dissolved under the pressure. Most of the cattle had perished on the range, but the remainder
were rounded up and sold in urban markets. In September 1928, the northern part of the Rock Springs range was
sold to Bessie Yates and "Boy" Williams. The Rock Springs lands in Nevada were given to long‐time ranch
superintendent John Woolf, who promptly sold the property to Hollywood western movie star Rex Bell, who
together with his wife Clara Bow, lived and worked on the ranch they called the Walking Box. In September 1931,
the remainder of the Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company's holdings were sold off to other entities.
The late 1920s and 1930s were years of flux in the cattle business in the east Mojave, not only because of the
substantial drought, but also due to the passage of the Taylor Grazing Act in 1934. The law compelled individual
ranchers to clearly delineate and fence their ranges, and required grazers to pay fees to the government for forage
consumed by each animal on public lands. Additionally they were made to develop multiple water sources, so that
the burden on any one part of the range was lessened. During the 1940s until the passage of the California Desert
Protection Act in 1994, ranching in the area evolved, but remained rooted in the old‐fashioned methods that
worked better on the tough range than did modern agribusiness techniques.
The lands of the east Mojave have been subject to ranching for profit for more than 125 years, and in that time
have been indelibly changed. The key to ranching in the Mojave is water, and commercial ranches have developed
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extensive water systems, which are also used by wildlife. Though no definitive data exists, the numbers of both
native and non‐native species may have been enhanced by the long‐term availability of these water sources,
making it difficult to discover what pre‐ranching levels of wildlife were like. In the same way, long‐term ranching
has quite possibly contributed to the area’s present ecosystem.

THEME 3
Humans are not the only resourceful organisms who have means to thrive in the Mojave Desert extremes: other
species also make this place their home. Whether it requires responding to scarce food, temperature extremes, or
minimal water, plants and animals succeed in the Piute Valley through design, ingenuity, and instinct.

Subtheme 3.1
The Mojave Desert is home to a plethora of plants and animal species amazingly adapted for success in this hot,
dry, and magnificent place. Understanding their adaptations can teach us how to live in this desert. Native
Americans used and continue to use the Mojave Desert for the resources it provides; including using plants for
medicinal and practical daily use.

Desert Animal Life and Adaptation
—Content under Development; additions, review, and revisions required—
Specifically, species inclusion in this section needs to be based on research (e.g., surveys/game camera
data). Priority should be given to common species and species most likely to be viewed by the public,
with consideration for seasonal variation. The desert adaptation section needs to be expanded. All
descriptions should be standardized for content and length. Distinctions should be made between site
residents versus site visitors. Photographs of species (with appropriate background) are needed.
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Mammals
Mammals are a class of vertebrates that are typically characterized by having hairs, mammary glands to nourish
their young, and that are endothermic (“warm‐blooded” organisms that typically maintain their body temperature
within a narrow range using the heat generated via metabolic activities). In the Mojave Desert, mammals are not
easily observable because most species are largely nocturnal (active at night). A night walk in the desert is likely
the best way to discover and appreciate the diversity of mammals (mostly small mammals such as rodents) found
in the Mojave Desert. Unlike reptiles, most mammals (bats and smaller rodent species are an exception) of the
Mojave Desert are active year‐round and do not hibernate.
Ring‐tailed cat (Bassariscus astutus)
The ring‐tailed cat is a carnivore the size of a small house cat (14‐16 inches head and body length) that inhabits the
rocky outcrops of the Mojave Desert. Despite its name, this animal is a close relative of the raccoon and is
therefore not a cat. The ring‐tailed cat lives at high density in appropriate habitat, but because it is strictly
nocturnal it often goes undetected. It is an accomplished climber, whose ankle joint can laterally rotate 180°. This
morphological characteristic allows the ring‐tailed cat to climb down headfirst as the claws secure a grip on the
substrate. This mammal is omnivorous feeding on fruits, invertebrates, birds, small mammals (rodents, rabbits)
and reptiles (including rattlesnakes). The ring‐tailed cat, which can be easily tamed, was kept by early gold miners
around their cabins to control mice population, and hence is also known as the miner’s cat. Females give birth to a
few young (1 to 4) in summer once a year.
Mountain lion (Puma concolor)
The mountain lion, also known as the cougar, puma, or panther, is the largest carnivore found in the Mojave
Desert, reaching a length of 4 to 6 feet (without the tail). This species has the largest distribution of any wild
terrestrial animal in the Americas, ranging from northwestern Canada to the extreme southern tip of Argentina. In
the Mojave Desert, this cat dwells in the rocky hillsides and the mountainous deserts where it is typically active at
night. The cougar is a solitary ambush predator that stalks prey from ledges and trees, and leaps onto the back of
unsuspecting prey to deliver a powerful suffocating bite to the neck of its victim. Although it is known to feed on a
variety of smaller mammals such as rodents and hares, the cougar typically requires a healthy population of
ungulates such as bighorn sheep and mule deer (at the higher elevation) to survive. Females typically give birth to
2 to 3 kittens every 2 to 3 years in spring, and rear the kittens on their own.
Coyote (Canis latrans)
The coyote is a medium‐sized dog reaching a length of 2.5 to 3 feet (without the tail). This species is typically active
at dusk, night, and dawn, but can sometimes be observed during the day. It is a true habitat generalist of the
Mojave Desert, inhabiting desert flats, rocky hills, and the mountains up to 9800 feet elevation. It is a highly
adaptable species that has also colonized large metropolitan areas such as Las Vegas, Los Angeles, and Phoenix. In
terms of diet, the coyote is fairly opportunistic feeding on a variety of fruits and animals such as large
invertebrates, small and medium‐sized mammals (rodents and rabbits), and birds and reptiles. Prey may be stalked
or actively pursued. Although this dog does not typically form large packs like the wolf, the coyote is a social
animal that lives in pairs or in small family groups. Females typically give birth to 5 to 10 young in spring, and both
parents contribute to the rearing of the pups.
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Bobcat (Lynx rufus)
The bobcat is a medium‐sized cat (28 to 40 inches without the tail) characterized by a stubby tail like all other lynx
species. It is the most common wild cat in North America. In the Mojave Desert, the bobcat prefers rocky hillsides
and mountains. Like the coyote, this cat is mostly active at dusk, night, and dawn. This solitary creature roams
widely in search of prey, which is stalked once detected. Although the bobcat has been known to kill prey larger
than itself (deer), this cat relies primarily on smaller mammals such as rodents, rabbits, and hares, and to a lesser
extent on birds and reptiles. Females give birth to 2 to 4 kittens on average, normally in spring, and raise the litter
on their own as most cat species do. Little information is available regarding the reproductive frequency of female
bobcats in the Mojave Desert.
Desert woodrat (Neotoma lepida)
The desert woodrat, also known as the desert pack rat, is a relatively small rat species reaching a length of 6 to 7
inches (without the tail). This rat is largely nocturnal for most of the year and is often found in rock outcrops, and
Joshua tree and pinyon‐juniper woodlands. It primarily feeds on leaves (folivore) and seeds (granivore) and relies
on succulent (water‐retaining) vegetation to maintain an appropriate water balance. Rats of this genus (Neotoma)
are known to accumulate a variety of debris to build their nests, hence their name pack rats, typically located
around a crevice or at the base of a plant. The debris consists of rocks, plant and animal parts, including parts of
cacti which provide an effective defense against some predators. The rat nests are commonly used by a variety of
organisms (invertebrates, other rodents, snakes). The woodrat urinates and defecates on its nest and over time
the structure becomes solidified trapping the debris picked up by the rodent. When a nest is used generations
after generations, a woodrat midden is created (some have been dated back to more than 50,000 years). By
inspecting and dating the debris found in pack rat middens, scientists are able to partly reconstruct the past plant
and animal communities found at these sites. Females can produce 2 or more litters of 2 to 4 offspring per year
when environmental conditions allow.
Canyon mouse (Peromyscus crinitus)
The canyon mouse is a small rodent (on average 3 inches without the tail) found in the rocky habitats of the
Mojave Desert. This abundant mouse is mostly nocturnal, and typically nests in crevices or in burrows under rocks.
This species is remarkably agile, and is known to climb vertical surfaces. The canyon mouse is an omnivore that
feeds on vegetation (leaves, seeds) and insects. When food resources become too scarce, the canyon mouse (as
well as other Peromyscus species) can decrease its body temperature and enter a state of daily dormancy for up to
12 hours to lower the mouse’s energetic demands. This small mammal is an important prey item for many snake
species of the Mojave Desert that dwell in rocky areas. Females typically produce 2 litters of 2 to 4 offspring from
spring to mid‐summer every year.
Merriam’s kangaroo rat (Dipodomys merriami)
The Merriam’s kangaroo rat averages a head and body length of 4 inches, and is characterized by extremely long
hind legs and small front legs. Like all other kangaroo rat species, this rodent relies on its hind legs to hop around
(bipedal locomotion). This kangaroo rat dwells in the sandy and gravelly habitats of the Mojave Desert, where it
typically remains in its burrow during the day. At night, the kangaroo rat forages mostly for seeds, but occasionally
for insects when plant material is less available during the hottest part of the summer. This rodent is well known
for its food hoarding behavior. Using its forepaws, the kangaroo rat places the food collected during a foraging
bout in external fur‐lined cheek pouches and transports it back to its burrow for later use. The kangaroo rat is
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physiologically well adapted to the arid conditions of the desert, because its kidneys efficiently minimize the water
loss associated with urination. As a result, the kangaroo rat obtains most of its water from the seeds it eats and
does not require drinking water. Females typically produce 2 litters of 2‐to‐3 pups from winter to mid‐summer
every year.
Whitetail antelope squirrel (Ammospermophilus leucurus)
The antelope squirrel is a small ground squirrel (5 to 7 inches on average without the tail) that inhabits the low
deserts and foothills of the Mojave Desert. This rodent is one of the most conspicuous mammal species found in
our area, because it is active year‐round and diurnal. It is often seen foraging for green vegetation, seeds,
invertebrates and occasionally small vertebrates (lizards, other small rodents) in mid mornings and late afternoons.
This ground squirrel is well adapted to the hot temperatures of the desert. For example, when the squirrel’s body
temperature becomes dangerously high while foraging in the sun, the squirrel retires to a shaded burrow to lie
down on its belly and unload the excess heat via conduction (the movement of heat from relatively hot surfaces
[the squirrel’s belly] to relatively cold surfaces [the soil in the burrow]). Heat loss is seemingly facilitated by the low
density of hair (which primarily has an insulating function) on the squirrel’s belly. Females typically produce one
litter of eight pups on average from early spring to mid‐summer every year.
Blacktail jackrabbit (Lepus californicus)
The jackrabbit is a medium‐sized hare (17 to 21 inches on average) that typically strives in the sparsely vegetated
and relatively flat habitats of the Mojave Desert. This hare is characterized by having large ears, which play an
important role for thermoregulation (the ability that organisms have to keep their body temperatures within
certain boundaries). The large ears are rich in blood vessels and provide a large surface area to release excessive
body heat to the environment. During the day, this rabbit often lays in a self‐made depression (called a shelter
form) located in the shade of a shrub. At night, the jackrabbit becomes active and forages for food, which includes
primarily grasses and forbs during spring and early summer, and shrubs and cacti during the drier parts of the year.
The jackrabbit is an excellent runner that can reach speeds of 40 miles per hour, which is a great asset to avoid
being eaten by coyotes, its primary predator. Females, which can produce young at anytime of the year, typically
produce several litters of 3 to 4 offspring per year.
Desert cottontail (Sylvilagus audubonii)
The cottontail is a small rabbit (15 to 17 inches in length) found in a variety of habitats from sea level to up to 6000
feet high in the Mojave Desert. The cottontail is mostly active in early mornings, late afternoons and evenings. Its
diet consists mostly of grasses, forbs, and cacti, which are a good source of water. In addition, this rabbit, like
many others, often eats its own fecal pellets to maximize the amount of nutrients extracted from the plant
materials it feeds on. When confronted by a predator (primarily coyotes, foxes, bobcats, and raptors) the
cottontail often flees with the tail raised up exposing the white cottony underside of the tail. This behavior may
attract the attention of the predator toward the conspicuous tail during pursuit, but later confuse it when the
white tail is not visible anymore (when the rabbit shifts directions or stop running with the tail held low). Female
cottontails can reproduce at almost any time of the year, and typically give birth to 5 litters of 2 to 3 offspring per
year.
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Bighorn sheep (Ovis canadensis)
The bighorn is the second largest herbivore (after the mule deer) found in the Mojave Desert reaching a body
length of up to 5 feet. It lives in the rocky habitats of the mountainous desert. Its “elastic” padded hooves provide
great adhesion to the substrate and allow the bighorn to easily maneuver on the steepest terrain. The bighorn is
typically diurnal and primarily eats grasses, forbs, and shrubs, but also feeds on cacti during summer to obtain
water. This animal is sexually dimorphic (males and females look different). Males are larger than females and
male’s horns are large and curled whereas females’ are small and relatively straight (bighorns do not lose their
horns). The sheep is a social animal, and adult males and females reside in separate groups for most of the year
(sexual segregation). During the breeding season (late July to mid‐October), the sexes come together and males
engage in combat (horn clashing) for access to females. In the Mojave Desert, the mountain lion is the only real
natural predator of the bighorn, although the coyote, bobcat, and golden eagle have occasionally been reported to
take down lambs. Females typically produce one lamb per year in late winter.
Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus)
The mule deer, whose body length ranges between 4 and 6.5 feet, is the largest herbivore found in the Mojave
Desert. This ungulate (hoofed mammal) is named after its large ears, which are reminiscent of the mule, and it
lives in the pinyon‐juniper woodlands found in the higher elevations of the Mojave Desert. There it feeds on
grasses, forbs, leaves, and twigs. It is typically active in early mornings, evenings and moonlit nights. Populations of
deer living at the higher elevations often migrate to lower elevations during winter, because snow impedes
movement and covers most of the deer’s food. Like the bighorn, the mule deer is social and adult males and
females remain in separate groups for most of the year. Males fight for access to females during the breeding
season (October to December), and males lose their antlers at the end of the mating season. In the Mojave Desert,
the only consistent predator (other than humans) to the mule deer is the mountain lion. Females usually produce
two young per year (twins) from late spring to summer.

Reptiles
Reptiles are a class of vertebrates (animals with a backbone) that are an integral component of the Mojave Desert
fauna. In our region, lizards and snakes make up most of the reptilian diversity (the exception is the desert
tortoise). Reptiles are often referred as “cold‐blooded animals”, which is not really accurate because many reptiles
maintain a high body temperature. The term “cold‐blooded” actually refers to the fact that reptiles rely on
environmental temperatures (and hence are ectothermic organisms) to warm or cool themselves, and that their
body temperatures fluctuate. This is why reptiles often bask in the sun in the early mornings to raise their body
temperatures, but retire into a refuge during the hottest part of the day to avoid overheating. Further, because the
winter temperatures in the Mojave Desert are typically too cold for them to be active, most reptiles hibernate
from November to March.
Speckled rattlesnake (Crotalus mitchellii)
Crotalus mitchellii is a medium‐sized rattlesnake (3‐4 feet on average) typically associated with the rocky habitats
of the Mojave Desert. Although this rattlesnake can be locally abundant, it often goes undetected because it
blends perfectly in its environment and because it spends a substantial amount of time under cover, such as rocks,
crevices, and wood rat nests. During its early life stage, C. mitchellii feeds mostly on small lizards such as side‐
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blotched lizards, and typically switches to larger mammalian prey (canyon mice, pocket mice) as it grows in size.
Prey is typically ambushed and killed by envenomation (killed by venom action). Despite being highly venomous, C.
mitchellii falls prey to many predators such as coyotes, bobcats, ring‐tail cats, and great horned owls. Recently, this
snake was reported to harvest rain, a behavior where the snake coils upon itself to collect rain droplets onto its
body and drink. Females of this rattlesnake give birth to live young in summer on average once every three years.
Sidewinder (Crotalus cerastes)
Crotalus cerastes is one of the smallest rattlesnakes (20‐30 inches on average) found in the United States, and is
characterized by having a horn‐like scale above each eye. This rattlesnake is generally found in the desert flats,
where it shelters in mammal burrows. The sidewinder gets its name from its locomotory mode, sidewinding, in
which the snake moves over sandy areas by looping its body sideways. The sidewinder is typically nocturnal year‐
round, and is often found at night crossing roads around sandy areas. Prey, typically lizards and small mammals,
are ambushed and envenomated, and juveniles are known to attract lizard prey within striking range by twitching
their tail side to side to mimic the movement of an insect. Females reproduce on average every two years, and give
birth to live young, like all other rattlesnake species.
Red coachwhip (Masticophis flagellum)
The red coachwhip also known as the red racer is a medium‐ to large‐sized snake (4‐6 feet on average) that dwells
in a variety of habitats, from desert flats to canyons, throughout the Mojave Desert. This alert non‐venomous
snake is typically diurnal (active during the day) and actively looks for prey (insects, lizards, small mammals, snakes,
birds). It is often seen foraging with the forepart of its body elevated above the ground to increase prey detection.
Once located, prey is quickly pursued, grasped, and swallowed alive. This species may be the fastest snake found in
the Mojave Desert. Females lay no more than one clutch of eggs per year typically in burrows or in decaying
vegetation.
California kingsnake (Lampropeltis getula)
The kingsnake is a medium‐sized non‐venomous snake (3‐4 feet on average) found in many habitats of the Mojave
Desert. This species is highly secretive, because it spends a lot of time underground and under rocks, and is
therefore rarely seen. This snake feeds on a variety of animals including small mammals, birds, lizards, and snakes,
which are killed by constriction (the snake wraps coils around the prey and squeezes it to death). The kingsnake’s
tendency to eat other snakes got it its name, and rattlesnakes are on its menu because the kingsnake is immune to
their venom. Females lay no more than one clutch of eggs per year in burrows or in crevices.
Gopher snake (Pituophis catenifer)
The gopher snake is a large non‐venomous snake (4‐6 feet on average), which is a habitat generalist (lives in a
variety of habitats). This species actively looks for prey, and “warm‐blooded” animals such as mammals and birds
are preferred over reptiles. Small prey may be killed or incapacitated by being pinned to the ground, whereas
larger prey is typically constricted. When disturbed by a potential predator (including humans), the gopher snake
can put on quite a defensive display. The snake may strike repeatedly at the opponent, hiss loudly thanks to its
modified larynx (the organ involved in sound production in most animals), and quickly vibrate its tail against the
substrate. Because of this latter behavior, the gopher snake is often mistaken for a rattlesnake. Females typically
lay a clutch of eggs every year, and babies are born in the summer.
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Gila monster (Heloderma suspectum)
The Gila monster is a large lizard (up to 2 feet in length with tail) that inhabits the rocky washes and arroyos of the
southwestern deserts. Most of its time is spent underground in self‐made burrows, crevices, and cavities under
rocks, and the monster is therefore rarely seen. This lizard is rather sluggish in nature, and actively looks for food
(typically reptile and bird eggs, small mammal nestlings) by visiting burrows and nest sites. It is one of two truly
venomous lizard species in the world, the other one being its close Mexican relative, the beaded lizard (Heloderma
horridum). The venom of the Gila monster presumably evolved for defensive purposes, because it typically preys
on small and helpless prey, which likely does not require venom to be killed. Unlike venomous snakes, the venom
gland is located on the lower jaw, and venom is passively introduced by capillary action (the upward movement of
fluid in tight spaces) into the victim when biting. Because of habitat destruction and collection for the pet trade,
the monster is protected by international, federal, and state laws, and it is therefore illegal to handle, capture, or
collect the Gila monster. Female Gila monsters produce a clutch of eggs every other year at best in summer, and
babies leave the nest the following spring.
Chuckwalla (Sauromalus ater)
The chuckwalla is a large wide‐bodied lizard (up to 1.5 feet with tail) that strives in the rocky habitats of the
Mojave Desert. This lizard is most active in spring and early summer, where it can be seen basking on large rocks in
early mornings. The diet of the chuckwalla mostly consists of plant materials, such as flowers, fruits, and leaves.
When approached, this lizard quickly retreats in crevices, and wedges itself into the rocks by inflating its body with
air, rendering capture more difficult for potential predators. This lizard was an important food items for many
southwestern native Indian tribes. Females can lay a clutch of eggs per year in spring or early summer, but this
species is known to skip reproduction for one or two years when food resources are low.
Leopard lizard (Gambelia wislizenii)
The leopard lizard is a relatively large lizard (10‐13 inches with tail) that typically dwells in the desert flats. It can
sometimes be seen basking along roadsides in early mornings. Once warmed up, the leopard lizard typically selects
a shaded spot under a shrub, and waits for passing prey. Prey, which includes insects, smaller lizards (including of
the same species), and rarely small mammals, are quickly pursued, grasped, and killed by a crushing bite. This
lizard is rather fast, and is known to run on its back legs when attaining high speed. Females typically lay a clutch of
eggs per year, and like most reptiles of the Mojave Desert, babies are born in summer or early fall.
Desert horned lizard (Phrynosoma platyrhinos)
The desert horned lizard, also known as the horny toad, is a small lizard (4‐6 inches on average with tail) that
prefers the sandy or gravelly areas of the Mojave Desert. This lizard gets its name from the spikes on the back of its
head. It is often seen on roads or roadsides basking in early mornings and late afternoons. The bulk of its diet is
ants, and the horny toad is often seen foraging around harvester ant trails or mounds. This lizard genus
(Phrynosoma) is well‐known for a unique defensive behavior, typically used against canid predators (foxes,
coyotes, dogs), which involves squirting blood from their eyes onto an approaching predator. Females can lay one
or two clutches of eggs per year.
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Side‐blotched lizard (Uta stansburiana)
The side‐blotched lizard is a small lizard (4‐6 inches with tail) found virtually everywhere in the Mojave Desert. This
species may be the most abundant lizard of the desert, and is also the most commonly observed. It is one of the
few (only?) species of reptiles that is active year‐round, and that can regularly be seen on warm days during the
winter. This lizard is insectivorous, feeding mostly on beetles, ants and spiders. Because of its small size and its
abundance, the side‐blotched lizard is an important prey item for many neonate (newborn) and juvenile snakes
that are typically too small to feed on small mammals. The side‐blotched lizard is a prolific breeder, and females
are known to lay up to 7 clutches of eggs in a single year, when the environmental conditions allow it.
Desert iguana (Dipsosaurus dorsalis)
The desert iguana is a relatively large lizard (up to 16 inches with tail) that favors the sandy habitats of the desert
flats. This species is the most heat tolerant of all Mojave Desert lizards, and is therefore more likely to be found on
the surface during the hottest part of the day than any other lizard species. Their body temperatures during
activity typically range from 93 to 106°F, which effectively demonstrate that reptiles are not cold‐blooded animals
as they are often described. This lizard is largely herbivorous and is often found climbing into shrubs to feed on
flowers, buds, and leaves (creosote bushes are a favorite), but may complement its diet with a few invertebrates.
Female desert iguanas typically lay one clutch of eggs in late spring or early summer.
Desert tortoise (Gopherus agassizii)
The desert tortoise is the only native tortoise of the Mojave Desert, and it is characterized by a high‐domed shell
reaching lengths of 9 to 15 inches. The tortoise is at home in almost all habitats where it can dig burrows such as
desert flats, washes, and rocky slopes. The ability to dig and use burrows to escape the heat is a key factor allowing
the tortoise to dwell in extremely hot environments like the Mojave Desert. These burrows are also commonly
used by invertebrates, reptiles, birds and mammals, and therefore the tortoise is an important species for the
Mojave Desert animal community. The tortoise spends most of its time underground during hibernation and
aestivation (a period of inactivity during winter and summer, respectively). The period of most intense surface
activity occurs during spring and early summer when the tortoise typically forages on grasses, flowers, and fruits,
and look for mates. The tortoise stores water in a large urinary bladder, and can go without drinking for a long
time. When the tortoise is disturbed or handled, it may empty its bladder to defend itself. Tortoises should not be
disturbed in nature (unless found crossing a road) because this water loss may jeopardize its survival. In fact, it is
unlawful to touch, collect, or disturb desert tortoises according to federal and state laws. However, because the
tortoise has experienced a major population decline throughout the Mojave Desert due to a variety of pathogens
(bacteria, viruses, fungi, parasites) and over‐collecting for the pet trade, it is acceptable and even encouraged to
move a tortoise found crossing the road off the road (when safe to do so) to try to prevent a further decline of this
species. Female desert tortoises can lay up to two to three clutches of eggs per year under favorable conditions
(wet years) between May and August.

Birds
Great Horned Owl (Bubo virginianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Great Horned Owl is a large nocturnal bird of prey (length: 18‐25 inches; wingspan: 40‐60 inches), which gets
its name from the feathery ear tufts located on each side of the head. This bird is the most widely distributed owl
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found in the western hemisphere (the Americas), ranging from the subarctic regions to southern South America.
Like most owls, the leading edges of the wing feathers are comb‐like, an adaptation that minimizes the sound
produced by the air rushing over the wings when flying. This characteristic allows owls to be stealthy killers that
swoop down on prey undetected. The Great Horned Owl relies on its great senses of hearing and vision to hunt for
small‐ and medium‐sized mammals, birds and reptiles. It is one of the only animals known to regularly eat skunks.
The large eyes are placed forward like humans, and provide the binocular vision (the two eyes have partly
overlapping field of view) necessary to perceive depth and hunt efficiently. The owl’s large eyes have become
tubular in shape to be accommodated into a relatively small skull. As a result, the eyes are unable to move in the
skull, but this owl can rotate its neck to up to 270 degrees in each direction without moving its body. The Great
Horned Owl typically breeds in winter and lays 2 eggs per year on average.
Golden Eagle (Aquila chrysaetos)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Golden Eagle is a diurnal (active during the day) raptor found in many parts of the northern hemisphere
including North America, Asia, and Europe. It is one of the largest birds of prey (length: 27‐33 inches; wingspan: 73‐
86 inches) found in North America. In the Mojave Desert, this eagle favors the
open terrain of rolling foothills, mountain slopes, and plateaus. There, it primarily hunts rabbits, hares, and ground
squirrels although it is known to feed on a variety of much larger animals such as large birds, foxes, and domestic
livestock. (Due to the eagle’s ability to take down large prey, tamed Golden Eagles are used to hunt foxes and
wolves in certain parts of Asia.) Once prey is detected from a perch or from the air, the Golden Eagle typically
approaches it by flying close to the ground to reduce the chances of being noticed by the prey. Golden Eagles
usually mate for life, and the pair builds massive nests called eyries. These nests are made of branches, sticks and
vegetation and can be as large as 9 feet across and 3 feet deep. Each year, the Golden Eagle produces on average
one clutch of 2 eggs. However, in most cases only one of the offspring will survive due to the strong competition
for food in the nest.
Burrowing Owl (Athene cunicularia)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Burrowing Owl is a small (length: 8.5‐11 inches; wingspan: 20‐24 inches) owl with relatively long legs that
typically inhabits open habitats such as desert flats, rolling hills and dry grasslands. This bird is rather peculiar,
because unlike most owls, it is largely terrestrial and is often active during the day. Although the Burrowing Owl
can dig its own hole, it typically roosts in burrows excavated by other animals. It is often seen perched on mounds
and low perches scanning for prey. Prey mostly includes invertebrates and small vertebrates such as mice, lizards
and toads that are caught in flight, ambushed from the air or even pursued on foot on the ground. The Burrowing
Owl is also known to collect and return mammal dung to its burrow to attract dung beetles to ultimately feed on
them. During the spring nesting season, this owl often congregates in loose colonies. The Burrowing Owl typically
lays between 6 and 11 eggs once a year. When disturbed in their burrows, the young and adults are known to
produce a hissing call reminiscent of a rattlesnake’s shaking its rattle, which may help confuse and deter potential
predators.
Peregrine Falcon (Falco peregrinus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Peregrine Falcon is a truly cosmopolitan (found in many parts of the world) diurnal raptor that has the widest
distribution of any birds of prey. Among falcons, it is one of the largest species (length: 13‐23 inches; wingspan: 31‐
47 inches). The Peregrine (which means the “wanderer”) gets his name from the long migrations that some
populations undertake every year. This species is a habitat generalist, which favors open country, but that needs
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inaccessible structures such as vertical cliffs and tall trees (or even buildings in urban areas) to build its nest. Its
diet typically consists of medium‐sized birds such as shorebirds, ducks, and songbirds. Once the prey is located, the
peregrine dives in a stoop at speeds that can reach up to 200 miles per hour, making it one of the fastest animals
in the Animal Kingdom. The prey, hit in flight, is either injured, stunned or killed by the impact, and then captured
for consumption. The Peregrine mates for life and typically produces one brood of 3‐4 young per year in spring.
The Peregrine Falcon exemplifies one of the greatest successful conservation stories to date. This species
experienced massive population crashes in many parts of the world between the 1950’s and 1970’s due to the
extensive use of pesticides such as DDT. With the ban of DDT and the reintroduction of falcons from captive‐
breeding programs, the Peregrine Falcon has made a significant come back in many parts of the world.
Greater Roadrunner (Geococcyx californianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Greater Roadrunner is the largest North American cuckoo (length: 20‐24 inches; wingspan: 17‐24 inches) and
an icon of the southwestern deserts of North America. Made famous by the cartoon character Road Runner, this
bird gets its name from the habit of racing in front of moving vehicles before vanishing under cover. The
Roadrunner can reach a running speed of 18 miles per hour, making it one of the fastest runners among flying
birds. Although this bird can fly, the Roadrunner is a diurnal ground‐dwelling bird that thrives in sparsely vegetated
areas throughout the Southwest. There, it hunts for a variety of animals including large invertebrates
(grasshoppers, scorpions, spiders) and small vertebrates (mice, birds, lizards, and small snakes including venomous
ones such as rattlesnakes). Prey is either swallowed alive, killed with a beak blow to the neck, or grabbed and
beaten against a rock or the ground. The Roadrunner is well adapted to the arid condition of the desert. For
example, it possesses a gland on the beak which excretes salt, typically a characteristic of seabirds. This nasal salt
gland allows it to decrease the amount of salt – and therefore water – excreted in urine. The Roadrunner is
monogamous and typically produces a brood of 3‐6 eggs in late spring each year in a nest located low in a cactus or
a shrub.
Loggerhead Shrike (Lanius ludovicianus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Loggerhead Shrike is a medium‐sized (length: 8‐9 inches; wingspan: 11‐12.5 inches) diurnal songbird found
throughout North America. This shrike gets the name “loggerhead” from its relatively large head compared to the
rest of its body. In the Mojave Desert, this bird favors open terrain with hunting perches and with bare or sparsely‐
vegetated ground. This type of habitat allows the shrike to easily detect large insects and small vertebrates (small
mammals, reptiles, and birds) that the Shrike feeds on. Upon detecting prey, the loggerhead shrike quickly swoops
down on the prey and kills it. The Shrike’s bill is strongly hooked to tear flesh apart, and the bill has a “notch” near
the tip which helps to sever the spinal cord of its victim. When capturing and/or feeding on relatively large prey,
the Loggerhead is known to impale its victim on barb wires or thorns. This technique allows the shrike to keep a
large prey in place while it feeds on it. The Loggerhead Shrike is a monogamous bird that produces one or two
clutches of 4‐8 eggs in spring in a nest located in a tree or a shrub.
Turkey Vulture (Cathartes aura)
MIGRATE SOUTH IN WINTER
The Turkey Vulture, informally known as the buzzard, is a large bird (length: 25‐32 inches; wingspan: 67‐72 inches)
distributed throughout the Americas. This bird gets its name from the adult’s red bald head which resembles that
of a male wild turkey. In the Mojave Desert, this vulture favors open areas with cliffs and/or large trees where it
can roost and nest. It is often seen riding thermal winds, beating its wings infrequently. When foraging, the Turkey
Vulture flies at low altitude and uses its great sense of smell to detect carrion, which makes up most of its diet.
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(The bald head and neck prevents the vulture from getting too “dirty” when probing into carrion.) The Turkey
Vulture plays an important role in the ecosystem by cleaning the environment of unsanitary carcasses. Rarely, this
vulture will catch and kill large invertebrates or feed on fruits. Like many storks do, during hot weather the turkey
vulture defecates on its own legs to cool off: the evaporation of the water contained in the vulture’s feces cools
the legs and the underlying blood vessels, thereby reducing the bird’s body temperature. Although this bird has
few predators, it exhibits a surprising defense mechanism when threatened: It will regurgitate (vomit) its last meal
onto the approaching danger, which may help deter or escape predators. Once a year in spring, the Turkey Vulture
produces on average 2 eggs that are laid directly on the substrate typically in a cave or a cliff.
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
Common Raven (Corvus corax)
The Common Raven is a large songbird (length: 22‐30 inches; wingspan: 40‐59 inches) widely distributed in the
Northern hemisphere. This diurnal bird is highly adaptable and thrives in many kinds of habitats, which is in part
due to the breadth of its diet. The Common Raven is an opportunistic omnivorous bird that feeds on grains, buds,
fruits, large invertebrates, small‐ and medium‐sized vertebrates, eggs, human waste, as well as carrion. In the
Mojave Desert, it is commonly seen along roads searching for or feeding on road kill animals. In the western states,
the number of Ravens has increased over the last few decades due to human settlement and land development. In
fact, the Raven population increase in the Mojave Desert has been problematic in regard to the conservation of
the threatened desert tortoise, because Ravens prey upon newborn and juvenile tortoises. The Raven is a clever
animal that shows great skills at problem solving, and is considered one of the most intelligent birds in the world.
This bird is territorial and adults live in pairs, while juveniles may form flocks. The Common Raven mates for life
and builds a deep nest made of branches and sticks high in a tree, a cliff or in a human‐made structure. The Raven
lays 4‐6 eggs once a year from late winter to early summer.
Common Poorwill (Phalaenoptilus nuttallii)
POSSIBLY YEAR‐ROUND IN MOJAVE DESERT
The Common Poorwill, named after its distinctive poor‐will call, is a medium‐sized bird (length: 7‐8 inches;
wingspan: 11‐13 inches) distributed throughout western North America. In the Mojave Desert, this bird seemingly
favors rocky foothills. The Common Poorwill is nocturnal and highly cryptic (well‐concealed) and is therefore rarely
observed in nature. At night, it hunts for a variety of insects, specifically moths and beetles, which are typically
caught in flight. When ambient temperatures are low or when food availability is reduced, this bird can
significantly lower its body temperature to reduce metabolic activity and save energy, a phenomenon called
torpor. The Common Poorwill is known to go into daily torpor on cold nights during its active season, as well as
throughout the winter in some parts of its range. This bird is also well equipped to avoid overheating, and exhibits
a behavior called gular fluttering, which is in essence similar to a dog panting. The Poorwill’s large gape allows it to
expose a large amount of moist tissues when fluttering and allows the bird to dissipate heat at a high rate via
evaporative cooling (changing the state of water from liquid to vapor requires an input of heat, thus evaporative
cooling allows organisms to cool their body temperatures by releasing heat into their environment). This bird
typically lays one clutch of 2 eggs in a shallow depression directly on the ground from spring to summer.
Gambel’s Quail (Callipepla gambelii)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Gambel’s Quail is a medium‐sized bird (length: 10‐11 inches; wingspan: 13‐14 inches) found in the Sonoran
Desert and parts of the Mojave and Chihuahuan Deserts. This diurnal bird, characterized by its topknot, spends
most of its time on the ground, and prefers scrubby desert habitats where it can easily blend in when threatened.
This species is sexually dichromatic, meaning that the plumage coloration of males and females differs, specifically
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on the head. Adult Gambel’s Quails are primarily herbivorous and forage for seeds, leaves and fruits, whereas
chicks consume more insects. The population size of this bird primarily fluctuates in response to precipitation
during winter and spring. Wet years increase plant abundance, which the quail ultimately depends on to feed, and
therefore population size positively correlates with rainfall. The Gambel’s Quail is typically monogamous and
produces a clutch of 10‐15 eggs per year in spring. The nest, made of twigs and vegetation, is usually located on
the ground. The chicks are mobile and leave the nest shortly after hatching (a condition known as precocial), and
start foraging under the surveillance of their parents.
Rock Wren (Salpinctes obsoletus)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Rock Wren is a small diurnal songbird (length: 4.7‐6 inches; wingspan: 9 inches) that inhabits the arid to semi‐
arid regions of western North and Central America. As its name implies, this bird is associated with rocky habitats.
In the Mojave Desert, it prefers rocky foothills and canyons, and mountainous areas. The Rock Wren is a ground‐
forager that feeds on small invertebrates, such as insects and spiders. It uses its bill to dislodge prey from under
rocks, and is also known to remove insects trapped in spider webs. This bird does not drink water (even when
available in captivity), and seemingly acquires all the water it needs from the prey it consumes. The Rock Wren
nests on the ground in a cavity under a rock or in a crevice. The cup‐shaped nest, made of plant material, spider
silk, feathers and hair, is built upon a layer of small flat stones assembled by the breeding pair. One remarkable
behavior displayed by the Rock Wren is that it builds a pathway of small stones leading to its nest entrance. The
function of this behavior is unknown at this time. The female typically lays 5‐6 eggs per clutch (multiple). The pair is
monogamous and remains together until the end of the breeding season.
Crissal Thrasher (Toxostoma crissale)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
The Crissal Thrasher is a medium‐sized diurnal songbird (length: 10‐12 inches; wingspan: 12.5‐13 inches)
distributed throughout most of southwestern North America. This bird thrives in habitats with relatively dense
vegetation cover such as washes, canyons, foothills, and woodlands at higher elevations. The Crissal Thrasher
spends most of its time on the ground, and is characterized by a long curved bill that it uses to probe for insects
and spiders in the leaf litter, typically under shrubs. This bird also complements its insectivorous diet with seeds
and fruits. The Thrasher is an extremely wary bird around its nest, which is located in the most inaccessible parts of
dense shrubs. Coupled with the bird’s stealthy maneuvering in dense vegetation, locating the Crissal Thrasher’s
nest can be quite a challenge. This Thrasher typically produces two clutches of 1‐4 egg from late winter to early
summer. Like many birds, the Crissal Thrasher’s nest is sometimes parasitized by Brown‐Headed Cowbirds
(Molothrus ater), which lay their eggs in the nest of other birds. However, the Thrasher has the ability to recognize
and get rid of the parasite’s eggs.
Phainopepla (Phainopepla nitens)
MIGRATE SOUTH IN WINTER
The Phainopepla is a medium‐sized diurnal songbird (length: 7.1‐8.3 inches; wingspan: 11.4 inches) distributed
throughout the deserts and arid woodlands of southwestern North America. The name of this bird is of Greek
origin and means “shining robe” in reference to the shiny jet black coloration of adult males. This bird is easily
recognized by its dark crest and red eyes. In the Mojave Desert, the Phainopepla thrives in scrubby habitats.
Although it sometimes consumes insects, the Phainopepla is one of the only birds that primarily feeds on berries of
the desert mistletoe (Phoradendron californicum), a parasitic plant that grows onto shrubs and trees. The
Phainopepla is therefore the primary seed‐disperser of this parasitic plant: It often defecates onto branches of
shrubs and trees, allowing the mistletoe seeds to land and germinate onto a host plant. When attacked by a
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predator, the Phainopepla uses distress calls (including imitations of other bird calls), whose function may elicit
nearby birds to mob (attack) the predator. The Phainopepla builds a small nest made of plant material in a tree or
shrub, and produces one to two clutches of 2‐4 eggs from spring to summer.
Black‐Throated Sparrow (Amphispiza bilineata)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT (?)
The Black‐Throated Sparrow is a small diurnal songbird (length: 4.5‐5.5 inches; wingspan: 8.5 inches) that thrives in
the open desert habitats of southwestern North America. As implied by its name, this bird is characterized by a
dark patch on the throat which extends onto the chest. This omnivorous sparrow primarily forages on the ground.
Its diet varies seasonally, feeding more heavily on insects during the spring‐summer breeding season and relying
primarily on seeds and newly sprouted green vegetation in winter, when insects are not available. This bird
acquires most of its water needs from its diet, and therefore is well adapted to the arid conditions of the
southwestern deserts. In some parts of its range, this sparrow has been reported to use mammal burrows to
escape the midday heat during the hottest part of the year. The Black‐Throated Sparrow builds a nest low in a
shrub or a cactus, and produces one to two clutches of 3‐4 eggs from April to August.
Say’s Phoebe (Sayornis saya)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT
Say’s Phoebe is a small diurnal songbird (length: 7‐8 inches; wingspan: 12‐13 inches) distributed throughout
western North America and Central America. In the Mojave Desert, this species is at home in open scrub habitats
and woodlands at higher elevations. This phoebe primarily feeds on small invertebrates such as bees, wasps, flies,
beetles, grasshoppers and crickets. Typical foraging consists of sitting on a perch and catching insects in flight,
although Say’s Phoebe is also known to look for prey on the ground (glean). The nest is built on a sheltered ledge in
a cave, a cliff, or a human‐made structure. Urbanization may in fact have benefited this species by increasing the
number of suitable nest sites. Say’s Phoebe usually produces one to two broods of 3‐7 offspring each year from
spring to summer.
Anna’s Hummingbird (Calypte anna)
YEAR‐ROUND RESIDENT (?)
Anna’s Hummingbird is a medium‐sized hummingbird (length: 3.5‐4 inches; wingspan: 4.5‐4.7 inches) originally
found on the slopes of the Pacific coast from Baja California in Mexico to Northern California. Since the 1930’s, this
species range has expanded North (almost to Alaska) and inland (in the Sonoran and Mojave Deserts), seemingly
due to the importation and increased use of exotic flowering plants in urban and suburban areas. As a result, this
species is often seen at nectar feeders in cities throughout its range. Like all hummingbirds, this species is
characterized by a long, slender bill, which allows the bird to reach and feed on the nectar from flowers
(hummingbirds then use their extendable tongue to “sip” on the nectar). Anna’s Hummingbird is also reported to
feed on small insects and spiders. During courtship and/or territorial displays, males engage in a behavior called
dive display. The male ascends up to 100‐120 feet in the air, and then dives at considerable speed (approximately
50 mph), stopping suddenly in front of the female or the intruder. To support the fast beating of their wings, the
heart rate of hummingbirds can reach 1260 bpm (beats per minute) when flying. This is the highest metabolism
known in the Animal kingdom. Anna’s Hummingbird lays a clutch of 1‐3 eggs in a nest located on a branch in a
shrub or a tree. The female builds the nest, incubates the eggs, and cares for the nestlings on her own.
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Invertebrates
Giant Desert Hairy Scorpion (Hadrurus arizonensis)
VENOMOUS STING
The Giant Hairy Scorpion is the largest North American scorpion, reaching a length of 5.5 inches. This species is
named after its large size and the numerous large hairs (relative to other scorpion species) covering its body. By
detecting ground‐ and airborne vibrations up to one foot away, these hairs function to alert the Giant Hairy
Scorpion of the presence of other animals. Prey, which includes large insects, spiders, smaller scorpions, and more
rarely small vertebrates such as lizards, are ambushed, grasped with the pinchers (pedipalps), and envenomed
using the stinger (telson). The venom of the Giant Hairy Scorpion is relatively mild and not considered dangerous
to humans. Like most scorpions, the Giant Hairy Scorpion is behaviorally and physiologically well‐adapted to the
hot and arid conditions of the Mojave Desert. It is only active at night, and typically spends the day in a self‐made
burrow, which can be as deep as 8 feet. Further, scorpions can tolerate hotter temperatures than most other
invertebrates, and exhibit some of the lowest water loss rates of all desert fauna due to waxy layers found in their
exoskeleton (the tough external body covering characteristic of many invertebrates). Female scorpions give birth
to live young, which ride on the mother’s back for a week or so following birth. The Giant Hairy Scorpion has been
reported to live up to 25 years in captivity.
Western Desert Tarantula (Aphonopelma sp.)
VENOMOUS BITE
Desert Tarantulas of the genus Aphonopelma are large spiders with a body length (excluding the legs) typically
ranging between 1.5‐2.5 inches in the Mojave Desert. During the non‐breeding season, these burrowing spiders
rarely venture further than a few feet away from their burrow, and hunt at night typically for beetles, grasshoppers
and crickets, small scorpions, and other spiders. These ambush predators largely rely on the ground and air
vibrations generated by moving prey (and picked up by some of the tarantula’s leg hairs called setae) to locate
their victims. Once prey is located, the spider typically grasps it in a quick rush, and injects venom into the prey
using its fangs. The venom immobilizes the prey and breaks down the tissues into a liquid state, allowing the
tarantula to “drink” its meal. When threatened by a potential predator, these spiders are known to kick urticating
(stinging) hairs off their abdomen toward the threat. These hairs are barbed and can cause severe irritation,
specifically if entering the respiratory system or the eyes. The tarantula will bite defensively as a last resort, and
the venom, with effects similar to a bee sting, is not considered dangerous to humans. During the breeding season
(September‐November), males actively look for females and are often seen walking around and crossing roads.
Males and females typically mature around 10 years of age and males usually die following their first mating
season (females can live up to 20‐30 years). The female lays her eggs in a silky sac located in her burrow, and
carefully defends it against potential predators.
Western Black Widow (Latrodectus hesperus)
VENOMOUS BITE
The Western Black Widow is a small spider, sexually dimorphic in body size (the sexes differ in body length: males:
0.3‐0.4 inches; females: 0.5‐0.6 inches), which is distributed throughout the southwestern deserts. There, it
inhabits a variety of habitats where rocks, vegetation, and debris allow the spider to build its web. The web is
typically anchored close to the ground, is irregular in shape, and looks rather “messy”. The Black Widow remains
hidden during the day and typically hangs upside down in its web at night, waiting for small insects to get trapped
in it. Once the prey is caught in the web, the spider bites it and wraps it in a silk cocoon. The venom contains
digestive enzymes that liquefy the prey’s body tissues, and allow the Black Widow to ingest the liquefied prey. The
widow is commonly found around human habitations, which is sometimes problematic, because it has the most
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toxic venom among North American spiders. Although a Black Widow bite should be taken seriously, fatalities are
rare. The male actively looks for females during the breeding season. Upon locating a web, the male uses
chemosensory hairs on its legs to pick up pheromones (chemical messengers released into the environment)
contained in the silk, and determine whether the web is that of a receptive female Black Widow. Following mating,
the male is sometimes eaten by the female, hence the name Widow. The female stores sperm and only needs to
mate once in her lifetime. A female widow produces several clutches of hundreds of eggs encased in an egg sac
over her 2‐3 years lifespan.
Sun Spider (Order Solifugae)
The Sun Spiders are a diverse group of species that are distributed throughout most of the arid and semi‐arid
regions of the world (except Australia, Madagascar, and colder regions). The Sun Spiders, also known as the Wind
or Camel Spiders, are close relatives of spiders and scorpions, and are overall poorly‐studied organisms. Their body
size (without the legs) varies according to species, but typically ranges between 0.4‐2 inches. The Sun Spiders are
mostly nocturnal (despite their names) and cursorial (specialized for running) predators. Over short distance, some
species can run at incredible speed for invertebrate standards (1.2 mph). They actively forage in open habitats for
a variety of insects, arachnids (spiders and scorpions), and for the larger species, small vertebrates such as lizards.
In the southwestern deserts of North America, termites are seemingly an important prey item for some species.
Prey may be detected using vision, vibration, or chemosensory organs located on the legs. Unlike spiders and
scorpions, North American Sun Spiders are not venomous. They rely on their powerful, fang‐like mouthparts
(called chelicerae) to kill their victims. Sun Spiders are typically strong burrowers, and they use their burrows to
escape predators and extreme daytime temperatures, to digest their meals, and to deposit their eggs. Males are
believed to actively look for females. Once a receptive female is located and courtship initiated, using its chelicerae
the male picks its spermatophore (a capsule containing sperm) from its genital opening and introduces it in the
genital opening of the female.
Tarantula Hawk (Pepsis spp.)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
Tarantula Hawks are large wasps, reaching a length of 2 inches, distributed throughout the southwestern deserts
of North America. Two species, Pepsis formosa and Pepsis thisbe, which are difficult to distinguish, are particularly
common. Due to their large size and orange‐colored wings, these wasps are quite conspicuous. Although not
particularly dangerous to humans, the sting of Tarantula Hawks has been deemed as one of the most painful of the
insect world. As a result, these wasps have very few known predators (an exception may be the Greater
Roadrunner). The conspicuous coloration of their wings may in fact be an aposematic signal to would be predators
(a message indicating that an animal is potentially dangerous). Adult Tarantula Hawks primarily feed on nectar,
pollen, and decaying fruits, and there have been reports of wasps flying while intoxicated following the
consumption of fermented fruits. However, when ready to reproduce female Tarantula Hawks hunt for Tarantulas
(hence their name), which provide the food source for the developing wasp larvae. The female wasp uses its
stinger to paralyze the spider, and drags its victim into a burrow. After laying a single egg onto the spider’s
abdomen, the female leaves and closes the entrance of the burrow. When the larva hatches, it digs its way inside
the immobilized spider, and starts feeding on it. A few weeks later, the larva pupates, turns into an adult, and
emerges from the nest.
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Harvester Ant (Pogonomyrmex sp.)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
Harvester Ants are a group of species inhabiting the deserts of North and South America. These insects live in
colonies of thousands of individuals. Their scientific name Pogonomyrmex means bearded ants in Greek, and refers
to the curly hairs found on the ant’s chin (called psammophores). These hairs are used to collect and efficiently
transport seeds and sand grains, as well as possibly carry eggs. Their common name comes from their habits of
collecting seeds for food and removing all the vegetation around the entrance of their underground nest.
Harvester Ants dig deep nests with many underground chambers, where food, eggs, and larvae are kept. The ant
colony works according to a system, where individuals are given a specific task (which may change over time): For
instance, some workers take care of the pupae and larvae inside the nest, whereas others scout outside the nest
for foraging areas. Although seeds make up most of the diet of harvester ants, insects and spiders are also on the
menu. When a scout discovers a food source, it recruits other workers by laying a chemical trail from the food
source to the nest. Harvester Ants are venomous, although the toxicity of their venom varies depending on the
species. Their main predators are lizards, specifically the Horned Lizards of the genus
Phrynosoma, and some parasitic wasps that capture workers to lay their eggs inside of them. When conditions are
appropriate, winged males and females emerge from nearby colonies to reproduce, and create mating swarms.
After mating, the fertilized female loses her wings, and creates her own colony.
Valley Carpenter Bee (Xylocopa varipuncta)
VENOMOUS STING (FEMALES ONLY)
The Valley Carpenter Bee is a large solitary bee (body length: 1 inch) mostly found in the Mojave and Sonora
Deserts of southwestern North America. The Carpenter bee is named after its habit of burrowing in wood to make
its nest. The bee tunnels into the wood using its mandibles, and the saw dust produced in the process is either
discarded outside the nest or used in the nest to make cells where the female lays her eggs. Males and females of
this bee differ in coloration (sexual dichromatism): females are jet black while males are golden with green eyes.
Like most bees, the Carpenter Bee feeds on the pollen and nectar of flowers, and is therefore an important
pollinator for many desert plants with open‐faced flowers. Because of its large size, the Carpenter Bee is unable to
fit in small tube‐like flowers. The bee circumvents this problem by slitting through the base of the flower petals to
access the nectar. This behavior called “stealing the nectar” is not beneficial to the plant, because this practice
does not result in flower pollination. During the mating season, males gather at strategic places such as trees and
shrubs in washes and hilltops, and lie in wait for passing females. Females are seemingly picky and visit several
males before copulating. The female Carpenter Bee produces some of the largest eggs of the insect world (up to
0.6 inches).
Desert Blister Beetle (Lytta magister)
POISONOUS, TOXIC
The Desert Blister Beetle is a medium‐sized beetle (body length: 0.6‐1.3 inches) commonly found in the Mojave
Desert. It is sometimes observed in large aggregations in spring, voraciously feeding on leaves and flowers of
desert plants, such as the brittlebush (Encelia farinosa). This insect is characterized by its striking orange‐colored
head and legs, a signal that indicates to other animals the toxic nature of this beetle (aposematism). The Desert
Blister Beetle, like many other Blister Beetles, is known to produce a toxic chemical called cantharidin. When
threatened by a potential predator, the Blister Beetle can rupture blood vessels in its leg joints, which causes its
yellowish blood to discharge. If touched or ingested, the toxic blood can cause painful skin blisters and a variety of
other symptoms, which virtually protects this beetle against most predators. The life cycle of this beetle is quite
complicated and fascinating, because Blister Beetles go through several distinct larval forms (a process called
hypermetamorphosis). After mating, the female deposits her eggs in the desert soil and leaves. When the eggs
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hatch, the first larval forms, which have well‐developed legs, are quite mobile and dig around the soil to find a
grasshopper egg mass (unlike their parents, larvae are mostly predators). When a potential food source is located,
the larva molts into a grub‐like larva and starts feeding on the grasshopper’s eggs. Following a series of other
molts, an adult Desert Blister Beetle emerges from the soil in spring ready to feed and/or mate.
Yucca Moth (Tegeticula sp.)
The Yucca Moths are a group of small nocturnal butterfly species (body length: up to 1 inch) distributed
throughout the southwestern deserts of North America. These insects are named after the close relationship they
have evolved with a group of plants known as the Yuccas (which includes the Joshua Tree; Yucca brevifolia). Over
time, the Yucca Moths and the Yuccas have developed an obligate mutualistic relationship, meaning that the
interactions between these organisms are necessary for both species to survive. In spring, the moth emerges from
the ground, and locates a mating partner on a Yucca flower. After mating, the female moth collects pollens from
the flower and forms a compact ball using a pair of specialized tentacles. The female then visits Yucca flowers,
selects one, and lays a few eggs inside of it. After laying her eggs, the female climbs onto the flower’s stigma (the
structure where pollen is collected to insure fertilization), and deposits the pollen ball she previously made. This
remarkable behavior fertilizes the plant, and insures that the yucca will produce seeds that the moth’s larvae will
feed on after hatching. What sets the Yucca Moth apart from most other pollinators is that the female purportedly
– and not inadvertently like bees – pollinates the plant to provide an appropriate food source for its offspring.
After feeding on the seeds, the moth larvae leave the plant and burrow down into the soil, where they create a
cocoon. They will emerge as adults the following spring, and restart the cycle once again.
Desert Stink Beetle (Eleodes sp.)
The Desert Stink Beetles, also known as the Pinacate Beetles, are a group of small to medium‐sized flightless
beetles (body length: up to 1.5 inches) that inhabit the arid regions of western North America.
These insects are typically nocturnal, but may be active during daytime on overcast and relatively cool days. When
temperatures are hot, they typically hide in rodent burrows during the day. These dark‐colored beetles mostly
feed on decomposing plant and animal matter (detritivores), seeds and flowers. Some species of Desert Stink
Beetles are known to take advantage of the food gathered by Harvester Ants at their mound. When confronted by
a potential predator (including humans), the Desert Stink Beetles adopt a defensive posture called head standing,
in which they lower their heads and raise the rear part of their bodies. These insects then secrete or spray (up to
several inches away) – depending on the species – a smelly noxious chemical from their abdominal or anal glands
that repel most predators, including ants. However, a few predators have evolved behaviors to counter the
beetle’s chemical weapon. For instance, the Grasshopper Mouse (Onychomys torridus) grabs the beetle with its
front paws, jams the noxious rear end of the beetle in the soil to avoid the secretions, and devour it head first.
Other predators, such as skunks roll the beetles into the soil to get rid of the secretion before consuming them.
Western Conenose Bug (Triatoma protracta)
The Western Conenose Bug, also known as the Kissing Bug, is a medium‐sized insect (body length: 0.6‐0.75 inches),
that belongs to the Assassin Bug family (which also includes Bed Bugs). This dark‐colored bug is nocturnal and is
characterized by a distinctive X on its back when its wings are folded. This species is at home throughout the
southwestern deserts of North America. The Western Conenose is a parasitic species that uses its sharp curved
beak to bite and feed on the blood of vertebrates, specifically woodrats (Neotoma sp.). Therefore, this bug is
typically found in areas where woodrat nests are common. The Western Conenose sometimes invades campsites
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or residences, as it flies around looking for a meal, and humans become fair game for a blood meal. Humans are
typically bitten at night while they sleep, and near the mouth (hence the name Kissing Bug). The bite is typically
painless at first, but some people may develop a severe allergic reaction to the bug’s saliva. Like many
bloodsuckers, the saliva of the Western Conenose contains anticoagulins that prevent blood clotting. Close
relatives of the Western Conenose in Central and South America are known to spread Chagas disease, a serious
condition caused by a single‐cell organism, the protozoan Trypanosoma cruzi. The Western Conenose is also often
infected with this parasite that it contracts from biting woodrats. However, the parasite is transmitted through the
bug’s feces and not the bite. Unlike its Central and South American relatives, the Western Conenose rarely
defecates at the bite site right after its blood meal. Therefore, the parasites in the feces are rarely exposed to the
bite wound and rates of transmission to humans in the United States are low.
Desert Cicada (Diceroprocta apache)
The Desert Cicada is a large insect (body length: up to 1 inch and more), that belongs to the bug family (Family
Hemiptera). Like all true bugs, this insect possesses a specialized mouthpart (called a proboscis) that it uses to suck
juices. However, unlike its close relatives the kissing and bed bugs which feed on animals, the cicada feeds on the
sap of plants. This insect is well known for the buzzing noise that males produce to attract females during the
summer mating season. In contrast to most other sound‐producing insects like crickets which rub specialized
structures against one another, the loud sound produced by male cicadas is generated by rapidly vibrating thin
membranes inside their bodies. The Desert Cicada is remarkably well adapted to being active during the hot
summer days, and it is in fact the only insect reported to “sweat” to decrease its body temperature (changing the
state of water from liquid to vapor requires an input of heat, thus sweating allows organisms to cool their body
temperatures by releasing heat into their environment). This thermoregulatory strategy, which requires a steady
supply of water to prevent dehydration, is made possible by the cicada’s feeding strategy: It constantly replenishes
its body fluids by sucking the plant’s watery sap. After mating, female cicadas deposit their eggs in a plant. The
hatchlings drop to the ground following birth, and feed on the sap of roots until they emerge as adults.
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Desert Plant Life and Adaptations
SECTION IN DRAFT FORM – ADDITIONS/REVISIONS NEEDED.
Specifically, seasonal species surveys should be consulted (or conducted) to determine the suitability of
each species inclusion in this section. Priority should be given to common species and species most likely
to be viewed by the public with consideration for seasonal variation. Desert adaptation section should
be emphasized. All descriptions should be standardized for content and length. Photographs with
appropriate background and details need to be obtained.
Walking Box Ranch is situated in the Mojave Desert. This extraordinary ecosystem is characterized by an arid
climate of temperature extremes and little rainfall, which limits plant life to kinds specially adapted to harsh
conditions.
Joshua tree (Yucca brevifolia)
The Joshua tree’s name and structure suggest it is a tree; however, the Joshua tree is actually a succulent.
Succulents are plants specially adapted to store water. Joshua trees can grow up to 40 feet tall and have been
estimated to survive up to 200 years. The central trunk‐like stem of the Joshua tree leads to wide stretching
branches topped with stiff, dagger‐like leaves. Birds, rodents and lizards use this prominent plant for cover and
food. The Joshua tree is considered an indicator species of the Mojave Desert; so, if you see this unique plant you
are likely in the Mojave ecosystem.
Mojave yucca (Yucca schidigera)
The Mojave yucca is tall with un‐branched stems. Similar to its cousin the Joshua tree, Mojave yucca has stiff
evergreen dagger‐like leaves. However, Mojave yucca’s leaves are longer than those found on the Joshua tree.
The fibers of yucca leaves were historically used by Native Americans to weave sandals and cloth; flower buds and
seeds were included as part of their diet.
Wire‐lettuce (Stephanomeria pauciflora)
Wire‐lettuce is composed of a multitude of slender, intricately intertwined green stems topped with pink/purple
flowers which fade to white over time. Leaves of wire‐lettuce are tiny and narrow to avoid transpiration (losing
water into the air). Instead, green stems enable the plant to photosynthesize (produce energy from the sun)
without losing water. Wire‐lettuce was used by some Native Americans as a chewing gum.
Mojave aster (Xylorhiza tortifolia)
The large purple to white flowers of Mojave aster can span two inches across. The shrub has complicated
branching, with woody old growth toward the base of the plant, and green new growth toward the tips. Leaves of
Mojave aster are concentrated at the base of the plant and are approximately three inches long with serrated
edges. The Desert Checkerspot, a brilliant orange butterfly, deposits its larvae on the Mojave aster and utilizes the
flowers’ nectar in the spring.
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Creosote (Larrea tridentata)
Even more drought resistant than cacti, creosote is a spindly shrub with small, dark‐green leaves covered with a
sticky coating. This coating, called “lac” prevents the shrub from losing water and was used by Native Americans
as glue. The creosote can survive two to three years without rain. When it rains, creosote leaves emit a pungent
odor. The surge of moisture enables the plant to produce its yellow flowers, which are eventually replaced by
densely hairy fruits.
Littleleaf rhatany (Krameria erecta)
Littleleaf rhatany is a low‐growing shrub with magenta flowers. It has densely growing stiff, spine‐tipped branches
and produces heart‐shaped fruit with barbs. Littleleaf rhatany is a root parasite, meaning it can gather nutrients
and water from the root systems of nearby plants. Root parasitism may be what allows the plant to withstand
grazing; re‐sprouting from the root system if aboveground foliage is munched.
Catclaw acacia (Acacia greggii)
Catclaw acacia is a tree that has thorns shaped like cat claws. The tree generally establishes in low‐lying desert
washes, allowing its root system to reach the water that has soaked deep into the ground from previous rain
events. Catclaw acacia generally grows in dense thickets providing protection for desert animals. The wood of the
catclaw acacia has both dark and light sections, and has been used to create specialty wood products.
Bur sage (Ambrosia dumosa)
Bur sage is a low‐growing, dome‐shaped shrub that is nearly as common as creosote in the Mojave Desert. The
short dense hairs on the shrub’s leaves and stems give the plant a white, wooly appearance. Bur sage is
considered drought deciduous because during dry periods the plant sheds its leaves to prevent water loss by
transpiration.
Mexican bladder sage (Salazaria mexicana)
Mexican bladder sage is a shrub with spine‐tipped branches that has a two‐lipped flower with a white to violet
upper lip and a brilliant purple lip below. The plant is most easily identified by the papery lantern‐like calyx that
surrounds the plant’s fruit. The seeds of Mexican bladder sage are eaten by rodents.
Coyote melon (Cucurbita palmata)
Coyote melon is a perennial vine with deep yellow flowers and large dark green hairy leaves. The plant has an
underground tuber which stores nutrients and water reserves, enabling other features of the plant (such as leaves)
to be less drought resistant. Although the pulp of coyote melon fruit is bitter and may be toxic in large quantities,
the seeds are edible. Dried gourds can be used as rattles and containers.
Mojave prickly‐pear (Opuntia erinacea)
The Mojave prickly pear is composed of blue‐green pancake‐like pads covered with many silver whiskery spines.
The spines of the Mojave prickly‐pear offer the plant protection from predators, collect moisture and help to shade
the plant.
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Silver cholla (Opuntia echinocarpa)
The silver cholla (pronounced “choya”) has a tree‐like growth form that is densely branched and rarely reaches
more than five feet tall. The cactus’ long spines are clustered in groups of 8‐20, and have silver papery sheaths;
giving the cactus a silver radiance from afar. Silver cholla is very similar to buckhorn cholla which is also found at
Walking Box Ranch. These cacti are known to hybridize producing a plant that is a combination of the two kinds of
cholla.

Subtheme 3.2
The desert tortoise is a key animal, native to this desert, but now receiving protection for its survival.
—Content under Development—

Subtheme 3.3
The enduring legacy of Walking Box Ranch and the Mojave Desert is dependent on desert conservation,
protection, restoration, and stewardship through the careful and deliberate behaviors of humans today.
—Content under Development—
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THEME 4
Walking Box Ranch is a collection of stories of people who have come before. Today it is active site for research.
Through education and scientific study, we can continue the thread of stories about Walking Box Ranch and ensure
a sustainable future in the desert.

Subtheme 4.1
The promise of new discoveries is fulfilled through continuing research of this special place. Involving the
community in seeking a deeper understanding of the places that we live can reveal answers helpful to our future.

—Content under Development—

Subtheme 4.2
Sustainable living in the desert requires consideration of architecture, technology, resource management, water
conservation, engineering, product choices, adaptive reuse of materials, and community support.

—Content under Development—
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Walking Box Ranch
Oral History Transcript Indices
January 2013

About this document: This document provides indices to accompany the transcripts that have been
completed for five oral histories in the Walking Box Ranch Oral History collection. For each index, background
information about the index is provided. The indices are based on topics documented within the Walking Box
Ranch Interpretive Plan.1 Accordingly, oral history content within specific subject areas can be located and
retrieved more readily when developing interpretation. The number of times that content correlates to a topic is
indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the content can be found. This document will
be expanded as more interviews and transcripts are completed.

Donna and Gail Andress Transcript Index ..................................................................................................... 3
Rex Bell Jr. Transcript Index .......................................................................................................................... 6
Ron Marshall Transcript Index ...................................................................................................................... 8
Marge Marshall Sandquist Transcript Index ............................................................................................... 10
Carl Weikel Transcript Index ....................................................................................................................... 12

1

Page, A., Jacoby‐Garrett, P.M., Brody, A.J. and Shelton, C.Z. 2012. Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan. Published by the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas Public Lands Institute in cooperation with the Bureau of Land Management. 19 p.
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Donna and Gail Andress Transcript Index
About: Donna and Gail Andress were Searchlight, NV residents during the Bell‐Bow period of Walking Box Ranch.
The “Donna and Gail Andress” index facilitates referencing two transcripts of oral histories conducted for D. and G.
Andress conducted on 11/26/20082. Index subjects are the topics documented within the Walking Box Ranch
Interpretive Plan (2012). Accordingly, oral history content within specific topic areas can be located and retrieved
more readily when developing interpretation related to Walking Box Ranch. The number of times that content
correlates to a topic is indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the content can be
found. The audio files for the Andress interviews and transcripts for which these indices have been prepared are
available through UNLV Libraries Special Collections (https://www.library.unlv.edu/oral_histories/).

ANDRESS TRANSCRIPT #1
Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Current mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch buildings
Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching
Sustainable practices at the ranch
Ownership history
Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company ownership
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys
Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch
Biography and career – Clara Bow
Biography and career – Rex Bell
Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch
Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch
A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch

2

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

6

1, 8, 28, 29, 30

13

1, 3, 4, 5, 8, 12, 18,
19, 28, 29, 39, 47, 48

1

1

1
1

30
30

Funded by the Boyer Early Las Vegas Oral History Project
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Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Daily life activity (i.e., non‐ranching) including water use,
food, cooking, school, entertaining, swimming, shopping,
etc.

Architecture and adaptation to desert environment
Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant life and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation
Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments
The Great Depression*
Reason for coming to Southern Nevada*
Las Vegas*

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

34

2

2
2
1
2
18

“Helldorado” celebration*
Boulder/Hoover Dam*

3
4

Location
in transcript
(page number)

2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28,
31, 32, 33, 34, 36, 37,
38, 39
1, 2

1, 8
2, 11
1
1, 8
1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,
40, 41, 42, 43, 44, 50,
51, 52, 53, 54
9, 10, 54
11, 12, 40, 41

ANDRESS TRANSCRIPT #2
Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects not specified within the
Interpretive Plan’s topics list.

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Contemporary mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch buildings
Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching
Sustainable practices at the ranch

4

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

1

10

4

11,12,14,15

7
1

1,10,11,12,13,14
14

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects not specified within the
Interpretive Plan’s topics list.

Ownership history
Land and cattle time at the ranch
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys
Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch
Biography and career – Clara Bow
Biography and career – Rex Bell
Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch
Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch
A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch
Daily life (non‐ranching) including water use, food, cooking,
school, entertaining, swimming, shopping, etc.
Architecture and adaptation to desert environment
Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation
Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments
The Great Depression*
Reason for coming to Southern Nevada*
Las Vegas*
“Helldorado” celebration*
Boulder/Hoover Dam*

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

5

6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 15, 20,
21, 22
4, 7, 8, 15, 22

2

15, 16

3
3
1

15, 15, 22
1, 14, 15
1
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 14, 15, 19, 20

9

13
2
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Rex Bell Jr. Transcript Index
About: Rex Bell Jr. was the son of Rex Bell and Clara Bow; he was raised on Walking Box Ranch. The “Rex Bell, Jr.”
index facilitates referencing the transcript of the oral history conducted for Rex A. Bell Jr. through the UNLV Boyer
Las Vegas Early History Project (c. 2007)3. The index is based on the topics documented within the Walking Box
Ranch Interpretive Plan.1 Accordingly, oral history content within specific topical areas can be located and retrieved
more readily when developing interpretation for Walking Box Ranch. The number of times that content correlates
to a topic is indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the content can be found. There
are two Bell Jr. Interviews within the UNLV Library’s Special Collection: (1) a 2007 interview, which has been
published and is available through UNLV Libraries; and, (2) an interview conducted in 1977 for which audio
recordings are available. As of January 1, 2013, the 1977 interview has not yet been indexed. Information about
these materials is available at: https://www.library.unlv.edu/oral_histories/.

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Current mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch building

Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching
Sustainable practices at the ranch
Ownership history

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

2

5, 28

1

16

3
18

2, 8, 9
6, 9, 10, 13, 16, 81,
82, 83, 85, 86, 121,
122, 130, 131, 132,
137, 138, 139
9, 10

2
9

2, 8, 9, 11, 133, 134,
135, 136, 139

Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company ownership
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys

2
1
10

Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch

7

Biography and career – Clara Bow

10

13, 121
135
4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 12, 16,
31, 124, 137
6, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16,
19
2, 3, 4, 20, 21, 94, 95,
96, 97, 98

3

6

Bell, Rex. 1934‐2011. An interview with Rex Bell, Jr.: An oral history conducted by Claytee D. White. The Boyer Las Vegas Early History
Project, Oral History Research Center at UNLV, University Libraries, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, c2007. 135 p.

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

Biography and career – Rex Bell

8

Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch

37

Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch

27

A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch

17

Daily life activity (i.e., non‐ranching) including water use,
food, cooking, school, entertaining, swimming, shopping,
etc.
Architecture and adaptation to desert environment
Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant life and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation

6

2, 20, 98, 99, 102,
103, 126, 127
1, 2, 3, 10, 11, 13, 17,
18, 19, 20, 21, 28, 30,
33, 38, 39, 40, 41, 68,
69, 83, 96, 97, 98,
103, 104, 105, 120,
121, 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127, 128,
129
1, 2, 3, 16, 17, 19, 20,
21, 30, 31, 32, 39, 44,
69, 96, 97, 98, 103,
104, 122, 123, 124,
125, 126, 127, 128,
129
2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 9, 12, 13,
14, 15, 18, 19, 120,
123, 126, 132, 133
4, 6, 7, 9, 19

2

4, 5

2
11

132, 139
6, 12, 13, 15, 16, 18,
123, 132, 135, 136,
139

Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments

2

1, 4
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Ron Marshall Transcript Index
About: Ron Marshall was the stepson of Al Marshall, who was the ranch manager during the Bell‐Bow period of
Walking Box Ranch; he was raised on Walking Box Ranch. The “Ron Marshall” index facilitates referencing the
transcript of an oral history conducted for R. Marshall on 3/14/2012. The index is based on topics documented
within the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan (2012). Accordingly, oral history content within specific subject
areas can be located and retrieved more readily when developing interpretation. The number of times that
content correlates to a topic is indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the content
can be found. As of March 2013, the audio files and transcript of R. Marshall’s interview for which this index has
been prepared are available through UNLV Public Lands Institute with the intention of making these materials
available through UNLV Libraries in the future.

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Current mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch buildings
Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

3, 4, 5, 13, 14, 23, 26,
27

2

41, 46

2
6

16, 34
2, 22, 23, 40, 43, 44
3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10, 19,
20, 21, 23, 35, 36 37,
38, 39, 41, 42
2, 5, 6, 20
12, 13, 14, 21

4
4
1
2
20

Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch
Biography and career – Clara Bow
Biography and career – Rex Bell
Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch
Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch
A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch

7
1
2
2
19

8

(page number)

8

17
Sustainable practices at the ranch
Ownership history
Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company ownership
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys

Location
in transcript

21
42, 43
1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7, 8, 10,
14, 15, 16, 17, 19, 21,
23, 25, 30, 37, 41, 42
11, 12, 20,24,29,
38,39
45
13, 44
3, 36
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 13, 15, 16, 17, 24,
25, 26, 30, 31, 45

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Daily life activity (i.e., non‐ranching) including water use,
food, cooking, school, entertaining, swimming, shopping,
etc.
Architecture and adaptation to desert environment
Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant life and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation
Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

8

9, 13, 15, 17, 29, 37,
38, 45

3
2
5
5
2
1

4, 5, 7
10, 27
10, 12, 23, 24, 46
11, 21, 22, 32, 33
32, 33
35
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Marge Marshall Sandquist Transcript Index
About: Marge Marshall Sandquist was the wife of Al Marshall and mother of Ron Marshall; she was a ranch
resident during the Bell‐Bow Walking Box Ranch period. The “Marge Marshall Sandquist” index facilitates
referencing the transcript of an oral history conducted for M. Sandquist on 06/05/2006. The index is based on the
topics documented within the Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan (2012). Accordingly, oral history content within
specific subject areas can be located and retrieved more readily when developing interpretation. The number of
times that content correlates to a topic is indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the
content can be found. As of March 2013, the audio files and transcript of M. Sandquist’s interview for which this
index has been prepared is available through UNLV Public Lands Institute with the intention of making these
materials available through UNLV Libraries in the future.

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Contemporary mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch buildings

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company ownership
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys

6, 8, 9, 15, 24, 26, 35,
36, 43, 44

5
5
7

23, 31, 33, 34, 35
12, 23, 36, 37, 43
1, 2, 6, 18, 19, 22, 43

8

1, 2, 3, 8, 9, 18, 22, 43
2, 9, 10, 11, 15, 16,
17, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27,
28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34,
35, 38, 40
7, 8
18,27
1, 2, 3, 5, 10, 11, 15,
21, 31, 41
16
21, 31

2
2
10
1
2

31

Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch
Biography and career – Clara Bow
Biography and career – Rex Bell
Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch
10

(page number)

10

20
Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching
Sustainable practices at the ranch
Ownership history

Location
in transcript

10
1
8

1, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9,
10, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16,
17, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22,
23, 25, 26, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 39, 40, 42
6, 14, 15, 24, 26, 28,
29, 34, 38
32
14, 20, 24, 27, 8, 29,

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch
A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch
Daily life activity (i.e., non‐ranching) including water use,
food, cooking, school, entertaining, swimming, shopping,
etc.
Architecture and adaptation to desert environment
Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant life and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation
Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

Location
in transcript
(page number)

1
4
1
5
1
1

31, 32
2, 5, 11, 20, 21, 28,
29, 30, 31, 32
13, 14, 27, 28, 41
3, 4, 6, 9, 10, 14, 15,
28, 29, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40
13
3, 4, 10, 43
3
3, 4, 10, 43
3
13

1

13

10
5
20
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Carl Weikel Transcript Index
About: Carl Weikel is the son of Karl “Cap” Weikel, who owned the ranch during the YKL period; the Weikels
moved to the ranch when C. Weikel was 10 years old. The “Carl Weikel” index facilitates referencing the transcript
of an oral history conducted for C. Weikel on 05/10/2012. The index is based on the topics documented within the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan (2012). Accordingly, oral history content within specific subject areas can be
located and retrieved more readily when developing interpretation. The number of times that content correlates
to a topic is indicated along with the page number(s) within the transcript where the content can be found. As of
March 2013, the audio files and transcript of C. Weikel’s interview for which this index has been prepared is
available through UNLV Public Lands Institute with the intention of making these materials available through UNLV
Libraries in the future.

Interpretive Topic
(presented in the order in which they appear in the
Walking Box Ranch Interpretive Plan; 2012)
* Indicates additional relevant subjects

Geology of the Piute Valley
Native American connections
Military connections
Railroad and other westward expansion events
A historic overview of land management in the Piute Valley
Historic mining
Current mining
The evolution of ranches
Ranch buildings
Day‐to‐day operations of desert ranching
Sustainable practices at the ranch
Ownership history
Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company ownership
Weikel ownership
Viceroy ownership
Cattle and cowboys

Number of
times the topic
appears in
transcript

12

(page number)

1
3

16
1, 2, 3

1

18

4

9, 20, 32, 38
6, 8, 9, 10, 19, 21, 22,
23, 26, 27, 29, 30, 44

13
6

1, 3, 4, 14, 33, 34

6
1

1, 3, 4, 14, 33, 34
14
4, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12,
18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23
24, 27, 30, 31, 42, 43
31, 32

19
Blacksmith and other “jobs” at the ranch
Biography and career – Clara Bow
Biography and career – Rex Bell
Clara Bow at the ranch / post ranch
Rex Bell at the ranch / post ranch
A child’s life at Walking Box Ranch
Daily life activity (i.e., non‐ranching) including water use,
food, cooking, school, entertaining, swimming, shopping,
etc.
Architecture and adaptation to desert environment

Location
in transcript

2

1
3
2
15

37
10, 23, 35
5, 6
11, 12, 13, 17, 18, 22,
24, 25, 28, 29, 37, 38,
39, 40, 41

Piute valley ecology including conservation
Desert plant life and plant adaptation
Desert animal life and adaptation
Desert tortoise*
Global climate change
Desert sustainability
Biogeography
Adaptive strategies for desert environments

2

8, 13

3
2
3
4

6, 16, 38
32, 33
8, 9, 20
9, 13, 15, 36

6

13, 15, 16, 19, 20, 33
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Walking Box Ranch
An endeavor, an economic pursuit, a retreat.

Clockwise from far left: Silent film star Clara Bow; Clara Bow and Rex Bell on the ranch; western screech owl; property gate constructed by Viceroy Gold
Corporation; a sunset view of the New York Mountains from Walking Box Ranch.

ith thousands of years of human history, the

that time had a greater population than that of Las Vegas.

Walking Box Ranch site provides a glimpse

Accessibility to abundant land offered new opportunities for

of what nearly every human culture has been

large cattle ranches.

drawn to…the desert. It is a land of much beauty,
perpetual sun, and little rain. With sweeping vistas of broad

Hollywood stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell came to the area

valleys, rugged angular mountains, and vast night skies,

and claimed Walking Box Ranch as their personal retreat.

it embodies peace, quiet, and solitude. It features stark

With more than 1,000 head of cattle at Walking Box Ranch,

contrasts in elevations and temperatures, limited—but at

the Hollywood-star couple raised a family in their desert

times an overabundance—of rain and snow, and hidden

sanctuary. Government regulations eventually changed the

mineral resources and water. An amazing array of plants

face of ranching by limiting grazing and water use to allow

and animals are well adapted to and thrive in this special

the land a chance to recover. Federal land management

place. From mining and ranching to the pure need for

persisted and the threatened desert tortoise was protected

sanctuary, Walking Box Ranch embodies the human

while ranching in the eastern Mojave gradually faded away.

experience in the desert.

Throughout all these changes, the mining industry continued
to search for and extract resources across the region.

Walking Box Ranch lies in the Piute Valley of the eastern
Mojave Desert. Humans have been drawn to this land since

Now Walking Box Ranch embarks on a new pursuit: one of

prehistoric times, in part for the valuable minerals that lie

exploration, investigation, and study. This journey of discovery

beneath its parched surface. Early native peoples utilized

aims to achieve a balance between a healthy ecosystem and

the obsidian, salt, and turquoise. Later gold and silver

the growing needs of the built environment. The ranch will

beckoned people to the mountain ranges surrounding what

be a historical site, a place for education and research, and

would become Walking Box Ranch. The neighboring town of

a destination where people come to learn about the desert

Searchlight, Nevada, boomed due to the activity, and during

landscape and regional history.

Karl Weikel purchases
Rex Bell purchases land in the eastern

Walking Box Ranch and

Mojave Desert that was a portion of

changes its name to

the former 1-million-acre Rock Springs

YKL Ranch.

• YKL Ranch is sold to Viceroy Gold Corp.
• The desert tortoise was listed as ‘Threatened’
by the U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service under the
Endangered Species Act.

Land & Cattle Company and calls it

• The Piute-Eldorado Desert Wildlife

“Walking Box Ranch.” He and Clara

Management Area (DWMA) was

Bow would make it their home for

established surrounding the present

more than a decade.

Abbreviated Timeline

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV) begins a Walking Box Ranch
Initiative and enters into a cooperative
relationship with the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM). BLM purchases
the property with historic contents
donated to UNLV.

Walking Box Ranch site.

1930

1950

ARIZONA

95

1990

15 Lake Mead NRA

Las Vegas

2000

Walking Box Ranch today...
• Walking Box Ranch (WBR) is a culturally significant
Southern Nevada property that is linked historically to
the early 20th century development of Las Vegas.
In 2009, it was added to the U.S. National Register of

N
C

A

EV

LI

Historic Places.

Sloan Canyon NCA
A

FO

D

R

A

N

Black Canyon
Wilderness

N. McCullough
Wilderness

IA

15

95

El Dorado
Wilderness

• WBR encompasses and is embedded within a diverse
CA

NV

S. McCullough
Wilderness

tems, and lies adjacent to Wilderness Areas and an Area
of Critical Environmental Concern. The site is home to a

Ireteba Peaks
Wilderness

Wee Thump
Joshua Tree
Wilderness

Searchlight

BLM Desert Wildlife
Management Area
(DWMA)

Walking Box Ranch
Artistic map of Walking Box Ranch
and surroundings; it is not intended
for navigational purposes. Note that
some management areas overlap,
which is not shown.

mosaic of exemplary southern Mojave Desert ecosys-

BLM Area of
Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC)

Nellis Wash Wilderness
Spirit Mountain
Wilderness
Bridge Canyon
Wilderness
Laughlin

variety of wildlife including coyote, bobcat, kit fox,
badger, great horned owl, and western screech owl.
• Today, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) and
Bureau of Land Management (BLM) cooperate to
manage, protect, and provide for use of a 40-acre parcel
of WBR. The Nature Conservancy holds a conservation
easement to preserve and protect in perpetuity the
natural, historic, scenic, and open space features and
values of the property.

“Wilder�ess, in its broadest deﬁnition, is any�here the quiet descends both within and without.”

P. Swain, “Wilder�ess Point” in Wild Nevada: Testimonies on Behalf of the Deser�, 2005.

Contact us to learn more...
Margaret N. (Peg) Rees, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Division of Educational Outreach
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
peg.rees@unlv.edu

Mark Spencer
Field Manager, Red Rock/Sloan Field Office
Bureau of Land Management
m1spence@blm.gov

Walking Box Ranch
Low Light/Night Photography Project
2011 ‐ 2012

About this project: Dr. Julian Kilker, Ph.D. (Associate Professor of Emerging Technologies, Greenspun School
of Journalism and Media Studies, University of Nevada, Las Vegas) photographically documented Walking Box
Ranch and its immediate surroundings during seven site visits between March 2011 and October 2012. The
purpose of this project was to obtain iconic images of the Mojave Desert, local historic mining structures, and
Walking Box Ranch building exteriors and interiors with a particular emphasis on using low light and night
photographic techniques. Some shots were taken in a variety of lighting situations. Captured in RAW digital image
format, processed photographs are suitable for Walking Box Ranch interpretative materials ranging from web
pages to brochures to exhibit panels. This series of images (shown within the attached contact sheets) is part of a
larger Walking Box Ranch image library. Images from this series are provided within this compendium on disc as
jpeg files sized suitably for web use. Higher resolution images may be obtained from the UNLV Public Lands
Institute.

Low Light / Night Photographic Images – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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1923

1923

1924

Enemies of Women

The Daring Years
(British title: The
Folly of Youth )

Grit

Harry T. Morey,
Virginia Lee, Billie
Dove, George
Fawcett, Clara Bow

Robertson‐Cole
Company;
Robertson‐Cole
Distributing
Corporation
(distributor)

(William)
Christy
Cabanne
16mm Complete (silent)

Preservation Status

Unavailable

DVD Availability

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Archival Holdings

Page 1

Lost (silent)

Glenn Hunter,
Film Guild; W.W. Helenka Adamowska,
Roland Young,
Hodkinson Corp.
Osgood Perkins,
(distributor)
Clara Bow

Frank Tuttle

Lost (silent)

Lionel Barrymore,
Alma Rubens, Pedro
35mm Incomplete (silent)
de Cordoba, Gareth
Hughes, Clara Bow

Charles Emmett
Daniel Carson
Goodman Corp; Mack, Mary Carr,
Kenneth Webb
Equity Pictures Mildred Harris, Clara
Bow
(distributor)

Alan Crosland

Cosmopolitan
Pictures;
Goldwyn
Distributing
Corp
(distributor)

N/A

N/A

Unavailable

N/A

N/A

Library of Congress

Kino Lorber (Available
UCLA Film and
Whaling Film
William Walcott,
35mm Complete (silent) at $29.95 on a double
Television Archive;
Corp. of New
William Cavanaugh,
Running time: 85 min. (12 feature with Parisian International Museum
Bedford, Mass;
Leigh R. Smith,
Elmer Clifton
reels in the original, later
of Photography and
W.W. Hodkinson
Love ); Grapevine
Elizabeth Foley, Clara
reduced to 9 reels)
Film at the George
Corp.
Video (Available at
Bow
Eastman House
(distributor)
$14.95)

Principal Cast

Studio

Director

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1922

Down to the Sea in
Ships

Year

1922

Poster/Still

Beyond The
Rainbow

Title

56 Items

Clara Bow
Notes

From the short story “Grit” by F. Scott Fitzgerald. This crime drama
was banned by The British Board of Film Censors in 1925. / This
would be the 1st of 5 movies Bow would make with director Frank
Tuttle (see No Limit below). / Film buffs will know that Osgood
Perkins is the father of actor Anthony Per‐kins of Psycho (1960) fame.

In befriending actress Mary Carr, Bow learned the ins and outs of
applying movie make‐up – thus marking an important stage in her
physical screen development.

Based on the novel Los Enemigos de la mujer by Vicente Blasco Ibáñez, a
popular writer at the time (The Four Horsemen of the Apocalypse ). / Lionel
Barrymore was an actor‐director, part of a dynastic Hollywood family that
included John (brother), Ethel (sister), and Drew (great‐grand‐daughter).
He won the Best Actor Oscar in 1931 for A Free Soul , but is best known
today as the villainous Mr. Potter in It's a Wonderful Life (1946).

Not Bow’s first film, as is often noted − the first being Beyond the
Rainbow (1922). Bow’s scenes had been edited out of the previous
film before release as noted above; this film was the 1st in which the
public saw her. Her performance also caught the notice of critics who
felt that she stole the movie – despite being 10th billed.

Bow’s debut film; she had an opportunity to appear in the movie
after winning a contest staged by Motion Picture Magazine in 1922.
The original release prints had Bow’s scenes cut from the film, but the
film was rereleased later in the 1920s with Bow’s scenes replaced
after she had become a star.

Prepared by Dr. Jeffrey Crouse for the Walking Box Ranch Project; UNLV Public Lands Institute. Submitted December 5, 2011.

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell – Feature Hollywood Movies

1924

1924

1924

1924

1924

Black Oxen

Poisoned Paradise
(AKA: The Poisoned
Paradise of Monte
Carlo)

Daughters of
Pleasure

Helen's Babies

Wine

William A.
Seiter

Louis Gasnier

Principal
Pictures
Corporation;
Principal
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor?)
Universal
Pictures
Corporation;
Universal
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

B.F. Zeidman;
Principal
Pictures
(distributor)

William
Beaudine,
James J. Flood
35mm Incomplete (silent)

Clara Bow, Forrest
Stanley, Myrtle
Stedman
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Lost (silent)

Baby Peggy (Diana
Serra Cary), Edward 35mm Complete (silent);
35mm dupe negative
Everett Horton, Clara
Running Time: 85 min.
Bow, Jeanne
Carpenter

Marie Prevost,
Monte Blue, Clara
Bow

N/A

N/A

In this quick loan‐out to Universal, Wine featured Bow in her 1st
completely starring role. / Of this bootleg comedy‐drama, famed
biographer‐turned‐movie critic Carl Sandburg wrote: “If not taken as
information, it is crackling good entertainment.”

Child star Baby Peggy was one of the highest grossing silent stars – by the
time she was 6 she had earned $2m. This was one of her most popular
comedies. / Mention should be made that cameraman William H. Daniels
later became Garbo's favorite, but equally impressive was that his next
assignment was the legendary Greed (1925). / In her correspondence with
me, Baby Baby has said the gag man (uncredited ) was Lewis Milestone. His
later All Quiet on the Western Front (1930) won him the Oscar for Best
Director, and the film itself earned the Best Picture award.

British Film Institute
National Archive; a print
also exists at MoMA,
Loving the Classics
and another at the
(available at $14.99)
UCLA Film and
Television Archive but
with Russian subtitles

Unavailable

William “One‐Take” Beaudine had a long career in Hollywood,
directing at least 350 feature films, short films, and TV episodes. He
was an assistant director to D.W. Griffith for Birth of a Nation (1915)
and Intolerance (1916), and ended his years by directing
“grindhouse” cheapies. His best film was probably Sparrows (1926), a
remarkable Night of the Hunter ‐like melodrama starring Mary
Pickford.

Based on the science fiction novel of the same name by Gertrude
Franklin Atherton, this was Bow's 1st role as a flapper. / It featured a
major star of the twenties, Corrine Griffith, and director Frank Lloyd
(who was to helm other Bow projects) would later go on to win 2
Academy Awards as Director (in 1929 for The Divine Lady and in 1933
for Cavalcade ).

An archival Australian
safety print (missing 2
reels) exists at the
Library of Congress; a
Clara Bow fan group
(the Clara Bow Page) is
funding the film to
video transfer

35mm Complete with the
Kenneth Harlan,
color tints found in the
Clara Bow, Barbara
script (silent). There are
Tennant, Raymond
some moments of
Griffith, Carmel
Myers, Victor Varconi deterioration in the print.

Prints exist in the
International Museum of
Photography and Film at
the George Eastman
House film archive; the
New York Public Library
retains an incomplete
copy (3 reels)

Considered lost for 85 years, a print of this film turned up in 2009 by an
American researcher visiting the New Zealand Film Archive. It is currently
being restored in the US. / Based on the well‐known 1917 operetta, a
version of it would later be remade in 1937 starring the popular duo of
Jeanette MacDonald and Nelson Eddy. / Since her previous films were
st
st
made on the East coast, this was Bow's 1 Hollywood movie – and her 1
for Schulberg.

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Unavailable

Corrine Griffith,
Frank Lloyd
Conway Tearle,
Productions;
Thomas Ricketts,
Associated First
National Pictures Thomas Guise, Clara
Bow
(distributor)

Louis Gasnier

Unavailable

35mm Incomplete – 1 reel
missing (silent) Eastman
House: 35mm nitrate
positive; 35mm fine‐grain
preservation positive.
Running time: 74 min. ; NY
Public Library: (duplicated
2009) 35mm preservation
positive (struck 2009)

Undergoing restoration
at the National Film
Preservation Foundation
(the Library of Congress)
after being repatriated
from the New Zealand
Film Archive

Bow got her 1st lead in this film. / The movie also had the distinction of
having Karl Struss as its cameraman. A later film that Struss worked on,
Sunrise (1927), is often revered as the “most beautiful movie ever made.”
His Academy Award for Sunrise 's cinematography, with its Expressionistic
plays of light, is widely regarded as one of the most deserved in Oscar
history. In 2002 Sunrise was voted as one of the 10 Best Films of all time
by 350 critics polled by Sight and Sound .

N/A

35mm Complete (silent)
nitrate positive

Preferred
Pictures; Al
Lichtman
Corporation
(distributor)

Frank Lloyd

Louis Gasnier

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1924

Maytime

Ethel Shannon,
Harrison Ford,
William Norris, Clara
Bow

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
Pictures
(distributor)

1924

1924

1925

1925

1925

This Woman

Black Lightening

The Adventurous
Sex

Capital Punishment

My Lady's Lips
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35mm nitrate only (silent)
(preservation pending)

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
James P. Hogan
Pictures
(distributor)

Unavailable

Loving the Classics
(available at $14.99)

35mm Complete (silent) at the
UCLA Film and Television Archive;
the print at the Library of Congress
is the foreign (second camera)
version even as David Stenn has
funded the preservation of the
original American one from
surviving nitrate elements. It is also
at the Library of Congress. Running
time: 67 min

Unavailable

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
James P. Hogan
Pictures
(distributor)

35mm Complete (silent)
Running time: 60 min.

Gotham
Productions;
Lumas Film
Corp.
(distributor)

N/A

N/A

Lost (silent)

Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated;
Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated
(distributor)

Unavailable

Lost (silent)

35mm Complete (silent)
Running time: 60 min.

Howard
Estabrook
Productions;
Associated
Charles Giblyn
Exhibitors
(distributor
through Pathé )

James P. Hogan

Phil Rosen

Alfred Santell

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1924

Empty Hearts

Banner
Productions;
distributor
unknown

A print of the film turned
up in Russia in 2000
through the efforts of
Bow scholar David Stenn.
Titles in Russian, but
English titles from an
existing print at UCLA
may be added.

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive;
Library of Congress

N/A

Most likely, this film was trying to cash in on the hugely successful films
starring canine star Rin Tin Tin. / This was Bow's final film in 1924 – a year
that saw her cast in 8 movies. It also capped a year in which she was
selected as one of the 13 WAMPAS Baby Stars, that is, one in which she
was professionally recognized as an actress thought to be on the
threshold of stardom. Few, if any, designations at the time brought such
attention to new screen actresses.

N/A

William Powell had a long run in silent movies starting in 1922 with
Sherlock Holmes , and, like Bow, very successfully made the transition to
talkies. Projecting a suave and debonair screen persona, he was an
extremely talented comedian as seen in The Thin Man series with Myrna
Loy (1934‐1947), My Man Godfrey (1936), Life with Father (1947), and
Mister Roberts (1955). Film scholar William Rothman regards him as the
finest American male actor of 1930s Hollywood cinema.

Once considered lost, this crime drama was repatriated from a print in the
Netherlands by the National Center for Film and Video Preservation
somewhere between 1987‐1993. / Like Alfred Hitchcock's Rope (1948), it
was inspired by the Leopold‐Loeb trial, but generically it was a(n anti‐
death penalty) social message film. When exhibitors pleaded for a happy
ending, Schulberg report‐edly barked, “If you're going to make a movie
attacking capital punishment, then goddam it, attack it!”

As a measure of how she had come in only 3 years, it is worth
comparing the billing order of The Adventurous Sex with that of her
1st film, Beyond the Rainbow. Here Bow is listed 1st while Harry T.
Morey is much further down the credits: a total reversal. But much
lay ahead: in 1925 producer B. P. Schulberg would cast Bow in 15
movies.

Actress Irene Rich would later appear alongside Rex Bell in Frank
Borzage's 1st talking picture, They Had to See Paris (1930). / Ricardo
Cortez, brother of master cinematographer Stanley Cortez (Orson
Welles' The Magnificent Ambersons [1942]), was a star during the
early 1930s. He played Sam Spade in the 1st version of The Maltese
Falcon (1931) – the role later immortalized by Humphrey Bogart.

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

This film was previously thought to be lost, but a print of it was found in
1991. / It is worth citing the fact that Ernest Haller was the cameraman.
He would enjoy a long, distinguished career. In 1939 he won the Oscar for
cinematography for Gone With the Wind . His other work included: Jezebel
(1938), Mildred Pierce (1945), What‐ever Happened to Baby Jane? (1962),
and The Lilies of the Field (1963).

1925

1925

1925

1925

1925

Lawful Cheaters
(AKA The Lawful
Cheater)

The Scarlet West

Kiss Me Again

Parisian Love

The Primrose Path

Harry O. Hoyt

Louis Gasnier

Ernst Lubitsch

John G. Adolfi

Frank
O'Connor

Roy Del Ruth

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1925

Eve's Lover
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British Film Institute;
UCLA Film and
Television Archive

N/A

Arrow Pictures
Corporation;
Arrow Pictures
Corporation
(distributor?)

N/A

35mm Complete (silent),
Synergy
35mm duplicate positive
Entertainment
at the British Film
(Available at $9.99 but
Institute; print also exists
only through
at the UCLA Film and
Amazon); Loving the
Television Archive
Classics (available at
(Stanford Theater
$14.99)
Foundation Collection)

Lost (silent)

Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated;
Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated
(distributor)

No

Bow scholar David
Stenn has a restored
trailer of the film at the
Library of Congress

N/A

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Lost (silent), but a trailer
of the film exists

Frank J. Carroll
Productions;
First National
Pictures
(distributor)

N/A

N/A

35mm Complete (silent)
duplicate preservation Kino Lorber (Available
positive. Running time: 62 at $29.95 on a double
min. multi‐tinted (Film feature with Down to
the Sea in Ships )
restored through funding
provided by David Stenn.)

Lost (silent)

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
Pictures
(distributor?)

N/A

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
Pictures
(distributor)

Lost (silent)

Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated;
Warner Bros.
Pictures
Incorporated
(distributor)

This is the 2nd of 5 filmed versions of this story (1915, 1925, 1931,
1934, and 1940). Of this screen adaptation, film reviewer Leonard
Maltin writes: “MacDonald is a reckless lout who drinks, gambles,
writes bad checks, becomes involved in diamond smuggling – and
more. What will it take to reform him? So‐so programmer is worth a
look for Bow's radiant presence as a Broadway beauty.”

French‐born director Louis Gasnier started making movies as early as
1905. In France he directed several Max Linder comedies, the comic
genius whom no less than Charlie Chaplin called “his master.” Upon
arriving in the US, Gasnier made the popular cliffhanger action serial The
Perils of Pauline starring Pearl White. Alas, today he is known primarily as
the director of the college cult exploitation film, Reefer Madness (1936).

Kiss Me Again , a highly acclaimed comedy, reunited the star trio from Daughters of
Pleasure . Of all of Bow's lost films, this is the most tragic loss. This is because Bow
never worked under a director as brilliant as Ernst Lubitsch, one of the pantheon film‐
makers. His ultra‐chic comedies, with their sly, understated continental humor, are
among the medium's most celebrated. Significantly, he believed Bow possessed
immense comedic talent which was seldom utilized under Schulberg. For film scholars
and film buffs, the idea of a Lubitsch movie featuring Bow sounds like a match made
in heaven.

Shot on location in Colorado, this western romance featured Native
Americans in the paradoxical ways US culture has always viewed First
Nations people: as blood‐thirsty savages and as individuals capable of
heroism and gallantry. / As is true of Mantrap , the location work
alone would make this movie an interesting historical document of
the past pictorial landscape of the American West.

This melodrama was banned by the British Board of Film Censors in 1925.
/ Also: there is speculation, so far unconfirmed, that Gilbert Roland might
have a bit part in the film. This is worthy of mention since Roland would
have a major impact on Bow's private and professional life, and be a
devoted life‐long friend. The Mexican‐born star always affectionately
called her “Clarita.” At one point they were to be married, but her
involvement with other men (Victor Fleming, Gary Cooper) axed this idea.

Director Roy Del Ruth got his start as a gag man for silent film
comedians like Harry Langdon. Later he found his niche at Warner
Brothers where the fast‐paced, gritty urban crime dramas that were
the studio's house aesthetic suited him well. Still later his style
morphed when he transferred to MGM where he made the kind of
lavish, splashy musicals for which MGM was renowned.

1925

1925

1925

1925

1926

Free to Love

The Plastic Age

The Best Bad Man

The Ancient
Mariner

The Shadow of the
Law

Wallace
Worsley

Associated
Exhibitors
Incorporated;
Associated
Exhibitors
Incorporated
(distributor?)
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Lost (silent)

N/A

N/A

N/A

Lost (silent) Note: In 1937
the negatives and fine
grain masters of most pre‐
1935 Fox films were
destroyed in fire. Of the
1,200 silents that Fox
made, only 120 survive.

Fox Film
Corporation; Fox
Henry Bennett
Film Corporation
(distributor)

N/A

???

35mm Complete (silent)
preservation positive,
16mm reduction positive
Running time: 73 min.
color‐tinted and black and
white

B.P. Schulberg
Productions;
Preferred
Wesley Ruggles
Pictures
(distributor)

Unavailable on DVD. It
has been screened at
film festivals (e.g.,
35mm Incomplete (silent) Cinéfest Sudbury
International Film
Festival, New York's
Film Forum)

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Image Entertainment
(Available at $24.99 on a
double bill The Show‐off
starring Louise Brooks)
The film was produced
by David Shepard and
his company Film
Preservation Associates

16mm Complete (silent)
Running time: 61 min.

Frank
O'Connor

Fox Film
Corporation; Fox
J.G. Blystone
Film Corporation
(distributor)

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Grapevine Video
(Available at $14.95
on a double bill with
My Lady of Whims )

B.P. Schulberg;
Paramount
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

???

James Leo
Meehan

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1925

The Keeper of the
Bees

A surviving 1928
trailer of the film is
found on youtube
(retrieved on 4
December 2011)

Lost (silent), trailer,
however, exists.
Supposedly the trailer we
possess was a slightly later
one (made in 1928) than
the 1925 original which,
too, is lost.

Gene Stratton
Porter
Productions;
Film Booking
Offices of
America
(distributor)

This was director Wallace Worsley's penultimate film. He is associated
with the thrillers he made with Lon Chaney – The Penalty (1920), Ace of
Hearts (1921), and, above all, The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923).
(Hunchback was the 3rd top moneymaker of 1923.) / Ace cameraman Ray
June enjoyed a long film career (1915‐58), earning Oscar nominations for
Arrowsmith (1931), Barbary Coast (1935), and the lovely, effervescent
Fred Astaire‐Audrey Hepburn musical Funny Face (1957).

Like the film adaptation of Dante's Inferno in 1924, this one of the Samuel
Taylor Coleridge poem tried to modernize the story. It was not a success.
/ It did, however, boast the camerawork of Joseph August who would
distinguish himself by chalking up Academy Award nominations for
Gunga Din (1939) and Portrait of Jennie (1948), as well as being the
photographer for Twentieth Century (1934) and The Informer (1935). He
was the co‐founder of the American Society of Cinematographers.

This was a popular but typical Tom Mix western that did little to enlarge
Bow's acting range. (She played the stereotypically anxious heroine.) Yet
because Mix was one of the world's biggest stars (cinematically and
culturally), such a role would have brought her great box office exposure.
Mix was the “King of the Cowboys,” and his face is among those featured
on The Beatles' Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band album (1967) –
between those of Oscar Wilde and Marlon Brando.

“College comedies” were a popular mid‐1920s genre, and among the
standout pictures were Harold Lloyd's The Freshman (1925), Buster
Keaton's College (1927), and The Plastic Age . Indeed, this film was the 3rd
highest‐grossing movie of 1925 – Bow's biggest success to date. / It placed
her and co‐star Roland together, and they became real‐life lovers. / Later
director Wesley Ruggles scored another hit when Cimarron won the 1931
Best Picture Oscar. / Sharp eyes may be able to detect future stars Janet
Gaynor and Clark Gable in fleeting cameo roles.

As with The Keeper of the Bees , this is another mediocre production.
Originally scheduled for a 3‐week shoot, Schulberg cut the time down
to 2 weeks so that he could make more money out of Bow. She does
the best with what she's given, but since there are a number of
better, more interesting movies of hers that do survive, it is curious
why this film is available while the others still are not.

This was based on the 1925 novel The Keeper of the Bees by Gene
Stratton Porter. There were 2 other movie adaptations of this book, one
in 1935 (filmed by Bow's Beyond the Rainbow director Christy Cabanne),
and another in 1947. / This is one of Bow's least distinguished films and,
unusual for her, even her performance was panned at the time. As
Variety put it, “As a business getter, [this motion picture] doesn't look to
be in the running."

1926

1926

1926

1926

1926

Dancing Mothers

My Lady of Whims

Fascinating Youth

The Runaway

Mantrap

William C. de
Mille

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Victor Fleming
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Lost (silent)

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

N/A

N/A
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35mm Complete (silent) in
Sunrise Silents (Available at
Library of Congress
$21.95); Image
(Paramount Pictures
Entertainment: National
collection) [35mm nitrate
Film Preservation
positive (acquired 1960s)];
Foundation – Treasures 5:
and in private collections
The West, 1898‐1938, with
[16mm fine‐grain reduction commentary track by film
negative, 8mm reduction
critic Michael Sragow
positive]. Running time: 66
(Available at $59.98)
min.

Lost (silent)

Sam Wood

Library of Congress;
private collections

N/A

N/A

Dallas M.
Fitzgerald

Bow considered Mantrap her finest film. It introduced her to Victor Fleming, a
Hemingwayesque director who became her lover. Though he was known for affairs
with many of his leading ladies, he held Bow in a different light and wanted to marry
her. / It also featured ace cameraman James Wong Howe, his lighting adding
enormously to bringing out Bow's sex appeal. Though largely shot outdoors, he
bathed her in a soft glow, surrounding the flapper with shimmering natural light,
transforming her into a seemingly three‐dimensional sex goddess. During his 50‐year
career he got 10 Oscar nominations, winning twice. In 2003 he was named as one of
“The Top 10 Most Influential US Cinematographers” by the Camera Guild.

Director William de Mille was the older brother of legendary film‐maker Cecil B.
DeMille, and father of Agnes de Mille, the great 20th century choreographer. (All
spelled their surname differently.) Agnes explained the difference between the 2
brothers: “Cecil was operatic, whereas William was more interested in human values.
He was concerned with humor, and with half‐light, with the psychological states
where emotions are mixed and graduate into the other. He was absorbed by the
characters of ordinary people.” / It's unfortunate that The Runaway no longer
survives since it features what is perhaps the most talented group of male actors with
whom Bow ever worked.

Playing themselves, Fascinating Youth built a story around which
such stars as Clara Bow, Richard Dix, Adolphe Menjou, Percy
Marmont, etc., appeared. / Years later, Sam Wood directed some
scenes in Gone With the Wind (1939) when Victor Fleming fell ill, and
received 3 Best Director Academy Award nominations during his
career: Goodbye Mr. Chips (1939), Kitty Foyle (1940), and Kings' Row
(1942).

Little is known of Donald Keith, Bow's most paired co‐star. Of the 5 films
they worked on together (Parisian Love , Free to Love , The Plastic Age ,
Dancing Mothers , and My Lady of Whims ), this was their last. While he
had a brief career as a lead, he later had a supporting role in a Rex Bell film
– Arm of the Law (1932). His most prestigious movie is The Way of All
Flesh (1928), an Academy Award‐winning lost film. Like Bow, he died in
middle age during the 1960s (65 years old to her 60).

British Film Institute
National Archive;
Grapevine Video DVD
another print exists at
35mm Complete positive
(Available at $14.95
the UCLA Film and
(silent). Running time: 44
on a double bill with
Television Archive
min.
Free to Love )
(Stanford Theater
Foundation Collection)

Dallas M.
Fitzgerald
Productions;
Arrow Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Herbert
Brenon

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Fellow silent film legend Louise Brooks always felt that Bow's
performance stole the film away from lead actress Alice Joyce. Critic
Molly Haskell begs to differ, and says that not only does Joyce
triumph in the last reel (with its highly unusual Doll's House ‐style
ending), but that there is an implied criticism of the flapper.
Regardless of reading, this is a major Bow film that awaits rediscovery
and new analysis.

EmGee Film Library;
Grapevine Video
UCLA Film and
(Available at $14.95
16mm Incomplete (silent)
Television Archive; UC‐
on a double bill with
reduction positive.
Berkeley Art Museum
At First Sight , a short
Running time: 66 min.
and Pacific Film
Charley Chase
Archive; private film
comedy)
collections

???

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

No

Lost (silent), but a short
film clip exists

Nat Ross

Two Can Play was the feature debut of film editor Gene Milford.
Starting off in silent pictures, his career extended to television at the
end of the 1970s. Along the way, he won Oscars for Lost Horizon
(1937) with Ronald Colman, and the Marlon Brando classic On the
Waterfront (1954). In 1988 he was honored with a lifetime
achievement award from the American Cinema Editors.

Encore Pictures;
Associated
Exhibitors
(distributor)
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1926

Two Can Play
(British title: The
Love Test )

1927

1927

1927

1927

1927

Wings

It

Children of Divorce

Rough House Rosie

Hula

Clara Bow, Reed
Howes, Arthur
Housman

Clara Bow, Clive
Brook

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Victor Fleming
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

N/A
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35mm Complete (silent);
Sunrise Silents
16mm reduction positive.
(Available at $21.95)
Running time: 61 min.

Lost (silent), but a trailer
of the film in good
condition exists.

Library of Congress

UCLA Film and
Television Archive
(restoration by David
Stenn)

Library of Congress

Currently unavailable
Famous Players‐
on DVD. In 2009,
Lasky
35mm Complete (silent). however, the film was
Clara Bow, Esther
Corporation;
Master positive. Running screened at the British
Ralston, Gary Cooper
Paramount
Film Institute as part of
time: 70 min.
Pictures
their Josef von
(distributor)
Sternberg season.

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Frank Strayer
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Frank Lloyd
(Josef von
Sternberg,
retakes only)

Pre‐1927 film was the golden era of women in technical positions. They
occupied substantial roles as editors, directors, and even (in France) a studio
head. Nowhere did they exert more power than as screenwriters. One such
case is Frederica Sagor, not only one of the writers of Hula , but of other key
Bow films: The Plastic Age , It , and Red Hair . Sagor, at age 111, has the
distinction of being the last silent Hollywood film screenwriter still around. /
Hula came in at #10 at the box office: Bow had set a record – 4 of the year's
top 10 grossing films were hers.

This was a comedy based on a Nunnally Johnson short story. / Made for
$225,000 (1/10 of the budget of Wings ), the film went on to gross 5x that
amount. / Bow was being overworked: doing several projects at once,
without any break. At the same time, she tried to juggle a turbulent
personal life, for (to the knowledge of each) she was seeing both Cooper
and Fleming. Ultimately It was too much: she physically crashed, with the
press reporting she had suffered a nervous breakdown.

Bow worked with skilled directors during her career, but it needs to be said that she
worked with 2 film‐makers who are canonically regarded as geniuses. The 1st was
Ernst Lubitsch whose 1925 Kiss Me Again is lost. The 2nd was Josef von Sternberg
whose contribution to this film was limited to doing retakes. Nevertheless, his
involvement in this project considerably raises its value. Fleming thought her
performance under Sternberg's direction was the acting zenith of her career. / Box
office‐wise, Children of Divorce was the 6th highest grossing movie of 1927.

MoMA; Library of
Congress

Clarence
Badger

The incredible success of Wings was followed by the equally important It
Whereas in Wings , the real center of attention was the impressive WWI
aerial dog fights (the film's other Oscar award was for technical
achievement), here Bow was the entire universe . However, It 's greatest
significance is that it bestowed upon her the famous “It girl” moniker. So
tremendous was its success that it came in #3 at the box office for the year,
and was a hit with the critics as well. It was a film about which Bow always
spoke with pride.

Milestone Collection (with
commentary track by film
historian Jeanne Basinger)
(available at $80.66); Kino
Lorber (available at $29.95
on a double feature with
the documentary Clara
Bow: Discovering the “It”
Girl )

Famous Players‐
Clara Bow, Antonio 35mm Complete (silent)
Lasky
preservation duplicate
Moreno, William
Corporation;
Austin, Gary Cooper positive. Running time: 72
Paramount
min.
(bit part), Elinor Glyn
Pictures
(distributor)

William
Wellman

1927 would be Bow's career best year. Nothing expresses this better than
the critical AND box office success of Wings : not only would the film
emerge as the year's most popular, but also (historically) as the 1st movie
to win the Best Picture Academy Award. While accepting the award on
behalf of the producers (it was not yet called an Oscar), she was
presented with an honorary scroll for her contribution to it. / In her
private life, meanwhile, Bow and Gary Cooper became lovers.

35mm Complete (silent) at the
Cinémathèque Française; 16mm
reduction positive at the Mary
Pickford Institute for Film
Education. In its road show release
version, the prints were tinted and
its aerial battles presented in
Magnascope. Running time: 139
min. / 141 min. (accounts differ)

Famous Players‐
Clara Bow, Charles
Lasky
Rogers, Richard
Corporation;
Arlen, Jobyna
Paramount
Ralston, Gary Cooper
Pictures
(distributor)

Paramount has recently
re‐mastered the film in
Cinémathèque
high‐definition for
Française; Mary
release on Blu‐Ray on 24
January 2012; a re‐
Pickford Institute for
mastered print will be Film Education; Library
screened at the TCM
of Congress
Classics Film Festival (12‐
15 April 2012).

35mm Complete (silent).
Running time: 77 min.

Frank Tuttle

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1926

Kid Boots

This movie was based on the popular 1923 musical‐comedy. Reprising
his role for the screen version, this was among Eddie Cantor's 1st
films. / Also: Kid Boots cinematographer Victor Milner lit 130 movie
sets during his remarkable career, garnering 10 Oscar nominations
and 1 win (1934's Cleopatra ) in the process. Bow indeed worked with
some of the best photographers in all of movie history.

Original Cast Record
DVD (available at
$27.98); Loving the
Classics (available at
$14.99)

MoMA; International
Museum of
Photography and Film
at the George Eastman
House film archive;
Library of Congress

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

1928

1928

1928

1928

1929

Red Hair

Ladies of the Mob

The Fleet's In

Three Weekends

The Wild Party

Clara Bow, James
Hall, Jack Oakie

Clara Bow, Neil
Hamilton, Harrison
Ford

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

William
Wellman

Malcolm St.
Clair

Clarence
Badger

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

Surviving clips from
the film aired on
UCLA Film and
Television Archive
Turner Classic Movies
(courtesy of David
on 3 April 2011, and
can also be found on Stenn and Paramount
Pictures)
youtube. (Retrieved
on 8 November 2011.)

Library of Congress
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35mm Complete (silent
Famous Players‐
and talking versions).
Lasky
Clara Bow, Frederic
Running time: 77 min.; a 1 Loving the Classics
Corporation;
March, Marceline
Dorothy Arzner
reel (7 min.) 16mm print (available at $14.99)
Paramount
Day, Jack Oakie
exists at Berkeley of a
Pictures
party scene in the film.
(distributor)

Re‐teaming with It director Clarence Badger and writer Elinor Glyn could not disguise
that this was another paint‐by‐numbers Bow comedy, as was widely noted at the
time. Richard Watts, Jr., a reviewer, wrote: “Ever since Miss Bow had the doubtful
fortune to be labeled the 'It' Girl, she has been placed in a wearying succession of
unexhilarating comedies in which she appeared as a sort of Northwest Mounted
Policeman of sex, bowling over all the men in the cast – and it was hoped, the
audience – by her irresistible charms, and at least one disrobing scene.” None of this,
though, prevented the film from being a hit.

The Fleet's In was no Mantrap . Even though critic Andrew Sarris
characterized film‐maker Malcolm St. Clair's silent movies as those that
“fizzed” (in contrast to his sound films that “fizzled”), he was no Victor
Fleming – a director who would later go on to direct The Wizard of Oz and
win the Oscar for Gone With the Wind (both 1939). Instead, it was an
example of the “inane fluff” (David Stenn) that Bow could be counted on to
redeem through sheer force of personality. / It did introduce her, however, to
Jack Oakie, an ex‐vaudevillian who become one of her closest pals.

This is yet another lost Bow movie filled with possibilities that we can only
imagine. / It reunited her with Wings director William Wellman and star
Richard Arlen. What makes it promising is that it was released precisely when
the iconographic features of the modern gangster genre were being laid
down. Considering that Wellman's The Public Enemy (1931) and Arlen's
Thunderbolt (1929) help‐ed to provide the foundation of this distinctly
American motion picture genre, it would be interesting to see what
contributions Ladies of the Mob might have made.

In 1927 Bow was named the #2 box office draw in the US; in 1928 her star
burned brighter: she came in at #1. Her presence in a motion picture was
said to have ensured investors, by odds of almost 2‐to‐1, a "safe return."
Red Hair was based on a gimmick: have movie‐goers mesmerized by the
sight of Bow in her red hair by means of a special technicolor opening.
Despite a flimsy plot, the device worked: the movie made piles of money.

Get Your Man reunited Bow with Wings co‐star Charles “Buddy” Rogers. / More
importantly though, it was her 1st film working with director Dorothy Arzner. Arzner
enjoys a crucial place in Hollywood film history since she was only 1 of 2 women who
worked as film‐makers during the great studio era (1927‐68). As such, she has justly
attracted the attention of feminist scholars, as well as those in gay/ lesbian studies
due to her apparent homosexuality. She ended her career teaching film at UCLA, and
mentored Francis Ford Coppola (The Godfather [1972]), The Godfather , Part II
[1974], and Apocalypse Now [1979]).

Although intended primarily as a sound picture, The Wild Party was also
released in a silent version for theaters which could not as yet accommodate
UCLA Film and
sound. / While most censorship boards throughout the U.S. approved the
Television Archive; UC‐ silent version, several made cuts, most notably of a scene (not in the sound
Berkeley Art Museum version) in which college girls prepare to go to a gym class by bowing their
and Pacific Film Archive heads in mock prayer. / In addition to being Paramount's 1st sound film, The
Wild Party marked the sound film debut of director Dorothy Arzner and
actress Clara Bow.

Surviving clips from
the film aired on
Lost (silent). Nevertheless
UCLA Film and
2' 7” of film extracts from Turner Classic Movies
Television Archive
on 3 April 2011, and
the movie exist. They
(courtesy of David
consist of 2 partial b/w can also be found on Stenn and Paramount
scenes.
Pictures)
youtube. (Retrieved
on 8 November 2011.)

Lost (silent)

Lost (silent)

Clara Bow, Richard
Arlen, Mary Alden

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Clarence
Badger

Clara Bow, Charles
Rogers, Josephine
Dunn

35mm Incomplete (silent)
(Reels 2 and 3 missing
Loving the Classics
from 6 total reels).
Reference print; duplicate (available at $14.99)
negative; master positive.
Running time: 60 min.

Lost (silent), but a 2‐strip
Famous Players‐
technicolor slated take
Lasky
exists, plus 6 tinted and/or
Clara Bow, Lane
Corporation;
b/w moments lasting a
Chandler, Lawrence
Paramount
total of 3' 20” from the
Grant, Charles King
Pictures
film. 35mm preservation
(distributor)
positive.
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1927

Get Your Man

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Dorothy Arzner
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

1929

1930

1930

1930

1930

The Saturday Night
Kid

Paramount on
Parade

Love Among the
Millionaires

Her Wedding Night

No Limit

Clara Bow, Stanley
Smith, Skeets
Gallagher

Clara Bow, Ralph
Forbes, Charles
Ruggles, Skeets
Gallagher

Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)

Dorothy Arzner, Otto
Brower, Edmund
Goulding, Victor
Heerman, Edwin H.
Knopf, Rowland V.
Lee, Ernst Lubitsch,
Lothar Mendes,
Victor Schert‐zinger,
Edward Sutherland,
Frank Tuttle

Frank Tuttle

Frank Tuttle

Loving the Classics
(available at $14.99)

35mm Complete (silent
and talking versions).
British Film Institute
print details: 35mm
Complete, 35mm
duplicate mute and
sound negatives
35mm Incomplete (talking)
(UCLA) – but sequence
featuring Clara Bow
survives; 16mm print,
16mm fine grain positive
(BFI). The film is in b/w but
some sequences feature 2‐
trip technicolor.

35mm Complete Nitrate
print (Sound film)
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eMoviez (DVD
available at $22.95)

Unavailable

Loving the Classics
(available at $14.99)

eMoviez (DVD
available at $19.99)

35mm Complete (silent
and talking versions).
Running time: 79 min.

35mm Complete Nitrate
print (Sound film)

eMoviez (DVD
available at $19.99 on
a double bill with
True to the Navy )

Clara Bow, Norman 35mm Complete Nitrate
Foster, Stuart Erwin, Print, 16mm Complete
Thelma Todd, Mischa Safety Print (Sound film).
Running time: 72‐73 min.
Auer

All‐star cast of
Paramount stars

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Edward
Sutherland

Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)

Clara Bow, James
Hall, Jean Arthur,
Edna May Oliver,
Jean Harlow

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

Frank Tuttle

Clara Bow, Richard
Arlen, Kay Francis,
Joyce Compton

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1929

Dangerous Curves

Famous Players‐
Lasky
Corporation;
Lothar Mendes
Paramount
Pictures
(distributor)

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive;
British Film Institute
National Archive

British Film Institute
National Archive; there
is also a copy at the
UCLA Film and
Television Archive (fully
restored by David
Stenn)

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

No Limit was Bow's last big hit (it finished #8 at the box office for the year), and it,
too, sought to profit from yet another Bow scandal: this one to do with her problem
gambling. Her career, in a tailspin (Schulberg referred to her as “Crisis‐a‐Day‐Clara”),
needed a great film – and despite a good cast, this was not it. / It marked her final
collaboration with Frank Tuttle – a 1‐time self‐identified Marxist who notoriously
provided HUAC with the names of fellow Hollywood leftists (like director Jules Dassin).
As a virulent McCarthy/Hoover‐variety anti‐communist in later life, one wonders what
Bow would have thought of her ex‐director?

At this point in her life, Bow was front‐page news due to a seemingly
never‐ending series of scandals involving either sex or money or
both. Seeking to capitalize on these lurid revelations, the studio
embraced the public's view of Bow by casting her in a comedy
wherein she plays an actress with a hyperactive love life. “Clara Bow
invites you to Her Wedding Night !” teased the advertisements.

After being cast in comedies (romantic, “college” films), women's pictures,
social message dramas, gangster flicks, and westerns, here Bow appeared
in a full‐fledged musical. The success of her number in Paramount on
Parade , and another in True to the Navy , convinced the studio that she
could handle one despite her pronounced Brooklyn accent and lack of
professional training. The success was mixed: she handled some songs
engagingly, but others were more energetic than melodic.

In 1930 Bow was still reigning high at the box office (she came in at #2). At
the same time, the coming of sound brought an explosion of musicals. In
1929 for example, 3 out of the 5 top‐grossing US films were musicals, and
the Best Picture Oscar winner was a musical, The Broadway Melody .
Revue‐style films featuring a variety of musical‐comedy acts with a line‐up
of major stars were the rage, and Paramount on Parade was one of them.
Bow sang “True to the Navy” in fine form – in a surprise to herself.

The standout aspect today of The Saturday Night Kid relates to the women who
were in front of camera – and behind it. For first thing, it served to propel Jean Arthur
– later to become the Hollywood actress most identified with the genre of screwball
comedy (James Harvey) – into the spot‐light. It also gave future sex symbol Jean
Harlow her 1st credited part (interestingly, Harlow would later star in an acclaimed
comedy thinly yet based directly on Bow's career). In addition, the film's editor was
Jane Loring, and the gowns were designed by the legendary Edith Head – an 8 time
Oscar winner who grew up in Searchlight, NV!

Ernst Lubitsch was the production supervisor, and so, not surprisingly, Dangerous
Curves rates as one of Bow's most fascinating films. He did what The Fleet's In and
Three Weekends did not allow: permitting Bow to re‐make her image. David Stenn
says that as a result, “a more subdued and haunting quality” permeates this circus
drama, one in which Bow plays a lonely bareback rider. It is aided, too, by having a
top cast: not only Arlen, but also Kay Francis. who, as One Way Passage and
Lubitsch's own Trouble in Paradise (both 1932) prove, was a gifted performer and
not simply the clotheshorse she is usually thought to be.

1928

The Cowboy Kid

DVD Availability

R.L. Hough
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N/A

Preservation Status

.

Loving the Classics
35mm Complete (Sound (available at $14.99).
film). Running time: 85 In 2011 TCM screened
the film during its
min.
annual movie festival.

Lost (silent) Note: In 1937
the negatives and fine
Fox Film
Rex Bell, Mary Jane grain masters of most pre‐
Corporation; Fox
1935 Fox films were
Temple, Brooks
Clyde Carruth
Film Corporation
destroyed in fire. Of the
Benedict
(distributor)
1,200 silents that Fox
made, only 120 survive.

Principal Cast

Clara Bow, Preston
Foster, Richard
Cromwell, Herbert
Mundin, James
Gleason, Minna
Gombell

Loving the Classics
(available at $14.99)

Unavailable

N/A

Studio

Frank Lloyd
Productions; Fox
Film Corporation
(distributor)

35mm Complete (Sound
film) Running time: 82, 85,
87, or 92 min. (Various
versions exist because
different US states
demanded cuts for lewd
material in order for the
film to be shown.)

35mm Complete (Sound
Clara Bow, Regis
film). Running time: 74‐75
Toomey, Wynne
min.
Gibson, Donald Crisp

Clara Bow, Gilbert
Roland, Thelma
Fox Film
Todd, Monroe
Corporation; Fox
Film Corporation Owsley, Margaret
Livingston, Mischa
(distributor)
Auer

Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)

Lost (silent) Note: In 1937
the negatives and fine
Fox Film
grain masters of most pre‐
Rex Bell, Caryl
Corporation; Fox
1935 Fox films were
Lincoln, Neil Neely,
Film Corporation
destroyed in fire. Of the
Billy Butts
(distributor)
1,200 silents that Fox
made, only 120 survive.

Director

Frank Lloyd

John Francis
Dillon
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1928

Wild West Romance

Title

41 items

Year

1933

Hoopla (AKA Hoop‐
la)

Poster/Still

1932

Call Her Savage

Rex Bell

1931

Kick In

Richard
Wallace
(Wallace
replaced
Lothar Mendes
in mid‐
production)

Eager to end her commitment to Fox and retire to the WBR with Rex Bell (“I don't
wanna be remembered as some‐body who couldn't do nothin' but take her clothes
off. I want somethin' real now.”), Bow ended her career with this unusual pre‐Code
drama. In it, a carnival pitchman hires an "older'' woman (Bow at 28) to turn his
"boy'' (Richard Cromwell was 23) into a “man.” Though Bow was sure reviewers
would trash the film, the reaction was quite the opposite: they applauded her new
maturity as an actress, and signaled that a return to Hollywood was possible if only
she desired it. She didn't.

Along with Mantrap and It , Bow considered this one of her very best films. /
Notably, Lee Garmes was the camera‐man: another 1932 film he photographed –
Shanghai Ex‐press – earned him the Oscar. Although Joel McCrea was tested, Roland
landed the male lead, thus reuniting him with his former lover. / Despite getting good
reviews, this pre‐Code movie was deemed controversial from the start, and banned in
the UK. Among its “salacious” items is the fact that it features the 1st glimpse of a gay
bar ever seen in a Hollywood film. (This particular scene appears in the acclaimed
1996 documentary, The Celluloid Closet .)

N/A

N/A

Plot summary: "... young cowboy becomes entangled in the affairs of a
girl. The latter's father is the town banker and the victim of various bank
robberies. The cowboy captures the thieves, saves the father from
financial ruin and wins the girl." (Motion Picture News Booking Guide ,
1929.) It was typical of many of the westerns Bell made at Fox, and
particularly those he made at small, indie studios during the 1930s such as
Monogram.

Bell's film debut. / A tow‐headed, delicate‐looking child actor of the
1920s, Billy Butts (born William Charles Allen Butts) enjoyed some
popularity as a young sidekick of western stars Fred Thomson and Rex
Bell. He later took over from Jackie Morgan in the popular Gumps two‐
reel comedies, but his waif‐like qualities didn't survive puberty and he
retired at the age of 17. He was in the classic Sparrows (1926). He is still
alive today at 92.

Archival Holdings Notes

MoMA

MoMA

Library of Congress;
UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Richard Wallace was brought in as director because Paramount believed original
director Mendes was shoot‐ing too much footage of Regis Toomey. / Willard Mack's
play was the source for a 1917 film directed by George Fitzmaurice and a 1922 film
also directed by Fitzmaurice. / The 1922 version, lost for over 80 years, was
discovered in Russia's Gosfilmofond archive and returned to the U.S. In 2010. / The
Bow version has never played on US television. / Donald Crisp had a long career in
Hollywood, starting out with D.W. Griffith during the 1910s and getting an Oscar for
How Green Was My Valley (1941).

1928

1929

1929

1929

1929

Taking a Chance

Joy Street

Pleasure Crazed

Salute

They Had to See
Paris

N/A

N/A

Lost (silent) Note: In 1937
the negatives and fine
grain masters of most pre‐
1935 Fox films were
destroyed in fire. Of the
1,200 silents that Fox
made, only 120 survive.

Norman Z.
McLeod

Raymond
Cannon

Lost (silent) Note: In 1937
Marguerite Churchill, the negatives and fine
Fox Film
Kenneth MacKenna, grain masters of most pre‐
Donald
Corporation; Fox
1935 Fox films were
Dorothy Burgess,
Gallaher,
Film Corporation
destroyed in fire. Of the
Henry Kolker, Rex
Charles Klein
(distributor)
1,200 silents that Fox
Bell
made, only 120 survive.

(Sound film). Running
time: 95 min.

Will Rogers, Irene
Fox Film
Rich, Marguerite
Corporation; Fox
Churchill, Fifi
Frank Borzage
Film Corporation
D'Orsay, Owen Davis,
(distributor)
Jr., Rex Bell
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(Sound film). Running
time: 84 min.

John Ford,
David Butler

George O'Brien, Helen
Chandler, William
Janney, Stepin Fetchit,
Fox Film
Ward Bond, John
Corporation; Fox
Wayne (uncredited bit
Film Corporation
part), Rex Bell
(distributor)
(uncredited bit part),
Lee Tracy (uncredited
bit part)

Lois Moran, Nick
Stuart, Rex Bell

Murnau, Borzage, and
Fox DVD Collection
Box Set (Available at
$239.98)

Loving the Classics
(available at $14.99).

No

(Silent) Most likely lost.
Note: In 1937 the
negatives and fine grain
Fox Film
Rex Bell, Lola Todd,
masters of most pre‐1935
Corporation; Fox
Richard Carlyle, Billy
Fox films were destroyed
Film Corporation
Butts
in fire. Of the 1,200 silents
(distributor)
that Fox made, only 120
survive.

Fox Film
Corporation; Fox
Film Corporation
(distributor)

No

R.L. Hough
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1928

Girl‐Shy Cowboy

Fox Film
Corporation; Fox
Film Corporation
(distributor)
Rex Bell, George
Meeker, Patsy
O'Leary

(Silent) Most likely lost.
Note: In 1937 the
negatives and fine grain
masters of most pre‐1935
Fox films were destroyed
in fire. Of the 1,200
silents that Fox made, only
120 survive.

???

???

N/A

N/A

???

???

What led Frank Borzage to direct They Had to See Paris was the chance to make his
1st sound film, and to work with Will Rogers. He was also drawn to the appearance vs.
reality theme (a major leitmotiv in his work). The film was a big grosser, coming in at
#27 for 1929. Yet the movie, following the numinous triptych of 7 th Heaven (1927),
Street Angel (1928), and Lucky Star (1929), disappoints, among other reasons,
because “the film's [bourgeois] burlesque of sex goes against everything Borzage
stands for in his best work” (Dan Callahan). / A sequel, Down to Earth (1932) was
directed by David Butler. Bell was not in it.

Just as Bow worked under 2 master directors (Lubitsch, Sternberg), so did Bell. In his
case they were John Ford and Frank Borzage, but the movies Bell made with them
were undistinguished. Salute is a lumbering sports drama, but earns some praise by
Ford biographer Joseph McBride: “What made Salute such a refreshing departure
was not its formulaic story but its authentic, spacious look in an era when most films
were burdened with cramped artificiality.” Still, it features future stars John Wayne
and Ward Bond for the very 1st time in a Ford film. Later they would forever change
the western genre.

Marguerite Churchill was a minor star of the late 1920s and early 1930s,
often in westerns. She appeared in a few Rex Bell features, and met and
married Sunrise star George O'Brien while filming Zane Grey's The Riders
of the Purple Sage (1931) in Sedona. (Bell and O'Brien would work
together in Salute .) Her most important film, however, was the
monumental 70mm western The Big Trail (1930) which featured John
Wayne in his 1st starring role.

Lois Moran was a star during the mid‐to‐late 1920s, the inspiration for the
character “Rosemary” in F. Scott Fitzgerald's classic Tender is the Night
(1934). She turned in a remarkable performance in her 1st film, Stella
Dallas (1925), and co‐starred with Lon Chaney in The Road to Mandalay
(1926). Later she worked with Al Jolson, and did the Oscar‐winning
Transatlantic (1931). She passed away in Sedona, AZ in 1990.

Taking a Chance was Norman Z. McLeod's debut as a director. By the
early 1930s he would would find his voice directing comedy, filming some
of the most legendary comedians ever in movies: the Marx Brothers
(Monkey Business [1931], Horse Feathers [1932]), W. C. Fields (It's a Gift
[1934]), Cary Grant (Topper [1937)], Danny Kaye [The Secret Life of
Walter Mitty [1947]), Bob Hope and Bing Crosby [The Road to Rio [1947]),
and Bob Hope (The Paleface [1948]).

Direct of Photography Sol Halperin was a jack‐of‐all trades with the
camera. In addition to being a cinematographer, he also worked in special
effects (he got an Academy Award nomination in that category in 1945 for
Captain Eddie ), and was among a group of 6 technicians who were
awarded an honorary Oscar in 1953 for being one of the developers of
CinemaScope. Twice he was president of the American Society of
Cinematographers (1966‐69, 1970‐73).

1930

1930

1930

1931

1931

Harmony at Home
(AKA: She Steps
Out )

Courage

Lightin'

Disappearing
Enemies

Battling with
Buffalo Bill
Ray Taylor

Fred Guiol

Henry King

Archie Mayo

Hamilton
MacFadden

Benjamin
Stoloff

Complete Filmography of Clara Bow and Rex Bell (J.Crouse)

1930

Happy Days (AKA
New Orleans Frolic)

Universal
Pictures
Corporation;
Universal
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
Tom Tyler, Rex Bell,
Lucile Brown, Francis
Ford, Yakima Canutt,
Jim Thorpe, Chief
Thundercloud
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(Sound film). Running
time: 127 min.

min.

lost. Note: In 1937 the
RKO‐Pathé
negatives and fine grain
Pictures (as
masters of most pre‐1935
Comedy Follies); Rex Bell, Dot Farley,
Fox films were destroyed in
Arthur Hoyt
RKO‐Pathé
fire. Of the 1,200 silents
Pictures
that Fox made, only 120
(distributor)
survive. Running time: 21

(Sound short) – possibly

made, only 120 survive.
Running time: 96 min.

Will Rogers, Louise
Fox Film
and fine grain masters of
Corporation; Fox Dresser, Joel McCrea, most pre‐1935 Fox films
Film Corporation Joyce Compton, Rex were destroyed in fire. Of
the 1,200 silents that Fox
Bell
(distributor)

(Sound film) possibly lost.
Note: In 1937 the negatives

Warner Bros.
Lost (sound film). No film
Pictures
elements are known to
Incorporated; Belle Bennett, Marian
exist. The complete
Warner Bros. Nixon, Leon Janney,
soundtrack, however,
Pictures
survives on Vitaphone
Rex Bell
Incorporated
disks. Running time: 65 or
(distributor)
73 min.

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2007,
available at $25.74)

No

No

N/A

Unavailable

Fox Film
Marguerite Churchill,
Corporation; Fox
Rex Bell, Charlotte
Film Corporation
Henry
(distributor)
35mm Complete nitrate
(sound film). Running
time: 69 min.

Unavailable

Will Rogers, Janet
The 1st movie in history to
Gaynor, Charles
be filmed in widescreen
Farrell, Victor
Fox Film
(Grandeur). (Sound film).
Corporation; Fox McLaglen, Marjorie
Running time: 80 min. No
Film Corporation White, Charles E.
known copy of the
Evans, Rex Bell,
(distributor)
widescreen version is
Warner Baxter,
known to have survived.
George Jessel

???

???

???

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

???

This was a 12‐chapter Universal serial featuring Mono‐gram star Tom Tyler as William
F. Cody. (In 1932, Bell, along with Bob Steele, would replace Tyler.) / Co‐starring as
the villain was John Ford's real‐life brother, director‐actor Francis. / It also featured
two bona fide legends: Jim Thorpe, the most talented all‐around athlete in American
history; and Yakima Canutt, Hollywood's great pioneering stunt man. In 1966 Canutt
received a honorary Oscar for his “achievements as a stunt man and for developing
safety devices to protect stunt men everywhere.”

Lightin' had been Bell's final film for Fox, but while still under contract he was loaned out to
other studios such as here. (Indeed, it was through a loan‐out to Paramount that he met
Bow.) / Because Disappearing Enemies is a short film, it is often not listed in Bell's
filmography. / Director Fred Guiol got his start as a prop boy for D. W. Griffith, and later
worked for Hal Roach. He directed some of Laurel and Hardy's best short comedies, and later
wrote the screenplay for Gunga Din . He had a close association with director George Stevens,
and in 1956 he was nominated for the screenplay Oscar for Giant starring Rock Hudson,
Elizabeth Taylor, and James Dean (in his final role).

This is a remake of the 1925 film directed by John Ford. / Though not a film‐maker on
the level of Ford or Borzage, Henry King was a still a good one (the equivalent to
Fleming in Bow's career), a director, who in such pictures as Tol'able David (1921),
“remains,” in Richard Armstrong's words, “an American humanist of distinction.”
Later he had success directing The Song of Bernadette (1943). / After her Best
Actress Oscar nomination for A Ship Comes In (1929), Louise Dresser was at the
height of her time in films. / Meanwhile, the underrated Joel McCrea was just getting
started. Like Bell, the handsome McCrea was a real cowboy off‐screen and had a
ranch. In 1982, actress Maureen Stapleton dedicated her Oscar for Reds to him.

Belle Bennett had been in movies since 1913, and her biggest part was the
title role in Stella Dallas (1925). It had been a hit (ranking #8 at the 1925 box
office), but typecast her as long‐suffering mothers (as in Courage ). She died
of cancer at age 41. / Archie Mayo was a prototypical 1930s Warner Brothers
house director, the type of fast‐paced film‐maker actress Anne Baxter
referred to as a “canner”: “Do the take, do the cover shot, reverse the angle,
close‐up and get in the can. Like sardines.” He did, however, put Humphrey
Bogart's career on the map.

Cameraman Daniel (B.) Clark worked on a number of low‐budget Fox
westerns, and then during the '30s, photographed the best entries in
the Charlie Chan series starring Warner Oland. In 1942 he won an
honorary scientific and engineering Oscar, “For the development of a
lens calibration system and the application of this system to exposure
control in cinematography.”

“Yet another all‐star early talkie, this one from Fox uses – p.c. Alert! – a
minstrel show as its centerpiece. Special material is less than inspired
(Warner Baxter does card tricks), though Will Rogers and especially
George Jessel are very funny in a scene at an actors' club. Big musical
numbers substitute size for ingenuity. Also filmed in 70mm Grandeur.”
(Leonard Maltin) / Film marked the debut of future WWII pin‐up Betty
Grable as a chorus girl.

1931

1932

1932

1932

1932

Law of the Sea

Arm of the Law

Broadway to
Cheyenne

The Man from
Arizona

Lucky Larrigan

William Farnum,
Priscilla Dean, Rex
Bell

Rex Bell, Marceline
Day, Matthew Betz,
George “Gabby”
Hayes, Robert Ellis

Rex Bell, Naomi
Judge, Nat Carr

Rex Bell, Helen
Foster, Stanley
Blystone

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Harry L. Fraser

John P.
McCarthy

Harry L. Fraser

16mm Complete safety
print (sound film).
Running time: 61 or 64
min.

N/A

Unavailable

N/A
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(Sound film). Running
time: 56 or 62 min.

Lost (sound)

N/A

???

Sinister Cinema DVD
(available at $11.95);
Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2011
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with
Fighting Texans )

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

N/A

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

N/A

N/A

Mill Creek
Entertainment
UCLA copy: 35mm
Incomplete (1 reel of 3) (Available for $29.98
nitrate print (Sound film). as part of a 12 disc
Running time: 60 or 62
box set titled 50
min.
Western Classics, and
released in 2004)

Trojan Pictures;
Rex Bell, Marceline
Monogram
Day, Lina Basquette, Lost (sound film). Running
Pictures
time: 62 or 65 min.
Dorothy Revier,
Corporation
Donald Keith
(distributor)

I. E. Chadwick
Productions;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Marion Shilling, Beryl Lost (sound film). Running
Mercer, Rex Bell
time: 67 min.

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Louis King

Otto Brower

Richard Thorpe
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1931

Forgotten Women

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Helen Foster had been selected as a WAMPAS Baby Star of 1929 on the strength of
her having the lead role in the biggest grossing film of the year – Gold Diggers of
Broadway . It was such a monster hit that it was most successful film of all‐time until
Gone With the Wind in 1939. Foster's career would only last for a few short years. /
Stanley Blystone was the brother of John G. Blystone, Bow's director on Eve's Lover
(1925). (John's forte as a film‐maker was comedy, serving as Buster Keaton's co‐
director in Our Hospitality (1923), and later directing 2 full‐length Laurel and Hardy
films: Swiss Miss and Block‐Heads ([both 1938]).

In 1959 director Jean‐Luc Godard kicked off what later became known as The French
New Wave with Breathless (A Bout de Souffle ). At the beginning of the film, he
dedicated it to Monogram Studio. What attracted Godard to Monogram was the
inspiration it provided to him in being able to make movies cheaply, absent the kind
of big budgets the major studios lavished on pictures. A model of efficiency, “Poverty
Row” studios also allowed the possibility for more personal work. Monogram was a
place where either new talent started (e.g., John Wayne) or past great stars (e.g. Kay
Francis) ended their careers.

Like Bow, Marceline Day had been a WAMPAS Baby Star, part of the illustrious Class
of 1926 (other stars that year were Joan Crawford, Janet Gaynor, Fay Wray, Dolores
del Rio, and Mary Astor). With roles in The Beloved Rogue (1927) with John
Barrymore, London After Midnight (1927) with Lon Chaney, The Cameraman (1928)
with Buster Keaton, and The Wild Party (1929) with Bow, her career possibilities
seemed vast. With the advent of talkies, however, though her voice was suited to
sound, she was given fewer substantial parts. By 1933 her time in Hollywood was
over. She passed away in 2000 at the age of 91.

Louis King was the brother of director Henry King, and both worked at 20th Century‐
Fox at the same time in the 1940s. While Henry got large‐scale, "important" films,
Louis was usually given lower‐budget outdoors pictures, mysteries or westerns.
Henry's "prestige" picture, Wilson (1944), was a very expensive flop, though, while
Louis' low‐budget outdoors picture Smoky (1946) was one of Fox's biggest
moneymakers that year. Shortly after Smoky was released, Henry stopped Louis on
the lot one day and said, "I've just come from the accounting office and seen the
figures. Smoky has now earned what we lost on Wilson .”

Otto Brower had been a stunt expert before turning director. As with so
many other technicians, Monogram provided him with the experience to
eventually move up to work at the major studios as a 2nd unit director or
assistant director. In the latter capacity he worked on such big “A”
pictures as: The Keys of the Kingdom (1944), Wilson (1944), Leave Her to
Heaven (1945), and the torrid “lust in the dust” western epic Duel in the
Sun (1946) starring Jennifer Jones and Gregory Peck.

Bell was fortunate to have Archie Stout as the DP for his Monogram pictures. Later Stout
would graduate to “A” movies, including Beau Geste (1939) and Hondo (1953). Yet Stout is
most known today for his work in Ford films: he was the cameraman for 2 out of Ford's
“cavalry trilogy” (Fort Apache [1948], and She Wore a Yellow Ribbon [1949]), and The Quiet
Man (1952). When he won an Oscar for the latter, he became the only cinematographer to be
nominated and win an Academy Award for 2nd unit photography. / Richard Thorpe had a 44‐
year career as a film‐maker, directing Ivanhoe (1952) and Elvis Presley in Jailhouse Rock (1957).
/ Marion Shilling was a 1931 WAMPAS Baby Star.

1933

1933

1933

1933

1934

Diamond Trail

The Fighting Texans

The Fugitive

The Rainbow Ranch

The Tonto Kid

Rex Bell, Frances
Rich, Lloyd Whitlock

Rex Bell, Luana
Walters, Betty Mack,
Yakima Canutt,
George “Gabby”
Hayes

Rex Bell, Cecelia
Parker, George
“Gabby” Hayes

Rex Bell, Cecelia
Parker, George
“Gabby” Hayes, Bob
Kortman

Rex Bell, Ruth Mix,
Buzz Barton

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
Resolute
Productions
Corporation;
Resolute
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Harry L. Fraser

Armand
Schaefer

Harry L. Fraser

Harry L. Fraser

Harry L. Fraser

John P.
McCarthy

Rex Bell, Doris Hill,
George “Gabby”
Hayes
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1933

Crashin' Broadway
(AKA Crashing
Broadway )

Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)
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(Sound film). Running
time: 60 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 53‐55 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 60 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 60 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 58 or 61 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 55, 59, or 64 min.

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2008 at
$7.98 on a double bill
with The Rainbow
Ranch )

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2008 at
$7.98 on a double bill
with The Tonto Kid )

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2011, and
available for $7.98 on
a double bill with Gun
Fire )

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2011
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with Lucky
Larrigan )

Unavailable

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2009, and
available for $7.98 on
a double bill with
Fighting Pioneers )

???

???

???

???

???

???

Joining Bell in the Resolute quartet were Buzz Barton, a talented but minor silent star
reduced to saddle pal work, and a good horsewoman named Ruth Mix, the real life
daughter of Tom Mix (Bow's co‐star in The Best Bad Man ). The Tonto Kid (1935) has
Ruth portraying a bad gal that reforms and is probably the best of the bunch;
Fighting Pioneers (1935) has Rex as a cavalry officer searching for the gang that's
peddling guns to the Indians and Ruth is a buckskin‐clad head of the Indian tribe; in
Saddle Aces (1935), the trio overcome land grabbers; Gunfire (1935) is a yarn about
warring families.

operation.

This was Bell's final cactus quickie for Monogram. His next job was with Resolute
Pictures which was run by producer Alfred T. Mannon. Tentative plans were for a
series of 6 oaters, but he was also to have starred in a cliffhanger titled Sky Fighters
a World War I aviation adventure – not unlike Wings – which was promoted as "the
greatest air serial ever filmed." That chaptered series was never made, and only 4 of
the 6 sagebrushers were completed. Resolute, another poverty row studio, came and
went rather quickly, disappearing into Hollywood obscurity after only a year or two in

Cecelia Parker is best remembered as Andy's big sister in the “Andy Hardy” series
(1937‐58) at MGM. She got her started appearing in westerns with George O'Brien,
Tom Tyler, Ken Maynard, and John Wayne, but in 1934 she was hired by MGM where
she was 1st cast as Garbo's younger sister in The Painted Veil (1934). Yet it was studio
mogul Louis B. Mayer's pet project, the Andy Hardy series, that made her well‐known
to audiences. (Two of the series stars, Ann Rutherford and Mickey Rooney are both
91 today. Rooney is still actively working, and has a part in The Muppets movie that is
in theaters now.)

George “Gabby” Hayes (1885‐1969) was the most famous of western movie sidekicks
of the 1930s and '40s. He worked alongside John Wayne, Roy Rogers, and Randolph
Scott, but was most famous as Hopalong Cassidy's companion. He was 1 of the few
supporting players to land on the annual list of Top 10 Western Box Office Stars. He
was so popular that he inspired a comic series (1948‐57) and an early TV show
(1950). He was well‐known for saying, “yer durn tootin'.” My father met him in 1952
when he doing a national publicity tour.

Variety , in reviewing Diamond Trail , saw it as paradigmatic of Rex Bell's serial
Westerns. It was "another version of the standard Rex Bell formula of starting in the
east and carrying the action west. That gives him a chance to parade for a time in
smart tailoring. Also, it generally provides some other menace than the usual bandits
or rustlers." / Actress Frances Rich was the daughter of Irene Rich (Bow's co‐star in
Eve's Lover and Bell's co‐star in They Had to See Paris ), and who lived to be 97.
Frances Rich did a few mid‐1930s films, and then changed careers to became an artist
and noted sculptor.

Regarding what Rex Bell meant to 1930s audiences: “Westernophiles
are likely to sigh nostalgically as a fading memory is given a
rejuvenating charge at the mention of Rex Bell, the fun‐loving
cowboy who helped make the bleak depression years a little more
bearable for the whole family.” (From Buck Rainey's 1980 Saddle
Aces of the Cinema .)

1935

1935

1935

1936

1936

The Fighting
Pioneers

Border Vengeance

Saddle Acres

Too Much Beef

West of Nevada

Robert F. Hill

Robert F. Hill

Harry L. Fraser

Ray Heinz

Harry L. Fraser

Harry L. Fraser
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1934

Gunfire

(Sound film). Running
time: 58 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 56 min.

Reb Russell, Mary
Willis Kent
Productions; Jane Carey, Kenneth
Marcy Pictures MacDonald, Clarence
Geldart, Rex Bell
Corporation
(uncredited)
(distributor)

Rex Bell, Ruth Mix,
Buzz Barton, Stanley
Blystone, Chief
Thundercloud

Rex Bell, Connie (or
Coney) Bergen,
Forrest Taylor

Rex Bell, Joan
Barclay, Al St. John

Resolute
Productions
Corporation;
Resolute
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

Normandy
Pictures
Corporation;
States Rights
(distributor)

Colony Pictures;
States Rights
(distributor)
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(Sound film). Running
time: 59 or 63 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 59 min.

(Sound film). Running
time: 54 or 60 min.

Rex Bell, Ruth Mix,
Buzz Barton, Stanley
Blystone, Chief
Thundercloud, Chief
Standing Bear

Resolute
Productions
Corporation;
Resolute
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

35mm Complete nitrate
print (sound film).
Running time: 56 min

Rex Bell, Ruth Mix,
Buzz Barton, Willie
Fung

Resolute
Productions
Corporation;
Resolute
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

???

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2005,
available at $7.95 on a
double bill with
Stormy Trails )

???

Sinister Cinema DVD
(available at $11.95);
Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2008,
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with Men
of the Plains )

???

???

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2010,
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with The
Cheyenne Tornado )

Unavailable

???

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2009, and
available for $7.98 on
a double bill with
Crashing Broadway )

Sinister Cinema DVD
(available at
$11.95);Alpha Video
(DVD released in
2011, and available
for $7.98 on a double
bill with Gun Fire )

Along with Cecelia Parker, few actresses co‐starred with leading western actors as
much as Joan Barclay. She got her start in movies at age 12 playing opposite Douglas
Fairbanks in The Gaucho (1927). Later, in the 1930s, she starred with Tom Tyler,
Hoot Gibson, Tom Keane, and Bell. She stayed mostly in B pictures until her 1945
retirement. / Director Robert F. Hill spent his entire 51‐year career in Hollywood in
the “B” circuit, active in Tarzan and Flash Gordon serials starring Buster Crabbe. But 1
credit does stand out: as the story adapter of The Cat and the Canary (1927) – the
genesis of “old dark house” horror comedies.

More from writer Buck Rainey on Rex Bell: “Seemingly Rex had about
everything it took to capture and hold a sizable portion of the cactus‐
and‐dust audience, but circumstances worked against him and he
never climbed into the top ranks of movie cowboys. It was a shame,
too, for he was quite talented – far more so than a number of
cowboys who achieved more fame on screen.”

This is Bell's final film at Resolute Pictures before moving on to Colony/Normandy,
and it is odd to think that his regular time in Hollywood would be over by the end of
the following year. Regarding Bell's overall contribution to the western, the movie
genre French critic André Bazin called “the American film par excellence ,” Buck
Rainey writes: “...for some, at least, his appearance in [westerns] was akin to the
fragrance of honeysuckle drifting across the prairie, for his personality and approach
to Westerns were indeed refreshing additions in the stable of sagebrush cavaliers.”

Since Bell has an uncredited part in this movie as “an announced
rodeo star,” Border Vengeance is seldom listed in his filmography.

Victor Daniels (AKA Chief Thundercloud) was born in Oklahoma of Cherokee heritage
mixed with Scottish, Irish and German. Raised on a ranch in Arizona, he attended the
U. of A. where he excelled not only scholastically but in athletics. He worked on cattle
ranches, rodeos, and in mines before going to Hollywood in the late 1920s. There he
made money as a stuntman doubling for a number of the top western stars. He
eventually earned screen credit for his acting. His last movie was John Ford's The
Searchers (1956) – voted by Sight and Sound critics in 2002 as one of the 10 Best
Films ever made.

Willie Fung, from Canton, China, was in over 130 movies that used him as an Asian color
splash in bit parts to provide “Oriental atmosphere.” Employing pidgin English and grinning
like a toothless happy idiot eager to please, Fung is hardly a Chinese-American role
model. Nevertheless it gave him a constant income, and parts in some of the most
enjoyable films ever made: The Virginian (1929) – the movie Clara Bow was watching on
TV at the moment of her death, Shanghai Express and Red Dust (both 1932), The Bitter
Tea of General Yen (1933), and Ruggles of Red Gap (1935). He enjoyed steady work
until his death at age 49.

1936

1936

1936

1942

1942

Men of the Plains

Law and Lead

Stormy Trails

Tombstone: The
Town Too Tough to
Die

Dawn on the Great
Divide

Richard Dix, Kent
Taylor, Edgar
Buchanan, Frances
Gifford, Don Castle,
Victor Jory, Rex Bell,
Hal Taliaferro,
Charles Middleton

Buck Jones, Mona
Barrie, Raymond
Hatton, Robert
Lowery, Rex Bell,
Robert Frazer

Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation;
Monogram
Pictures
Corporation
(distributor)

William C.
McGann

Howard
Bretherton
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35mm Complete (Sound
film) duplicate negative.
Running time: 63 or 70
min.

35 mm Complete nitrate
print (Sound film).
Running time: 75 or 79
min.

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2004, and
available for $7.98)

Unavailable

British Film Institute
National Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

35mm Complete nitrate
Alpha Video (DVD
negative (Sound film);
released in 2005,
35mm Complete nitrate
available at $7.95 on a
negative track (Sound
double bill with West
film). Running time: 58
of Nevada )
min.

???

Sinister Cinema DVD
(available at $11.95);
Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2008,
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with
Saddle Aces )

British Film Institute
National Archive

(Sound film). Running
time: 62 min.

Rex Bell, Joan
Colony Pictures;
Barclay, George Ball,
States Rights
Charles King, Forrest
(distributor)
Taylor

???

Alpha Video (DVD
released in 2007,
available at $7.98 on a
double bill with Law
and Lead )

Alpha Video (DVD
Rex Bell, Hal
35mm Complete (Sound
released in 2007,
Colony Pictures; Taliaferro, Harley
film) duplicate mute and
available at $7.98 on a
Wood, Soledad
States Rights
sound negatives. Running
double bill with The
Jiménez, Earl Dwire,
(distributor)
time: 57 or 60 min.
Idaho Kid )
Lane Chandler

(Sound film). Running
time: 60 min.

Colony Pictures;
Grand National Rex Bell, Bob Terry,
Lois Wilde, Lane
Films
Sam Newfield
Incorporated Chandler, Earl Dwire
(distributor)

Robert F. Hill

Robert F. Hill

Robert F. Hill
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1936

The Idaho Kid

Rex Bell, Marion
Colony Pictures; Shilling, Dave Sharpe,
Earl Dwire, Lane
States Rights
Chandler, Charles
(distributor)
King

The working titles of this film were Great Divide and Beyond the Great
Divide . According to a news item in the Hollywood Reporter , Bell replaced
actor Tim McCoy, who had to report for active duty in the U.S. Army. Dawn
on the Great Divide was the last film in "The Rough Riders" series and
marked the final screen appearance of Buck Jones. Jones died in a fire at the
Cocoanut Grove nightclub in Boston on November 28, 1942. The fire, one of
the worst in U.S. history, killed or injured about 300 people. / Bow had
starred with Robert Frazer in The Scarlet West (1925).

Harry “Pop” Sherman had produced the 1st movie based on a Zane Grey novel, The
Light of the Western Stars , in 1915. In 1935 he formed his own company and
produced the 1st 54 Hopalong Cassidy films. / Richard Dix played Wyatt Earp. His
biggest success had been the Oscar‐winning western Cimarron (1931) where he
copped a Best Actor nomination. / DP Russell Harlan would later go to photograph
some of the greatest movie westerns ever: Red River (1948) and Rio Bravo (1959) – a
film whom master critic Robin Wood argued is Hollywood's single greatest picture. He
also did the beloved To Kill a Mockingbird (1962).

Sam Newfield is considered to be among the most prolific directors in the
history of American films (not counting cartoon directors, whose product
rarely run longer than 8‐10 minutes or so), with an output estimated at
nearly 300 films of all kinds completed over a 30‐year‐plus career. Because
of this massive output, sometimes releasing nearly twenty movies in a
single year, he has been called the most prolific director of the sound era.

Starting in 1920, Hollywood has used the Alabama Hills near Lone Pine, CA as
location shooting for a variety of genres, but none more popular than the
western. A portion of Bell's movies were filmed there, including this one.
However, literally 100s of movies have used this location, from The Roundup
(1920) to Lives of a Bengal Lancer (1935) to Bad Day at Black Rock (1954)
to Gladiator (2000). As a result, there is a major film history museum at Lone
Pine, as well as an annual film festival devoted to all the movies shot in that
scenic spot.

Richard Slotkin, a film scholar whose specialty is the western, has written a 3‐vol.
study of the genre as framed through mythology. In Gunfighter Nation , he describes
2 types of western: the “town‐tamer” and the “outlaw” variants. For the hero acting
in the former, social injustice is imposed by power criminals and it is up to the hero to
defeat them and empower decent folks. Of the latter, the location of injustice are the
institutions of civilization itself (e.g., the banks). Here the hero does not make it safe
for ordinary people, but rather for the concerns of capitalism. Bell's westerns fall into
the 1st category.

A blast from the past: Lane Chandler had co‐starred with Bow in Red Hair
(1928). Like Bell he was a real cowboy who had turned to acting, and
during the silent era had appeared in films featuring the likes of Garbo,
Betty Bronson, and Esther Ralston (Bow's co‐star in Children of Divorce ).
His 1st lead role was in William Wellman's 1928 lost movie The Legion of
the Condemned . Never out of work, he later acted in TV's Gunsmoke
Rawhide , and Wagon Train .

1961

The Misfits

1933

Bombshell

16mm Complete safety
print (sound film).
Running time: 95 min.

Jean Harlow, Lee
Tracey, Frank
Metro‐Goldwyn‐ Morgan, C. Aubrey
Smith, Franchot
Victor Fleming Mayer; Loew's
Tone, Mary Forbes,
(distributor)
Pat O'Brien, Una
Merkel
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35mm Complete nitrate
print (Sound film).
Running time: 71 min.

Clara Bow, Frederic
March, Harry Green,
Rex Bell, Louise
Beavers

Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation;
Paramount‐
Publix
Corporation
(distributor)

Frank Tuttle

Principal Cast

Preservation Status

16mm Complete safety
print (Sound film).
Running time: 124 min.

Clark Gable, Marilyn
Monroe,
Montgomery Clift, Eli
Wallach, Thelma
Ritter, Rex Bell
(uncredited)

Seven Arts
Productions;
United Artists
(distributor)

16mm Complete safety
print (Sound film).
Running time: 94 min.

Clark Gable, Ava
Gardner, Broderick
Metro‐Goldwyn‐ Crawford, Ed Begley,
Lionel Barrymore,
Mayer; Loew's
George Hamilton,
(distributor)
Beulah Bondi, Rex
Bell (uncredited)

Studio

Director

John Huston

Vincent
Sherman
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1930

Poster

True to the Navy

Title

2 Items

Year

1952

Lone Star

Clara Bow and Rex Bell

1952

Sky Full of Moon

Carleton Carpenter,
16mm Complete (Sound
Metro‐Goldwyn‐
Jan Sterling, Keenan
film). Running time: 72‐74
Norman Foster Mayer; Loew's
Wynn, Douglass
min.
(distributor)
Dumbrille, Rex Bell

Warner Archive (DVD
released in October
2011, and available at
$26.99)

eMoviez (DVD
available at $19.99 on
a double bill with
Dangerous Curves )

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Archival Holdings

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

MGM (2011 Blu‐ray
DVD version released
in May 2011, available
at $19.99); MGM
(DVD released in June
2001, and available at
$9.98)

DVD Availability

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

UCLA Film and
Television Archive

Warner Archive
(newly remastered
DVD released in
November 2011, and
available at $26.99)

Unavailable

Bombshell is a brilliant Pre‐Code screwball comedy that made Jean Harlow a star.
(She had been in Bow's The Saturday Night Kid , and personally knew her.) Although it
does not feature Bow and Bell as such, it is a roman à clef of Bow's years of stardom
– a fact that was always readily acknowledged by the screenwriters and director
Victor Fleming. Armed with a superb cast, Harlow stands for Bow; Tracey stands for
B.P. Schulberg: Morgan stands for Bow's father; Merkel stands for Daisy DeBoe; and
Tone stands for Bell. It is fantastic that Bow's ex‐lover Fleming was the director. A
must‐see movie for all Bow fans.

True to the Navy was a hastily thrown together Bow vehicle that reunited her with
Wild Party co‐star Frederic March. Though Bow seldom worked with an actor as
talented as March – he would have a 45‐year screen and stage career, winning Oscars
for Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde (1932) and The Best Years of Our Lives (1946) – the film
seems uninterested to create anything special utilizing such gifted performers. Ditto
with the pairing of Bow and Bell, although it is rather thrilling to see them together. A
high point moment in the film is Bow singing “There's Only One (Who Matters to
Me)” to black character actress Louise Beavers.

Notes

Playwright Arthur Miller wrote the film's script with his wife Marilyn Monroe in mind.
Set in Reno, it was a difficult experience for everyone involved, and the final movie for
Monroe and Gable (who had enjoyed a bit part in Bow's The Plastic Age ). It was also
Bell's last role, a tiny cameo, but the most well‐known film of his career. / John
Huston, the legendary director of The Maltese Falcon (1941), The Treasure of the
Sierra Madre (1948), and The African Queen (1951), later claimed that, working
with Monroe, he knew her days were numbered. / The film's best performances were
delivered by Montgomery Clift and Thelma Ritter. / Eli Wallach received a special
honorary Oscar for his acting career in 2011 at the age of 94.

The best casts Bell was ever involved with were those of his 2 final films. / Director
Vincent Sherman had been a talented “women's picture” film‐maker of 1940s
melodramas starring Bette Davis and Joan Crawford. He had never directed a western
before, but claims in his autobiography that Lone Star was the happiest experience of
his career. / PD Harold Rosson, nominated 5x for an Oscar during his life, had been
the cameraman on Gone With the Wind and The Wizard of Oz (both 1939), and
Singin' in the Rain (1952). He had worked on various Bow films early in his career. /
This was Lionel Barrymore's last movie. He had starred in 1 of Bow's 1st movies –
Enemies of Women in 1922. / George Hamilton's debut.

Because he had a bit part (as himself), this movie (set in Las Vegas) is sometimes not
included in Bell's filmography. / Norman Foster had co‐starred with Bow in No Limit
(1931), and traded between directing and acting. Claudette Colbert's 1st husband, he
made his mark as the director of the finest entries in 20th Century‐Fox's Mr. Moto
series (1937‐39). / Jan Sterling achieved a measure of fame during the 1950s with
Ace in the Hole (1951) and an Oscar nomination for The High and the Mighty (1954).
/ Keenan Wynn had a long acting career: from Since You Went Away (1944) to Dr.
Strangelove (1964) to Nashville (1975).
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1924

1927

1932

1934

1937

04/05/24

WAMPAS Baby Stars of 1924
Visit San Francisco

A Trip Through the Paramount
Studio

Fox Movietone News

Hollywood on Parade (episode
#B11)

Movietone News

Screen Snapshots (Series 4, No.
15)

Silent, b&w. 16 mm Complete

Silent, b&w. 35 mm Complete

Sound, b&w. 35 mm Complete

Clara Bow, Elinor Fair,
Carmelita Geraghty, Gloria
Grey, Ruth Hiatt, Julanne
Johnston, Dorothy Mackaill

Clara Bow, W. C. Fields, Fay
Wray, Esther Ralston,
Richard Arlen, George
Bancroft, Betty Bronson

Clara Bow and Rex Bell
aboard the S.S. Bremen ,
greeting reporters upon
their arrival to
Southampton

Paramount

20th Century‐
Fox

Clara Bow

Silent, b&w, lost.

Page 1

Sound and silent, b&w. 35 mm Complete

Clara Bow and Rex Bell
from the “It” cafe opening.
20th Century‐
Footage includes outtakes.
Fox
Also: Louella Parsons,
Wesley Ruggles

Columbia

Sound and silent, b&w. 35 mm Complete

Sound footage of Rex Bell

Paramount

???

Preservation Status

Principal Cast

Studio

Selected Filmograpy of Clara Bell and Rex Bow- Nonfiction Materials

Year

Title

15 Items

Newsreel Footage

N/A

UCLA Film and Television Archive

UCLA Film and Television Archive

University of South Carolina – The Moving Image
Research Collections

???

???

Archival Holdings

Prepared by Dr. Jeffrey Crouse for the Walking Box Ranch Project; UNLV Public Lands Institute. Submitted December 05, 2011.
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Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58, featured “candid”
footage of Hollywood stars. They featured behind‐the‐scenes footage of
Hollywood stars of the day at various Hollywood events or parties. From about
1930, these short documentaries were almost exclusively written, produced and
directed (and occasionally edited and narrated) by Ralph Staub. They usually ran
th
for 9 or 10 minutes. Their 50 anniversary of Motion Pictures short in 1945 was
nominated for an Oscar.

Bow scholar David Stenn lists this footage as a Hearst
Metrotone News production. However the footage available
on Youtube (retrieved on 26 November 2012) shows it as
(British ) Movietone News.

Hollywood on Parade was a series of 11‐12 min short films
(shown before the start of a feature‐length film) that ran
between 1932‐34. This episode can be viewed on Youtube
(retrieved on 26 November 2011).

Movietone News is a newsreel that ran in cinemas from
1928 to 1963 in the US, from 1929 to 1979 in the UK, and
from 1929 to 1975 in Australia. In the US it was know as
(Fox) Movietone News, while in the UK it was called British
Movietone News.

Judging from the cast, this short feature showed audiences
Paramount's biggest stars of 1927.

Although this particular footage is not found on Youtube,
that of the WAMPAS Baby Stars of 1931 is available
(retrieved 26 November 2011).

Notes

1929

1932

1936

05/22/37

1940

1948

Screen Snapshots (Series 9, No.
11)

Screen Snapshots (Series 12,
No. 12)

Screen Snapshots (Series 16,
No. 9)

Screen Snapshots (Series 17,
No. 1)

Screen Snapshots (Series 20,
No. 1)

Screen Snapshots (Series 28,
No. 6)
Columbia

Columbia

Columbia

Columbia

Columbia

Columbia

Columbia

Clara Bow

Sound, b&w, lost
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Sound, b&w. 35 mm Complete

Clara Bow, Gary Cooper,
Jackie Cooper, Chico Marx,
Marion Davies, Joan
Bennett

Sound, b&w, lost

Sound, b&w. 35 mm Complete (preservation
pending)

Clara Bow, Frank Capra,
Ronald Colman, Ann
Southern, Anna Sten

Clara Bow

Lost

Sound, b&w. Picture lost, sound (Vitaphone)
survives.

Clara Bow, Joan Crawford,
Edward Everett Horton, Al
Jolson, Douglas Fairbanks,
Jr., Jack Holt

Clara Bow

Silent, b&w, lost.

Clara Bow

Selected Filmograpy of Clara Bell and Rex Bow- Nonfiction Materials

10/23/24

Screen Snapshots (Series 5, No.
4)

N/A

N/A

???

???

N/A

???

N/A

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

Screen Snapshots , a series of Columbia shots from 1922‐58,
featured “candid” footage of Hollywood stars.

1955

Ramblin' 'Round Hollywood
( part of Screen Snapshot
series)

1965

1980

1986

1999

2002

The Love Goddesses

Hollywood: A Celebration of the
American Silent Film

The Age of Ballyhoo

Clara Bow: Discovering the “It”
Girl

“Clara Bow: Cinema's Silent
Sexpot” for A&E Biography

Clara Bow, Rex Bell, Jr.,
Courtney Love, David
Stenn, Baby Peggy, et. al.

Clara Bow, Rex Bell, Rex
Peter Jones
Bell, Jr., Baby Peggy, David
Productions
Stenn

TCM
Television,
Timeline
Films

John Griffin

Hugh Munro Neely
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Thames
Television

David Shepard

Kevin Brownlow, David Gill

Louise Brooks, Mary Astor,
Bessie Love, Janet Gaynor,
et. al.

???

Clara Bow, Gloria Swanson,
Egami Media Antonio Moreno, Douglas
Fairbanks, Mary Pickford

Saul J. Turell

Clara Bow, Theda Bara,
Ingrid Bergman, Louise
Brooks, Marlene Dietrich,
et. al.

Sound, b&w, 35 mm Complete

Clara Bow, Ronald Colman,
Greta Garbo, Mary
Pickford, Douglas
Fairbanks, Myrna Loy

Director

Sound, b&w, status ???

Principal Cast

Studio

Columbia

Columbia

Clara Bow, Rex Bell, Roy
Rogers, Dale Evans, Yvonne
De Claro, Sylvia Sidney
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Year

Title

8 Items

Documentaries On Bow

07/20/49

Screen Snapshots 1860: Howdy
Podner

Currently unavailable on DVD

Kino Lorber DVD (available at $29.95 on a double
bill with It )

Image Entertainment (available at $24.99 on a
double bill with The Clinging Vine)

In North America, the series was released in 1990 by HBO Video on
VHS and laserdisc. Due to copyright issues, it is currently not available
in the US or UK.

Image Entertainment. Currently unavailable, but some
independent retailers sell new and used copies of 1999
DVD release

DVD Availability

UCLA Film and Television Archive; Library of
Congress

???

It is unfortunate that this is not available for purchase since the
A&E's Biography series were always dependably informative and
are entertaining introductions to history's famous people. It
aired on 9 July 2002.

Many people who knew Bow and Bell were interviewed in this
documentary, plus the presence of leading Bow specialists,
together make this the best single documentary on them.

This was a documentary made in 1973, but in 1986 it was paired
with a recently discovered Cecil B. DeMille gender‐bending comedy
starring Leatrice Joy. It was narrated by Gloria Swanson, and
directed by the great silent film preservationist David Shepard.

This highly acclaimed 13‐part series aired on UK television from 8 January
1980 to 1 April 1980. The discussion of Bow takes place in episode 12.
Kevin Brownlow and (the late) David Gill are considered the finest silent
film preservationists. In 2010 Brownlow's contributions were rewarded
with a special Oscar.

“A fascinating, but maddening snippety compilation of clips purporting to trace
the changing face of the vamp and Hollywood's treatment of sex. The thesis is
negligible, and not helped by the evident non‐cooperation of some studios.... But
after its splendid opening coup, it does offer pleasing glimpses.... Pity the print
quality is variable and the silent footage printed at the wrong speed.” ‐ Tom
Milne

Notes

Ramblin' Round Hollywood was part of the Screen Snapshots
series.

Screen Snapshots travels to Las Vegas, and Ralph Staub visits and talks to many
Hollywood notables as they arrive at the famed gambling city and vacation at a
dude‐ranch resort and spa. Included among the resort guests are Roy Rogers, Dale
Evans, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Hart, Yvonne De Carlo, Clara Bow and Rex Bell. All of
the footage shown was current‐1949 footage, so there is no (archive footage)
attributes that should be attached to any of the names in this film.

2010

2010

Flappers, Speakeasies, and the
Birth of Modern Culture

Moguls and Movie Stars: A
History of Hollywood

Clara Bow, Diane Ladd,
Jeanine Basinger, William
Wellman, Jr.

TCM
Television

Clara Bow, Jeanine
Basinger, David Stenn,
Molly Haskell, David
Thomson

Steeple‐
Clara Bow, Christina Giagos,
chase
Louise Brooks, Joan
Entertain‐
Crawford, et. al.
ment
Corporation

A&F
Production,
Playboy
Enterprises
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Submitted on 12/05/11
Author: Jeffrey Crouse

2007

Why Be Good?: Sexuality and
Censorship in Early Cinema

No director listed

Anthony Mercaldi

Elaina Archer

Page 4

themes explored in this historical documentary on Hollywood.

3 years in the making, this 7‐part series narrated by Christopher

The 1920s shut the door on Victorian values and marked the beginning of an
enormous cultural shift. This film explores that period and how the concept of
"the modern woman.” It brings back this time of social change and upheaval
through evocative archival footage and interviews with historians, film experts
and fashion editors. It's an eye‐opening yet fun glimpse into a colorful,
flamboyant and unforgettable era.

Traces the history of sex in early cinema through archival footage and
interviews. Narrated by Diane Lane, it also features Rudolph Valentino,
Clara Bow, and Marlene Dietrich in its exploration of the battle between
artist and censor, uncovering details of the scandals that led to the
Production Code of 1934.

Warner Home Video (available at $39.98, but each
Plummer featured Bow's career as a reference point for several
episode also sold separately)

Currently unavailable on DVD

Currently unavailable on DVD, but some
independent retailers sell new and used copies on
DVD

Photoplay
Productions

Independent

Independent

Public Scholar
(film historian, film
preservationist, film
producer)

Public Scholar
(film historian)

Public Scholar
(film historian, film
preservationist, film
producer)

Kevin Brownlow

Diana Serra Cary
(AKA Baby
Peggy)

David Stenn

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Affiliation

Photo

Type of Scholar

Name

3 People

Bow Specialists

73

93

Brownlow has written 10 books on silent
film, starting with the classic The Parade's
Gone By... (1968), and produced and/or
written 18 film projects, including award‐
winning documentaries and silent film
restorations made in Great Britain and the
United States. His documentaries regularly
air on PBS.

During her years as a very successful child
star during the 1920s, Cary made 40 short
films, and 9 feature‐ length movies. One of
them, Helen's Babies (1924), co‐starred
Clara Bow, and in 1999 she was among
those interviewed in the documentary
Clara Bow: Rediscovering the “It” Girl .
Recently she has written 3 books on silent
film, and is currently working on a 4th.

Photoplay Productions, Inc.
21 Princess Rd.
London, UK NW1 8JR
E‐mail: kevin@photoplay.co.uk

Kevin Brownlow

Contact Address

Diana Sierra Cary is the last remaining Hollywood silent
film star. Despite years of abuse working as a child star,
she maintains a very objective – rather than traumatized
Diana Sierra Cary
– view of those years. She is also gifted with an
712 5th Avenue Gustine
extraordinarily sharp memory of her period in
CA 95322
Hollywood, and is a much sought‐after film historian
who regularly appears at silent film festivals. In 2010 a E‐mail: babypeggy@sbcglobal.net
Dutch documentary of her life, Baby Peggy: The
Elephant in the Room , was released.

In 2010 he became the 1st and only film historian to earn
an honorary Academy Award for his body of work. He
has also received 3 Primetime Emmys for the
documentaries Unknown Chaplin (1983), Buster
Keaton: A Hard Act to Follow (1987), D.W. Griffith:
Father of Film (1993). He has won awards from the
National Board of Review, the LA Film Critics, and the NY
Film Critics for his restoration of Napoleon (1927). His
13 episode Hollywood documentary series won the
BAFTA. Brownlow is the world's scholarly authority re
silent film.

Notes on Qualifications
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His is the author of two authoritative
After graduating from Yale, Stenn wrote scripts for a
biographies: Bombshell: The Life and Death
number of TV series during the 1980s, including Hill
of Jean Harlow (2000), and Clara Bow:
Street Blues . Yet he has distinguished himself in the
Runnin' Wild (2000). He has also produced
areas of film history and star biography, and is the
David Stenn
and directed the documentary, Girl 27 Approx.
recognized authority on Clara Bow and Jean Harlow. He
(2007), and has appeared in documentaries
50
E‐mail: david@davidstenn.com
has personally raised funds to preserve newly
as himself for his expert commentary: Clara
discovered Bow films, working closely with the Library of
Bow: Rediscovering the “It” Girl (1999) and
Congress. He is the “go‐to” expert on all things Clara
Moguls and Movie Stars: A History of
Bow.
Hollywood (2010).

Age

Publications

Prepared by Dr. Jeffrey Crouse for the Walking Box Ranch Project; UNLV Public Lands Institute. Submitted December 28, 2011.

Brief Profiles of 36 Noted Film Specialists on Clara Bow and Rex Bell and Related Material

Yes

Yes

Yes

Known to Me

Reader in Film
Studies and
Director of the
Graduate
Programme in
Film Studies at
University
College London

Public Scholar
(arts journalist,
writer, and blogger)

Academic Scholar
(film historian)

Thomas Gladysz

Lee Grieveson

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Huffington
Post , San
Francisco
Chronicle
50

and the SF Chronicle on subjects ranging from
movies, books, music, to the visual arts. He is
particularly devoted to silent film, and is the
founder of the Louise Brooks Society.

Page 2

Ladies of the Mob (1928).

Grieveson is a silent cinema historian with particular
The Silent Cinema Reader (2004, Routledge,
interests in governance, citizenship, and the formation
with Peter Kramer). Among the contributors
of disciplinary studies. He is co‐editor of six books,
were: Charles Musser, Tom Gunning, and
including The Silent Cinema Reader . He has lectured
other knowledgeable film scholars who are
on silent film (and also on colonial cinema – his
not silent film specialists but otherwise very Approx.
other specialty) as a Visiting Professor at Harvard.
respected (e.g., David Bordwell, Linda
42
In 2005 he published Mob Culture: Hidden
Williams, Gaylyn Studlar, etc.). In 2004 he
Histories of the American Gangster Film (with Peter
published Policing Cinema: Movies and
Stanfield and Esther Sonnet), and featured a
Censorship in Early Twentieth‐Century
picture of Bow on the cover from her lost film
America (U. of California P.)

He has contributed a number of articles on
silent film for both published media and on‐
line sites. He is well‐connected in the silent
film community.

Gladysz is a former independent bookstore owner, and
currently works as a cultural critic for various
publications. He contributes often to Huffington Post

Lee Grieveson
E‐mail:
l.grieveson@ucl.ac.uk

Thomas Gladysz
E‐mail:
silentfilmbuff@gmail.com

No

Yes

No

Academic Scholar
(film historian)

Paula Marantz
Cohen

Book's thesis: “Silent Film and the Triumph of the
American Myth connects the rise of film and the rise of
America as a cultural center and twentieth‐century
Distinguished Silent Film and the Triumph of the
world power. Silent film, Cohen reveals, allowed
American Myth (2001, Oxford UP). The
Professor,
America to sever its literary and linguistic ties to Europe
book earned very good reviews in The New
English
Approx. and answer the call by nineteenth‐century writers like
York Times , The New Republic , and Literary
Emerson, Thoreau and Whitman for an original form of
Department at
55
Journal . She has also written a book about
expression compatible with American strengths and
Drexel
Hitchcock's films (Alfred Hitchcock: The
weaknesses. When film finally began to talk in 1927, the
University
Legacy of Victorianism , 1995).
medium had already done its work. It had helped
translate representation into a dynamic visual form and
had 'Americanized' the world.”

Paula Marantz Cohen
Department of English &
Philosophy
MacAlister Hall, Room 5046
Drexel University
3141 Chestnut St.
Philadelphia, PA 19104
Email: cohenpm@drexel.edu

Yes

Academic Scholar
(film historian)

Bergstrom‘s current research involves archivally‐based,
She has emerged as one of today's leading
cross‐cultural studies of European directors who worked
DVD commentators on silent film and visual
Janet Bergstrom
in more than one national cinema, such as Jean Renoir,
silent film essays. These works include
UCLA School of Theater, Film, and
Professor, UCLA those for: F.W. Murnau's Tabu (1931) for
F.W. Murnau and Fritz Lang, as well as contemporary
Television
School of
Blackhawk/Image Entertainment (2002); Approx. French/Francophone directors Claire Denis and Chantal
3355 Macgowan
Akerman. Her work has been published in English,
Theater, Film, Murnau's 4 Devils (1928) for Murnau,
65
Los Angeles, CA 90095
French, German, Italian, and Japanese. She was a co‐
and Television Borzage, and Fox (2008); and Sternberg's
Telephone: (310) 205‐5282
founder of Camera Obscura , and she is preparing a
origins prior to the making of Underworld
E‐mail: janetb@ucla.edu
(1927) for 3 Silent Classics by Josef von
special publication on cinema in the transformative
Sternberg (The Criterion Collection, 2010).
year of 1927.

Janet Bergstrom

11 People

Silent Film

55

60

Selected films: Tales from the Gimli Hospital
(1988), Careful (1992), The Heart of the World
(2000), Brand Upon the Brain! (2006), My
Winnipeg (2007), Keyhole (2011). Books: From
the Atelier Tovar: The Selected Writings of Guy
Maddin (2003). Books about Maddin's films
include: Kino Delirium (2000) by Caelum
Vatnsdal, Into the Past: The Cinema of Guy
Maddin (2009), and Playing with Memories:
Essays on Guy Maddin (2010) by David Church.

Selected books: The Emergence of Cinema:
The American Screen to 1907 (1990, U. of
California P.); Before the Nickelodeon:
Professor of Edwin S. Porter and the Edison
Film Studies Manufacturing Company (1992, U. of
and American California P.); High Class Moving Pictures:
Studies at Yale Lyman H. Rowe and the Forgotten Tradition
of Traveling Exhibition, 1890‐1920 (with
University
Carol Nelson, 1991, Princeton UP); Thomas
A. Edison and His Kinetographic Motion
Pictures (1995, Rutgers UP).

Amy Heller

Guy Maddin

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Charles Musser
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51

Selected silent film titles: Murnau's Tabu
(1931); Lubitsch's The Eternal Flame (1929);
President of Frances Marion's The Love Light (1921); the
Milestone Film upcoming release of Sparrows (1926).
and Video
Milestone has a particular interest in early
Russian film, and the motion pictures of
Mary Pickford.

Independent

63

Thomas Gunning

Selected books: D.W. Griffith and the
Origins of American Film Narrative (1991,
Illinois UP), The Films of Fritz Lang:
Allegories of Vision and Modernity (2008,
BFI)

Department of
Art History,
Department of
Cinema and
Media Studies at
the University of
Chicago. He is
the Edwin A. and
Betty L. Bergman
Distinguished
Service Professor

Guy Maddin
574 Gertrude
Winnipeg, MB
R3K ON1
Canada
E‐mail:
guy.maddin@gmail.com

mail: milefilms@gmail.com

2‐

Nevertheless, Musser and Gunning are giants in
silent film overall, and stand as focal points of the
silent film community. (Mention should be made
that Gunning's work does extend to 1920s film.)

Like Thomas Gunning, Musser is one of the foremost
silent film experts in academia. And similar to Gunning
as well, his area of specialization is early or primitive
cinema – the period of time in which film originated (c.
1894 to 1907). To put it in historical context, this is the
Charles Musser
era of motion pictures before
Hollywood. E‐mail: charles.musser@yale.edu

all of his work is silent, much of it is. In 2007 he was the 1st first
artist‐curator at the UCLA Film and Television Archive. He
possesses an encyclopedic of silent films, and has recently
married syndicated critic Kim Morgan.

Maddin is a leading contemporary indie film‐maker whose
movies have been profoundly influenced by silent cinema. He
is heir to the surrealist tradition of silent film, going back to
Luis Buñuel's L’âge d’Or (1930) but also exhibiting other styles
(early film melodramas, Weimar Republic German films, 1920s
agitprop Soviet cinema, Freudian humor) as well. Though not

at the moment). Martin Scorsese has written of
Milestone, “ They care and love movies. Their
clientele is anyone who cares about movies.”

Along with husband Dennis Doros, she founded
Milestone Film and Video in 1990. Specializing in silent
film, foreign cinema, and independent movies, it has
Milestone Films
earned a stellar reputation as a quality film company. P.O. Box 128
Harrington
Among the films in their catalog are the Kevin Brownlow‐
Park, NJ 07640‐0128
produced version of Clara Bow's It (1927) (out of print Phone: (800) 603‐1104
E‐

Gunning works on problems of film style and
interpretation, film history, and film culture. His
published work (approx. 100 publications) has
concentrated on early cinema (from its origins to the
WW I) as well as on the culture of modernity from which
Thomas Gunning
cinema arose. His concept of the "cinema of attractions"
Department of Art History
has tried to relate the development of cinema to other
The University of Chicago
forces than storytelling, such as new experiences of
5540 South Greenwood Avenue
space and time in modernity, and an emerging modern
Chicago, IL 60637
visual culture. His book D.W. Griffith and the Origins of
Office: (773) 702‐0264
American Narrative Film traces the ways film style
Fax: (773) 702‐5901
interacted with new economic structures in the early
tgunning@uchicago.edu
American film industry and with new tasks of
storytelling. The issues of film culture, the historical
factors of exhibition and criticism and spectator's
experience throughout film history are recurrent themes
in his work.

No

Yes

No

Yes

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Paolo Cherchi
Usai

George Toles

Pordenone Silent
Film Festival, and
the Director of the
L. Jeffrey Selznick
School of Film
Preservation at
George Eastman
House. He had
been Director of
the National Film
and Sound Archive
of Australia.
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His extensive publication record includes a
12‐volume monograph on film director D.W.
Griffith and Film Curatorship: Archives,
Museums, and the Digital Marketplace
(2008). He is the author of the experimental
feature film Passio , presented with live
music performances in the official selection
of the 2007 Tribeca Film Festival, following
its U.S. premiere at Telluride.

Selected books and essays: A House Made
of Light: Essays on the Art of the Film (2001,
Wayne State UP); “Silent Cinema: An
Aesthetic Call to Arms” for Brick (2007);
“'Cocoon of Fire': Awakening to Love in
Murnau's Sunrise ” for Film International
(2012). Selected films: Careful (1992), The
Saddest Music in the World (2005), Brand
Upon the Brain! (2006), My Winnipeg
(2007), Keyhole (2011).

Chair of the
English, Film,
and Theater
Department at
the University
of Manitoba.
He has been
named
Distinguished
Professor.

David Shepard

Co‐founder of the

Among the invaluable classic silent films he
has preserved: The Birth of a Nation (1915),
Les Vampires (1915), The Cabinet of Dr.
Caligari (1920), Nosferatu (1922), Nanook
of the North (1922), The Hunchback of
Notre Dame (1923), The Last Laugh (1924),
Sunrise (1927), Man With the Movie
Camera (1929), City Lights (1931), and
Modern Times (1936). He has preserved
Hollywood and European movies.

Film
Preservation
Associations;
also works with
Lobster Films,
and Flicker
Alley

54

63

71

Usai co‐founded in 1982 the Pordenone Silent Film
Festival, the major annual event dedicated to the
rediscovery of the early cinematic heritage. He is also
Resident Curator of the Telluride Film Festival —
together with theater director Peter Sellars, film‐maker
Godfrey Reggio, and film critic Pierre Rissient — co‐
founded in 1974 by Eastman House’s 1st film curator,
the late James Card. In September 2011 he was named
Director of the L. Jeffrey Selznick School of Film
Preservation at the George Eastman House.

has collaborated with Guy Maddin as his
screenwriter, while heading the University of
Manitoba's English, Film, and Theater Department,
directing productions, and producing a stream of
high‐level essays for a variety of books and journals.
In 2010 he was named a Fellow of the Royal Society
of Canada.

Toles might well be the finest contemporary film writer.
He was a student of Nobel Prize‐winning novelist J. M.
Coetzee at the University of Buffalo, and is the brother
of Tom Toles, the Pulitzer Prize‐winning political
cartoonist for The Washington Post . For 25 years he

Equal to Kevin Brownlow, the silent film preservation
efforts by Shepard are legendary. He has helped to
painstakingly restore at least 50 classic films to the
general public by releasing quality prints through his
company Film Preservation Associates. Unlike
Brownlow, however, does not write on silent film
(except liner notes), preferring the to remain in the
technical and production side. He has, however,
contributed to several documentaries on silent film,
including Brownlow's 1980 Hollywood series.

Paolo Cherchi Usai
c/o George Eastman House
900 East Avenue
Rochester, NY 14607
Telephone: (585) 271‐3361

George Toles
Film Chair
Distinguished Professor
University of Manitoba
358 University College
Winnipeg, MB
Canada R3T 2M8
tel: 204‐474‐9161
e‐mail:
toles@cc.umanitoba.ca

David Shepard
mail: dshepfilm@aol.com

E‐

No

Yes

Yes

Camille Paglia

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

James Harvey

3 People

Vintage); Sex, Art, and American Culture:
Essays (1992, Vintage); Vamps and
Tramps: New Essays (1994, Vintage);
Break, Blow, Burn: Camille Paglia Reads
Forty‐Three of the World's Best Poems
(2006, Vintage); The Birds (2008, British
Film Institute). Her regular column at
Salon is currently on hiatus until she
finishes her next book.

Sexual Personae: Art and Decadence from
Nefertiti to Emily Dickinson (1990,

The Treatment of Women in the Movies
(1974, 1987 2nd ed., U. of Chicago P.);
Holding My Own in No Man's Land:
Women and Men and Film and
Feminism (1997, Oxford UP); Frankly
My Dear: Gone With the Wind
Revisited (2009, Yale UP).

Selected books: From Reverence to Rape:

64

72

Molly Haskell
E‐mail:
haskmoll@gmail.com

Romantic Comedy in Hollywood: From Lubitsch to
Sturges is considered the benchmark of analyses of

Greil Marcus once wrote of her work, “Paglia marshals a
vast array of...cultural materials with an authorial voice
derived from 'sixties acid‐rock lead guitar....Close to
poetry.” A provocateur of the highest order and a
student of Harold Bloom, she is heir to the great
Camille Paglia
American celebrity‐intellectuals of the 1960s and '70s:
The University of the Arts,
Susan Sontag, William F. Buckley, Norman Mailer, Gore
320 S. Broad Street, Philadelphia,
Vidal, and Noam Chomsky. Her political views are
PA 19102
fiercely libertarian, neither conservative nor liberal. At
the same time, her writing style is evocative and self‐
consciously cinematic, and her monogram on
Hitchcock's The Birds is a superb close reading of the
film written with her trademark electrifying vividness.

Treatment of Women in the Movies (1974), and she
continues to write in a popular intelligent style that
eschews academic jargon and theory albatrosses. Her
insights on gender and sexuality are lucid and
streetwise, constantly delighting the reader with
their depth of reflection and perspicacity.

Married to Andrew Sarris, one of the 2 greatest film
critics the US has ever produced (the other was his arch‐
rival Pauline Kael), Haskell is a brilliant thinker on the
movies in her own right. Her reputation was made with
the landmark From Reverence to Rape: The
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the genre. At over 700 pages, it won rave reviews,
including this comment by Pauline Kael, “Romantic
Romantic Comedy in Hollywood: From
James Harvey
Comedy is easily the best book covering the
Lubitsch to Sturges (1998, Da Capo);
Note: he does not own a
subject.... Harvey is observant all the time , and so,
Independent
Movie Love in the '50s (2002, Da Capo).
reading him, you find yourself refreshed by his computer or use the Internet.
Scholar; retired
Approx.
He is currently working on another
perceptions. He keeps making you think, 'Yes, that's Instead he uses an old‐fashioned
from SUNY –
65
right. He spotted something that I took in but never typewriter. His street address is:
book. Articles of his have appeared The
Stony Brook
quite brought to consciousness.' Though he's writing 167 Nelson St, #3R, Brooklyn, NY
New York Review of Books and The
about popular culture, he functions the way Shaw
Threepenny Review .
11231
and Hazlitt did. He gets into the experience of
moviegoing as honestly as he can.” He's retired from
SUNY – Stony Brook, but occasionally teaches
courses at Sarah Lawrence.

Professor of
Humanities and
Media Studies,
The University
of the Arts in
Philadelphia

Molly Haskell

Comedy

Independent
(but does teach
some classes at
Columbia)

2 People

Gender/Sexuality

No

No

Yes

William
Rothman

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Edward
Buscombe

2 items
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Andrew Klevan
E‐mail:
tradition in Hollywood and French cinema; film andrew.klevan@st‐annes.ox.ac.uk
performance in the mise‐en‐scène tradition
(especially female performance); how aspects of film
style may be articulated in writing; film and
pedagogy; the physical body in comedy.” He might
very well be the key film scholar of his generation.

Selected books: Hitchcock – The
Murderous Gaze (1982, Harvard UP); The
Rothman is a prolific scholar, and one of the most
“I” of the Camera: Essays in Film History,
distinguished in film studies. He is a leading writer in the
William Rothman
area of philosophy in film having had Stanley Cavell as
Criticism
and
Aesthetics
(1989,
his mentor. He is a top Hitchcock scholar, as well as an Frances L. Wolfson Building 4009
Cambridge UP); Documentary Film
expert on the genre of Hollywood movies known as the
5100 Brunson Drive
Classics (1998, Cambridge UP); Reading
Approx. “comedies of remarriage.” Rothman is interested in the
Cavell's
The World Viewed: A
Coral Gables, FL 33146
70
way the philosophy of Emerson imbues both the cinema
Philosophical Perspective on Film (with
Phone: (305) 284‐4539
of Hitchcock and the remarriage comedies. He and his
Marian Keane, 2000, Wayne State UP);
Fax: (305) 284‐3648
wife Kitty Morgan have close social ties to some of the
Cavell on Film (2005, SUNY); Must We
Email: rothman@miami.edu
th
leading film‐makers of the mid‐ and late‐20 century
Kill the Things We Love?: Emersonian
both in fiction film and documentary cinema.
Perfectionism and the Films of Alfred
Hitchcock (forthcoming, SUNY)

Undramatic Achievement in Narrative
Film (2000 Flicks Books); Film
Performance: From Achievement to
Appreciation
(Wallflower
Press/Columbia UP, 2005); The
Language and Style of Film Criticism
(with Alex Clayton, eds., 2011
Routledge); Barbara Stanwyck (2013
Palgrave). He is on the Editorial Board
of Movie: A Journal of Film Criticism .

A University of Warwick graduate and student of the
great film critic/theorist V. F. Perkins, Klevan taught at
Kent for some years before starting the film studies
programme at Oxford in 2007. He lists his areas of
scholarly interest as: “The history and theory of
criticism; philosophical criticism, especially the work of
Stanley Cavell; film aesthetics; film interpretation; the
close analysis of film style, especially the mise‐en‐scène
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Edward Buscombe is the editor of The BFI Companion
Selected books: The BFI Companion to
to the Western and also the author of volumes on
the Western (1988, British Film
For many years Buscombe has
Stagecoach and The Searchers in the BFI Film
Institute); Back in the Saddle Again:
been a Visiting Professor at
Classics series, and Unforgiven for the BFI Modern
New Essays on the Western (1998,
different universities. Present
series. He was formerly Head of Publishing at the
British Film Institute); Unforgiven (BFI Approx.
whereabouts unknown. The best
Independent
British Film Institute and then Visiting Professor at
Modern Classics, 2004); “Injuns!”:
70
bet would be to contact him
Southampton Institute (now Southampton Solent
Native Americans in the Movies (2006,
through the British Film Institute
University). He has taught widely in the USA, (e.g.,
Reaktion); The Searchers (2008, British
of which he has a long
Hollins University, Virginia). His career has been
Film Institute); Stagecoach 2008, British
association.
that of an intense devotion to the American
Film Institute).
western.

Chair and
Professor of
Motion
Pictures, and
Director of the
Graduate
Program in Film
Study at the
University of
Miami

Andrew Klevan

Western

Non‐Tutorial
Fellow and
University
Lecturer in Film
Studies, St.
Anne's College,
Oxford

Books: Disclosure of the Everyday:

No

Yes

Yes

Lecturer in
Theatre, Film,
and Television
Studies at
University of
Glasgow,
Scotland

Academic Scholar
(film criticism,
cultural studies)

Academic Scholar
(film criticism,
cultural studies, film
and music)

Jonah Corne

Ian Garwood

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Assistant
Professor,
English, Film,
and Theatre at
University of
Manitoba,
Canada

8 Items

Film Criticism

Jim Kitses
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Film International and Refractory . He is
finishing a book, The Sense of Film
Narration , that will be published in
2012.

He has contributed essays to volumes on
German Cinema, the Bollywood musical, the
use of pop music in film, and articles for

Bell
and
the
Butterfly ”
for
Literature/Film Quarterly ; “Gods and
Nobodies: The Extra, the October
Jubilee, and Josef von Sternberg's The
Last Command ” for Film International .

Selected essays: “In the Blink of a Speaking
Eye: On Vision and Language in The Diving

41

34

Yes

Garwood’s research interests include storytelling
Ian Garwood
processes in the fiction film, the sensuous aspects of film
University of Glasgow
narration, the film and television soundtrack, Bollywood, School of Culture and Creative
Classical Hollywood, American Independent Cinema and
Arts
German cinema. His work combines an interest in
Department of Theatre, Film,
cultural and production contexts with a dedication to
Television Studies
close textual analysis. He graduated from the University
of Warwick under Richard Dyer where he received a First 8 University Gardens, Glasgow,
E‐mail:
(special honors). He is a highly talented, up‐and‐coming G12 8QQ, Scotland
Ian.Garwood@glasgow.ac.uk
scholar.

Yes

Yes

Jim Kitses
E‐mail: jkmovie@sfsu.edu

Corne graduated from Cornell in 2008, and is a rising star
Jonah Corne
in film studies. His work has appeared in Literature/Film Assistant Professor
University
Quarterly , Screening the Past , and Film International .
of Manitoba
His essay titled “Gods and Nobodies: The Extra, the
358 University College
October Jubilee, and Josef von Sternberg's The Last
Winnipeg, MB
Command appeared as the cover for the Late
Canada R3T 2M8
E‐
Hollywood Silent Film Melodrama special issue of Film
mail: jonah2jonah@yahoo.com
International (2011).

Kitses' Horizons West (1969), John G. Cawelti's Six
Horizons West (1969, Secker and
Gun Mystique (1971), and Will Wright's Six Guns
Warburg/British Film Institute); Gun
Independent;
and Society: A Structural History of the Western
Crazy (1994, British Film Institute); The
retired from
Approx. (1975), stand as the founding scholarly analyses of
Western Reader (2004, Limelight). The
San Francisco
the film western. Although Kitses has retired as a
75
2011 DVD commentary track for the
State University
teacher at San Francisco State University, he
Criterion Collection's The Furies
continues to keep active as a scholar as his June,
(Anthony Mann, 1950).
2011 commentary track for The Furies shows.

Independent

Independent

Public Scholar
(film criticism)

Independent
Scholar
(film criticism)

Independent
Scholar
(film criticism, film
history)

Michael Sragow

Diane Stevenson

David Thomson

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Sragow attended NYU and Harvard, and initially got into
academic teaching. Soon he left to start a journalistic
career as a film critic, writing for The New Yorker
(alongside Pauline Kael), The New York Times , Rolling
Stone , and for many years was the regular film critic for
The Baltimore Sun . His book on film‐maker Victor
Fleming enabled him to provide a superb commentary
for the Bow film, Mantrap . Bow later said that it was
her finest work.

Selected
books:
Produced
and
Abandoned: The Best Films You're
Never Seen (1990, National Society of
Film Critics); James Agee: Film Writing
and Selected Journalism (2005, Library
of America); Victor Fleming: An
Independent
American Movie Master
(2008,
Pantheon). He has also done the DVD
commentary track for Clara Bow's
Mantrap (Victor Fleming, 1926) for the
National Film Preservation Foundation
(2011).

Gilberto Perez

Page 8

70

No

Selected books: A Biographical Dictionary
of Film (1975, Random House); Showman:
The Life of David O. Selznick (1993, Abacus);
Rosebud: The Story of Orson Welles (1997,
Vintage); Beneath Mulholland: Thoughts on
Hollywood and Its Ghosts (1998, Vintage);
The Big Sleep (2000, British Film Institute);
In Nevada: The Land, The People, God, and
Chance (2001, Abacus); “Have You Seen...?:
A Personal Introduction to 1,000 Films
(2008, Alfred A. Knopf).

London‐born Thomson, now an American living in San
Francisco, is one of the most prolific writers on film. In
addition to being a regular contributor to The Guardian ,
The Independent , The New York Times , The New As with Camille Paglia, Thomson is
Republic , and Salon , he is the author of 30 books –
such a well‐known name that the
mostly on film. His greatest contribution has been his
best way perhaps to contact him
Biographical Dictionary of Film which has gone into
would be to find out his agent's
several updated editions since first being published in
name.
1975. He has written a number of star biographies, and
has a personal interest in Nevada history and culture (In
Nevada: The People, The Land, God, and Chance
[2001]).

No

Yes

Yes

Michael Sragow
E‐mail:
sragowm@yahoo.com

Gilberto Perez
E‐mail:
gperez@sarahlawrence.edu

Stevenson is a poet, photographer, the author of Beauty
Books: Beauty Shop Monologues (1976,
Shop Monologues (1976), and the recipient of a
Four Zoas Press); Folk Art (1996, Andrews
Mississippi Arts Commission Grant. A doctoral graduate
McMeel).
Selected
articles:
“How
from Columbia University, she was Edward Said's
Photographs Made Me” for Raritan , “In
research assistant as he wrote Orientalism (1978). She
Diane Stevenson
Praise of Praise” for Film International ; Approx.
has written for many publications, including The Nation ,
“Godard and Bazin” for Film International ;
65
E‐mail: dkstevenson@gmail.com
Cineaste , Raritan , and The Yale Review . For the special
“The Mixture of Genres in Two Films by
issue on Late Hollywood Silent Film Melodrama for Film
Howard Hawks” cover essay for Film
International she contributed the essay, “Three
International ; “Three Versions of Stella
Versions of Stella Dallas .” She is married to Gilberto
Dallas ” for Film International .
Perez.

59

Like George Toles' A House Made of Light , Perez's The
Material Ghost is regarded as a modern masterwork of
film criticism. It drew high praise from such notables as
Stanley Cavell, Edward Said, Alfred Guzzetti, and
Jonathan Rosenbaum. This Cuban‐born scholar has a
special interest in silent film, particularly the cinema of
Approx.
Buster Keaton and Erich von Stroheim. As a professor at
65
Sarah Lawrence, he has earned numerous academic
awards: Noble fellowship for Advanced Studies in the
Visual Arts at the Museum of Modern Art; Mellon
Faculty fellowship at Harvard University
Weiner; and Distinguished Professorship in the
Humanities at the University of Missouri.

The Noble
Foundation
Selected work: The Material Ghost:
Chair in Art and Films and Their Medium (2000, John
Academic Scholar
Cultural
Hopkins UP); numerous articles for the
(film criticism, film
History, Film London Review of Books , Raritan , The
history, philosophy in
History
Yale Review , The Nation , The Hudson
film)
Department at Review , Sight and Sound , and other
publications.
Sarah Lawrence
College

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Michael G.
Ankerich

7 People

Independent Scholar
(film biographer, film
history)

Academic Scholar
(film criticism,
philosophy in film)

George M.
Wilson

Star Studies

Academic Scholar
(film criticism, genre
criticism, philosophy
in film)

Charles Warren

Independent

Professor,
School of
Philosophy,
USC. He will
retire from
teaching after
May, 2012.

Charles Warren
E‐mail:
cwarren@fas.harvard.edu
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The Real Joyce Compton: Behind the Dumb
A former newspaper reporter, Ankerich has written
Blonde Movie Image (with Joyce Compton)
(2009 BearManor Media); Dangerous
extensively for Classic Images , Films of the Golden Age ,
and Hollywood Studio Magazine , which featured his
Curves atop Hollywood Heels: The Lives,
interview with Butterfly McQueen (Prissy) on the 50th
Careers, and Misfortunes of 14 Hard‐Luck
anniversary of the release of Gone With The Wind . He is
Girls of the Silent Screen (2010, BearManor
Books); The Sound of Silence: Conversations Approx. a silent film specialist who conducted a series of
priceless interviews for a large number of silent film
with 16 Film and Stage Personalities Who
52
stars before their deaths. Among those whom he
Bridged the Gap Between Silents and
interviewed were: Lew Ayres, Barbara Kent, Douglas
Talkies (2011, McFarland); Broken Silence:
Conversations with 23 Silent Film Stars
Fairbanks, Jr., and many stars who worked with Clara
Bow and Rex Bell (e.g., Joyce Compton, Lina Basquette,
(2011, McFarland). A book on major but
Esther Ralston, and more).
forgotten silent film diva will be out In 2012,
with a forward by Kevin Brownlow.

Michael G. Ankerich
E‐mail:
michaelgankerich@gmail.com

Wilson is a trained philosopher who has devoted much
of his scholarly focus on: questions of philosophy as
George M. Wilson
raised in film, and how film itself naturally raises issues
School of Philosophy
and questions inherent to philosophy. His Narration in
Narration in Light: Studies in Cinematic
Point of View (1986, John Hopkins UP); Approx. Light (1986) is one of the great books of philosophy in University of Southern California
film and film aesthetics. A senior faculty member in the
Seeing Fictions in Film: The Epistemology of
65
3709 Trousdale Parkway
Movies (2012, Oxford University Press).
USC philosophy department, he has published widely in Los Angeles, CA 90089‐0451 E‐
a number of journals, collections, and encyclopedias. His
mail: gmwilson@usc.edu
Seeing Fictions in Films will be published in mid‐January
2012.

Warren has taught film history and analysis, as well as
In addition to a book on T.S. Elliot and
literature and writing, at Harvard for many years. He
also teaches at Boston University. He is the author of
Teaches at the Shakespeare, Warren has co‐edited a book
on feminine images of the sacred in the
T.S. Eliot on Shakespeare and the editor of Beyond
Harvard
films of Jean‐Luc Godard, and collaborated
Document: Essays on Nonfiction Film and, with Maryel
Extension
Approx.
with documentary film‐maker Robert
Locke, Jean‐Luc Godard's 'Hail Mary': Women and the
School, as well
60
Gardner. He has written a number of
Sacred in Film . He has worked recently with film‐maker
as Boston
articles, including but not limited to, “Cavell,
Robert Gardner to produce the volumes Making 'Dead
University
Altman, Cassavettes” and “What is
Birds': Chronicle of a Film and Human Documents: Eight
Criticism?” for Film International .
Photographers . He writes frequently on film and critical
issues for books and journals.

Yes

Yes

Yes

60

He is the book review editor for The Palm
Beach Post , and a contributor to the The
New York Observer . He is the author of 6
books (see Column G), and has provided
DVD Commentary tracks, as well as been
featured in a number of documentaries
(e.g., the 7‐part Moguls & Movie Stars: A
History of Hollywood for TCM in 2010).

1 film scholar
accorded the
honorific title
of “Professor”
Academic Scholar
in British
(star studies, cultural history. Was at
studies)
Warwick for
many years;
currently at
King's College,
London.

Independent
Scholar
(film biographer, film
history)

Richard Dyer

Scott Eyman

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Independent
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66

He has authored 13 books in a variety of
areas within film studies, often in a
pioneering manner. However he made his
reputation as a star studies specialist, and it
continues to be a running preoccupation in
his writing. Books include: Stars (1979,
British Film Institute); Heavenly Bodies: Film
Stars and Society (1986, British Institute);
Only Entertainment (1992, British Film
Institute); The Matter of Images (1993,
British Film Institute). His article, “Lillian
Gish: A White Star” for Sight and Sound is
also noteworthy. He provided a DVD
Commentary track for the movie Se7en
(1995), and is featured in the documentary,
The Celluloid Closet (1995).

st

75

Jeanine Basinger

Selected books: Shirley Temple (TBS, 1975),
Lana Turner (TBS, 1976), Gene Kelly (TBS,
1976), A Woman's View: How Hollywood
Spoke to Women 1930‐1960 (1995,
Wesleyan UP); Silent Stars (1999, Wesleyan
UP), The Star Machine (2007, Alfred A.
Knopf). She is a trustee emeritus of The
American Film Institute, and is on the
steering committee of the National Center
for Film and Video Preservation.

The Corwin‐
Fuller Professor
of Film Studies
and Founder
Academic Scholar and Curator of
(film biographer, film The Cinema
Archives at
history)
Wesleyan
University. She
is also Film
Studies Chair.

Jeanne Basinger
jbasinger@
wesleyan.edu

No

In reverse order, Eyman is the author of Empire of
Dreams: The Epic Life of Cecil B. DeMille , (2010), Louis
B. Mayer: Lion of Hollywood (Simon and Schuster,
2005), Print the Legend: The Life and Times of John Ford
(2001), Ernst Lubitsch: Laughter in Paradise (2000), and
The Speed of Sound: Hollywood and the Talkie
Revolution 1926‐1930 (1997). As is evidenced by this
list, he is really a biographer of great director and studio
heads than movie stars – an exception is his recent
book on Robert Wagner (co‐authored with the star).

Scott Eyman
E‐mail:
scott_eyman@pbpost.com

No

Stars (1979) was Dyer's 1st book. In it he developed the
idea that the viewers' perception of a film is heavily
influenced by the perception of its stars, and that
Richard Dyer
publicity materials and reviews determine the way that
Yes
audiences experience the film. With this thesis in mind, E‐mail: richard.w.dyer@kcl.ac.uk (Disclosure: Richard
Tel +44 (0)20 7848 1158
Dyer analysed critics' writing, magazines, and advertising
Dyer was my
Film Studies Department
and the films themselves, to explore the significance of
dissertation director at
stardom, with particular reference to Marlon Brando,
King's College London
the University of
Bette Davis, Marlene Dietrich, Jane Fonda, Greta Garbo,
564N Norfolk Building
Warwick. I was his 1st
Marilyn Monroe, Joan Crawford and John Wayne. His
Strand Campus
American doctoral
2nd on the subject, Heavenly Bodies (1986) and then
London
candidate.)
The Matter of Images (1993), cemented his reputation
WC2R 2LS
as a major voice in the field. For his contributes, Dyer
was given the lifetime achievement honor by the Society
for Cinema and Media Studies in 2007

Utterly eschewing any trace of academic lingo (a trait
she shares with everyone on this spreadsheet),
Basinger's work as a film historian is completely
accessible to the intelligent reader and viewer. As such,
she has been featured in an usually large number of DVD
Commentary tracks – including the one for the Clara E‐mail:
Bow comedy It (1927). Others include: The Philadelphia
Story (1940), Laura (1944), and Gigi (1958). She
appears in a great many documentaries, and has written
a substantial range of star studies, including Silent Stars
(1999).

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Anthony Slide

Marsha Orgeron

Kim Morgan

Public Scholar,
Archivist,
and Appraiser
(film history,
biographer)
Member of the
Editorial Board
of the American
Film Institute

Associate
Professor,
Academic Scholar
Department of
(star studies, cultural
Film Studies,
studies)
North Carolina
State University

Independent Scholar
(film biographer, film
history, film criticism)

Writes for a
wide‐ranging
number of
magazines,
newspapers,
and journals.
Her blog is
Sunset Gun.
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Book: Hollywood Ambitions: Celebrity in the
Movie Age (2008, Wesleyan UP). Essays: 13
articles, including “Making It in Hollywood:
Clara Bow, Fandom, and Consumer Culture”
for Cinema Journal (2003). Since 2009 she
has been, with Devin Orgeron, co‐editor of
The Moving Image (U. of Minnesota P.), the
journal of the Association for Moving Image
Archivists.

A partial book list: Nitrate Won't Wait: A
History of Film Preservation in the United
States (1990 McFarland); Silent Players: A
Biographical and Autobiographical Study of
100 Silent Film Actors and Stars (2001 UP
Kentucky); Now Playing: Original Movie
Posters of the Silent Era to the 1940s (2007
Angel City Press); Inside the Hollywood Fan
Magazine: A History of Star Markers,
Fabricators, and Gossip Mongers (2010 UP
Mississippi).
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40

Her output is a feat to behold. Besides
maintaining her blog, she writes for a wide
rage of newspapers, moderates many film
festival panels, conducts star interviews,
stars in short films directed by her husband
Guy Madden, is a film consultant for a
number of productions, and has sat in for
Roger Ebert in his series as a movie critics.
Like Madden, she has an encyclopedic
knowledge of all things Hollywood.

Marsha Orgeron
E‐mail:
marsha_orgeron@ncsu.edu

Anthony Slide
4118 Rhodes Avenue
Studio City, CA 91604
Telephone: (818) 769‐4453

Slide has been described as "a one‐man publishing
phenomenon" by the Los Angeles Times and a "meticulous
film scholar" by Daily Variety. He has authored more than 70
books on the history of popular entertainment and edited a
further 150 volumes. Among his pioneering works are books
on early American cinema, early women directors, the cinema
and Ireland, a history of the Vitagraph Company of America, a
history of the non‐theatrical film, and many others. Aside from
his work as a writer and historian, he has found time to direct
a number of documentaries relating to silent film history,
including the feature‐length The Silent Feminists, work as a
consultant on a variety of film and television projects, and
record a number of DVD commentaries. In 1990, in
recognition of his work on the history of popular
entertainment, Anthony Slide was awarded a honorary
doctorate of letters by Bowling Green University. At that time,
he was hailed by Lillian Gish as "our preeminent film historian
of the silent era."

Kim Morgan
E‐mail:
kimmorgan1080@yahoo.com

Orgeron is film scholar whose work has centered on star
celebrity, as well auteur studies (notably the cinema of
director Sam Fuller). She has written about Clara Bow in
an article, and has hosted a film retrospective of Bow co‐
star Baby Peggy (Diana Sierra Cary). Her major book is
the 2008 Hollywood Ambitions: Celebrity in the Movie
Age.

Morgan is a writer whose film, music, and culture pieces
have ranged from the power of cars in cinema to the
greatest of film's twist endings. She writes essays for
MSN Movies, Entertainment Weekly , Huffington Post ,
Garage Magazine , IFC, GQ and her own site, Sunset
Gun. In addition, Kim served as editorial consultant and
writer for ClickStar, where she worked with Peter
Bogdanovich on "The Golden Age of Movies," Morgan
Freeman on "Our Space" and Danny DeVito, writing and
producing DeVito's documentary series, "Jersey Docs."
Along with her contributions to LA Weekly , she was
head film critic for the Willamette Week and weekly film
critic for The Oregonian where she also had her own
column "Beyond the Multiplex." Her work has appeared
in various print and web media, including Entertainment
Weekly , IFC, VH1 and Salon .

No

No

Yes

Clara Bow and Rex Bell Experts (J. Crouse)

Date: 12/28/11

Author: J. Crouse

Jeffrey Vance

Independent
Scholar
(film biographer, film
history; also
producer, and
archivist)
Independent
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Books: Wife of the Life of the Party: A
Memoir (with Lita Ford) (1998 Scarecrow
Press); Buster Keaton Remembered (with
Eleanor Keaton) (2001 Harry A. Abrams);
Harold Lloyd: Master Comedian (with
Suzanne Lloyd) (Harry A. Abrams) (2002
Harry A. Abrams); Chaplin: Genius of the
Cinema (2003 Harry A. Abrams); and
Douglas Fairbanks (2008 U. of California P).
Selected
Commentary
Tracks:
The
Mysterious Lady (1928) for Warner Home
Video (2005); The Divorcee (1930) for
Warner Home Video (2008); Bardelys the
Magnificent (1926) for Flicker Alley (2009),
etc.

41

Vance is a film historian, producer, archivist, and lecturer
as well as the author of very valuable books on major
silent film stars (Chaplin, Fairbanks, Lloyd, Keaton). Like
Michael Ankerich and David Stenn, Vance was incredibly
fortunate to have extensive amounts of time and effort
researching his subjects with the assistance of the wife
or family of the performer before their passing away. His
work has aided enormously to our understanding of
these great talents.

Jeffrey Vance
E‐mail:
vance_jeffrey@hotmail.com

Yes

1973

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

Huntington, NY

1x monthly
throughout the year
a silent film is
screened with live
accompanying music.

Anything But Silent –
Silent Classics with Live
Music

1987

American Cinematheque
Egyptian Theatre
On‐going
(Hollywood, CA), Aero
– Egyptian Theatre, Aero
throughout the year
Theatre
(Santa
Monica,
CA)
Theatre

1 st Event Held

1970s

Beverly Hills, CA

The Academy of Motion
Picture Arts and Sciences
– The Samuel Goldwyn
Theatre

Event Dates

On‐going throughout
the year

Location

45 Items

Festival/Series Name
(Alphabetical Order)

USA

http://www.oscars.org/event
s‐exhibitions/venues‐
ticketing/goldwyn.html

Web Address

Not listed

Programmer(s)

The Samuel Goldwyn Theater is a world‐class theater custom‐
designed to present films at maximum technical accuracy with
state‐of‐the‐art projection equipment and sound system. The
theater’s 1,012 seats also have been specially designed and
placed to create a movie‐viewing environment that is ideal in
terms of acoustical quality, sightlines and comfort. It is the
official screening theatre of the Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences – the Academy Awards (“Oscars”). It premiered the
new restored, digitized version of Wings (1927) on 18 January
2012 as part of Paramount studio's 100th year celebration.
Patrons claim it is the best cinema in the world to experience a
movie.

Notes

Page 1

$9 (members); $13
(general public) per
screening.

Once a month Huntington's Cinema Arts Centre offers a silent
film with a live musical score provided by Ben Model on the
Miditzer Theatre Organ. Whereas many silent film series offer
audiences the usual (but indeed great) silent film line‐up of
Charlotte Sky, Dylan Skolnick Chaplin, Pickford, Griffith, Keaton, et. al., Anything But Silent
showcases silent cinema that's more off‐beat but equally vital.
(co‐Directors); Dr. Jud
http://www.cinemaartscentre
For example, it was among the 1st places where the public
Newborn, Special Projects
.org/
could see the recently rediscovered John Ford film Upstream
Curator.
(1928) – lost for 80 years until a couple of years ago. Another
example is the film next on the program: the British Piccadilly
(1929) starring Anna May Wong. The series is partially funded
by the National Endowment for the Arts. The Cinema Arts
Centre boasts 8,000 members.

The American Cinematheque is a non‐profit cultural
organization dedicated to the public presentation of the
moving image in all its forms. They screen films ranging from
classical to experimental, and is greatly supported by film fans
Prices at both theatre
and the Hollywood community. Their 2 venues for exhibiting
www.americancinematheque. Programmers: Gwen Deglise,
venues: $11 general
movies are the Egyptian Theatre (older than the famed Chinese
com
Grant Moninger
admission; $7 member;
Theatre) and site of the 1st ever Hollywood premiere in 1922.
$9 students and seniors.
The other is the Aero Theatre, built in 1940, in Santa Monica.
Silent films have found a happy home at these cinemas, with
films by Chaplin, Lubitsch, Keaton, and so many other silent
greats as constant fixtures in their program.

Most screenings are $5
per ticket.

Admission Cost

Prepared by Dr. Jeffrey Crouse for the Walking Box Ranch Project; UNLV Public Lands Institute. Submitted January 24, 2012.
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Iola, KS

Rome, NY

San Francisco, CA

Avalon, Catalina Island, CA

Buster Keaton
Celebration

Capitolfest Silent and
Early Talkie Film Festival

Castro Theatre

Catalina Island Museum
Annual Silent Film
Benefit

2002

1992

1989

http://iolakeatoncelebration.
org/

Admission for the whole http://www.romecapitol.com
weekend is $55.
/capitolfest.html

FREE

All adult tickets are $8; http://mc3betzwood.wordpress
.com/
those for children are $5.

Assistant Manager: Jack
Theakston

Not listed

In charge of projecting: Jay
Schwartz

25 May 2012 at 1pm

1987
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$15 for general
admission; $13 for
children and members.

Quite simply, the Castro Theatre is one of the world's great
movie palaces (1,407 seats) set within an interior that mixes
Spanish, Oriental, and Italian influences, and featuring a
Wurlitzer organ. In 1976 it was named #100 on the list of San
Francisco Landmarks. It is home to perhaps the largest and
most diverse film festivals and film series on the planet: e.g.,
Frameline, The SF International Film Festival, The SF
International Gay and Lesbian Film Festival, Noir City: The Film
Noir Film Festival, The SF International Asian American Film
Festival, SF Indiefest, The SF Jewish Film Festival, and, of
course, The SF Silent Film Festival – among others!

“Capitolfest is Central New York's premier summer Cinephile
film festival—a place to see rarely‐shown and newly‐
discovered films of the silent and early talkie era, held at the
historic 1,788‐seat movie palace, the Capitol Theatre, in Rome,
New York, which opened in December, 1928 as a movie house.
To date, Capitol remains the only building in Rome (population
c. 35,000) constructed for the specific purpose of exhibiting
motion pictures. Although the theatre received an Modernistic
face‐lift in 1939, the auditorium is configured exactly as it was
in 1928, and much of the original décor remains.” The star
whose work the 2012 festival will be built around is Warner
Oland, a marvelous supporting actor who played villains (often
Oriental) during the silent period and detective Charlie Chan in
the sound era.

In 1992, the city of Iola, Kansas, 7 miles east of Piqua
(pronounced pick‐way), decided that it was time to start
celebrating the life of their Kansas native son with an annual
Buster Keaton Celebration. They have continued for 20 straight
years, devoting 2 days in September to this Kansan genius.
Located at the Thomas H. Bowlus Fine Arts Center, it's a free
event but donations are always welcome.

The Silent Film Benefit is the Catalina Island Museum`s most
important fundraiser. It takes place in the historic Avalon
Theatre inside Catalina`s landmark Casino building and features
live musical accompaniment on the original Page Theatre
http://www.catalinamuseum.or Executive Director: Michael De Organ by award‐winning organist Robert D. Salisbury. This is a
g/
rare opportunity to step back in time to the roaring 1920s and
Marsche
authentically experience a silent film in all of its glory. This is
the 25th anniversary of the Silent Film Benefit, and this year
the selection was Wings (1927) – the Best Picture Oscar winner
starring Bow.

Adult : $10.00
Senior (62 and up) : $7.50
Film Booker and General
Child (12 and under):
1910 (It was later
http://www.thecastrotheatre.
On‐going throughout
Manager of Operations: Keith
$7.50
refurbished in 1922,
com/
the year
Arnold
Bargain Matinee: $7.50
1971, and 2008)
Double Feature indicates
2 films for the price of 1.

10‐12 August 2012

28‐29 September
2012

12 May 2012 (starts
at 8pm)

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

Philadelphia, PA

The Betzwood Film
Archive and Film Festival

Between 1912 and 1923 a small movie studio named Betzwood
in Philadelphia competed against what was coming together as
“Hollywood.” On their 350 acre studio well over 100 films were
made, but only 29 of which survive today. Out of
understandable local pride, every year a portion of the
surviving films are screened. The Betzwood Film Archive was
established in the Library of Montgomery County Community
College in 1989 so that this unique part of our local history is
preserved for all to enjoy. Since its founding, the archive has
received grants from the Pennsylvania Council on the Arts, and
the Montgomery County Community College Foundation, and
generous donations from several private individuals. The films
are presented as they would have been seen originally – on a
large screen, at the correct projection speed, and with live
musical accompaniment.

Massillion, OH

Columbus, OH

Muskegon, MI

Denver, CO

Cinesation Film
Preservation Festival

Cinevent

Damfinos Convention
(The International Buster
Keaton Society)

Denver Silent Film
Festival

1992

2010

As close to 4 October
as possible. (No dates
given yet for their
2012 convention.)

No exact dates given
yet, but it is always
held during the last
week of September

1990

1980

1968

27‐30 September
2012

15‐18 March 2012

25‐28 May 2012

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

Syracuse, NY

Cinefest

Not listed

Not listed

Not listed

The Buster Keaton International Society exists to promote
interest in the silent actor's legacy thru many means, including
an annual 2‐day convention held in Muskegon, MI as close to 4
October (Keaton's birthday) as possible. There they screen and
discuss his work. They also provide a scholarship (the Porkpie
Scholar Grant) to assist those who are undertaking work on the
legendary Great Stone Face.

Cinevent is an annual gathering of fans of silent and early
sound films, and of collectors of motion pictures and related
items. Movie screenings are available from mid‐day Friday to
mid‐day Monday (with a few hours off to sleep!) each
Memorial Day Weekend. Dealers fill over 170 tables full of film,
video, sound recordings, posters, stills, lobby cards, books,
autographs ‐ everything imaginable associated with film. It is
held at the Ramada Plaza Hotel and Conference Center. In 2010
Kid Boots (1926) starring Eddie Cantor and Clara Bow was
shown.

Cinesation is an annual event hosted by the Great Lakes
Cinepile Society of Frankenmuth, MI, a non‐profit organization
created for the preservation and presentation of vintage
motion pictures. They showcase hard‐to‐see films of the silent
era, the Pre‐Code period, and film into the early 1940s.
Oftentimes they screen films that were newly restored by the
Library of Congress. As evidence of their dedication to silent
film they always engage 2 masters of silent film music, Dr.
Philip Carli and Ben Model. All profits from the festival go to
fund film preservation.

Cinefest, like the San Francisco Silent Film Festival, is one of the
premier festivals of its kind in the US. Attendees include a
Who's Who of the silent film scholarly community, and film
buffs in general. This year film preservationist great David
Shepherd will be present, as well as popular movie critic
Leonard Maltin. A range of screenings will available, including
Mamba (1930) which has not been seen in 81 years. It is also
showing the Fairbank's film Mr. Fit‐It (1918) that was
previously lost and has now been restored. In addition to
screenings, there are always film auctions and special events
that distinguish it from other festivals.

Page 3

The Denver Silent Film Festival was established in September of
2010 in collaboration with the University of Colorado Denver’s
College of Arts & Media. The Denver Silent Film Festival
explores the broad spectrum of silent film by programming a
lively and thought‐provoking mix of educational and
Festival Director: Montine
Tickets range from $5 to http://denversilentfilmfest.or
entertaining films. American and foreign classics, as well as
Hansl; Artistic Director: Howie
lesser‐known rare and restored films will be presented in
$10 per screening.
g/
Movshovitz
35mm. Their mission: “The Denver Silent Film Festival is a
nonprofit organization that celebrates silent cinema via its
exhibition of films from around the world and through
community outreach to entertain and educate audiences about
the historical, cultural and artistic brilliance of silent movies.”

www.busterkeaton.com

http://www.cinevent.com/

Single day registration is
$20; Full convention
registration in advance is
$40; Full convention
registration at the door is
$45.

At the 2010 annual
convention it was $125
for the whole event;
$106.50 for members.

http://cinephiles.org/

$75 for the entire
weekend.

Registration for all 4 days
is $85, plus $25 per
person attending
http://www.syracusecinefest. General Information: Robert
screenings in the Palace
com/
Oliver
Theatre – a posh, old‐
time cinema with the
original pipe organ.

Rochester, NY

Half‐Moon Bay, CA

Columbia Heights, MN

The George Eastman
House – The
International Museum of
Photography and Film

Half‐Moon Bay Silent
Film Festival

Heights Theater

2009

1926

On‐going throughout
the year

1949

1970

1 day event in mid‐
January

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

New York City, NY

The Film Forum
http://www.filmforum.org/

Page 4

The George Eastman House is the world's oldest museum
dedicated to photography and one of the world's oldest film
archives, opened to the public in 1949 in Rochester, NY. World‐
renowned for its photograph and motion picture archives, the
museum is also a leader in film preservation and photograph
$8 for adults; $6 for
conservation, educating archivists and conservators from
students and members.
around the world. Home to the Dryden Theatre, a 535‐seat
(The next silent film
http://www.eastmanhouse.or
Film Programmer: Lori
repertory theater, the museum is located in and around the
screening is the new
house built by George Eastman, the founder of Eastman Kodak
g/
Donnelly
restoration of Chaplin's
Company. The house was designated a National Historic
The Gold Rush [1925] on
Landmark in 1966. The motion picture collection is 1 of the
17 February 2012.)
major moving image archives in the United States. It was
established in 1949 by the 1st curator of film, James Card
(1915‐2000) who helped to build George Eastman House as a
leading force in the field with holdings of over 25,000 titles and
a collection of stills, posters and papers with over 3 million
The Half‐Moon Bay Silent Film Festival is run by the Coastside
Film Society, with the event taking place at the Community
http://www.examiner.com/sil
United Methodist Church. For its 3rd festival, held on 13
ent‐movie‐in‐san‐
$8 for adults; $3 for
January 2012, the spotlight was on Buster Keaton. It featured a
Not listed
francisco/half‐moon‐bay‐
special commissioned score that was played live during the
children.
silent‐film‐festival‐features‐
screening of Sherlock, Jr. (1924). The program always starts at
buster‐keaton
7:30pm and offers a full evening's worth of silent film
entertainment.
The Heights Theater is a historic theater in Columbia Heights,
Minnesota. The Theater touts itself as "the Twin Cities longest
continuously operated show house." The theater was built in
the Beaux Arts style in 1926. According to the theater’s
website, "The Heights has survived at least three fires, one
$8 for general admission;
bombing and 'The Big Blow of 1949' when a Fridley tornado
$6 for matinees; $5 for
http://www.heightstheater.c The owners are: Tom Letness twisted the tower sign.” During the 1980s it due to be
seniors; and $3 for
demolished, but in 1998 it was bought by 2 men who
om/history.cfm
and Dave Holmgren
children under 12 years
refurbished it. The Heights Theater shows silent films quite
old.
often and they show silent film series regularly. The great thing
about silent films at the Heights is that they have a Wurlitzer
organ to accompany them. It's placed on a hydraulic platform
that rises up out of the orchestra pit! They play it before the
7pm shows on the weekend too.

$7 member; $12.50
regular.

Film Forum is the only autonomous nonprofit cinema in NYC
and one of the few in the US. The success of their distinctive
position is evidenced by its 40‐year tenure, during which their
programs and fiscal resources have grown steadily during a
period when dozens of while many art‐house theaters
throughout the city have closed their doors. It raises
approximately 37% of its operating income (or $1.7 million)
Premiere Programming: Karen from public and private sources, which allows it to take risks on
Cooper, Director; Repertory emerging filmmakers and challenging films. Film Forum has a
Programing: Bruce Goldstein small endowment ($3.2m) begun in 2000 with the help of a
$1.25m gift from the Ford Foundation. Film Forum is a 3‐
screen cinema open 365 days a year, with 250,000 annual
admissions, 489 seats, 60 employees (of which 22 are full
time), 4000 members and a $4.6 million operating budget.
Approximately 77% of the budget is spent directly on
programs. They have an active silent film series that airs on
Mondays with live music.

Atlanta, GA

Topeka, KS

Jersey City, NJ

Culpepper, VA

The High Museum of Art

Kansas Silent Film
Festival

The Landmark Loews
Jersey Theatre

The Library of Congress
(The Packard Campus
Theater)
On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year

2007

FREE

Page 5

http://www.loc.gov/avconser
vation/theater/

http://loewsjersey.org/

http://www.kssilentfilmfest.o
rg/

http://www.high.org/

Matinee discount: $5;
Evening screening: $7 for
general admission ($6 for
members).

FREE

NO LONGER AVAILABLE

All tickets are $10.

1929 (Closed during
$7 general admission per
the 1980s, and
film; seniors and children
remodeled in the
12 and younger are $5.
1990s.)

1997

1905

On‐going throughout
the year

24‐25 February 2012

2011

1 June 2012 (Start
time: 8:00pm)
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Henderson, NV

The Henderson Pavilion

This silent film festival is held on the campus of Washburn
University. Now in its 16th year, the admission can't be beat
(it's free), and like all silent film festivals, there is accompanying
live music. On the program this year are: shorts by Georges
Méliès (the subject of Scorsese's new film Hugo); D. W.
Griffith's classic Way Down East (1920); the German film Spies
(1928) by Fritz Lang; comedies starring Chaplin, John Bunny,
Laurel & Hardy, Harry Langdon, and more.

The High Museum is the leading art museum n the SE US, with
more than 12,000 pieces of art in its permanent collection. It
has an intimate relationship with MoMA and often showcases
exhibitions from there. It screens films from every country and
era, including Hollywood silent films. In February 2012, there
will be a presentation of 6 short films, many of them silent as
part of their their Treasury of Short Films series – originally
from MoMA and on loan. It is also a Smithsonian affiliate.

With archive materials housed in 5 locations, the A‐V dept. of
the LoC has now unified their collection in Culpepper, VA.
Inheriting a radiation hardened facility from its former owners
the Federal Reserve Board, the location has been rebuilt with a
state‐of‐the‐art 200‐seat cinema. Built in 1969 as an
emergency headquarters and a high‐security currency
warehouse, the facility features a 400 ft long steel reinforced
bunker with 30‐centimeter thick walls and lead‐lined shutters
Librarian of Congress: James
for its windows. In 1997 Congress approved the transfer to the
H. Billington
LoC, and funded by a private foundation, has set up the
Packard Campus of the National Audio‐Visual Conservation
Center, featuring 90 miles of shelving for the collection of film
elements, video tape, photographs, and recordings chronicling
the film and recording arts in America. The collection houses
more than 1.1 million film, television, and video items, and 3.5
million audio recordings. Motion pictures date from the 1890s,
and audio recordings date back 110 years.

Opening in 1929 with almost 3,100 seats, this, the most
impressive of all the movie palaces in New Jersey, was built at a
cost of $2 m. It boasted a tremendously impressive pipe organ
for playing during silent movies, but was also equipped with
No director listed, but Patricia the 1st successful state‐of‐the‐art talking movie technology
Giordan serves as President on (Vitaphone). It was scheduled to be demolished in 1986, but a
6‐year community crusade saved this movie palace from the
the Board of Directors.
wrecking ball. Today it is run purely by volunteers, and screens
classic cinema, foreign films, and silent movies – including
Buster Keaton's Sherlock, Jr. (1924) on 21 January 2012. To
generate income, it is also open for concerts, and weddings.

Not listed

Not listed

Conductor: Taras Krysa

When the 80‐piece Henderson Symphony Orchestra
performed a live musical score to accompany Charlie Chaplin's
City Lights (1931) in June 2011, they had no idea that 1,200
people would show up! Due to its incredible success, this June
will see another silent movie with live music offered: Chaplin's
last silent film, Modern Times (1936). On wonders if this might
be the start of an annual local event centered round silent film
– and attracting great success!

New York City, NY

Fremont, CA

Portland, OR

Salt Lake City, UT

MoMA (Museum of
Modern Art)

Niles Essanay Silent Film
Museum – The Broncho
Billy Anderson Silent
Film Festival

The Northwest Film
Center (Portland Art
Museum)

The Organ Loft

1971

1946

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year except for
June, July, and August

1997

1929

“An Auteurist History
of Cinema” Series
(Started on 9
September 2009 –
and ongoing)

In 2011 it was held
on 24‐26 June.

1989

In 2011 it was held
on 7‐9 October
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Bishop, CA

Lone Pine Film Festival

www.moma.org
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Admission is $6 for adults
and $5 for kids.

$9 for general audiences;
discount rates for seniors,
students, and Friends of
the Northwest Film
Center.

President: Dorothy Bradley

Chief Curator of Film:
Rajendra Roy; Associate
Curator: Anne Morra; The
Auteurist History of Cinema
Series: Charles Silver.

This silent film festival is small, but yet is held in high regard
and is beloved. In 1912 – back before there was a Hollywood –
Essanay was a film studio whose major star was Broncho Billy
Anderson. He is considered the 1st movie western star. As a
locale for being able to shoot westerns, the town of Fremont
was selected. At its height, Essanay employed 80 people. Their
coup was getting Charlie Chaplin to sign with them in 1914. Yet
soon Chaplin was asking for more money, and left. By 1916
Essanay was no more. For the past nearly 100 years, Fremont
has been proud of their place in film history. The museum and
theatre run silent movies every Saturday night, and a well‐
attended annual festival. In 2011 Baby Peggy/Diana Serra Cary
spoke before a screening of one her films there.

MoMA needs no introduction as being one of the greatest
centers for art in the world today. It's film collection includes
more than 25,000 films and 4m movie stills. Like most large
museums it regularly shares its holdings thru exhibitions it
sends or loans to other museums (e.g., the High Museum in
Atlanta). For the past 2.5 years MoMA has screened a
thoroughly comprehensive series of early film pioneers such as
the Lumiere brothers, Edwin S. Porter, Ferdinand Zecca, D.W.
Griffith, etc. – quite spellbinding (part of their “An Auteurist
History of Cinema” series). MoMA houses some prints of Bow
films – as listed on Spreadsheet #1.

The Alabama Hills along the eastern Sierra Nevada has been
(and continues to be) the location for hundreds of movies and
TV episodes since 1920. The little town of Bishop has erected a
nifty film history museum to commemorate this, and for 23
years has showcased a film festival exclusively devoted to films
made in that region. And while it is not a silent film festival per
se, it does screen movies made during the silent era.

“Established in 1971, the Northwest Film Center is a regional
media arts resource and service organization founded to
encourage the study, appreciation, and utilization of the
moving image arts, foster their artistic and professional
excellence, and to help create a climate in which they may
http://www.nwfilm.org/scr Exhibition Program Manager: flourish. The Center provides a variety of film and video
exhibition, education, and information programs primarily
Ted Hurliman
eenings/39/370
directed to the residents of Oregon, Washington, Idaho,
Montana, and Alaska.” The films they screen are experimental,
foreign, classic, and silent. Regarding the latter, they showed
Eves Leaves (1926), a gender‐bending popular melodrama of
the silent period, and Clarence Brown's The Goose Woman
(1925)
Twice a month (the 2nd and 4th Thursday and Friday), the
Organ Loft presents 2 silent movies complete with live musical
accompaniment by a Wurlitzer Theatre Pipe Organ. All are
evening shows that start at 7:30. In January 2012 Victor
http://www.organloftslc.com/
Seastrom's Swedish classic The Phantom Carriage (1921) and
Larry Bray is the owner
faces/template/t_home.faces
Keaton's The Cameraman (1928) were shown. (There are no
silent film screenings during the 3 summer months.) To
generate more income the facility is also open to weddings,
balls, and parties.

$50 (suggested donation
http://www.nilesfilmmuse
for museum members)
um.org/bbsff2011‐
$60 (suggested donation
april.htm
for non‐members).

$12 per ticket for adults;
$10 for students; $8 for
seniors; children and
members FREE.

A Souvenir Festival Button
(their equivalent to a
http://lonepinefilmfestival.
festival pass) is $65.
Contact Person: Barbara Bahl
org/
Members get half off on
the Button ($32.50).

Lewisburg, PA

Agoura Hills, CA

Oakland, CA

The Paragon Ragtime
Orchestra

The Paramount Ranch in
Agoura Hills – Silents
Under the Stars

The Paramount Theatre
of the Arts (Oakland)

1987

1988

1970

On‐going throughout 1931 (Renovated in
the year
1973.)

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year
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Berkeley, CA

The Pacific Film Archive
Movie Theater
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http://www.paramounttheatr
e.com/

General Manager: Leslee
Steward

Superintendent: Woody
Smeck

There is no fee to enter
Santa Monica Mountains http://www.nps.gov/samo/pl
National Park. There is anyourvisit/paramountranch.
htm
one, however, for those
wishing to camp there.

All tickets are $5.

Conductor: Rick Benjamin

The PRO is a touring
outfit, and it is up to the
individual venues to
determine what they will
http://paragonragtime.com/
charge per ticket for the
performance. Ticket
prices have ranged from
FREE to $75.

The Paramount Theatre is a massive Art Deco movie theater
located in downtown Oakland. When it was built in 1931, it
was the largest multi‐purpose theater on the West Coast,
seating 3,040. Today the Paramount is the home of the
Oakland East Bay Symphony and the Oakland Ballet, it regularly
plays host to R&B, jazz, blues, pop, rock, gospel, classical music,
as well as ballets, plays, stand‐up comedy, lecture series,
special events, and re‐runs of classical movies from
Hollywood's Golden Era. In March 2012 it will be the site where
Abel Gance's 6.5 hour fully restored masterwork Napoleon
(1927), complete with a live Carl Davis score and 80‐piece
orchestra takes place Many are calling it the film event of the

In 1927 Paramount, the top studio during the 1920s (and the
one where Bow worked), bought 2,700 acres of property in the
Santa Monica hills for location shooting. Hundreds of films and
TV episodes were made there until 1997. In 1980 the National
Park Service purchased the ranch and revitalized it (e.g., they
allowed Dr. Quinn, Medicine Woman to be filmed there).
Today visitors can see the set used as a western town, and
during the summer the Silent Society of Hollywood Heritage
screens a block of silent films made on the ranch. (Note: the
1st movie filmed there was a Clara Bow film: Get Your Man!)

The Paragon Ragtime Orchestra is the world’s only year‐round,
professional ensemble re‐creating “America’s Original Music” –
the syncopated sounds of early musical theater, silent cinema,
and vintage dance. The PRO came into being as the result of
Rick Benjamin’s 1985 discovery of 1000s of turn‐of‐the‐century
orchestra scores once belonging to Victrola recording star
Arthur Pryor. In 1988 the Orchestra made its formal debut at
Alice Tully Hall – the first concert ever presented at Lincoln
Center by such an ensemble. Since then PRO has appeared at
hundreds of leading arts venues, including the Ravinia Festival,
the Smithsonian Institution, Chautauqua, the Brucknerhaus
(Austria), the New York 92nd Street Y, and the American Dance
Festival. Check out the info listed on silent film on their site.

The PFA was conceived as the US version of the Cinémathèque
Française — committed not only to exhibiting films under the
best possible conditions, but also to increasing the
understanding, appreciation, and preservation of cinema
through its study center, collections, and publications. PFA
$5.50 per film for UC‐
began showing films on the UC‐ Berkeley campus in 1966 and
Berkeley students; $9.50
Director: Lawrence Rinder; continued its screening programs in the new building when the
for adults; $6.50 for UC‐
museum opened in 1970. The archive's film and video
http://bampfa.berkeley.edu/fi Chief Curator and Director of
collection now includes the largest group of Japanese films
Berkeley Faculty, staff,
Programs and Collections:
lmseries/
outside of Japan, and holdings of Soviet silents, West Coast
retirees, non‐UC Berkeley
Lucinda Barnes
avant‐garde cinema, seminal video art, rare animation, Eastern
students, seniors,
European and Central Asian productions, and international
disabled persons, youth.
classics. American experimental pioneers. With daily screenings
— over 600 different programs are offered each year — PFA
presents rare and rediscovered prints of movie classics, new
and historic works by the world's great film directors, restored
silent films with live musical accompaniment.

San Francisco, CA

San Luis Obispo, CA

Redding, CA

New York City, NY

The San Francisco Silent
Film Festival

The San Luis Obispo
International Film
Festival

The Shasta County Silent
Film Festival

The Silent Clowns Film
Series

1993

2005

1997

Last year: 21‐22
October; no dates
announced yet for
2012 festival.

This is an on‐going
series that runs
throughout the year.
Films are screened
every Saturday and
Sunday.

1995

1928

7‐11 March 2012

12‐15 July 2012

On‐going throughout
the year

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

Seattle, WA

The Paramount Theatre
(Trader Joe Silent Movie
Monday – Seattle)

http://slofilmfest.org/

The San Francisco Silent Film Festival is the best attended
festival of its kind in the Western Hemisphere. Each year over
Executive Director: Stacey 11,000 people attend it, and the numbers keep growing. The
Wisnia; Artistic Director: Anita organization now involves a nine‐person board of directors, a
staff of four, a twenty‐two‐member Advisory Committee, and
Monga
more than 100 event volunteers. In winter there is a mini 1‐day
festival.
For almost 2 decades the San Luis Obispo International Film
Festival has attracted large crowds and major celebrities (e.g.,
Morgan Freeman, Harrison Ford) with their 5‐day event that
sees 100 films screened. It also bestows the King Vidor Award
in Excellence, named after a director whose career spanned
from the silent pictures starting in 1912 to the New Hollywood
Programmer: Wendy Eidson
(his last film was in 1980). While classics are shown, the festival
is mainly geared toward new independent movies. Why this
festival qualifies for inclusion on this list is that the 2012
festival is set in Hearst Castle – a National Historic Landmark
with a hardcore connection to cinema (including silent movies).
Indeed Citizen Kane will be screened at San Simeon itself!

FREE
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http://www.silentclowns.com
/

Programmer: Bruce Lawton

The Silent Clowns Film Series, NYC's longest‐running regularly‐
scheduled showcase for classic silent film comedy (since in
1997), screens the movies of Chaplin, Keaton, Laurel & Hardy,
Lloyd, and many others. Every show features live musical
accompaniment by Ben Model, with introduction and Q&A by
film historians Bruce Lawton and Steve Massa. The programs,
presented on a regular basis on weekend afternoons, are
geared to the classic film fan as well as to families.

The Shasta County Silent Film Festival features a wide array of
titles. Those from the 2011 program include, but are not
limited to: Carl Th. Dreyer's Danish classic Master of the House
Admission per ticket in http://www.altfg.com/blog/m
Interim Executive Director of (1925), John Ford's The Iron Horse (1924), a Rin Tin Tin
advance is $8, at the door ovie/the‐iron‐horse‐the‐kid‐
adventure Clash of the Wolves (1925), Josef von Sternberg's
the Shasta County Arts
underworld‐silent‐film‐
it's $10. An all‐weekend
early gangster classic Underworld (1927), Chaplin's The Kid
Council: Debra Lucero
festival/
festival pass is $35.
(1921), and D.W. Griffith's The Musketeers of Pig Alley (1912).
Film preservationist legend David Shepherd was in attendance.
As part of their 2010 festival, Clara Bow's Wings (1927) played.

Movie Fanatic Pass ($50);
Movie Star Pass ($90);
SLOfest Weekend Pass
($150); Full Access Pass
($250).

All‐purpose pass: General:
http://www.silentfilm.org/
$205; Members: $170.

Current and upcoming
silent film seasons: The
First Academy Awards
1927‐28 (Jan 23, 30, Feb http://www.stgpresents.org/
paramount/
6, 13); Opulence and
Epics (July 9, 16, 23, 30).
Tickets are $10 per
performance.

Seattle's Paramount Theatre mirrors the history of the vast
majority of America's other movie palaces. It was built during
the late 1920s when Paramount was Hollywood's biggest
studio, part of a cycle of history that saw such spectacular
cinemas built in nearly every major city in the US. Then, 60‐70
years later, during the late 20th century, it was nearly torn
Senior Director of
down until steadfast patrons, architects, and the city council
Programming: Adam Zacks;
banded together to save – and refurbish – the theater. Indeed
Programming Manager: Vicki
in 1974 it was placed on the National Register of Historic
Infinito
Places, and was also made an official Seattle landmark. Today it
continues to be an all‐purpose venue (many legendary rock
concerts are part of its history), including silent film screenings
complete with Wurlitzer Organ. Currently the theatre is
presenting a season of Academy Award‐nominated silent films
of 1927‐28. The theatre seats over 2,800 people!

Los Angeles, CA

Arlington, VA

Chicago, IL

The Silent Movie Theatre

Slapsticon

The Sound of Silents Film
Festival
16‐18 March 2012

http://www.slapsticon.org/

2006
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Festival Pass: $20 at the
http://www.acmusic.org/nod
door; $15 on‐line;
e/726
students and seniors pay
http://vimeo.com/10194702
$8.

Festival passes are $99
for the 4‐day event.

14‐17 July (That
would have been the
dates had the 2011
festival not been
cancelled. The 2012
festival dates have
not been
announced.)
2003

http://www.cinefamily.org/

2003

Passes for the entire
series are $51. Otherwise
they are $12 at the door,
except for Sunrise which http://www.prlog.org/115928
is $17. There are student 83‐the‐2011‐silent‐summer‐
film‐festival.html
and senior discounts, and
individual film tickets are
cheaper if bought in
advance.

The venue
continually shows 1942 (Closed in 1998,
Tickets per screening are
and reopened in
silent films and art
$12.
1999.)
house movies
throughout the year.
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Chicago, IL

The Silent Film Society of
Chicago – Summer Silent
Silent Festival

The 2012 dates have
not been announced.
In 2011 the festival
took place over 6
consecutive Friday
nights between 22
July thru 26 August.

Executive Director: Seth
Boustead; Artistic Director:
Franscesco Milioto

Programer: Richard M.
Roberts

ACM's Sound of Silent Film Festival is the only event in the
world in which modern silent films are screened with live
musical accompaniment. In recent recent years such
contemporary film‐makers such as Guy Maddin, Martin
Scorsese, Gus Van Sant, and Manoel de Oliveira (the world's
oldest director). “It is our mission to promote the music of
living composers through performance, education and
advocacy. We seek to create a community of composers,
performers, audience members and student centered around
the music of our time. Our performance initiatives include a
concert series by our resident ensemble Palomar, our Sound of
Silent Film Festival and outreach performances in public
schools and community centers.”

Stapsticon is a festival exclusively devote to the clowns of
slapstick comedy from the period of 1900 to 1960. Many of the
screenings are devote to silent film comedians (the Keystone
Cops, Chaplin, Lloyd, Keaton, Arbuckle, Chase, Laurel & Hardy,
Linder, etc.), but later sound stars like the Marx Brothers, and
Abbot & Costello are also represented. It needs to be noted
that the festival is keen to showcase the comedic talents of
lesser known silent film stars, artists long forgotten (e.g., Andy
Clyde, Larry Semon, Fay Tincher, Raymond Griffith). Due to
contractual problems, the festival was, unfortunately,
cancelled in 2011. Organizers are looking for venue, and if one
is found for a 2012 I will update this information.

Basically from 1942 to 2006 it was the only movie theatre in
the world exclusively devoted to showing silent films. When it
acquired by 2 young men (both brothers) in 2006, the theatre
expanded its range of films and became a revival house, but
keeping its silent film focus. It's a small cinema (only 158 seats),
and for additional income the place is also rented out to
Sammy and Dan Harkham are
private parties. Johnny Depp, Dennis Quaid, Leonardo
the owners.
DiCaprio, Bruce Springsteen, David Bowie, Alanis Morissette,
and others have been spotted there. Still, they feature an
impressive line‐up of screenings, and will be showing Murnau's
Sunrise on Valentine's Day. They will also be showing the
screwball comedy starring Jean Harlow based on Bow's career,
Bombshell (1933) on 28 Jan 2012.

Contact Person: Dennis
Wolkowicz

The 6 silent films screened at the 2011 festival were: A Girl in
Every Port (1928) directed by Howard Hawks and starring
Louise Brooks; Why Change Your Wife? (1920) directed by
Cecil B. DeMille and starring Gloria Swanson; Heart of the Hills
(1919) starring Mary Pickford; Sunrise (1927) directed by F. W.
Murnau and with the acclaimed Mont Alt Motion Picture
Orchestra playing the score; The Cardboard Lover (1928)
starring Marion Davies, and The Mysterious Lady (1928)
starring Greta Garbo. Besides the summer series, the society
conducts field trips for grades 5 thru 12 so that students can
appreciate silent cinema.

Los Angeles, CA

Salem, OR

Frederick, MD

Columbus, OH

UCLA Film and Television
Archive

The Wednesday Evening
Film Series – The Historic
Elsinore Theatre

The Weinberg Center for
the Arts

The Wexner Center for
the Arts

12‐15 April 2012

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year

On‐going throughout
the year
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Hollywood, CA

The Turner Classic Movie
Film Festival

1989

1926

1926

1968

2010

http://www.tcm.com/festival
/index.html
Not listed

http://www.weinbergcenter.
org/
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$7 general admission per
film; seniors, students,
Director: Sherri Geldin; Chief
http://wexarts.org/fv/index.p
and Wexner Center
Curator of Exhibitions:
hp?seriesid=227
members pay $5.
Christopher Bedford
Children under 12 are
charged $3.

Movie tickets for Wings
are listed as $7 for all
groups and ages.

The Wexner Center opened in November 1989. Conceived as a
research laboratory for all the arts, it has emphasized
commissions for new work and artist residencies since its
inception. Its multidisciplinary programs encompass
performing arts, exhibitions, and media arts (film/video) and
have focused on cutting‐edge culture from around the globe.
Among the directors in residence has been contemporary
silent film film‐maker Guy Maddin. During the past 6 months
The Battleship Potemkin has been shown.

The Weinberg Center for the Arts is an organization and venue
in Frederick, MD that holds various showings of music, theatre,
films and visual art. The theatre was built as the Tivoli Theatre
by the Stanley‐Crandall concern and opened on December 23,
1926. It was the premiere movie theatre of Frederick for nearly
50 years but, after considerable damage suffered in a 1976
Executive Theatre Manager:
flood, closed. The Weinberg family, which then owned the old
John Healey
movie palace, chose to present it to the city as a gift rather
than attempt to keep it open as a movie house. The theatre has
been maintained in the splendid style of 1926. The theatre's
organ, a 2‐manual, 8‐rank Wurlitzer, is the only original theatre
organ installation in MD. Wings (1927) plays there on 4
February 2012.

The UCLA Film and Television Archive is one of the world's
premier collections and centers for restoration. It also regularly
Admission per ticket is $9
screens films from its own vaults, ranging from silent to
at the window, and $10
contemporary. Currently it is screening the films of Spencer
on‐line. Seniors and non‐ http://www.cinema.ucla.edu/pr
Tracy, particularly his harder‐to‐find 1930s work. In February
Not listed
and March it will be holding a major event: exhibiting the silent
ograms
UCLA students pay $8.
work of Dziga Vertov, one of the greatest and most influential
UCLA students can see
film‐makers of all‐time. Film experts (scholars, artists,
films for FREE.
historians) regularly introduce each screening, and lecture or
lead discussion afterward.
The Historic Elsinore Theatre, in partnership with the
Chemeketa Community College Humanities Department and
Film Studies Program, presents a program of classic and silent
movies. Some of the silent films they are presenting in early
2012 are: Lloyd's Girl Shy (1924), Georges Méliès' A Trip to the
Admission for all ages is http://www.elsinoretheatre.c Silent Series Coordinator: Rick Moon (1902), Langdon's Tramp, Tramp, Tramp (1926), The
Mark of Zorro (1920) starring Fairbanks, and others. Serving
$5 per ticket.
om/events/film_series.html
Parks
the Willamette Valley for decades, the Elsinore was scheduled
to become a parking lot in 1980. During the early 2000s, the
theatre was restored. It was the site that marked Gregory
Peck's final public speaking engagement before his death in
2003.

Matinee Festival Pass
($299); Classic Festival
Pass ($499); Essential
Festival Pass ($599);
Spotlight Festival Pass
($1,199).

The TCM Film Festival, only in its 3rd year, screens both talking
and silent films from its considerable vault collection. It also
brings in classic and beloved Hollywood celebrities of
yesteryear (e.g., Leslie Caron, Luise Rainer, Mickey Rooney,
Debbie Reynolds, Jane Powell, Julie Andrews, Peter O'Toole),
with screenings held at Grauman's Chinese Theatre and the
Egyptian Theatre. The festival showcases a number of
restorations, including Cabaret (1972) and An American in Paris
(1951). It is worth noting that the 2011 festival saw the
restoration screened of Bow's last movie (1933's Hoop‐la), and
this will will feature two Bow films: Wings (1927), and Call Her
Savage (1932).

1951

On‐going throughout
the year, but they
also put on the
annual London Film
Festival

London, England, UK

London, England, UK

Amsterdam, The
Netherlands

Barbican Arts Centre –
Silent Film Series

BFI Southbank (formerly
known as The National
Film Theatre)

Biennale Filmmuseum –
EYE Film Institute
Netherlands

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

1952 (It's
predecessor was the
On‐going
throughout the year. Dutch Historic Film
Archive in 1946.)

1982

There is no festival
as such, but instead a
silent feature (with
live musical
accompaniment) is
shown monthly.

Australia's Silent Film
Festival
Not given

2 days a week for 6
weeks in February,
March, and April –
starting 11 February
Sydney, Australia (but moves
2012. It should be
to Melbourne, Newcastle,
noted that there are 2
and Mittagong)
series going on within
the festival: Master
Directors, Kings of
Comedy.

20 Items

Abroad

Not listed

Not listed

Not given
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http://www.filmmuseum.nl/e
n

Not listed

Head of Film Programme:
Ticket prices range from 8
Geoff Andrew (He's a well
pounds 50 to 5 pounds
established critic, the author
depending on the day of
http://www.bfi.org.uk/whats
of The Film Handbook and
the week, the time of
on/bfi_southbank
one of the resident film critics
time, patron's age, and
at Time Out [London] for
whether a person is a
years.)
member of the BFI.

Standard ticket price per
http://www.barbican.org.uk/f
film is 9 pounds 50
ilm/series.asp?id=263
($14.60 US) if purchased
on‐line.

Tickets per session are www.ozsilentfilmfestival.com.
$14.90 AUS ($15.60 US).
au

In January 2010 the Filmmuseum, the Dutch Institute for Film
Education, De Filmbank and Holland Film merged into EYE Film
Institute Netherlands. EYE is dedicated to the preservation of
heritage for future generations, both Dutch films and foreign
films screened in the Netherlands. The museum collection
includes 46,000 film titles, 35,000 posters and 450,000
photographs. The earliest materials date from the start of the
film industry in Holland in 1895. Films of all types are screened
(including silents), and what makes EYE special (like, say, the
Eastman House in the US) is that it is an organization that also
preserves/restores silent movies and allows their work to be
shown around the world. An example is their restoring The
Unwanted (1924), and then allowing it to be shown in London
last August.

The British Film Institute is the engine driving film culture in the
UK, and one of the planet's great film organizations. It's deeply
involved in every facet of film life: exhibition, restoration,
scholarship, publications, education outreach. It 1st opened in
1951, and it's moved location 2x – most recently in 2007. It
runs 2 film festivals: the London Gay and Lesbian Film Festival
in February, and the BFI London Film Festival in mid‐October.
The latter showcases a section it calls “Treasures from the
Archive” that consists mostly of silent films. The BFI is a fervid
supporter of silent film culture in general.

The Barbican is Britain's largest Arts Centre, with film as one of
his components. It is also the “home” of silent film exhibition in
London, and has a running series of such movies throughout
the year – usually about 1 feature (including live music) once a
month. So far in 2012 the Barbican has feature Charley Chase
comedies and the French classic, The Italian Straw Hat (1927).
The area around the Barbican dates to Roman times, and,
being in the heart of London, was an active region during the
Middle Ages and the time of Shakespeare. The area was
bombed out during WWII, and rebuilt during the 1970s and
'80s.

Spreading the festival across 6 weeks during the Down Under
autumn (Spring to Northerners), 2 different series run on
either Tuesday evenings or Sunday afternoons. This year the
series are Master Directors and Kings of Comedy, and feature
international silent films made by Clair, Chase, Lubitsch, De
Mille, Gance, Tourneur, Lang, Vidor, Kuleshov, Cavalcanti, and
the comedians Chaplin and Keaton. Later these films travel to
other parts of Australia to be enjoyed. As is the case with silent
film festivals, there is live musical accompaniment.

Nottingham, England, UK,
and the Barbican in London

Bologna, Italy

Paris, France

Warsaw, Poland

Il Cinema Ritvorato
(Cinema Rediscovered)
(Bologna)

Cinémathèque Française

Filmotcka Narodowa
(National Film Archive)
On‐going throughout
the year
1955

1936

On‐going throughout
the year

2011

1997

1986

22‐26 August 2012

19‐22 April 2012

23‐30 June 2012

Brief Profiles of 65 Silent Film Festivals and Series (J. Crouse)

Waterville, Ireland

The Charlie Chaplin
Comedy Film Festival

in Cambridge, England, UK)

The British Silent Cinema
(This year the festival will be
Festival
held in the Arts Picturehouse

Peter von Bagh
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http://www.microsofttranslat
Ticket prices range from
or.com/bv.aspx?ref=SERP&br
11,00 PLN to 18,00 PLN
=ro&mkt=en‐
($3.28 to $5.37 US)
US&dl=en&lp=PL_EN&a=http
depending on the film.
%3a%2f%2fwww.fn.org.pl%2f

Director: Tadeusz Kowalski

The Filmotcka Narodowa is pleased to have one of the biggest
film achieves in Europe. Originally founded in 1955, it boasts
the fact that 75% of all the movies made in Poland between
1930‐39 are now saved. Recently they are particularly happy to
have restored an early film by Polish superstar Pola Negri – one
of the biggest silent film performers anywhere in the world –
namely, Mania, The History of a Cigarette Factory Worker
(1918) that is now playing at film festivals around the globe.

The French Cinémathèque was founded in 1936 by Henri
Langlois, Georges Franju, and Jean Mitry, and Paul Auguste
Harle. It has become over the years one of the most famous
President: Costa‐Cavras (Oscar‐ records in the world with its rich collections. At the
inauguration at its new location in 2005, Martin Scorsese said:
nominated director of Z and
Tickets per screening are
"The filmmakers around the world know the French
Missing ); Director: Serge
http://www.cinematheque.fr/
Cinémathèque, even if they never came. It is our spiritual
list as 6 Euros ($7.75 US).
Toubiana (formerly the editor home." Like the Biennale Filmmuseum and the Eastman House,
of Cahiers du Cinéma )
it both restores films and exhibits them. From 19 October 2011
thru 29 January 2012, it has exhibited Metropolis (1927). Note:
it shows all types of movies, silent and sound, French and
international.

Tickets per screening are http://www.cinetecadibologn
5.50 Euros ($7 US).
a.it/cinemaritrovato2012

Il Cinema Ritrovato (Cinema Rediscovered) is a festival
dedicated to the rediscovery of rare and little‐known films with
a particular focus on cinema origins and the silent movie
period. It is organized every summer by the Cineteca di
Bologna, Italy, and is the world's major festival regarding film
restoration. It was founded in 1986 as a 3‐day event but during
the time it became bigger. Currently the festival lasts for a
week, and competes with Pordenone for the experience as the
best silent film festival in the entire world.

2011 saw the 1st Chaplin Chaplin festival, with noted Chaplin
scholars David Robinson and Kevin Brownlow being 2 of the
guest speakers. County Kerry, Ireland was a favorite spot for
Chaplin himself, and the festival enjoys the patronage of a
Lindsay MacVean is the
At this time the
http://www.charliechaplinco
Chaplin family member. In addition to screening Chaplin films,
festival's chairperson, but that
organizers have not
it features workshops and student film competitions in various
medyfilmfestival.com/index.p
may not mean that he's also
decided on what
categories. The whole event not only seems dedicated to
hp
the programmer.
admission fee to charge.
appreciating Chaplin, but to actively cultivate the new
generation of Chaplin lovers professionally. Note: the festival
provides regular videos updates regarding the festival on
Facebook.

Not given

The British Silent Film Festival exists to promote interest and
study of British Film before 1930. It holds an annual festival
drawing on archive collections from all over the world. It also
publishes a series of books featuring articles on British Silent
http://www.britishsilents.co.u Laraine Porter, Bryony Dixon, cinema. It is important to note that the festival is not limited to
screening British films, but very much shows Hollywood,
k/silent/
and Neil Brand
Russian, German, Japanese, and movies from other national
cinemas, too. But the festival is always organized around a
theme: “Crime and Deviancy,” “Crossing the Pond: the Special
relationship between Britain and America,” etc.

Heidelberg, Germany

Bray, County Wicklow,
Ireland

Manila, The Philippines

Opotiki, New Zealand

Heidelberg International
Festival of Silent Film
and Live Music

The Killruddery Film
Festival

The Manila Silent Film
Festival

Opotiki Silent Film
Festival
Last year: 2‐4
September

2003

2006

No dates for the 2012
festival have been
announced, but in
2011 they were 26‐
28 August.

2001

1981

At least since 2007

27‐31 January 2012

2‐9 October 2012

13‐15 April 2012
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Pordenone, Italy

Le Giornate del Cinema
Muto (Pordenone)

http://www.clickthecity.com/
events/details.php?id=12376

http://killrudderyarts.com/fil
mfestival/

http://www.dai‐
heidelberg.de/content/e2/e2
10/index_ger.html?Smonth=2
012‐01‐01
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$12 NZD per ticket for
http://www.silentfilmfest.org.
adults ($9.75 US); $6 NZD
nz/index.html
for children ($4.78 US).

Not listed

Not listed at this time.

10 Euros per screening
($12.90 US)

Not listed at this time.

Contact Person: Malcolm
Ballard

Not listed

Festival Director: Daniel
Fitzpatrick

Not listed

This silent film festival largely presented comedy shorts
featuring Buster Keaton, Harold Lloyd, and Chaplin. In addition,
it also screened the 1921 Douglas Fairbanks swashbuckler, The
Three Musketeers. The 2011 festival was meant to
commemorate the 85th anniversary of the De Luxe Theatre. A
competition was also held for those wishing to enter their own
crafted silent film. It is not known whether this was simply a
one‐off, or will inaugurate an annual festival. Because NZ
houses a distinguished film archive, it's worth following up to
see whether there will be such a festival in 2012.

Filipino silent film began in 1912 and ended in 1932, and all
films made during this period were thought to be lost.
However it was recently confirmed that 2 separate Filipino
silent movies were spliced together to form 1 film and that it
exists in the US. This example mirrors the scarcity of surviving
silent film throughout Asia, and why such festivals do not
flourish there as they do in North America, Europe, and
Australia/NZ. Still the fact of this festival in Manila inspires
hope, and The Philippines have coordinated this event
together with the governments of Italy, Greece, Germany,
Japan, and Spain. All have contributed films to the festival.
Though there doesn't seem to be any interest in US films being
screened, nonetheless the existence of this festival needs to be
acknowledged in this list.

Ireland may not initially like a vital country when it comes to
film history until one begins to think about the teeming
contributions the Irish have made to Hollywood film alone. For
its tiny size (3m people), Ireland possesses a rather sizable
proportion of silent film festivals, and this one has attracted
the attention, no less, of Kevin Brownlow, who has attended
and lecture there. Naturally, what silent films Ireland produced
are screened but, but works from America (like Borzage's 7th
Heaven), France (like Gance's La Roue), Germany (People on
Sunday, directed by 4 film‐makers), etc., all played at the 2011
festival.

This festival is part of a larger exchange of history, ideas, and
culture presented by the German‐American Institute in
Heidelberg. Because silent film was an artistic high point in
German and US history, and because each national cinema
influenced the other so indelibly, such a film spotlight only
seems natural – and fascinating. The films that are being
screened this year with live music are: Hamlet (1921) a German
film starring Asta Nielsen; The Hands of Orlac (1924) starring
Conrad Veidt; the 1988 US film Powaqqatsi; Buster Keaton's
Three Ages (1923); and Paul Leni's Waxworks (1924).

Pordenone, a 9‐day event, is the world's largest silent film
festival. The festival was founded in 1981 by students hoping
to bolster the morale of the victims of the 1976 Friuli
Director: David Robinson earthquake. Their itinerant show of old silent films eventually
http://www.cinetecadelfriuli. (Note: Robinson is the world's found a stable home in Pordenone. Today it's the Cannes or
leading Chaplin biographer Sundance of silent film festivals, a “pilgrimage to Mecca‐like
org/gcm/default.html
experience” that all devotees of this film form are required to
and expert.)
make in their lifetime. Silent film scholars and aficionados
argue which festival is more thrilling: Pordenone or Bologna (Il
Cinema Ritrovato)?

Bristol, England, UK

Slapstick (Bristol Silents)
26‐29 January 2012

Last year: 18‐20
March

On‐going throughout
the year
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Stockholm, Gothenburg and On‐going throughout
Malmö, Sweden
the year

Bo'ness, Scotland, UK

Scotland Silent Film
Festival – The Hippdrome
Festival of Silent Cinema

The Swedish Film
Institute

Vancouver, BC, Canada

The Pacific
Cinémathèque

1963

2005

2011

1972

“Pacific Cinémathèque was established as a film society almost

http://www.reelscotland.com
/scotlands‐first‐silent‐film‐
festival‐comes‐to‐boness/
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Tickets per screening are
about $10 US, but you
have to be a member.

http://www.sfi.se/

125 UK pounds sterling
for full festival pass ($192 http://bristolsilents.wordpres
s.com/slapstick‐festival/
US) or 1 pound 50 ($2.30
US) per screening.

Not listed

“We aim to raise awareness, knowledge and appreciation of
Silent Film amongst the film going public by presenting as wide
a range of Silent films as possible. We also aim to provide
educational programmes designed to increase understanding
and appreciation of this unique art form.” (Mission Statement)
Among the keen supporters of this festival have been Oscar‐
winning actor‐director Sir Richard Attenborough, Kevin
Brownlow, David Robinson, and Diana Serra Cary. This year
Brownlow will be speaking about Buster Keaton following a
screening of The General (1927), and Monty Python star
Michael Palin will also attend.
Sweden boasts one of the greatest and oldest national cinemas
in the world, making films that rivaled America's before the
First World War. Film culture in Sweden, like that in France, is a
point of pride, and so it is not surprising that the country
containing thriving film museums, archives, clubs, journals, and
Chair: Göran K. Johansson (In cinemas. According to the 2010 report by the Swedish Film
Sweden this is a government Institute, “One clear trend in 2010 was the popularity of silent
films in all the Cinémathèque cities: Stockholm, Gothenburg
appointed position.)
and Malmö. The films are shown with live music and the
screenings draw large crowds. One of the more successful
director’s series in 2010 fell within this genre – Buster Keaton.
Eight feature‐length films and two shorts packages were
screened in Stockholm, all accompanied by live music.”

Chris Daniels is the festival
director.

Director: Alison Strauss

This is Scotland's 1st regional festival devoted to silent film.
Taking place at a cinema originally built in 1911, the program
featured popular works by Laurel & Hardy, etc., with Bow's It
(1927) being the Gala night film and closing with Murnau's
Nosferatu (1922). The poster for the event was a beautiful one
with a close‐up of Bow as the image. It is not known if this is a
one‐off or whether there will be a festival planned this year. It
is worth checking the internet from time to time to find out.

Chaplin's The Gold Rush (1925) presented with a live orchestra.

4 decades ago, and since that time has been one of the most
Tickets for a single bill
active film organizations in North America, with more than 500
screening are $10.50 CAN
curated film exhibitions annually. We have offered film lovers
and $12.50 CAN for a
more international cinema, director retrospectives,
double bill feature for
contemporary and classic Canadian filmworks, emerging
http://www.cinematheque.bc Executive and Artistic Director:
adults. Seniors and
talents, arthouse masterpieces, and experimental shorts and
.ca/
Jim Sinclair
students slightly have
features than any other theatre in BC.” Late January thru early
discounted tickets, and
February 2012 will see a nearly complete exhibition of Sergei
passes for 10 double bill
Eisenstein's work – the great director of such silent
features are also available
masterpieces as Strike (1924) and The Battleship Potemkin
for all groups.
(1925). Late February 2012 will see the full restoration of

Toronto, Canada

The Toronto Silent Film
Festival
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Updated: 01/24/12

Author: Dr. J. Crouse
Date: 01/15/12

Carlow, Ireland

Taylorfest

29 March – 3 April
2012

18‐20 May 2012

2010

2012

http://williamdesmondtaylor.
wordpress.com/140th‐
anniversary‐events/
Not listed
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Like all silent film festivals, this comes will feature live musical
accompaniment. The films screened this year will be: Our
Dancing Mothers (1928) starring Joan Crawford; Murnau's
Ticket prices range from
Tabu (1931); Blood and Sand (1922) starring Rudolph
$10 CAN to $12 CAN to http://www.torontosilentfilmf Programmers: Shirley Hughes,
Valentino; a number of comedy shorts; The Italian Straw Hat
estival.com/
Chris Seguin, Sharon Switzer
$15 CAN depending on
(1927); Variety (1925) starring Emil Jannings and Lya de Putti;
the film.
and pre‐Soviet animation. Only founded in 2010, it's intriguing
to see how many silent film festivals such as this one have
sprung up.

To be confirmed by the
organizers themselves.

“William Desmond Taylor was fascinating character who had
an immensely successful career as a Hollywood actor &
director of the Silent Era. He acted in 27 movies, directed over
60, and, at the time of his death, was the head of production at
Paramount Studios. 2012 is the 140th anniversary of his birth
and to celebrate the occasion, Taylorfest (May 18‐20)
'presents, in his hometown of Carlow, Ireland; a selection of his
classic films, performances of scenes from his extraordinary
life, talks from world experts, celebrity appearances and much
more.” If the festival is deemed successful, plans for an annual
event will be made.
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Profiles of Silent Film-related Blogs
and other Web-based Materials
Researched and Compiled by Dr. Jeffrey Crouse
Submitted to UNLV (Public Lands Institute) / Walking Box Ranch Project / January 29, 2012

Blogs (32 Items)
→ All Talking! All Singing! All Dancing!: A Celebration of the Early Talkies and Their Times

The blogger is Jonas Nordin from Stockholm, Sweden.
Launched in May 2005.
[This is] “a movie blog celebrating the late silent movies and early talkies. My goal is to
educate, entertain and spread some light on a sadly forgotten era of entertainment. It's so sad so
few of these movies are preserved for us to enjoy. About 75% of all the movies from the years
1925-35 are lost forever. The early musicals made in color before 1934 have an even greater
loss-percentage. Some actors and actresses work has almost been totally erased due to this.
Another cause pushing these movies towards total oblivion is the studios reluctance to release
what they have left on DVD.”
Comment: Although Clara Bow is mostly known as a silent film actress, she did make a small
number of early talking pictures. Indeed, she counted one of them, Call Her Savage (1932), as
among her best work, and Rex Bell, Jr. rated it as his favorite movie featuring his mother. Thus
any consideration of her work needs to include this aspect of her career. This is a beautifully
designed site, filled with great information and superb photos/illustrations.
Web address: talkieking.blogspot.com

→ Allure

The blogger is an American male who goes by Operator_99.
Launched in May 2004.
Comment: Like so much of the interest in silent film, what draws people to the art form is not
the cultural studies side of that movie era (e.g., “analyzing silent Hollywood cinema and its
effect on consumer culture”), but the aesthetics side. “This blog is dedicated to the screen stars
of the twenties and thirties and their alluring images,” it announces. As such, the main stress
is on stills, postcards, screen shots, etc., of the performers of those decades, major and minor.
This is an important point about the admirers and aficionados of silent cinema: the aesthetic
experience, the mesmeric beauty of these actors/actresses provided by the studios as the aspect
which (among others) continues to captivate.
Web address: operator_99.blogspot.com

→ The Big Parade

The blogger is Zoë Walker, a 21-year-old from Auckland, New Zealand.
Launched in September 2009.
The site is named after the classic silent masterpiece, The Big Parade (1925) directed by
King Vidor and starring John Gilbert and Renée Adorée. Walker is a film student getting her
BA, but has been an avid film buff since the age of 12.
Comment: This represents a good example of younger people who are interested in silent film
1

(and film in general), and creating terrific blogs.
Web address: cinemalane.blogspot.com

→ The Bioscope: Reporting on the World of Early and Silent Cinema

The blogger is Luke McKernan.
This Australian site offers an entire hub of information on all aspects of early and silent film. In
it's words: “It is designed to be a news and information source on all aspects of the motion
picture before sound. It covers news, publications, events, discoveries, critical theory, filmmakers, performers, audiences and technology, and aims to encompass film production,
distribution and exhibition in the silent era, as well as 'pre-cinema', chronophotography, optical
toys, and related media, across the world. There is an emphasis on scholarly discovery, but there
should be as much for the general enthusiast as for the specialist.”
Comment: As vital a silent film blog as you've ever find.
Web address: bioscopic.wordpress.com

→ Cine Silente Mexicano (Silent Mexican Film)

The blogger is Luis Recillas Enecoiz of Toluca, Mexico.
Comment: Though the stress is on Mexico's silent cinematic history, the blog certainly covers
silent film in Hollywood and worldwide. Indeed, the latest posting is all about the success of
The Artist (2011). This site received 60,000 views in 2011, and features regular updates and
postings. The blog is in Spanish, but Google offers to translate it into English. A sister site is
one that Enecoiz runs on Facebook.
Web address: cinesilentemexicano.wordpress.com

→ Clara Bow Archive

Launched in October 2010.
Comment: “Stupendous” doesn't even begin to describe the quality of stills featuring Clara
Bow found on this site. The blogger must have access to a major collection, say, the UCLA
Film and Television Archive, to come up with photos of this tremendous and quality – and
almost a new one posted everyday. To die for.
Web address: clarabowarchive.tumblr.com

→ Edna's Place: Edna Purviance's extended home on the web

Launched in November 2001.
Sister site to ednapurviance.org and ednapurviance.com
Edna Purviance (1895-1958) was Charlie Chaplin's leading lady from 1915-1923.
Comment: Impressive design and layout, much information, good side-bars. The blogger is
currently writing a biography of Edna Purviance and her mother, Louise. It needs to be pointed
out that Purviance was a Nevada-born star!
Web address: ednapurviance.blogspot.com

→ Flicker Alley: Bringing Film History to New Audiences

This is a new blog that acts as the official blog for the silent film DVD company, Flicker
Alley. Founded in 2002 by Jeffery Masino, the quality of restoration of their silent films
regularly places them on annual “Best Of” critics' lists. For example, in 2009 the National
Society of Film Critics gave Flicker Alley the Heritage Award for showcasing “rare early US
and foreign silent film.” In 2011 it won the “Best Film Restoration” Award by the same
2

prestigious society for the quality of their work restoring George Méliès' A Trip to the Moon
(1902) in it's original 1902 hand-painted colors, and with a new soundtrack by Air.
Comment: Clean, attractive blog. They place 1-2 items on their site monthly, and address
questions on how they achieve their restorations, plus interviews with various people involved
in the silent silent community. Their work is of superior quality.
Web address: flickeralley.wordpress.com

→ Flycz

This is a blog in English from a French blogger who recently completed his Ph.D dissertation.
The only reference to his name is Fabrice. The dissertation title is: “The Question of Realism in
Hollywood Silent Film, 1917-1927.”
Comment: Time will tell whether this is a short-term trend or the wave of the future: the rise &
existence of the research blog. The blog content tends to be material centered round the writer's
specialty, but sometimes the blog continues after the doctoral degree has been earned. This is
such a site.
Web address: flyczba.wordpress.com

→ Forget the Talkies!

Launched in March 2008.
This writer (she “hates” the word blogger) calls herself Hala Pickford, lives in Hollywood and
and works in the arts. She is especially devoted to the films of Rudolph Valentino, and Charlie
Chaplin.
Sister site is Perpetual Flapper.
Comment: In common with all silent film blogs, sites, and the scholars/fans themselves, Hala
Pickford is nothing if not passionate in her writing. Her entry dates vary widely, but she spent
pages evaluating The Artist (2011) recently. (Verdict: thumbs down.) As a devotee of silent film,
she is especially attentive to the many nuances and style configurations of this film form.
Web address: www.forgetthetalkies.com

→ George Eastman House – The Blog

This blog is found within the larger George Eastman House site, perhaps the leading center for
film preservation and restoration in all of North America. It is not maintained by a singer writer
but features posts from various experts who all work at the Eastman House.
Comment: This is a good source of which films they are working on, and those they are finished restoring – many of them later appearing on TCM. Indeed, TCM occasionally devotes a day
of programing to films recently made available by the Eastman House.
Web address: blog.eastmanhouse.org

→ Greenbriar Picture Shows

Launched in December 2005.
The blogger is John McElwee.
Comment: This is a decidedly minor site, featuring remarks or commentary that doesn't rate a
mention. But the stills are terrific, and the author devotes a lengthy section to showcasing
Wings (1927). The photos are enough reason to mention it.
Web address: greenbriarpictureshows.blogspot.com
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→ Hollywoodland

The blogger is Allan R. Ellenberger, the author 5 books including 2 bios on silent film stars:
Ramon Novarro: A Biography of the Silent Film Idol, 1899-1968 (1999), and The Valentino
Mystique: The Death and Aftermath of the Silent Movie Idol (2005).
Comments: This site concentrates on Hollywood history from its origins to contemporary
events (e.g., Whitney Huston's death). It is as interested in covering architectural aspects of
Hollywood's history (extending to interest in star cemeteries, and homes of the stars), as well as
its cultural lore and the people who made the film industry what it is. As with many Hollywood
film historians, Ellenberger has a particularly keen interest in silent movies.
Web address: allanellenberger.com

→ Holyrood or Bust

“The classic film blog that's closer to Holyrood, Scotland than Hollywood, USA.”
The blogger is Jonathan Melville, a Edinburgh-based freelance journalist (digital editor,
editor, writer).
Comment: His blog includes the entire classical era of Hollywood (c. 1927 to c. 1960), in
addition to silent film.
Web address: holyroodorbust.wordpress.com

→ Kine Artefacts

Ellie, a newly-minted archivist currently pursuing her PhD at the University of Nottingham, is
the twentysomething blogger.
Comment: She limits her thoughts about film preservation to movies made until 1980. She
warns that her postings will be infrequent (and poorly proofed), but the contrary is found. Like
so many archivists, her real love and attention is silent cinema.
Web address: www.kineartefacts.com

→ San Francisco Silent Film Festival Blog

This blog was launched in February 2011.
The bloggers are Sean (who lives in Rochester, NY) and Jeremy.
The San Francisco Silent Film Festival is the Western Hemisphere's largest such event (last
year 11,000 people attended). Parallel to it being a hugely important festival, this site, too, is
bookmarked by every lover of silent film on the internet.
Comment: This blog sits at the top of the silent film blogger hierarchy – or damn close.
Web address: sfsilentfilmfestival.blogspot.com

→ Self-Styled Siren

Farran Smith Nehme (the “Siren”) is a highly revered in the film blog community, her site
having many devoted followers. She writes from Brooklyn.
She launched her site in April 2005.
Comment: She blogs daily, her observations witty and smart. Her range of movies is quite
catholic, covering films famous and obscure. And the Garbo masthead is something to behold.
Not surprisingly, some of her recent postings have discussed Hugo (2011) and The Artist and
the merits (and importance of each.) (Note: she likes The Artist, but prefers Hugo.)
Web address: selfstyledsiren.blogspot.com
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→ SFGate City Lights

Though this blog appears in the San Francisco Chronicle, its writers are independent ones not
connected to the newspaper. Instead, a variety of prominent Bay Area experts are the
contributors, including silent film writer Thomas Gladysz.
Comment: Gladysz has an intense knowledge of, and devotion to, the subject area, and is the
only writer that I'm aware of who compiles an annual “10 Best” books on silent film which
appeared during the year. A major voice in the silent film community.
Web address: blog.sfgate.com/tgladysz/

→ Siempre in Penombra (Always in Shadows)

Armando Giuffrida and M. Teresa Antolin are the bloggers of this impressive site (written in
Italian). He is an expert in advertizing vintage film, and has worked in numerous exhibitions
and events in Italy and aboard. She collaborated on a biography of Italian master director
Luchino Visconti, has written screenplays, and produced a number of television and radio
programs.
Comment: Though in Italian, the extraordinary attention to Italian silent film – as well as
European Continental silent cinema – is striking. It features a large array of film clips on
hard-to-find Italian movies of the silent period – and it must be noted that Italy was a major
maker of silent movies during the 1910s. Films so big that they have a direct influence on
D. W. Griffith in the US. Although it is unlikely that the scope of this blog includes the work
of Clara Bow, it is still a site worth mentioning. (Google translates this site into English.)
Web address: sempreinpenombra.com

→ Silent Film Intertitles

This blog was launched in December 2010.
Comment: It is focused on a single aspect of silent film – that of the intertitles. What a
wonderful concentration since this feature was a highly imaginative – and overlooked – aspect
of this art form. In this way, the site is solely comprised of film clips highlighting the intertitles,
the material spaced between the action that could be a form of action itself! More fascinating
than one would imagine.
Web address: silentintertitles.tumblr.com

→ Silent Film Music

This blog was launched in March 2010.
Jeff Rapsis, a silent film musician, living in Bedford, NH is the blogger.
“Chronicling the ongoing adventure of staging silent film screenings with live music in
theaters in New England, USA and elsewhere.”
Comment: Like Silent Film Intertitles, this blog is devoted to a very particular but crucial
area in silent movies. As such it is important, and well worth being on this list.
Web address: silentfilmlivemusic.blogspot.com

→ Silent Locations

John Bengston is the blogger. He is a business lawyer, as well as a film historian and writer.
His specialty is researching and finding the exact locations used in the comedies of Chaplin,
Keaton, and Lloyd (but can sometimes extend to places used by other silent film artists). He
has written a number of books, and had them reviewed by the NY Times, with Forwards written
each time by Kevin Brownlow. He has also contributed to a number of DVD bonus tracks.
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Comment: This is a remarkable site, a thing of surpassing passion by a real film historian. One
cannot help but be impressed.
Web address: silentlocations.wordpress.com

→ Silent London

This blog was launched in 2010.
Pamela Hutchinson is the blogger/editor.
Like many of these sites, those interested in silent film need not keep coming back to see the
latest updates, since there is an e-mail service that sends alerts to those who sign up. (At
this point, 1,763 people are on their mailing list.) The purpose of this site is to inform fans of
silent cinema of venues and specific information within greater London of upcoming festivals,
series, events, and screenings.
Comment: A convenient resource to find out about what's going on in London, but, really, all
over the world. It's worth bookmarking.
Web address: silentlondon.co.uk

→ Silent Los Angeles

Daniel Jacob is the blogger.
As with Silent London, it's focused on the various venues in and around LA that screen silent
movies. Most of the time this means paying attention to one of the 11 places in LA that do, or
sometimes, exhibit such film. Though the blogger says that he provides weekly updates, he
hasn't posted since May 2011.
Comment: Informative, but not as impressive as Silent London.
Web address: silentla.wordpress.com

→ The Silent Movie Blog

Launched in July 2010.
Comment: This is a rather small blog, but worthy of inclusion because of the rare and interesting material (letters and photos) the author has placed on the web site.
Web address: thesilentmovieblog.wordpress

→ Silent Stanzas

This blog was launched in 2009, moving from what had been another blog called Flapper
Flickers & Silent Stanzas founded in August 2007.
Comment: A Clara Bow masthead greets the visitor to the site. The stated purpose of this blog
is that it's a place wherein readers can get “reviews, poetry, photos, stories all about silent and
pre-Code films.” An attractive-looking blog, though probably of medium importance in the end.
Web address: silentstanzas.blogspot.com

→ Silent Treatment

This blog was launched in 2007.
Comment: This site announces itself as the one-stop place to go for news in the silent film
community, rather than a person having to sift thru a lot of blogs and other internet places.
Every 2 months it generates a 4-pg. PDF of news that may be downloaded or sent directly to
one's e-mail account if you sign up. (Back issues are easily available.) Well worth doing.
Web address: www.tstnews.net
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→ Silent Volume

This blog was launched in January 2009.
The blogger is Chris (Scott) Edwards.
Comment: Edwards is a twentysomething writer with a passion for silent film in general,
rather than with any particular niche or aspect. It's an attractive site with loads of info. He
also has a sister site on Facebook – as many of these bloggers do.
Web address: silent-volume.blogspot.com

→ Silents are Golden

This blog was launched in 1998.
The blogger is Tim Lussier.
Comment: The first thing that stands out about this site is its dated look. Using a late 1990s
template, the site is in real need of a make-over. Getting past that, however, the site is fully
up-to-date. In addition, it offers essays on silent film and book reviews written by a variety of
people. It also reviews silent films. All these together help to insure that this site still matters.
Web address: www.silentsaregolden.com

→ Starts Thursday: The Art and History of Motion Picture Coming Attractions Slides

This blog was launched in June 2008.
The blogger goes by the name Silent Robert. He works in film preservation and lives in
Oakland, CA.
The first “Coming Attractions” ads in movies began in 1912 and took the form of motion
picture glass lantern slides, not advertizing done via film or celluloid strips. This is yet another
terrific instance of a site with a cool, specialized, and important concentration in an area of
silent films. Past contributors to this blog have been Diana Serra Cary and Thomas Gladysz of
The Louise Brooks Society.
Comment: Awesome site.
Web address: www.starts-thursday.com

→ Strictly Vintage Hollywood

This blog was launched in December 2008.
The blogger goes by the name Rudyfan1926.
This site is devoted to silent film and classical era Hollywood film and film culture. There is a
slight emphasis on Alfred Hitchcock, but stars and directors of that period of American film are
represented in great variety – including Clara Bow.
Comment: Not the most important silent film blog, but nice looking and kept up to date.
Web address: strictly-vintage-hollywood.blogspot.com

→ They Had Faces!

The blogger calls herself Venus Armida.
Comment: This site is devoted to the look and beauty of silent film stars, particularly the
women. It has a special regard for Clara Bow, and the blogger has even written up a helpful
biography. In addition, there is wonderful attention to the hairstyles of famous actresses, as well
as a rather extensive posting of “lavender” (gay, lesbian, bisexual) silent stars – an area that
deserves attention. Unfortunately, the most recent update was last September. I hope that the
blogger will keep up what she has started.
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Web address: theyhadfaces-silentfilmblog.blogspot.com

Societies, Forums, Databases, and Informational Web Sites (18 Items)
§ AFI Catalog
The American Film Institute (AFI) hosts this very important database that helpfully provides
information on 25,000 entries on US silent films made between 1893-1930. Detailed data
on cast, crew, plot summaries, subjects, genres, and historical notes are included for each film.
In many cases, entries from previously published catalog editions have been updated and
augmented with additional information. With funding provided by a grant from the National
Endowment for the Arts, entries for more than 750 silent feature films also include information
on availability and the sources for VHS tapes (NTSC) and DVDs (Region 1).
Comment: As with Silent Era, this major database is an indispensable research tool for everyone
interested in silent film.
Web site address: www.afi

§ Alt.movies.silent
This is a Google discussion group that started in 1992 and, until the rise of Nitrateville, was
the biggest silent film cinema discussion forum in English on the Internet. Though Nitrateville
(see below) is now the top place for such interaction, alt.movies.silent still matters. It continues
to be an excellent resource for information on all things silent film.
Web address: groups.google.com/group/alt.movies.silent

§ Clara Bow Page
William (“Bill”) Cramer launched this, the most comprehensive site on Clara Bow on the
Internet, in the late 1990s. It's encyclopedic in its range of materials on Bow, whether it be
photographs of her, but, most of all, the sheer amount of information about each of her movies.
This is both a scholar and a buff's dream, and represents incredible commitment in terms of
time, energy, and knowledge. Unfortunately the site has not been updated since 2003, although
it seems (or perhaps I am wrong) that Cramer is attempting to do so now. Indeed, there are
times the site is not able to be accessed, while on other times it's possible. It isn't too much of a
stretch to say that Cramer rivals David Stenn as the leading Clara Bow expert in the world: the
difference is that one has a book, the other a website.
Web address: www.clarabow.net

§ Edna Purviance – Nevada's Forgotten Movie Star
This site simply consists of being a place on the Internet where a 1994 article that appeared in
Nevada Magazine and written by David W. Toll is reproduced. It's a small essay on the life
and career of Chaplin's first great female co-star, Edna Purviance. One of the points that the
article makes is how the small northern Nevada towns where she was born and grew up have
not bothered to recognize her contributions to Hollywood history – strange, considering how
few Nevadans ever became top movie stars. A related personal observation is that Searchlight
has yet to honor the fact that Hollywood's greatest costume designer of all-time, Edith Head, a
woman who won more Academy Awards than any female in history – 8 Oscars out of a grand
total of 35 nominations – is barely given a scrap of recognition by that tiny ranching/mining
town. Why such poor treatment of its home-grown talent on the part of the Silver State?
Web address: www.nevadaweb.com/nevadaca/edna.html
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§ Europa Film Treasures
Launched in 2008 by Lobster Films and the MEDIA programme of the European Union. It is a
database, but is likewise also a site where one can watch restored early silent movies.
Comment: This is a superior site though it specializes in European silent cinema. Nevertheless
there are American movies featured on it as well, including, for example, a 1911 Pearl White
actioner titled The Heart of an Indian Maid (complete with handmade color stencils that were
part of the original viewing experience). A marvelous site.
Web address: www.europafilmtreasures.eu

§ Golden Silents Message Board
As with Nitrateville, this is a site for members of the silent community fan base to meet on-line
and share information. To date, over 82,500 topics have been raised by its 628 members. Unlike
Nitrateville, however, one needs to log in before one can peruse what members are chatting
about. Not as big as Nitrateville, but certainly still important. “Jill” is the site administrator.
Web address: goldensilents.proboards

§ Hollywood Heritage
The Hollywood Heritage organization is devoted to preserving all of the old-time cinematic
history and architecture of the movie capital. It maintains a museum in Hollywood, and there is
special attention to city's silent film period. It publishes a regular newsletter, and has its own
Silent Film Society. Among those on the Advisory Board are Ray Bradbury (the great science
fiction author), silent film historian Anthony Slide, and actor Michael York.
Web address: hollywoodheritage.org

§ Leonard Maltin's Movie Crazy
Leonard Maltin has been the leading popular popular film reviewer in the US since the 1970s.
His film site is a one-stop location featuring reviews, movies news, interviews, a blog (what he
calls his “journal”), pod casts, etc. While not a film scholar or historian in the academic sense,
he enjoys prestige for his bestselling film guide, stint on Entertainment Tonight, critic for Playboy and many other publications, lecturer at USC and New York's New School for Social Research, guest curator at MoMA, and other high-profile achievements. As a lover of old movies,
evidence of Maltin's dedication to silent cinema can be found everywhere on this site.
Web address: blogs.indiewire.com/leonardmaltin

§ Louise Brooks Society
Founded in 1995 by silent film archaeologist and writer Thomas Gladysz, he's kept a blog
and on-line archive regarding the society's activities since June 2009. This Bay Area society
is centered round one of cinema's greatest iconic stars, Louise Brooks (1906-1985), the star of
Pandora's Box (1929). A star of breathtaking looks, she enjoyed a short-lived acting career that
took her to Germany after she failed to obtain better roles in Hollywood. Upon returning to the
US, she found herself practically blackballed by the studios. Eventually she worked as a sales
girl, but got a 2nd life when James Card, the film curator at the Eastman House, hired her due to
knowledge and experience of silent films. This led to her rediscovery and major articles written
about her by Kenneth Tynan, a central place in Kevin Brownlow's book, and a filmed interview
of her life and career by Richard Leacock. Finally, she published her memoirs, Lulu in Hollywood. It needs to be noted that she was an especially vigorous supporter of Clara Bow's talent
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and reputation among film experts.
Web address: louisebrookssociety.blogspot.com

§ National Film Preservation Foundation
The National Film Preservation Foundation is the non-profit organization created by the US
Congress to help save America's film heritage. It supports activities nationwide that preserve
American films and improve film access for study, education, and exhibition. It was founded
in November 1997, thanks to the Academy of Motion Pictures Arts and Sciences and The Film
Foundation. This site was included in this list because of its value as a resource once a film –
such as Clara Bow's Mantrap (1926) – undergoes preservation and is now available for public
viewing and appreciation. In this way, it is a good place to check from time to time regarding
whether any of her films or those by Rex Bell are in the process of restoration.
Web address: www.filmpreservation.org

§ Nevada Movie Page
The site was created by Gary Duval after the publication of his book, The Nevada Filmography
Nearly 600 Films Made in the State, 1897 Through 2000. This 288-page book took 15 years to
write after it was noticed that the Nevada Film Office did not possess a complete listing (plus
details) of every movie known to have been made in the Silver State. The author usefully sorts
the productions by city and county listings. It's amazing that the first known movie to have been
filmed in Nevada was 1897!
Comment: The relevance of this particular site needs no justification here. Indeed, I'd suggest
purchasing the book as part of a handy book and DVD library we should be building related to
Clara Bow, Rex Bell, Nevada film, and silent cinema.
Web address: www.intercomm

§ Nitrateville
This site is the single most important one of any listed in this project. This is because it features
the comprehensive Internet forum area where film preservationists, scholars, and buffs go with
their questions, comments, and knowledge of silent film. A cursory look thru this site reveals
that the expertise of those who contribute regarding to the discussions found here possess a
daunting knowledge of the subject matter. A handful of people actively moderate the
discussions. There are 1,572 registered members who have posted over 11,000 topics across a
wide variety of central categories, comprising some 76,286 total posts. Everything that happens
in the silent film community passes thru here eventually – usually first!
Web address: www.nitrateville.com

§ The Rudolph Valentino Homepage – Falcon Lair
Donna L. Hill, the author of a well-received biography of Valentino, is the person behind this
site. (She also maintains the blog, Strictly Vintage Hollywood under the name “Rudyfan.”) The
site isn't principally to sell her book (although there is that marketing aspect), but as an
information page for fans of the great silent Latin lover. (“Falcon Lair” was the name of his
California home.) One of the biggest silent stars – indeed, of all time, Rudolph Valentino (1895(1926) headlined some of the biggest grossing films of the 1920s, and encapsulated a different,
more sensitive model of masculinity than the social norm. Although legend does surround parts
of his life even to this day, it is entirely true that 100,000 people lined the streets for his funeral
procession in NYC, and suicides were reported. As with Clara Bow, any study of 20th century
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sexual icons would have to include Valentino.
Web address: www.rudolph-valentino.com/silent-idol.htm

§ Silent Era
Carl Bennett is the editor and publisher of this website which gives invaluable assistance to the
silent film community. Since it was launched in 1999, it has painstakingly gathered all of the
available information regarding individual silent film, that is, compiling filmographies which
indicate whether the film still exists or is considered “lost,” and, if it exists, where prints of the
film are located and in what condition. Moreover, the other main informational details regarding
each film are also listed (e.g., cast, director, production crew, running time, studio, etc.) And this
is just some of the data a researcher can find here. Indispensable.
Web address: www.silentera.com

§ Silent Film Music by Ben Model: Reports from the Road, the Home Office and Theaters of The
Workings of a Silent Film Accompanist
Though he is not on the status level of a Carl Davis, Ben Model is a distinguished musician
whose specialty is silent music. He has been the live accompanist at MoMA since 1983, and
has been profiled in Time magazine. He has scored some silent film soundtracks for DVD, and
maintains a busy schedule playing for screenings and festivals in North America and Europe.
Web address: www.silentfilmmusicblog.com

§ Silent Film Wiki
Silent Film Wiki is “a collaborative encyclopedia for everything related to Silent Films and the
people who created them. The wiki format allows anymore to create or edit any article, so we
can all work together to create a comprehensive database for silent film stars.”
Comment: This helpful site informs the visitor of entries that are ones of particular quality. In
addition, upcoming events of interest to the silent film community is displayed, and a category
index shows readers the range of categories found on Wiki pertaining to silent cinema. The
article entry on Clara Bow is very good, by the way. Web address: silentfilms.wikia

§ Turner Classic Movies
TCM is the world's finest movie channel, with such an interest in cinema that it sponsors film
restoration projects and movie festivals. They have a commitment to silent cinema, and devote
Sunday evenings to playing films of that period. They also possess a good motion picture
database that, although it relies on the American Film Institute Catalog (as does Silent Era), still
gives readers and researchers knowledge of essential information on thousands of movies.
A great research tool to keep in mind. Web address: www.tcm.com

§ Unsung Divas of the Silent Screen
Greta de Groat created and maintains this site and she often posts on Nitrateville. She started
it in 2001 and regularly updated the site until December 2010.
Comment: This site highlights the work of lesser known actresses of silent film by linking web
pages separately to such performers as Norma Talmadge (1897-1957), Pauline Frederick (18831938), Clara Kimball Young (1890-1960), and Alice Joyce (1890-1960). She also provides
hyperlinks to web sites of 26 better known actresses of the time (e.g., Gloria Swanson, Theda
Bara, Lillian Gish, but none for Clara Bow). Finally, furthermore, she lists scores of other web
sites focused around silent film personalities – many of them women, but also some men.
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Unsung Divas of the Silent Screen is valuable for all of the resource information it provides, but
the other reason for its inclusion is that it's redolent of so many places on the Internet devoted
to performers of this historical film period. As there are far too many to list exhaustively, such a
site as this allows readers to get a sense of how much information exists in this field in cyberspace. Web address: www.stanford.edu/~gdegroat
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SUMMARY
The goal of this project was to develop and disseminate a modern geological and environmental
field guide designed to engage and educate students and the public at the Walking Box Ranch
(WBR) field station in southern Nevada. A series of geospatially-enhanced pod/vodcast-style
field guides were developed in which participants are expected to be in the field, observing the
landscape and features first-hand, while guided by audio tracks, remote sensing imagery, and
digital animations. Aimed at the inexperienced user, the employment of hand-held devices
provides users the ability to tailor their experience and view information about remote sensing,
geology, and geospatial technology. To facilitate the use of these resources, they are available for
free download via the web, and can be disseminated through posting on the Walking Box Ranch
website or directly through the science center at Walking Box Ranch.
The final product for the Walking Box Ranch field guide includes: (1) Eight podcast-style
modules, highlighting the local geology on the drive from Las Vegas to Walking Box Ranch as
well as on the ground at the WBR site, (2) Design of a field guide portal for Smartphone’s that
allows visualization of audio and map materials in the mobile Google Maps format, (3)
Completion of a printable WBR Regional Geologic Map, and (4) production of a Google Earth
KMZ file, for use on a home computer. All of these materials are available in a digital format
online.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR USE
All digital files are available at http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR
There are three major file types: (1) kmz files, for use with Google Earth; (2) html files, to be
accessed with a Smartphone; and (3) mp3 files, for use with a music player.
1) KMZ Files
KMZs are native Google Earth GIS files. The basic free Google Earth package is sufficient to
access and view all of the materials generated for this project. As long as Google Earth is
installed on your computer, you can simply click on the link to download and open the data.
The file is: WalkingBoxRanch.kmz (faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/WalkingBoxRanch.kmz)
This file includes links to all the podcasts, the maps, and satellite imagery referenced.

When the file opens, in the “Places” window on the left side of the screen, all the options for
following the field trip are accessible. With the Field Trip Route highlighted, click on the
"Play Tour" button, which is located in the bottom right corner of the window to do a flythrough of the route from Railroad Pass to Walking Box Ranch.
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Listen to the podcasts by clicking on the web links either in the Places window, or from the
main viewer window. To make the satellite imagery and Geologic Map visible, click on the
boxes to the left of those layers.

2) HTML Files
There are three html web files designed for use on mobile
devices. In order to access these data, simply point your
mobile device browser to the main WBR mobile site:
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR-mobile

WBR Geologic
Field Tour
Field Guide

Once the browser is set to the mobile site, the options
buttons will take you to a Google Maps page. If your mobile
device has GPS capabilities and you allow Google Maps to
use that information, your location will be identified on the
screen.

Terrain Map

Geologic Map

Field Guide:
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/index2.html
The “Field Guide” shows the location and links to all
podcasts.

Satellite

Terrain Map:
Graphical, black-and-white representation
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/index2-alt.html
of the WBR mobile site’s user interface.
The “Terrain Map” overlays the above on a terrain background.
Geologic Map:
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/index6.html
“Geologic Map” shows the vector version of the geologic map of the region.
Satellite:
http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/index3.html
“Satellite” displays the color TIR satellite imagery described in the podcast.

3) MP3 Files
All audio-tracks are located in the folder: http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/mp3/
In order to listen to these files, simply click on each link directly or through Google Earth or
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Google Maps. In order to download these files to an iPod, simply open the page using your
phone's browser (http://faculty.unlv.edu/nowicki/WBR/mp3/) and long-click on each file to save
them on the data card. In order to use iTunes, you must download these files to your computer
and transfer to your iTunes library for upload to an iPod.
a. Download files to your computer. Using a PC, simply right-click on each link and save
the file on your hard-drive. With a Mac, ctrl-click to save the files.
b. Open iTunes and import these files as new tracks. This will include them in your iTunes
library.
c. Sync your mobile device with iTunes to upload them to your iPod.

TRACK TRANSCRIPTS
Track: Introduction
“Welcome to the digital field guide for Walking Box Ranch. My name is Doctor Scott Nowicki,
and I am a Professor in Residence in the Department of Geoscience at the University of Nevada,
Las Vegas, and I am going to be your guide for today.
This program is designed to orient you to the local landscape, geologic history, and recent history
of the Mojave Desert as observed from the Walking Box Ranch UNLV Field Station. Over the
course of the next hour, as you are making your way from Las Vegas to Walking Box Ranch, I
am going to provide a series of audio tracks and descriptions of the geologic features that you are
going to see in three possible ways. First, through the window of your car…second, on the maps
I have provided in either digital or paper form, and…third, on the ground as you explore the
desert near Walking Box Ranch. This program is designed to fit your schedule and interests, so
you will be expected to make some choices as to what you would like to hear about. You should
feel free to stop any of the tracks at any point, and resume them as you please. If you are using a
Smartphone, either an Android-based or iPhone, you will see the locations of each of the tracks
on the WBR Google Maps page. If you are using an MP3 player without service, you will need
to keep an eye on the printed maps and play the tracks as you approach certain locations along
the way. Don't worry, I'll give you clues as to where to start each track. There is a lot of
flexibility and time between the locations, so you can take your time and start the track when you
are ready.
This guide will cover many of the geologic features along the way to Walking Box Ranch, and
upon our arrival at the Field Station, you will have your choice of a number of local features that
you are invited to investigate. As I said, the trip to the Field Station is about an hour, and the total
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number of tracks you investigate is up to you, but you can probably expect to be done with this
entire program in about two hours. I hope you enjoy what my team has built, and I'd be happy to
have any feedback you're willing to provide. I’ll tell you how to submit feedback at the end of
the program.
Start the next track once you are past Railroad Pass, as soon as you make the turn off of Boulder
Highway onto Highway 95 heading south toward Laughlin.”
Track: One (Geography)
“As we make the turn onto Highway 95 heading south, we enter the Eldorado Valley. As you
look straight ahead down the road, taking up a large portion of the bottom of the valley, is a very
flat, light colored surface, the Eldorado playa. Dry lakes such as these are a classic desert
landform that is common throughout the Mojave and Great Basin.
If you turn around and look behind us, you will see the River Mountains, which lie between
Boulder City and Henderson.
To the left are the Eldorado Mountains, an impressive looking range that borders the Colorado
River Valley. And…directly in front, beyond the playa is the Highland Range, a disconnected
rocky highland that we will pass by on the highway. And…finally, to our right is the extensive
McCullough Range that stretches from Henderson many miles south, nearly to Walking Box
Ranch.
If you have a Smartphone, turn on the Google Maps app and turn on the Terrain Map…or if you
are running the WBR app, click on the Terrain Button.
If you look to your right at the McCullough Range, you can see that there appears to be layering
in the rocks. In some places, the layering is distinct, and in other places, it looks more massive,
random, or blocky. Similar variable layers are viewable in the Eldorados, where bands of color or
rock hardness distinguish layers within the mountain landscape. The colors can also vary widely.
There are dark black rocks; red, yellow, brown, and very few are continuous. If you were to get
up close and inspect the rock from each of these mountains, you would find that they are all
volcanic in origin. In fact, nearly every rocky outcrop that you can see within the Eldorado valley
at this point is a volcanic rock. But, as it turns out, none of them are the original shape as when
they erupted, so we don't refer to any of these mountains as a volcano, like Mt. St. Helens in
Washington or Mauna Loa in Hawaii.
But all of these mountains were volcanoes, or were built by volcanic events at some point in the
past.
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Put in terms of geologic history, the volcanic eruptions in this region all happened at roughly the
same time period, between 15-to-20-million years ago. This was during the period that we call
the “Miocene.” The Miocene occurred after the great Cretaceous extinction, 65 million years
ago, so this was after the fall of the dinosaurs, and well into the time when mammals were the
dominant land animals. During the Miocene, the west coast of North America was different than
it was today, and volcanism occurred throughout southern NV, AZ, and CA. But the Miocene
was a long period of time. It actually includes all the events that occurred between 23 and 5 mya.
Each of these volcanoes erupted many times, and a lot of those eruptions were violent. But like
the Yellowstone volcano today, there was a lot of time between eruptions. The layers in the
Eldorados and McCulloughs are a testament to that history. Any given rock can be dated with
some accuracy to a single eruption, but the mountain as a whole may be composed of many
eruptive events. This is what gives us the diversity of colors and mineral compositions that we
see. One type of eruption may have occurred in the Eldorado Caldera, and deposited tens of
square miles of lava, but the region may then have sat quietly for hundreds or thousands of years
before the next eruption occurred. So while it is easy to say that the McCulloughs are volcanic
rocks deposited around 15 million years ago, the real story is much more involved, punctuated
with momentous violent events separated by long periods of quiet serenity.
Local volcanism had completely stopped by the end of the Miocene, so for many millions of
years, these volcanoes cooled, eroded, and were broken apart by tectonic forces. So, when we
look at these volcanic mountains, what we are seeing is the faulted, weathered, and often the
internal structure of these ancient volcanoes.
As you can see from the terrain view, the Eldorado Playa sits in a flat lowland between all of
these mountain ranges, the River, Eldorado, Highlands, and McCollough ranges. This interior
lowland is entirely surrounded by higher topography, and the valley doesn’t drain out in a river
channel, like most valleys around the world. Rather, it is a closed basin.
Once you reach the bottom of the valley, just after mile marker [to be inserted], pull off to the
side of the road and exit the vehicle. Walk out onto the playa and start the next track.”
Track: Playa
“The surface you are standing on is a fairly unique geologic environment. Commonly it is
referred to as a dry lake, but geomorphologists call it a “playa.”
Reach down and touch the playa surface. Try to dig out a piece and then crush it between your
fingers. How big do you think the particles are that make up the playa surface? Is it sand-sized
grains? Maybe dust-sized grains? And how do you think these sediments got here?
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If you turn all the around and look at the terrain surrounding the playa, you’ll see that the land
seems to rise in all directions. So, the place that we are standing is the lowest elevation in the
local area. In fact, every surface that we can see from this vantage point is located within the
Eldorado watershed or drainage basin. When rain falls anywhere within this basin, it eventually
winds up right here, in the bottom of the valley. In most valleys around the world, this kind of
thing doesn’t happen. More often, the water that accumulates in the bottom of most valleys
continues to flow downstream into rivers, and eventually to the ocean. In these cases, the
drainage pattern is called dendritic, like the branches of a tree, where little gullies feed into
streams, streams into rivers, and on and on until the largest river dumps into the sea. If you
crossed over the ridge behind Boulder City, you’d be able to see the Colorado River valley,
which acts like a normal valley, feeding rain water in the Colorado River. But the drainage basin
we are standing in is a uniquely desert valley...a closed drainage basin, which means that any
water that hits the land never finds is way out, except by evaporation. So when rain falls on the
east slopes of the McCullough Range, the water flows downhill, eroding and weathering bits of
the rocks over which it flows and carrying all that downstream, towards us. But, once it reaches
the playa, it just stops here. If you come out here after a big storm, you might be able to see the
playa full of water. Over time, that water soaks into the ground, and evaporates back in to the air.
Finally, all that is left are the sediments that the rainwater carried downstream. The sediments
that we are standing on are the weathered products derived from the land that surrounds the
playa. In this case, it is mostly made up of clays, but there is often some salt mixed in. It is those
minerals in very small silt and clay particle sizes that give the playa its bright color.
Take some time looking around the playa. Start the next track a few miles down the road, once
you get close to the solar power plant you can see off to the South.”

Track: Satellite Imagery
“As we pass by Eldorado Valley Road on the right, which heads off to the west toward the
Nevada Solar One power plant, we make our way into the region covered by the Satellite image.
From the WBR Field Guide menu, select the Satellite button, or if you have a copy of the printed
map, you can see Highway 95 the NS1 plant labeled on the image.
This satellite image is probably different from any other satellite image you have seen. The vivid
colors do not represent true visible colors on the ground, but rather information related to
wavelengths of light outside the visible portion of the spectrum. This is an image derived from
thermal infrared light, as seen by the Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection
Radiometer or ASTER. ASTER is operated by NASA on the Terra Spacecraft, which was
launched in 1999 and orbits at 700 km above the surface of the Earth. The ASTER instrument
collects information at a spatial resolution of 90 meters per pixel in the TIR, which is why the
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image that you are looking at is not as sharp as other satellite images. But, what it lacks in
resolution it makes up for in its unique geologic perspective.
While the ASTER instrument collects information in many different wavelengths, and can be
used to produce a variety of image types, the wavelength combination employed for this image is
a standard set that can be used to directly interpret the mineralogy of the surface. Each primary
color, RED, GREEN, and BLUE represents a well-characterized mineralogy. Looking at this
image, red colors represent quarts-rich or felsic mineralogies such as quartz sandstone, or
granite. A deep blue color represent mafic mineralogy, like dark black basalt. And the greenest
pixels represent exposures of carbonate, or limestone. Thus, when you see bright red, blue, or
green colors, they are endmembers of these mineralogies, and each tends to have a distinct origin
and geologic history. Other colors, like purple, yellow, or cyan, represent either pixels that
contain a mixture of those endmember compositions, or the rock that is exposed has an
intermediate composition, like andesite, which lies directly between felsic and mafic
compositions. So just by looking at the colors in the thermal image, you can identify a basic
mineralogy better than you could with a visible satellite image.
As you can see on the image, the red green and blue colors cover distinctly different areas, and
can occur on mountainous terrain as well as on the slopes in the valleys. I told you earlier that
both the Eldorados to the east and the McCulloughs to the west are volcanic rocks, and are
comparable in age, and you can see that they are both mostly cyan in color. But there is also a
layer of red in the Eldorados, suggesting a different composition flow. If you look closely out the
window to your left, you might be able to make out a reddish layer in the mountain that contrasts
with the overlying darker rocks. This reddish layer just happens to coincide with the red in the
satellite image, although the fact that they are both red is simply a coincidence. Now turn and
look at the rocks in the McCullough range on your right, and although there are certainly layers
within the rocks, they are all the same intermediate composition, so they appear cyan in the
image.
As we drive south on the highway, you can see that we are passing through one of the more
variably-colored areas, where there are stripes of yellow within the red. But more commonly, the
smoother terrain in the valleys are red-colored.”
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ASTER thermal infrared image of the Mojave Desert surrounding Walking Box Ranch.

ASTER visible and near-infrared image of the Mojave Desert surrounding Walking Box Ranch.
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Track: Walking Box Ranch Orientation
Transcript unavailable. File includes a description of Walking Box Ranch and the geologic
context for the region.

Track: Surface
“For this track, you need to find a natural -looking area that looks like it hasn't been disturbed by
activities on the ranch. Probably the best place to go is across the dirt WBR road to the west, but
really any natural-looking surface will work. You don’t have to go too far, just off the road and a
few meters into the open desert. You can Stop this track and start it back up when you think
you’ve found a good spot.............
The surface you are standing on is the closest thing to soil in this part of the desert. Most of the
time we think of soil as having a dark black or brown organic-rich layer. Of course, we don't see
that here. But, this surface does exhibit the characteristics that we use to define soil. There are
layers that exchange water and gas with the atmosphere, there is some amount of organic
materials and microbial activity. More importantly, it is able to support some amount of plant
life, and its current state is due in part to ongoing geological and biological processes.
It turns out that the best description for this surface is an alluvial fan. That means it is made up of
alluvium, sediments derived from the local highlands, and the process that has moved, sorted,
and shaped these sediments are all related, surprisingly, to rainfall, primarily high-energy desert
storms. This is a key element to the formation of desert landscapes, there is rarely water
interacting with the surface, but when it does, it tends to occur in flash floods. If you've lived in
Las Vegas for a few years, you'll know what a flash flood looks like. ...
This surface is a great place to learn about the surrounding geology, because the rocks and
sediment that we can see in the soil under our feet is derived from the mountains in the distance.
This makes the alluvial fan a grab bag of rock and mineral samples that we would otherwise
have to go to the outcrops in the mountains to see. Get down and close with these sediments, and
see what they are made of. In fact, the best idea is to just pick a good spot and sit down. Don't
worry, I can wait.
Pick up the largest rock in reach, and look at it closely. I'm going to venture a guess that almost
any sizable rock you can find has white and gray, maybe even some black crystals in it. And
those crystals line up in a kind of layering. The layering is referred to as foliation, and it is
evidence that the rock has been metamorphosed. Metamorphism is the process by which a
previously existing rock undergoes high pressures and temperatures as it gets pushed down into
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the crust, and as a function of that, the rock's crystals get rearranged to accommodate this
pressure. So if you did actually pick up a piece of metamorphic rock that means that the
mountain range to the west is actually composed of metamorphic rocks. If you look at the
geologic map, you can see that the southern portion of the McCulloughs are composed of this
metamorphic rock "gneiss" (spelled g.n.e.i.s.s.), which is drastically different from the northern
volcanic part of the McCulloughs in terms of composition and history. This rock wasn't formed
by a volcanic eruption. It originally was a granitic intrusion, meaning it was magma that got
stuck in the crust and was never erupted. But, the story is actually way more complex. After the
magma intruded the crust, it stayed for a long time, possibly hundreds of millions of years...and
then at a later point, the entire crust was pushed deep down in to the interior of the earth. And I
don't mean just a little deeper, but probably 10 km or more in to the subsurface of the planet. And
then, at an even later date, the entire section was uplifted, and all the rocks that covered it were
eroded off to expose this metamorphic core. The only way to do this kind of up and down
heaving of the crust is through mountain building. As the story goes, probably around 1.7 Billion
years ago, this whole process started, with an intrusion followed by compression and subduction,
followed by uplift. And this was all before the Miocene. So, what we have here is a piece of the
original or basement rock of the crust. Before about 1.7 Billion years ago, there was no NA here,
it was just ocean, and in the intervening time, the crust was accreted to produce the continent as
we know it. Most likely, if you dig deep enough into the overlying rocks anywhere in the
Southwest, you'll find this sort of basement rock below. And, here we are lucky enough to see
evidence of this metamorphic core because of Basin and Range extension, the faulting and
thinning of the crust that happened after the eruption of the Miocene volcanics.
So that's what you can see in the bigger rocks. But, you might also be able to find black rocks in
this alluvium. The black rocks are much younger than the 1.7 billion year-old metomrphic
gneiss, and they are probably around the same age as the other Miocene volcanism, although
they might be a little younger. The source of these rocks is also fairly close at hand. If you follow
the ridgeline of the McCulloughs to the south, you'll see some really jagged looking peaks, and if
you squint your eyes and use your imagination they might even look like turrets of a castle.
These are called the Castle Peaks, and they are miocene aged volcanics that are a little more
mafic in composition, meaning that they are more basaltic in character. If you happen to see a
black rock on the alluvial fan, this is a sample of these more mafic lava flows. The peaks
themselves are volcanic breccia, and the word breccia implies a broken, shattered character. If
you made your way up to these peaks, you'd be able to see that the lava flows contain lots and
lots of broken rock pieces, or clasts in an otherwise fine-grained matrix. As these flows erode,
some of these clasts are a little more resistant, so they get carried for some distance down the
alluvial fans. That's why we have a small number of these rocks available out here, even though
they look like they don't belong with the rest of the sediment.
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The rest of the alluvial fan is made up of finer grained sediments. Pick up a handful of these
sediments and look at them closely. You can see a lot of white and translucent grains that are
maybe a couple of millimeters in diameter, although sometimes larger. By far the majority of
these grains are composed of quarts. Quartz is a resistant mineral, so that when it weathers and
erodes out of the gneiss, each individual quartz grain remains intact. In the process of flowing
downstream, the edges get rounded off but the quartz grain is one of the toughest minerals in the
crust. Even though there is more than quartz in the gneiss, this is the mineral that is going to last
longer than any of the others, thus it tends to dominate these weathered sediment-covered
surfaces. This is why when we looked at the satellite image, that most of the alluvial fans are
dominated by quartz-rich compositions, and thus are colored red.
When you are satisfied with your investigation of the rocks and minerals in the soil, we're going
to walk around a bit to get a better perspective of the local morphology. When you are ready,
start the next track."

Track Flora and Fauna:
“Across the highway from Walking Box Ranch is the Wee Thump Wilderness Area, which
encompasses the Joshua tree forest as can be seen around the ranch. The name Wee Thump is
taken from the Paiute phrase “the old ones” and refers to the old growth Joshua trees that are so
abundant in the area. The largest trees in the forest can be as much as 250 years old, and it is this
age and size of the Joshua trees that make the Wee Thump and surrounding area a fantastic
habitat for nesting birds, in a landscape where otherwise woody material is at a premium.
Although the Joshuas are certainly ancient trees, it turns out that a much more common plant can
be significantly older.
The most abundant plant on the landscape…and really one of the most abundant plants in the
desert southwest…is the Creosote bush. Creosote is the bush with long woody stems with tiny
waxy leaves. This hearty plant can thrive in a wide range of elevations, rainfall, and temperature.
The interesting thing about creosote is that even though every season, the plant flowers and
produces a huge number of fuzzy seeds, these seeds rarely germinate. Rather than reproducing
sexually, they are much more successful cloning. A single bush over time will split into multiple
crowns with the same genetic code, and as a result, there will be many plants that are effectively
the same as the original. In this way, the creosote is considered to be one of the oldest living
plants on the planet, with a few examples more than 10,000 years old. You can tell the older
plants from younger ones by looking for crown rings, where a number of plants cluster around in
a circle. These rings are formed when one original plant in the center produced a set of clones.
Of course, the reason why this area is protected is not because of the common creosote, but
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rather the high density of Joshua trees. But, in addition to the plants, the ranch and wilderness
also protect habitat for wildlife as well, and probably the most interesting of the animals you
might see is the Mojave Desert Tortoise.”

ASSESSMENT
Analysis of reviews from pilot Teacher Education Workshop
On June 23, 18 participants in the Nevada State College-run Nevada Collaborative Teaching
Improvement Program teacher education workshop field tested the first set of modules in a halfday field trip to Walking Box Ranch. These NV middle and high school science teachers utilized
the modules in a non-Smartphone application, with an MP3 player and guidance by the PI. The
entire trip took approximately 4 hours to complete, starting at the Rail Road Pass and finishing at
the Ranch. After completing the modules, the participants were given a tour of Walking Box
Ranch structures.
These participants later provided feedback on content and applicability, which will be used to
refine the modules. The focus was on using these tools in the classroom or on field trips for
middle and high school students. Information obtained from the teachers from both observations
and a survey indicate that these materials are appropriate for focused field-trip activities, but that
they require too much guidance for a public user to walk up and use the module easily.
Written Evaluation:
The following questionnaire was provided to participants.
Please provide feedback about the use of the Walking Box Ranch Podcast in your teaching.
Rate the following questions on a scale of 1 to 4 with 1 being the lowest score and 4 the highest.
1. The Podcast was an effective learning tool for me personally.
2. The Podcast will be an effective learning tool for my students.
3. Please provide comments on the overall effectiveness of the Podcast.
4. The spoken text of the Podcast was
5. Please provide comments on the spoken text of the Podcast.
6. Please provide any additional feedback you might have on the use of the Podcast.
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NeCoTIP 2011 Podcast Survey Results:
The Podcast was found to be a very effective tool for 5 of the 17 participants (29%), an effective
tool for 10 (59%), and a somewhat effective tool for 2 (12%). The Podcast will be a very
effective tool for the students of 4 participants (24%), an effective tool for 9 (53%), a somewhat
effective tool for 2 (12%), and not at all effective for 1 (6%). The spoken text of the Podcast was
evaluated to be very effective for 9 participants (53%) and effective for 8 (47%). Nine
evaluations (53%) stated that the pacing was good and the Podcasts were clear and easy to
understand. Only 1 participant (6%) suggested that the terms be explained for those who are not
geologists. Two evaluations (12%) agreed that the Podcasts does not replace the teacher and
preferred more interaction.
Implementation:
As a function of the field test, a variety of changes were made to the Field Guide. Given the
technological knowledge limitations of the participating users, it was found that many educators
lack the basic computer skills necessary to download and play basic audio files. Therefore, a
more simplified file format was developed for all materials so that a traditional field trip can
more easily utilize materials. The following adjustments were made: (1) All the audio files and
maps were altered to be used in hard-copy and on a non-geospatial mobile devices (iPods). (2)
The maps were reformatted in order to be viewed directly with links to a simple web page using
mobile devices. (3) The Google Earth file was reformatted to act as a virtual field trip, and can be
a stand-alone product for visualizing the geology and natural history of the Walking Box Ranch
area.
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Ground Sourced Heat Pump (GSHP) Vs PV Systems – an Economic
Comparison
Prepared by
Dr. Suresh B. Sadineni and Srikanth Madala
Center for Energy Research, Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Nevada Las Vegas 89154

INTRODUCTION
From Montana's minus 70 degree temperature, to the highest temperature ever recorded in the U.S. - 134
degrees in Death Valley, California, in 1913 - many parts of the country experience seasonal temperature
extremes. A few feet below the earth's surface, however, the ground remains at a relatively constant
temperature. Although the temperatures vary according to latitude, at six feet underground, temperatures
range from 45 degrees to 75 degrees Fahrenheit [1]. Thus, ground can act as a heat source/sink to
heat/cool the conditioning space depending on the season. On the other hand, Solar Photovoltaic (PV)
technology has been a widely proven technology, and is highly effective in the high insolation regions of
the desert south-west. Therefore, the intent of this study is to perform an economic analysis to compare
the following options:
1. The electrical energy savings due to up gradation of a air source heat pump (ASHP) to ground
source heat pump (GSHP)
2. Electrical energy generated through installing Photovoltaic panels.

WORKING PRINCIPLE BEHIND GEOTHERMAL HEAT PUMPS
In the winter, they move the heat from the earth into your house. In the summer, they pull the heat from
your home and discharge it into the ground. Studies show that approximately 70 percent of the energy
used in a geothermal heat pump system is renewable energy from the ground [1].
Geothermal heat pumps are durable and require little maintenance. They have fewer mechanical
components than other systems, and most of those components are underground, sheltered from the
weather. The underground piping used in the system is often guaranteed to last 25 to 50 years and is
virtually worry-free. System life is estimated at 25 years for the inside components and 50+ years for the
ground loop.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR GROUND SOURCE HEAT PUMP (GSHP)
The accurate prices of installed ground source heat pumps vary substantial depending on the contractor,
technology and skilled labor availability. The cost of drilling depends on the terrain and other local
factors. Various sources such as [1] [6] give information on installation cost of GSHP. According to [4], a
tax credit of 30% ( without a cap) is available for geothermal heat pumps, through the year 2016.

Calculation of air conditioning load for the buildings at Walking Box Ranch
HVAC Rule of thumb: For office buildings (National average) = 310 ft2/Ton
= 1/310 Ton/ft2 = 0.003226 Ton/ft2
Waling Box Ranch Total Building area (ft2)

= 17000

Total tonnage of the Air Conditioning unit = l7000 ft2 *0.003226 Ton/ft2
= 54.839 Tons ~ 55 Tons
= 660000 Btu/h
There are various air conditioning technologies available in the market which can handle this kind of air
conditioning load. The heating load (during Winter/cold outside) of these technologies is usually
handled through one of the ways shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Comparison of Heating Efficiencies of Various Space Heating Systems

Type of Heating System
Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP)
Ground Source Heat Pump
(GSHP)

Coefficient of Performance (COP) of the
system
~ 1.75 to 2.5 [5]
~ 3.0 to 6.0 [5]

The Coefficient of Performance (C.O.P) of a system indicates a lower input energy to the system for the
same output conditioning. As shown in Table 1, ground source heat pump (GSHP) has higher C.O.P
than the Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) signifying it‟s better performance and potential energy savings
for heating and cooling.
Air Source Heat Pump (ASHP) V/s Ground Source Heat Pump (GSHP)

Using Energy-10 software program, the difference in the annual electrical energy consumptions for GSHP
and ASHP are obtained for a building in Las Vegas (the Las Vegas weather is assumed to be very close
approximation of WBR weather). The C.O.P of ASHP is assumed to be 2.5 in the model while the

C.O.P of GSHP is varied from 3 through 5 with intervals of 0.5. The results obtained are shown
in Table and Table .

The results in Table 2 details the amount of electrical energy saved through upgrading from
ASHP to GSHP. As the C.O.P of the GSHP system increases, the amount of electrical energy
saved also increases.
Table 2. Electrical Energy saved through the upgrade to GSHP systems with various higher C.O.P s

C.O.P of GSHP System

Energy saved by replacing Std. ASHP by GSHP
for 17000 ft2 building (kWh)

3

27200

3.5

45900

4

59500

4.5

71400

5

78200

5.5

83300

The COP of the GSHPs and the additional costs vary significantly as mentioned before. The
influence of COP and the additional cost of GSHP compared to ASHP on the worth of electrical
energy savings is shown in the Table 3.

The highlighted region in Table is a most probable market estimate of the LCOEGHSP value.

Table 3. The levelized cost of the saved electrical energy (LCOEGHSP) by upgrading from standard ASHP to
GSHP.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS FOR PHOTOVOLTAICS (PV)
A simple economic model is developed to enumerate the life cycle costs (LCC) of PV
technologies that are suitable for our application and readily available in the market. The analysis
is carried out for Las Vegas, NV (Latitude: 36.083° N Longitude: 115.15° W). This analysis is
performed for a 1 kW fixed PV installation at a tilt angle equivalent to the local latitude and
facing due south. Solar resource information is obtained from NREL Redbook [10]. This model
assumes that there is no storage (battery) system used in the PV installation. A nominal interest
rate (tn) of 10% and a general energy inflation rate (i) of 3% are used in the computation of LCC.
The life span of PV technology is assumed to be 25 years. The actual interest rate (t) is derived
from the nominal interest rate (tn) and the inflation rate (i) by using Eq.(1) [9].
[

𝟏+
𝟏+

− 𝟏]

The economic analysis takes the following costs into consideration:

𝟏

Capital costs
The installed capital cost ($/W) of PV installation is assumed to vary in the market ranging from
$3/Wp to $5/Wp. The total capital (Ctotal capital) is assumed to be borrowed at an actual interest rate (t). The
capital recovery factor (Kd) calculates the constant annual installment (X) that is repaid all through the 25
years to completely pay back the borrowed total capital.
𝟏+
𝟏+
−𝟏

Future Costs
These are the costs that are encountered in the future during the operational life of the PV installation.
„Annual costs‟ are specific future costs which occur on a regular basis all through the operation life of the
plant. All these costs take into account the influence of nominal interest rate (tn) and a general inflation
rate (i).
a) Annual Operation and Maintenance (O&M) costs constitute 1.8% of the total capital cost of the
installation [12]. The life cycle O&M costs (LCCO&M) are calculated from annual O&M costs
using the following equation, accounting for the inflation and interest rates.
(

b)

𝟏+
)
−

[𝟏 − (

𝟏+
) ]
𝟏+

Annual „„All Risk‟‟ insurance premium (it includes theft insurance and damages from natural or
others accidental events) is considered 0.3% of the installation‟s total capital cost [12]. The life
cycle insurance costs (LCCinsur.) are evaluated using an equation similar to the case of life cycle
O&M costs.

(

𝟏+
)
−

𝟏+
[𝟏 − (
) ]
𝟏+

Total Life Cycle Cost
The total life cycle cost (LCCtotal) is the sum of all the different life cycle costs incurred. It can be
expressed as:
+
Where,

+

LCCcapital=Life cycle capital costs
X= Constant annual installment to recover a capital Ctotal capital over „n‟ years
LCCO&M= Life cycle O&M costs
LCCinsur.= Life cycle insurance costs
Here, the life cycle cost of the capital is the major contributor to the total life cycle costs irrespective of
the PV technology type.
An overall derate factor (includes inverter and transformer losses, mismatch losses, DC/AC wiring
losses, soiling losses etc) of 0.81 is considered to convert kWhDC electrical energy output to kWhAC
electrical energy output. The life cycle total energy output (LCtotal energy output) is the total amount of AC
electrical energy (kWhac) produced by the PV plant during its whole life time (25 years in this case). The
life cycle DC electrical energy generated in 25 years by a 1 kW installation is 44.644 MWh. The life
cycle costs for the range of installed PV capital costs are tabulated in Table 2. A close approximation of
the LCOE values are calculated using the following equation and are presented in Table 2.

The results for a 1kW PV system is shown in Table 2. The highlighted LCOE values are most commonly
encountered in the current PV market.
Table 2. LCOE for PV technology for varying capital costs
Market price of Installed PV

Total Life Cycle Cost (LCC) of

Estimate of levelized cost of

Capacity ($/kWp)

1 kWp installation ($)

Energy (LCOE) ($/kWh)

3000

7065.89

0.158

3250

7654.71

0.171

3500

8243.54

0.185

3750

8832.36

0.198

4000

9421.19

0.211

4250

10010.01

0.224

4500

10598.83

0.237

4750

11187.66

0.251

5000

11776.48

0.264

Tax rebates and utility incentives are available for PV but are not considered in the above analysis.
Some cost parameters such as taxes, replacement costs etc. are neglected in the current economic analysis.

CONCLUSION
The comparative analysis suggests that both ground source heat pump technology and Photovoltaic
technology are both competitive green technologies in the current market. The most probably monetary
worth of electrical energy saved due to upgrading a standard air sourced heat pump (ASHP) to ground
sourced heat pump (GSHP) is in the range of $0.15 - $0.19 per kWh. Similarly, the most probable cost of
electrical energy generated from PV panels is between $0.198 and $0.237. The comparison of energy
costs shows that without any government incentives, the GSHP seems to be a better option than the PV
systems. Although, this economic analysis didn‟t consider the U.S. federal, state and utility incentives,
they may substantially influence the final costs and hence the cost effectiveness of one over other. We
suggest that both the technologies have to be considered during the design phases of the project.
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About the Author
It should be noted that the current Physical Security Coordinator (PSC) should be replaced in the
near future by a person who is an employee of the Walking Box Ranch complex. The current
PSC is a retired National Park Service (NPS) Ranger with an excess of 33 years of service as a
Park Ranger. The PSC served as the Chief Park Ranger of Lake Mead National Recreation Area
for over 17 years, the Chief Park Ranger of Death Valley National Monument for 5 years prior
and as a Fire Management Officer, Structural and Wildland Fire Chief of two areas, Safety
Officer for Death Valley, and was the first temporary Chief Ranger of the Mohave National
Preserve when taken over from the BLM to the National Park Service, and the Parashant
National Monument where combining the BLM and NPS in one cohesive unit was important.
With an extensive background in Emergency Medical Service (former Medic), fee collection
(both entrance stations and campgrounds) as well as in Special Use Permits (both issuing permits
and management of permits), Special Operations Chief for a Special Event and Tactical Team
(teams total with 11 persons on each team) that covered many areas all over the country, and
Search and Rescue.

Recommendations
This recommended physical security plan contains minimum standards required. Standards cover
the subjects of perimeter, entry, and interior security, and security planning. Security design has
been done by Network West Technology Consulting Firm and the Bureau of Land Management
Las Vegas Field office. This is not an all-inclusive study of protection operations.
The table of recommendations lists each subject, its corresponding items of security, whether the
item is required or recommended. The table is meant to be a guide. The (Physical Security
Coordinator) PSC highly recommends and adheres to the “Minimum Required Standards” and
the “Standards Recommended Based on Facility Evaluation”. Standards Based on Facility
Evaluation are items determined to be required by the PSC after careful consideration of the
mission and purpose of each of the buildings at the Ranch. “Desirable” recommendations are
those standards that might apply to higher security status level facilities but should be viewed as
proactive suggestions.
Passive and Active Alarm systems, video surveillance systems, and fire management handling
operations are individually addressed in this section. Each one of the systems should be looked at
as a piece of the overall integrated program. These suggestions are given in an attempt to
communicate the basic security needs of Walking Box Ranch. While these examples are in line
with the recommended standards, this PSC realizes that the equipment and technology used for
these systems is advancing daily and flexibility for newly developing equipment should be left in
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the Request for Proposal process of construction contracting. Vendors and equipment specialists
may be able to substantially decrease the quantity and cost of devices through advancing
technology. Once again, the outline does not cover all aspects of protection operations such as
the money collection operation and should not replace consultation with the PSC or other subject
matter experts throughout the planning, design, and construction phases.
Through an agreement with the Bureau of Land Management, the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas has the authority and jurisdiction to oversee and/or perform the protection functions called
for in this report. The PSC concurs with the corresponding response to incidents meet the
following standards by:
Responding to criminal occurrences, incidents, and life threatening events through the use of
authorized local law enforcement officers and fire protection officials where a response
agreement is in effect.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Installing and maintaining perimeter security devices and systems if they are monitored
to provide timely response by authorized personnel.
Implementing crime and fire prevention activities.
Investigating crimes and violations of State and Federal statutes, recording and evaluating
reports of criminal incidents and fires both structural and wild land in nature, and
referring findings and evidence to appropriate enforcement agencies.
Entering into cooperative agreements with local law enforcement and fire agencies.
Performing physical security surveys and providing security advisory services.
Coordinating a comprehensive Occupant Emergency Program.
Periodically evaluating the effectiveness of protection services by in-depth inspections of
procedures and records.

The PSC understands that the University of Nevada, Las Vegas already has General Agreements
with local law enforcement agencies and the Bureau of Land Management in furtherance of the
Protection Program. Whenever possible, agreements should be established, in writing via
agreements, with any Federal, State, or local agency with the potential to increase the ability or
efficiency of the University of Nevada, Las Vegas Police Department to protect Walking Box
Ranch and its human resources.
Written proposals must be obtained from reputable and qualified companies that understand both
structural and wild land fire operations before any detection and intrusion systems are put in
place.
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When review and instillation of a security system to include intrusion and fire the following are
an example of reputable security firms in the greater Las Vegas area there are many more
companies in addition to these:
Alarmco, Inc of Las Vegas  (702) 382-5000  www.alarmco.com
ADT Security Solutions of Las Vegas  (702) 243-9644  www.adt.com
Security Unlimited of Las Vegas (702)  733-0022  www.security-unlimited.com
During the review process the following should be considered:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Budget
Initial system installations
Monitoring
Future expansion
How the system is to be serviced in the present and future
Fire, both structural and wild land a very critical component in historic structures
Unacceptable are any use of voice transmitted alarms
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas dispatch center should have full capabilities
in receiving all systems in place as well as the ability to respond either directly or
by calling another agency direct to handle the situation
Existing and new exterior doors, locks, and hinges should be hardened to delay
unauthorized entry
Panic capabilities

The use of video (at the time of report preparation)
At this time there is no use of video in any form at the ranch or on the land.

Recommendations for the use of video
The following list of recommendations can be based upon existing conditions and equipment; it
is the opinion of the PSC that the list is in priority order. It also should be noted that at least three
companies bid for the placement of this equipment before any work is done. At a minimum, the
PSC recommends the following:
1. Install color video camera in the main entry lunchroom area to observe all pedestrian
traffic entering and leaving through main entry.
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2. Install color video camera on front of ranch house to observe activity along the front of
the building, concentration on doors and windows. (NOTE: this camera could be located
toward one side of the ranch house taking in one side as well.)
3. Install color video camera towards the rear of the ranch house to observe activity
concentration on windows and doors. (NOTE: this camera could be located toward the
opposite corner as #2 and take in one side of the ranch house as well.)
4. Install color video camera in main floor store to observe activity throughout retail display
areas.
5. Install color video camera on main floor corridor in the “Great Room” to observe
activity.
6. Install color video camera on second floor stairs (looking down) to observe activity on
the stairs as well as in the in exhibit areas below.
7. Install digital video recorder in second floor bedroom display area.
8. It is not necessary to put a license plate reader in place at this time.

Intrusion Systems
The intrusion detection system (IDS) has been recommended by Networks West Technology
consulting firm and others should be considered as well. It is again recommended that at least
three creditable recommendations in writing are done before a final decision is made for who
does the work.

Fire Risk
This was not a part of the evaluation however must be addressed immediately as in historical
structures fire is an extreme danger. Fire may come from sources like buildings or other
structures, wild land fire, arson, accidental, and many other causes. The list of combustibles is
extreme and the location of this Ranch makes this even more critical. This must be addressed
immediately and upon construction and refitting of building a sprinkler system and good alarm
system are needed. Who responds to the types of fire also is important and must be addressed.

Current fire protection
None known at the time of this survey.
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Recommended fire protection
•
•
•

Develop long term fire protection plan both structural and wild land in nature.
Assure that all staff members are familiar with use of fire extinguishers and
evacuation plans.
Contact a local fire chief knowledgeable in wildland fire as well as structural fire
for recommendations.

Survey of Walking Box Ranch area
Walking Box Ranch and grounds were visited on December 9, 2011 by the Physical Security
Coordination (PSC), during a tour of the Ranch House and subsequent walking on the grounds.
Main Entry is gained through a gated area adjacent to the parking lot is used at this time. The
first structure to come to was a barn in need of many repairs to make it safe, then the Bunk house
used to house people, restrooms, and a small kitchen and sitting area. The ranch house was next
with exhibit areas on the first and second floor which are not regularly patrolled by any staff
member and only during special occasions such as this day were people stationed in each exhibit
room. Whenever possible, uniformed staff members (some form of UNLV uniform shirt and
pants) should walk about the exhibit areas, retail sales areas, and restrooms. A list provided by
the University should tell of any special use the visitors names, company (if used) represented,
and a contact person who made this recommendation.
Through proper agreements, the following responding departments will be listed in case of some
type of emergency or response is needed. These include but are not limited to:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

The University of Nevada, Las Vegas Police Department
The Bureau of Land Management Las Vegas Field Office
Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Department
The town of Searchlight Nevada Volunteer Fire Department
Clark County Fire and Rescue Department
The National Park Service Law Enforcement and Medical Rangers
The National Park Service Wild Fire and Structural Fire staff

The following points were identified as problem areas during the survey:
•
•
•
•
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The parking area is poor and not laid out at all.
There is no lighting in the parking area.
Exterior lighting on the property is poor and minimal.
All exterior doors are improperly secured.

•
•
•
•

•
•

The out buildings of which some containing items useful to the ranch are not protected.
The alarm transmission system is non-existent and below any acceptable standard.
Accessible window glass and windows are not protected.
Overnight accommodations (bunkhouse) is not observed from an area where on site
caretaker staff housing is located, and is not protected by any type of security system,
glass reinforce, or proper door locks.
Air handling ducts (in the bunkhouse) have probably not been cleaned nor tested since
installation.
There is no exterior form of annunciation for fire or an intrusion.

Conclusions
This document should not be considered the final step in the Physical Security process. Instead,
it is a starting tool to help focus operations at the ranch. Through this plan, the PSC recognizes
the importance of a multi-faceted security program that effectively mixes human resources with
electronic systems. Each inter-related tool complements the other by providing a “layered”
approach to security management. Paramount in the need for proactive safety and security is the
continued training of personnel. Technological advance can only enhance the response of welltrained employees and volunteers. In addition, the importance of repeated assessment and
evaluation of the program cannot be overstated. The constant evaluation of, and adjustment to,
changing risks and threats is one of the most important functions of a physical security program.
It is important to keep in context the night sky and lighting of all areas, walkways, the
outbuildings and the house. This is imperative in a setting such as this to keep with the context of
what the facility was originally about. Success in this endeavor will be accomplished by
grounding the program in the mission of the Walking Box Ranch program and providing the
tools to enable it. Due to safety concerns (many) it is not recommended that the general public be
allowed in this area at this time.
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Appendix A
Requirements and Recommendations
Based on the Security Level of Facilities
PERIMETER SECURITY:
Perimeter security standards pertain to the areas outside Walking Box Ranch’s buildings. The
perimeter includes sidewalks, walkways, parking lots, outside walls of the building, hallways,
out buildings like the Barn, and dorm room doors.

Parking
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Minimum Required Standards
Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles
Post signs and arrange for Towing Unauthorized Vehicles

Desirable
Adequate Lighting for Parking Areas
Adequate Lighting for Parking Areas
Adequate Lighting for Parking Areas

Closed Circuit Television (CCTV) Monitoring
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
CCTV Surveillance Cameras w/Time Lapse Video Recording
CCTV Surveillance Cameras w/Time Lapse Video Recording
CCTV Surveillance Cameras w/Time Lapse Video Recording
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Lighting
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Minimum Required Standards
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup
Lighting with Emergency Power Backup

Physical Barriers
Definition/Description of Standards

Desirable
N/A
ENTRY SECURITY:
Entry security standards refer to security issues related to the entry of persons and packages into
a facility.

Receiving/Shipping
Definition/Description of Standards

Minimum Required Standards
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Review Receiving/Shipping Procedures (Current)
Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
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Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures
Implement Receiving/Shipping Procedures

Access Control
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated Time
of Completion

Minimum Required Standard
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)
Upgrade to Current Life Safety Standards (Fire Detection, etc.)

Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability
Intrusion Detection System w/Central Monitoring Capability

Entrances/Exits
Definition/Description of Standards

Minimum Required Standard
High Security Locks
High Security Locks
High Security Locks
High Security Locks
High Security Locks
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High Security Locks
High Security Locks
High Security Locks

Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
N/A
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INTERIOR SECURITY
Interior security standards refer to security issues associated with prevention of criminal or
terrorist activity within the facility. This area concerns secondary levels of control after people or
things have entered the facility.

Employee/Visitor Identification
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of Completion

Minimum Required Standard
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System
Visitor Control/Screening System

Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
N/A

Utilities
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of Completion

Minimum Required Standard
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Provide Emergency Power to Critical Systems -alarms, radios, etc.
Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
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Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
Prevent Unauthorized Access to Utility Areas
PLANNING:
Security planning standards refer to recommendations requiring long-term planning and
commitment, as well as security standards addressing broader issues with implications beyond
security at a particular facility.

Occupant Emergency Plans
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Minimum Required Standard
Examine Occupant Emergency Plans (OEP) and Contingency Procedures
Based on Threats
OEPs in Place, Updated Annually, Periodic testing Exercise
Assign and Train OEP Officials
Annual Training

Day Care Center
Definition/Description of Standards

Minimum Required Standard

Intelligence Sharing
Definition/Description of Standards

Minimum Required Standard
Establish Law Enforcement Agency/Security Liaisons
Review/Establish Procedure for Intelligence Receipt/Dissemination
Establish Uniform Security/Threat Nomenclature
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Training
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Minimum Required Standard
Conduct Annual Security Awareness Training
Establish Standardized Unarmed Guard
Requirements (if applicable)
Establish
Standardized
Armed
Guard
Requirements (if applicable)

Qualifications/Training
Qualifications/Training

Tenant Assignment
Definition/Description of Standards

Desirable
N/A

Administrative Procedures
Definition/Description of Standards

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Facility

Cost/Estimated
Time of
Completion

Minimum Required Standards
Conduct Background Security Checks and/or Establish Security Control
Procedures for Service Contract Personnel

Standard Based on Facility Evaluation
Desirable

Construction/Renovation
Definition/Description of Standards

Minimum Required Standards
Review Current Projects for Blast Standards
Review/Establish Uniform Standards for Construction
16

Standard Based on Facility Evaluations
Desirable
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Appendix B
Occupant Emergency Plan
GENERAL
1. PURPOSE OF THE OCCUPANT EMERGENCY PLAN. The Occupant Emergency Plan
shall provide for the protection of life and property during all types of emergencies. The term
“emergency” includes, but is not limited to, situations occasioned by bomb threats, fires,
explosions, natural disasters, violence in the workplace, and potential or actual enemy attack.
The success of this plan depends on the support and cooperation of each building occupant.
2. DELEGATION OF AUTHORITY. The University of Nevada Las Vegas has been granted
through an agreement (in writing) with the Bureau of Land Management full authority of the
Walking Box Ranch and Lands. Each occupant is responsible for cooperating in the development
of a Plan and the full cooperation of all agencies where the Designated Official is paramount to
the successful operation of the Plan. The primary agency on this land is the University of
Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV), Walking Box Ranch.

EMERGENCY ORGANIZATION
1. RESPONSIBILITIES AND BACKGROUND
a. The establishment of the Emergency Organization on the Walking Box Ranch
is the responsibility of the University of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) and the University is
responsible for providing direction of the development for the emergency plan and for staffing
and training of the organization.
2. BASIC FUNCTIONS
a. Evacuation of Building Occupants. This function provides for the planned and directed
evacuation of all occupants in the event of an emergency. Fires will be controlled by local
firefighting agencies.
(1) The supervisor of all handicapped employees shall be responsible for their safe
evacuation. In the absence of the supervisor a responsible person will be designated to evacuate
handicapped employees. Any equipment or personnel needed for the evacuation of handicapped
employees will be supplied by the University of Nevada Las Vegas.
b. First Aid. This function provides for emergency medical treatment by personnel trained in
administering first aid. If an emergency arises, call dispatch at:
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c. Utilities Control. This function provides for control of utilities in the building in the event of
an emergency. Ranch Facility Manager is responsible for the utilities control. His/her office
telephone number is or at home at.
3. SUCCESSION TO COMMAND.
a. To provide continuity, certain persons are designated to succeed should the designated official
be unable to discharge the duties and responsibilities of that position. The succession is as
follows:
4. BUILDING OCCUPANTS.
a. Each supervisor will acquaint his/her employees with the alarm signals and emergency
instructions. Each employee is expected to react to alarms and direction by the organization
personnel during an emergency. The employee must follow directions of each and cooperate
with the organizational personnel.

DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
1. PHYSICAL SECURITY COODINATOR. The Physical Security Coordinator is responsible
for developing of the plan to protect life and property and to minimize damage in the event of
disaster; for coordinating such planning with the Division Chiefs an building occupants; and for
selecting, organizing, and training an adequate staff to conduct the emergency operations
required by the facility’s plan. The Physical Security Coordinator performs these duties or
delegates them to another qualified person:
a.

Insures the provisions of the plan are disseminated to all persons employed in the
building.

b.

Establishes and reports to a control point from which the activitiesmay be directed in an
emergency.

c.

Maintains a roster of personnel who are responsible for emergency operations. Posts such
rosters on appropriate bulletin boards or otherwise publicizes within the building. Many
of the positions in this plan may be performed by one individual.

d.

Exercises responsibility for the orderly movement of all personnel, including nonoccupants, in accordance with the Plan.

e.

Maintains liaison with the local fire and law enforcement departments.
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f.

Coordinates arrangements for and directs fire and bomb evacuation drills.

g.

Conducts periodic inspections of the facility.

h.

Assists in planning for, obtaining, and installing necessary alarm systems.

i.

Takes necessary action to insure the facility’s organization operates safely and efficiently
in emergencies.

j.

Arranges for and supervises the storage of required supplies and equipment in the facility.

k.

During emergencies assists with evacuation of building.

2. Building Warden. The building warden serves as the principal assistant to the designated
official and acts for the designated official in his/her absence. The building warden performs
such duties as the designated official may assign.
a. Plans personnel movement routes and establishes movement procedures to effect the
personnel movement provisions of the plan.
b. Assigns and trains related personnel as required.
c. During drills and actual emergencies, supervises and directs movement of personnel within or
out of the building as required by the building occupant emergency plan.
d. Assures that all building occupants comply with procedures indicated by the alarm signals as
specified by the plan.
e. During emergencies, assists with building evacuations.
f. Assures that all organization personnel are responsible for occupant evacuation. Conducts an
evacuation route search for bombs or suspicious items BEFORE occupants are allowed to pass
through public areas.
g. Insures there are no suspicious items in the route of evacuation if evacuating for a bomb
threat.
h. Immediately establishes a new route of egress if a bomb or suspicious item is discovered near
the exit of the building, and continued surveillance to ensure personnel are not allowed to come
close to the area from either direction.
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i. Maintains his/her assigned exits clear of obstructions.
j. Opens doors to assigned exits.
k. Preserves order at exit areas inside and outside of building.
l. Keeps people at safe distances from exits and does not allow unauthorized personnel to enter
building before the sign to re-enter has been given.
3. HANDICAPPED PERSONS. Handicapped persons will be evacuated from building by any
available ranch staff.
a. The ranch staff knows the location of the handicapped persons who are to be assisted, their
type of handicap, and the location of any wheel chair, crutches, etc., which may be needed by the
handicapped persons.
b. The ranch staff maintains list of handicapped persons at the ranch. List will include the
following information about handicapped persons: name, telephone extension, room number,
type of handicap, and location of any wheel chairs, crutches, etc. which may be needed by the
handicapped persons.
c. Report to the Physical Security Coordinator that all handicapped persons have been evacuated
from building.
5.Medical Officer. The qualified Walking Box Ranch staff member serves as head of the health
and first aid service. He/she is responsible for training and equipping all personnel assigned to
perform medical or first aid services in an emergency, and for supervising emergency first aid or
medical self-help operations within the building during an emergency. His/her duties include:
a. Arranges with the American Red Cross or other sources for first aid and medical self-help
training for all organization personnel who need it.
b. Supervises the selection of first aid or medical treatment areas, as required.
c. Directs first aid or medical self-help operations and controls access to medical supplies, as
required, to assure their proper use, conservation, and availability for emergency use.
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d. Establishes policies and rules that govern the emergency treatments of ill and injured persons,
the maintenance of adequate sanitation and hygienic standards, and other matters relating to
emergency health, hygiene and medical activities within the building during an emergency.
6. FACILITY MANAGER (Utilities Liaison)-The Facility Manager is responsible for
coordinating building utilities during an emergency. His/her duties include:
a. Establishes a plan to attend to mechanical devices (ventilation, water, gas and steam valves,
power switches etc.) during emergency.
b. Employees will be dispatched as individuals or teams, during an emergency to designated
control points to regulate or cut off utilities.
7. BOMB SEARCH AND RECONNAISSANCE OFFICER. Bomb searches will be
conducted by qualified law enforcement personnel Metro (Las Vegas Metropolitan Police
Department Bomb Squad). ATF (Alcohol, Tobacco and Firearms) will be contacted for bomb
incidents and in some cases may do the bomb search since this is Federal Lands and only
administered by UNLV.
8. QUALIFIED PARK EMPLOYEE (First Aid Monitor). A qualified park employee
administers immediate first aid to injured personnel. His/her duties include:
a. Knows the location of medical supplies and treatment areas.
b. Administers first aid to injured persons.
c. Knows the extent of first aid to be administered and whom to notify if more treatment is
needed.
d. In the absence of injured persons on the floor, and when all occupants have evacuated, reports
to the emergency treatment center to assist the medical officer.
9. FIRE MARSHAL. The fire marshal is, in most cases, the ranking fire department
representative at the scene.
Emergency Fire, Medical, and Law Enforcement
NOTE: Report any serious law enforcement, medical, fire, or newsworthy incident to dispatch.
Normally the Walking Box Site Manager or his/her designated acting, regarding incidents and
emergencies.
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EMERGENCY AND EVACUATION PROCEDURES
1. CONTROL CENTER. [Insert name of designee] is designated as the control center in an
emergency. All personnel must know this telephone number and location so communications can
be established in an emergency. ALL EMERGENCY STAFF WITHIN THIS OEP SHOULD
REPORT TO THE SITE MANAGER FOR OPERATIONS AND ASSIGNMENTS.
2. COMMUNICATIONS. When an emergency signal is sounded in any of the buildings, the
Physical Security Coordinator will begin the implementation of the procedures in this plan. It is
the responsibility of anyone called upon by the emergency team to cooperate during the
emergency. The on-duty Physical Security Coordinator will contact employees as necessary to
implement the plan. In order to assure the effectiveness of this plan, it is of utmost importance
that the list of emergency team members be kept current at all time. Team members will be
verified/updated at least quarterly.
3. EMERGENCY PROCEDURES.
a. The Building Evacuation Signal is the FIRE ALARM.
b. The officials authorized to evacuate the ranch buildings or ranch lands are:






DESIGNATED OFFICIAL:
BUILDING COORDINATOR:
BUILDING WARDEN:
DEPUTY BUILDING WARDEN:
FIRE DEPARTMENT:

c. When an evacuation is sounded all occupants will leave the buildings using the nearest or
assigned emergency exit declared safe. Building employees will ensure occupants, (employees
and visitors), requiring assistance are provided help in evacuating.
d. It will be the responsibility of the supervisor of the handicapped employee to ensure that a
sufficient number of co-workers, or other employees within the agency are available during the
established work day to assist in emergency evacuation of the handicapped, and where practical
their equipment, i.e. wheel chair, crutches etc. The primary method of evacuation will be by
assisting/carrying the handicapped person to the assembly area. Equipment that cannot be hand
carried will be left for evacuation by fire department personnel. In the event it should be
impractical to evacuate a handicapped employee the fire department will be notified of their
location immediately upon their arrival.
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e. After evacuating the buildings, occupants will proceed to the main visitor parking area.
f. The Physical Security Coordinator will determine when it is safe to reenter the building. The
order to return to the building will be given by the Physical Security Coordinator, Law
Enforcement, or Fire officials depending on the incident.
4. PUBLIC AFFAIRS (PIO)
The designated public information officer is responsible for official response to the press and
other news media concerning emergencies in the building. News representatives will be referred
to that officer for official comment. The emergency team is not authorized to respond to these
inquiries. The Public Affairs Officer from UNLV will be used for this position.
5. THINGS TO REMEMBER DURING EVACUATION
a. Leave the building in an orderly manner by the nearest or assigned exit.
b. Obey the instructions of responding emergency personnel.
c. Avoid crowding. Do Not Run!!!!
d. Be Calm: Do Not Panic!!!!!!
e. Assist in the evacuation of the physically handicapped.
f. If conditions permit, cash, documents, and small office equipment should be secured in locked
containers prior to evacuation.
g. The last person out of an area should be sure the door is:
CLOSED, BUT NOT LOCKED IF EVACUATION IS DUE TO A FIRE
h. OPEN, IF EVACUATION IS DUE TO A BOMB THREAT.
Do not attempt to take personal belongings other than vital things such as purses, keys, etc.
Handicapped employees follow instructions of the handicapped monitor.
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Appendix C
Physical Security Assessment Worksheet
Walking Box Ranch Date:
Person performing the assessment:

PART I: OVERALL PROGRAM
A. General Concepts
Good security strategies include:
a. Multiple security layers (employee practices, exterior lighting taking into account the
night sky, solid and secure exterior doors and windows, hardened and locked interior
doors protecting most important areas, valuables in locked containers or safes, controlled
access, key and combination control, etc.)
b. Ensure all exterior entry points are comparably hardened (no weak points).
c. Consider the cost of hardening vs. the cost of replacing vandalized or stolen property.
1. ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS
YES
The ranch has a Physical Security Program formalized in a plan or
other document.
All employees are familiar and comply with the aspects of the
program related to their duties, including personal safety;
responsibilities; emergency actions; reporting of suspicious behavior;
protection of sensitive information including value of displayed
artifacts, location of stored artifacts, and staff schedules and routines.
The ranch has a designated Internal Controls Officer.
Name:
The ranch has a designated Key Custodian.
Keys are stored in a secure location with limited access.
List employees with access to key storage:

An inventory of issued and stocked keys occurs annually.
Keys are issued as accountable property.
All keys are currently accounted for.
The ranch changed the key/core system within the past __ years.
List employees with general master keys:
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NO* N/A

List locations of safes:
Access to each safe is controlled.
The combination(s) to each of these safes is changed whenever
authorized employees are changed.
The ranch has receiving & shipping processes protecting against
casual theft and receipt of dangerous materials.
Partnership employee access to buildings, government computers,
government intranet, and secure areas is appropriately controlled.
Medical/personnel records are stored in locked file cabinets.
Personal Identifiable Information is secured from view and
unauthorized access?
2. OCCUPANT EMERGENCY PLANS
YES NO* N/A
Contingency procedures exist for identified threats and risks
(environmental, chemical & biological hazards, situational threats).
3. BACKGROUND CLEARANCES
Completed for all protection staff members.
Completed for all managers of Walking Box Ranch
Completed for all fee collectors & money handlers.
4. FEE COLLECTION OPERATIONS
YES NO* N/A
Answer all questions in this section “N/A” if entrance or amenity fees aren’t collected.
The ranch has a fee collection operation manual.
Fee collection & transmittal duties are performed by different persons.
Audits are conducted and documented.
The date of the most recent audit was:
There’s a SOP for robbery or duress at fee collection points.
Collected fees are stored in safe(s) at close of each shift.
Fee safes are in secure area away from public view & access.
Fee safes are bolted or built into floor.
Fee safes are locked except when the receipts are removed?
Does the Intrusion Detection System monitor fee storage area?
5. DONATION FUNDS
YES NO* N/A
Answer all questions in this section “N/A” if donations aren’t solicited by containers in
public areas.
Donation boxes are locked, and require two employees to access.
Donation boxes have features to prevent pilfer, such as baffles to
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defeat the use of wires inserted through slots.
Donation boxes are secured to counters, stands, or walls.
The amount of money in donation boxes is kept to a minimum at all
times.
Donation boxes are generally visible to staff.
Donation boxes are located out of sight of the entrance, so as not to
attract persons casing the building after hours.
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PART II, SPECIFIC STRUCTURES/FACILITIES (complete a separate PART II of this
worksheet for each structure/facility assessed).
Walking Box Ranch
Purpose of Structure/Facility (list each and do a separate evaluation on each
one):_________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________

A. RISK ASSESSMENT

FACTOR
Mission
Criticality
Symbolism
Facility
Population
Facility Size
Threat
Tenant
Agencies

Facility
Security
Level
Intangible
Adjustment

Points
1
LOW

2
MEDIUM

3
HIGH

3
VERY HIGH

LOW

MEDIUM

HIGH

VERY HIGH

<100

101-250

251-750

> 750

<10,000
ft.
to LOW

SCORE

sq. 10,0011000,001> 250,000 sq.
100,000 sq. ft. 250,000 sq. ft. ft.
MEDIUM
HIGH
VERY HIGH

I
5-7 points
Justification:

II
8-12 points

III
13-17 points

Sum of
above:
IV
Preliminary
18 or more FSL:
points
+/-1
FSL:
Final
FSL:

2. Assets to be Protected
a. What are staff hours?
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b. Identify the most important items to protect against theft or vandalism:
ITEM
VALUE
LOCATION

c. Identify items most susceptible to theft or vandalism (example: theft of metal to sell as scrap is
a dramatically increasing crime):
ITEM
VALUE
LOCATION

2. Threats
a. Identify the following factors - which when combined with assets to be protected - indicate the
risk:
1. Type and frequency of illegal activity in the area:

2. Thefts and vandalism incidents suffered by this structure/facility over the past five
years:

3. Thefts and vandalism incidents suffered by other ranch structures/facilities over
the past five years:

4. Physical location of the facility (neighborhood, level of isolation, etc.)
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5. Think like a burglar. Study the structure and identify ways you might force entry
if you were determined:
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B. VULNERABILITIES
1. RESPONSE
Law enforcement officers likely to respond to alarms are familiar with
floor plan, locations of valuables, emergency phone numbers, and
ranch response actions.
2. PERIMETER SECURITY
Landscaping and vegetation allows a clear view at distance of the
entryways, doors and ground floor windows however can be used as a
deterrent or barrier for security purposes if maintained properly.
Exterior lighting prevents darkness concealment around entire
periphery (buildings, parking lots, doors) however the saving of the
night sky is important and taken into consideration.
All lamps work.
3. PARKING
Employee & visitor parking are appropriately controlled.
Signs are posted and unauthorized vehicles towed.
An identification system is in use for authorized parking (placards,
decals, proximity card key).
4. PHYSICAL BARRIERS
Barriers prevent vehicle crash entry.
No exterior windows open.
Window frames are in good repair.
Windows have modern locking mechanisms.
Window locks prevent the casements from being pried open.
Window locks are checked at daily close of business.
Basement windows are hardened.
5. ENTRANCES & EXITS
Screening of people and packages is adequate and appropriate.
Entryways, doors and ground floor windows are illuminated at night.
Windows and doors most susceptible to unauthorized entry (rear of
building, accessible by porches or roofs, in dark or hidden areas) are
hardened (such as metal grates, solid construction).
Which - if any - of these might be eliminated?

YES

NO* N/A

YES

NO* N/A

YES

NO* N/A

YES

NO* N/A

YES

NO* N/A

All foundation crawl spaces, roof vents, old coal shuttles, pipe chases,
and other potential entries are adequately hardened.
Exterior Doors
YES

NO* N/A
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All doors are solid core.
Exterior door hinges are inside, or if outside hinge pins are pinned or
welded.
All exterior door locks are functional.
Other than public entries, exterior doors automatically shut and lock.
Door frames are in good condition.
Doors fit properly into their frames.
Doors are equipped with self closing hardware.
Non-public access doors have fish eye peep holes.
Doors are equipped with deadbolt locks with 1-1/2 inch throws.
All locks are functional.
Latch bolts are of dead bolt design and extend at least one inch into
the door frame (or if a double door, one inch into the other door).
Latch bolts are protected by shields to prevent prying.
If there is glass on or around any exterior door frame that if broken
would allow a person to enter the building or reach in and unlock the
door, effective actions been taken to defeat such entry.
If so, describe these actions:
Exterior Windows
YES NO* N/A
Glass is single pane (easily removed or broken), double pane (more difficult to remove and
break), plate glass (very heavy and requires more effort). Circle one.
Fracture resistant film has been applied to ground level windows.
Air conditioning units mounted in windows are secured to building.
Elevated Access
YES NO* N/A
Common walls with adjacent buildings are sufficiently strong.
Accesses from the roof (doors, vents, soffits) are sufficiently
hardened.
Roof is secure from access from adjacent structures.
2nd floor porches & walkways aren’t accessible by scaling design
features, nearby trees, etc.
6. INTRUSION DETECTION SYSTEM (IDS)
YES NO* N/A
The building has a functioning security system.
The security system is monitored 24/7.
By Whom? __________________________ Tel: __________________________
There is a written Standard Operating procedure (SOP) for alarm
response.
All ranch employees are familiar and comply with this SOP.
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The SOP addresses employee safety by ensuring no employees
approach a potentially unsecured area without appropriate law
enforcement and communications support.
A case report or memo is generated and reviewed by supervisor(s) for
each response.
The security system is capable of expanding to capture updated
technology.
The following employees understand the operation of the security system/s (activate,
deactivate, location of sensors, types of sensors, service record):

The security system was last inspected/tested on:
The security system monitors all exterior doors and windows.
If not, which doors and/or windows are not monitored:
The security system monitors all spaces in the building, including
attic, basement, and storage.
If not, which spaces are not monitored?
The security system includes glass breakage sensors.
There is an exterior visual and/or audible alarm signal.
The security system averages less than three false alarms annually.
The most common causes of false alarms are:
The security system activation/deactivation code is changed annually
or more frequently when staffing changes.
The names and phone numbers of the entities maintaining the security
system equipment and monitor the alarms are posted near the alarm
panel.
Each employee is issued a unique access code.
Emergency alarm instructions are posted on or stored near the alarm
panel.
How do you know the backup power source works?
7. CLOSED CIRCUIT TELEVISION
YES
The physical security program’s use of Closed Circuit Television
(CCTV) is adequate.
List the number, location, and type of CCTV cameras:

NO* N/A
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If the use of CCTV cameras is inadequate, describe the deficiencies:

CCTV Surveillance cameras exist with time lapse video recording.
Access to CCTV camera recordings is limited to authorized personnel.
Recordings not part of official investigations are retained no longer
than 180 days,
8. UTILITY SERVICES
YES
Emergency Power is supplied to all critical systems? ( alarms system,
radio and I.T. communications, escape lighting, )
Utility service control panels are locked and if possible shielded to
minimize tampering and vandalism.
Service control panel keys are securely stored.
All service control panels are located in the same area or room.
Employee access to this room is controlled.
The security system monitors this room after hours.
The electrical service is above ground.
The structure has an interior fire suppression system.
The fire suppression system has been inspected with the last 12
months.
There is after hours lighting in the: admin – museum – facilities bldg.
The interior lighting has emergency power backup.
9. EXHIBITS & COLLECTIONS
YES
The security system/s protects the exhibits & collections areas.
Items are exhibited in a manner reflecting their value.
The exhibit cases are of secure design.
The exhibit cases are secured in place to prevent removal.
A permanent record system documents all access to the collections
room.
Collections room and display access is limited to authorized
personnel.
Accession data and loan documents are securely stored.
Each exhibit & collection item is catalogued and noted in accession
and loan records.
The curatorial storage room lockers are individually keyed.
The curatorial room lockers are locked at all times.
The curatorial room is devoid of any objects & equipment not
associated with the collection.
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NO* N/A

NO* N/A

Accessioned items are only handled by trained staff in compliance
with Ranch / UNLV policies.
10. EMPLOYEE & VISITOR IDENTIFICATION
YES
Employees and visitors to non-public areas are issued wearable
identification.
Management enforces the wearing of identification.
Access to non-public areas is controlled (such as a reception desk or
locked door).

NO* N/A

C. ACTION PLAN
1. Actions to be taken to mitigate potential vulnerabilities identified above:
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Appendix D
Security Assessment
11-07-11 REVISION
Completed by:
Networks West Technology Consulting Firm Las Vegas, Nevada
(775) 848-4200
Walking Box Ranch
Security Design Narrative
Summary
A site visit was conducted on June 2nd, 2011 to the Walking Box Ranch. The ranch is on 40
acres located just outside Searchlight, Nevada. There are several established facilities on the
property and an undeveloped area where expansion will occur in the future.
Based on the remote location and existing and future expansion plans under development, the
ranch requires a level of security that will protect both human and facility assets. The plan is to
implement a system from the outside in, meaning along the perimeter, which is difficult to
identify, to inside the facilities without impacting privacy and operational efficiency.
The proposed cameras and other equipment will also be camouflaged as much as possible in
order to preserve the natural environment but at the same time, keeping “electronic eyes” on
unsuspecting intruders, whether human or otherwise.
All information is based on the latest 100% Design Development plan set.

Passive Security Systems
Passive security measures have also been identified.
following:
Landscaping
1. Low thorny shrubs under windows
2. Rocks and boulders (could camouflage cameras)
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This includes but not limited to the

3. Decorative gravel (large stones to prevent walking or small rock that is noisy)
Bollards
1.
2.
3.
4.

Concrete and metal
Bollards with lighting
Cement planters
Boulders

Lighting
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Low voltage lighting
Low lights (on bollards)
Medium lights (on signage)
Overhead lights (parking lot)
Lights sensors/motion

Signage
1. Designate “private” and “public”
2. Signage lighting
3. Wayfinding to deter from “out of bounds” areas
Barriers/Defensive Protection
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gates
Fencing
Hard keyed doors
Solar screens
Decorative window bars
Window tinting/reflective film

Passive Security Items
Signage locations, boulders, thorny shrubs and small gravel have been identified on the plans.
This includes:
Signage locations
Lab building for boulders
Managers and Faculty residence for

20
See plans
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Thorny shrubs and small gravel

See plans

Note: Passive security items to be provided by others

Active Security Infrastructure
In order for the video surveillance system to operate efficiently, basic physical infrastructure
must be in place to support the proposed systems.
A fiber optic ring is proposed on the ranch, which will allow the systems to operate efficiently
and at very high speeds. Fiber optics connecting buildings facilitates a dedicated host location
with devices connected in a star topology. Fiber optic cabling will be provided by others.
RG59 coax cabling will allow the devices to be hardwired to the backbone over a campus IP
network. A 25 pair cable needs to be installed in the backbone as well to support the DVR
devices. All associated cabling will be provided by others.
Internet access is required to allow for the security signal to be extended beyond the ranch and
provides system flexibility and login access by designated personnel. Internet access to the
ranch will be provided by others.
Cellular access is also important. This system will allow remote access to the security system
and provide audible or silent alerts as required to designated personnel. Cellular smart phone
access will be provided by others.
A basic voice line will provide a network connection to the burglar alarm system for remote
monitoring and dispatch if needed. The voice line and connectivity will be provided by others.
Coordination with the UNLV IT department will be part of the process.

Video Surveillance System
A new video surveillance camera system will be implemented and be based on a traditional
CCTV coax based network. There will be fixed video surveillance cameras as part of this
system. The cameras will also be designed for both in-door and out-door use. The video
surveillance system will use a coax backbone network and digital video recorders will be
designed and implemented.

Access Control System
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Access control allow for a secure entry into certain facilities on the campus. This controlled
entry is also a tracking system, whereby users are identified as they enter these protected areas.
The system proposed will be a UNLV standard called Marlock or Millennium system.

Panic Buttons
Panic Buttons will be proposed in certain retail areas to signal a silent alarm to the monitors and
designated personnel.

Passive Infrared Motion Detection
Passive Infrared Motion detection Locations will be identified (typically in retail areas) and
connected to audible alarms as required.

License Plate Recognition Option
A license plate recognition system is not recommended because of budget constraints. License
plate recognition allow for a dedicated camera system to clearly identify license on vehicles.
Optional pricing is listed below.
Security Monitors
Monitors are proposed to identify visually all camera locations as needed. Remote monitoring
will also be available.

Other Active Security Considerations (Not part of scope)
Theft prevention/vandal prevention
1. Lo/Jack for laptops software with GPS by Absolute Software has the ability to find and
delete files wherever the system is located. Software team works to recover the laptop
2. Laptoplock software can encrypt files, play a sound, show a message to unauthorized
users
3. IP phones can be traced when logged into the Internet and disabled by denial of licensing
acceptance.
4. Use hard key locks on doors that are not designated as access control on the drawings
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Security Descriptions (Revised based on 100% DD plan set)
Propose fixed cameras at street light in parking area as noted on the drawings. (4 outdoor rated)
Propose fixed cameras on pedestrian lighting locations. (1 outdoor rated)
No kiosk location identified on the latest plans.

Security Descriptions (Facilities)
Barn
1 (fixed camera-outdoor rated)
Bunkhouse (existing)
9 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated and 1 fixed indoor rated)
Ranchhouse
6 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated)
Research Lab
3 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated)

Classroom
3 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated and 1 fixed indoor rated)
1 Marlock/Millenium access control for IT Room
Bunkhouse (proposed)
9 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated and 1 fixed indoor rated)
20 Marlock/Millenium access control

Administration
3 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated and 3 fixed indoor rated)
1 Panic button
2 Passive Infrared alarm devices
4 Marlock/Millenium access control
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1 Security Camera Monitor

Campground Pavilion
2 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated)

Faculty Residence (2)
2 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated) per residence, 4 total

Manager Residence
3 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated, 1 at garage)
2 Security Camera Monitor

Blacksmith Shop
2 (fixed cameras-outdoor rated)

Estimated/Budgetary Pricing (includes labor and material, no cabling or taxes)
CCTV based DVR, etc (Host System)
$20,000
Fixed cameras (Outdoor)
All COAX Wired

50
$60,000

Indoor Fixed camera
All COAX Wired

6
$ 9,600

Security Monitors (42 inch)

2 (3)
$ 2,000

Marlock/Millenium Access Control 25
(Proprietary System from V V LS). $39,500
Burglar Alarm Control Panel, etc.

$ 3,000
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Passive Infrared Motion Detection

Panic buttons

2
$

400

1
$

100

Passive security items priced by
Others

Total(s)

$134,600

Optional License Plate Recognition 2 (Camera systems)
Cameras (DVR) x 2
$40,000

- End of narrative -
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Appendix E
Memorandum from AECOM
To the Bureau of Land Management and University of Nevada, Las Vegas
AECOM
240 East Mountain Avenue
Fort Collins, CO 80524
www.aecom.com
970.484.6073 tel
970.484.8518 fax

Memorandum
To Ed

Giagni (BLM), Jean Cline, Jennifer Johnson (UNLV)

Subject BLM – Walking Box Ranch
Security Design Narrative – Questions and Clarifications
Date December 15, 2011

In response to the Security Design Narrative Revision provided by UNLV dated 11-07-11 (see attached),
we have the following questions that need clarification. The subject titles below coordinate with the
narrative.

PASSIVE SECURITY SYSTEMS

Landscaping
1. Low Thorny Shrubs. We feel that for plantings to be a deterrent, we will have to add a significant
number of plantings at the building perimeters. If we use nursery size plants (5-10 gallon plants), they
will be very small for many years, initially requiring very dense plantings. We have a limited selection
of plants to choose from in this environment and they will need irrigation for several years through
establishment. We currently do not have irrigation in the Phase One construction estimate.
Clarification: Need decisions and design direction.
2. Rocks and Boulders.
Clarification: Are we using ground-mounted cameras?
3. Decorative Gravel. We will add crushed gravel areas along the foundations of the residences as
noted.

Signage
1. Signage Lighting. Currently we do not have lighting on any signs, with the exception of downlighting
at the interpretive/information kiosks. The planned dark sky requirements would require downlighting
or backlighting signage.
Clarification:
・ What signs need to be lighted?
・ How should we change these signs to accommodate dark sky lighting principles?
2. Wayfinding. Need clarification on this recommendation.
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Barriers
1. Solar Screens. Clarification: What do you have in mind for this?
2. Decorative Window Bars. Clarification: Locations. Is this necessary and appropriate for a
historic ranch setting?
3. Window Tinting. Clarification: Tinted glass could be used at non-historic buildings, but heavily
tinted or reflective glass would be inappropriate for this site.

ACTIVE SECURITY INFRASTRUCTURE
1. Fiber Optic Cabling.
Clarification:
• Need specific routings and access points (home runs).
• How should this be handled in the construction cost estimate?
2. Coax Cabling:
Clarification:
• Need specific routings and access points (home runs).
• How should this be handled in the construction cost estimate?

Access Control System
1. Marlock or Millenium System.
Clarification:
• Locations for the system.
• System specifics and requirements (cabling, power, connections, etc.) for this system.
• Central control system requirements and location (security office in VC? Manager’s
residence? IT room in classroom building?).

Panic Button
1. Panic Button.
Clarification:
• Locations for the system.
• System specifics and requirements (cabling, power, connections, etc.) for this system.
• Central control system requirements and location (security office in VC? Manager’s
• residence? IT room in classroom building?).

Passive Infrared Motion Detection
Clarification:

Security Monitors.
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Clarification:
• Locations for monitors.
• System specifics and requirements (cabling, power, connections, etc.) for this system.
Security Cameras: As recommended throughout document
Clarification:
• Camera specifics and requirements: Specific product data; mounting, power and cabling
• requirements, etc.
• Camera locations. Need exact locations so conduit and cabling can be terminated at each
• location.
• Camera controls and locations: Product data; requirements; exact location(s).
Alarm System (see pricing list)
1. Burglar Alarm System: Clarification: Need specifics on this system. We currently do not have a
security consultant on our design team nor do we have any scope or fee to incorporate these
potentially significant recommendations into our construction documents. With all of our past BLM
projects, the BLM has handled security, IT and internal telecommunication systems; the only thing we
have provided is conduit and some limited cabling. None of these previous projects had such
expansive security systems and we did not anticipate this level of security at WBR. These
recommendations also require a lot of coordination throughout the design process, including very
specific input. There are also visual quality and aesthetic design considerations that come to mind
with many of these recommendations. We understand the concern for security, but we are working at
a historic site; the concern is adding security cameras, unnatural landscaping, signage and other
elements that may detract from this setting.

We also need detailed input as to what costs we need to carry in our construction cost estimate, as well
as an understanding from BLM and UNLV as to what will be covered by other funds. As you can see, we
need further input and clarification so we can add any necessary security related items to our upcoming
65% construction document set. With the current deadline for the next submittal coming up in January, it
would be most efficient to have a conference call to further discuss and make decisions as well as get a
refined direction from the BLM and UNLV.
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Appendix F
Card Access Control System
SECTION 08740
CARD ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM
PROJECT HIGHLIGHTS

The Walking Box Ranch is a 40 acre property located near Searchlight, NV. It
comprises a main house, barn, water tank and other facilities surrounded by BLM land.
UNLV plans to expand the ranch to include classrooms, laboratories, residential
facilities, open natural pathways and secluded enclaves. This scope is for a networked
card access system that will include all components for a complete turn-key system.
Cabling and conduit are outside the scope of this specification document.
The scope of this specification document includes a networked card access control system.
PART 1
1.1
A.
1.2

GENERAL

SECTION INCLUDES
Electronic access control system.
RELATED SECTIONS

A.

Section 08710 - Door Hardware.

B.

Section 13700 - Security Access and Surveillance.

C.

Section 16100 - Wiring Methods. (See drawings for wiring details)

1.3

REFERENCES

A.

ANSl/BHMA A156.2 - Bored and Preassembled Locks and Latches.

B.

ANSI/BHMA A156.13 - Locks and Latches, Mortise.

1.4

DEFINITIONS USED WITH ON-LINE ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM

A.

Access Group: A list of access points and the time zone that users will be allowed
access.

B.

Access Reader: Provides control of the access point by interfacing a card, electronic
key, chip, or keypad with the system.
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C.

Alarm Monitoring: Provides the system a status of the alarm devices.

D.

Distributed Architecture: Describes the operation of the system that allows the system to
function with its normal routines without communications to the computers.

E.

Door Controller: Provides the system the interface of the reader and alarm inputs along
with the relay outputs and communicates the information to the computer.

F.

Elevator Controller: Restricts user access to the floors by user access group.

G.

Operator Log-On: Computer operator that has been granted access to the system
software by a user ID and password.

H.

Relay Control:
software.

I.

Site Controller: Provides the interface of 100 DCD’s (Door Control Device) and 10
RCD’s (Relay Control Device) with the computer.

J.

Site Ethernet Interface: Provides TCP/IP connectivity via an Ethernet network with any
number of site control units.

K.

Time Zone: Start and end period along with days of the week that can be used to
control user access, automatic unlocking access points, alarms inputs, reports, and relay
operations.

L.

User: Holder of a card, Marlok key, Touch chip, or keypad ID.

1.5

Provides control of devices by time zones or linking events by the

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

A.

Online access system utilizing HID Wiegand Swipe Reader proximity card readers with a
minimum 8” normal read range as specified herein and on the project drawings.

B.

System shall be administered from a designated point and shall communicate with each
site via UNLV existing network, direct wire, (where feasible), or dial-up modem.

1.6

SUBMITTALS

A.

Comply with Section 01330 - Submittal Procedures.

B.

Product Data: Submit manufacturer's product data, including installation instructions.

C.

Operating and Maintenance Instructions:
maintenance instructions.

D.

Warranty: Submit manufacturer’s standard warranty.

1.7

Submit manufacturer’s operating and

QUALITY ASSURANCE
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A.

B.

C.

1.8

Manufacturer Qualifications:
1.

Responsible for all components.

2.

Continuously engaged in electronic access control system construction with a
minimum of 10 years successful experience.

3.

Able to demonstrate successful performance on comparable projects.

4.

Responsible for system design, including:
a.

Preparation of engineering and production documentation.

b.

Development of testing program and interpretation of test results.

5.

Design and Manufacturing Process: ISO 9001 certified.

6.

Capability of providing manufacturer-employed field service personnel for
installation assistance as required.

7.

Capability of providing 24-hour, 7 days per week technical service assistance
through a toll free telephone number after acceptance of work by the UNLV.

8.

Capability of providing manufacturer-employed field service personnel for technical
service and maintenance after acceptance of work by the UNLV.

Installer Qualifications:
1.

Trained and certified in installation, service and system support by the
manufacturer.

2.

Installer must have a minimum of 5 years experience with the system and have a
minimum of 10 existing system installations within a 50 mile radius of the project.
Installer must maintain a repair and service facility within 50 miles of the project.

Pre-installation Meeting: Convene a pre-installation meeting [2] weeks before start of
installation of electronic access control system. Require attendance of parties directly
affecting work of this section, including Contractor, Architect, Electrical Contractor and
installer. Review installation, field quality control, adjusting, demonstration, and
coordination with other work.
DELIVERY, STORAGE, AND HANDLING

A.

Delivery: Deliver materials to site in manufacturer's original, unopened containers and
packaging, with labels clearly identifying product name and manufacturer.

B.

Storage: Store materials indoors, in a clean, dry area in accordance with manufacturer's
instructions.
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C.

Handling:
damage.

PART 2
2.1
A.
2.2

A.

PRODUCTS

MANUFACTURER
Millenium Group, Millenium SQL Access Control System (By: Vegas Valley Locking
Systems @ 702-614-3939) – NO SUBSTITUTIONS ARE ALLOWED.
ON-LINE ELECTRONIC ACCESS CONTROL SYSTEM – MILLENIUM PLUS FOR
WINDOWS
Online Electronic Access Control System: Millenium Enterprise.
1.

B.

Protect materials and finishes during handling and installation to prevent

System shall have capability to perform:
a.

Access control.

b.

Alarm monitoring.

c.

Identification badging.

d.

Programmable relay control.

e.

View events in real time.

f.

Print selected events in real time.

g.

Elevator control.

h.

Controlled by a computer.

Computer System Characteristics:
1.

Millenium Application Server
a.

Pentium class PC (Network-ready if using workstations)

b.

256 MB RAM

c.

10 GB Hard Drive

d.

CD ROM drive (16X read speed)

e.

800 X 600 16 bit color VGA card
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2.

C.

D.

Two DB-9 Serial Ports

g.

Accurate Clock (1 to 5 minutes per year)

h.

Windows NT, XP or 2000, latest Service Pack

i.

Microsoft SQL Server 7 (minimum) in Standard or Enterprise edition

Millenium Workstation
a.

Network-ready Pentium class PC

b.

128 MB RAM

c.

2 GB Hard Drive

d.

CD ROM drive (16X read speed)

e.

800 X 600 16 bit color VGA card

f.

Accurate Clock (1 to 5 minutes per year)

g.

Windows 98SE, ME, NT (SP 6), XP or 2000 (SP 2)

Software Design:
1.

Native 32-bit, multi-tasking and multi-threaded, running under Windows NT 4.0 with
Service Pack 3 or higher, or Windows 95 or higher.

2.

Use a GUI (Graphical User Interface) based upon Windows standards, have
extensive on-line help, and provide familiar icon-driven, tabbed dialog menu
options.

3.

Perform network communications tasks via a separate integrated application
running in background.

4.

Alarm monitoring, alarm editing, and setup applications shall require operator logon
to function.

Identification Badge Software:
1.
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f.

Include totally integrated identification badging, utilizing same database as access
control system. No import or export shall be necessary. Can be added at any time
with no database conversion necessary.

E.

F.

2.

Provide complete card layout capabilities, including graphic file import capability for
all standard formats, and providing “drag and drop” element placement. Portrait
and landscape card types in any dimensions shall be supported.

3.

Provide ability to design and print both sides of a card using suitable printers.

4.

Provide ability to print any selected database fields on card.

5.

Support Twain compatible devices for image capture.

6.

Support FlashPoint series of video capture cards.

7.

Support batch printing of badges.

8.

Support encoding of any or all of 3 high or low coercivity magnetic tracks, using
suitable printers or encoders, from selected database fields.

9.

Support fingerprint, bar code, and signature using suitable options.

Operators Software:
1.

Limit system operator by default operator levels.

2.

Capability of individual operator passwords for logging on.

3.

Capability of programmable operator levels.
These levels shall be fully
programmable as to menu items and functions available to an operator.

4.

Provide an automatic operator logoff delay.

5.

Require a logon ID different from operator name to maintain network security.

Database Software:
1.

Support ODBC standard and be supplied with a compatible database.

2.

Supplied with a database management application to allow archiving of history,
database repair functions, and import/export.

3.

Support near-real-time import of data, and be arranged to support scheduling
options for unattended operation.

4.

Support automatic update of user access rights as a result of import process.

5.

Allow for a unique industry standard ISO card number to be generated on demand
as part of import process.
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6.

G.

H.
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Protect each database by a specially generated unique password known only
internally in software.

Alarm Monitoring Software:
1.

Support a minimum of 4 supervised alarm inputs per door controller with time zone
disable feature, and a programmable shunt delay timer from 0 to 255 seconds.

2.

Support 3 additional non-supervised alarm inputs per door controller.

3.

Provide a forced-door entry with an ajar alarm. Forced-door alarm shall have a
shunt delay timer of 0 to 255 seconds. Ajar alarm shall have a programmable
delay timer of 1 to 255 minutes.

4.

Support adding name of alarm in a field minimum of 19 characters.

5.

Support prioritizing of alarms to 99 levels.

6.

Support linking specific alarms to relay control devices.

7.

Include a graphical alarm editing application that shall allow a user to define alarms
including graphical maps. Animated icons shall be placed on maps to indicate
standard alarm types such as fire and break-in. Four levels of zoom shall be
provided for each alarm.

8.

Require acknowledgment text so personnel monitoring alarms shall provide
response information.

9.

Include an alarm monitor application separate from main software that shall display
alarms graphically in priority with which they were programmed. Application shall
be able to be run from any workstation.

10.

Provide alarm monitor with capability to display a user portrait in response to valid
or invalid access attempts.

11.

Provide alarm monitor with support for standard sound cards and .wav files so user
defined sounds can be played for alarms.

12.

Log-off required to quit alarm monitor.

13.

Programmable requests for incident reports.

14.

Support up to 4 floor maps per door controller.

Client (Guard) Tour Software:

1.

Include a guard or client tour application which can be run from any workstation on
network.

2.

Provide client tour application for up to 100 tours, with a maximum of 96 intervals
each.

3.

Types of Tours Available:
a. Global: Assigned to any individual card holder at time tour is selected.
b. Individual: Assigned to a card holder at time of creation.

4.

I.

Allow for selective filtering at device level, so as to allow multiple workstations to
run different tours.

Other Software Functions:
1.

Capability of programmable Daylight Savings Time.

2.

Not allow duplication of user names or user ID.

3.

18 predefined user identification fields, 10 configurable user ID field, and 1 “Note”
page per user.

4.

Support multiple access reader technologies on same system simultaneously.

5.

Provide for multiple “lost card” entries so a lost access credential can be easily
identified if used.

6.

Support a door controller address and text description name in a field minimum of
19 characters.

7.

Support door controllers that total an even or odd number on system.

8.

Support minimum of 2 relays for each door controller.

9.

Support unlocking a strike/magnetic lock automatically in accordance with a
programmable time zone.

10.

Support unlocking a strike/magnetic lock device at a defined time, but only after
first valid user accesses access reader.

11.

Capability of programming relay operation time for use with such items as a strike
or magnetic lock.

12.

Provide an audit trail programmable by date and time range, user(s), and access
reader(s).
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13.

Notify when status of a door or relay controller changes because of a
communication or device problem.

14.

Support programmable reports viewed on monitor or printed.

15.

Support programmable reports on printer in real time.

16.

Provide capability of sorting history events by time, dates, users, access readers,
and operators.

17.

Have ability to print a “dossier” report, which includes a person’s portrait along with
user selected database fields and notes.

18.

Support custom ABA and Wiegand formats for access readers.

19.

Support combination access readers with 1 Wiegand output.

20.

Support user pin number along with a card that is enabled by a time zone.

21.

Support a door pin number that is enabled by a time zone.

22.

Support anti-passback mode.

23.

Support relays that can be programmed to operate by a time zone, alarms or by
events linked to access points.

24.

Have the UNLV’s name encrypted and displayed on monitor.

25.

Able to accept any 3-digit facility code of card or chip provided.

26.

Capabilities to archive data from hard drive to a floppy disk and be able to select
dates of data being archived.

27.

Capability of routing system history to workstations on network such that if desired,
multiple alarm monitoring stations can be maintained, each with separate alarm
displays.

28.

Provide an option to run on a Windows supported TCP/IP network with a minimum
of 10 concurrent workstations.

29.

Provide option of communication to sites using TCP/IP and Millenium Site Ethernet
Interface.

30.

Advise and display on computer monitor status of door and relay controller(s) if
communication or power is lost on system.

31.

Minimum Parameters:

J.

a.

System Software: Unlimited users.

b.

Each Site Controller: 100 access readers.

c.

Each system: 1,000 site controllers.

d.

Maximum doors: 100,000

e.

Number of Access Groups: Unlimited.

f.

Time Zones: 200.

g.

Holidays: 20.

h.

Vacation Periods: 8.

System Hardware:
1.

System shall be able to be configured from 1 to 100 access readers for each site
control unit.

2.

Controllers shall have capacity of memory support, including real-time clock for a
minimum of 24 hours, in case of AC loss of power and battery backup is
exhausted.

3.

System shall use a fully-distributed architecture in which system alarms, access,
relays, and elevator control shall continue to function in a normal mode without
computer communications.

4.

Site controller shall be able to communicate to computer via EIA standard RS-232,
RS-485, dial-up modem, lease line, fiber optics, wireless Spread Spectrum
modem, or with use of a Site Ethernet Interface, via TCP/IP protocol.

5.

Site controller shall have a local relay to monitor status of communications with
door control units. In case of device failure relay will open, providing a means of
triggering an external monitoring device.

6.

Site, door, relay, and elevator controller features shall have capability to be field
upgraded by a firmware change. Such firmware upgrades shall be offered as
needed to registered users on an exchange basis, labor not included.

7.

Door controller shall support any Wiegand standard based readers in any bit
format up to 50 total; bit patterns fully programmable within software.

8.

Door controller shall read Dallas touch chip format directly without use of
accessory devices.
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9.

Door controller shall have ability to read Marlok™ metal keys and key readers
without use of interface devices.

10.

Example supported reader types include but are not limited to: Wiegand, Magstripe, Bar Code, Proximity, Dallas TouchKey, Keypad, Biometrics and/or
combination keypad with Wiegand/Proximity/Magnetic stripe.

11.

Door controller shall be able to be programmed for custom ABA formats from PC
software, including ability to ignore user specified characters in format.

12.

Door controller shall be programmable to accept either normal or inverted strobe
signals from ABA format readers.

13.

Same door controller shall be programmed for all access reader technologies as
specified by means of PC software.

14.

Site controller shall buffer last 2,000 events from door controllers when computer
communications has been lost or terminated.

15.

Each door controller shall buffer an additional 2,000 events when site controller
buffer has filled.

16.

All system controllers shall have a built-in tamper alarm to detect when a cover to
controller is removed.

17.

Door Controller:
a.

Request to Exit input.

b.

Single reader input configuration.

c.

Located within 10 feet (3 m) of access reader.

d.

Function at full capacity without communications to computer, and buffer
events up to a maximum of 2,000 during this period.

e.

Continue to function on battery backup at a minimum of 9 V DC.

18.

Door and relay controller shall have Form C dry contact configuration.

19.

Door and relay controller shall have relays with a minimum current rating of 24 V
DC at 2 A with solid-state automatically re-settable over current protection for
contacts.

20.

Door controller shall have a relay that can be programmed by software for: Valid
User, Auto Activate, First User Auto Activate, Any User, Rejected User, or Alarm
Options.

21.

Relay controller shall have relays that can be configured by software for Time Zone
Activation, Timed Activation, Timed Released, First Event Activation, and First
Event Released.

22.

Relay on door controller shall have a programmable timer and settings in software
for strike and magnetic lock operation.

23.

Door and relay controller shall provide a dedicated tamper alarm to monitor
opening of controller mounting boxes.

24.

Site to door controller communication conform to EIA RS-485 for a recommended
total cable length of 5,000 feet (1,524 m).

25.

Power Supply:
a. Battery backup capable of providing power for system during temporary AC
power outage.
b. Provide a relay to notify system when there is a loss of AC power.

K.

System Access Readers:
1.

L.

Wiegand Output Format Readers: Output of 26-bit Wiegand format or a custom bit
configuration from 13 to 50. HID ProxPro 5355 x Black with an 8” read range
minimum.

Door Control Device (DCD):
1.

Description:
a. Designed to control a single access point.
b. Contains a real-time clock and sufficient memory to provide access control
independent of main PC.
c. Transaction history shall be automatically buffered when not on line with PC.
d. Priority event buffer assures alarms are annunciated in a timely manner even
if history buffer is full.

2.

Power: 9 to 14 V DC, supplied by central power supply; 80 to 110 mA, depending
upon reader technology. 225 mA additional required during unlock of Marlok
rotating cylinder (7 seconds maximum). Accessory relays require additional 20 mA
each.

3.

Power Protection: Reverse polarity, over voltage, transient.
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4.

Reader Technologies Supported: Marlok key, Wiegand card (any bit format up to
50), ABA/ISO Track 2, proximity, keypad, combination reader/keypad, Dallas
TouchKey and biometrics.

5.

Reader Interfaces Supported: Marlok, clock/data, clock/data inverted, Dallas touch
and Wiegand.

6.

History Buffer: 2,000 transactions.

7.

Priority Event Buffer: 100 transactions.

8.

On-Board Memory and Clock Backup: 24 hours minimum.

9.

Maximum Users Stored in Memory: 10,000.

10.

Alarm Input Points: 7 total, 2-wire supervised (EOL resistor) including built-in door
contact monitoring.

11.

Alarm Input Monitoring Circuit: Analog to digital conversion.

12.

Tamper Alarm: On-board switch.

13.

Output Relays: 2 each with Form C contacts rated 2 A, 30 V.

14.

Output Relay Contact Protection: Solid-state polymeric re-settable.

15.

Connectors: 5 mm plug-on screw terminal.

16.

Address Switches: Rotary, direct-reading 00 to 99.

17.

Communications: Multi-drop RS-485, proprietary protocol.

18.

Operating Environment:
a. Between 14 degrees F and 104 degrees F (-10 degrees C and 40 degrees
C).
b. Less than 90 percent noncondensing humidity.

M.

19.

Dimensions, Mounted in Back Box: 10-1/2 inches high x 4-3/4 inches wide x 1-3/4
inches deep (267 mm high x 121 mm wide x 44 mm deep).

20.

Weight, Mounted in Back Box: 5.0 pounds (2.3 kg).

Site Control Unit (SCU):
1.
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Description:

a. Designed to control a maximum of 100 door controllers and a maximum of 10
relay controllers.
b. Normally used for a single site or building, contains a real-time clock and
sufficient memory to supervise site.
c. Maximum of 1,000 site controllers can be addressed in a system.
d. Transaction history is automatically buffered when not on line with PC.
e. Priority event buffer assures alarms are annunciated in a timely manner even
if history buffer is full.
f.

On-board switches select operational modes.

2.

Power: 9 to 14 V DC, supplied by central power supply; 50 mA standby, 90 mA
maximum.

3.

Power Protection: Reverse polarity, over voltage, transient.

4.

PC to SCU Communications Interface: RS-232, RS-485 4-wire, or TCP/IP.

5.

SCU to DCD Communications Interface: RS-485 multi-drop 2-wire.

6.

Modem Support: Hayes AT command set, 9,600 baud or greater.

7.

Supervisory Relay: Rated 2 A, 30 V Form C. Opens on-site fault.

8.

History Buffer: 2,000 transactions.

9.

Priority Event Buffer: 100 transactions.

10.

On-Board Memory and Clock Backup: 24 hours minimum.

11.

Alarms: Lost AC input.

12.

Tamper Alarm: On-board switch.

13.

Connectors: 5 mm screw terminal.

14.

Address Switches: Rotary, direct-reading 000 to 999.

15.

Operating Environment:
a. Between 14 degrees F and 104 degrees F (-10 degrees C and 40 degrees
C).
b. Less than 90 percent noncondensing humidity.
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N.

16.

Dimensions, Mounted in Back Box: 10-1/2 inches high x 4-3/4 inches wide x 1-3/4
inches deep (267 mm high x 121 mm wide x 44 mm deep).

17.

Weight, Mounted in Back Box: 5.0 pounds (2.3 kg).

Relay Control Device (RCD):
1.

Power: 9 to 14 V DC, supplied by central power supply; 35 mA standby current, 20
mA additional for each relay activated.

2.

Memory and Clock Backup: 24 hours minimum.

3.

Relay Outputs: 7 Form C contacts, rated 30 V DC maximum at 2 A.

4.

Supervisory Function: Relay 0 on first board installed. Opens on system fault.

5.

Communications: Multi-drop RS-485, proprietary protocol. Auxiliary programming
jack for use with Marlok AP-1 and cable for stand-alone operation.

6.

Tamper Alarm: On-board switch.

7.

Configuration Jumpers: J3, relay polarity select all 16 relays; J5, relay override
select.

8.

Address Switch: Rotary, direct-reading 0 to 9.

9.

Operating Environment:
a.
Between 14 degrees F and 104 degrees F (-10 degrees C and 40 degrees
C).
b.

O.
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Less than 90 percent noncondensing humidity.

10.

Dimensions, Mounted in Back Box: 10-1/2 inches high x 4-3/4 inches wide x 1-3/4
inches deep (267 mm high x 121 mm wide x 44 mm deep).

11.

Weight, Mounted in Back Box: 5.0 pounds (2.3 kg).

Power Supply:
1.

Power: [120 V AC, 60 Hz, 2 A, unswitched].

2.

Fuses: 2 A AC input slow-blow, 1 A AC input (export), 8 A (battery output
protection).

3.

Output: 13.8 V DC nominal, 5 A maximum.

P.

4.

Battery Backup: 2 gelled lead acid cell, 6 V DC, 8.0 Ah, supplied with power
supply.

5.

Alarm Outputs:
contacts).

Cover tamper switch and AC or power supply failure (dry

Trunk Interface Unit (TIU):
1.

Description: Trunk interface unit provides interface between RS-232 PC serial port
and site controller(s).

2.

Power: 120 V AC to 9 V DC power cube, 200 mA.

3.

Serial Input: RS-232-C, DB9 connector.

4.

Output: RS-485, 2 or 4-wire in 5-pin screw terminal connector.

5.

Indicators: LED type, power, transmit, receive.

6.

Protection: Reverse DC polarity, communications surges.

7.

Power: [120 V AC, 60 Hz, 1 A, unswitched] [220 V AC, 50 Hz, 1 A, unswitched
(export)].

8.

Power Supply Output: 5 V DC, 1 A, for local circuit board only.

9.

Memory and Clock Backup: 24 hours minimum

10.

Relay Outputs: 16 Form C.

11.

Contact Ratings: 5 A, 30 V DC; 10 A, 125 V AC; 6 A, 277 V AC.

12.

Normal Mode: Energized.

13.

Override Input: Normally closed.

14.

Unit Address: 4 position dip.

15.

Alarm Inputs: 4 unsupervised.

16.

Tamper: Built-in switch with activation spring.

17.

Power: 9 to 14 V DC, supplied by power cube (local) or central power supply; 80
to 110 mA depending upon reader technology.

18.

Power Protection: Reverse polarity, over voltage, transient.
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S.

19.

Reader Technologies Supported: Marlok key, Wiegand card (any bit format up to
50), ABA/ISO track 2, proximity, keypad, Dallas TouchKey, biometrics.

20.

Reader Interfaces Supported:
touch, Wiegand.

21.

Connectors: 5 mm plug-on screw terminal.

22.

Address Switches: Rotary, direct-reading 0 to 9.

23.

Communications: Multi-drop RS-485, proprietary protocol.

24.

Operating Environment:
a.

Between 14 degrees F and 104 degrees F (-10 degrees C and 40 degrees
C).

b.

Less than 90 percent noncondensing humidity.

25.

Dimensions, Mounted in Back Box: 10-1/2 inches high x 4-3/4 inches wide x 1-3/4
inches deep (267 mm high x 121 mm wide x 44 mm deep).

26.

Weight, Mounted in Back Box: 4.5 pounds (2.0 kg).

Site Ethernet Interface (SEI):
1.

Description: Designed to provide communications between Millenium Windows PC
and site control unit(s) by means of Ethernet networks utilizing TCP/IP protocol.

2.

Power: 12 to 15 V DC, supplied by either central power supply or auxiliary power
supply; 800 mA maximum.

3.

IP Address Setting: Software through RS-232 port.

4.

Data Backup: Nonvolatile memory.

5.

Network Interface: 10 base T, AUI.

6.

SCU Interface: RS-232-C, 9,600 baud.

7.

Communications Protocol (Network): TCP/IP.

8.

Communications Protocol (SCU Interface): Proprietary.

9.

Operating Environment:
a.
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Marlok, clock/data, clock/data inverted, Dallas

Between 32 degrees F and 104 degrees F (0 degrees C and 40 degrees C).

b.
10.

Dimensions: 7 inches high x 6 inches wide x 1-1/4 inches deep (178 mm high x
152 mm wide x 32 mm deep).

11.

Weight: 2.0 pounds (0.9 kg).

PART 3
3.1
A.

3.2

Less than 90 percent noncondensing humidity.

EXECUTION

EXAMINATION
Examine areas to receive electronic access control system. Notify Architect if areas are
not acceptable. Do not begin installation until unacceptable conditions have been
corrected.
INSTALLATION

A.

Install electronic access control system in accordance with manufacturer's instructions
by factory-trained and certified installers.

B.

Install system at locations as indicated on the drawings.

C.

Install door hardware as specified in Section 08710.

D.

Install electrical wiring to on-line system components as specified in Section 16100.

E.

Use manufacturer’s supplied hardware.

F.

Replace defective or damaged components as directed by the Architect.

G.

Furnish to the UNLV all required keys and keycards.

3.3
A.

3.4

FIELD QUALITY CONTROL
Test completed installation to verify each component of electronic access control system
is properly installed and operating.
ADJUSTING

A.

Adjust electronic access control system as required to perform properly.

B.

Adjust locksets for smooth operation without binding.

3.5
A.

CLEANING
Clean surfaces in accordance with manufacturer's instructions.
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B.

Use cleaners approved
keylok/keyreaders.

C.

Do not use abrasive cleaners.

3.6
A.

manufacturer,

as

some

cleaners

may

damage

DEMONSTRATION
Provide comprehensive on-site training to UNLV’s personnel by factory-trained and
certified trainers.
1.

Demonstrate system to UNLV’s personnel.

2.

Train UNLV’s personnel in proper operation and maintenance.

END OF SECTION
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Appendix G
Map of Walking Box Ranch
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Appendix G (cont.)
Concept Plan for Walking Box Ranch

The full-size overall site plan concept drawing for the 40-acre Walking Box Ranch property is
available in the following document:

EDAW, Inc. 2009. “Walking Box Ranch: Final Design Concept Plan.” Prepared for Bureau of
Land Management; dated July 2009. p. 3-4.
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Walking Box Ranch

Examples of Security Barriers/Human Deterrents
Incorporating Aesthetic and Interpretive Elements

Prepared by Paula Garrett and Amy Page
University of Nevada Las Vegas
August 21, 2012

Contents
About this Document ....................................................................................................................... ii
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About this Document
This document presents examples of some possible interpretive/aesthetic features for Walking
Box Ranch that could also serve as barriers or help route humans away from non‐visitor areas to
protect sensitive landscape, biotic communities, historical artifacts or other significant or
dangerous areas of the site. It is critical that the design of such elements seamlessly
complement the tone, ambiance, and interpretive environment at the Ranch. This document
was presented to the UNLV Team and was intended to be included in a larger security
recommendation for the site.

ii

1. Historical Marker
The local chapter of the E. Clampus Vitus Historical
Society raises historical plaques in significant areas
throughout Southern Nevada. A member and also
Director of the Clark County Museum; Mark Hall‐
Patton has indicated the group’s interest in raising a
plaque at Walking Box Ranch. All materials and
construction is completed by members of the society.
Example of historical plaque constructed and erected
by E. Clampus Vitus at Rachel, Nevada.

2. Botanical Garden
A botanical garden using native species
could be constructed using native soil and
large boulders. By choosing species such as
cacti, agave and yucca, the garden would be
virtually maintenance free after
establishment. It is possible to have these
plants donated or at low cost.
(Pro: cheap, Con: cacti could cause a safety
hazard.)

Interpretation Security Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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3. Bronze Statue
Large bronze statues of horses or
cattle would be site appropriate
and also provide enough structure
for security protection.
(Pro: visually stimulating, Con: cost
and metal gets hot in summer.)

4. Windmill
One possibility is to take a windmill from another BLM area that is not being used and put it at
the ranch, specifically the Wee Thump Wilderness Area. The windmill could have interpretive
panels beneath it discussing the use of windmills for water pumping in the area and the CCC’s
role in developing water in the area.
(Pro: sustainable use of existing
structure, Con: can we get
permission to move this and if so,
how?)
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5. Life Sized Fiberglass or
Resin Animals
Life‐sized fiberglass animals could be
used for interpretation and to show
the context of historical ranch use.
(Pro: relatively cheap, Con: cheap
looking, can fiberglass hold up to
heat?)

6. Energy Play Ground
A small playground that shows how motion can be converted into energy could be constructed.
The play equipment could highlight the research center’s renewable energy sources.
(Pro: allows
children to burn
off excess
energy, could be
state of the art,
Cons: cost.)

Interpretation Security Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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7. Historic Woody Vehicle
During the Rex Bell and Clara
Bow era, the ranch vehicle was
a woody wagon. A
comparable wagon could be
placed in one of the locations
to help establish the time
period of the ranch.
(Pro: fits the historical aspect
of the site, Con: cost.)

8. Water Pump Play Area
A water play area that utilizes a pump system
could teach children about the action of a pump
and how it was utilized to get water for the
ranch.
(Pro: way to cool off, Cons: waste of water
unless there is some method to contain it.)
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9. Labyrinth or Maze
Incorporate a labyrinth or maze to the
site.
(Pro: labyrinth is in line with our goal to
show the contemplative side of the
desert, maze would be a good activity for
kids, Con: space may not support, doesn’t
give much security.)

10. Statue of Rex Bell
Large statue of Rex Bell on a horse.
Material could be bronze or equivalent.
(Pro: historically significant, Con: expense
and surface temperature.)

Interpretation Security Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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11. Walking Box Logo Structure
Large statue of the Walking Box ranch logo. Could me
made of a variety of materials.
(Pro: Branding of site, Con: cost could be an issue.)

12. Corten Cutout
Corten cutouts of ranchers, cowboys or ranch
animals.
(Pro: variety of types, Con: metal can be hot in
summer.)
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13. Historic Wagon
Renovate existing wagons on site or have a
wagon recreated that children can climb onto.
(Pro: historically accurate display, photo
opportunity, Con: needs to be structurally
sound enough for people to climb.)

Interpretation Security Plan – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Compilation of Ideas Resulting from
Clark County School District Teacher Visit
to Walking Box Ranch
Workshop date: 10/09/2010

Overview
In October 2010, the University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) hosted a teacher workshop for Clark
County School District (CCSD) teachers to visit Walking Box Ranch during a half‐day experience.
Participants learned about ranch history and plans for its future development. Participants then
contributed to a brainstorming activity to identify possible future student education and teacher‐
training activities that could be conducted at Walking Box Ranch or by using related content off site.
Brainstorm results were compiled by Walking Box Ranch Project Director Jean S. Cline, Ph.D., who
facilitated the workshop.

Student Participants, General Activities, and Curricular Recommendations
• After school groups, small student groups; star‐gazing activity. Johanna Brass, naturalist
• Weekend star gazing and hiking. Use site to study light pollution that occurs at night. Diana Sjoberg
• Star gazing; have site open to public/children’s groups. Jessica Foltin (David Blanchett in Las Vegas
is contact)
• Audience should include kids’ groups, Green Power Club, science career groups. Programming
should take place across different seasons. Activities could include: examining weather, stars,
water, etc. and making comparisons over the course of the year. Identify certain students to
participate over several years. Lana Johnson
• Bring students into the desert, look at disturbed versus non‐disturbed areas; consider climate. Rick
Bowersox
• Use ranch as venue/site to study Nevada history (ranching in West) for 7th graders; do cross‐
curricular studies. Mary Bender
• Do air‐quality‐management studies on site and compare results with air quality in Las Vegas. Jeff
Viggato
• Observe native wildlife in its natural habitat; for example, U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service demonstrates
burrows of tagged tortoises. Patsy Babcock is a naturalist and can provide lots of material. Jose
Trujillo
• Examine owl pellets; someone (e.g., caretaker?) can collect through year and also collects during
visit so group of visiting students can dissect them on the spot. Nora Bond

Workshop Report – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada Las Vegas
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• Earth science curriculum: section on renewable energy, use solar cells to cook meal; examine
geology of area (e.g., Jean Cline described a cross‐section from Colorado River of exposed plutonic
rocks – coarse feldspar and quartz crystals – to previously overlying volcanic rocks near Searchlight,
cut by quartz veins that carried gold and silver). Multiple contributors

Teacher Training and Use of Site by Teachers
•
•
•
•
•

•

Use Walking Box Ranch as a teachers’ retreat to plan curriculum and brainstorm. Rick Bowersox
Provide Professional Development Education (PDE) training in summer; teach geology for
example. Linda Lam
Teacher training; find grants to support. Multiple contributors
Create a task force of teachers to design the curriculum and then bring students out. Mary Bender
(Building on above) In the morning teachers are taught geology/biology/etc and in
afternoon/evening they design curriculum based on what they have learned. Lana Johnson, Rick
Bowersox, and Jose Trujillo volunteer time to explore ranch and these possibilities.
Identify federal and state agency retirees who can be docents at ranch and teach/train teachers;
get volunteers (like caretaker) who is the biology/geology teacher. Diana Sjoberg

Other Ideas
•
•
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Establish a website (document‐sharing site) for this group to use as a drop box for ideas.
Develop paleontology content about the site and create podcasts, involve Steve Rowland (UNLV
paleontologist).

Connecting to Place: Environmental Literacy
Explorations at Walking Box Ranch
— Request for Course Approval —
Clark County School District
Professional Development Education Course Description
Submitted May 2011 | Accepted September 2011

About this document: This document is the course description for a proposed course created by Amy Page
and Allison Brody under the direction of Dr. Jean S. Cline (UNLV Walking Box Ranch Program Director) and Clark
County School District (CCSD). The description is part of an application process required by CCSD’s Curriculum and
Professional Development Division. This course proposal resulted from a series of conversations and a field trip
with teachers to Walking Box Ranch to explore how the site might support CCSD teachers while implementing the
mission and vision of the Ranch. In May 2011, the course application was submitted, and on September 22, 2011,
it was accepted. However, due to Walking Box Ranch’s non‐compliance with ADA standards, course
implementation was suspended indefinitely.

Course Description:
A. Course Title
Connecting to Place: Environmental Literacy Explorations at Walking Box Ranch
B. Dates and Times for course
November 4 – 6, 2011
Nov. 4 ‐ 4:00pm – 9:00pm
Nov. 5 ‐ 8:00am – 8:00pm
Nov. 6 ‐ 8:00am – 3:00pm
C. Name of Facility
Walking Box Ranch
Searchlight, Nevada
D. Facility Address
Located off of NV State Highway 164, Walking Box Ranch is seven miles west of Searchlight, NV
and 55 miles south of Las Vegas, NV.
Teachers will be housed at El Rey Motel, 430 N. US‐95, Searchlight, NV 89046
E. Room Number / Estimated Enrollment
This course has been limited to 20 teachers.

Professional Development Course Description – Project FAA080094
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F. Credits requested
1.5 credits

G. Name of Proposed Instructor
Amy Page, Environmental Education, UNLV
Ms. Page has been an educator in the non‐formal sector for over ten years. With an
undergraduate degree in New World Antiquities and a Masters degree in American History she
brings a unique perspective to Environmental Education. Ms. Page served as the Education
Director of the Las Vegas Natural History Museum for eight years prior to joining UNLV’s Public
Lands Institute where she served at Project Manager for popular environmental education
programs such as the Forever Earth Floating Laboratory and Discover Mojave Outdoor World.
Ms. Page also played a key role in the Nevada State Certification in Environmental Education
and Interpretation Program as a planner and instructor, as well as a planner for the statewide
initiative for Environmental Literacy. Most recently, Ms. Page contracts with UNLV as an
instructor and works with other community organizations and businesses to advance science
education in southern Nevada and across the country.
Allison Brody, D.A., Conservation Education and Interpretation, UNLV
Dr. Brody is a Project Manager for more than twelve education‐related projects at the UNLV
Public Lands Institute. She has co‐authored a variety of informal education programs delivered
in Southern Nevada. Dr. Brody comes to the Public Lands Institute from Oklahoma, where she
was director of educational programs for the Oklahoma City Zoological Park and Botanical
Garden. She formerly was an Instructor and Teacher Trainer at the Bronx Zoo in New York. Dr.
Brody holds a B.S. in Biology, an M.S. in Ecology and a D.A. in Biological Education.
Other Presenters to be Included in Course Delivery

Dr. Jean Cline, UNLV

Dr. Tom Piechota, UNLV

Paula Garrett, UNLV

H. Rationale
Environmental Literacy has gained a lot of momentum both nationally and here in Nevada. The
need to prioritize environmental education in American schools has been recognized by the
United States Department of Education, the National Science Foundation, the National
Organization for Oceanic and Atmospheric Association, and even the Nevada Department of
Education. Environmental Literacy gives educators a framework for how to be progressive about
prioritizing environmental education in their classrooms.
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This Institute will give Environmental Literacy context in Clark County by examining the Mojave
Desert at Walking Box Ranch through the lens of the six core concepts and their corresponding
benchmarks for Environmental Literacy as indicated in the pending Nevada Green Print for
Environmental Literacy.
Walking Box Ranch provides educators with a field experience rich in history and science. The
Walking Box Ranch was built in 1931 by legendary silent film stars Rex Bell and Clara Bow. The
name of the ranch and brand are symbolic of a camera box on a tripod. During the 1930s, it
covered nearly 400,000 acres and supported 1,800 head of cattle.
The ranch was also known as a rural escape destination for the couple’s famous Hollywood
friends, which reportedly included Clark Gable, Carole Lombard, and Errol Flynn. Bell and Bow
stayed at the ranch until the mid‐1940s, when they separated and Bell pursued a career in
politics. He served as Nevada’s lieutenant governor from 1955 until his death in 1962. Rex Bell,
Jr. and his brother George grew up at the ranch. Rex Bell, Jr. served as Clark County District
Attorney in the 1980s and early 1990s.
Some of Southern Nevada’s most significant ecological and cultural resources are embodied just
outside the barbed wire fences surrounding the ranch. Being adjacent to wilderness areas and
areas of critical environmental concern, the region is habitat for some 300 native plant species
and the threatened desert tortoise. It sits at 4,000 feet above sea level.
The ranch subsequently passed into private hands and was eventually recommended for
purchase by the Bureau of Land Management (BLM), so that the property could be preserved
for all people. In 2005 this purchase came to fruition with funding generated by the Southern
Nevada Public Lands Management Act (SNPLMA). A partnership was formed between BLM, The
Nature Conservancy (TNC), and the University Of Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) to manage the
property
Core concepts of Environmental Literacy include:
1. All Life on Earth exists within an ecosystem
2. Human beings are an integral part of all ecosystems.
3. Healthy ecosystems provide many essential services and benefits that sustain and improve
human lives.
4. The human experience requires a connection to nature. These experiences in natural places
in our community enrich our lives and inspire our choices for future generations.
5. Human beings are responsible for dramatic changes to ecosystems at a rate unprecedented
in Earth’s history.
6. We have a responsibility to care for the Earth, to leave healthy ecosystems for our families
and future generations.

Professional Development Course Description – Project FAA080094
Public Lands Institute • University of Nevada, Las Vegas
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Educational Domains:


Domain #1  Planning and Preparation
o Instructional planning is documented and based on adopted curriculum
documents and standards.
o Content knowledge is demonstrated in planning.



Domain #3  Learning Environment
o The physical environment supports the teaching/learning process.



Domain #4  Instruction
o The components of an effective lesson and the basic principles of
learning are used when providing instruction.
o Varied instructional strategies, approaches, and resources aligned with
instructional objectives, engage students in learning.



Domain #5  Professional Responsibilities
o The employee participates in on‐going professional growth.
o The employee works professionally with administration, staff, parents,
and community.
o The employee uses multicultural resources, materials and activities to
support multicultural literacy, awareness and appreciation.

District Strategic Goals:
(relevant to this PDE course)
C‐2:
A‐2:
P‐2:

I.

Provide a safe, caring, and educationally stimulating physical and social
environment.
Provide relevant professional development programs.
Provide substantial opportunities for all stakeholders to engage in the
educational process.

Nevada K‐12 Content Standards
Health:
Content Standard 1.0
1.5.1
1.12.2
1.5.11
1.8.11
1.12.10
1.5.12
1.8.12
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1.12.11
Content Standard 5.0
5.12.2
5.8.4
5.12.4
Content Standard 6.0
6.8.3
6.12.3
Content Standard 8.0
8.5.1
8.8.1
8.12.1
8.5.2
8.8.2
8.12.2
Science:
Unifying Concept – Scientific Inquiry
N.5.A
N.8.A
N.12.A
N.8.A.3
N.8.A.2
Unifying Concept – Science, Technology, & Society
N.5.B
N.8.B
N.12.B
N.8.B.1
N.12.B.1
N.12.B.2
N.12.B.4
Unifying Concept – Atmospheric Processes and the Water Cycle
ALL
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Unifying Concept – Earth’s Composition and Structure
E.8.C
E.12.C
E.5.C.2
E.5.C.3
E.12.C.4
Unifying Concept – Structure of Life
L.5.B
L.12.B
L.5.B.1
Unifying Concept – Organisms and their Environment
ALL
Unifying Concept – Diversity of Life
L.8.D
L.12.D
L.12.D.5
J.

Course Goal
To provide educators with a context for Environmental Literacy through rich social studies,
health and science content about the Mojave Desert at Walking Box Ranch.

K. Course Objectives
Educators will participate in a residential 2.5 day institute in the field rich in experience and
content from experts in biology, geology, history, and environmental education. The objectives
will come mainly from the c ore concepts and benchmarks for Environmental Literacy as
indicated in the Nevada Green Print 2010.
Teachers will know and understand:
1. All Life on Earth exists within an ecosystem
a. Ecosystems are made of interdependent relationships between groups of living
things (biodiversity) and their physical environment.
b. An impact on any element of an ecosystem has consequences throughout that
ecosystem (and potentially others).
2. Human beings are an integral part of all ecosystems.
a.
6

Human activities within ecosystems affect these systems.

b.

Ecosystems can affect human decisions and activities.

3. Healthy ecosystems provide many essential services and benefits that sustain and improve
human lives.
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Natural systems maintain a habitable planet by regulating climate and by cycling
water, oxygen and carbon dioxide and soil nutrients.
Natural systems provide human beings with essential services (ecosystem services)
that sustain life on Earth: fresh air, clean water, energy, mineral resources, soil, and
oceans that can produce food.
People depend on thousands of plants and animals to live their daily lives.
Biological diversity provides a multitude of natural resources used commercially for
food, shelter, fiber, medicines, and other products.
Healthy ecosystems underpin healthy human economics. Many jobs depend directly
on protecting natural ecosystems (recreation, farming, utilities).
Healthy communities and the people that live there are sustained by healthy
ecosystems. Natural places nourish human’s mental and physical health.

4. The human experience requires a connection to nature. These experiences in natural places
in our community enrich our lives and inspire our choices for future generations.
a.
b.

c.

For all human beings, nature is a place to renew the human spirit and refresh our
emotional and mental health.
The beauty and resources of the natural and cultural world are global treasures. They
help define America’s national heritage and character, and provide the nation with
valuable and irreplaceable natural resources.
Nevada’s natural world provides wondrous places to play and recreate, to explore, to
be creative, to learn and enjoy both as individuals and with our friends and families.

5. Human beings are responsible for dramatic changes to ecosystems at a rate unprecedented
in Earth’s history.
a. The growth of the human population coupled with the increased consumption of
resources by individuals will increasingly impact the planet’s finite resources.
b. Human threats to Nevada’s environment include global climate change, invasive
species, habitat destruction, water, and air quality.
6. We have a responsibility to care for the Earth, to leave healthy ecosystems for our families
and future generations.
a.
Human solutions to environmental challenges include sustainability initiatives that
minimize our impact, such as use of alternative energy sources, public transportation,
recycling, green architecture, and responsible water use.
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b.

c.
d.

Nevadan’s strive for a personal commitment to help ensure environmental quality and
quality of life through actions such as:
• Making appropriate lifestyle decisions
• Actively participating in public decisions
• Sharing our knowledge and feelings about the natural world
• Support local environmental organizations
• Practice and promote stewardship and responsible use
Nevadan’s are informed and consider multiple points of view.
Nevadan’s have understanding of their local environment, including where their water
comes from, natural features, and local environmental issues.

L. Learner Outcomes
I. Articulate an understanding of Environmental Literacy.
II. Articulate an understanding of the significance of the Mojave Desert in shaping our history
and culture; and determining our ecology.
III. Demonstrate problem solving skills as they pertain to the social and environmental
implications of climate change.

M. Course Description
Topic

Instructors and Activities
INSTRUCTORS: Allison Brody and Amy Page

Environmental
Literacy

Ecosystem
Introduction

Plants of the
Mojave

1

INSTRUCTOR: Allison Brody

1.

All Life on Earth exists within
an ecosystem

1

1.

All Life on Earth exists
within an ecosystem

1.

All Life on Earth exists within
an ecosystem

2

1.

All Life on Earth exists within
an ecosystem

3

6.

We have a responsibility to
care for the earth, to leave
healthy ecosystems for our
families and future
generations

2

Habitat boxes activity; climagraph
activity; discussion.

Presentation; field activity;
predator/prey simulation; food‐web
activity; energy‐pyramid activity.
INSTRUCTOR: Paula Garrett

Presentation and field activity.
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Jean Cline

Geology of the
Mojave

Presentation; field activity with GPS
units.
INSTRUCTOR: Paula Garrett

Humans in the
Mojave

8

Total Hours

Environmental Literacy PowerPoint
(quiz show format) + concept map
showing relationship among workshop
topics.

INSTRUCTOR: Allison Brody

Animals of the
Mojave Desert

Objectives
6. d. Nevadan’s have an
understanding of their local
environment, including
where their water comes
from, natural features, and
local environmental issues.

Interpretive tour of Walking Box
Ranch.

3.5

Health
connection

Understanding the human connection:
from pre‐history to pop culture
(readings and journal entry)

3.

INSTRUCTOR: Allison Brody

4.

Presentation; quiz show; Children’s
Outdoor Bill of Rights activity.

INSTRUCTOR: Amy Page

Water in the
Mojave

Plumbing the Colorado activity;
discussion.
INSTRUCTOR: Dr. Tom Piechota

Energy in the
Mojave

Presentation.
INSTRUCTORS: Allison Brody and Amy Page

Presentation; myth‐busting activity;
Discussion; role play.
Climate Change

Healthy ecosystems provide
many essential services and
benefits that sustain and
improve human lives.

2

The human experience
requires a connection to
nature. These experiences in
natural places in our
community enrich our lives
and inspire our choices for
future generations.
5.
Human beings are
responsible for dramatic
changes to ecosystems at a
rate unprecedented in
Earth’s history.
3.
Healthy ecosystems provide
many essential services and
benefits that sustain and
improve human lives.
5.b. Human threats to Nevada’s
environment include global
climate change.

1

Application: participants create
classroom curriculum/activity on topic
of global climate change with local
effects.

1

1

2.5

3

23 hours
TOTAL

N. Method of Instruction
The instruction will be a combination of lecture, group discussions, independent work, group
work, activities, role‐playing, field activities, and reflection.
O. Students
This course is limited to middle school and high school science and social studies teachers
interested in the implementation of environmental education into their core subject. The course
is limited to 15 participants on a first come first serve basis. No prerequisites are required.
P. Method of Grading
Grading will be based on participation in workshop and reflection journals
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Q. Course Outline
I.
Environmental literacy – background, rationale, how it applies to formal education
II.
Exploring ecosystems
a. Introduction to ecosystems – role of climate
b. Plants, animals, and geology of the Mojave Desert
i. Identification
ii. Natural history
iii. Interactions, landscape ecology
III.
Humans in the Mojave Desert – the climate and ecosystem drive what humans can do
and how they do it
a. Ranch life, mining life
b. Homework assignment will have teachers explore pre‐historical cultural connections
IV.
Humans have basic needs, requiring food, water, energy, and health
a. Ecosystem services provided by our surrounding natural areas, including biological soil
crust, air quality, and drinking water
b. Water issues in the Mojave Desert
c. Health – we require a connection to nature
d. Energy in the Mojave (solar, coal, hydro, wind)
V.
Our use of energy and other resources has resulted in climate change
a. Background + Myth‐busting activity
b. Climate Change in the Mojave Desert – implications
R. Texts
Required Reading:
Environmental Literacy in America; What Ten Years of NEETF/Roper Research and Related
Studies Say About Environmental Literacy in the U.S.; THE NATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL
EDUCATION
& TRAINING FOUNDATION; Kevin Coyle 2005
Teachers' Guide to High Quality Educational Materials on Climate Change and Global Warming.
Available for download at http://hdgc.epp.cmu.edu/teachersguide/teachersguide.htm.
Communicating and Learning About Global Climate Change: An Abbreviated Guide for Teaching
Climate Change, from Project 2061 at AAAS. Available for download at
http://www.aaas.org/news/press_room/climate_change/mtg_200702/climate_change_guide_2
061.pdf

Additional websites:
http://www.lasvegasnevada.gov/FactsStatistics/history.htm
http://onlinenevada.org/
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WALKING BOX RANCH (WBR) BUSINESS PLAN

BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES

The U.S. Bureau of Land Management (BLM) acquired Walking Box Ranch (WBR or Ranch) in
2005. In 2005, BLM entered into a cooperative management agreement with the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), to develop the site into a premier center for academic research and
public education. Based on a comprehensive visioning process, the expressed goals for WBR
are:
•

To educate the public about the historic site and also about the biological diversity and
geological features of the Mojave Desert setting; and

•

For the Ranch to become a recognized facility for national training and research on
important arid lands issues.

A long-term planning effort for WBR began in mid-2006, funded by a Save America’s Treasures
federal grant, and culminated in the creation of a Master Plan. The Master Plan serves as a
design, site and land-use blueprint intended to integrate the academic and public functions of
the Ranch while concurrently adhering to specific preservation, regulatory and jurisdictional
requirements. Multiple program scenarios were considered within this planning process, for
the purpose of identifying and selecting a “Preferred Alternative” that would best achieve
WBR’s long-term goals. A Market and Financial Analysis was also conducted to: determine
primary user groups at the Ranch and the competitive environment, as well as to project
revenue, expenses and net income under specified demand estimates and a recommended feefor-services program. Given that WBR will likely be open to the public sometime in 2014, due
to the estimated three-year timeframe to complete construction, all financial projections
presented cover the 2014 to 2024 period.
The following Business Plan augments the findings and recommendations presented in the
Master Plan and Market and Financial Analysis, provides context concerning the operating
environment and outlines implementation strategies that will enable WBR to achieve “financial
sustainability.” A primary focus of the Business Plan is to identify a balance of programs at WBR
whose revenues would be expected to equal or exceed the costs needed to support the
enterprise. Because all of WBR’s construction and life-cycle capital improvement and personal
property investment costs will be provided through state and federal funding grants, and will
not require any contribution from business revenue, the fee-for-services program presented in
this Business Plan is only intended to support day-to-day operations and maintenance.
It is important to emphasize that both the Business Plan and the Master Plan are designed to be
flexible and amendable when necessary to reflect changing objectives of the stakeholders
closely involved in the development, management and oversight of the Ranch as well as
evolving market demand. In addition to the BLM and UNLV, other important constituents
include The Nature Conservancy (which serves as holder of two conservation easements on the
property), the Nevada State Historic Preservation Office, the Office of United States Senator
Harry Reid, Town of Searchlight (NV), and families/individuals historically connected to WBR.
1
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WALKING BOX RANCH (WBR) BUSINESS PLAN

Federal Lands Recreation Act and Business Plan Authorities

The WBR Business Plan was prepared in adherence to the Federal Lands Recreation
Enhancement Act of 2004 (Public Law 108-447), which authorizes Federal land-managing
agencies (such as the BLM) to retain and reinvest recreation fee revenues for the purpose of
operating and maintaining recreation sites at quality standards and to enhance the delivery of
recreation services to the public.
The following is a list of authorities for this Business Plan:
•

The Land and Water Conservation Fund Act (LWCFA), 1965, as amended, [Public Law
88-578], initially authorized BLM to collect fees for recreational use of qualifying
facilities and services. These fee revenues were then deposited into the Treasury for
Congress to appropriate as part of the annual national budget.

•

The Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA), 1976, [Public Law 94-579],
contains BLM’s general land use management authority over the public lands and
establishes outdoor recreation as one of the principal uses of those lands. Section 302
(b) of FLPMA directs the Secretary of the Interior to regulate through permits or other
instruments the use of the public lands. Section 303 of FLPMA contains BLM’s authority
to enforce such regulations and impose penalties.

•

Section 315 of the “Department of the Interior and Related Agencies Appropriations
Act, 1996,” [Public Law 104-134], established the “Recreation Fee Demonstration
Program,” which authorized BLM to keep recreation fees collected and expend them
within the guidelines of the law. Annual reauthorizations of this legislation kept this fee
project alive until enactment of the Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA).

•

Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act (SNPLMA), 1998, as amended, [Public
Law 105-263], authorized the BLM to dispose of certain federal lands in Clark County
and expend the proceeds on specific categories of projects, including capital
improvements at BLM managed lands in Clark County. The SNPLMA Implementation
Agreement further limits the expenditure of funds to project related necessary expenses
only. Standard overhead rates are specifically prohibited.

•

The Federal Lands Recreation Enhancement Act (FLREA), 2004, [REA in Public Law 108447], repealed applicable portions of the LWCFA and replaced BLM’s authority to collect
fees in 2004. This current law authorizes BLM to collect recreation amenity fees at
national conservation areas and other sites that meet certain requirements, allows BLM
to keep the fee revenue collected and directs how BLM will manage and utilize these
revenues. FLREA also established the America the Beautiful – The National Parks and
Federal Recreational Pass Program (ATB).
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Report Organization

This report is organized as follows:
•

Section I: Background and Objectives. States the long-term objectives and goals for
WBR and the purpose of the Business Plan.

•

Situation II: Situation Assessment. Provides an overview of: geography and surrounding
environment; the history and attractiveness of the site; facilities, services and amenities
to be provided at WBR.

•

Section III: Market Analysis. Summarizes findings from the Market and Financial
Analysis, including: projected visitation and demand trends; user group demographics;
and occupancy rates for Lodging and Special Event services.

•

Section IV: Operating Plan. Provides information concerning: the types and levels of
staffing needed to sustain operations; days/hours of operation for services; staff work
schedules; and tasks and activities that should be completed before operations begin.

•

Section V: Fee-for-Services Program. Details the reason/objective for implementing a
fee-for-services program at WBR; how fees will be calculated; and how such fees may
impact recreational use and users.

•

Section VI: Financial Analysis. Presents: key financial assumptions; revenue, expense
and net income projections; allocation of annual operating balances; and alternative
funding strategies for achieving long-term financial sustainability.

•

Section VII: Marketing and Communications Plan. Outlines strategies to: market WBR
across different media channels and user groups; develop synergies with other local
businesses; and receive/respond to user feedback.

•

Appendices. Includes the Market and Financial Analysis (Appendix A), historical and
current photographs of the Ranch, and site drawings for proposed new construction.
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SITUATION ASSESSMENT
A.

Area Description

WBR is a 160-acre historic cattle ranch located in Clark County (Nevada), approximately 7 miles
west of the town of Searchlight and 45 miles south of the City of Las Vegas. The Ranch, at 3,850
feet above sea level, is situated in the Piute Valley and is part of the eastern Mojave Desert.
Due to the dry climate, vegetation is sparse, consisting primarily of Joshua trees, creosote and
other smaller plants. The region is also habitat to the endangered desert tortoise. Although
few recreational attractions exist in the immediate vicinity, WBR is within 50 miles of highly
visited sites such as the Lake Mead National Recreation Area, the cities of Las Vegas, Boulder
City and Laughlin, and several state parks. Exhibit 1 (on the following page) shows the location
of WBR and surrounding region.
B.

History and Significance of the Ranch

The land comprising what is now known as WBR was originally
developed as part of a one-million acre cattle ranch for the
Rock Springs Land and Cattle Company during the late 1800s.
In 1931, the Ranch was acquired by the Hollywood movie stars
Rex Bell and Clara Bow, who maintained possession until 1951,
when ownership was passed on to Karl Weikel, a former navy
officer. The property continued to operate as a cattle ranch up
until the late 1970s, and it was sold to the Viceroy Gold
Herding Cattle at the Ranch
Corporation in 1989 to be used as an access point for a local
mine as well as an executive retreat facility. During the 1990s, the Ranch changed ownership
several more times, until 2005, when the Ranch and surrounding site was purchased by the
BLM, with Southern Nevada Public Land Management Act (SNPLMA) funds.
In addition to the surrounding scenic beauty, the Ranch possesses a unique and colorful history.
The Ranch is particularly distinguished for its association with cattle ranching in Clark County
and in the Mojave, as well as its architectural
significance. As a whole, the site has been
documented as an example of a cattle ranch
property, with the Historic Ranch House
documented as an example of Spanish Colonial
Revival architecture of the 1920s/1930s. The
period of architectural significance extends
from 1931 to 1958. In 2008, a nomination was
submitted to the Nevada Historic Preservation
Office and the following year, WBR was listedon
the National Register of Historic Places.
Historic Ranch House in 1935
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Exhibit 1. Map of WBR and Surrounding Area
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Overview of Current and Future Facilities, Services and Amenities

The proposed development (detailed in the Master Plan) will occur within the site’s 40-acre
historic core, designated as Parcel 1. The northern portion of Parcel 1 will be developed for
public interpretive uses, while the southern portion will be developed for research, training and
educational purposes. Both portions of the site will also be available for small and large-scale
special events, such as group retreats, fundraisers and business meetings.
1.

Existing and New Facilities at WBR

The primary existing facilities at the Ranch to be utilized and/or restored include a barn,
bunkhouse and ranch house. New facilities include an additional bunkhouse, guest cottages,
campground facilities, WBR staff residences and a research facility. Exhibit 2 details existing
and new facilities at WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
Exhibit 2. Existing and New Facilities at WBR under the Preferred Alternative
Rehabilitated Barn (Approx. 2,100 S.F.)
Information Desk
Interpretive Displays
Interpretive A/V Screening Area
IT Equipment/Support
Retail Space (for non-food items)
Remodeled Bunkhouse (Approx. 1,550 S.F.)
Retail Shop and Snack Shop
Information and Museum Entrance Desk
Manager’s Office
Facility Space for BLM and Security (small office)
Docent Area
Public Restrooms
Custodial Room/Storage
Vending Machines (exterior space)
Rehabilitated Ice House (Approx. 130 S.F.)
Interpretive or Storage
Rehabilitated Ranch House (Approx. 5,080 S.F.)
Interpretive Exhibits
Catering kitchen
Multipurpose Room (located in garage)
Office Space
Custodial Room/Storage
New Bunkhouse (Approx. 3,750 S.F.)
12 Lodge Rooms
Restrooms and Showers
Laundry Room, Storage and Custodial Room
Mechanical/Support
Kitchen and common area

New Guest Cottages (Approx. 800 S.F.)
Private Lodging Rooms
Kitchen and Bathrooms
New Campground Amenities (Approx. 400 S.F.)
Restrooms and Shower
Camping Space (25 individual tents and 2 RVs)
New Manager’s Residence (Approx. 1,200 S.F.)
Residence (living room, bedroom, kitchen and bath)
New Caretaker’s Residence (Approx. 1,200 S.F.)
Residence (living room, bedroom, kitchen and bath)
New Research Building (Approx. 2,570 S.F.)
Classroom/Studio Space
Classroom Furniture Storage
Lab and Lab Support
Faculty Offices
Restrooms
IT Equipment/Support
Custodial Room
Mechanical/Support
Outdoor Classroom (exterior space – not part of S.F.)
Research Interpretation Area (not part of S.F.)
New Maintenance Building (Approx. 1,650 S.F.)
Lab
Lab Support
Workshop
Building Maintenance Room
Storage
Trash Management Area
Dirty Secure Space (exterior space – not part of S.F.)
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Facilities and Grounds Dedicated to Public Programs. The Rehabilitated Barn, Ice House,
Ranch House and Remodeled Bunkhouse will support public programs, as will the grounds
surrounding these facilities. Specifically:
•

The Rehabilitated Barn, Ice House and Ranch House will comprise the Public Museum’s
main facilities, and shall offer interpretive displays, descriptive information and docent
tours detailing the Ranch’s history, architecture and natural environment.

•

The Remodeled Bunkhouse and barn will each feature a Retail Shop offering
merchandise such as site-appropriate souvenirs, books and apparel, and the remodeled
bunkhouse will also have a Snack Shop offering limited food & beverage options. The
bunkhouse will also include WBR staff office space, a docent area and public restroom
facilities, and the barn and bunkhouse will both be designed to serve as the entrance
point to the Public Museum. Vending machines will be located directly outside of the
bunkhouse. The rationale for having both the barn and renovated bunkhouse contain
retail space and also serve as the entry point to the site is that different locations will
be used for these functions depending on the expected visitation. During the ramp-up
period (soon after the site opens) and during the weekdays, when visitation is lower,
the site manager will available to collect fees in the renovated bunkhouse, which will
serve as the site entry point. During higher visitation times, the museum attendant will
act as fee collector in the barn, which will serve as the site entry point.

•

The surrounding grounds include outdoor gathering space that will feature interpretive
exhibits, event/picnic areas and an amphitheater with seating for up to 25 people. A
public parking area will be developed to accommodate up to 30 cars and 6 Recreational
Vehicles (RVs) or buses, as well as an Overflow Parking area that can accommodate
additional cars and RVs/buses.

•

The New Campground, located close to the Research Facility, will also be open to public
visitors when space is available. However, campsite grounds will primarily be reserved
for purposes related to research, education, training and special events.

Facilities and Grounds Dedicated to Research, Education and Training Programs. The New
Bunkhouse, Guest Cottages, Manager’s Residence, Caretaker’s Residence, Research Building
and Maintenance Building will support research, training and educational programs, as will the
grounds surrounding these facilities. Specifically:
•

The New Bunkhouse will provide overnight indoor lodging, with 12 dormitory-style
guest rooms (that can accommodate up to 25 people), shared restrooms/showers and a
common area with kitchen facilities.

•

The New Research Facility will support short and long-term research activities and
house classrooms, meeting space, laboratories and offices.

•

The Site Manager and Caretaker residences will house WBR staff and two New Guest
Cottages will house additional visitors (such as UNLV faculty).
7
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The surrounding grounds will include a New Campground that offers tent camping for
up to 25 people (with restroom/shower facilities) and space for 3 RV camping sites, as
well as a guest parking area for up to 17 vehicles.

Facilities and Grounds Dedicated to Special Events. The facilities dedicated to public programs
and research, education and training programs will also be available for special event programs.
Special event users will have access to lodging facilities in the New Bunkhouse and New
Campground, as well as facility space, including, but not limited to, the Rehabilitated Ranch
House and New Research Facility. The surrounding grounds, which include picnic space, event
space and an amphitheater, will also support special events.
2.

Revenue-Generating Services at WBR

Exhibit 3 presents a summary description of revenue-generating services to be offered at WBR.
A detailed analysis of fee considerations for these services is provided in Section IV.
Exhibit 3. Description of Services to be Offered at WBR
Departments
Description of Services
Dormitory-style rooms and
Lodging
outdoor camping accommodations
Facility/grounds space for special
Special Events
event purposes
Interpretive displays, informational
Public Museum
material and docent tours
Facility/grounds space for research,
Academic Day-Use
training and education purposes
Limited food & beverage offerings
Snack Shop
(i.e., pre-packaged foods, fruit, tea)
Limited merchandise offerings
Retail Shop
(i.e., gifts, books and apparel)
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Revenues from Sales & Fees
Per person night-use fee for
overnight lodging
Per person user fee and per event
facility/grounds fee
Per person Public Museum
entrance fee
Per person day-use fee for
research, education and training
Sale of food & beverage
merchandise (including vending)
Sale of retail merchandise
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III. Market Analysis
A Market and Financial Analyses was conducted to determine the primary user groups at the
Ranch, assess the competitive environment, develop demand projections for services, and
project revenue, operating costs and net income at WBR over a ten-year period (2014-2024).
(See Appendix A for the full report.) Because WBR is intended to function as a financially
sustainable operation, such information was also used to develop viable strategies to maximize
demand for the revenue-generating services offered at the Ranch.
The primary user groups at WBR can be divided into three main market segments:
•

General Public Users: primarily interested in visiting WBR for its interpretive services,
exploring the grounds and learning about the site’s unique history and environment.

•

Research, Education and Training Users: primarily interested in visiting WBR to perform
investigative research, conduct education classes and or/ staff training exercises.

•

Special Event Users: primarily interested in visiting WBR to conduct small and largescale special events, such as business retreats, association meetings and festivals.

Although there will likely be some degree of overlap in demand for services (for example, all
three groups will likely use Snack Food services), each market segment will be interested in
utilizing WBR for different purposes. Consequently, it will be important that marketing and
business strategies are uniquely tailored to meet these differing needs, preferences, resources
and behaviors. This in turn will strongly impact the Ranch’s profitability by maximizing demand
under each of the user groups. The following information provides a breakdown of market
findings (i.e., demographic information, opportunities and challenges) for each of these groups.
A.

General Public Users

General Public Users will primarily consist of local residents and in-state and out-of-state
tourists. Revenue generated from this user group is assumed to constitute approximately 30%
of the Ranch’s total gross in 2014, and will derive from sales/fees associated with Public
Museum, Retail, Snack Shop and Overnight Lodging (camping only) services.
As shown in Exhibit 4, the number of public visitors to WBR in 2014 is expected to be
approximately 7,250, which translates into approximately 20 visitors per day (assuming the
Ranch is open year-round). This demand estimate is based on visitation patterns at other
comparable attractions in the nearby region that offer public interpretive opportunities, as well
as regional economic indicators. (See Appendix A for more information.)
Exhibit 4. Estimated Number of Public Visitors to WBR in 2014
User Group
Total Annual Visitation
General Public Users
7,250
9

Average Visitors Per Day
20
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Visitation is expected to be relatively seasonal and tied to weather patterns. Peak visitation is
expected to occur during the spring (March to May) and fall (September to November). Winter
(December to February), will likely comprise the shoulder period, with summer (June to August)
experiencing the fewest visitors due to the extreme heat.
1.

Key Findings – Opportunities and Challenges

The primary draw for public visitors to WBR will be the Public Museum (which is comprised of
all the historic facilities on the site), with the Retail Shop and Snack Shop functioning as ancillary
services for this user group. The Ranch will particularly appeal to history, architecture, film and
environmental enthusiasts, and many opportunities exist to attract both local residents and
out-of-state/international tourists that are interested in these areas of interest. Market
findings also show that while demand from organized bus tours and school groups will likely be
low, there appears to be strong interest from senior and adult continuing education groups in
visiting the Ranch, particularly for docent tours. Potential also exists for WBR to draw in a
portion of the flow-through traffic from visitors heading to other recreational sites (such as Las
Vegas, Laughlin and Lake Mead). Although such spillover would be a small percentage of total
travelers on the road, it could represent a significant segment of WBR demand.
Two of the largest challenges facing WBR are its relatively remote location and the large
number of competing recreational attractions in the region. For example, although the Ranch is
only a one-hour drive from Las Vegas, some residents and visitors may not feel it is necessary to
travel that far to find interpretive, lodging, retail and food & beverage services due to the
abundance of museums, hotels, shops and restaurants in the immediate vicinity. Furthermore,
many of these businesses, particularly the large-scale hotels and casinos, are able to set
relatively low prices for services, due to economies of scale. Consequently, WBR will not likely
be able to compete on price alone, and will need to differentiate itself early on by emphasizing
the uniqueness of the facilities, surrounding area and services offered.
B.

Research, Education and Training Users

Research, Education and Training Users will consist predominantly of UNLV faculty, staff and
students. Additional users will include other higher education institutions inside and outside
the State of Nevada as well as organizations conducting research and/or training related
activities, such as the BLM, The Nature Conservancy and U.S. Geological Society. Revenue
generated from this user group is assumed to constitute approximately 35.0% of the Ranch’s
total gross in 2014, and will derive from sales/fees associated with Academic Day-Use, Snack
Shop and Overnight Lodging services.
Exhibit 5 shows day and night use demand estimates for Research, Education and Training
Users, derived from findings and assumptions presented in the Market and Financial Analysis
(Appendix A). UNLV Users represents the majority of demand (over 80.0%) within this group,
with an estimated 2,900 user days and 1,740 user nights in 2014, followed by Non-UNLV/BLM
Users (i.e., other academic institutions) at 510 user days and 400 user nights. BLM Users
10
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represent the smallest percentage, at 80 user days and 50 user nights. The average group size
is estimated to be 5.5 people, with the average length of stay at 3.3 days.
Exhibit 5. Demand Estimates for Research, Education and Training Users (2014)
Research, Education and Training Users
Total User Days
Total User Nights
UNLV
School of Life Sciences
780
470
Civil and Environmental Engineering
580
350
Architectural/Landscape Architecture
430
260
Division of Educational Outreach
390
230
Anthropology
320
190
Geosciences
220
130
History
100
60
Total UNLV
2,900
1,740
BLM
80
50
Non-UNLV/BLM
510
400
Total
3,410
2,140
Similar to public visitation, demand is expected to be strongest during the spring and fall, with
winter representing the shoulder season and summer realizing the lowest utilization. Although
these visitation patterns are strongly tied to weather conditions, they are also aligned with the
academic calendar-year that most higher education institutions follow.
1.

Key Findings – Opportunities and Challenges

The primary draw to WBR for this group will be the Research Facility, using the site as a home
base to access and explore the natural environment of the vast public lands in the area.
Although other academic desert research centers exist, the closest centers are in California and
include the California State University Desert Studies Center (Soda Springs), Boyd Deep Canyon
Desert Research Center (Palm Desert) and Burns Piñon Ridge Reserve (Yucca Valley).
Consequently, WBR will appeal to those academic institutions within the state (particularly
UNLV), that want to conduct research, receive instruction and experience the desert
environment relatively close to home. Market findings indicate that education-related
activities, such as hands-on learning, will comprise the largest percentage of use (over 75%).
Research-related activities, such as performing investigative fieldwork, are estimated to
comprise approximately 20% of use. It is assumed that only 5% of use will be devoted to
training purposes. Market research also indicates that education and training-related groups
visiting the Ranch will likely be larger in size and stay for shorter periods of time than researchrelated groups.
One of the main challenges in attracting this user group is that many academic institutions,
government agencies and non-profit groups interested in using WBR are experiencing
significant financial constraints, largely as a result of the current recession. Due to budgetary
cuts, dwindling funds and increasingly limited grant opportunities, many of these entities are
11
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cutting back on what are considered non-essential expenses. Consequently, the majority of
potential users within this group would prefer paying lower fees to having higher-end facilities,
amenities and services at WBR. Interview findings show that this preference is not only tied to
price sensitivity, but also to the fact that academics, students and researchers are often used
to, and enjoy, conducting field-work in more “rustic” settings. This appears to be a similar
sentiment held by users at other comparable research centers, where visitors bring their own
tents for camping and their own linens/bedding when staying in the dormitories in order to
keep lodging fees low. Consequently, a difficult task will be determining an appropriate fee-forservices program that would yield the highest revenues from this user group and therefore help
enable the Ranch to achieve financial sustainability.
C.

Special Event Users

Special Event Users will primarily consist of public, private and non-profit entities that would
use WBR facilities for staff retreats, board meetings, fundraisers, seminars and celebrations for
purposes that are aligned with WBR mission and goals. Given WBR’s focus on the natural and
historic environment, Special Event Users will likely have some type of related background,
focus or interest. Examples of potential Special Event Users are UNLV, Searchlight Heritage
Museum, The Nature Conservancy, National Park Service (NPS), Nevada Archeological
Association and the Nevada Historical Society. Revenue generated from this user group is
projected to constitute approximately 35% of the Ranch’s total gross in 2014, and will derive
from sales/fees associated with Special Event, Snack Shop and Lodging services.
Exhibit 6 shows day and night use demand estimates for Special Event Users, which were
derived from findings and assumptions presented in the Market and Financial Analysis
(Appendix A). Special events were broken down into two distinct subgroups: large-scale special
events, which are groups of more than 30 people, and small-scale special events, which are
groups of less than 30 people. Demand for large-scale special events was estimated at 482 user
days and zero (0) user nights in 2014. (Note: it was assumed that large-scale events would be
for day-use only due to lodging capacity constraints). The average group size was estimated at
85 people. Demand for small-scale special events was estimated at 726 user days and 436 user
nights in 2014. The average group size for small-scale events was estimated at 8 people, with a
projected total of 91 events annually.
Exhibit 6. Demand Estimates for Special Events
Large-Scale Special Events (over 30 people)
Small-Scale Special Events (under 30 people)

User Days
482
726

User Nights
0
436

Avg. Group Size
85
8

Avg. # of Events
8
91

Similar to the two other user groups, demand for services by Special Event Users is expected to
be seasonal and tied to weather patterns. Peak demand is expected to occur during the spring
and the fall, with winter comprising the shoulder period and summer experiencing the lowest
demand (largely as result of the extremely hot temperatures during this time).
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Key Findings – Opportunities and Challenges

The primary draw to WBR for Special Event Users will be access to the Ranch’s historic facilities
and grounds. Market research shows while the area offers a wide range of alternatives to hold
special events (that vary greatly in size, quality and price), the majority of facilities that provide
such services are larger hotels and casinos that are located in more urban settings (primarily Las
Vegas, Laughlin and Henderson). Given the Ranch’s unique, historic facilities and its rural,
scenic environment, very few places exist in Nevada that could be considered a direct
competitor in offering special event services. These include the Hidden Canyon Ranch Resort
(Baker), Boulder Dam Hotel (Boulder City), Resort on Mount Charleston (Las Vegas) and Soldiers
Meadows Ranch and Lodge (Gerlach). Consequently, there appears to be a relatively untapped
market to draw in both local and non-local demand for user groups interested in holding a
special event in the region that is different from the “usual” Las Vegas experience.
A particular challenge in attracting Special Event Users is that much like Research, Education
and Training Users, many public, private and non-profit agencies are experiencing financial
difficulties as a result of the current recession. Market research findings reveal that many
organizations and businesses have cut back on spending for special events due to operating
budget reductions. Another challenge is that the lodging facilities at WBR will be considered
slightly “rustic” when compared to other special event competitors. For example, WBR guests
will be sharing bathrooms and showers, and will not have access to food or housekeeping
service at all hours. Although this may not dissuade the majority of potential users, it may not
be considered desirable by certain groups and individuals who are accustomed to staying at
facilities that offer higher-end amenities and services.
D.

Projected Occupancy Rates for Lodging and Special Event Services

Occupancy rates were estimated for Lodging and Special Event services.
1.

Lodging Occupancy Rate

For dormitory stays, the average annual room occupancy rate was estimated to be 40.0% in
2014 (based on the assumption that 12 rooms would be available throughout the year –
holidays excluded). During the spring, occupancy rates will be significantly higher (closer to
60.0%), with summer experiencing much lower occupancy (closer to 20.0%). Market findings
indicate this to be in line with “comparable” lodging facilities, whose average annual occupancy
rates range from 30.0% to 70.0%. Average annual occupancy rates for camping are expected to
be lower, at roughly 30.0% in 2014. Again, occupancy rates are expected to be much higher in
the spring (closer to 50.0%) as compared to the summer (closer to 10.0%). Note that Lodging
occupancy rates are expected to increase over time. For example, by 2016, average annual
occupancy rates for dormitory stays are assumed to be closer to 50.0%, with average annual
occupancy rates for camping at approximately 35.0%. These occupancy rate figures are based
on estimated demand projections over the next ten years for Lodging services.
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Special Event Occupancy Rate

Average annual occupancy for special event facility space is estimated to be slightly below
30.0%, assuming that the average group size is eight people and that no more than one retreat
group per day would use WBR facilities for such purposes. This appears reasonable given that
“comparable” facilities that provide special event space reported similar average annual
occupancy levels (ranging from 25% to 70%). Similar to Lodging, occupancy rates for Special
Events are expected to increase over time. For example, by 2016, average annual occupancy
rates are expected to be closer to 35%. These occupancy rate figures are based on estimated
demand projections over the next ten years for Special Event services.
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IV. Operating Plan
The following Operating Plan details the appropriate level and type of staffing needed at WBR
to support programs over the first few years of operations and over the long-term, as well as
the recommended days/hours of operations for each of the proposed services.
A.

Level and Type of Personnel Needed to Sustain Operations

During the few years, as WBR ramps up operations, staffing will be limited to only supporting
functions considered essential in order to help curb expenses, particularly given that initial
start-up funding will be limited. Consequently, it is important that WBR employees are capable
and willing to perform a diverse array of duties that range from handling simple administrative
tasks to performing complex analytical functions. Over time, as demand for services grows, and
revenue increases to a level where income generated can support expanded operations, hiring
additional labor will not only likely be financially viable, but also necessary.
1.

Core WBR Staff in 2014

Based on findings presented in the Market and Financial Analysis (Attachment A), two core staff
positions were determined necessary for sustaining operations at WBR in 2014: a Director and
Site Manager. These positions are assumed to be salaried and include basic benefits (i.e., paid
vacation time and health insurance). The responsibilities for each position are described below.
Director. The Director will provide oversight and strategic direction for WBR, in consultation
with the BLM and other invested stakeholders, and will be responsible for promoting the Ranch
as a center for academic research and public education. This is assumed to be a part-time
position (estimated to be 25% of a 40-hour weekly workload). Duties include programmatic
planning, fiscal management, preparing annual reports, attending stakeholder meetings,
maintenance planning and capital improvement planning. A prime candidate to fill this position
would be an individual who is currently holding, or recently held, an academic research position
at UNLV. It would also be beneficial if the Director were already closely involved and familiar
with WBR, although this should not be considered a necessary pre-requisite. While it is
assumed that the Director would perform most duties off-site (such as on the UNLV campus),
he/she would frequently visit WBR to ensure operations are running smoothly and to obtain
updates from on-site staff concerning any issues.
Site Manager. The Site Manager will manage day-to-day operations at WBR, including the
general supervision of programs related to: 1) Research, Education, and Training; 2) Public
Interpretation; and 3) Special Events. Specific duties include preparing status reports to the
Director, conducting marketing efforts, recruiting volunteers and public outreach. The Site
Manager will also be in charge of day-to-day maintenance of the Ranch, leading docent tours
for the Public Museum, managing the Retail/Snack Shop and handling reservations for Lodging,
Academic Day-Use and Special Event services. This is a full-time position (40-hours per week)
and will require on-site residence at the Ranch throughout the year. Qualified job candidates
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should possess facility and/or program management experience and a university degree,
preferably advanced and in a field that is aligned with WBR’s mission and goals, such as life
sciences, history or environmental policy. There will likely be some overlap in responsibilities
between the Director and Site Manager and over time, responsibilities of the Director might
increasingly be delegated to the Site Manager.
Exhibit 7 shows estimated salary and benefits for the Director and Site Manager in 2014, which
are based on labor costs at other comparable research centers. (See Appendix A.) Given that
housing (including utilities and trash) will be provided as part of the employee contract for onsite staff, it is assumed that the Site Manager’s salary would be 20% lower than initial estimates
to compensate for these provisions. Total estimated salary and benefits in 2014 for these two
positions is $85,200.
Exhibit 7. Estimated WBR Staff Salary and Benefits (2014)
Position
Full-Time Workload Annual Salary
Director
25%
$23,400
Site Manager
100%
$47,600
Total
NA
$71,000

Benefits
$4,700
$9,500
$14,200

Total
$28,100
$57,100
$85,200

2. Volunteer, UNLV Support and Contract Services in 2014
In addition to the core staff positions, WBR will need to recruit volunteers, utilize UNLV support
services and contract out labor to perform duties that require a specific skill set and/or
expertise. Using volunteer, UNLV support services and contract labor, as opposed to hiring
salaried employees, will offer greater staffing flexibility and achieve cost savings as personnel
can be brought in on an “as needed” basis. The following volunteer, UNLV support and
contract services were determined necessary to sustain WBR operations and programs in 2014.
Caretaker. The Caretaker will be responsible for facilities and grounds maintenance, security
and surveillance, and land stewardship at the Ranch. Duties include performing real and
personal property repairs, landscaping and patrolling the property. It is also assumed that the
Caretaker would assist the Site Manager as needed, such as answering phones and performing
basic administrative duties. This is a full-time volunteer position (40-hours per week), although
approximately one-third of labor time (15 hours per week) would be eligible for financial
compensation. Dornbusch assumes an hourly rate of $12.50 based on UNLV rates paid for
similar services. This is an on-site position and housing will be provided at no charge.
General Volunteers. It is assumed that additional volunteer staff will be available, particularly
during the peak demand periods, to assist the Site Manager and Caretaker at the Ranch.
Supporting duties would include greeting visitors, collecting fees for the Public Museum,
handling lodging reservations and coordinating special-event functions. Volunteers may
include UNLV students who are seeking to obtain extra credit for school or gain experience
managing or working at a research center, as well as retirees and other individuals living in the
area who are interested in the environment, history and film.
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Accounting Services (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a limited basis to
perform financial analysis and accounting services at WBR. Responsibilities include performing
clerical bookkeeping and preparing quarterly/annual financial status reports. Labor estimates
are assumed to be approximately 20 hours per month in 2014, although it is assumed that over
time, these hours will slightly increase as WBR operations expand. Data provided by the
United States (U.S.) Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) shows that the average rate for similar
services in the region is approximately $35.00 per hour. Based on conversations with UNLV
staff, these salary estimates were determined to be commensurate with UNLV hourly rates
(including benefits) for performing similar services.
Information Technology (IT) Services (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a
limited basis to perform IT services at WBR. Responsibilities would likely include maintaining
and updating hardware/software systems, website development/maintenance and general
troubleshooting. IT labor is estimated at approximately 16 hours per month in 2014, although
it is assumed that these hours will slightly increase over time as WBR operations expand. BLS
statistics shows that the average rate for similar services in the region is approximately $38.00
per hour. Based on conversations with UNLV staff, these salary estimates were determined to
be commensurate with UNLV hourly rates (including benefits) for performing similar services.
Administrative Support (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a limited basis to
provide clerical and administrative support to the WBR Director. Responsibilities would likely
include scheduling appointments, organizing meetings, maintaining administrative files and
records, fielding phone calls and handling general inquiries concerning WBR. Administrative
labor is estimated at 20 hours per month in 2014, although it is assumed that these hours will
moderately increase over time as WBR operations expand. BLS statistics shows that the
average rate for similar services in the region is approximately $23.00 per hour. Based on
conversations with UNLV staff, these salary estimates were determined to be commensurate
with UNLV hourly rates (including benefits) for performing similar services.
Housekeeping Services (Contract). Labor should be contracted out to perform housekeeping
services at WBR. Services include cleaning the dormitory rooms, bathrooms/showers and event
space, as well as washing linens, bedding, etc., on-site at the laundry facility within the New
Bunkhouse facility. Labor for these services to support the estimated demand would be
approximately 40 hours per month, although it is assumed that these hours will moderately
increase over time as WBR operations expand. It was determined that drawing from the local
labor pool in Searchlight or Nipton would be less expensive than hiring a professional
cleaning/laundry service located further away (such as Merry Maids in Henderson or G&K
Services in Las Vegas). Market research shows that the average hourly rate for such contract
services in the surrounding area is $10.00 per hour.
3. Long-Term Staffing to Support Operations
As operations and demand grow, the core staff at WBR (Director and Site-Manager) will need
additional support to help sustain services and programs offered at the Ranch. To better
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accommodate this growth, the volunteer Caretaker position should be modified into a full-time
salaried position, with expanded duties and responsibilities. This new position, classified as a
Site Steward, is expected to be feasible as early as 2016 as financial projections (which are
detailed later in this Business Plan) indicate that operating revenue at that time will be
sufficient to cover this increased expense. In addition to managing the grounds and facilities,
the Site Steward would assist the Site Manager with other important duties at the Ranch, such
as managing the Retail/Snack Shop, greeting visitors, scheduling reservations and overseeing
volunteers. The estimated labor cost for such a position (including benefits) is approximately
$18,700 in 2016. Potential candidates for this position might include recent college graduates
and individuals willing to accept a reduced salary in exchange for free room and board.
Furthermore, it is assumed that the hours estimated for UNLV support and contract labor
services will increase over time as operations expand. The weekly hours estimated for
housekeeping and administrative support are expected to increase moderately over time (as
both are more heavily tied to fluctuations in demand for services at WBR), while IT and
accounting services are expected to only increase slightly. Exhibit 8 displays the estimated
percentage work capacity for each of the core staff, UNLV support and contract positions
(based on a 40-hour week schedule) over the 2014 to 2024 period.
Exhibit 8. Average Staff Work Capacity Over 2014-2024 Period (Based on a 40-Hour Week Schedule)
Position
Director

2014
25%

2015
25%

2016
25%

2017
25%

2018
25%

2019
25%

2020
25%

2021
25%

2022
25%

2023
25%

2024
25%

Site Manager

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%
NA
0-100%
25%
13%
10%
13%

100%
NA
0-100%
25%
13%
10%
13%

NA
100%
0-100%
38%
15%
12%
20%

NA
100%
0-100%
38%
15%
12%
20%

NA
100%
0-100%
38%
15%
12%
20%

NA
100%
0-100%
38%
15%
12%
20%

NA
100%
0-100%
38%
15%
12%
20%

NA
100%
0-100%
50%
15%
12%
23%

NA
100%
0-100%
50%
15%
12%
23%

NA
100%
0-100%
50%
15%
12%
23%

NA
100%
0-100%
50%
15%
12%
23%

Caretaker
Site Steward
Gen. Volunteers
Housekeeper
Accountant
IT Professional
Admin. Assistant

B.

Days/Hours of Operation for Services

Exhibit 9 shows recommended hours of operation for each of the services to be offered at
WBR. It is assumed that all services at the Ranch would be closed during most Federal holidays,
such as New Year’s Day, Thanksgiving and Christmas.
Exhibit 9. Days/Hours of Operation for Services
Departments
Public Museum
Retail Shop
Snack Shop
Academic Day-Use
Lodging
Special Events

Monday
Closed
Closed
Closed

Tuesday
Closed
Closed
Closed

Wednesday Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Hours of Operation: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Hours of Operation: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Hours of Operation: 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m.
Open Seven Days a Week
Open Seven Days a Week
Open Seven Days a Week
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Services supporting Public Programs, such as the Public Museum, Retail Shop and Snack Shop,
will be open from 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Wednesdays through Sunday, loosely based on hours
of operation at other comparable public museums in Nevada, such as the Lost City Museum
(Overton) and East Ely Railroad Depot Museum (Ely). Note that these hours of operation
should be flexible and easily adjusted to changing demand patterns. Market findings indicate
that the weekends (Saturday and Sunday) will be the busiest days of the week in terms of
demand for these services. Based on this operating schedule and estimated public visitation
(projected to be 7,245 visitors in 2014), this translates into roughly 20 visitors per day.
Services that support Research, Education and Training Programs and Special Event Programs,
which include Academic Day-Use, Lodging and Special Event services, would be available seven
days a week. Given that utilization for most of these services will be determined in advance
(i.e., most lodging users will reserve overnight accommodations at a minimum one or two days
prior to arrival), will not require a constant staff presence, and will not likely achieve maximum
capacity on most days, such a schedule is assumed to be reasonable based on projected
demand and anticipated staffing levels. Market findings indicate that demand patterns will
vary throughout the week and will be dependent on the purpose of the visit to the Ranch. For
example, at other comparable research centers, demand for independent research use is
spread out evenly Monday through Sunday, although field classes tend to concentrate more
heavily over the weekends.
C.

Staff Work Schedule

Given the wide range of duties for the core WBR staff, it will be important that work schedules
be kept as flexible as possible – this holds particularly true for the Site Manager who will be
physically overseeing all of the programs and services offered at the Ranch. As some services,
such as Lodging and Special Events, will be available seven days a week, volunteer staff (and the
Museum Attendant, when hired in 2016) should be available on-site to cover the days when the
Site Manager is not working. As support and contract labor, the Housekeeper, Accountant, IT
professional and Administrative Assistant’s schedule will vary throughout the week and be
based on utilization and need. Exhibit 10 presents an example staff work schedule in 2014.
Exhibit 10. Example Staff Work Schedule in 2014
Labor
Director
Site Manager
Caretaker
Volunteers
Housekeeper
Accountant
IT Professional
Admin. Assistant

Monday

Tuesday

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Flexible Schedule: Approximately 10 Hours Per Week
Flexible Schedule: Approximately 40+ hours Per Week
Flexible Schedule: Approximately 40+ Hours Per Week (position modified to Site Steward in 2016)
Flexible Schedule: Brought in When Available and When Needed
Work Hours Based on Utilization: Estimated at Approximately 15 hours per week
Work Hours Based on Utilization: Estimated at Approximately 5 hours per week
Work Hours Based on Utilization: Estimated at Approximately 4 hours per week
Work Hours Based on Utilization: Estimated at Approximately 5 hours per week
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Tasks and Activities to be Completed Prior to Official Start Date

Exhibit 11 summarizes the key tasks and activities that should be completed before operations
officially commence (likely sometime in mid 2014). Marketing efforts, which include creating
promotional material, advertising across different media channels and website development,
should begin as early as 2011. Other important activities that should start several years prior to
WBR opening its doors include identifying personal property needs and exploring potential
business/partnership opportunities. Closer to the estimated start date, the Director and Site
Manager positions should be filled and vendor(s) who will supply the Retail/Snack Shop as well
as volunteer, UNLV support and contract labor (to provide support, caretaker, accounting, IT,
housekeeping and administrative services) should be arranged and in place.
Exhibit 11. Tasks and Activities to be Completed Prior to Official Start Date
Tasks and Activities Prior to Starting Operations at WBR
Begin marketing efforts across user groups, employing strategies identified in the Marketing Plan
Explore potential partnerships and working relationships with other businesses and associations
Identify personal property needs (i.e., computers, linens, furniture) and associated costs
Fill WBR core staff positions (Director and Site Manager)
Select vender(s) to supply merchandise and food & beverage for the Retail/Snack Shop
Arrange for volunteer, UNLV support and contract services
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V.

Fee-for-Services Program

Exhibit 12 displays the proposed fees to be charged at WBR for Public Museum, Academic DayUse, Lodging and Special Event services. The Retail and Snack Shop were analyzed separately,
as this section focuses exclusively on user fees.
Exhibit 12. Proposed User Fees at WBR
Departments

Type of Fee
•

•

Overnight Lodging

Per Person Per Night

•

•

•
Special Events

Per Person/Per Event

Public Museum

Per Person Per Visit

Academic Day-Use

Per Person Per Day

A.

•
•
•
•
•

Proposed User Fee
UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
o Camping: $12.00
o Dormitory: $30.00 - single occupancy/$20.00 - double occupancy
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
o Camping: $15.00
o Dormitory: $35.00 - single occupancy/$25.00 - double occupancy
UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
o Camping: $12.00
o Dormitory: $50.00 - single occupancy/$30.00 - double occupancy
Non-UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
o Camping: $15.00
o Dormitory: $60.00 - single occupancy/$40.00 - double occupancy
General Public Users
o Camping: $15.00
All Users: $5.00 (per person)/$190.00 (one-time fee per event)
All Users: $3.00 non-docent tours (children under 16 are free)
All Users: $5.00 docent tours (children under 16 are free)
UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users: $3.00
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users: $4.00

Importance of User Fee Receipts

The proposed fee levels for various services are vital to sustaining the day-to-day operations at
WBR and meet the long-term goals stipulated in the Master Plan and the Management
Agreement contract between UNLV and BLM. Specifically, revenues derived from user fees will
need to support annual operating and maintenance expenses, including staff salary, repair and
maintenance of facilities, and utility costs. Such support is necessary to ensure the preservation
of the Ranch’s historic and natural resources for the purpose of public enjoyment, education,
and recreation, as well as for academic research, training and learning. Note that user fees are
not intended to pay for capital improvements or for the purchase or replacement of personal
property at the Ranch, as these will be supported by monies set aside by the BLM and UNLV,
respectively.
A certain amount of flexibility in user fee pricing will be needed at WBR, particularly during the
first few years of operation when accurately gauging demand and user groups’ willingness to
pay for services is still being determined. For example, if demand turns out to be below
projected levels even after Year 1 (allowing for a phase-in of operations and realized demand),
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fees should be adjusted to increase, and preferably maximize, revenues. This might be
achieved by lowering fees, if potential users’ willingness-to-pay indicates that greater demand
would be expected to result and generate higher total revenue. Conversely, potential users’
willingness-to-pay might indicate that a better approach would be to raise fees, resulting in
lower visitation that would nevertheless yield greater total revenue. Proceeds from such
increases in revenues would be used to pay for operations and programs at WBR and hopefully
yield a surplus to cover future temporary revenue declines.
B.

Determination of User Fees

The following provides a rationale for how the proposed user fees were determined under each
of the departments at WBR. Note that pricing was based on a fair market valuation calculation
method, which was derived by investigating fees charged for “comparable” services in the area.
1.
•

•

•

•

•

Lodging

UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
o Camping: $12.00 per person
o Dormitory: $20.00 for double person occupancy/$30.00 for single person occupancy
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
o Camping: $15.00 per person
o Dormitory: $25.00 for double person occupancy/$35.00 for single person occupancy
UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
o Camping: $12.00 per person
o Dormitory: $30.00 for double person occupancy/$50.00 for single person occupancy
Non-UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
o Camping: $15.00 per person
o Dormitory: $40.00 for double person occupancy/$60.00 for single person occupancy
General Public Users
o Camping: $15.00 per person

Camping. Fees for overnight use of the campgrounds at WBR were determined by analyzing
prices charged for camping services across the Nevada State Parks system and at several desert
research centers in California. (See Attachment A for more details.) Most Nevada State Parks,
instead of a per person camping fee, charge a per vehicle camping fee, which ranges from
$12.00 to $20.00. Assuming a 2.5 people per vehicle average (based on data supplied by
Nevada State Parks), this yields a per person fee of $5.00 to $8.00. For the academic research
centers that were considered, camping fees range from $2.00 to $8.00 per person. Given that
the Nevada State Parks and the comparable research centers are able to rely on alternative
funding sources to help cover operations, fees for camping services are considered relatively
low (below what is considered market rate).
Because WBR will need to significantly rely on revenue generated from user fees to cover
operational expenses, along with the fact that the Ranch will provide higher-quality amenities
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and services than most of its “competitors” offering camping services, charging moderately
higher rates appears appropriate and reasonable. Interviews with potential users groups at
WBR concerning willingness to pay for camping services support this assumption.
Dormitory. Fees for overnight use of the dormitory facility at WBR by Research, Education and
Training Users were determined by analyzing prices charged for comparable indoor lodging
services at several California desert research centers. This includes the California State
University (CSU) Desert Studies Center, Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research, Burns Piñon Ridge
Reserve and the Granite Mountain Desert Research Center. (See Appendix A for more details.)
Fees for overnight use of the dormitory facility at WBR by Special Event Users were determined
by analyzing prices charged for comparable1 indoor lodging services at several establishments
in Nevada and California. This includes the Hidden Canyon Ranch Resort (Baker, NV), Boulder
Dam Hotel (Boulder City, NV), The Resort on Mount Charleston (Las Vegas, NV), Stovepipe
Wells Village (Death Valley, CA), and Soldier Meadows Ranch and Lodge (Gerlach, NV). (See
Appendix A for more details.)
Dormitory fees for Research, Education and Training Users at the comparable academic
research centers range from $5.00 to $16.00. Note that fees tend to be higher for groups not
affiliated with the research center. Again, these rates are considered low (below market rate)
given these centers do not fully rely on revenue derived from user fees to support operations.
As WBR will need to significantly rely on revenue generated from user fees to cover operational
expenses, along with the fact that the Ranch will provide higher-quality amenities and services
than other research centers offering in-door lodging services, charging higher rates appears
appropriate and reasonable.2 Interviews with potential user groups concerning willingness to
pay for indoor lodging services at WBR support this assumption.
Dormitory fees for Special Event Users charged at the comparable lodging facilities range from
$40 to $110 and are considered market rate. It is important to note that the dorm rooms at
WBR will be slightly more “rustic” than many of the comparable lodging facilities in that they
will offer less services and amenities. For example, guests at the Ranch will be sharing a
bathroom and will not have access to food or housekeeping service at all hours. Consequently,
setting a nightly lodging rate closer to the lower bound of the comparable facilities’ fee ranges
was determined to be appropriate as it still allows for achieving break-even at corresponding
estimated demand levels. The average of the lower bounds for overnight fees at the
comparable lodging facilities is a nightly rate of approximately $60 per person. We used this as
a basis for our recommended dorm rate for Special Event Users at WBR.
2.
•

Special Events

$5.00 per person/$190.00 facility use fee (one-time fee per event)

1

Most of these establishments are small-scale lodging businesses that are located in unique and scenic settings.
For example, at most of the comparable research centers, users are required to bring their own linens/bedding
and perform housekeeping duties. At WBR, basic linens will be provided as will cleaning and laundry services.
2
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User fees for Special Events are based on current rates for comparable services charged at
other facilities located on BLM managed lands. These fees are considered reasonable and still
allow for WBR to achieve break-even at corresponding estimated demand levels.
3.
•
•

Public Museum

$3.00 per person for general admission without docent tour (children under 16 are free)
$5.00 per person for general admission with docent tour (children under 16 are free)

Entrance fees for the Public Museum were determined by comparing prices charged to access
“comparable” public attractions. Entrance fees charged at the Nevada State Museums, such as
the East Ely Railroad Museum, Lost City Museum and the Carson City Railroad Museum, range
from $2.00 per person to $10.00, with price strongly correlated to the location (rural versus
urban) and size of the facility. Given WBR’s relatively remote location and small size, charging
an entrance fee closer to the lower bound of these ranges ($3.00 for general admission without
the docent tour and $5.00 for general admission with the docent tour) was judged reasonable.
Should demand for this service increase above projected levels, raising the entrance fee may
make sense, but only if it would also increase total revenues without depressing demand by a
percentage greater than the fee increase.
4.
•
•

Academic Day-Use

UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users: $3.00 per day
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users: $4.00 per day

Fees for Academic Day-Use were determined by comparing prices charged for comparable
services as several desert research centers in California. (See Appendix A for more details.)
Day-use fees at these centers range from zero to $2.00. However, such fees are considered low
(below market rate), as operations are mainly supported by alternative funding sources. In
fact, revenue derived from day-use fees charged at these other desert research centers
typically cover less than 20% of total operating costs, with such expenses primarily covered by a
combination of state funding, endowments, grants and utility site leases.
As WBR will need to significantly rely on revenue generated from user fees to cover day-to-day
operational expenses, as well as the fact that the Ranch will provide higher-quality amenities
and services than its “competitors” offering day-use services, charging slightly higher rates for
day-use fees appears appropriate and reasonable.
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VI. Financial Analysis
The following financial analysis provides estimates for annual revenues, expenses and net
operating income at WBR over the first ten years of operations (2014-2024). These estimates
were based on findings presented in the Market and Financial Analysis (Appendix A).
A.

Assumptions

The following assumptions were used in developing financial projections for WBR.
1.

Inflation Rate

The projected inflation rate over the first ten years of operations (2014-2024) is 3.0% and is
based on average U.S. inflation (CPI-U index) over the past 20 years (2.9%). The year-end
change in the CPI-U was 2.5% in 2006, 4.1% in 2007, 0.1% in 2008 and 2.7% in 2009 and has
fluctuated largely due to energy prices.
2.

Demand Growth

Demand for all services is projected to be relatively low during the first year of operations. In
Year 2 (2015), demand is expected to increase by approximately 7.0% and by 5.0% in Year 3
(2016) from previous year levels. From 2016 to 2024, demand is expected to stabilize,
increasing at an average annual rate of 1.0%.
3. Task Order Agreement
It is assumed that the current WBR task order agreement between UNLV and BLM will be
extended –at no cost – through 2015.
4.

Initial and Ongoing Capital Investment

Initial capital investment for WBR is needed in real property (facilities/grounds) construction
and improvements, personal property, inventory, start-up activities and the creation of a
working capital reserve. Ongoing investment, such as life-cycle capital improvement costs and
personal property repair and replacement, will also be needed over the long-term. It is
assumed that most, if not all, initial and ongoing capital investment will be provided by BLM
funding, and will not require any contribution from UNLV or WBR operating revenue.
Real Property. Construction and ongoing life-cycle capital improvement costs for real property
will be provided by funding set aside by the BLM and the State of Nevada. (Note: detailed
construction and capital improvement cost estimates are provided in the Master Plan.) It is
assumed that the majority of construction activity will occur over the 2010-2014 period.
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Personal Property. Personal property includes movable property (i.e., furniture, fixtures and
equipment) for the research and public interpretive use facilities. UNLV will need to identify
well in advance the Ranch’s personal property needs, and associated costs. It is assumed that
UNLV will obtain an extension of the current task order, thereby making available BLM funds
that will adequately cover initial investment and life-cycle replacement of personal property.
Inventory. Investment will need to be made in merchandise and supply items for the Retail
Shop and Snack Shop. Based on projected demand estimates, initial inventory investment is
projected to be approximately $10,000 and that funds in the UNLV task order agreement will
cover this expense. However, it is assumed that ongoing inventory expenses will be covered by
WBR’s operating revenue.
Start-Up Costs. A one-time investment in a range of different activities will be needed to ramp
up operations, including staff training, marketing and systems implementation (i.e., website
development). It is estimated that this investment would equal 10% of WBR’s projected firstyear operating expenses, at approximately $23,000. It is assumed that UNLV will obtain a nocost extension on the current WBR task order agreement with the BLM to secure the funds
necessary to cover this expense.
Working Capital. Investment will also be needed to provide a certain amount of cash to cover
that portion of the operation’s expenses that are likely to be incurred in advance of offsetting
revenues. It is estimated that this investment would equal 5% of WBR’s projected first-year
operating expenses, estimated at $11,500. Similar to Start-Up Costs, it is assumed that UNLV
will obtain a no-cost extension on the current WBR task order agreement with the BLM to
secure the funds necessary to cover this expense.
5.

Insurance

Insurance for all operations and programs at WBR will be covered by UNLV and will thus not be
included as an anticipated operating expense. UNLV will need to determine if such coverage is
acceptable to BLM.
6.

State O&M Funding

Per agreement, UNLV accepts responsibility for repair and maintenance of facilities at WBR for
up to $2,500. BLM will provide for repair and maintenance needs in excess of $2,500. It is
assumed that State funding would also be available to pay for costs associated with utilities and
trash, but could not be used towards staff salaries or other line item expenses.
B.

Projected Operating Revenues by Department

The following summarizes projected revenue by department based on estimated demand and
the proposed fee-for-services program at WBR.
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1. Lodging
Exhibit 13 shows that revenue derived from fees collected for Lodging services (dormitory and
camping) across the different user groups is projected to total approximately $72,000 in 2014.
Exhibit 13. Lodging Demand, Fee and Revenue Estimates (2014)
User Group
Fee, Demand & Revenue
UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
Number of Camping Stays
610
Camping Fees
$12.00
Revenue
$7,320
Number of Dorm Stays
871
Average Dorm Fees ($20.00 Double/$30.00 Single)
$25.00
Revenue
$21,780
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
Number of Camping Stays
108
Camping Fees
$15.00
Revenue
$1,610
Number of Dorm Stays
251
Average Dorm Fees ($25.00 Double/$35.00 Single)
$30.00
Revenue
$7,530
UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
Number of Camping Stays
87
Camping Fees
$12.00
Revenue
$1,050
Number of Dorm Stays
174
Average Dorm Fees ($30.00 Double/$50.00 Single)
$40.00
Revenue
$6,970
Non-UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
Number of Camping Stays
44
Camping Fees
$15.00
Revenue
$650
Number of Dorm Stays
392
Average Dorm Fees ($40.00 Double/$60.00 Single)
$50.00
Revenue
$19,600
General Public Users
Number of Camping Stays
362
Camping Fees
$15.00
Revenue
$5,430
TOTAL LODGING REVENUE
$72,000
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2. Public Museum
Exhibit 14 shows that revenue from entrance fees collected for the Public Museum is projected
to total $27,500 in 2014.
Exhibit 14. Public Museum Demand, Entrance Fee and Revenue Estimates (2014)
Entrance Fee Department
Entrance Fee, Demand & Revenue
General Public Users That Do Not Purchase Docent Tour
Number of Visitors
4,347
Fee (No Docent Tour)
$3.00
Revenue
$13,000
General Public Users That Purchase Docent Tour
Number of Visitors
2,898
Fee (With Docent Tour)
$5.00
Revenue
$14,500
TOTAL PUBLIC MUSEUM REVENUE
$27,500
3.

Special Events

Exhibit 15 shows that revenue from user fees collected for large and small-scale Special Events
is projected to total approximately $24,800 in 2014.
Exhibit 15. Special Event Demand, User Fee and Revenue Estimates (2014)
User Groups
User Fee, Demand & Revenue
Large-Scale Special Events (Groups > 30)
Number of Events Per Year (Avg. Group Size: 85)
8
Total Number of Persons Per Year
482
Per Person User Fee
$5.00
Per Event Facility/Grounds Use Fee
$190.00
Revenue
$3,900
Small-Scale Events (Groups < 30)
Number of Events Per Year (Avg. Group Size: 8)
91
Total Number of Persons Per Year
726
Per Person User Fee
$5.00
Per Event Facility/Grounds Use Fee
$190.00
Revenue
$20,900
TOTAL SPECIAL EVENT REVENUE
$24,800
4.

Academic Day-Use

Exhibit 16 shows that revenue from user fees collected for Academic Day-Use by UNLV/BLM
and Non-UNLV/BLM users is projected to total $10,800 in 2014.
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Exhibit 16. Academic Day-Use Demand, User Fee and Revenue Estimates (2014)
User Groups
User Fee, Demand & Revenue
UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
User Days
2,904
Fees
$3.00
Revenue
$8,700
Non-UNLV/BLM Research, Education and Training Users
User Days
512
Fees
$4.00
Revenue
$2,100
TOTAL ACADEMIC DAY-USE REVENUE
$10,800
5.

Snack Shop

Exhibit 17 shows that revenue from Snack Shop sales is projected to total $10,400 in 2014.
Exhibit 17. Snack Shop Demand, Spending and Revenue Estimates (2014)
Snack Shop Department
Estimated Spending and Demand
General Public Users
Number of Total Users
7,254
Per Person Spending
$1.25
Revenue
$9,100
Research, Education, Training and Special Event Users
Number of Total Users
719
Per Person Spending
$1.63
Revenue
$1,300
TOTAL SNACK SHOP REVENUE
$10,400
6.

Retail Shop

Exhibit 18 shows that revenue from Retail Shop sales is projected to total $9,900 in 2014.
Exhibit 18. Retail Shop Demand, Spending and Revenue Estimates (2014)
Retail Department
Estimated Spending and Demand
Number of Public Visitors
7,254
Estimated Per Person Spending
$1.36
TOTAL RETAIL SHOP REVENUE
$9,900
7.

Overview of Departmental Revenue

Exhibit 19 shows an overview of departmental revenue for 2014. As presented in the exhibit,
Lodging is projected to generate the largest share of total gross revenue (46.3%), at $72,000.
The Public Museum is estimated to be the second largest contributor, representing 17.7% of
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gross ($27,500), followed by Special Events at 16.0% ($24,800), Academic Day-Use at 6.9%
($10,800), Snack Shop at 6.7% ($10,400) and the Retail Shop at 6.4% ($9,900).
Exhibit 19. Revenue Projections by Department (2014)
WBR Departments
Revenue in 2014
Lodging
$72,000
Public Museum
$27,500
Special Events
$24,800
Academic Day-Use
$10,800
Snack Shop
$10,400
Retail Shop
$9,900
C.

% of Gross
46.3%
17.7%
16.0%
6.9%
6.7%
6.4%

Projected Operating and Maintenance (O&M) Expenses

Exhibit 20 shows estimated O&M costs at WBR, which are projected to total $170,700 in 2014.
Staff Labor is the largest expense at $85,200, representing 49.9% of total O&M, and includes
salary and benefits for the Director and Site Manager. UNLV Support/Contract Services is the
second largest expense, representing 20.4% of O&M ($34,800) and includes labor estimates for
caretaker, accounting, IT, housekeeping and administrative services. Marketing, at $17,300, is
projected to comprise 10.1% of O&M. Grounds/Facilities Repair and Maintenance (R&M) is
projected to represent 7.7% of O&M expenses ($13,100), followed by Utilities/Trash at 6.9%
($11,800). Equipment R&M, Telephone, Printing, Travel and Office Supplies are expected to
represent 2.0% or less of total O&M.
Exhibit 20. Distribution of Operating and Maintenance Costs (2014)
O&M Expenses
% of O&M Costs
Estimated O&M Costs
Staff Labor (includes benefits )
49.9%
$85,200
UNLV Support/Contract Services
20.4%
$34,800
Marketing
10.1%
$17,300
Grounds/ Facility R&M
7.7%
$13,100
Utilities/Trash
6.9%
$11,800
Telephone
1.9%
$3,300
Equipment R&M
0.9%
$1,600
Printing
0.8%
$1,300
Travel
0.8%
$1,300
Office Supplies
0.6%
$1,000
Total
100.0%
$170,700
Exhibit 21 shows projected revenue, expenses and net income over the 2014 to 2024 period.
Total gross revenue is projected to be $154,900 in 2014, with total expenses (cost of sales3 and
O&M) at $178,800. Revenue is expected to increase by approximately 25.0% over the next two
3

Cost of sales is the estimated annual cost of purchasing merchandise and supplies for the Retail and Snack Shop.
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years (by 2016) and then increase at an annual rate of approximately 3.0% thereafter. In 2014,
net income is projected to be positive, at approximately $1,000, which indicates that revenue
and State O&M funding is sufficient to cover anticipated operating expenses.
Exhibit 21. Revenue, Expenses and Net Income Estimates
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Revenue
$154,900 $166,200 $178,900 $185,100 $191,700 $198,400 $205,500
Cost of Sales
$8,100
$8,500
$9,000
$9,200
$9,400
$9,700
$10,000
Operating and Maintenance Expenses
Staff Labor
$85,200
$87,800
$107,300 $110,600 $113,900 $117,300 $120,800
Contract
$34,800
$35,800
$37,100
$38,200
$39,300
$40,500
$41,700
Marketing
$17,300
$17,800
$15,600
$16,100
$16,500
$17,000
$17,500
Facility R&M
$13,100
$19,600
$26,900
$27,700
$28,600
$29,400
$30,300
Utility/Trash
$11,800
$12,100
$12,500
$12,900
$13,200
$13,600
$14,000
Telephone
$3,300
$3,400
$3,500
$3,600
$3,700
$3,800
$3,900
Equip. R&M
$1,600
$2,500
$2,500
$2,600
$2,700
$2,800
$2,800
Printing
$1,300
$1,300
$1,400
$1,400
$1,500
$1,500
$1,600
Travel
$1,300
$1,300
$1,400
$1,400
$1,500
$1,500
$1,600
Office Supp.
$1,000
$1,000
$1,000
$1,100
$1,100
$1,100
$1,200
Total O&M
$170,700 $182,600 $209,200 $215,600 $222,000 $228,500 $235,400
Additional Income (O&M State Funding – only covers Facility/Grounds R&M and Utilities/Trash)
4
Funding
$24,800
$31,700
$39,400
$40,600
$41,800
$43,100
$44,400
Net Income
Net Income
$1,000
$6,700
$200
$1,000
$2,200
$3,100
$4,500

2021
$212,900
$10,200

2022
$220,400
$10,500

2023
$228,400
$10,800

2024
$236,600
$11,100

$124,400
$47,300
$18,100
$31,200
$14,500
$4,000
$2,900
$1,600
$1,600
$1,200
$246,800

$128,200
$48,700
$18,600
$32,200
$14,900
$4,100
$3,000
$1,700
$1,700
$1,200
$254,300

$132,000
$50,200
$19,200
$33,100
$15,400
$4,300
$3,100
$1,700
$1,700
$1,300
$262,000

$136,000
$51,700
$19,700
$34,100
$15,800
$4,400
$3,200
$1,800
$1,800
$1,300
$269,800

$45,700

$47,100

$48,500

$49,900

$1,500

$2,700

$4,100

$5,700

As shown in the exhibit, net income is projected to be lower in 2016 from previous year (2015)
levels, at $200. This is largely due to the fact that the volunteer Caretaker position is assumed
to be modified into a Site Steward position (which is full-time and salaried) in this year to
support increased demand for services. Additionally, Facility/Grounds R&M and Equipment
R&M5 expenses are projected to increase at a somewhat higher rate than revenue. Note that
while the number of estimated hours for each of the UNLV Support/Contract services (which
includes housekeeping, accounting, IT and administrative) is anticipated to increase by an
average of 40.0% in 2016 from previous year levels, revenue under this expense is expected to
only increase by less than 4.0%. This is due to the fact that the cost for the Caretaker position
(estimated at approximately $9,000 annually) is no longer assumed under this line item.
Marketing is also less in 2016 than prior year levels, as it is assumed that WBR will not need to
advertise as aggressively by the third year of its operation.
D.

Annual Balances

Net income projections indicated above are not cumulative and represent monies remaining at
the end of each fiscal year after deducting from revenues all expenses. Any remaining balances

4

State funding covers costs associated with Facility/Grounds R&M and Utility/Trash expenses only.
It is assumed that during the first year of operations (2014), Facility/Grounds R&M and Equipment R&M will be
relatively low as most assets will be new and likely in good condition. In the following year (2015), these costs are
assumed to increase by 50.0% and by 37.0% the year after (2015). After 2016, R&M costs are assumed to only
increase with inflation, at 3.0% annually.

5
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might be used to fund operations for the following year, as well as create a reserve cash
account to help pay for unforeseeable expenses or temporary lower-than-estimated demand.
E.

Strategies to Augment Potential Operating Shortfalls

Due to the overall uncertainty of people’s willingness-to-pay for proposed services and the
possibility that State funding contributions for grounds and facility maintenance may be less
than initially projected, the first few years of operation will be critical in determining if the
recommended fee-for-services program sufficiently maximizes revenue. As previously noted in
Section V (Fee-For-Services Program), fees charged at WBR may need to be lowered or raised to
more effectively capture market share across user groups. Section VI (Marketing Plan) details
various methodologies that can be implemented after operations begin to better determine
user sensitivity to pricing.
Exploration should also be given to alternative funding sources, such as seeking private
donations and applying for grants and endowments from governmental entities and non-profit
foundations.
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VII. Marketing Plan
To ensure a sustainable and successful future, WBR staff will need to implement a multi-faceted
approach to increasing awareness, attendance and visibility within the Ranch’s market area. It
is also important that marketing efforts are uniquely tailored to communicate effectively to
each of the different user groups.
A.

Marketing Efforts across Different User Groups
1.

General Public Users

Due to the competing number of recreational attractions in the area, aggressive and proactive
marketing strategies will be needed at WBR to draw in General Public Users. However, such
strategies will also need to realistically work within WBR’s limited budget and staff resources.
Given these factors, the following marketing and communication efforts were identified:
Develop Working Relationships with Local Businesses. WBR staff should develop working
relationships with local businesses to help promote WBR to residents and visitors. Examples of
relevant businesses include:
•

Hospitality enterprises in Searchlight and Nipton, such as the Hotel Nipton, Motel Rey
and Searchlight Nugget Casino.

•

Hospitality enterprises located within the greater Las Vegas region. This includes hotels,
restaurants and recreation-based enterprises (such as Techatticup Historic Mining Camp
in Nelson).

WBR staff should educate these businesses about the range of services offered at the Ranch,
explain the benefits of mutual collaboration6, and routinely supply marketing material for
distribution. WBR should also explore the development of cross-promotional package deals
with interested businesses. This may include offering discounts to the Ranch’s Public Museum
during off-peak periods for guests staying at a particular hotel or eating at a particular
restaurant to attract users who may be more sensitive to value-added offers.
Target Organizations that Support and/or Represent Key Visitor Segments. It will be
important to target marketing efforts to key visitor segments, such as those with an affinity for
conservation, history and architecture, as well as senior citizens with disposable income. WBR
staff should contact organizations supporting and/or representing these market segments to
provide information about the Ranch and discuss potential partnership opportunities, such as
cross-promotional marketing efforts or collaboration in raising money or awareness for a cause.
Marketing material about WBR should also be routinely supplied to these organizations for
distribution purposes. Examples of relevant organizations include:
6

For example, the owners of the Oasis Restaurant at the Hotel Nipton have expressed interest in providing
catering and food & beverage delivery service for guests staying at WBR.
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•

Public, non-profit and private museums, such as the Searchlight Heritage Museum
(Searchlight), Lost City Museum (Overton), Clark County Heritage Museum (Las Vegas),
Las Vegas Natural History Museum (Las Vegas) and the Boulder City/Hoover Dam
Museum (Boulder City). Associations representing or supporting these museums should
also be targeted, such as the Nevada Museums Association.

•

National, state and regional parks such as the Mojave National Preserve, Spring
Mountain Ranch State Park, Lake Mead National Recreation Area and Craig Ranch
Regional Park.

•

Environmental groups, such as the Nevada Wildlife Federation, Sierra Club (regional
chapter), Red Rock Audubon Society and Wildlife Habitat Improvement of Nevada.

•

Historical nonprofit groups, such as the Nevada Historical Society, Nevada Museum
Association and the Nevada Archeological Association.

•

Education groups, such as the Nevada State Education Association, Nevada Historical
Society, Nevada Policy Research Institute and the Nevada Library Association.

•

State and Public Government Agencies, such as the Nevada State Department of Cultural
Affairs and the Las Vegas Department of Arts and Culture.

•

Academic institutions, such as community colleges and four-year universities.

•

Local libraries, such as those within the Las-Vegas Clark County Library District.

•

Senior groups/associations, such as senior centers within the Las Vegas Region, Lions
Club (regional chapter) and Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (UNLV).

Effectively Utilize Government and Local Business Services. WBR staff should explore the
benefits of joining one or several of the local chambers of commerce to help with marketing
and promotion efforts. Local visitors’ bureaus/centers should also be contacted and marketing
material about the Ranch should be routinely given for distribution purposes.
Advertise in Print and Digital Media. Services at WBR should be routinely advertised in print
and digital media. This includes advertising in local newspapers, such as the Las Vegas ReviewJournal, Laughlin Times, Las Vegas Weekly, Las Vegas Sun and Las Vegas Tribune, as well as in
relevant magazines, such as Nevada Magazine and Las Vegas Magazine. An online presence will
also be highly important, and may include buying keyword advertising in search engines such as
Google and ensuring that WBR is listed in key regional travel and recreation websites.
Advertise Outdoors Along Main Arterial Transportation Routes. WBR would greatly benefit
from outdoor advertising along main arterial transportation routes. Such advertising would
target not only visitors passing through, but also locals living within the area. The cost of
outdoor advertising varies greatly according to the type, location, size and quality of the
advertisement. For example, a recent price quote for using a mid-size billboard along Interstate
95 (within Searchlight) was $1,200 per month, with prices much higher for billboards located
within the Las Vegas city limits (ranging from $1,500 to $10,000). Other, and generally less
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expensive, forms of outdoor advertising include mobile transit advertising (whereby an ad is
placed/wrapped on a moving vehicle) and bus shelter advertising.
2.

Research, Education and Training Users

Marketing efforts to reach Research, Education and Training Users will rely heavily on word-ofmouth and internal networking. A primary function of the WBR Director will be to leverage
his/her current and prospective academic contacts to promote the Ranch as an important
research center across various disciplines and fields of study. The following marketing efforts
were identified for targeting this user group:
Promote WBR Across UNLV Departments and Other Higher Education Institutions. Both the
Director and Site Manager should contact faculty and staff at the different UNLV departments
to inform them of the range of services offered at WBR. Particular focus should be given to the
Life Sciences, Architecture, Civil and Environmental Engineering, Anthropology, Geosciences
and History departments, as well as to the Division of Educational Outreach. Similar efforts
should also be conducted at other academic institutions within and outside the state, such as:
the University of Nevada, Reno; Desert Research Institute (part of the Nevada System of Higher
Education); College of Southern Nevada; and the University of California School system.
Partner and Collaborate with Other Research Centers. Other academic research centers
across the United States (U.S.) should be contacted to determine if partnership or collaborative
opportunities are possible, such as cross promotional marketing efforts and offering discounts
for services to affiliated user groups. Particular focus should be given to research centers
located in a desert environment, such as the CSU Desert Studies Center (CA), Boyd Deep
Canyon Desert Research (CA), Sonoran Desert Research Center (AZ) and Chihuahuan Desert
Research Institute (TX).
Advertise in Professional Publications and Explore Organization Membership Opportunities.
Advertising opportunities should be explored in relevant professional publications, such as
Nature Geosciences, American Historical Review and the Journal of the Society for Conservation
Biology. It may also be beneficial to join specific professional organizations and associations.
For example, becoming a member of the Organization of Biological Field Stations would allow
WBR to advertise its services and programs on the organization’s website. Other potential
membership organizations include the Geological Society of America, American Historical
Association and the American Institute of Biological Sciences.
3.

Special Event Users

Although a large number of businesses in the region offer special event services, the majority
are larger hotels and casinos (primarily located in Las Vegas, Laughlin and Henderson) that do
not possess the unique history and setting that WBR provides. Therefore, it will be important
that marketing efforts capitalize on these differences to attract Special Event Users. The
following marketing efforts were identified for targeting this user group:
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Target Organizations that Support and/or Represent Key Visitor Segments. Given WBR’s
overall objectives, Special Event Users that will be particularly interested in using the Ranch will
likely have an educational, historical and/or environmental focus. WBR staff should devote
significant energies to directly contacting these organizations to explain special event services
as well as the unique experience that WBR offers. Examples of relevant organizations include
many of those previously listed under the General Public Users subsection.
Advertise in Print and Digital Media. Similar to marketing efforts aimed at General Public
Users, special events services at WBR should be advertised in relevant print and digital media.
It makes sense (in terms of cost effectiveness) if some of these advertising efforts (for both
Public and Special Event users) were performed concurrently.
Develop Working Relationships with Comparable Special Event Businesses. WBR should
contact other “comparable” special event businesses within Nevada to determine if crosspromotional marketing efforts are possible. For example, an informal arrangement could be
developed whereby comparable special event businesses that are booked on a specific date
could recommend other interested groups that want to hold special events at that time to WBR
and vice-versa. Some examples of comparable special event businesses are the Hidden Canyon
Ranch Resort (Baker), Boulder Dam Hotel (Boulder City), The Resort on Mount Charleston (Las
Vegas, NV) and Soldier Meadows Ranch and Lodge (Gerlach).
B.

Marketing Material

Marketing material about WBR should look professional and distinctive, as well as provide
relevant informative that will help WBR stand out from the competition. Such material should,
at a minimum, display pictures, include a general description of services offered, and
information about other nearby attractions (such as the Wee Thump Joshua Tree Wilderness
Area which is located less than two miles away from the Ranch). These brochures should be
distributed on a routine basis to the various private businesses, non-profit groups and public
sector agencies described in the previous that target each of the key user segments previously
described.
C.

Website and Online Reservation System

The development of a comprehensive and user friendly website will be an important tool in
attracting users to WBR across all market segments. Such a website should include: general
information about the Ranch (i.e., location, history, surrounding environment and weather
conditions); summary description of amenities, services and fees; high-quality photos of the
Ranch’s facilities and grounds; and information about other local attractions. A recommended
key feature for the website will be the development of an online reservation system that will
allow for secure advance reservations for services. Some of the benefits associated with using
an online reservation system include: allowing users the flexibility to secure bookings any time
of the day; reducing WBR staff workload; eliminating complications caused by overbooking;
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improving cash flow by realizing payments earlier; and, improving resource utilization through
better tracking of user demand during peak and non-peak periods.
D.

Market Data

WBR staff should ensure that there are several mechanisms in place to capture and analyze
descriptive market data about each of the user groups. The benefits of collecting such data are
numerous and include: identifying specific services that could be improved to enhance user
satisfaction (and encourage repeat patronage); testing price sensitivity (willingness to pay) for
services to better maximize earned revenue; and achieving greater operational efficiencies by
understanding demand trends and patterns. Specially, WBR staff should collect and analyze:
•

User demographic data (collected daily), such as date of visit, origin of residence, group
size, and whether this is the first visit to the Ranch.

•

Findings derived from more detailed surveys (on select days) to learn more about user
satisfaction, pricing sensitivity, and reason for visiting the Ranch.

•

Quarterly and annual financial statements to determine revenue, expense and demand
trends across the different services;

•

Information obtained from customer feedback forms, which should be available both
online and in paper format, where users can privately and informally submit comments
or concerns.

Information collected from these various feedback and data collection mechanisms should be
compiled and analyzed on a relatively routine basis to improve the quality and timeliness of
effective business and marketing decision-making at WBR.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Walking Box Ranch (WBR or Ranch) is situated in southern Clark County, Nevada, approximately seven
miles west of Searchlight and forty-five miles south of Las Vegas. The site is located almost a mile off of
County Highway 164 (Nipton Rd.) along Walking Box Ranch Road. The Ranch was constructed in 1931
and consists of 160 acres split between three land parcels.
The University of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV) in partnership with U.S. Bureau of Land Management, seeks
to develop the Walking Box Ranch into a research facility and public interpretive center. All of the
proposed development is planned to occur within the 40 acre developed historic core of the site. The
primary existing facilities at the Ranch to be utilized and/or restored include a ranch house, barn,
bunkhouse, guesthouse, and former blacksmith shop. The completed WBR site would be managed and
administered by UNLV.
Under the Preferred Alternative, the northern portion of the site would be developed for public
interpretive uses, while the southern portion of the site would be developed for research, training and
educational purposes. Facilities to support public interpretive use include the rehabilitated barn, ranch
house, former blacksmith shop and surrounding grounds. These facilities will primarily serve as part of a
public museum that will offer interpretive displays, descriptive information and docent tours detailing
the Ranch’s history, architecture and natural environment. The remodeled bunkhouse will feature a
retail shop that offers site-appropriate souvenirs, books and apparel, as well as a snack shop that offers
limited food & beverage options. The remodeled bunkhouse will also provide public restroom facilities
and serve as the entrance to the museum. The surrounding grounds will include outdoor gathering
space that features event and picnic areas, as well as an amphitheater with seating for up to 25 people.
A public parking area will also be developed to accommodate up to 25 cars and 4 recreational vehicles
(RVs) or buses, as well as an overflow parking area that can accommodate an additional 25 cars and 2
RVs/buses.
A number of new facilities would be constructed in the southern portion of the site to support research,
training and education uses (primarily for UNLV faculty, staff and students and BLM staff, but also for
higher education institutions within and outside the state of Nevada). A new research facility would be
built to support long-term research and would house classrooms, laboratories, and offices. Support
facilities would also be constructed, including guest parking for up to 10 vehicles, a group campground
and rest rooms accommodating up to 25 people, 2 RV camping sites, as well as a new bunkhouse
accommodating up to 25 guests. In addition, a managers and caretakers residence would each be
constructed, as well as two new VIP or faculty guest quarters.
The facilities and grounds dedicated to public and academic programs will also be available for special
event purposes. Special event users will have access to lodging facilities in the new bunkhouse and new
campground, as well as indoor meeting facility space, including, but not limited to, the rehabilitated
ranch house and new research facility. The external grounds, including the outdoor gathering space
areas and the amphitheater, will also support special events.
Dornbusch Associates (Dornbusch) was engaged by UNLV to perform an assessment of the potential
public demand for interpretive uses as well as the potential demand for educational and research uses
at the proposed WBR facility. The following sections present our findings and analysis. Specifically,
Section II of this report presents the estimated annual revenues, operating expenses, net operating
income, and estimated annual budget for the proposed WBR facility under the Preferred Alternative.
Section III of the report provides an overview of visitation and attendance at comparable tourist
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attractions in Nevada and develops potential public use visitation estimates for WBR. Section IV
summarizes the types and level of use at comparable research facilities and presents estimates of the
annual level of educational and training use at WBR based on interviews with UNLV and BLM staff.
Based on market research findings, Table 1 presents a description of revenue-generating services that
are to be offered at WBR and include: lodging, special events, public museum, academic day-use, snack
shop and gift shop services. Greater detail about each of these services is provided in the following
sections of this report.
Table 1. Description of Services at WBR
Departments
Description of Services
Dormitory-style rooms and outdoor
Lodging
camping accommodations
Facility/grounds space for special
Special Events
event purposes
Interpretive displays, informational
Public Museum
material and docent tours
Facility/grounds space for research,
Academic Day-Use
training and education purposes
Limited food & beverage offerings
Snack Shop
(i.e., pre-packaged foods, fruit, tea)
Limited merchandise offerings
Gift Shop
(i.e., gifts, books and apparel)

Dornbusch Associates

Revenues from Sales & Fees
Per person night-use fee for
overnight lodging
Per person user fee and per event
facility/grounds fee
Per person Public Museum entrance
fee
Per person day-use fee for research,
education and training
Sale of food & beverage merchandise
(including vending)
Sale of retail merchandise
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FINANCIAL ANALYSIS

II.

In this section, Dornbusch presents estimates for annual operating costs, revenues, net operating
income, and the estimated annual operating budget for WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
A.

Approach: Discussion of Revenue Generation Potential

To estimate the potential for revenue generation under the Preferred Alternative over a ten-year period
(2014 to 2024), Dornbusch first analyzed potential levels of utilization and associated expenditures for
the following primary uses:
•

Public Use. Users within this group would comprise both tourists from out of the area and local
residents. Public users will be primarily interested in visiting the Ranch for its interpretive
services, exploring the grounds and learning about the site’s unique history and environment.
Revenue generated from this user group will be derived from charging fees to access the public
museum as well as from retail and snack shop sales. Utilization projections were developed by
assessing average visitation levels at comparable attractions in the region, including museums,
State and National Parks and attractions with historical or natural history interpretive themes.
Average spending patterns at these comparable attractions where then applied to use levels or
ranges of use to estimate potential revenue generated by this user group at WBR.

•

Research, Education and Training Use. Users within this group consist primarily of UNLV
faculty, staff and students, but also research retreat type use from other higher education
institutions in Nevada and other organizations such as the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
This group will be primarily interested in visiting WBR to perform investigative research, hold
education classes and conduct staff training exercises. Revenue generated from this group
would be primarily from fees charged for overnight stays and day-use access to the site’s
facilities. To gather comparable data, Dornbusch investigated utilization levels and fees at the
University of California Sweeny Granite Mountains Desert Research Center, Boyd Deep Canyon
Desert Research Center, Burns Pinion Ridge Reserve, and California State University Desert
Studies Center. The Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory was also assessed, but is less
comparable to WBR for a number of reasons that will be discussed later in the analysis. Use
fees, levels and types of use were analyzed at these research facilities and were considered in
developing revenue estimates for WBR.

•

Special Event Use. Users within this group consist primarily of public, private and non-profit
entities that would visit WBR to hold staff retreats, board meetings, fundraisers, seminars and
celebrations for purposes that are aligned with the Ranch’s mission and goals. Given WBR’s
focus on the natural and historic environment, Special Event Users will likely have some type of
related background, focus or interest. Examples of potential Special Event Users are UNLV,
Searchlight Museum, The Nature Conservancy, National Park Service (NPS), Nevada
Archeological Association and the Nevada Historical Society. Revenue generated from this user
group will be derived primarily from fees charged for overnight stays, as well as from day-use
fees to rent facility space.
B.

Annual Expenses

After interviewing managers and reviewing the annual budgets at various research facilities, it is
apparent that the vast majority of annual operating expenses will be composed of labor costs. Other
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operating and maintenance costs consist primarily of laboratory, maintenance, and other supplies as
well as utilities and fuel costs.

1.

Staffing

Dornbusch developed staffing estimates for WBR based largely on analysis of the staffing levels at
comparable field research stations, particularly for those research facilities located in California. Staffing
at these research facilities varied somewhat due to the size and scope of facility operations, with the
Desert Research Center administered by CSU Fullerton having the greatest number staff with five fulltime equivalent (FTE) employees and Burns Pinion Ridge Reserve having the fewest staff, with two parttime employees or one full-time employee.
Common to all research facilities, however, were the following two primary positions: (1) Director and
(2) Site Manager. The responsibilities for each position are described below and are excerpted from the
University of California Natural Reserve System Administrative Handbook.
•

Director or Administrative Officer. Duties would include overseeing programmatic planning,
fiscal management, preparing annual reports and budget proposals, and supervising the
maintenance and improvement program. Additional responsibilities would entail developing
policies and guidelines and providing programmatic direction for the operation of WBR. This is
typically an academic administrative position, such as the chair of a specific department or the
dean of a school within the university. This would likely be a part-time position, requiring
approximately 25.0% of the administrator’s time.

•

Site Manager. Duties would include overseeing and managing the day-to-day operations for
public, academic and special event programs. The Site Manager, who would need to work onsite at the Ranch, would also be responsible for implementing the policies and programs of the
Director. This is generally an academic position, possibly requiring an advanced degree, but
could also be a staff position depending on what is required at the facility. Such position
classifications may include a museum scientist, academic coordinator, staff research associate,
or resource specialist. This would be a full-time position.

Dornbusch also assumes that there will be additional staff available (at least during peak periods) for
docent led tours, retail operations, and handling reservations and visitor questions. It is assumed that
some of this staffing would be met through local volunteers. In the future, as revenue grows, the
possibility also exists of hiring a part-time Museum Attendant to help carry out these tasks.
Table 2 summarizes the estimated annual salaries in 2014 (which is assumed to be the year that
operations would begin), including benefits (assumed to be 20% of annual salaries), for the staff
requirements at WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
Table 2. Estimated Annual Labor Expenses ($2014)
Annual Salary
Director
$23,400
Site Manager
$47,600
Total
$71,000
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Benefits
$4,700
$9,500
$14,200

Total
$28,100
$57,100
$85,200
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The labor costs of $28,100 associated with the Director position is based on the assumption that an
UNLV Associate Professor would assume the role of Director, yet only spend 25% of his/her time
managing WBR. Therefore, we allocate one quarter of an Associate Professor’s base salary to this
position.1 Labor cost associated with the Site Manager is based on the average of the State of Nevada
employee pay grade salary range for a full-time Cultural/Natural Resources Specialist 3.2 As housing
(including utilities and trash) will be provided as part of the employee contract for on-site staff, it is
assumed that the Site Manager’s salary would be roughly 20.0% lower than these estimates to
compensate for these provisions. As displayed in Table 2, total annual labor costs associated with the
operation of WBR under the Preferred Alternative are estimated to be approximately $85,200 in 2014.
2.

Volunteer, UNLV Support and Contract Labor

In addition to the core staff positions, WBR will need to recruit volunteers, utilize UNLV support services
and contract out labor to perform duties that require a specific skill set and/or expertise. Using
volunteer, UNLV support services and contract labor, as opposed to hiring salaried employees, will offer
greater staffing flexibility and achieve cost savings as personnel can be brought in on an “as needed”
basis. The following volunteer, UNLV support and contract services were determined necessary to
sustain WBR operations and programs in 2014.

1
2

•

Caretaker. The Caretaker will be responsible for facilities and grounds maintenance, security
and surveillance, and land stewardship at the Ranch. Duties include performing real and
personal property repairs, landscaping and patrolling the property. It is also assumed that the
Caretaker would assist the Site Manager as needed, such as answering phones and performing
basic administrative duties. This is a full-time volunteer position (40-hours per week), although
approximately one-third of labor time (around 15 hours per week) would be eligible for financial
compensation. Dornbusch assumes an hourly rate of $12.50 based on UNLV rates paid for
similar services. This is an on-site position and housing will be provided at no charge.

•

General Volunteers. It is assumed that additional volunteer staff will be available, particularly
during the peak demand periods, to assist the Site Manager and Caretaker at the Ranch.
Supporting duties would include greeting visitors, collecting fees for the Public Museum,
handling lodging reservations and coordinating special-event functions. Volunteers may include
UNLV students who are seeking to obtain extra credit for school or gain experience managing or
working at a research center, as well as retirees and other individuals living in the area who are
interested in the environment, history and film.

•

Accounting Services (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a limited basis to
perform financial analysis and accounting services at WBR. Responsibilities include performing
clerical bookkeeping and preparing quarterly/annual financial status reports. Labor estimates
are assumed to range from 15 to 20 hours per month in 2014, although it is assumed that over
time, these hours will slightly increase as WBR operations expand. Data provided by the United
States (U.S.) Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) shows that the average rate for similar services in
the region is approximately $35.00 per hour. Based on conversations with UNLV staff, these
salary estimates were determined to be commensurate with UNLV hourly rates (including
benefits) for performing similar services.

According to UNLV Salary Schedules, the median salary for an Associate Professor in FY2010 is approx. $92,000.
Pay grade ranges for the this job classification can be found online at: http://dop.nv.gov/salaries.html
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•

Information Technology (IT) Services (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a
limited basis to perform IT services at WBR. Responsibilities would likely include maintaining
and updating hardware/software systems, website development/maintenance and general
troubleshooting. IT labor is estimated to range from 12 to 16 hours per month in 2014,
although it is assumed that these hours will increase over time as WBR operations expand. BLS
statistics shows that the average rate for similar services in the region is approximately $38.00
per hour. Based on conversations with UNLV staff, these salary estimates were determined to
be commensurate with UNLV hourly rates (including benefits) for performing similar services.

•

Administrative Support (UNLV). A UNLV staff person should be brought in on a limited basis to
provide clerical and administrative support to the WBR Director. Responsibilities would likely
include scheduling appointments, organizing meetings, maintaining administrative files and
records, fielding phone calls and handling general inquiries concerning WBR. Administrative
labor is estimated to range from 15 to 20 hours per month in 2014, although it is assumed that
these hours will moderately increase over time as WBR operations expand. BLS statistics shows
that the average rate for similar services in the region is approximately $23.00 per hour. Based
on conversations with UNLV staff, these salary estimates were determined to be commensurate
with UNLV hourly rates (including benefits) for performing similar services.

•

Housekeeping Services (Contract). Labor should be contracted out to perform housekeeping
services at WBR. Services include cleaning the dormitory rooms, bathrooms/showers and event
space, as well as washing linens, bedding, etc., on-site at the laundry facility within the New
Bunkhouse facility. Labor for these services to support the estimated demand would range from
30 to 40 hours per month, although it is assumed that these hours will moderately increase over
time as WBR operations expand. It was determined that drawing from the local labor pool in
Searchlight or Nipton would be less expensive than hiring a professional cleaning/laundry
service located further away (such as Merry Maids in Henderson or G&K Services in Las Vegas).
Market research shows that the average hourly rate for such contract services in the
surrounding area is $10.00 per hour.

Volunteer, UNLV support and contract services total $29,600 under low demand estimates, $31,300
under median demand estimates and $34,800 under high demand estimates in 2014.
3.

Additional Staffing Support

As operations and demand grow, the core staff at WBR (Director and Site-Manager) will need additional
support to help sustain services and programs offered at the Ranch. To better accommodate this
growth, the volunteer Caretaker position should be modified into a full-time salaried position, with
expanded duties and responsibilities. This new position, classified as a Site Steward, is expected to be
feasible as early as 2016 as financial projections (which are detailed later in this Business Plan) indicate
that operating revenue at that time will be sufficient to cover this increased expense. In addition to
managing the grounds and facilities, the Site Steward would assist the Site Manager with other
important duties at the Ranch, such as managing the Retail/Snack Shop, greeting visitors, scheduling
reservations and overseeing volunteers. The estimated labor cost for such a position (including benefits)
is approximately $18,700 in 2016. Potential candidates for this position might include recent college
graduates and individuals willing to accept a reduced salary in exchange for free room and board.
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4.

Other Operating Costs

Other O&M costs will consist primarily of marketing (which will be particularly essential during the first
few years), grounds and facilities repair and maintenance (R&M), laboratory equipment R&M, utility and
trash, and purchasing operating supplies. In general, Dornbusch found these costs to be a relatively
small percentage of field research stations’ annual operating costs, however, these costs will vary with
the size, location, and level of operations/use of the facility. As such, the most appropriate method to
estimate these expenses is on a building square footage basis.
Table 3 displays annual O&M costs for selected research facilities, excluding staff salaries and contract
labor expenses3. The table reveals that O&M costs at the comparable research centers range from
$1.57 per square foot to $4.80 per square foot, averaging $3.47 per square foot.
Table 3. Annual Operating Costs per Square Foot at Other Research Facilities ($2010)
Facility
Facility Square Footage
O&M per Sq/ft
a
Desert Studies Center
20,900
$3.90
Granite Mountains Desertb Research Station
19,800
$3.81
c
Burns Pinion Ridge Reserve
3,000
$2.90
General for UC NRSd
11,300
$4.80
e
Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Station
12,000
$1.57
Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratoryf
38,000
$3.85
Average
17,500
$3.47
Source
a. “California Desert Studies Consortium: Annual Report 2006-2007,” California State University, 2006-2007
b. Budgetary information provided by Jim Andre, Director of Granite Mountains Desert Research Station
c. Budgetary information provided by Michael Soo-Hoo, Budget Analyst, University of California, Irvine
d. Budgetary information provided by Chen Yin Noah, Associate Director of U.C. Natural Reserve System
e. “Survey of Field Station Maintenance Costs”, 2006, Organization of Biological Field Stations, available online at:
http://www.obfs.org/
f. Ibid.

Dornbusch also examined average O&M expenses at the state-funded public museums. According to
Peter Barton, Acting Administrator of the State of Nevada’s Division of Museums & History, O&M
expenses for most state museums are less than $2.00 per square foot. It is assumed that O&M expenses
for museums are less than research centers largely as a result of lower R&M costs for grounds, facilities
and equipment. However, for new museum construction estimates, Mr. Barton noted the State is now
assuming O&M costs of $3.00 per square foot (which includes utility expenses). As shown in Table 4,
averaging the $3.47 per square foot O&M estimates for research facilities with the $3.00 per square foot
O&M estimates for new museum facilities yields an estimated $3.20 per square foot.
Table 4. Average O&M Costs for Specified Research Centers and New Public Museums
Facility
Average O&M per Sq/ft
Other Comparable Research Centers
$3.47
All New Nevada State Museums
$3.00
Total Average (to be used in projecting O&M costs at WBR)
$3.20
Table 5 summarizes the total square footage at WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
3

O&M costs were based on budgetary information supplied in 2008, but have been inflated to 2010 dollars.
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Table 5. WBR: Total Planned Space under the Preferred Alternative
Planned Space
Square Footage
Museum Assigned Facilities
8,862
Research/Retreat Assigned Facilities
9,164
Staff Residence Facilities
2,400
Total Planned Space
20,426
Source: Architectural Resources Group

The table reveals that 20,426 square feet of facility space is planned at WBR under the Preferred
Alternative. Multiplying this figure by the O&M cost estimate of $3.20 per square foot yields an
estimated annual O&M cost of approximately $65,400 per year in 2014 dollars (not including staff
salaries or contract labor). However, Dornbusch assumes that during the first few years, as operations
are still ramping up, O&M expenses will be moderately lower. Consequently, O&M expenses for that
year are projected to be approximately 25.0% lower than these initial estimates. Furthermore, as these
expenses are variable, they are expected to change under low, middle and high demand estimates.
To provide some idea of how costs might be allocated, Table 6 presents the percentage distribution for
various line items from the California Desert Studies Center’s 2008-2009 annual O&M budget and
applies these percentages to the total operating costs estimated for WBR of $40,500, $45,700, $50,700,
under low, middle and high demand estimates, respectively. Note that Dornbusch assumes that
marketing expenses would be a significantly higher percentage of total O&M than what is budgeted for
at the California Desert Studies Center4. Under middle estimates, the largest line item is for Marketing
(34.1% of the total budget), followed by Facility and Grounds R&M at 25.8%, and then Utilities/Trash at
23.3%.
Table 6. WBR: Potential Distribution of Other O&M Costs in 2014
Expenses
Low
Middle
Facility and Grounds R&M
$10,500
$11,800
Utility & Trash
$9,400
$10,600
Office Supplies
$800
$900
Equipment R&M
$1,300
$1,500
Printing
$1,000
$1,200
Telephone
$2,600
$2,900
Travel
$1,000
$1,200
Marketing
$13,900
$15,600
Total
$40,500
$45,700
5.

High
$13,100
$11,800
$1,000
$1,600
$1,300
$3,300
$1,300
$17,300
$50,700

Projected Operating and Maintenance Costs: 2014 to 2024

Table 7 displays a summary of total projected operating costs over the 2014 to 2024 period under high
demand estimates, which includes staff salaries, contract labor and other O&M expenses. The table
reveals that first year total operating costs are estimated to be approximately $170,700 in 2014. Note
that by 2016, total O&M expenses increase by approximately 22.0% as it is assumed that certain
expenses would increase at a faster rate than inflation. For example, in 2014, Facility and Grounds R&M
and Equipment R&M costs are expected to be relatively low as most assets will be new and in good
condition. In the second year (2015), these costs are assumed to increase by 50.0% and by 38.0% the
year after (2016). After 2017, R&M costs are assumed to only increase with inflation (3.0% annually).
4

Interview with William Presch, Director of CSU Desert Studies Center (6/17/10)
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Conversely, during these initial years, marketing expenses are projected to be higher than average as it
is assumed that WBR will need to advertise more aggressively at the start of operations.
Table 7. WBR: Projected Annual O&M Costs, 2014-2024
2014
$85,200
$13,100
$11,800
$1,000
$1,600
$1,300
$3,300
$1,300
$17,300
$34,800
$170,700

Staff Labor
Facil. R&M
Utilities
Office Supp.
Equip. R&M
Printing
Phone
Travel
Marketing
Contract
Total

C.

2015
$87,800
$19,600
$12,100
$1,000
$2,500
$1,300
$3,400
$1,300
$17,800
$35,800
$182,600

2016
$107,300
$26,900
$12,500
$1,000
$2,500
$1,400
$3,500
$1,400
$15,600
$37,100
$209,200

2017
$110,600
$27,700
$12,900
$1,100
$2,600
$1,400
$3,600
$1,400
$16,100
$38,200
$215,600

2018
$113,900
$28,600
$13,200
$1,100
$2,700
$1,500
$3,700
$1,500
$16,500
$39,300
$222,000

2019
$117,300
$29,400
$13,600
$1,100
$2,800
$1,500
$3,800
$1,500
$17,000
$40,500
$228,500

2020
$120,800
$30,300
$14,000
$1,200
$2,800
$1,600
$3,900
$1,600
$17,500
$41,700
$235,400

2021
$124,400
$31,200
$14,500
$1,200
$2,900
$1,600
$4,000
$1,600
$18,100
$47,300
$246,800

2022
$128,200
$32,200
$14,900
$1,200
$3,000
$1,700
$4,100
$1,700
$18,600
$48,700
$254,300

2023
$132,000
$33,100
$15,400
$1,300
$3,100
$1,700
$4,300
$1,700
$19,200
$50,200
$262,000

Annual Revenues

This section presents annual revenue projections associated with operation of WBR under the Preferred
Alternative. Revenue from services offered include fees derived from lodging, academic and special
event day-use and the public museum, as well as visitor expenditures on gift and snack shop items. A
range of revenues were estimated (low, middle, and high) and broken down by the different user
groups, which include public users, academic/research users (UNLV and non-UNLV and special event
users.
1. Revenues Associated with Public Use
Dornbusch estimated that annual public visitation to WBR might be expected to range from a low of
approximately 2,000 to a high of 7,200 visitors annually based on visitation to comparable facilities and
professional judgment. The maximum of 7,200 corresponds roughly to the median visitation figure for
all comparable attractions analyzed, while the minimum visitation corresponds with the approximate
minimum of the visitation range for comparable attractions analyzed.5 Median visitation is estimated at
close to 4,700 visitors per year, which translates to, on average, 13 visitors to WBR per day throughout
the year. These visitation estimates were applied to per person spending estimates for retail and snack
shop sales, as well as to the recommended fees charged for the public museum and camping.
Public Museum. A public museum entry fee of $3.00 per person was assumed based on entry rates at
other museums surveyed. Fees for docent-led tours are assumed to be slightly higher, at $5.00 per
person. These fees were determined by comparing prices charged to access “comparable” public
museums. Amenity fees charged at the Nevada State Museums to access the facilities, such as the East
Ely Railroad Museum, Lost City Museum and the Carson City Railroad Museum, range from $2.00 per
person to $10.00, with price strongly correlated to the location (rural versus urban) and size of the
facility. Given WBR’s relatively remote location and small size, charging an entrance fee closer to the
lower bound of these ranges ($3.00) was judged reasonable.

5

These figures and the associated visitation to similar attractions are presented and discussed in greater detail in
Section III of this report.
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2024
$136,000
$34,100
$15,800
$1,300
$3,200
$1,800
$4,400
$1,800
$19,700
$51,700
$269,800

Table 8 shows low, middle, and high estimates of revenue derived from charging an entry fee to the
public museum in 2014 based upon the varying estimated level of public visitation. Under median
demand estimates, revenue is projected to be $17,700 in 2014.
Table 8. Estimated Public Museum Revenue in 2014 – Public Users

Low Revenue Estimate
Middle Revenue Estimate
High Revenue Estimate

Revenues
$7,900
$17,700
$27,500

Gift Shop. To estimate revenues that might be achieved by public visitor spending, Dornbusch
examined a range of visitor spending profiles, including average expenditures per visitor at Nevada State
Park Cooperating Association gift shops as well as within National Parks. As discussed in greater detail
later in this analysis, average gift shop expenditures ranged from $0.40 per visitor at Nevada State Parks
to $2.32 per visitor at western region National Parks (averaging a total of $1.36 per visitor).
Multiplying average gift shop expenditures of $1.36 by 2,000 visitors per year (low demand estimates)
results in annual gift shop revenue of $2,800 in 2014. Revenue under median demand estimates was
calculated by multiplying the $1.36 average by 4,700, resulting in annual revenues of $6,300, while
performing the same calculation under high demand estimates (7,200) results in annual revenues of
$9,900 per year. Table 9 summarizes the low, middle, and high gift shop and vending revenue
estimates.
Table 9. Estimated Annual Gift Shop Revenue in 2014 – Public Users

Low Revenue Estimate
Middle Revenue Estimate
High Revenue Estimate

Revenues
$2,800
$6,300
$9,900

It is important to recognize that gift shop sales are primarily a function of the quality, type and range of
items being sold. These revenue estimates implicitly reflect the attributes of merchandise sold at
Nevada State Park gift shops as well as merchandise at concessioner gift shops located in western region
National Parks. Dornbusch believes that the range and type of items offered for sale at Nevada State
Parks and National Parks are generally inline with the types of interpretive/theme related merchandise
that would be offered at WBR.
Snack Shop. Snack shop revenues were estimated by assessing average per visitor spending patterns at
other comparable businesses. Note that none of the research centers examined in this analysis, aside
from the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, provide food & beverage service. However, as the
Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory offers breakfast, lunch and dinner at a communal dining hall,
direct comparisons would not make sense as the proposed snack shop at WBR would provide an entirely
different service.6 Additionally, none of the state museums in Nevada considered in this analysis offer
food & beverage service, as the cost of operations was expected to exceed revenue due to the projected
low demand for this service.7 The more “remote” Nevada State Parks, such as the Spring Mountain

6
7

Interview with Sarah Rudeen, Administrative Staff at Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory (6/10/10)
Interview with Peter Barton, Acting Administrator of Nevada Division of Museum and History (6/10/10)
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Ranch, Belmont Courthouse and Mormon Station, also do not provide food & beverage service for
similar reasons, although vending machines are available at some sites.8
However, other recreational attractions in the area, such as the Kelso Depot, Techatticup Mining Camp
and Hotel Nipton, do provide some level of to-go food & beverage offerings. Average food & beverage
expenditures ranged from $0.90 per visitor to $1.60 – which yields a total average of $1.25 per visitor.
As show in Exhibit 10, applying this per person spending average to low, middle and high demand
estimates yields a total of $2,600, $5,800 and $9,100 in 2014, respectively.
Table 10. Estimated Annual Snack Shop Revenue in 2014 - Public Users
Revenues
Low Revenue Estimate
$2,600
Middle Revenue Estimate
$5,800
High Revenue Estimate
$9,100
Camping. Camping was also considered a service that should also be offered to the public on an “as
available basis.” Note it was determined that indoor lodging would not be offered to the public (and
would only be available for research and special events). Interviews with staff at several Nevada State
Parks reveal that approximately 5.0% of the public visitors to WBR would use camping services (which
would vary from 100 to 400 people based on low, median and high demand estimates). Most Nevada
State Parks, instead of a per person camping fee, charge a per vehicle camping fee, ranging from $12.00
to $20.00. Assuming there is, on average, 2.5 people per vehicle (based on data supplied by Park staff
interviewed), this works out to $5.00 to $8.00 per person. For the academic research centers that were
considered in our prior analyses, camping fees range from $2.00 to $7.00 per person.
As WBR will have additional and higher quality amenities/facilities as compared to most of these
comparables, charging higher rates are appropriate and reasonable. Based on assumed willingness to
pay for such a service, camping fees for public users at WBR are assumed to be $12.00 per person per
night.
Table 11 shows estimates revenue under low, median and high demand estimates. Median demand
estimates show that revenue derived from this user group is projected to be $3,500 in 2014.
Table 11. Estimated Annual Snack Shop Revenue in 2014 – Public Users
Revenues
Low Revenue Estimate
$1,600
Middle Revenue Estimate
$3,500
High Revenue Estimate
$5,400
2.

Revenue Associated with UNLV/BLM Users

Dornbusch also estimated revenues associated with use of WBR by UNLV faculty and students, and BLM
staff. Services to be offered to this user group are lodging (indoor/camping), academic day-use (access
to research facilities), special event space and food & beverage (at the snack shop). Based on interviews
with UNLV and BLM representatives, Dornbusch developed order of magnitude estimates of potential
user days based on expressed levels of use. For UNLV, it appears that departmental use would primarily
consist of day and overnight field trips associated with classes which involved themes relating to WBR,
such as ecosystems of the desert biome, geological/hydrological processes, field surveys, and
8

Interview with Steve Weaver, Chief of Planning, Nevada Division of State Parks (6/16/10)
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historical/cultural preservation and interpretation, and other themes. BLM use of the facility would
consist mainly of field training and staff leadership retreats. Table 12 presents estimated user days and
overnight stays associated with UNLV/ BLM use under low, middle and high demand estimates.
Table 12. Estimated UNLV/BLM User Days in 2014
Annual User Days
Low Revenue Estimate
2,380
Middle Revenue Estimate
2,860
High Revenue Estimate
3,230

Annual User Nights
1,430
1,680
1,940

In terms of length of stay, Dornbusch assumed that 1.0 days were equal to 0.6 overnight stay. This
assumption is based on discussions with UNLV faculty and BLM staff and reviewing visitation statistics to
WBR over the 2006 to 2009 period. Although only a very small number of user groups (such as
geography researchers from UNLV, UNR and University of Washington) have visited WBR over the last
several years due to limited word-of-mouth advertising, the length and type of visit provides a general
indication of future UNLV/BLM and non-UNLV/BLM visitation trends. Based on the historical use data
provided, on average, 1.0 user-day equals 0.7 user-nights. To be conservative, Dornbusch lowered this
to 1.0 user day equaling 0.6 user-nights, yielding a total of 1,680 user nights under median demand
estimates. Comparable desert research facilities, such as Granite Mountain Desert Research Center or
the Desert Studies Center, are much more remote than WBR and as such, the relative number of
overnight stays would likely be greater at these facilities then at WBR. Therefore, to use overnight stays
at these facilities would likely overestimate the number of overnight stays that would occur at WBR.
Lodging. To estimate revenues associated with use of lodging services by UNLV/BLM users, Dornbusch
applied the different demand ranges (high, middle, and low) to recommended user fees that should be
charged to UNLV/BLM users. Dormitory fees for affiliated users groups at comparable research centers
range from $5.00 (Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research) to $9.00 (CSU Desert Studies Center). Camping
fees at the comparable research centers (for affiliated user groups) range from $1.00 (Boyd Deep
Canyon Desert Research) to $5.00 (Granite Mountain Desert Research Center). Note that fees tend to
be higher for groups not affiliated with the research center. Again, these rates are considered low (far
below market rate) given these centers do not fully rely on revenue derived from user fees to support
operations.
As WBR will need to significantly rely on revenue generated from user fees to cover operational
expenses, along with the fact that the Ranch will provide higher-quality amenities and services than
other research centers, charging higher rates appears appropriate and reasonable.9 Consequently,
Dornbusch recommends setting a nightly rate at $25.00 per person for indoor lodging and $12.00 per
person for camping for all UNLV/BLM users. Interviews with potential user groups concerning
willingness to pay for indoor lodging services at WBR support this assumption. Market research
indicates that of total UNLV/BLM lodging demand, 40% will be camping stays, 50% will be indoor lodging
stays (with basic services), and 10% will be indoor lodging stays (with increased services).
Due to expected labor and cost constraints, only minimal services will likely be offered to UNLV/BLM
users staying at the Ranch. However, interviews reveal that this user group is accustomed to staying in
“rustic” settings when conducting research and would prefer minimal services/amenities over charging
higher prices. Should UNLV/BLM users want increased services (i.e., daily housekeeping/cleaning),
9

For example, at most of the comparable research centers, users are required to bring their own linens/bedding
and perform housekeeping duties. At WBR, basic linens will be provided as will cleaning and laundry services.
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lodging fees would likely need to be higher. Such an option should be made available (for indoor lodging
only). The recommended fee for this increased service is $40.00 in 2014 (information on how this fee
was derived is provided later in this report).
Table 13 shows lodging revenue derived from UNLV/BLM use under low, middle and high demand
estimates.
Table 13. Estimated Annual Lodging Revenue in 2014 – UNLV/BLM Users
Indoor Lodging
Indoor Lodging
Camping
(basic services)
(increased services)
(basic services)
Low Revenue Estimate
$16,100
$5,200
$6,180
Middle Revenue Estimate
$18,900
$6,100
$7,300
High Revenue Estimate
$21,800
$7,000
$8,400

Total

$27,400
$32,300
$37,200

Day-Use. Fees for UNLV/BLM day-use were determined by comparing prices charged for comparable
services at several desert research centers in California. Day-use fees at these centers range from zero
($0) to $2.00. However, such fees are considered low (below market rate), as operations are mainly
supported by alternative funding sources. In fact, revenue derived from day-use fees charged at these
other desert research centers typically cover less than 20% of total operating costs, with such expenses
primarily covered by a combination of state funding, endowments, grants and utility site leases. As WBR
will need to significantly rely on revenue generated from user fees to cover operational expenses, as
well as the fact that the Ranch will provide higher-quality amenities and services than its “competitors”
offering day-use services, charging slightly higher rates appears appropriate and reasonable.
Consequently, the recommended fee charged for UNLV/BLM users for this service is $3.00 per person.
Conversations with UNLV and BLM staff indicate that charging slightly higher rates would not deter use.
Table 14 summarizes low, middle, and high annual day-use fee revenue estimates for this group.
Table 14. Estimated Annual Day-Use Fee Revenue in 2014 – UNLV/BLM Users
Revenues
Low Revenue Estimate
$6,400
Middle Revenue Estimate
$7,600
High Revenue Estimate
$8,700
Snack Shop. In addition to the public purchasing food & beverage items, it was assumed that
UNLV/BLM users staying at the Ranch would also utilize such a service. Recent conversations with UNLV
faculty from the departments of Civil and Environmental Engineering, Life Sciences, Geosciences and
Architecture, reveal that having a snack shop on the premises would be considered desirable by most
researchers.10 It was assumed that per person spending by UNLV/BLM users would be moderately
higher (30%) than per person public spending (at $1.63), as this user group, on average, would be
staying at WBR for longer periods of time. Table 15 shows estimated snack shop revenue derived from
UNLV/BLM users in 2014 under low, middle and high demand estimates.

10

Interviews conducted with Brett Riddle, Professor of Biology, UNLV School of Life Sciences (6/3/10); Thomas
Piechota, Associate Professor, UNLV Civil and Environmental Engineering Department (6/7/10); Daniel Ortega,
Professor, UNLV School of Architecture (6/10/10)
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Table 15. Estimated Annual Snack Shop Revenue in 2014 – UNLV/BLM Users
Revenues
Low Revenue Estimate
$1,000
Middle Revenue Estimate
$1,100
High Revenue Estimate
$1,300
3. Revenue Associated with Non-UNLV Research Use
Non-UNLV research use will primarily consist of other higher education institutions in and outside of
Nevada, such as University of Nevada, Reno, Community College of Southern Nevada, University of
California, and other out of state universities, or entities such as the US Geological Survey, US Forest
Service and National Park Service. Demand for WBR services by this group was based on the relative
proportion of these types of users at other desert research facilities surveyed. In the absence of more
detailed data, examining the percentage of non-UNLV research type use at selected desert research
facilities provides some indication of the level of this type of use which could be expected at WBR under
the Preferred Alternative.
To estimate the potential number of user days associated with research retreats, Dornbusch analyzed
the percentage of use by the university administering the research center. Specifically, Dornbusch
analyzed the level of research retreat type use at Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center and at
Granite Mountain Desert Research Center over the period 2005 to 2009. Non-affiliated retreat type use
averaged approximately 26.0% at Boyd Deep Canyon and 37.0% at Granite Mountain Desert Research
Center. As these ranges also incorporate what is considered “special event use” (which will be analyzed
separately from research use), Dornbusch applied a lower percentage (roughly 20.0%) for projection
calculations. This percentage was then multiplied by the number of total UNLV/BLM user days to derive
the projected number of non-UNLV/BLM research user days and nights.
Table 16 shows projected user days and nights for non-UNLV/BLM researchers under low, middle and
high demand estimates.
Table 16. Estimated User Days and Nights in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Users
Annual User Days
Low Demand
421
Middle Demand
495
High Demand
569

Annual User Nights
294
346
398

Lodging. Most research facilities charge users according to a tiered rate structure which treats users of
the administering university preferentially compared to non-university affiliated users. Therefore, rates
for non-UNLV/BLM users would be somewhat higher if WBR were to adopt this tiered rate approach. It
is assumed that non-UNLV/BLM user fees for lodging would be approximately 20.0% higher (which is
roughly based on the percentage increase for non-affiliated users at the comparable research facilities).
Findings from interviews with some of the non-UNLV/BLM researchers who have stayed at the Ranch
before indicate that charging them moderately higher rates than affiliated users would not significantly
deter demand for lodging11. Consequently, Dornbusch recommends charging $15.00 per person for
camping and $30.00 per person for indoor lodging to non-UNLV/BLM users.

11

Interviews conducted with Elizabeth Schermer, Geology Professor at Western Washington University
(6/30/2010) and Nicholas Hinz, Geology Professor at University of Nevada, Reno (7/2/2010)
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Table 17 displays the range of estimated annual revenue for lodging derived from this user group. Under
median estimates, revenue is expected to be $8,000 in 2014.
Table 17. Estimated Annual Lodging Revenue in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Users
Indoor Lodging
Camping
Low Revenue Estimate
$5,600
$1,200
Middle Revenue Estimate
$6,600
$1,400
High Revenue Estimate
$7,500
$1,600

Total
$6,800
$8,000
$9,100

Day-Use. Similar to lodging, Dornbusch applied a tiered rate structure when setting day-use service
fees. The recommended rate charged to non-UNLV/BLM research day-use is $4.00 in 2014, which is
approximately 33.0% higher than what would be charged to UNLV/BLM users. This percentage was
determined by examining the “average” differential in rates charged for similar services to affiliated and
non-affiliated users at the comparable research facilities.
Table 18 displays the range of estimated annual revenue for day-use derived from this user group under
low, middle and high estimates.
Table 18. Estimated Annual Day-Use Revenue in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Users
Revenues
Low Revenue Estimate
$1,500
Middle Revenue Estimate
$1,800
High Revenue Estimate
$2,000
4. Revenue Associated with Non-UNLV/BLM Special Events
Demand for non-UNLV/BLM special events was determined through interviews and general market
research (detailed findings are presented later in this report). Note that Dornbusch assumes that special
event users would be utilizing the Ranch for non-research/academic purposes. As shown in Table 19,
special events were broken down into two distinct subgroups: large-scale special events, which are
groups of more than 30 people, and small-scale special events, which are groups of less than 30 people.
Demand for large-scale special events under median demand estimates is 380 user days and zero (0)
user nights in 2014 (as it was assumed that large-scale events would be for day-use only due to lodging
capacity constraints). The average group size was estimated at 85 people. Median demand for smallscale special events was estimated at 630 user days and 380 user nights in 2014. The average group size
for large-scale events under median demand estimates was 8 people, with a projected total of 79 events
annually.
Exhibit 19. Estimated User Days and Nights in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
User Days User Nights
Group Size
# of Events
Large-Scale Special Events
Low Demand Estimate
260
0
85
3
Middle Demand Estimate
380
0
85
5
High Demand Estimate
480
0
85
6
Small-Scale Special Events
Low Demand Estimate
540
320
8
67
Middle Demand Estimate
630
380
8
79
High Demand Estimate
730
440
8
91
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Day-Use. Day-use fees for special events are based on rates charged for similar services at other BLMmanaged facilities, which is currently $5.00 per person with a flat per event fee of $190.00. Table 20
shows revenue derived from day-use fees from special events under low, middle and high estimates.
Table 20. Estimated Annual Day-Use Revenue in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Special Event Users
Large-Scale Events
Small-Scale Events
Total
Low Revenue Estimate
$3,000
$15,400
$18,400
Middle Revenue Estimate
$3,700
$18,200
$21,900
High Revenue Estimate
$3,900
$20,900
$24,800
Lodging. As compared to research users, it is assumed that special event users would be willing to pay
higher fees for staying at the Ranch in exchange for increased services and amenities – such as providing
linens, bedding, towels and cleaning services. Lodging fees for special event users at WBR were
determined by analyzing rates charged at comparable lodging facilities. Findings show that rates range
from $40 to $110 and are considered market rate. Given that the dorm rooms at WBR will be slightly
more “rustic” than many of the comparable lodging facilities (i.e., guests will be sharing a bathroom),
setting a rate closer to the lower bound of this range ($50.00) was determined to be appropriate.
Camping fees would be similar to what is charged non-UNLV/BLM research users at $15.00 per person in
2014.
Table 21 shows revenue for lodging derived from non-UNLV/BLM special event users in 2014 under low,
middle and high estimates.
Table 21. Estimated Annual Lodging Revenue in 2014 – Non-UNLV/BLM Special Events Users
Indoor Lodging
Camping
Total
Low Revenue Estimate
$14,500
$490
$15,00
Middle Revenue Estimate
$17,100
$570
$17,700
High Revenue Estimate
$19,600
$650
$20,300
5. Total Revenue by Department
Table 22 shows an overview of departmental revenue for 2014. Note that these represent total annual
revenue for each of the services offered. As presented in the table, under median demand estimates,
lodging is projected to generate the largest share of total gross revenue (50.0%), at $61,300. Special
events is estimated to be the second largest contributor, representing 17.2% of gross ($21,000),
followed by the public museum at 14.4% ($17,700), academic day-use at 7.7% ($9,400), snack shop at
5.6% ($6,900) and the gift shop at 5.1% ($6,300).
Table 22. Revenue Projections by Department in 2014
WBR Departments
Low
Lodging
$50,700
Special Events
$17,700
Public Museum
$7,900
Academic Day-Use
$8,000
Snack Shop
$3,500
Retail Shop
$2,800
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Middle
$61,300
$21,100
$17,700
$9,400
$6,900
$6,300

High
$72,000
$24,800
$27,500
$10,800
$10,400
$9,900
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D.

Revenue, Net Operating Income and Budgetary Requirements

Table 23 summarizes the projected total annual revenues, operating expenses and net income over the
2014 to 2024 period under low, middle and high demand estimates associated with the core services to
be offered at WBR under the Preferred Alternative. Note that state funding for O&M is only assumed to
cover R&M, utility and trash expenses, and could not be used towards any other operating costs.
Table 23. Projected Annual Revenues, Operating Expenses, and Net Operating Income, 2010-2019
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
Revenue
High
$155,400 $166,700 $179,000 $185,300 $191,800 $198,600 $205,600
Middle
$122,700 $132,300 $143,100 $148,100 $153,600 $159,300 $165,100
Low
$90,600
$96,500
$105,000 $109,100 $113,500 $117,900 $122,200
Cost of Sales
High
$8,100
$8,500
$9,000
$9,200
$9,400
$9,700
$10,000
Middle
$5,300
$5,600
$5,900
$6,100
$6,200
$6,400
$6,600
Low
$2,500
$2,700
$2,800
$2,900
$3,000
$3,100
$3,200
Operating and Maintenance Expenses (includes salaries, R&M, contract labor and other costs)
High
$170,700 $182,600 $209,200 $215,600 $222,000 $228,500 $235,400
Middle
$162,200 $173,100 $198,800 $205,200 $211,100 $217,600 $224,100
Low
$155,300 $165,600 $190,600 $196,500 $202,300 $208,200 $214,400
Additional Income (O&M State Funding – Covers Facility/Grounds R&M and Utilities/Trash)
High
$24,800
$31,700
$39,400
$40,600
$41,800
$43,100
$44,400
Middle
$22,354
$28,555
$35,470
$36,534
$37,631
$38,759
$39,922
Low
$19,900
$25,400
$31,500
$32,500
$33,400
$34,500
$35,500
Net Income
High
$1,000
$6,700
$200
$1,000
$2,200
$3,100
$4,500
Middle
-$22,300
-$17,800
-$26,400
-$26,400
-$26,100
-$25,800
-$25,600
Low
-$47,400
-$46,300
-$57,000
-$57,800
-$58,400
-$59,200
-$60,100

2021

2022

2023

2024

$213,000
$171,300
$127,200

$220,600
$177,800
$132,100

$228,600
$184,200
$137,400

$236,800
$190,900
$142,600

$10,200
$6,700
$3,300

$10,500
$6,900
$3,400

$10,800
$7,100
$3,500

$11,100
$7,300
$3,600

$246,800
$234,500
$224,800

$254,300
$241,600
$231,400

$262,000
$248,800
$238,400

$269,800
$256,500
$245,600

$45,700
$41,120
$36,600

$47,100
$42,353
$37,600

$48,500
$43,624
$38,800

$49,900
$44,933
$39,900

$1,500
-$29,000
-$64,200

$2,700
-$28,500
-$65,100

$4,100
-$28,200
-$65,700

$5,700
-$27,800
-$66,600

The table indicates that under the low and median demand projection scenario, WBR would suffer an
annual shortfall of $47,400 and $22,300, respectively, in 2014, meaning that revenue would not be able
to cover day-to-day operating expense. This holds true for every year thereafter. Only under high
demand estimates is net income positive over the ten-year period, at $1,000 in 2014.
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III.

PUBLIC USE

This section provides additional supporting information for the financial projections presented in the
previous section relating to public interpretive use at WBR. Public interpretive uses under the Preferred
Alternative would consist primarily of interpretive displays within the existing ranch house and barn
located in the northern portion of the site. In addition, outdoor interpretive displays would include
exhibits highlighting the existing blacksmith shed ruins, corrals, wagon artifacts, and water tank. To
analyze potential public visitation to the WBR facility under the Preferred Alternative, Dornbusch
contacted a number of interpretive attractions in Nevada. Due to the uniqueness of the proposed WBR
facility and site, no individual existing visitor attraction in Nevada is considered exactly comparable.
Regardless, Dornbusch sought to assess visitor attractions in the region which emphasize interpretive
themes similar to those that will exist at WBR.
A.

Tourism Visitation

Dornbusch examined a number of attractions in Nevada which offered interpretive themes relating to
Nevada history, and more specifically, attractions emphasizing mining/ranching history, history of the
“wild west,” and natural history. Many of these locations are situated in relatively remote locations
similar to WBR and provide important insights into the level of visitation that might be expected at the
proposed facility. Visitation to small rural museums and Nevada State parks were considered, as was
visitation to visitor centers located within Mojave National Preserve. In addition, average annual daily
traffic counts along Highways 164 and 95 were obtained from the Nevada Department of Transportation
to understand the volume of vehicular traffic through this region of southern Nevada. In addition,
Dornbusch analyzed the level of bus tour visitation between Las Vegas and Laughlin to understand the
extent to which tour bus passengers might represent a likely source of future visitation to WBR.
1. Visitation to Comparable Regional Attractions
Table 24 provides a list of 17 comparable attractions in the region and their total visitation in 2009.
Table 24. Comparable Regional Attractions Contacted
Attraction
Kelso Depot Visitor Center
Hole in the Wall Information Center
Hotel Nipton & Campground
Searchlight Heritage Museum
Techatticup Historic Mining Camp (tours)
Clark County Museum
Spring Mountain Ranch State Park (visitor center)
Lost City Museum
Lincoln County Historical Museum
Tonopah Historic Mining Park
Belmont Courthouse State Historic Park
Mormon Station State Historic Park (visitor center)
Fort Churchill State Historic Park (Buckland Station)
East Ely Railroad Museum
12

Annual Visitation (2009)
60,900
7,800
N/A
9,700
4,300
41,600
44,600
20,055
3,800
4,900
3,70012
3,400
21,000
15,900

Only 2008 data was available for Belmont as tours were not provided in 2009.
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Kelso Depot Visitor Center and Hole-in-the-Wall Information Center. The Kelso Depot Visitor Center is
located within the Mojave National Preserve and recently opened to the public in the winter of 2005
after renovations were completed. The Depot is located approximately 35 miles south of Baker,
California along Kelbaker Road and is open year-round from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. daily. The depot provides
public restrooms, water, exhibits and other interpretive opportunities to visitors. Similar to interpretive
themes that would be offered at WBR, the exhibits on display within the Depot present and describe the
surrounding Mojave Desert history and environment, including themes relating to Desert tortoise
habitat, ranching, mining, and the geology of sand dunes. Several of the rooms within the Depot have
been reconstructed to display life at the depot during the early part of the twentieth century, when the
site served as a railroad depot. In addition, there is a 12-minute long film shown within a small theater
room depicting the history of the site. Entrance to the depot is free of charge.
Table 25 displays monthly visitation to the Kelso Depot Visitor Center during 2006 to 2009. The table
reveals that over this period, visitation to the Depot has averaged 51,800 visitors annually. Demand
appears to have significantly increased over time, with visitation statistics indicating a growth rate of
around 20.0% in 2009 as compared to 2006. The table also reveals that the cooler spring and fall
seasons are the periods of greatest visitation to the Depot while the hot summer months with are
associated with the lowest levels of visitation. The peak visitation month over the period was April, with
an average of 7,100 visits, while the month with the least visitation was July, at 2,800 visitors. The fact
that the peak seasons are the spring and fall months while the off season is the summer months is
obviously correlated to a large extent with temperature during these periods and that summer months
are simply too hot to be enjoyable for most visitors. This visitation pattern might also be expected at
WBR, where extremely high temperatures during the summer months limit visitation, while the cooler
spring and fall months attract a greater number of visitors to the region.
Table 25. Kelso Depot Visitor Center Monthly Visitation, 2006-2009
Jan
Feb
Mar
Apr
May June July
Aug
2006 2,550 3,191 6,556 8,382 4,961 2,960 2,470 2,675
2007 3,768 4,757 5,880 6,650 4,366 3,440 2,893 2,962
2008 3,380 4,613 7,115 5,908 4,683 3,125 2,948 3,197
2009 4,200 4,694 7,997 7,608 5,171 4,014 3,082 4,443
Avg. 3,475 4,314 6,887 7,137 4,795 3,385 2,848 3,319

Sept
2,835
2,680
3,168
3,396
3,020

Oct
4,106
3,388
3,312
5,945
4,188

Nov
4,897
4,158
3,889
5,405
4,587

Dec
4,017
3,501
3,061
4,910
3,872

Total
49,600
48,443
48,399
60,865
51,827

Source: National Park Service

The Hole-in-the-Wall Information Center is operated by the National Park Service and provides visitors
to Mojave National Preserve with free maps and brochures, and a ranger is on duty to assist visitors with
trip planning and to answer questions. The center also has a small bookstore and there are
campgrounds, a picnic area, and hiking trails nearby. Exhibits onsite relate primarily to orientation
rather than historical or natural interpretation themes. However during the fall and spring months,
there are Saturday evening ranger talks relating to the natural history of the region as well as Sunday
morning guided nature walks. The Center is located approximately 20 miles north of Interstate 40 on
Essex and Black Canyon Roads and is open from Wednesday through Sunday (9 a.m. to 4 p.m.) during
the fall, winter, and spring, while the Center is open only Friday through Sunday during the summer
months.
Table 26 displays monthly visitation to Hole-in-the-Wall Information Center during the period 2006 to
2009. As expected, the table reveals the same trend in visitation as found at the Kelso Depot Visitor
Center, with visitation peaking in the spring and fall and being lowest during the summer. Annual
visitation from 2006 to 2009 increased by 20.0%. However, visitation to the center is far lower than to
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Kelso Depot Visitor Center, averaging only 7,000 per year. This is due to the fact that the depot offers
visitors a greater level of interpretive opportunities, being a historic structure and location and offering
a greater degree of historical and natural history exhibits and displays compared to Hole-in-the-Wall.
Table 26. Hole in-the-Wall Information Center Monthly Visitation, 2006-2009
2006
2007
2008
2009
January
433
510
430
815
February
873
814
596
839
March
1,213
1,437
1495
1748
April
1,311
1,506
1,157
1,264
May
487
512
539
559
June
113
152
161
251
July
92
119
137
152
August
106
176
93
207
September
244
147
150
246
October
474
433
424
580
November
757
911
842
790
December
365
542
535
318
Total
6,468
7,259
6,559
7,769

Average
547
781
1473
1,310
524
169
125
146
197
478
825
440
7,014

Source: National Park Service

To assess visitation to Kelso Depot, Dornbusch contacted the National Park Service (NPS) to discuss
potential explanations for the relatively high visitation levels to the Depot. According Anne Maasberg,
Visitor Use Assistant with the NPS, the primary reason why visitation to Kelso Depot is so high is that the
Depot lies on the shortest and most direct route from Twentynine Palms, Palm Springs, and Yucca Valley
to Las Vegas. Travelers from these communities (and others in Southern California) travel along I-40 and
then take Kelbaker Road north to Kelso-Cima Road north to I-15 north to Las Vegas. According to Ms.
Maasberg, the Kelso Depot is a logical place for visitors to stop, break, and use the free restrooms
provided at Kelso Depot.13
A Mojave National Preserve Visitor Study performed in 2003 found that Kelso Depot was the most
frequently visited location within the Preserve, with 61% of all survey respondents indicating that they
had visited the Depot. Interestingly, 48% of all visitor groups surveyed indicated that they were driving
through a short cut between Southern California and Las Vegas without stopping and that only 14% of
visitors surveyed were there to specifically visit Mojave National Preserve, while 63% of survey
respondents indicated that they had visited or had plans to visit Las Vegas.14 These findings suggest a
relatively large number of visitors pass through the Preserve annually on their way to Las Vegas, which is
consistent with Ms. Maasberg’s explanation of why visitation to Kelso Depot is so high, namely that the
Depot is the primary rest stop for visitors often traveling through the Preserve to Las Vegas or to other
attractions.
Ms. Maasberg indicated that the most common route taken after leaving Kelso Depot was for visitors to
continue North on Kelso-Cima Road to Nipton Road, then travel west on Nipton Road to I-15 North to
Las Vegas. Ms. Maasberg indicated that in general it is very rare for visitors leaving the Kelso Depot to
travel along Nipton Road/Highway 164 to Searchlight, Laughlin, or Boulder City, NV, especially for
13

Telephone conversation with Anne Maasberg, Visitor Use Assistant, Mojave National Preserve (3/27/08); Linda
Slater, Public Relations, Mojave National Preserve (8/9/10)
14
“Mojave National Preserve Visitor Study,” Report 151, University of Idaho, Park Studies Unit, Fall 2003
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visitors traveling on to Las Vegas. In terms of demographics the 2003 Visitor Study revealed that
travelers were primarily from California (63%), Nevada (14%), and Utah (3%) and international visitors
comprised around 5% of total visitation, with England, Germany, and Canada representing the largest
shares of foreign visitors.15
Regarding marketing methods employed by NPS for Kelso Depot, it is important to understand that since
Mojave National Preserve is designated as a National Preserve, this generally reduces the amount of
advertising required to attract visitors to this location. However, according to Ms. Maasberg, the
Preserve is active in distributing the Preserve map/brochure and newspaper to the following locations:
Death Valley and Joshua Tree National Parks (Visitor Centers), Barstow and Yucca Valley California
Welcome Centers, regional BLM offices, local/regional museums, regional gas stations, RV Parks and
other sites in the communities of Baker, Nipton, and Searchlight. The Preserve also provided
information at the Nevada Welcome Center in Primm which was recently closed.
Based on the above findings regarding visitation to Kelso Depot, it appears that an opportunity may exist
for WBR to capture some of the visitors to Kelso Depot. However, given the relatively large number of
visitors at Kelso Depot who appear to be on their way to Las Vegas via I-15, it seems unlikely that a
significant number of these visitors could be redirected to WBR, which would represent an out-of-theway stop for most visitors. However, advertising the existence of WBR at Kelso Depot may encourage
some visitors who are interested in touring the region to stop and visit the Ranch.
Hotel Nipton & Campground. The Hotel Nipton and Campground is located in the small community of
Nipton, California located approximately 22 miles west of Searchlight and 3 miles west of the CaliforniaNevada border along Highway 164. Nipton is the last stop for commercial services until Searchlight, for
visitors traveling between California and Nevada along Highway, and as such, visitation to and the types
of commercial services offered at Nipton offer insights into regional visitation patterns which would
likely impact travel to WBR.
Services provided at Nipton consist of a Café, 5-room hotel, 4 tent cabins, 40-50 RV spaces, 6 tent sites,
and a gift shop that is roughly 300 sq. ft in size. The gift shop sells groceries, Native American arts and
crafts, jewelry, ceramics, and books. According to Nipton Hotel staff, the busiest periods are the fall
months of October and November and the spring months of March, April, and May, which conforms
with visitation patterns observed at the Kelso Depot Visitor Center and Hole-in-the-Wall Information
Center, and with visitation patterns to Mojave National Preserve more generally. Staff interviewed by
Dornbusch indicated that during a typical off-season day, there are on average of 7 to 8 overnight guests
and around 20 to 25 walk-ins per day. On a typical day during the peak season months, there are
approximately 20 overnight guests and between 60 and 100 drop-ins per day. The vast majority of
visitors stopping at Nipton are exploring Mojave National Preserve and many visitors stop to inquire
about attractions in the region including gold/silver mines, ghost towns, historical sites, and would like
recommendations on where to go and what to see.16 Nipton would represent an appropriate location to
advertise to the traveling public the location of the WBR facility.
Searchlight Heritage Museum and Clark County Museum. The Searchlight Heritage Museum is located
in Searchlight, Nevada, approximately seven miles east of WBR. The museum is approximately 700
square feet in size and emphasizes the over hundred year history of the community of Searchlight, with
mining being a major interpretive theme at the museum. There are also exhibits relating to the history
15
16

Ibid
Telephone conversation with Connie Morgan, Hotel Nipton (8/22/10 & 9/16/10)
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of WBR and informational displays on the life of Clara Bow, Rex Bell and other prominent members of
the community. Admission to the museum is free and typically there are no museum attendants on
duty, with tours of the museum being self-guided. Currently there is no gift shop at the museum. The
museum is open to the public Monday through Friday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. and on Saturday from 9 a.m.
to 1 p.m. year-round.
Dornbusch contacted Jane Overy, Searchlight Heritage Museum Curator and a local historian who has
been active with respect to the WBR project.17 According to Ms. Overy, the busiest period is typically
November through March, with September and October often being busy as well. Average monthly
museum attendance is around 400 visitors, but can reach up to 1,500 visitors per month during peak
season months. A prominent museum visitor demographic are “Snow Birds” - generally retired
travelers, often traveling by RV, who reside in states with harsh winters, including primarily Washington
and Idaho, as well as Canadians. In addition, senior citizen tour groups originating in California, Arizona,
and Utah are prominent as well. These groups travel to warmer locations during the winter and return
to their native states during the spring and summer. According to Ms. Overy, there are a relatively large
number of Europeans who visit the Museum, particularly British, German, and Dutch tourists. Ms. Overy
indicated that the demographic visiting the museum is very different then the average Las Vegas tourist.
Generally visitors are senior citizens and younger Europeans exploring southern Nevada, Grand Canyon,
and Mojave National Preserve. Since the museum has an exhibit relating to WBR, Ms. Overy mentioned
that she frequently gets visitors inquiring into how they can visit the ranch.
The Clark County Museum is located in Henderson, NV, approximately 52 miles north of WBR. The
museum offers various exhibits on the history of Clark County, ranging from interpretive themes such as
mining, early Native American settlements in the region, natural history, and the history of Las Vegas. A
small gift shop is located in the exhibit center, which offers an array of souvenirs, including Hopi Kachina
dolls, Navajo jewelry, stuffed animals, books, post cards, and hand-woven rugs. The museum charges an
entry fee of $1.50 for adults and $1.00 for children and seniors, and is open daily from 9 a.m. to 4:30
p.m.
Table 27 presents quarterly and annual visitation to the Clark County Museum over the period 2004 to
2009. The table indicates that the period of peak visitation is from April to June while the period of
lowest visitation is July though September. Annual visitation to the museum has remained relatively
steady, averaging around 37,500 visitors over the period. Although the museum is located in a
somewhat more urban setting and is closer to Las Vegas, which differs from the isolated and rural
setting of WBR, the interpretive themes at the museum would be potentially similar to those that might
exist at WBR.
Table 27. Quarterly and Annual Visitation to Clark County Museum, 2004-2009
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
July-Sept
4,582
4,239
4,865
5,243
5,009
4,381
Oct-Dec
7,098
8,324
7,456
14,235
7,377
16,267
Jan-March
6,245
6,771
9,406
13,808
8,108
8,220
April-June
12,963
18,233
13,513
11,547
14,726
12,770
Annual
30,888
37,567
35,240
44,833
35,220
41,638

Average
4,720
10,126
8,760
13,959
37,564

Source: Clark County Museum

17

Telephone conversation with Jane Overy, Searchlight Heritage Museum Curator/Historian (1/23/08 & 9/15/10)
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Techatticup Historic Mining Camp and Tonopah Historic Mining Park. The Techatticup Mining Camp is
located several miles east of Nelson, Nevada and approximately 45 miles south of Las Vegas. The camp
is operated by Eldorado Canyon Mine Tours who provide tours of the historic mining site as well as
kayak tours of the Colorado River. Bobbie Werly, owner of Eldorado Mine Tours indicated that the mine
tour is open 7 days per week year-round and the busiest periods are the spring and fall including the
months of March, April, September, October, and November, while the slowest months are July and
August.18 The Camp averages around 3 to 4 tours per day during the peak season and around 1 to 2
tours per day during the off season. The average group size per tour is 8 people and 6 tours per day is
the maximum. There are typically 45 to 50 school groups which purchase mine tours annually, which
include grammar and high schools (although grammar schools, particularly 5th grade classes, represent
the largest proportion). Ms. Werly also indicated that there are a relatively large number of European
visitors, including primarily Germans, British, and Canadians as well who visit the mine. The price of the
tour is $12.50/person for adults and $7.50 for persons 12 years old and under.
The Tonopah Mining Park is located approximately 200 miles northwest of Las Vegas in the town of
Tonopah, Nevada. The Park is operated by a non-profit organization and offers a number of exhibits and
historic structures and equipment relating to the Tonopah Mine. Access to the exhibits via a self-guided
tour is available for a fee of $5.00 for adults and $3.00 for children, while access to the visitor center on
site is free. The mine is open 7 days per week from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. year-round. Table 28 displays
monthly and annual visitation statistics to the Tonopah Mining Park for the period 2006-2009.
Table 28. Tonopah Mining Park Monthly Visitation, 2006-2009
Jan
Feb
Mar Apr
May June July Aug
2006 70
124
316
473
569
628
657
552
2007 97
124
322
461
452
486
447
511
2008 81
172
415
385
642
409
560
465
2009 167 209
456
266
866
480
788
480
Avg. 104 157
377
396
632
501
613
502

Sept
647
538
524
442
538

Oct
320
453
484
346
401

Nov
210
275
193
248
232

Dec
29
124
187
118
115

Total
4,595
4,290
4,517
4,866
4,567

Source: Tonopah Mining Park

The table reveals that peak season is typically the months of May through September, with around 550
visits per month, while visitation is slowest during the winter months. Average annual visitation to the
mining park over the period 2006-2000 was 4,600 individuals while the number of visitors purchasing
access to the exhibits and self-guided tour was around 40% of total visitors, or roughly 2,222 visitors.
Nevada State Parks. Dornbusch also assessed visitation trends to Spring Mountain Ranch, Belmont
Courthouse, Mormon Station, Old Las Vegas Mormon Fort, and Fort Churchill State Park. These State
Parks were selected for analysis and comparison for two primary reasons. First, Dornbusch sought parks
or sites in relatively remote locations with low population densities in the surrounding area reflecting
visitation trends to “out of the way locations” and therefore providing insight into potential visitation to
the relatively remote and isolated WBR. Second, sites or structures with historical significance were
sought to reflect the fact that one of the main interpretive attractions at WBR will be its historical
significance. In addition, for parks with multiple recreational and interpretive opportunities, Dornbusch
sought to focus on visitation to the selected parks’ visitor center or equivalent facility based on the
notion that interpretive opportunities at WBR would be more similar to interpretive opportunities at a
visitor center and less comparable to interpretive and recreational opportunities found at other
locations within the park (i.e. hiking, horse riding, nature viewing, etc.).
18

Telephone conversation with Bobbie Werly, owner of Eldorado Canyon Mine Tours (1/22/08 & 7/2/10)
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Table 29 displays visitation to selected Nevada State Parks from 2006 to 2009. The table reveals that
visitation to Spring Mountain visitor center and Fort Churchill’s Buckland Station slightly increased over
this period, 3.3% and 1.2% (respectively) and visitation to Mormon Station visitor center increased far
more significantly (by 58.0%). Visitation to Old Las Vegas Mormon Fort decreased by almost 7.0% over
this timeframe. Visitor statics were not available for Belmont Courthouse in 2009 as tours were not
available during this year due to labor shortages19.
Table 29. Visitation to Selected Nevada State Parks, 2006-2009
Park Unit
2006
2007
Spring Mountain (visitor center)
43,208
36,571
Fort Churchill (Buckland Station)
20,817
39,728
Old Las Vegas Mormon Fort
10,383
11,384
Belmont Courthouse
3,268
4,192
Mormon Station (visitor center)
2,164
4,458

2008
46,305
30,476
10,551
4,045
4,929

2009
44,648
21,060
9,744
NA
3,427

Average
42,683
27,202
10,504
3,730
3,350

Source: Nevada Division of State Parks

Table 30 displays total merchandise sales per visitor at gift shops operated by the Nevada State Parks
Cooperating Association at selected parks.20 Table 24 also displays average merchandise sales per visitor
at selected western National Parks. Typical items sold at state park gift shops include t-shirts,
sweatshirts, hats, coffee mugs, postcards, books, candy, toys and other light retail items generally
relating to the overall interpretive theme of the park. Sales of gift shop merchandise will vary
depending on such factors as the range of items offered at a particular gift shop, the quality and
popularity of particular items, and the location and popularity of a particular park.
The table indicates that the average spending per visitor at Nevada State Park gift shops is
approximately $0.40 per visitor, while the average amount spent at gift shops in western National Parks
is estimated at $2.23, more than five times greater than the Nevada State Park average spending level.
Table 30. Gift Shop Sales at Selected Nevada State Parks (2008)
Park Type
Merchandise Sales per Visitor
Nevada State Parks
$0.40
21
Western National Parks
$2.32
Source: Nevada State Parks Cooperating Association & National Park Service

State Museums. Dornbusch assessed visitation to the Lost City Museum in Overton and the East Ely
Railroad Museum in Ely, Nevada. These sites were chosen as comparables to WBR in light of the fact
that the demographic attracted to these museums – primarily individuals interested in Nevada history –
might also be attracted to interpretive opportunities at WBR.
The Lost City Museum provides exhibits relating to Anasazi Indian artifacts and archeological sites, and
the museum continues to engage in archeological research. The museum is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30
p.m., 7-days per week year-round. Admission to the museum is $3.00 for adults and $2.00 for seniors.
The museum also offers an online gift shop which primarily sells Native American arts and crafts.
19

Telephone interview with Eric Johnson, Northern Region Manager, Nevada State Parks (8/6/10)
th
rd
Includes gift shop sales from 4 Quarter 2007 to 3 Quarter 2008 at the following Parks: Beaver Dam,
Berlin/Ichthyosaur, Cave Lake, Echo Canyon, Fort Churchill, Mormon Station, Old Mormon Fort, Cathedral Gorge,
Lake Tahoe (Sand Harbor), South Fork SRA, Spooner Lake, Spring Mountain Ranch, Spring Valley, Valley of Fire,
Washoe Lake, Wild Horse SRA, and Ward Charcoal Ovens State Park
21
Includes Lassen Volcanic, Glacier, Mount Rainer, Sequoia, Yellowstone, and Zion National Parks
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The East Ely Railroad Museum emphasizes industrial growth and change in Nevada, including exhibits
relating to the large scale copper mining and production in the region beginning at the turn of the 20th
century. The museum focuses primarily on Nevada’s mining and railroad heritage. The museum is
located in the historic Nevada Northern Railroad Depot building and is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.
Monday through Friday, year-round. Admission to the museum is free. A separate organization, the
White Pines Historic Railroad Foundation (a non-profit), operates a gift shop in the basement of the
museum, in addition to train rides in vintage steam trains, and access to a historic rail-yard for an entry
fee of $4.00. The gift shop customers, rail yard visitors, and train ridership totals around 30,000 visitors
annually. According to Mark Basset, Director of the Foundation, these visitors generate around $100,000
in annual sales or average sales per visitor of $3.33.22 Items available for sale at the gift shop include tshirts, hats, coffee mugs, and books.
Table 31 presents annual visitation statistics to the Lost City and East Ely Railroad Museums over the
period 2006 to 2009. The table reveals that visitation has declined at the Lost City Museum by a total of
9.8% over this period while visitation to the East Ely Railroad Museum declined by a more modest 3.1%.
Average annual visitation over this period for the Lost City Museum was 20,742 and 15,389 for the East
Ely Railroad Museum.
Table 31. Annual Attendance to Lost City Museum and East Ely Railroad Museum, 2006-2009
2006
2007
2008
2009
Average
Lost City Museum
22,232
21,536
19,144
20,055
20,742
East Ely Railroad Museum
16,400
14,871
14,393
15,891
15,389
Source: Divisions of Museums and History, State of Nevada

Other Nevada Museums. A number of smaller museums in relatively remote locations were also
selected for analysis and comparison. Attendance to these sites would most likely resemble that which
might occur at WBR given the size and remoteness of these museums and that in most cases, these
attractions would tend to represent a stopping opportunity for travelers, rather than a visitor
destination.
The Lincoln County Historical Museum (Pioche, NV) is open year round from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. 7-days per
week, and admission to the museum is free. The museum provides exhibits on Native American
settlement of the region, framing and mining tools, furniture, musical instruments, firearms, and
mineral specimens. The museum operates a gift shop which sells cookbooks, t-shirts, key chains, post
cards, and vials of fool’s gold. According to the museum director Leslie Childers, the museum receives on
average around 10 to 20 visitors per day. Approximately 65% of visitors are from Las Vegas, 15% are
from St. George, Utah, while the remaining 20% are from various locations, including relatively large
numbers of foreign tourists, including primarily Germans, Dutch, Swiss, and Canadians. Approximately,
75% of visitors are over 40 years old and only 25% of visitors are under 40.
Table 32 displays attendance at the Lincoln County Historical Museum. The table reveals the two
highest attendance periods for the Lincoln County Historical Museum are the months of August and
September followed by May and June, while the period of lowest attendance is December and January.
Average annual museum attendance over the period 2005 to 2007 was 3,756 and remained steady over
this period, increasing by an average annual rate of only 0.4%.

22

Telephone conversation with Mark Bassett, Director of the White Pine Historic Railroad Foundation (2/13/08)
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Table 32. Lincoln County Historical Museum Attendance, 2007-2009
Lincoln County Historical Museum
Jan Feb March April May June July Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Total
2007
73 112
284
200
407
474 465 613 575 272 177 152 3,804
2008 123 156
155
321
438
428 417 459 507 333 169 125 3,631
2009
95 208
268
299
465
451 412 428 583 378 176
71 3,834
2. Tour Bus Visitation & Regional Traffic Volumes
According to the Nevada Department of Transportation, average annual daily traffic (AADT) along State
Highway 164 was 690 vehicles per day in 2006, while AADT along US Highway 95 was 9,500 vehicles per
day in 2006. This translates into roughly 252,000 vehicles traveling along State Highway 164 and 3.5
million vehicles traveling along US Highway 95 annually in 2006.23 The AADT statistics reveal how little
Highway 164 (the route which the entrance to WBR lies on) is traveled compared to US Highway 95,
which runs from Las Vegas through Searchlight to Laughlin, Nevada.
Dornbusch analyzed the potential bus tour visitation to WBR by examining the volume of tour bus
travelers between Las Vegas and Laughlin, Nevada, which is expected to be the primary tour bus route
by which visitors staying in Las Vegas would access WBR. These tours typically last for 10 hours
roundtrip and drop riders off in Laughlin typically to shop, gamble, and dine at local casinos. Tour prices
are typically $5.00 to $7.00 and are often part of a hotel package and are subsidized by Laughlin hotels
and casinos trying to attract visitors to their location.
Currently, there are two tour bus operators that provide tours between Las Vegas and Laughlin, and
include: Key Tours and Showtime Tours.
Key Tours. According to owner Joe Mattes, Key Tours makes one trip per day on Mondays, Wednesdays,
and Fridays, each week, year-round.24 In addition, Mr. Mattes mentioned that the average number of
passengers per trip is generally 40 to 50. Regarding trends in the level of bus tour ridership between Las
Vegas and Laughlin, Mr. Mattes indicated that in 1991 around 118,000 visitors booked tours from Las
Vegas to Laughlin, while in 2007 only 10,000 to 12,000 visitors booked tours from Las Vegas to Laughlin.
There has been a steady and fairly dramatic decline in the number bus tours to Laughlin, and according
to Mr. Mattes this is due in part to the fact that there are an increasing number of recreational activities
and opportunities in Las Vegas. In addition, marketing by Las Vegas establishments is increasingly
focused on attracting a younger, more affluent and urban demographic to Las Vegas rather than
targeting older groups or senior citizens, who have historically constituted the primary bus tour visitor
group to Laughlin.
Showtime Tours. Jim Caulfield, a senior manager at Showtime Tours mentioned that the company
offers one trip per day from Las Vegas to Laughlin, Mondays through Fridays, year-round. 25 Mr. Caulfield
indicated that the average number of tour bus passengers is between 40 and 50 per trip.
In addition, Ryan Emison, Vice President & General Manager of Gray Line Tours mentioned that he is
considering running one bus tour per day on weekends from Las Vegas to Laughlin potentially starting in
Summer 2008. This would be an attempt by the company to test the market and see whether providing
23

Nevada Department of Transportation, Traffic Information Access (TRINA) application, available online at:
http://www.nevadadot.com/trina/
24
Telephone conversation with Joe Mattes, owner of Key Tours (1/25/08)
25
Telephone conversation with Jim Caulfield, manager at Showtime Tours (1/28/08)
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such tours was profitable. Mr. Emison stated that WBR could potentially provide an interesting stop on
the tour to Laughlin.26
Based on figures provided by Key Tours and Showtime Tours, and assuming an average of 45 visitors per
tour bus, Dornbusch estimated that the number of visitors traveling from Las Vegas to Laughlin via tour
buses is approximately 20,000 persons annually. This estimate provides an order of magnitude
approximation of tour bus visitation from Las Vegas to Laughlin; however it does not capture the
number of visitors who might be interested in stopping at WBR. To assess the number of persons taking
the bus tour of Laughlin who might be interested in visiting WBR, Dornbusch utilized a Laughlin Visitor
Survey performed in 2006.27
The Survey addressed a range of issues including visitor travel plans, points of interest, method of
transportation, visitor demographics, and travel expenditures. The Survey found that over the period
2003 to 2006 an average of 16.7% of all Laughlin visitors surveyed planned to visit other nearby places,
excluding Las Vegas. More specifically, of those visitors planning to visit other locations, the Survey
listed a number of locations planned to be visited by Laughlin tourists. Of the locations listed, the most
relevant and comparable to WBR are the following:
§

§
§

Visitation to the ghost town of Oatman, AZ, which reflects visitors who are interested in
historical interpretive themes (average of 33.5% of visitors traveling to locations other than Las
Vegas),
Visitation to Lake Mojave/Davis Dam which is in close proximity to Searchlight and WBR
(average of 16.0% of visitors traveling to locations other than Las Vegas), and
Visitation to “other” locations, which might include a range of attractions, including museums or
parks (average of 6.2% of visitors traveling to locations other than Las Vegas).

Table 33 summarizes a range of potential visitation levels to WBR based on the travel plans of Laughlin
visitors surveyed in 2006.
Table 33. Potential Visitation by Tour Bus Travelers to WBR
Estimated Annual Las Vegas-Laughlin Tour Bus Travelers
Basis of Estimate
High Estimate: % of Laughlin Visitors Planning to Visit Nearby
Locations other than Las Vegas (16.7% of total visitors)
High-Middle Estimate: % of Laughlin Visitors Planning to Visit
the Ghost Town of Oatman, AZ (33.5% of visitors planning to
visit nearby locations other than Las Vegas)
Low-Middle Estimate: % of Laughlin Visitors Planning to Visit
Lake Mojave/Davis Dam (16.0% of visitors planning to visit
nearby locations other than Las Vegas)
Low Estimate: % of Laughlin Visitors Planning to Visit Other
Locations (6.2% of visitors planning to visit nearby locations
other than Las Vegas)

20,000 Visitors or 416 Tour Buses
Number of Visitors/Tour Buses
3,340 Visitors or 74 Tour Buses

1,120 Visitors or 25 Tour Buses

530 Visitors or 12 Tour Buses

210 Visitors or 5 Tour Buses

Dornbusch also considered the extent to which comparable attractions market to tour companies,
primarily tour bus operators, as well as the relative proportion of tour bus visitors at these attractions.
26
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Telephone conversation with Ryan Emison, Vice President of Gray Line Tours (1/28/08)
“Laughlin Visitor Profile, Calendar Year 2006, Annual Report,” 2006, Laughlin Visitors Bureau
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Based on discussions with operators at these attractions, it appears that percentage of tour bus visitors
varies significantly from location to location. The percentage of tour bus visitors at comparable
attractions that were able to provide estimates ranged from less than 1% at Fort Churchill State Park to
an estimated 45% at both the Lincoln County Museum and Million Dollar Courthouse. Factors which
determine the level of tour bus visitation at a particular site include the distance from major population
centers, including primarily Las Vegas, whether the attraction is located on or near an existing tour
route, the overall reputation and popularity of the site, and the degree to which a given attraction
advertises to the touring public and to tour companies in particular.
According to Leslie Childers, Museum Director for the Lincoln County Museum and Million Dollar
Courthouse, tour bus visitors comprise approximately 45% of total annual visitation to the Museum and
the Courthouse, or roughly 1,725 and 1,030 visitors respectively in 2007. Most of the tour buses which
stop are in route to Great Basin National Park. The museum does not actively market to tour bus
companies and Ms. Childers estimates that if the Museum were able to successfully market to tour
companies than visitation might increase by only 5% to 10%. The Museum does advertise their location
via Museums and Attractions in Nevada, (MAIN) which is a non-profit association of museums and
cultural attractions in Nevada.28
Nancy Davis, Director of the White Pines Museum, mentioned that only one or two tour buses stop at
the museum annually bringing in about 50 visitors per year, which represents around 3% of 2007
attendance. Currently the Museum is not marketing to tour companies due to limited financial
resources and could not say exactly how much attendance to the museum might be improved if the
Museum were to market to tour companies, stating that the relative remoteness of the Museum might
discourage tour bus visitation.29 Similarly, Angela Haag of the Central Nevada Museum mentioned that
tour bus visitors are a relatively small percentage of total visitation and that few tour buses stopped at
the Museum. Ms. Haag indicated that the Museum has a limited marketing budget and is not currently
marketing to tour operators. Eva LaRue, Assistant Director at Central Nevada, stated the following in an
e-mail communication regarding tour bus visitation to the Museum, “…at one point in time, tour buses
used to stop here at the museum, but they have since quit due to time constraints, etc. I believe they
only make one stop in Tonopah now. Occasionally, some people will walk down from the Ramada &
Scolaris when the bus stops up there, but they usually do not have enough time to really look around,
and are always afraid the bus will leave them. Ever since the tour buses told us they would only be
making the one stop in Tonopah, we just left it at that. Since our entrance fee is donations only, there
would be no cost to tour operators, but it would definitely cost us time and money to advertise,
schedule and maintain these groups.”30
Mark Hall-Patton, Museum Administrator for the Clark County Museum indicated that the Museum is
part of a Gray Line bus tour stop on the way to Hoover Dam. According to Mr. Hall-Patton, 15% to 20%
of total annual museum attendance consists of tour bus visitors. Mr. Hall-Patton mentioned that the
museum does not have the resources to actively market the museum to tour bus companies and
believes that since most tour operators focus predominately on trips to casinos and well known
natural/historical sites such as Red Rock Canyon National Conservation Area, Valley of Fire State Park,
and Hoover Dam, additional marketing to tour companies might result in an increase in museum
attendance of only 5%. In addition, Mr. Hall-Patton emphasized that to be successful in attracting tour
28

Telephone conversation with Leslie Childers, Museum Director for the Lincoln County Museum and Million
Dollar Courthouse (3/24/08)
29
Telephone conversation with Nancy Davis, Director of the White Pines Museum (3/25/08)
30
E-mail communication with Eva LaRue, Assistant Director of the Central Nevada Museum (4/1/08)
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buses to a specific location, it is important to be located either on or near an existing tour route, so that
tour buses would not be forced to travel very far out of the way to stop at a given location.31
A relatively remote location is exactly the problem that administrators at the Lost City Museum and the
East Ely Railroad Museum have faced in recent years in trying to market their locations to tour
companies. For example, Kathryn Olson, Museum Director at the Lost City Museum, indicated that
around five years ago, Gray Line Tours stopped operating a tour which included the Museum as a
stopping point. This had appreciable impact to the level of Museum attendance, resulting in a decline in
attendance levels of at least 20%. Currently a jeep tour company passes by the Museum around two to
three times per week bringing between one and five visitors to the museum per stop or between 12 and
60 visitors per month. Ms. Olson mentioned that the museum has been active in trying to capture some
of the tour bus traffic traveling along Interstate 15 from Las Vegas to Zion National Park to enhance
declining attendance levels at the Museum, but a central challenge has been that the location of the
Museum is somewhat out of the way for most tour bus operators.32 Similarly, Sean Pitts, Director of the
East Ely Railroad Museum, mentioned that the Museum receives approximately 400 tour bus visitors per
year, which represents around 3% of total 2007 attendance to the Museum. Mr. Pitts mentioned that
the museum has not actively marketed to tour operators in recent years, but estimated that if the
museum were successful in doing so an increase in attendance of around 10% might be possible.33 Mark
Basset, Director of the White Pine Historical Railroad Foundation a non-profit active at the Ely Railroad
Museum, indicated that the Foundation has attempted to market to tour companies to incorporate the
museum as a tour stop, yet to date has been largely unsuccessful in doing so. The primary reason for
this according to Mr. Basset is the remote location of the museum, which is around four hours from Las
Vegas, and due to the fact that the museum is not on any existing tour routes.34
Valley of Fire and Spring Mountain Ranch State Park - both of which are relatively close to Las Vegas –
receive comparatively large numbers of tour bus visitors each year. In 2007 approximately 1,900 tour
buses entered Valley of Fire State Park bringing an estimated 34,790 people into the Park representing
around 8% of total visitation in 2007 and 17% of visitation to the Valley of Fire Visitor Center.35
According to Scott Egy, Park Interpreter at Spring Mountain Ranch State Park, on average there are
around 300 visitors per month or 3,600 per year, who arrive as part of a bus tour, which represents
approximately 2% of total 2007 Park visitation and 10% of visitation to the Spring Mountain Visitor
Center.36 At other more remote State Parks, tour bus visitation is comparatively lower. For example,
according to Jim Prida, Park Supervisor at Fort Churchill State Historic Park, the Park receives very few
tour bus visitors each year, receiving only two tour buses in 2007. The Park does not actively market to
tour bus operators and few expressions of interests on the part of tour companies have occurred to
make the Park a tour stop-off point.37 Although Valley of Fire and Spring Mountain Ranch State Parks
do not directly market to tour companies, Nevada State Parks are still promoted by the Nevada
Commission on Tourism, and therefore these Parks do receive some degree of tourism advertising.
In addition, Spring Mountain Ranch and Valley of Fire State Parks have issued commercial use permits to
tour operators. Spring Mountain Ranch has issued commercial use permits to Casino Travel & Tours and
Adventure Photo Tours who advertise Spring Mountain Ranch as part of their tour packages and
31

Telephone conversation with Mark Hall-Patton, Museum Administrator for the Clark County Museum (3/24/08)
Telephone conversation with Kathryn Olson, Museum Director at the Lost City Museum (3/25/08)
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Telephone conversation with Sean Pitts, Director of the East Ely Railroad Museum (3/28/08)
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Telephone conversation with Mark Basset, Director of the White Pine Historical Railroad Foundation (3/26/08)
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Telephone conversation with Julie Tanner, Administrative Assistant at Valley of Fire State Park (3/27/08)
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Telephone conversation with Scott Egy, Park Interpreter at Spring Mountain Ranch State Park (3/26/08)
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Telephone conversation with Jim Prida, Park Supervisor at Fort Churchill State Historic Park (3/26/08)
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regularly bring visitors into the Park. Valley of Fire has commercial use permits with approximately ten
tour companies, including Casino Travel & Tours and Adventure Photo Tours, as well as others, of whom
the most relevant are Pink Jeep Tours and Annie Bananie’s Wild West Tours. The majority of the
remaining tour companies with commercial use permits at Valley of Fire consist of those that specialize
in All Terrain Vehicle (ATV) tours, which would presumably not be appropriate for WBR. At other more
remote State Parks, tour bus visitation is comparatively lower.
Dornbusch contacted several tour operators that are active at these State Parks to inquire into potential
levels of interest in including WBR as part of a tour package. Most tour operators were quite guarded in
their response about their interest in including WBR as a tour stop, saying that it would depend on a
number of factors including the type and level of interpretive facilities, the extent to which the Ranch
could be incorporated into a larger tour package, the level of competition, and the levels of expressed
interest in visiting this type of site by their customers. Marilyn Irizarry, owner of Annie Bananie’s Wild
West Tours which provides bus tours of the Grand Canyon, Lake Mead, Valley of Fire, and Red Rock
Canyon stated that “…we are always open to possibilities, although whether we could incorporate WBR
into our tours would depend any many different factors, such as competition and the extent to which
we believe customers might be interested in visiting the Ranch.”38
Earl Jobson with Pink Jeep Tours, which provides numerous tours ranging from Hoover Dam to Death
Valley, mentioned that Pink Jeep Tours might be interested in including the Ranch as a potential stop in
one of the companies tours, but stated that “…we would have to assess the attractiveness of the site
first to see if it made financial and operational sense to include the Ranch in one of our tours, because
such small sites are often interesting to only a very small number of people relative to the interest of
more well known attractions. Also, we would need to determine if the Ranch could be incorporated
from a logistical/operational standpoint.”39 Mr. Jobson mentioned that Pink Jeep does currently offer a
4-hour tour that includes a tour of Eldorado Mine (at the Techatticup Historic Mining Camp) which might
be an example of an existing tour which could be expanded to include WBR.
In summary, many comparable attractions are not actively marketing to tour companies and that when
the attraction is part of a tour stop, such visitation comprises between 10% and 45% of visitation. It
therefore appears that the potential may exist to increase visitation to WBR, particularly in light of the
relative close proximity to Las Vegas, by marketing the facility to tour companies. Based on very rough
estimates of potential increases in visitation provided by operators at comparable attractions,
Dornbusch judges that it is reasonable to believe that if WBR were successful in marketing to tour bus
operators, this might increase public visitation between 10% and 20%. We apply the midpoint of this
range of 15% to the low, middle, and high visitation estimates to account for greater public visitation
associated with potential tour bus visitation to WBR.
B.

Special Event Use

To estimate the potential revenues that could be generated from special events, Dornbusch used input
from likely special event user groups, including special event use by UNLV, local museums, and the
community of Searchlight.

38
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Telephone conversation with Marilyn Irizarry, owner of Annie Bananie’s Wild West Tours, 3/26/08.
Telephone conversation with Earl Jobson, Sales Manager at Pink Jeep Tours, 3/27/08.
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1. Large-Scale Events
Large-scale events are defined (for this analysis) of groups larger than 30 people. Under the Preferred
Alternative, WBR would have the capacity to accommodate up to 500 people for large-scale special
event functions.40 UNLV WBR Project Manager Jean Cline estimated that perhaps three special events
could be held at the Ranch annually, and speculated that these might include one event relating to film
or poetry, one event on ranching or WBR history, and one event relating to biology, geology,
anthropology, or ecology/arid desert studies.
Jean Overy, Searchlight Historian and member of the Searchlight Museum Guild, mentioned that the
Guild holds an annual fundraiser event for the Searchlight Heritage Museum and that every other year a
Birthday Celebration for the Museum is also held. Typically the fundraiser and birthday events each
attract between 200 and 250 people and admission to both events is $12.00, which covers food and
non-alcoholic drinks. Activities at these events might include a western band, dancing, and races. Most
of the food and beverages are provided at very low cost by local casinos and other supplies are typically
donated. In addition, raffle tickets are sold which helps raise funds for the Museum. Generally the price
of the ticket covers the entire cost of the event and donations and raffle ticket sales generate around
$3,000 in net income per event.
Ms. Overy mentioned that Museum Guild would be interested in holding one event at WBR annually, yet
indicated that the costs to hold the event out at WBR would likely be higher, as the event would need to
be catered and this would increase the admission ticket price for the event. Ms. Overy indicated that
the Guild might be able to pay UNLV between $5 and $10 per person for use of WBR. Ms. Overy also
mentioned that other groups interested in utilizing WBR for special event purposes might included the
Clark County Museum and Nevada Humanities a non-profit group based in Las Vegas and Reno.
Mark Hall-Patton, Museum Administrator for the Clark County Museum, mentioned that the Museum
would likely not use WBR for special events, due to the distance involved and that special events would
typically be held at Clark County Museum.
Georgia Neu, Program Manager for Development and Outreach at Nevada Humanities - a non-profit
group which places a broad emphasis on cultural and historic education – mentioned that Nevada
Humanities would not use the facility for special events or other uses, as it preferable to schedule such
events in the Las Vegas area.41
Mauricia Baca, Southern Nevada Project Director with The Nature Conservancy mentioned that the
Conservancy would likely hold no more than three events per year at WBR with a maximum group size
of around 75 people. Ms. Baca mentioned that the events would possibly be catered, and indicated that
Conservancy events held at WBR would tend to be small.42
In summary, it appears that large-scale special events would primarily consist of use by the Searchlight
Museum Guild, events facilitated by UNLV, and small events held by The Nature Conservancy. We
estimate a range of use levels for each special event user group, as precise information on use levels and
40

“Walking Box Draft Master Plan and Preservation Plan,” University of Nevada, Las Vegas, 3/21/07
Telephone conversation with Georgia Neu, Program Manager for Development and Outreach at Nevada
Humanities, 3/25/08
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E-mail with Mauricia Baca, Southern Nevada Project Director with The Nature Conservancy, 4/1/08
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the associated numbers of attendees per event was largely unavailable. Table 34 summarizes assumed
annual levels of large-scale special event use under low, middle and high estimates.
Table 34. Estimated Large-Scale Annual Special Event Use
Persons Per Event
Low
Searchlight Museum
200
UNLV Special Event Use
30
TNC Special Event Use
30
Other Special Event Use
0
Number of Events Per Year
Low
Searchlight Museum
1
UNLV Special Event Use
1
TNC Special Event Use
1
Other Special Event Use
0
Total Number of Events
3
Total Number of Users
260

Middle
225
40
40
30
Middle
1
2
1
1
5
380

High
250
50
50
40
High
1
3
1
1
6
480

2. Small-Scale Events
Small-scale special events would consist of groups of fewer than 30 people. Demand for small-scale
events was determined by applying a percentage (25.0%) to total projected UNLV/BLM and nonUNLV/BLM users. This percentage was determined by averaging the estimated number of potential
UNLV/BLM and non-UNLV users who noted that they would likely use WBR at one point in time to hold
small-scale special events, such as business and board meetings, annual fundraisers, staff training and
retreats43. This includes environmental associations (such as the Friends of Nevada Wilderness, The
Nature Conservancy, and the Redrock Audubon Society), education/historical groups (such as the
Nevada Historical Society, Nevada Library Association and the Nevada Archeological Association) and
research institutions/foundations (such as UNLV, Nevada Public Health Foundation and Nevada Health
Care Association).
Table 35 shows the estimated number of user days and user nights for small-scale events under low,
middle and high estimates.
Table 35. Estimated Small-Scale Annual Special Event Use
User Days
Low Demand Estimate
540
Middle Demand Estimate
630
High Demand Estimate
730
C.

User Nights
320
380
440

Group Size
8
8
8

# of Events
67
79
91

School Group Use

The primary use by school groups would consist of field trips by Clark County Schools, particularly
grammar schools. In attempting to contact the Clark County School District regarding the Districts’
43

Telephone conversation/email exchange with Rose Demoret, Administrative Director of Friends of Nevada
Wilderness (6/8/10); Michael Tibbs, Communications Director, Nevada State Education Association (6/3/10);
Nancy Light, Project Administrator, The Nature Conservancy (7/3/10); Deborah B Schaus, Executive Director,
Alzheimer's Association - Desert Southwest Chapter (8/4/10)
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potential interest in utilizing the WBR facility as a field trip destination, Dornbusch learned that there
exists no overarching coordination of field trips at the District level. Field trips are chosen by individual
teachers at individual schools within Clark County and are approved or disapproved by the respective
schools’ principal. However, Dornbusch did discover ‘Education About the Environment’ (EAE) Strategy
which is a conservation initiative that is comprised of a broad partnership including the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM), U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, National Park Service, and U.S. Forest Service. The
UNLV Public Lands Institute (PLI) is the entity which oversees and manages the program. EAE works
closely with other regional participating organizations and educators via the Partners for EAE to enhance
environmental education in Southern Nevada. The Clark County School District is just one of the
programs’ many partners.
Since EAE has been an active force in southern Nevada in promoting environmental
education/awareness and conservation in partnership with the Clark County School District educators,
EAE is an ideal source of insight regarding potential K-12 field trip type use of the WBR facility.
In a 2007 report, EAE described some on the most popular field trip destinations taken by Clark County
School District students and the estimated number of students who traveled to these locations annually.
Table 36 presents popular Clark County School District field trip destinations and the associated levels of
annual field trip attendance at these locations.
Table 36. Clark County School District Annual Field Trip Participants at Selected Locations
Number of CCSD Field Trip
Number of CCSD
Participants Served Annually
Buses Annually
Las Vegas Natural History Museum
30,000
428
Lake Mead Recreational Area
3,110
52
Las Vega Art Museum
5,600
68
Nevada State Museum & Historical Society
7,400
125
Red Rock Canyon
15,000
214
Clark County Museum
10,00
142
Dolphin Habitat
8,000
107
Old Mormon Fort
1,800
25
Atomic Testing Museum
3,384
Private
Wetlands Park
2,556
36
Shark Reef
N/A
N/A
Lied’s Discovery Children’s Museum
N/A
N/A
Atlantis Aquarium
N/A
N/A
Total
96,850
1,197
Source: Southern Nevada Agency Partnership Conservation Education and Interpretation Strategy

The table reveals a range of between 1,800 students traveling to Old Mormon Fort and 30,000 students
attending the Las Vegas Natural History Museum annually. Field trip attendance by Clark County School
District students would likely fall somewhere within the range of between 1,800 to 30,000 students
annually. Dornbusch contacted Allison Brody, UNLV Public Lands Institute Project Manager for
Education about the Environment (EAE) Strategy regarding more specific levels of potential field trip use
at WBR.
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Ms. Brody, who is familiar with the WBR project, indicated that in her opinion a majority of Clark County
schools would tend not the use the facility for field trip purposes. The primary reason for this was the
fact that school buses are only available from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. daily and that currently school buses are
in extremely short supply. In addition, teachers are typically charged by the mile for school bus use and
would therefore prefer to travel to closer destinations and have more time at the field trip destination.
If a teacher overcomes this time and availability constraint by chartering a private school bus, then fund
raising is often required to pay for the rental of the bus, around $200 or more per day.44 The relative
distance of WBR from most Clark County schools would therefore present a barrier of to such use given
the limited time and availability of school buses.
Indeed, a 2006 survey of Clark County School District teachers performed by EAE found that 79% of
respondents indicated that the limited availability of transportation was sometimes or always a
problem, 87% indicated that transportation is not available long enough, and 89% or respondents
indicated that transportation is too expensive.45 These factors appear to represent some of the most
serious constraints to potential field trip use at WBR, and as such the level of annual field trip use would
likely be in the lower end of the range presented in Table 36 (or around 1,800) if any use occurred at all.
In addition, it does not appear that WBR could charge a fee to Clark County schools who might wish use
the Ranch for field trip purposes.
D.

Summary of Estimated Annual Use

Given the visitation levels at comparable facilities presented in previous sections of this report, as well
as field trip use at locations in Clark County, Dornbusch believes that a reasonable level of annual
visitation to WBR under the Preferred Alternative would be between 2,000 and 7,200 visitors annually.
The minimum of 2,000 visits corresponds roughly to the minimum visitation level at comparable
facilities surveyed by Dornbusch, while the maximum level corresponds to the median
visitation/attendance for comparable facilities analyzed. Note, as discussed in the previous section,
based on our findings with respect to Clark County School District field trip use, we do not anticipate
substantial field trip type usage at WBR.
Between 3 and 6 large-scale special events are estimated to be held at WBR annually, receiving a total of
260 to 480 event attendees under low to high demand estimates. Dornbusch estimated that there
would be 67 to 91 small-scale special events held annually, receiving a total of 540 to 740 event
attendees annually.
Dornbusch did assume a public museum entry fee to WBR in this analysis of $3.00 per person. However
it is important to recognize that many comparable small museums with similar or even greater
opportunities for interpretation than what might exist at WBR do not charge entry fees. Such
attractions include the Lincoln County Museum, Central Nevada Museum, Kelso Depot, Million Dollar
Courthouse, Searchlight Heritage Museum, East Ely Railroad Museum, and others locations not
discussed in this analysis. There is a natural trade off between charging an entry fee as opposed to
having no fee, as charging a fee increases revenues yet may discourage some visitors from visiting WBR.
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Telephone conversation with Allison Brody, Project Manager, EAE at the UNLV Public Lands Institute (2/11/08)
“Clark County School District Teacher Survey: Attitudes, Perceptions, Barriers, and Desires for Field Trip
Experiences,” 2006, Education About the Environment.
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IV. RESEARCH, EDUCATION AND TRANING USE
This section provides additional supporting information for the financial projections presented in Section
II. The following section summarizes operations and annual levels of use at selected research facilities.
Note that this report, originally written in 2008, was recently updated. Interview findings and current
research indicate that general demand trends at the comparable research centers evaluated in this
analysis, and which are displayed in the following section, have not significantly deviated since 2008.
A.

Operations and Use at Selected Field Research Stations
1. California State University Desert Studies Center

The Desert Studies Center (DSC) is located between Barstow and Las Vegas, at Soda Springs in California.
DSC is administered by a consortium of seven California State University (CSU) campuses including CSU
Dominguez Hills, Fullerton, Los Angeles, Long Beach, Northridge, Pomona, and San Bernardino, with
Fullerton having primary responsibility to manage the facility. Approximately 20 CSU courses are taught
at DSC consisting primarily of biology/botany, geography, and geology courses. According to DSC
Director Dr. William Presch, roughly 85% of total use is related to education and only 15% of total use is
research related. Of this research, roughly 10% is performed by the US Geological Survey and 5% of
research use consists of research seminars sponsored by the Desert Institute, Cal Tech and other groups.
According to Dr. Presch, other user groups include the California Department of Conservation, California
Department of State Parks, the National Park Service, US Bureau of Land Management
(training/meetings), US Geological Survey, and NASA (program for elementary/high school teacher
education). DSC is utilized by some regional high schools, but there are essentially no grammar schools
using the facility. In addition, there are a number of extended education classes including primarily
botany and geology courses that are offered seasonally on weekends and are open to the public.46 Table
37 summarizes the number of users and user-days by month at DSC over FY 2006-2007.
Table 37. Monthly Levels of Use at Desert Studies Center, FY 2006-2008
Year
# of Individuals
July
2006
8
August
2006
29
September
2006
210
October
2006
256
November
2006
243
December
2006
28
January
2007
50
February
2007
134
March
2007
507
April
2007
283
May
2007
381
June
2007
38
Total Use
2,167

User Days
34
80
420
761
867
80
171
479
2,212
744
1,281
150
7,279

Source: “California Desert Studies Consortium: Annual Report 2006-2007,” California State University.
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Telephone conversation with Dr. William Presch, Director, California Desert Studies Center (2/7/2008 & 8/3/10)
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The table reveals that the 2,167 individuals were present at the Desert Studies Center for a total of
7,279 user-days from July 2006 to June 2007, which translates into an average length of stay per user of
approximately 3.4 days. The table indicates that the busiest times of year at DSC are the cooler spring
months of March and May, while October and November were also months of relatively high use.
The Center can accommodate up to 75 persons within its 12 main buildings and onsite kitchen facilities
can accommodate groups of up to 15 persons. Laboratory facilities for individual and group use are
available, in addition to a computer lab providing internet access. The site also provides a small library
and two classrooms, with the largest room able to accommodate up to 60 persons. The total square
footage of all facilities is approximately 20,900 square feet.
DSC charges for overnight stays and typically does not charge a fee for day use as, given the remote
location of the facility, the vast majority of visitors stay overnight. However, if day use requires
significant use of the Centers’ facilities or staff time, then a day use fee of up to $5.00 per person has
been charged in the past. Fees for overnight stays are $9.00 per person per night for CSU faculty, staff,
and students, while overnight fees for non-CSU affiliated users are $16.00 per person per night. Food is
a separate charge at $30.00 per person per day, which includes breakfast, lunch, and dinner, or users
can prepare their own meals at no additional charge. Total revenues generated from all user fees
ranges between $40,000 and $45,000 per year, and these revenues are deposited into a separate
account to fund component renewal and minor capital expenditures.
DSC is budgeted as a line item within the CSU Chancellors Annual Budget and the Center is administered
by the CSU Fullerton campus. The Center’s annual operating budget for FY2006-2007 was $328,410,
while the actual annual expenditures during this period were $331,918, the balance being negative
$3,508. The consortium of seven CSU campuses overseeing DSC each contributes approximately $7,000
to the Centers’ annual operating budget. The Center employs five full time staff including the following
positions: director, administrative assistant, site manager, maintenance mechanic, and site steward.
2. Granite Mountain Desert Research Center
The Granite Mountains Desert Research Center is located in the eastern Mojave Desert, roughly 85 miles
east of Barstow, California. The facility is administered by the University of California, Riverside campus,
and the majority of the Centers’ funding is allocated from the UC Riverside Biology Department budget.
According to Jim Andre, the Center’s Director, teaching use represents slightly more that 50% of total
use while the remaining use consists primarily of research.47 Two classroom facilities at the center
support 30 to 40 classes per year and roughly 2,500 to 3,000 student user nights per year. In FY20052006 the total number of users was 883 while the total number of user days was 4,652, which translates
into an average length of stay of 5.3 days per user. The main user groups are University of California
researchers, faculty, and staff as well as some use by the US Bureau of Land Management and US
Geological Survey.
Facilities at the Center include housing and laboratory facilities for up to 12 individuals. A number of
small trailers provide housing for longer-term research use. A classroom structure that can hold up to
40 persons at a given time is available in addition to a separate conference room that can accommodate
up to 40 individuals. Finally campground facilities that can accommodate between 30 to 40 individuals
are also offered onsite. The total square footage of the facility is approximately 19,800 square feet.
47

Telephone conversation with Jim Andre, Director, Granite Mountain Desert Research Center (1/31/2008)
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The Center charges both day use and overnight user fees. Similar to the Desert Studies Center, the fees
charged are lower for UC affiliated users versus non-UC affiliated users. Day use fees are $2.00 per
person per day regardless of affiliation, although this fee is not typically charged for users staying
overnight. Overnight fees for UC users are $7.50 per person per night and overnight fees for non-UC
affiliated users are $10.00 per night. Total 2007 user fee revenues were between $4,000 and $5,000
according to Center Director Jim Andre.
The majority of the Center’s annual operating budget is allocated from UC Riverside’s Biology
Department budget. The Center’s annual operating budget in 2007 was approximately $229,000, while
actual expenditures were $262,000, with the shortfall of $33,000 being covered by the Center’s two
endowments. Currently the Center has three fulltime staff including the following positions: director,
assistant director, and a site steward.
3. Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center
Similar to Granite Mountain, Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center is administered by the
University of California, Riverside campus and is funded primarily by the UC Riverside Biology
Department budget. The Center is located approximately 5 miles south of Palm Desert, California.
According to the Center’s Director, Dr. Allan Muth, approximately 60% of all Center use is associated
with research, and roughly 40% is associated with teaching, research retreats, and other uses.48 MidJanuary through mid-May is the busiest time for teaching/educational use. Other non-academic user
groups include the California Academy of Science, Joshua Tree National Park Natural History Association,
US Bureau of Land Management, and US Geological Survey. According to Dr. Muth, approximately 50%
of the Center’s use comes from the 8 University of California campuses and 50% comes from out of state
universities, the US Geological Society, the US Geological Survey, Living Desert Zoo and Botanic Gardens,
and others. In 2007 there were 219 individuals who used the Center and 655 user days, translating into
an average length of stay of 3.0 days per user.
Facilities at the Center include housing facilities for up to 14 individuals. The Center offers two basic
laboratory facilities and a small research library. In addition there is an additional workspace facility
able to house four researchers. Finally, a teaching area and campground exist for class use. The total
square footage of the facility is approximately 12,000 square feet.
The Center charges UC-affiliated users $5.00 per person per night, while non-UC affiliated users pay an
overnight fee of $7.50. Day use fees are not charged by the Center.
Similar to Granite Mountain, the Center’s annual operating budget is allocated from UC Riverside’s
Biology Department budget. Data regarding the Center’s annual operating budget in 2007 was
unavailable. However, annual operating and maintenance expenses in FY2005-2006 (excluding salaries)
were approximately $16,700.49 The Center has a total of three fulltime staff, including a director, staff
biologist, and a maintenance person.
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Telephone conversation with Allan Muth, Director of the Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center (2/15/08)
“Survey of Field Station Maintenance Costs”, 2006, Organization of Biological Field Stations, available online at:
http://www.obfs.org/index.php?name=UpDownload&req=viewdownload&cid=1
49
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4. Burns Pinon Ridge Reserve
Burns Pinon Ridge Reserve is located in the western Mojave Desert, approximately two miles north of
Yucca Valley, California. The Center is administered by the University of California, Irvine campus and is
funded primarily by the UC Irvine Department of Biology’s annual budget.
According to reserve manager William Bretz, use of the Reserve consists of approximately 50% research
and 50% teaching.50 Mr. Bretz indicated that there is very little K-12 type use of the facility. In 2007
there were 136 individuals who used the Center and 553 user days, translating into an average length of
stay of 4.1 days per user.
Facilities at the Reserve consist of the Burns House which provides housing for small groups, and
currently the existing workshop is being renovated into a small dormitory, classroom, and research
space. A computer station, trailer and unimproved campground are also available onsite.
The Center charges users $5.00 per person per night for both UC and non-UC affiliated users. The
Reserve does not charge a day use fee. Annual revenues from user fees typically range between $500
and $800.
The Center’s annual operating budget in FY 2006-2007 was approximately $47,935. The Reserve is
operated by only two part-time staff including a director and a site steward.
5. Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory
Rocky Mountain Biological Lab, located in Crested Butte, Colorado, is a private non-profit organization
which is not affiliated with any university. The Lab relies on National Science Foundation grants, user
fees, and donations to fund operations. Given the Labs’ location, relatively large scale of operations,
and business model, this field research station is the least comparable to the type and scope of
operations proposed for WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
According to Business Manager Billy Barr, researchers represent around 75% of annual use, while
classes/education uses represent around 15% to 20% of annual use.51 In 2006, there were
approximately 208 individuals who utilized the Lab and 9,977 user days, which translates into an
average length of stay of 45.1 days per visitor, far larger than average length of stay at California desert
research facilities which range between 3 to 5 days per user. The primary source of operational
revenues is from researchers paying administrative (i.e. use) fees, lab rental fees, and housing fees. In
additional food service fees, public education (K-12) fees, and retail sales (t-shirts, souvenirs, etc.) also
provide additional sources of revenues. The Lab has approximately 48 cabins with a total of 82
bedrooms which can accommodate roughly 167 persons. Overnight fees range from $7.40 to $14.25,
per person per night depending on the cabin rented. Meals and laboratory uses are separate charges.
The Lab’s operating revenues in 2006 were $675,794 while operating expenses were $651,129. The Lab
employs four fulltime staff members, including a director, operations manager, development
coordinator, and a business manager.
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Telephone conversation with William Bretz, Site Manager, Burns Pinon Ridge Reserve (1/31/08)
Telephone conversation with Billy Barr, Business Manager at the Rocky Mountain Biological Laboratory, 1/31/08
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B.

Potential UNLV, BLM and Other Use

This section summarizes information regarding the intended types and levels of use provided by UNLV
faculty and staff as well as BLM staff interviewed by Dornbusch. The levels of use indicated by faculty
and staff were then used to estimate the potential number of user days at WBR under the Preferred
Alternative.
1. Geology Department Use
Professor Jean Cline indicated that the UNLV Geology Department would primarily use WBR for geology
field courses and for departmental/faculty events. In terms of the level and frequency of use, Professor
Cline indicated that special event use would be limited to one time per year for approximately one
week. However, more frequent departmental use would consist primarily of geology field courses at
WBR.52
2.

History Department Use

According to Professor Elizabeth Fraterrigo, use of WBR would be dependent on the facilities that were
ultimately developed onsite. Graduate students in history might use WBR as an opportunity to learn
how to plan historical museum type exhibits and displays. Undergraduate research seminars, graduate
public history courses, historical preservation seminars, and possible use as a research retreat for history
department faculty/staff were listed as potential uses. Professor Fraterrigo indicated that typical class
size at WBR would be between 15 to 20 students.53
Professor Andrew Kirk reiterated that departmental uses at WBR would consist of uses associated with
classes on historic preservation which would likely be taught every other year. The most common use
according to Professor Kirk would be through graduate level seminars. In terms of the level and
frequency of use Professor Kirk estimated that approximately 50 individuals staying an average of two
days and one night would utilize the WBR facility on an annual basis.54
3. Anthropology Department Use
According to Professor Barbara Roth, the main type of departmental use at WBR would be associated
with anthropology field courses, including activities where students learned how to perform surveys and
anthropological research. Other user groups might include the University Nevada, Reno, and CSU/UC
anthropology departments.
Professor Roth indicated that departmental use would be associated primarily with weekend use, in
class sizes of between 10 and 15 students. In addition, there could be potentially week-long visits during
spring/winter break and there might also be some use of the facility by three other UNLV Anthropology
Department faculty members who might use the Ranch for research/sabbatical purposes, with
potentially one faculty member onsite per semester. In general, Professor Roth estimated that between
10 and 15 days of use per semester, primarily by weekend students. In the past, the department has
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Telephone conversation with Jean Cline, UNLV Professor of Geology, 1/28/08
Telephone conversation with Elizabeth Fraterrigo, UNLV Professor of History, 1/29/08
54
Telephone conversation with Andrew Kirk, UNLV Professor of History, 2/20/08
53
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used the Desert Research Center (CSU), which is, according to Professor Roth, the best comparable for
what might exist at WBR.55
4. School of Life Sciences Use
According to Professor Brett Riddle, School use of WBR is somewhat dependent on the type of facilities
ultimately developed (i.e. lab technology, level of experimental control, etc.). Classes which would utilize
the Ranch might include mammalogy, ecology, herpetology, conservation biology, and inter-disciplinary
biology courses. Some research might occur, particularly in conservation biology, yet this is dependent
on the level of access/permissible use of adjacent BLM lands and the attributes of these lands. Overall,
research use by School of Life Sciences faculty/staff would be quite low. According to Professor Riddle,
use of WBR by researchers from other universities would also be very dependent on the facilities
ultimately developed onsite.
Semester use would consist of 1 to 2 weekend field trips per semester, while off-semester use would
consist primarily 2 to 3 intensive courses offered annually, lasting between 1 and 3 weeks. Professor
Riddle indicated that class sizes would typically consist of 15 students.56
5. Civil and Environmental Engineering Department Use
Professor Tom Piechota mentioned that departmental use of WBR would potentially consist of field
studies in hydrology, including both hydrology research and courses. Interdisciplinary courses are also a
potential use.
Professor Piechota indicated that perhaps 2 to 3 faculty members per year might use WBR for research
purposes and that each faculty member might be onsite for one week per year during the summer.
Hydrology/geophysical course use would likely consist of 20 students, utilizing the site 2 weeks per year,
while interdisciplinary course use would also consist of roughly 20 students using WBR for 2 weeks per
year.57
6. Landscape Architecture/School of Architecture Use
Susan Jones, Research Associate at the UNLV School of Architecture indicated that one of the School’s
primary uses of WBR would consist of using the site as a field camp for one day excursions.
Interdisciplinary field courses including classes relating to plant communities, hydrology, study of
historic structures/preservation would likely be developed and utilize WBR. Ms. Jones indicated that it is
possible that both semester long courses as well as summer courses would both utilize WBR. In addition,
some research use might occur within the department and also by researchers from other institutions
including University of Nevada Reno, and southern California Universities.
According to Ms. Jones the standard class size would be between 15 and 20 students, while
interdisciplinary class sizes would be between 20 and 25 students. Classes might use WBR 3 days per
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Telephone conversation with Barbara Roth, UNLV Professor of Anthropology (1/29/08)
Telephone conversation with Brett Riddle, UNLV Professor, School of Life Sciences (1/30/08 and 6/3/2010)
57
Telephone conversation with Tom Piechota, UNLV Professor of Civil & Environmental Engineering (1/30/08 &
6/4/2010)
56
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week for summer courses and for 1 to 2 weeks during the semester. Finally, Ms. Jones indicated that
probably no more than 1 faculty member would be working at WBR per semester.58
7. Division of Educational Outreach
In looking at other potential user groups, we recently also considered UNLV’s Division of Educational
Outreach (DEO), which includes continuing education, distance learning and summer programs.
Conversations with DEO staff reveal that there are multiple user groups within this division that would
be interested in using WBR facilities. Mary Ann Borgesen, a Senior Officer for the Exploritas Senior
Program, indicated that members might use the Ranch as part of a standard themed-week program.
Relevant programs include “Duel of the Desert” (which occurs three times annually and deals with topics
related to the local ecology) and “That’s Entertainment Las Vegas Style” (which occurs twice annually
and deals with topics related to the local entertainment industry). Mary Ann indicated that, on average,
25 to 30 people participate in these programs and would likely be interested in day-trips only, which
might include a docent tour of the Ranch and eating lunch at the outdoor picnic facilities.
Another potential DEO user group is the Osher Lifelong Learning Institute (OLLI). Debbie Smatresk,
Director of OLLI, noted that members (also comprised of seniors) might use WBR for purposes similar to
the Exploritas Program. It was estimated that a small percentage of OLLI members (consisting of
roughly 30 people) might use the Ranch twice a year for the day. Last, conversations with Michelle
Baker, Program Officer for Continuing Education within the DEO, reveal that day-trips for continuing
education students (averaging 25-30 people) could be organized once a semester (three times annually)
to WBR, that might be led by a botanist, geologist and/or ornithologist. A night-sky program could also
be introduced for the purpose of staying at the Ranch for two nights once a year, as could a family
camping program.
8. US Bureau of Land Management Use
According to Robert Taylor, Assistant Field Manager with the US Bureau of Land Management, the two
main BLM uses of Walking Box would include field training, where BLM staff would perform lands
monitoring, research and other site assessment work, and leadership retreats. According to Mr. Taylor
it is possible that the US Bureau of Reclamation and National Park Service might use WBR for similar
purposes.
Mr. Taylor indicated that field training might occur 1 to 2 times per year with group sizes that would
typically range between 10 and 20 persons, staying on average 2 to 3 days at WBR. Leadership retreats
would likely occur 1 to 2 times per year and generally consist of 15 to 20 persons, who would stay at
WBR for 1 day.59
9.

Research Retreat Type Use

Research retreat uses by other educational institutions in Nevada including the University of Nevada,
Reno, Community College of Southern Nevada, and the Desert Research Institute or government
agencies such as the US Forest Service, US Department of Fish and Game, US Geological Survey, or the
National Park Service, were estimated based on the relative proportion of these types of user groups at
58

Telephone conversation with Susan Jones, UNLV Research Associate, School of Architecture (1/31/08) and Daniel
Ortega, Professor, UNLV School of Architecture (6/8/2010)
59
Telephone conversation with Robert Taylor, Assistant Field Manager, US Bureau of Land Management 2/6/08
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other desert research facilities surveyed. In the absence of more detailed data, examining the
percentage of research retreat type use at selected desert research facilities provides some indication of
the level of this type of use which could be expected at WBR under the Preferred Alternative.
To estimate the potential number of user days associated with research retreats, Dornbusch analyzed
this use as a percentage of use by the university administering the field research station. Specifically
Dornbusch analyzed the level of research retreat type use at Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research Center
and at Granite Mountain Desert Research Center over the period 2005 to 2009. Retreat type use
averaged 26% at Boyd Deep Canyon and 37% at Granite Mountain Desert Research Center. Dornbusch
applied the median of this range, 31%, to the total estimated user days and overnight stays of 2,371 and
1,186 respectively to estimate the total number of additional user days/overnight stays associated with
research retreat type uses. This calculation results in an estimated additional 735 user days and 368
overnight stays at WBR annually.
10.

Non-UNLV Research Use

Non-UNLV research use would represent use of WBR for research purposes primarily by researchers
from other universities or colleges within Nevada, by researchers from out of state universities, perhaps
including researchers from California, Arizona, and Utah universities, as well as researchers affiliated
with foreign universities. It is important to recognize that this type of research use is likely to vary
significantly depending on the type of laboratory facilities ultimately developed at WBR, the level of
experimental control that is permissible on surrounding lands, and the level of scientific interest in these
lands.
To estimate the potential number of user days associated with non-UNLV research use, Dornbusch
analyzed the level of non-University of California research use at Boyd Deep Canyon Desert Research
Center and at Granite Mountain Desert Research Center over the period 2005 to 2007. This research
use averaged 13% at Boyd Deep Canyon and 18% at Granite Mountain Desert Research Center.
Dornbusch applied the median of this range, 15%, to the total estimated user days and overnight stays
of 2,371 and 1,186 respectively to estimate the total number of additional user days/overnight stays
associated with research retreat type uses. This calculation results in an estimated additional 356 user
days and 178 overnight stays at WBR annually.
C.

Summary of Estimated Annual Use

Table 38 summarizes the estimated annual use of WBR under low, middle and high demand estimates
derived from the comments provided by UNLV faculty, BLM staff, and the levels research retreat and
non-administering university research use found at comparable research facilities analyzed. Again, a
user day is defined as the number of days a given person is present at WBR and is the best measure of
annual use of the facility.
Table 38. Estimated Total Annual User-Days at WBR
Research, Education and Training Users
UNLV
School of Life Sciences
Civil and Environmental Engineering
Architectural/Landscape Architecture
Division of Educational Outreach
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Low

Middle

High

550
410
300
270

660
490
370
330

780
580
430
390
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Research, Education and Training Users
Anthropology
Geosciences
History
Total UNLV
BLM
Non-UNLV/BLM
Total

Low
220
150
70
2,000
60
360
2,400

Middle
270
190
90
2,400
70
430
2,900

High
320
220
100
2,800
80
510
3,500

Note: The estimated numbers of user-days are approximate and subject to change.

The table indicates that within UNLV the School of Life Sciences and the Department of Civil and
Environmental Engineering have the greatest estimated annual use levels, followed by School of
Architecture/Landscape Architecture use. It is important to understand that estimates of use are rough
approximations based on discussions with UNLV faculty and are subject to change.
The table reveals that the total estimated annual user-days at WBR range from 2,400 to 3,500 user days
for research/education purposes. This estimate is very much inline with total annual user-days found at
other comparable desert research facilities analyzed, which ranged from 553 (Burns Pinon Ridge
Reserve) to 7,279 user-days (Desert Studies Center). The estimated annual user-days at WBR is
therefore close to the median of the range found at comparable regional desert research facilities
assessed in this analysis.
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V.

Conclusion

In summary, Dornbusch has judged that total public visitation to WBR under the Preferred Alternative
would range from 2,000 and 7,200 visitors annually, based on findings presented in this analysis.
Visitors are assumed to pay a public museum entrance fee $3.00 per person (and an additional $2.00 for
docent led tours), based on rates charged at comparable attractions. Revenues from the public museum
are expected to generate $7,900 to $27,500 under low to high demand estimates in 2014. On average,
visitors would be expected to spend $0.40 to $2.32 per person on retail items and $0.90 to $1.60 per
person for snack shop items. Total annual revenues associated with gift shop sales range from $2,800 to
$9,900 in 2014, with annual snack shop revenue ranging from $3,500 to $10,400. Camping services will
also be offered to the public, generating $1,600 to $5,400 in revenue for that year under low to high
demand estimates.
Demand for special events at WBR is projected to range from 790 to 1,200 user days under low to high
estimates. Close to 70% of this demand will likely be from small groups (less than 30 people), with the
remainder dedicated to larger-scale functions (more than 30 people). Recommended day-use fees for
special events are based on rates charged for similar services at other BLM-managed facilities, which is
currently $5.00 per person, with a flat per event fee of $190.00. Revenue generated from special events
(day-use only) is expected to range from $17,700 to $24,300 in 2014. Lodging for special events is
expected to garner $15,000 to $20,200 under low to high demand estimates, based on the assumption
that special event users would pay $15.00 per person per night for camping and, on average, $50.00 per
person per night for indoor lodging.
Estimated levels of research, training and education uses at WBR were based on interviews conducted
with faculty/staff at UNLV/BLM and other research institutions, as well as analyzing demand trends at
“comparable” research facilities. Based on these findings, Dornbusch estimated that research, training
and education demand would range from 2,400 to 3,500 user days in 2014. User fees for academic dayuse are assumed to be $3.00 to $4.00, with lodging fees ranging from $12.00 to $15.00 for camping and
$25.00 to $30.00 for dorm-room stays. Revenue generated from academic day-use fees are projected to
range from $8,000 to $10,800 in 2014, while revenue generated from lodging (for research, training and
education purposes only) is expected to range from $34,000 to $46,300 in 2014.
Total gross revenue from all services offered is expected to range from $90,600 to $154,900 in 2014.
Annual operating costs – which include cost of sales, staff salaries, R&M and contract labor – range from
$155,300 to $170,700 under low to high estimates. Nevada State funding, which is assumed to help pay
for facilities and grounds R&M and utilities/trash, is projected to range from $19,900 to $24,800 in 2014.
Under these projections and assumed fee-for-services program, annual net income (revenues minus
O&M expenses plus State funding) is only positive over the 2014 to 2024 period under high demand
estimates (at approximately $1,000 in 2014). Under the low and median demand projections, WBR is
expected to experience negative net income during each of the years over this time-frame, meaning
that revenue would not be able to cover day-to-day operating expense. As achieving financial
sustainability is a necessary goal, a comprehensive business plan will need to be developed that will
outline strategies on how the Ranch will be able to realize these higher demand levels to adequately
sustain operations. If target demand levels are not reached, flexibility also exists in raising or lowering
fees for services, or as a last resort, making up for any operating shortfalls by seeking alternative funding
sources, such as state/federal grants and/or endowments.
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DRAFT
Welcome to Walking Box Ranch
We are grateful that you have decided to donate your talents and time to the partnership between the
University Nevada Las Vegas (UNLV) Public Lands Institute and the Bureau of Land Management (BLM).
Our Volunteer Program for Walking Box Ranch is brand new and you are about to make an enormous
contribution to the history of southern Nevada.

We hope that as a volunteer, you will develop an appreciation for the UNLV Public Lands Institute, the
Bureau of Land Management, and Walking Box Ranch. Like most organizations, private business,
industry, academia, or government, we have systems of operations and organizational structure. If you
have any questions about how our Walking Box Ranch partnership operates, please discuss them with
your supervisor.

This Volunteer Handbook has been developed to make sure that you have an enjoyable and productive
experience at Walking Box Ranch. In particular, you will find information inside on:




Key aspects of the Volunteer Program
Basic orientation to Walking Box Ranch and its personnel
Handy references for your term as a Volunteer.

Volunteer Name:
Supervisor’s Name:
Supervisor’s Telephone:
Date:
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Volunteer Program Overview
The guidelines that govern Walking Box Ranch’s Volunteer Program are defined by the
University of Nevada, Las Vegas and the Bureau of Land Management. The Volunteer Program
is tailored to meet the specific needs of this National Historic Place. Your supervisor has the
overall responsibility for the volunteers and their activities within Walking Box Ranch.

Orientation
Attending orientation is a prerequisite to volunteering as an individual in any Walking Box
Ranch volunteer position. Orientation provides you with a complete tour and a framework of
information about the site, its procedures, and operations. The better you understand what the
Ranch is all about and how it operates, the more independent and productive you will be. Your
supervisor will provide you with an orientation meeting and tour.

If after your orientation you still have questions, do not hesitate to ask your supervisor. Try to
keep learning about Walking Box Ranch and its history throughout your stay. The knowledge
you gain will enhance your appreciation and enjoyment of your volunteer experience.

Training
Training will provide you with the specific job‐related knowledge and skills necessary for you to
do your work. As a new volunteer, you will receive on‐the‐job training from your supervisor,
other staff members or other volunteers so that you can be effective and comfortable with
your new responsibilities. The amount of training you receive depends on your assignment and
your experience with similar types of work. If your volunteer position at Walking Box Ranch is
the first time you have volunteered, then you may also receive training on the history of
University Nevada, Las Vegas, Public Lands Institute, and the Bureau of Land Management’s
history and mission.
Please remember that you and your instructors are responsible for the success of your training.
Be perfectly honest about what you already do and do not know. Think of your instructors as
partners working with you to achieve important objectives. Be sure to ask your instructor about
anything that is not clear.
2
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We want you to have all the support you need to complete work assignments confidently. Talk
to your instructor or supervisor and agree on the best way to handle questions or additional
training needs. It may not be possible to provide all your training in the first day or two of your
assignment. Expect to receive occasional informal training opportunities throughout your
service period.

Commitment
People volunteer for many reasons. Hopefully, you have discussed your reasons with your
supervisor about how you expect to benefit from the experience. If not, make sure to take the
time to do so as soon as possible. We want to make sure that you achieve your objectives
because volunteering should always benefit both you and Walking Box Ranch. You and your
supervisor should have discussed your work schedule prior to your agreeing to become a Ranch
volunteer. That agreement indicates the specific number of hours per week for a specific
number of weeks. Please, honor that commitment. If you need additional days off, talk with
your supervisor.




Record your hours on the Volunteer Attendance Record Form (Appendix) as directed by
your supervisor. Turn in your form at the end of the month.
Report to work on time each day that you are scheduled. Other staff members are
counting on you.
If for any reason you cannot report for duty as scheduled, notify your supervisor as soon
as possible.

Most volunteers want to be as productive as possible and this attitude is greatly appreciated.
Quality is also important too. The public entrusts us with the care of Walking Box Ranch and
expects a high standard of qualify in everything we do. The public often does not make any
distinction between paid and volunteer staff. Even as a volunteer, you are to maintain the same
high standards expected by the public.

D R A F T Volunteer Handbook – Project FAA080094 D R A F T
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Walking Box Ranch Overview
Introduction
Walking Box Ranch: an endeavor, an economic pursuit, a retreat.
With thousands of years of human history, the Walking Box Ranch is a glimpse of what nearly
every human culture has been drawn to…the desert. It is a land of much beauty, perpetual sun,
and little rain. With sweeping vistas of broad valleys, rugged angular mountains, and vast night
skies, it embodies peace, quiet, and solitude. It features stark contrasts in elevations and
temperatures, limited ‐‐ but at times an overabundance ‐‐ of rain and snow, and hidden mineral
resources and water. An amazing array of plants and animals are well adapted and thrive in this
special place. From mining and ranching to the pure need for sanctuary, Walking Box Ranch
embodies the human experience in the desert.
The Ranch lies in the Piute Valley in the eastern Mojave Desert. Humans have been drawn to
this land since prehistoric times, in part for the valuable minerals that lie beneath its parched
surface. Early native peoples utilized the obsidian, salt, and turquoise. Later gold and silver
beckoned people to the mountain ranges surrounding what would become Walking Box Ranch.
Accessibility to abundant land offered new opportunities for large cattle ranches.
Hollywood stars Clara Bow and Rex Bell came to the area and claimed Walking Box Ranch as
their personal retreat. With over 1,000 head of cattle at Walking Box Ranch, the Hollywood‐star
couple raised a family in their desert sanctuary. Government regulations eventually changed
the face of ranching by limiting grazing and water use to allow the land a chance to recover.
Federal land management persisted and the threatened Mojave Desert tortoise was protected
while ranching in the eastern Mojave gradually faded away. Throughout all these changes, the
mining industry continued to search for and exploit resources throughout the region.
Now Walking Box Ranch embarks on a new pursuit: one of exploration, investigation, and
study. This journey of discovery aims to achieve a balance between a healthy ecosystem and
the growing needs of the built environment. The Ranch is a historical site, a research center,
and a place that interprets the desert landscape and history of the region. The Walking Box
Ranch Interpretive Plan presents a vision for interpreting the remarkable story of the Mojave
Desert, ranching, a sanctuary for a forgotten film star, the value of public land management,
and the pursuit of precious minerals. Providing a rich array of interpretive media and programs
will ensure that Walking Box Ranch is a destination for families, educators, scientists,
researchers, writers, and artists. The Interpretive Plan was created from a foundational layer of
business planning and visitor research, and it specifies that we use best practices in
environmental education and interpretation.
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Background
In 2005, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
purchased Walking Box Ranch with funding
generated by the Southern Nevada Public Lands
Management Act (SNPLMA). A partnership was
formed between BLM, The Nature Conservancy
(TNC), and the University of Nevada, Las Vegas
(UNLV) to manage the property and identify how
it could be used to best serve the public into the
future. The BLM’s mission is to “sustain the
health, diversity, and productivity of America’s
public lands for the use and enjoyment of present
and future generations.” TNC, which holds two conservation easements on the property, is
mandated to ensure that the property is managed “to preserve and protect in perpetuity the
natural, historic, scenic and open space features and values of the Property.” UNLV brings
expertise in education and research to the partnership; the university participates through the
Public Lands Institute (PLI), a component of the Division of Educational Outreach, which is
housed within the Provost’s office. PLI is dedicated to strengthening the national fabric that is
essential for the protection, multiple use, sustainability, and management of public lands.

Through a series of conversations, these partners agreed to manage the property by
establishing a museum and research facility. Together, these facilities will provide new
knowledge about sustainable living in rural desert environments, and present unique education
opportunities to people in Southern Nevada, as well as from throughout the world.
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Resource Significance
Walking Box Ranch, located 7 miles west of the town of Searchlight, Nevada, was once a cattle
ranch carved from the massive, million‐acre Rock Springs Land & Cattle Company ranch. WBR
originally consisted of a 40‐acre homestead along with a 120‐acre ranch parcel, supported by
nearly 400,000 acres of grazing leases on public land.
Cowboy film star Rex Bell purchased the ranch from then‐owner John Woolf in 1931. Bell and
his wife Clara Bow, both Hollywood actors, constructed a substantial new ranch house in the
Spanish Colonial Revival style in the same year and added a second story, circa 1934, as their
family grew. Bell continued to operate the property as a working cattle ranch, as did Karl
Weikel, who purchased the ranch in 1951, until the ranch was sold to Viceroy Gold Corporation
in 1989.
Viceroy used the property to access their local mine, and refurbished the ranch headquarters to
serve as an executive retreat. Since the mid‐1990s, the property has changed ownership several
times.
Situated in pristine desert habitat in the
midst of an expansive desert tortoise
conservation area, Walking Box Ranch lies
within a designated Area of Critical
Environmental Concern. Research in this
area is providing significant answers to
questions about our Mojave Desert, the
least known of all of our national desert
systems.
Walking Box Ranch hosts several significant
architectural features including the main
house, an example of the Spanish Colonial
Revival style (uncommon in the region), and
the barn, an example of railroad tie
architecture, a typical method of
construction in the region. Walking Box
Ranch was listed on the National Register of
Historic Places in March of 2009.
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Walking Box Ranch Mission and Vision

Mission
The mission of Walking Box Ranch is to preserve and protect a historic landmark and serve as a bridge
between people and the rich cultural and natural heritage of the Mojave Desert. Here, we create new
knowledge and make connections through research, education, and recreation. With our commitment
to excellence and creativity in every aspect of its activities and programs, Walking Box Ranch is a place
to learn, discover, celebrate, and be inspired by stories of its early Hollywood film connections, historic
architecture, and the vital desert ecosystem and landscape around it.

Vision
Walking Box Ranch isn’t just any ranch. It is a regionally treasured and internationally recognized
destination where shared discovery of past, present, and future creates powerful connections between
people and place. The historic ranch and modern education and research facility offer intimate insight
into desert ranching, a vibrant sidebar to early Hollywood life, and a multi‐sensory view of the natural
and ecological lessons held by the Mojave Desert. Walking Box Ranch generates a community and
synergy that contribute to an energetic learning environment where new knowledge is created for
tomorrow. Walking Box Ranch values and maintains respectful and effective relationships – among the
Bureau of Land Management, University of Nevada, Las Vegas, supporters, and visitors – which together
sustain this cherished place and its operations.
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Volunteer Orientation – Checklist for New Volunteers
Below is a list of key informational subjects that relate to your work as a Volunteer at Walking
Box Ranch. During your orientation to the ranch and to your job, you should be given
information about each item on the list. If you find you have missed learning about any
category or have not fully understood any explanation, check with your supervisor. Thorough
knowledge of all phases of the operation will help you to ensure a successful and positive
volunteer experience.
Introduction to Walking Box Ranch, UNLV and its Public Lands Institute, and Bureau of
Land Management
Staff and Volunteer introductions
Park rules and regulations
Volunteer uniform/dress code
Buildings and grounds orientation – including restrooms, parking, lunchroom, workplace,
location of supplies
Paperwork/explanation of necessary forms – job description, logging work hours
Introduction to your job and who will be responsible for job guidance; possible training
opportunities; available handbooks
Safety procedures/fire plan, emergency procedures, and first aid
Methods of dealing with problem situations
Use of UNLV vehicles/ driver’s license requirement
Use of equipment, computer training, telephone procedures, housing availability, etc
Expense reimbursement procedures
Tax deduction information (IRS Form 526)
Work schedule; how to request a schedule change and report absences
Working relationship between UNLV, BLM, and other Ranch partners
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Uniform
‐‐ Section remains to be completed based on final Operations Plan. ‐‐

Evaluation
A volunteer’s work – similar to that of paid staff – is periodically evaluated. Most evaluations
with your supervisor are informal and occur throughout your term of service. A formal written
evaluation will take place at the close of your service.

The purpose of periodic informal evaluation is to give you feedback on your contribution and to
provide you with an opportunity to discuss your assignment with your supervisor. Of course,
you don’t have to wait for an evaluation to raise questions or concerns. Such discussions can be
scheduled at any time.

The evaluation procedure gives you an honest assessment of your contributions to Walking box
Ranch, and gives you a chance to evaluate us as well. Take the time to review the Volunteer
Assessment Form (see Appendix). You will be asked to complete a copy of this form at the end
of your service period.

In addition to periodic evaluations, you will have an opportunity to discuss your assignment and
progress with your supervisor. This usually takes place after the first two weeks of your term.
The scheduling varies depending on your assignment and other factors. As well as your service
on your assigned tasks, we expect the following from our volunteers:





Willingness to work, follow regulations and accept supervision
Flexibility that allows for unexpected changes, delays or problems that occur from time
to time
The ability to get along in a congenial manner with park visitors, staff, fellow volunteers
and members of the community
Willingness to accept and respond to constructive criticism as a means of improving the
volunteer program and Ranch operations
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Conduct an appearance that meets the same high standards as those set forth for paid
staff.

Teamwork
In the previous section, you read that maintaining congenial relations with staff and other
volunteers is one of your important responsibilities. Usually, this is very easy to do. Most
volunteers enjoy their interactions with others at Walking Box Ranch.
You will also interact with people of different backgrounds, beliefs, and interests. Working
closely with others in such an environment may occasionally challenge one’s tolerance for
diversity. If you find yourself uncomfortable working with one of your colleagues – or suspect
they may be uncomfortable with you – please do not keep your concern to yourself. Explain
your situation to your supervisor. Given prompt attention, teamwork concerns can usually be
resolved to the satisfaction of all.

Use of University Property
It is illegal to convert or use any University property for personal use at any time. This includes
but is not limited to the photocopier, fax machine, computers, office supplies, and telephone.
Volunteers and paid staff are authorized to make reasonable, but limited, use of the telephone
systems for necessary personal calls.

Computer-Use Mandatory Training
Any employee who uses a University computer must complete mandatory, on‐line computer
awareness training within two weeks of the start of employment. The type of computer use
permissible is covered within in this mandatory training.
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Email
Depending on the nature of your work, an email account may be set up through your
supervisor. All email questions and concerns must be addressed through you supervisor.

Operating University Motor Vehicles
To operate a University‐owned motor vehicle, the operator must have a valid state driver’s
license for the type of motor vehicle to be used. You are expected to observe all driving laws
and set an example of safe and careful driving when operating University vehicle. University
vehicles are to be used for official purposes only. Smoking is not allowed in University vehicles.
The use of seatbelts is mandatory.

Safety and Emergency Procedures
Because the most important resource at Walking Box Ranch is personnel, your health and
welfare are always forefront in our minds. By becoming familiar with safety regulations and
policies and practicing safe habits every day, you will greatly reduce the chances for injury and
sickness.

Make sure that you understand the Ranch procedures for all types of emergencies. General
procedures are discussed in the next section of this handbook. More specific information will be
provided to you by your supervisor. If you are ill, notify your supervisor and do not report for
work that day. If you have any special medical problems that may be affected by the work you
are performing, be sure to inform your supervisor when reporting for duty.

If you are injured on the job, report the injury o your supervisor immediately. Even minor
injuries must be reported when they occur in case you would need medical attention at a later
date. If you are in need of immediate medical attention, do that first and as soon as possible,
contact your supervisor.
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Telephone Directory
‐‐ Section remains to be completed based on final Operations Plan. ‐‐

Walking Box Ranch Organizational Chart

Director

Fundraising
Manager

Ranch and
Science Center
Manager

Caretaker

Ranch Museum
Supervisor

Ranch Volunteer
Host/Greeter

Ranch Volunteer
Docent/Tour
Guide

Ranch Volunteer
Events Assistant

Ranch Volunteer
Maintenance and
Housekeeping
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General Information
Holidays
Official holidays are designated per the following schedule and are observed as such. If a
holiday falls on your lieu day, your designated holiday will be the preceding workday. Your
supervisor will advise you as to your scheduled holiday observance.












New Year’s Day – January 1
Martin Luther King’s Birthday – Third Monday in January
President’s Day – Third Monday in February
Memorial Day – Las Monday in May
Independence Day – July 4
Labor day – First Monday in September
Columbus Day – Second Monday in October
Nevada day – October 30
Veterans day – November 11
Thanksgiving Day – Fourth Thursday in November
Christmas Day – December 25

Receiving and Sending Mail
All official or work related mail may be sent to the following address and in care of the
individual receiving the correspondence:
‐‐ Section remains to be completed based on final Operations Plan. ‐‐
All work related outgoing mail is to be handled and distributed by the Ranch Manager or
designee.

Receiving Phone Calls and Faxes
‐‐ Section remains to be completed based on final Operations Plan. ‐‐
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Housing
Walking Box Ranch currently has only one housing opportunity designated for the Caretaker.
However, there are RV sites with full hookups available for volunteers.

Area Services
Grocery store, restaurants, gas stations, and laundry services are located within Searchlight, NV
(10‐minute drive from the Ranch) and full amenities can be found in Boulder City, NV (40‐
minute drive) and Henderson/Las Vegas, NV (60‐minute drive).

Area Attractions
‐‐ Section remains to be completed. ‐‐

Local Weather
‐‐ Section remains to be completed. ‐‐
Month

January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
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Temp

Avg. Low
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Reimbursement: Housing, Food, and Mileage
Standards are dependent upon yearly budget available and subject to a case‐by‐case review
with the Ranch Manager. Standards include:
‐‐ Section remains to be completed. ‐‐

Awards
Hours Donated
1‐50 hours

Award
‐‐ Section remains to be completed. ‐‐

100 hours
200 hours
300 hours
400 hours
500 hours
600 hours
700 hours
800 hours
900 hours
1000 hours
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Appendices
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Volunteer Greeter/Host
Volunteer Tour Guide
Volunteer Events Assistant
Volunteer Housekeeper
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Appendix 1

Volunteer Services Agreement Form
Please Print!

Name: Last Name, First Name, Middle Initial

Address

Phone

City

State

Zip Code

Brief description of work to be performed, including minimum time commitment required. Attach
complete job description to this form.

I understand that I will not receive any compensation for the above work and that volunteers are not
considered to be University employees for any purpose other than tort claims and injury compensation,
and I understand that volunteer service is not creditable for leave accrual or any other employee
benefits. I also understand that the University of Nevada, Las Vegas or I may cancel this agreement at
any time by notifying the other party.
I hereby volunteer my services as described above, to assist Walking Box Ranch in its authorized work.

Signature of Volunteer

Date

The University Nevada Las Vegas agrees, while this arrangement is in effect, to provide such materials,
equipment and facilities as are available and needed to perform the work described above, and to
consider you a University employee only for the purpose of tort claims and compensation for work
related injuries.

Signature of Ranch Manager

Date

Termination of Agreement
Agreement Terminated on:
Month, Day, Year

18
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Appendix 2

Monthly Volunteer Time Sheet

For the Month of: ___________________________________________
Name of Volunteer: _________________________________________

Date

Day

Time in

Time Out

____________________________________
Volunteer Signature
Date: ______________________

Hours
Worked

Mileage
Traveled

Comments

______________________________
Ranch Manager Signature
Date: ________________________
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Appendix 3

Claim Form for Reimbursement of Volunteer Expenses
‐‐ Section remains to be completed. ‐‐
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Appendix 4

Volunteer Assessment
Volunteer’s Name: ______________________________________________________________
Position: ______________________________________________________________________
Supervisor: _______________________________________ Date: _______________________
Using a scale of 1 to 5, please rate the following categories:
(1=below average/needs improvement

3=Average

5=Excellent

N/A=Not applicable)

Staff Support

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Staff Supervision

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Staff Attitude

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Working Climate

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Training Received

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Job Assignment

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Interest in volunteering
At WBR again

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Utilization of your
Talents on job

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Satisfaction of your
Reason/s for
Volunteering

1

2

3

4

5

N/A

Additional comments for improving the volunteer program (please write below):
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Walking Box Ranch
Volunteer Position Descriptions
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Volunteer Ranch Host/Greeter
Walking Box Ranch is a historical ranch and desert scientific research laboratory operated by the UNLV Public
Lands Institute (PLI). This unique non‐profit public education facility depends on volunteers to staff the Visitor
Center, welcome visitors, assist with Ranch tours, and help operate the research laboratory.

Major Job Responsibilities:








Maintain the highest standards of friendly, helpful, and responsive customer service at all times
Communicate well with visitors; remain polite, courteous, and helpful at all times
Greet visitors at the Visitor Center and give appropriate directions
Provide customer service in the Visitor Center store
Communicate the Ranch’s programs and services through interaction with the public
Answer and return phone calls from the general public, helping to answer questions and solve problems
Perform Visitor Center, ranch house, barn, ranch facilities, and research laboratory upkeep and minor
maintenance

Additional Responsibilities:






Assist docent tour guides with visitor control and directions when needed
Assist with historical research and field work
Staff welcome table during special events and peak days to greet visitors
Assist with donation mailings when needed
Perform other duties as assigned

Qualifications:










High‐school diploma or degree preferred
Prior experience in retail, customer service, hospitality, or theater
Prior parks office, reception desk or general museum experience helpful
Interest in adult, student and family education
Solid knowledge of computer operation; knowledge of Microsoft Office software
Excellent verbal and communication skills
Ability to stand and walk around for extended periods
Strong team player with a proactive attitude
Flexible schedule; this position includes weekends and holidays

To apply, please send an email to wbr.volunteer@unlv.edu with “Ranch Volunteer” in the subject line, or call 702‐
895‐4678 (This email address needs to be created if desired.)
Training will be conducted during one all‐day class or two half‐day classes (tbd). Ranch management, staff and
educators prepare the curriculum and conduct the classes. The curriculum includes the history and development
of the Ranch and introduction to desert ranching. Special emphasis is also given to the evolution, geology,
ecological concepts, and the flora and fauna of the Mojave Desert. This will include emphasis on desert
adaptations, interrelationships, interpretive methods, and Ranch management. Training will be conducted in the
Ranch Visitor Center, ranch house, and on the ranch property. Trainees are required to spend time on the Ranch
observing docent tours and interpretive presentations. Trainees must receive passing scores on a final exam.
Prospective volunteers are required to attend all classes.
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Volunteer Docent/Tour Guide
Docents are trained volunteers who help Walking Box Ranch visitors and the community better understand and
appreciate the Ranch and the Piute‐Eldorado Valley Area of Critical Environmental Concern (ACEC) in the Mojave
National Preserve. Docents are adults of all ages and educational backgrounds.

Docent Duties:
A docent's primary responsibility is to conduct public education activities on the ranch grounds. Such activities
include tours for visitors and performing interpretive programs. These special activities include theme talks,
Mojave Desert interpretations, working in the Visitor Center, Ranch House, and Research Laboratory. Walking Box
Ranch requires a one‐year commitment to the Docent Program. To maintain active status, docents are required to
donate a minimum of 144 hours per year at Walking Box Ranch. (These commitments remain to be finalized.)

Major Job Responsibilities:












Maintain the highest standards of friendly, helpful, and responsive customer service at all times
Learn the history and operation of Walking Box Ranch and the Research Laboratory
Learn the evolution and history of the Mojave Desert ecosystems
Learn and explain the purpose of the Walking Box Ranch Master Plan and Preservation Plan
Learn and explain the academic research component of the Ranch mission
Prepare visitor tour scripts and materials
Organize and conduct tours of Walking Box Ranch facilities
Communicate well with visitors; remain polite, courteous, and helpful at all times
Answer and return phone calls from the general public, helping to answer questions and solve problems
Staff the reception area during special events and peak days to sign up tour participants
Communicate the ranch’s programs and services through interaction with the public

Additional Responsibilities:






Assist with historical research and field work
Participate in Visitor Center operation and administration when needed
Provide customer service in the Visitor Center store when needed
Assist with general crowd control and provide visitors with directions
Perform other duties as assigned

Qualifications:










High‐school diploma or degree preferred
Prior experience in museums, parks and historical facilities preferred
Customer service, hospitality, or theater experience helpful
Solid knowledge of computer operation; knowledge of Microsoft Office software
Interest in adult, student and family education
Excellent verbal and communication skills
Ability to stand and walk around for extended periods
Strong team player with a proactive attitude
Flexible schedule; this position includes weekends and holidays
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To apply, please send an email to wbr.volunteer@unlv.edu with “Ranch Volunteer” in the subject line, or call 702‐
895‐tbd (This email address must be created if desired.)
Training will be conducted during one all‐day class or two half‐day classes (tbd). Ranch management, staff, and
educators prepare the curriculum and conduct the classes. The curriculum includes the history and development
of the Ranch and introduction to desert ranching. Special emphasis is also given to the evolution, geology,
ecological concepts, and the flora and fauna of the Mojave Desert. This will include emphasis on desert
adaptations, interrelationships, interpretive methods, and Ranch management. Training will be conducted in the
Ranch Visitor Center, Ranch house and on the ranch property. Trainees are required to spend time on the Ranch
observing docent tours and interpretive presentations. Trainees must receive passing scores on section quizzes,
mid‐term and a final exam. Prospective Docents are required to attend all classes.
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Volunteer Maintenance and Housekeeping
Walking Box Ranch, a unique historical ranch and research laboratory that needs volunteers to assist with general
facility maintenance and housekeeping.

Major Job Responsibilities:








Maintain the highest standards of friendly, helpful, and responsive customer service at all times
Communicate well with visitors; remain polite, courteous, and helpful at all times
Assist with general housekeeping in the ranch house, barn, and visitor center
Assist with general housekeeping in the research laboratory buildings and common areas
Provide general grounds clean up and maintenance around the ranch buildings, parking area, and in the
corrals
Provide general grounds clean up and maintenance through the common areas of the camp grounds and
research station buildings
Provide preventive maintenance and minor repairs on electrical, plumbing, irrigation, water well, sewage
and RV hookups

Additional Responsibilities:





Answer questions and solve visitors' issues
Supplement staff in Visitor Center during peak days or special events
Assist with general crowd control and provide visitors with directions during special events
Perform other duties as assigned

Qualifications:









High‐school diploma preferred
Prior experience in facility maintenance and general housekeeping duties
Ranch or farm maintenance experience helpful
Carpentry, electrical, painting, mechanical and other general construction experience helpful
Interest in historical preservation of a unique western landmark
Excellent verbal and communication skills
Strong team player with a proactive attitude
Flexible schedule; this position works weekends and holidays

To apply, please send an email to wbr.volunteer@unlv.edu with “Ranch Volunteer” in the subject line, or call 702‐
895‐tbd (This email address must be created if desired.)
Training will be conducted during one all‐day orientation class and several specially scheduled facility tours and
discussions (tbd). Ranch management and maintenance staff prepare the curriculum and conduct the classes. The
curriculum includes an overview of the history and mission of the Ranch and Research Station and an introduction
to all of the facilities maintenance requirements. This will include historical preservation requirements, a review of
all facilities plans and drawings and detailed tours of all structures, utilities systems, grounds, and roads. Training
will be conducted in the Ranch Visitor Center, Ranch house and throughout the ranch property. Trainees are
required to spend time on the Ranch to meet the staff, UNLV Facilities Maintenance personnel, and contract
vendors and observe maintenance operations.
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Volunteer Events Coordination Assistant
Major Job Responsibilities:







Coordinate and direct all special events for Walking Box Ranch and Research Laboratory. Events provide
the most public form of communication between the ranch and the public. It is essential that all special
events are coordinated with a high level of professionalism.
Serve as a ranch resource/liaison on all special events activities at ranch or when ranch displays are taken
to other venues.
Administrative and clerical responsibilities to include budget management, tracking of RSVPs for events,
drafting of correspondence, and preparation of mailings.
Effective management of events budgets, tracking of RSVPs and timely mailing of invitations are crucial to
the position.
Provide assistance on special projects assigned by the Director or Ranch and Research Laboratory
Manager on a periodic basis.
Many special projects come up during the year, and because of the limited size of the staff, the position
may be asked to assist in completing these projects.

Additional Responsibilities:





Answer questions and solve visitors' issues
Supplement staff in Visitor Center during peak days or special events
Assist with general crowd control and provide visitors with directions during special events
Perform other duties as assigned

Qualifications:
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High‐school diploma with college education preferred
Must have the ability to work effectively with the Director, Ranch Manager, and other ranch volunteers as
well as community leaders to determine special event needs and execute appropriate activities;
Good interpersonal and communications skills are a necessity.
Must demonstrate good events activities and programs coordination;
Have the ability to take leadership of projects and work independently when necessary;
Effectively develop and coordinate a special events budget;
Demonstrate good writing and editing abilities related to publishing, announcements, and
correspondence;
Knowledge of graphic design and printing is needed in the creation of collateral materials for special
events;
Knowledge of media tools such as press releases, public service announcements, media alerts and press
conferences is essential to the coordination of the special events;
Strong team player with a proactive attitude
Flexible schedule; this position works weekends and holidays
Effectively use standard office software such as Microsoft Office, Microsoft Internet Explorer. Have a
working knowledge of desktop publishing software such as Adobe Acrobat and Creative Suite;
Use standard database and spreadsheet software such as Microsoft Access and Microsoft Excel;
Must have the ability to work effectively with other staff members in a collaborative manner;
Ability to coordinate various projects on an on‐going basis is essential to the position due to the variety
and complexity of projects being organized at any given time.
Willingness to work evenings and weekends is necessary to ensure that special events take place without
incident.
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To apply, please send an email to wbr.volunteer@unlv.edu with “Ranch Volunteer” in the subject line, or call 702‐
895‐tbd (This email address must be created if desired)
Training will be conducted during one all‐day orientation class and through several specially scheduled facility
tours and discussions (tbd). Ranch management, Research Laboratory, and Public Lands Institute (PLI) staff prepare
the curriculum and conduct the classes. The curriculum includes an overview of the history and mission of the
Ranch and Research Station and an introduction to plans for ranch and museum development. Also included are
historical preservation requirements, a review of all facilities plans and drawings and detailed tours of all
structures, utilities systems, grounds, and roads.
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